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OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

Memorandum for Mr. Whitehead:

The National Archives recently discovered the attached

thirty-year-old documents sandwiched among several hitherto

undiscovered Nixon tapes. President Nixon's voice is heard

on the tapes, as he attempts without much success and with

frequent ejaculations to recite the documents aloud. The

archivist speculates that the president had intended to

read them into the 18;1-minute gap. Apparently he ran out of

time. The archivist has returned the documents "because

they lack historic value, scholarly interest or policy

merit." You must decide what to do with them.

Recommendations from your staff vary. Henry thinks the

papers should be burned immediately, Brian Lamb thinks

these and all other OTP documents should be read aloud

without explanation in Lafayette Park, Eva says it doesn't

matter what you do with them because she has plenty of

copies, and Nino says the issue is too trivial to merit his

attention.

B. Eagle
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OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

, MEMORANDUM

TO: Torn

FROM: Bruce

RE: Regulatory Reform •

September 22, 1971

One way to solve the problems of bad regulation by the FCC and
the other regulatory agencies is to transform them into
intermittent commissions. Thus, the FCC would retain all of its
present powers, but it would only be allowed to exist for, say,
six months every third year. In the intermediate periods, they
would have no power or staff. This would force them to deal
with basic policy issues rather than meddlesome intervention in
day-to-day operating matters.
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TO: Tom

F Bruce

OTP initiatives?

(Nino can't stop laughing longenough to discuss it.)



OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

NOTICE 

Communications policy can be made in emergency situations

without formal review processes by following the Rule of

The Three Ds!'

Decentralize

Deregulate

and

Disintegrate

Valid policy statements can be made provided that at least

two of the three D's are included. Statements involving all

three D's will be heavily rewarded. A fourth D, available

for use in very difficult canes, is

Duck.

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

WASHINGTON

TO: Tom

407 FROM: Bruce

You might want to leave this

behind the next time you go on

vacation.



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20504

Date: November 5, 1970

Subject: Deregulation of Radio

To: Mr. Whitehead

We keep talking about doing away with federal regulation of
programming when cable comes in. Maybe the way to start is
to deregulate AM and FM as an "experiment."

Program:

1. Starting in I97x, there will be no further regulation
of AM and FM radio stations in any market which
has at least four such stations plus at least one TV
station and one daily newspaper.

2. Deregulation means no licensing, no fairness doctrine
and no other regulation except (a) that which is required
by law (e. g., equal time) and (b) technical standards to
prevent interference.

3. Present stations would be vested in their present owners
at existing powers and frequencies. New assignments
within existing allocations to highest bidders.

This should be a very popular idea with the broadcasters (until
they begin to think about it), and the FCC should like it, since
they don't really regulate radio anyhow, and this would save them
a lot of paperwork. Indeed, the only obvious source of opposition is
the bureaucracy.

Bruce M. Owen
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OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

INFORMATION MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT:Anticompetitive Marketing Practices

TO: Tom

FROM: Bruce

BRIEF SUMMARY:

This memorandum is addressed to the question: What can be done

to remedy the problem G5f anticompetitive practices by the
Bell System in response to competitive entry. It suggests
that spin-off may be the only effective and equitable way
of dealing with these practices, although spin-off is perhaps
not feasible politically.

WHY IT IS WORTHWHILE TO READ:

This question is really very important, and deserves your
attention; Burch usually takes us to task for being too glib
about the realities of enforcing competition, and I suspect
that this is one of the things he has in mind.
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OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

August 7, 1972

To: Hank Goldberg

From: Bruce Owen

Subject Arcata Petition

The Arcata Petition raises a problem with which we have not hereto-
fore addressed. In encouraging increased competition with Bell in
a number of areas, we have recognized the need to prevent predatory
pricing and related cross-subsidization of competitive services by
monopoly services. This issue has arisen in connection with inter-
connection and foreign attachments, specialized carriers, domestic
satellites, international communication, and land mobile communi-
cations. There are more or less difficult solutions to the problem
of cross-subsidization, of which the most plausible is the imposition
of a general discipline on all prices, including those for the monopoly
services, through marginal cost-related or compensatory variable
cost rules.

But in all of these discussions, we have not taken seriously another
set of "unfair" competitive practices on the part of the Bell System.
Bell's power to undertake these practices derives from their residual
monopoly services (which are still required to complete communication
links, parts of which are competitively supplied) or from Bell's size,
"long purse," and prestige. Examples of this sort of behavior appear
in the Arcata Petition and were recently brought to our attention as
part of Motorola's concerns in the mobile area. There is no need to
list here the sorts of practices, other than predatory pricing, which
Bell can undertake to discourage competition. They derive, however,
either from access to information not normally available to competi-
tors or from access to relatively large capital supplies (the "long
purse"). None of the traditional remedies for cross-subsidization,
such as separate accounting or even separate subsidiaries, are
effective barriers to these practices.

It is an open question whether these practices, if undertaken and
allowed to continue unchecked, would make effective competition
impossible. While it clearly is in Bell's short-term interest to engage
in such practices, in the long-term, it may be good strategy not to
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make full use of them if to do so would remove all appearance of
competition as well as its substance. In any event, such practices
clearly reduce the effectiveness of competition in providing a
market discipline for communication services in the United States,
and this is contrary to our stated policies.

It is much less obvious what answer there can be to such practices.
Assuming they exist as a tacit policy of the Bell System, it is clear
that case-by-case treatment of offenses will be an ineffective tool.
Broad policy sanctions on such behavior already exist in law and,
if the various allegations are true, are clearly ineffective.

There appear to be only two options available with which to deal with
this problem. One solution is simply to bar Bell completely from
engaging in the competitive sector. The advantages of this step in
dealing with the problem at hand are obvious. Equally obvious are
the potential disadvantages, both to the public and to AT&T stock-
holders.

The second solution, while less drastic, may be equally impractical.
This approach would require that AT&T form separate corporations
in each competitive area and then spin off these enterprises. (Spin-
off here means that equity stock in the new companies is distributed
to AT&T stockholders. ) This step has the advantage of transferring
to the competitive sector whatever technical know-how and innovative
spirit exists at AT&T, while fully protecting the interests of AT&T
stockholders, since by definition, no losses of scale economies will
occur.

The second approach has many advantages, but this does not mean
that AT&T management will not vigorously oppose it, or that the
pragmatic details of specifying the terms and conditions of the spin-
off are easily settled. On the contrary, such a policy proposal would
meet with monumental objections and barriers. Nevertheless, it
seems apparent that we cannot responsibly continue to treat this
problem glibly, or to expect the FCC to "somehow" deal with it in
an effective way. If there are no better alternatives, we must begin.
to suggest this sort of solution.
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OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

Memorandum for Mr. Whitehead:

The National Archives recently discovered the attached

thirty-year-old documents sandwiched among several hitherto
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OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

, MEMORANDUM

TO: Tom

FROM: Bruce

RE: Regulatory Reform •

September 22, 1971

One way to solve the problems of bad regulation by the FCC and
the other regulatory agencies is to transform them into
intermittent commissions. Thus, the FCC would retain all of its
present powers, but it would only be allowed to exist for, say,
six months every third year. In the intermediate periods, they
would have no power or staff. This would force them to deal
with basic policy issues rather than meddlesome intervention in
day-to-day operating matters.
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OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20504

NOTICE 

Communications policy can be made in emergency situations

without formal review processes by following the Rule of

The Three Ds'

Decentralize

Deregulate

and

Disintegrate

Valid policy statements can be made provided that at least

two of the three D's are included. Statements involving all

three D's will be heavily rewarded. A fourth D, available

for use in very difficult canes, is

Duck.
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

WASHINGTON. D.C. 2.01504

Date: November 5, 1970

Subject: Deregulation of rt, ,

To: Mr • 'Whitehea

We keep talking about doing away with federal regulation of
programming when cable comes in. Maybe the way to start is
to doregulate AM and FM as an "experiment "'

Program:

1. Starting in 197x, there will be no further regulation
of AM and FM radio stations in any market which
has at least four such stations plus at least one TV
station and one daily newspaper.

2. Deregulation means no licensing, no fairness doctrine
and no other regulation except (a) that which is required
by law (e. g., equal time) and (b) technical standards to
prevent interference.

0#6401#440,,.30i,tvY0',"
. Present siations would be vested in their present owners

at existing powers and frequencies. New assignments
within existing allocations to highest bidders.

This should be a very popular idea with the broadcasters (until
they begin to think about it), and the FCC should like it, since
they don't really regulate radio anyhow, and this would save them
a lot of paperwork. Indeed, the only obvious source of opposition is
the bureaucracy.
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OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

INFORMATION MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT: Anticompetitive Marketing Practices

TO: Tom

FROM: Bruce

BRIEF SUMMARY:

This memorandum is addressed to the question: What can be chine
to remedy the problem thf anticompetitive practices by the
Bell System in response to competitive entry. It suggests
that spin-off may be the only effective and equitable way
of dealing with these practices, although sin-off is perhaps
not feasible politically.

WHY IT IS WORTHWHILE TO READ:

This question is really very important, and deserves your
attention; Burch usually takes us to task for being too glib
about the realities of enforcing competition, and I suspect
that this is one of the things he has in mind.
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OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

August 7, 1972

To: Hank Goldberg

From: Bruce Owen

Subject Arcata Petition

The Arcata Petition raises a problem with which we have not hereto-
fore addressed. In encouraging increased competition with Bell in
a number of areas, we have recognized the need to prevent predatory
pricing and related cross-subsidization of competitive services by
monopoly services. This issue has arisen in connection with inter-
connection and foreign attachments, specialized carriers, domestic
satellites, international communication, and land mobile communi-
cations. There are more or less difficult solutions to the problem
of cross-subsidization, of which the most plausible is the imposition
of a general discipline on all prices, including those for the monopoly
services, through marginal cost-related or compensatory variable
cost rules.

But in all of these discussions, we have not taken seriously another
set of "unfair" competitive practices on the part of the Bell System.
Bell's power to undertake these practices derives from their residual
monopoly services (which are still required to complete communication
links, parts of which are competitively supplied) or from Bell's size,
"long purse," and prestige. Examples of this sort of behavior appear
in the Arcata Petition and were recently brought to our attention as
part of Motorola's concerns in the mobile area. There is no need to
list here the sorts of practices, other than predatory pricing, which
Bell can undertake to discourage competition. They derive, however,
either from access to information not normally available to competi-
tors or from access to relatively large capital supplies (the "long
purse"). None of the traditional remedies for cross-subsidization,
such as separate accounting or even separate subsidiaries, are
effective barriers to these practices.

It is an open question whether these practices, if undertaken and
allowed to continue unchecked, would make effective competition
impossible. While it clearly is in Bell's short-term interest to engage
in such practices, in the long-term, it may be good strategy not to
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make full use of them if to do so would remove all appearance of
competition as well as its substance. In any event, such practices
clearly reduce the effectiveness of competition in providing a
market discipline for communication services in the United States,
and this is contrary to our stated policies.

It is much less obvious what answer there can be to such practices.
Assuming they exist as a tacit policy of the Bell System, it is clear
that case-by-case treatment of offenses will be an ineffective tool.
Broad policy sanctions on such behavior already exist in law and,
if the various allegations are true, are clearly ineffective.

There appear to be only two options available with which to deal with
this problem. One solution is simply to bar Bell completely from
engaging in the competitive sector. The advantages of this step in
dealing with the problem at hand are obvious. Equally obvious are
the potential disadvantages, both to the public and to AT&T stock-
holders.

The second solution, while less drastic, may be equally impractical.
This approach would require that AT&T form separate corporations
in each competitive area and then spin off these enterprises. (Spin-
off here means that equity stock in the new companies is distributed
to AT&T stockholders.) This step has the advantage of transferring
to the competitive sector whatever technical know-how and innovative
spirit exists at AT&T, while fully protecting the interests of AT&T
stockholders, since by definition, no losses of scale economies will
occur.

The second approach has many advantages, but this does not mean
that AT&T management will not vigorously oppose it, or that the
pragmatic details of specifying the terms and conditions of the spin-
off are easily settled. On the contrary, such a policy proposal would
meet with monumental objections and barriers. Nevertheless, it
seems apparent that we cannot responsibly continue to treat this
problem glibly, or to expect the FCC to "somehow" deal with it in
an effective way. If there are no better alternatives, we must begin.
to suggest this sort of solution.
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OFFICE. 1158 FIFTEENTH STREET. N. W. • WASHINGTON. O. C. 20005

March 26, 1970

Dr. Clay Whitehead
The White House
Washington, D.C.

Dear Dr. Whitehead:

TOMAS m RUSSELL
MICHAEL S S'GAL
ALAN P. OLSCHwANG
KENNETH A MANIASTER
PAUL O.C•PRIER
H. BRUCE BERNSTEIN
JON N. EK DAHL
LEE M. MITCHELL
MERLE L. RpyCC.
D. WILLIAM WAGNER
BARRY D. BAYER
MARTIN J. OBERMAN

202 833-8808

It was a pleasure to speak to you on the phone
yesterday, and I simply want to confirm our desire to have
you come to the Data Communications Seminar at Airlie
House April 22 and 23. You can let us know at your earliest
convenience, and we will welcome you even at the last minute.
We have two hundred people coming from all over the country
who are vitally interested in the issues, and we know you
can make an important contribution to advancing their
understanding of the problems and opportunities and the
need to protect the public interest.

Cordially,

Newton N. Minow

NNM/h

bc: Mr. Robert LaBlanc
1,1.1ff. Morris I. Offit
Mr. J. Ira Harris
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S EC
W y the Secretary of Defense Needs a System

s Analysis

Office or its Equivalent

MEWORA_NDUM

The question .of what to do with the Syste
ms Analysis office is

- really a surrogate for the 

whether the Seer

policy and whethE

analysis availabl,

issue is only supe

ntal and more blunt question of

in the substance of force planning

nal staff capable of independent

j_ng that responsibility. The

—.onalities or of methodology.

It is very hazcf to get a balanced view of the Syst
ems Analysis office

and its function in the Department. The Services and Congress have clear

reasons .of power, influence, and prestige for wanting to down
grade or

eliminate the office, the partisans of systems analysis tend to be
 overly

zealous about the capabilities of "rational" analysis; and foreign p
olicy

experts have too little knowledge of force level and budget dec
ision

problems.

Much myth and emotion have grown up around the Systems Analysis -

office, and it is therefore important to distinguish. the function from

the personalities: The "whiz kids" became the focus for much of the

criticism that was (or should have been) really aimed at Secretary

McNamara for his assertion of personal responsibility over the policy

aspects (priorities) of force planning and for the particular choices

iched paper is a brief for continuation of the function of

Analysis office as a major tool for serving the interests

'etary and the President. Although it does take an advocacy

it is a balanced look at a very tough problem.
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Office of Telecommunications Policy

I went to WJiite House the first day of the Nixon Administration. I knew I was ging. I
think the way mos Presidential transitions work is that people are identified by the inco ing
President who ar going to be on his staff and who are going to handle things; those peo le start
interacting with people from the agencies, in congress, and in industry well before the P esident
is sworn in. I t the official invitation to join the White House staff from Bob El1sbe who had
been selected Nixon to be one of his top aides. Bob asked me to join the staff and I naivelyAspori5
asked him, " what?" and I remember Bob looking at me incredulously and saying, "does it
matter?" To which after a moment of reflection, I said, "No."

(The question of what I'd be doing turned out to be an interesting one. Because 'd been
on the Nixon economic and budget transition team, I thought I was going to the White House to
work on budget policy matters. There was an early meeting of the new White House staff which
took place just before Jan. 20, and one of the first orders of business was parceling out who was
responsible for which agencies. It sorted out fairly quickly: Ehrlichman wanted the domestic
agencies; Kissinger wanted state and defense; and Ellsworth was given all of the non-cabinet
agencies, which he then turned around and parceled out to me and John Rose, being his two
assistants. Guring that discussion there was the question of who would do NASA, atomic
energy, FCC, Federal Power Commission, and apparently no one had a good answer except Bob
Haldeman. He said, "Iç, Whitehead went to MIT, he understands all that technology shit, give
it to him." d

With that remark, I was suddenly the White House person for NASA, omic energy,
FCC, Federal Power Commission, National Science Foundation .atethe CI Since I had a lot of
clearances from my work at RAND it was pretty easy for me to move into the national security
parts of all that. I had the CIA reporting to me for about a week until Henry Kissinger realized he
wanted it to report to him, which he should've realized at the outset. There I was basically being
a Ph.D. economic policy wonk labeled by Haldeman as knowing about all this technology shit, so
4-rnatte-corptftet-wi4i the various agency heads and industry people started figuring out that I had
some responsibilities. Washington is a small town so word gets around and pretty quickly I was
being besieged by Hill staffers, industry people, all of that.

Several of the important issues were communications. The Johnson administration had
Vnot wanted to dea ith communications. The commonly accepted rationale for that was that

Lyndon and Lady rd had their television stations down in Texas and didn't want to get their
administration involved in anything that would give the appearance that they were playing
favorites with their own television properties so they just stayed away from it. That was probably
not a bad idea for them personally, but it resulted in a number of issues in the FCC and industry
being bottled up because no one dealt with them. The FCC Chairman was Rose! Hyde. Rosel
was widely viewed as a very nice man. He was a Republican. Lle-was-a-Mertli0+4. But he pretty
much didn't do anything.

1



Quickly I found myself dealing with a lot of people from these various agencies and the
Hill and the industries that were represented. For example, in NASA, the big issue was what
does the country do after the Apollo moon landings. So NASA had its schemes for building a
shuttle, building a space station, going to Mars, and there were all sorts of contractors that had
ideas about how to implement those schemes, so they came in and found me. The whole
communications industry found me, from AT&T to Motorola to the broadcast networks and so
forth. So I was quickly taken up with meetings with lots of people.

Some of the communications in the communications sector included public broadcasting.
Congress had passed an Act in 1967 setting up the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, which
grew out of the Killian report, which was funded by and run out of the Carnegie Endowment.
There was this vision for a major public television network that would rival the three commercial
networks and be a counterbalance to the commercialism of those networks, all paid for by the
federal government with huge budget implications. The questions for the new administration
were fundamental questions about publicly funded broadcasting.' Should the federal government
be involved in broadcasting? If so, in what areas, and under what organizational structure in and
outside government? To what extent should a national organization decide system policy
independent of government accountability? Were there alternatives to federal funding? Why
couldn't public broadcasting function in the marketplace? If we supported it, how much money
were we going to put in the budget?

There was also the subject of communications satellites. The Communications Satellite
Act of 1962 created Comsat and established international satellite communications as a
monopoly of Intelsat. This was sort of John Kennedy's gift to the world - America's space
technology. And it more or less worked. Intelsat and Comsat had gotten underway under interim
agreements in 1962 / 1963 and there was a large international conference of a hundred and some
countries negotiating the final agreements for the Intelsat system in Madrid in 1971. The
Chairman of the U.S. delegation was Leonard Marks. There was the question of what the new
administration's position was on that? Who was going to oversee that? Would we replace Marks
as ambassador? The answers were that I'd oversee the program, and, yes, we'd replace Marks.
We replaced him with Bill Scranton.

There was also the question of the use of satellites for communication within the United
States. The presumption in 1962 was that satellites were only useful for communications across
oceans so they were inherently international. The idea of satellite use for short distances within
the country really didn't occur to anyone, but as the technology developed, it became more and
more feasible to think of using satellites within the states. The three television networks for
example, were very unhappy with the charges AT&T was levying on them for their microwave
connections for their networks. And it was clear that if they could use satellite communications,
they could connect all of their stations together for a fraction of the cost that AT&T was charging

at 95.
John Macy Jr., To Irrigate a Wasteland, University of California Press, Berkeley, 1974
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them.

Some of the communications carriers, like AT&T, RCA, Western Union, wanted to put
up satellite systems for communications within the United States which would have competed
with AT&T. Comsat argued that they'd compete with Intelsat, not that Intelsat was useful for
communications within the U.S.. Comsat was arguing strongly that the 1962 Communications
Act had given them a monopoly over all communications, but others said no, it just gave them
the monopoly for international, and that issue was unresolved.

Motorola had developed a cellular phone technology and wanted permission to use
certain frequencies for cellular telephone service. The FCC wasn't acting on that. AT&T was
vehemently opposed that this would fragment the telephone business and result in poor service
and no doubt cause measles and mumps among a large fraction of the population.

There were people who wanted to build microwave systems for private and shared use -
the pipeline companies, the railroads. MCI had in fact built a system between Chicago and St
Louis and were trying to get the FCC to let them interconnect that microwave system to the
phone network so that the microwave could be shared among corporate users. Sam Wyly was
trying to get permission to build his digital microwave system for connecting computer
communications centers. Cable television was trying to grow - cable operators had figured out
that they could use microwave links to import television stations from outside markets and that
would give them additional programming that they could then use to attract additional customers.
The broadcast industry was vehemently opposed to that because it would fragment the local
audience, potentially leading to a reduction in advertising revenues. Hollywood was vehemently
opposed to it because they said that they hadn't sold their rights under the copyright statute for
that purpose so that the importation of a distant signal and putting it on a cable system was a new
public performance under the copyright laws that the cable operator didn't have a right to do.
Some broadcasters like WGN in Chicago recognized that if their station was imported into a
number of distant markets on cable that would greatly increase their viewership and they could
sell their advertising for more, so it wasn't a monolithic broadcast position.

There were a number of other cats and dogs of communications issues. The issue of how
much of an interest in a television show a network could retain was a big issue because the
Hollywood people were doing the financing and there was a question of who would get what part
of the profits from a television series. That became known under the rubric of financial interest
in syndication rules — FinSyn — which was a hot issue between Hollywood and the networks.
They were both trying to use the FCC to set rules for that. There was the prime time access rule
which required networks to reduce their weekly programming by 4.5 hours so the local stations
could get programming from other sources, which is why we have programs like Wheel of
Fortune, The Price is Right, and Jeopardy. There were issues of children's programming: how
many hours of time must the networks devote to children's programming? What was a bona fide
children's program? There were fairness doctrine issues; rights of politicians to get time. Some
of these things had just been bubbling along. A lot of them had been bottled up because there
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was no leadership from the administration and Rosel Hyde wasn't providing any leadership at the
FCC. 11;

Those were some of the communications issues that I i mediately f ced at OTP. In
addition to that we had questions like, do we build a space stationT Do we build a space shuttle?
What are the Russians going to do? Can we build more atomic energy nuclear power plants?

The two areas that intere me most and that I spent ost of my time on were NASA
and FCC in part because ere the two areas that had e biggest set of issues, biggest in
terms of impact on the country — biggest political impact. And, in the case of NASA, the biggest
budget impact. They were both pretty high profile • . So, partly because they were
interesting and partly because I had so many people knocki g on my door about them.,

One of the early pivotal moments was whe osel Hyde asked for a private meeting.JJe
came over to my office and said, omestic satellite issue has really had us—
wrapped in circles. We've had a really difficult time because we just don't know how to deal
with it. We have all these powerful companies — ABC, NBC, CBS, AT&T — that want to put up
satellites and we've just had a really hard time figuring out how to do it. However, he said, I've
come up with an idea that I think works. We don't think we ought to give it to Comsat because
we have all these other companies that want to get involved, too. Here's the idea, we have 8
applicants as I recall - about half of them are communications carriers and the other half are
users, television networks. We create a monopoly corporation for domestic satellite operations
that's owned equally by the 8 current applicants. They each own an equal share in the company
and each have a seat on the board of directors. They decide what's going to be built and how the
rates are going to be charged. So everyone's involved, everyone's an owner, and everybody's
happy. But if for some reason they can't work things out themselves, then the FCC would cast

the deciding vote on the Board of Directors.

I remember thinking to myself, as my father would say, 3e3tr344-reh1.ist This creates
another monopoly. It's a monopoly that, by definition, the competing interests of the competing
communications companies and the users — there's no way that those people will reach
agreement on much of anything. So we've got a communications monopoly that is in effect
largely run by the FCC through heaven knows what kind of mechanism. So the Congress will
get involved, it's going to be politicized, and the likelihood of it doing much of anything is
remote. And furthermore, if we're going to have competition, it was clear to me from the outset
that we needed competition in the communications business — we needed competition between
the networks and between AT&T. And I said, still thinking to myself, if we can't create a
competitive regulatory environment in a brand new technology like satellites, then we'll never
have competition.

So I said, thank you very much, Rose!, please don't do anything. I'll get back to you. I
had succeeded in putting that plan on hold, but even though I was still wet behind the ears, I
knew I had to have something to replace Rosel's suggestions. And I knew it ought to be a
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competitive regime. So I created a task force of people from various agencies, Justice, what was
then the Office of Telecommunications and Management, Commerce, council of economic
advisors, Chaired by Paul McCracken, who urged me on, as did the antitrust people in Justice. I
also included some outside consultants, in part people I thought would be useful and in part
people I thought should be involved politically. And we set out to develop a policy for domestic
communications satellites that would create from the get-go a competitive, relatively unregulated
industry structure. And we did it, and we communicated that to the FCC.2 By that time Rose!
Hyde had been replaced as chairman by Dean Burch. This plan was communicated in a letter to
Dean Burch that became the first of many Dear Dean letters, suggesting to the FCC what the
White House thought would be good policy directions for them to go in.

One of the other hot issues was public broadcasting. There was this Carnegie
Commission Report that had been chaired by the President of MIT, my alma mater. I had gotten
my Ph.D. from MIT in 1967 and two years later, I was in the White House meeting with the
President of MIT explaining to him why we were not going to support his grand scheme for
public television. The reason goes back to my presumption that what we needed to do in
communications was get the government role reduced so that in television and telecom we
needed to substitute competition for highly detailed regulation - not that we should completely
eliminate regulation, but that the regulation in television and telecommunications Jiad gott9n too
complex, too detailed, too politicized, so we needed to change that.

So just as I had kind of closed my eyelids and rolled my eycs when Rosel Lme in with
his suggestion for communications satellites, I had the same rc on when Mac Bundy and Jim
Killian came in to talk about public television because what they ere proposing was in essence
a federally funded fourth television network. They thought thi-s" was wonderful that it would
provide all kinds of high quality programming that would do wonders for children, schools,
education, culture, etc. that would provide counterbalance to the crass commercialism of three
television networks and give the country the type of programming it wasn't getting, but deserved.
My view was that they were setting up a government-funded television network that would have
the White House and Congress constantly telling them what they should and shouldn't put on,
manipulating the budget to reflect whatever political strains of the moment thought was good
programming or bad programming, and it would create a political nightmare. I also felt strongly
that the idea of just adding one network to the monopoly of three networks, particularly with one
of them funded by the federal goverment, wasn't a big change from three networks in terms of
allowing the country to reduce the monopoly power in television and to reduce the need for

2 In January 1971, OTP issued an AEROSAT policy statement saying that
communications satellites should be privately, not governmentally, owned and, according to
Whitehead, with the White House domestic open skies policy that satellite systems should be
built in response to competitive private market rather than governmental direction. "Open
Shores" to "open skies": Sources and Directions of US Satellite Policy in Economics and Policy
Problems in Satellite Communications edited by Joseph N. Pelton and Marcellus S. Snow at 173-
74.
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government regulation. Ifej.that the only long-term answer to the monopoly position of the
three television networks was to get more channels into the home, and that the only way to get
more channels into the home since you couldn't add more stations because there weren't any
more frequencies to add more stations, was through cable tv and to use satellites to bypass the
AT&T microwave to get the programming out to the cable systems. So to me, creating a huge
government funded network was a step in the wrong direction in terms of long term competition
strategy and in terms of sound public policy in terms of how this would inevitably be politicized.

That takes us back to satellites being a key element in getting competition into the
telecommunications business. I thought that if we could successfully get a competitive model for
the new technology of satellites, we could use that policy to create a competitive model for these
specialized common carriers like MCI and Datran and we could begin to carve out a largely
unregulated sector of telecommunications services. Then, by using satellites to carry television
programs like HBO to cable systems, which had the capacity to, at that time, carry something like
15 - 30 charnels, there was a possibility of having 15 - 30 television networks, and then in time
maybe having 50 - 60 television networks, maybe 100. So satellites became very important to
the vision of replacing the monopoly with a range of new providers, new services that didn't
need to be regulated as tightly and could innovate free of the kind of type of government
regulation that we historically had on AT&T and the three television networks.

That policy became the guiding principle of OTP. For the remainder of the time I was at
the White House and at OTP, that was the concept we were pushing. All the issues and battles
we took on were guided by that basic framework of replacing the monopoly structure with a
more deregulated, more innovative one.

Several other stories stand out from that time. They're both about AT&T. The chief
ATT lobbyist in town was Ed Crossland. Ed was a regulatory lawyer form North Carolina. He
was smooth as glass. He had that smooth North Carolina way of talking — a gentleman's
gentleman - bright at hell, sharp as hell. He was probably more influential on Washington
communications policy things than any FCC commissioner. He knew how to work the Hill. He
knew how to work the FCC. When my role became clear, Ed cultivated me like I was his newest
and most important girlfriend. He was all over me. Anyway, Ed was influential.

Ed called me one day at the office and wanted to talk to me. I told my secretary Eva to
tell him that I'm in a meeting and will call him as soon as I get out. Eva comes back and says he
really wants to talk to you now. I said, a little bit annoyed, Tell him I'll be through with this
shortly and I will get back to him as soon as I get out of the meeting. I swear that 15 minutes
later, my White House line rang, and I always answered that line. At that time it was a dedicated
line in the White House, and people in the White House just called each other directly on that.
The custom was that if someone called you and you were in your office they expected you to pick
up, and if you called someone and they were in their office, they expected you to pick up — there
was no switching.
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So I picked it up and it was Howard Baker, who was at that time the minority leader in
the senate. He said, Tom, what's going on? I said, what do you mean Howard? He said, are you
about to do something about AT&T? I said no, Howard, why do you ask? I'm down here in
Nashville giving a speech and Joe Smith, whoever it was, who's the Chairman of the First
National Bank of Tennessee came over and got me off the podium and said that it's urgent that I
call you. I said, well, Howard, I don't know anything about it. And he said, well, Joe Smith is
on the board of the Tennessee phone company, and he said he got a call from AT&T
headquarters saying that you're about to do something to AT&T. And if you are, then maybe we
ought to talk about it. I said, Howard, I'm not about to do anything. And he said, well, okay,
tell him that. I said, thank you.

Within fifteen minutes, Ed Crossland, on the Hill had gotten to the Office of the Minority
Leader. Where is he? Well, he was in Nashville giving a speech. Who did Ed's people know in
Nashville? Well, Joe Smith who's chairman of the First National Bank of Tennessee. Ed got
him over to wherever that speech was and got him to get Howard to call Tom and make sure that
Tom doesn't do something.

It just made me realize that if Ed could do that there, he could get to any congressman,
any senator in any state of the union - there were phone companies in every state, and all the
important people in those states were on the boards of the phone companies. It was a real lesson
to me in the power of the political organization that those people had. So, I finished my meeting
and I called Ed back and said, Hi, Ed, calling you back, and I never mentioned anything about it,
but it really made me think.

Another important event took place later. I was trying to accommodate things like
Datran, MCI, and the competitive thing for satellites and cell phones and try to create a sector in
telecom that would be basically not heavily regulated, and would be competitive and would
flourish apart from the strictures of the kind of regulation you had to put on the monopoly of
AT&T. Through this time DOJ was trying to persuade me that we had to have an antitrust case
to break up AT&T. They were never quite satisfied by the consent decree of the 1950s. They
wanted to break up AT&T by splitting off Bell Labs and Western Electric as the manufacturing
arm with the idea that the equipment business could be competitive and the telephone company
would be a monopoly. I thought that if they thought AT&T violated the antitrust laws, they
could damn well file an antitrust case. But from a public policy point of view, I thought antitrust
was a very sledgehammer approach to restructuring the industry, and I didn't support it.

One day, which was probably eaFifi 974, my White House line rings again. This time I
was in the office by myself and it was Iorge Schultz, who was then Secretary of the Treasury.
We were on a first-name basis but it wasn't every day that the Secretary of the Treasury called.
He said, Hi, Tom. And I said, Hi George, and we had some small talk. And he said, Tom are
you about to do something about AT&T. I said, no, George. And he said, you're not going to do
anything? And I said, well, George, we don't have anything scheduled. Nothing's planned
immediately. AT&T figures into a lot of the things we're working on, but we don't have any
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immediate plans. And he said, well, you're not going to be doing anything in the next couple of
weeks? And I said, no. Look, George, if that makes you comfortable, I'll just agree not to do
anything with AT&T for the next two weeks. And George said, oh, that's great, that's just fine,
if you could do that, thank you very much I appreciate it.. And I said, George, if you don't mind
my asking, why do you care? He said, this is very confidential, but we're about to put out a
major offering of U.S. treasury bonds. The interest rate we pay follows the AT&T rate, so if you
were to do something that adversely impacted AT&T, it would drive AT&T bonds down, which
would drive up the interest rate, and that would mean we'd have to pay a higher interest rate on
the umptyum million dollars we're about to borrow, which would cost the treasury a lot of
money. I said, it seems to me George that it ought to work the other way around, the treasury rate
should drive AT&T's. George told me, It doesn't work that way. This year, AT&T counted for a
third of the new corporate debt in the U.S. Being so big, our interest rate follows their interest
rate. So I said, don't worry about it, George, I won't do anything.

I remember hanging up the phone and I remember looking out the window and saying to
myself something like, itisittgit-Ciwist, here you've got an industry — meaning
telecommunications — that's the fastest growing industry in the U.S., that's hugely capital
intensive, and you've got one company that already accounts for a third of the total corporate d
borrowings in the U.S. - this is just not sustainable, it just won't work.

So, not immediately, I called Bruce Owen who has my chief economist and had been in
favor of breaking up AT&T. He persuaded me that if you were to break up AT&T you should do
it the way it was finally done, by splitting off long distance from the local. So Bruce and I talked,
and I called Don at the Department of Justice and said okay, I'm on board with an antitrust suit if
one of your remedies is this horizontal divestiture rather than just splitting off manufacturing. If
you agree to that, then, I'll support you on the policy front. And that was that.

Having agreed to that, we decided that the best thing would be for me to go on the public
record putting the administration on the record that there was no policy impediment to a break up
of AT&T. It was important that I and the White House not be involved in urging Justice to file a
suit because the question of whether AT&T did or did not violate the antitrust laws was a legal
question and I didn't have anything to say about that one way or the other, and Justice couldn't
be seen to be yielding to political pressure to bring a suit where it may not be warranted. The fact
of the matter was that they wanted to do it, and I guess behind the scenes I was saying that I
would support them.

So the question became how do I support them? That was done through the device of
hearings held in the Senate. Senator-lam/as-Etc astrrirdi Mississippi, Chairman of the Judiciary
Committee, was holding hearings on competition and it provided a natural forum for me to
address competition in the communications business. So I and my staff carefully prepared
testimony.

There were two big issues. One was, from an overall telecommunications policy point of
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view, would the break up of AT&T damage the country's telecommunications system or its
ability to compete in world markets? The second question was, would the break up of AT&T be
detrimental to national security because communications are so important to our defense
capability? Going back to the Eisenhower administration, the first issue had been kind of
muddled and I don't think any administration took a clear line about whether the breakup of
AT&T would be positive, negative, or zero in regards to domestic telecommunications policy.
The national security issue was much more problematic and, indeed, there's pretty strong
evidence that the Defense Department was responsible for dropping the first antitrust case against
AT&T, five years after it had initiated in 1949. So through this testimony, I stated very clearly
that competition was the preferred regulatory tool in the U.S. historically, and it could apply in
telecommunications as well as any other industry. Monopoly in the telephone business was not a
necessary structure in the nation's telecommunications industry.

I was careful not to say specifically whether the break up of AT&T would be a good or
bad thing, but it was pretty clear what I was saying. I also said that, from the national security
view, the AT&T monopoly wasn't necessary. That carried the weight of the White House, which
trumped the Defense Department.

The success of that testimony was driven home to me because after I finished testifying
and I was walking out of the hearing room, Ed Crossland was in the back of the room. I went
over there and said, hello Ed, and, he said, through gritted teeth, in his southern accent, Tom, that
was the most irresponsible testimony I've ever heard in my entire life in this town or anywhere
else that I have worked. And at that point his assistant pulled him along and said, come on, Ed,
let's go, Ed. And I said, gee, Ed, I'm sorry you feel that way. And that was it. But I might as
well have said, if Justice wants to break up AT&T, there's no national security or policy
impediment to that, which is what I said without saying it.

/Some weeks later, Henry Goldberg and I went over to Justice and met with Bill Saxb ,
who was then the attorney general and we talked about it and he said he wanted to hear it from
me personally and to be sure that what I said meant what he thought it meant. I said, yes, it
means what you think it does, and if you file, I'll say very clearly that, while we don't take a
position as to the legal merits of case, we see no impediment to the remedies that you're seeking.
I emphasized that one of the remedies that we wanted was the horizontal divestiture, and he
agreed that they would include that as one of the remedies that they would seek.

As we were leaving, we sort of shook hands on it and Bill said, neither one of us is going
to tell the President about this, right? And I said, right. Some weeks later, Justice filed the
antitrust case that ultimately led to the break up of AT&T along the lines that Bruce Owen had
suggested.3 Neither Saxby nor I told the President; it just happened.

3By late 1973, Tom Kauper, assistant attorney general, had authorized a secret DOJ
Antitrust division investigation of AT&T that was distinct from (and unknown to) the
Department's official investigation launched in 1973 and headed by Phil Verveer. Keith
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Later in '74 the public broadcasting thing came to a head. I had successfully (not
singlehandedly) developed then defended the administration's position that the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting should not receive anywhere near the budget that they wanted. That
developed pretty quickly into a partisan issue with the Democrats thinking that it was great to
have lots of money for CPB because they controlled the Congress. We thought for policy
reasons it shouldn't. The rest of the White House thought it shouldn't for political reasons,
believing correctly that the public broadcasting crowd was critical of Nixon administration. We
had successfully created PBS as a local station counterweight to the Washington-based CPB, and
that created a sort of check and balance on how CPB spent its money.

One of the big issues remaining in 1974 was so-called long-range financing. I mentioned
earlier that I felt that if you have a federally funded network, politicians would try to influence
particular programs and that was borne out in a number of instances. One of the proposals
developed to counterbalance that was the idea of long-term financing - that is to say that
Congress would pass five year financing so that the congressmen and senators wouldn't be
tempted year by year to cut a program or fire a producer. In other words, it would insulate public
broadcasting from the political process somewhat. The CPB crowd thought that even five years
was wrong, and they wanted a tax on viewers kind of like what the BBC has. We kept trying to
tell them that, in the U.S., you don't get public money without some kind of checks and balances,
and in this case, the question before us was what are the right checks and balances given the
character of this undertaking?

So we had proposed five-year financing and that called the Democrats' bluff. They
immediately said that five years was too long. Ultimately, I worked out this deal with the public
broadcasting crowd that if they would put in place and accept the PBS structure with the local
stations having a significant say about how the money was spent and what programs were going
to be carried on the network so that it wasn't all decided by CPB, then I would support long term
financing. I had cleared that deal through the budget bureau and through the White House.
Having proposed five-year funding and having the Democrats renege on that, the compromise
was two-year funding.

I recall that Congress passed a one-year budget extension, and I recommended that Nixon
veto it, and he did, the rationale being that this is not long range financing. It was interpreted in
the press as a veto of any funding, but that's not what it was. Nonetheless, we made our point to
the Democrats that were controlling the Hill at that point, and we reached a compromise of two-
year funding and the bill was passed providing for that.

Clearwaters conducted the secret investigation and held clandestine meetings at the White House,
getting files from OTP that it had accumulated on AT&T.
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Nixon was in throes of Watergate at the moment, so I wrote memo to the President
explaining how things had played out, what the compromise was, how it had been developed and
accepted by all parties, and suggesting that he should sign the bill. My memo came back with a
handwritten note by Al Haig, Chief of Staff, saying the President does not agree with your
request. I went ballistic. I had worked on this damn public broadcasting thing for five years and
had been the frontman for the administration on a battle that was very partisan and very bitter
politically. I had been accused of all kinds of ugly things — being anti-public television, being
anti-children — and I thought that I had worked out the best deal I possibly could for everyone
involved. Nixon knew — the whole damn White House knew — what I was doing, and the
strategy we had been employing. We'd gotten the PBS thing in place, and it was a good
compromise. It was working, it was the best that could possibly be done, and I really felt like I
had been cut off and hung out to dry. My whole credibility was gone because I told everyone in
public broadcasting, I told people on the Hill, I told all the press what we were doing and all of a
sudden Nixon was saying no.

So Brian Lamb, Henry, and I talked about it. I knew that appealing it back to the
President would go absolutely nowhere because the President was essentially dysfunctional.
Brian Lamb said, well, this could all be on the front page of The New York Times tomorrow, and
I said, that's a good idea, and so the next morning, there was a story on the front page of The New
York Times. At the press conference that morning, people were saying to the press secretary, Ron
Ziegler, what is this, Ron? It says here in The New York Times that the President doesn't support
Whitehead. Ron lied through his teeth and said, no, no, no, the President never disapproved of
Mr. Whitehead's memorandum, that's totally a false story. The President supports what Mr.
Whitehead's done. So I fairly quickly arranged for some hearings on the Hill, and I went up and
testified for the Administration supporting the two-year funding package, and the next day I
submitted my resignation. I wrote the letter resigning effective some time in September, but we
didn't release it for some weeks. When it finally was released, if you open one of the papers to
the back page, you'll see a little bitty headline saying "Whitehead resigns." And the front page in
huge letters says "Nixon resigns."

I had no idea Nixon was going to resign. I had announced my resignation on Friday, and
I was going to spend a year as a fellow at the Harvard Kennedy School. Margaret and I had
rented our house, Margaret had driven to Kansas City, all of our bags and clothes had been
shipped, we were going to spend two weeks camping in the Rockies, and I don't know why I was
still there Monday, but Monday I stayed with my sister. For some reason, I had gotten rid of all
my suits and ties, and was planning to catch a plane Tuesday morning when at about 10:00 at
night I got a call from Phil Bukin, Gerald Ford's personal attorney. Bukin told me, Tom I just
got a call from Gerry and he's going to be President in less than 72 hours. At that point, the
message had gone from Haig to Ford, who called Bukin, who called me. The people who knew
were Nixon, Haig, Ford, presumably Mrs. Ford, Phil Bukin, probably Bunny Bukin, and me, so I
was number 6 or 7 to know that Nixon was resigning.

That was essentially the end of my telecom stuff because then I kicked into gear the
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transition team for Ford that I had been working on clandestinely with four others. For the next
two months, I was working in the Ford administration putting into play the various contingency
plans that we'd developed for him earlier.
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CDIIVideo Switchers &Audio Mixer Switcher
team up for flexibility, compact size C7 price!

The VS-10 ... an 8-input, 3-bus,
compact, self contained, vertical
interval, solid state switcher.
Impressive special effects, Mix
Amplifier, Wipe/Key Amplifier,
output selector and broad opera-
tional capabilities provide excep-
tional production flexibility.
Includes automatic Preview; can
wipe and dissolve to keys; has
true On-Air Tally system. Chroma
Keying also available.

sophisticated
The VS-14... a 10-input 4 bus
switcher with a combined Mix
Amp, Wipe/Key/Mask Key Amp
and a Downstream Keyer that
allows execution of a complex
effects sequence ... such as ...
dissolve from one source to a
masked chroma key ... then dis-
solve a color matted title over a
chroma key, and finally dissolve

out of the chroma key to a differ-
ent source while retaining the title.
Standard features also include
Soft Wipes, Soft Keys, Color Titles,
Split Screens and Spotlight.
Downstream Keyer can insert or
dissolve titles.

&super
AFM-10 its "teammate" power
and flexibility allows it to auto-
matically operate as an Audio
Follow or an Audio Mix/Follow
Switcher with the VS-10 or VS-14

. plus it has a "hands-off" auto-
matic gain riding Compressor/
Limiter.

In the Follow Mode, the AFM-10
becomes an automatic remote
controlled switcher.

In the Mix/Follow Mode, the
AFM-10 beautifully performs a
voice over", manually or auto-
matically.

As a Mixer, the AFM-10 handles
many jobs with its 7 inputs with
individual channel gain pots,
independent Master and Auxiliary
Line level outputs, and Comp/Lim
that can be switched IN or OUT.

Actually, Super is what you'll say
when you realize how much you
can do for the price . . . and
remember, that includes CDL
Quality and Reliability

So send for brochures today or for
immediate response, call or write.

CENTRAL DYNAMICS LTO
Canada: 147 Hymus Blvd. Montreal Oue H9R-1G1 • 514-697-0811
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NEW OMMENT
Pay Cable dominates NCTA

Election year pressures halt easing of CATV regulations

Pay-tv talk and speculation
carried the National Cable
Television Association
through its 25th annual con-
vention as cablecasters gath-
ered in Dallas, April 4-7. An
upbeat yet realistic mood
prevailed as they heard sta-
tistics confirming that pay-tv,
if not their industry's salva-
tion, should at least provide
a cable with enough extra
revenue to keep it economi-
cally healthy.

Ironically, just one day
after the delegates left Dal-
las, it became widely known
that the Ford Administration
has decided not to recom-
mend legislation that would
have removed many of the
restrictions placed on catv's
activities and growth. Al-
though the President has
long called for increased
private-sector competition
through the easing of gov-
ernment regulation of sever-
al industries—including
cable tv— election-year poli-
tics and lobbying by broad-
casters apparently succeed-
ed in torpedoing cable
deregulation yet another
time.
White House press secre-

tary Ron Nessen singled out
the story—which first ap-
peared as a small item in
Television Digest, then hit
the front page of The New
York Times—for special criti-
cism, calling it misleading.
Nonetheless, he admitted
that the Ford Administration
will not push for cable
deregulation until more re-
search on its effects is com-
pleted.
So cable television will

continue to fight its oppo-
nents in the present regula-
tory jungle, relying on pay-
cable as its most potent
weapon. As a concept, pay-
cable—whereby catv opera-
tors offer subscribers an
extra channel of uninterrupt-
ed first-run movies and other
programs at an added
cost—has caught on in a big
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Satellite earth station outside Dallas convention site

way. The numbers speak for
themselves: total pay-tv
subscribers have grown from
16,000 three years ago to
half-a-million at the end of
1975 and are expected to
reach 1.2 million by the end
of this year.
Home Box Office, whose

announcement last year that
it would distribute pay-tv
programming to cable sys-
tems nationwide by satellite
started the present pay-cable
momentum, still leads the
way. Andrew Heiskell, chair-
man of HBO parent Time,
Inc., underscored his com-
pany's long-term commit-
ment to pay tv by appearing
at NCTA and calling for cable
tv's deregulation. And even
while the convention was in
FCC Chairman Richard Wiley with actor Dennis

session, HBO president
Gerald Levin announced the
addition of several new affi-
liated cable systems. HBO
now has nearly 400,000
subscribers spread over
more than 150 systems and
expects to be transmitting
signals by satellite to 75 earth
stations across the country
by year's end, in addition to
feeding its affiliates in the
Northeastern states by ter-
restrial microwave. With
such a head start, it's hard to
imagine any other pay-tv
supplier—even one with fi-
nancial resources similar to
Time, Inc.'s—catching up.

Yet, two of the most im-
portant announcements to
emerge at NCTA augured po-
tential threats for HBO: Op-

Weaver

tical Systems' accord with
Western Union to supply pay
programs via the Westar sat-
ellite to its Channel 100 affili-
ates, and Warner Cable's de-
cision to supply movies to
some of its urban systems on
a stand-alone basis, i.e.,
without going through inter-
mediary suppliers such as
HBO (see following stories).
Other NCTA events: in his

keynote address CBS report-
er Mike Wallace accused
Manhattan Cable, to which
he is a subscriber, of not
showing enough hard-hitting
public-affairs programs to its
sophisticated audiences; Co-
lumbia Pictures president
Alan Hirshfield said the pay-
cable industry should even-
tually offer motion pictures
on a pay-per-view basis;
Robert Weisberg, whose Tel-
emation Program Services
supplies movies for pay-ca-
ble use, said that not enough
movies are available from the
Hollywood distributors, for-
cing cable systems to play
repeats that can lead to cus-
tomer requests for discon-
nects; and Columbia Pic-
tures vp Alan Adler implied
that the only way for cable to
overcome the dearth of film
product is to grow to the
point of being able to sub-
sidize made-for-pay-cable
productions.
Over 110 exhibitors rented

space at Dallas Convention
Center and total registration
topped 4,300, up by nearly
1,000 from last year's meet-
ing in New Orleans. Yet con-
vention-hall attendence ap-
peared sparce, with several
exhibitors complaining
about the lack of traffic.
NCTA had its own booth to

display specialized program
services for cable systems,
including local origination,
access, political cablecast-
ing, data transmission, edu-
cational programs and two-
way services. Next year's
NCTA will be held in Chi-
cago. P.C.
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Optical Systems,
Western Union
in pay-tv accord

Using the NCTA conven-
tion as its forum, Optical Sys-
tems (Burlingame, Cal.),
parent of the Channel 100
pay-cable network, an-
nounced an agreement with
Western Union to transmit
its pay-tv programs via the
Western Union Westar satel-
lite. According to its pres-
ident Alan Greenstadt, OS
will lease two Westar chan-
nels, with one offering G-rat-
ed movies, the other PG and
R films.

Optical, currently operat-
ing via terrestrial microwave
in seven states and 28 mar-
kets, has 75,000 pay-cable
subscribers who receive
movies on leased cable-tv
channels. OS plans to con-
tinue developing its micro-
wave services alongside its
new satellite transmissions.

Unlike Home Box Office,
which splits investment and
revenues with its cable affili-
ates, Optical often makes the
total investment, remitting a
percentage of the pay-cable
revenues to the cable opera-
tor. It also offers arrange-
ments whereby the cable op-
erator purchases the
hardware, with Optical hand-
ling the pay-cable billing.

Optical Systems' move is
significant on three counts:
it will become the only pay-
cable supplier other than
HBO to use a satellite for na-
tionwide coverage; it will
sign a hefty contract with
Western Union for satellite
time; and it will use two
channels for different types
of programming. Of the lat-
ter fact, Greenstadt says that
attempting to provide every
type of program on a single
channel (as is the case with
HBO) causes customers to
disconnect because they feel
they are paying for programs
they don't watch. Offering
them an option, he main-
tains, will keep them better
satisfied. Of course, that will
require a lot of program-
ming.
Although Optical Systems

and its parent, Pioneer Sys-
tems—which lost money last
year on sales of $5 mil-
lion—don't have the finan-

cial clout of HBO and Time,
Inc., they have secured
enough outside financing to
sign a long-term contract
with Western Union. (The
details won't be disclosed
until OS files a tariff with the
FCC later this year.) HBO's
rapid expansion since it
signed a contract with RCA
for time on the Globcom sat-
elite was apparently proof
enough for OS's financial
backers that pay tv via satel-
lite is a viable concept.

Cable people

David Kinley has resigned
as chief of the FCC's Cable
Television Bureau, replaced
by James Hobson.
Among the personnel

changes coinciding with the
NCTA convention: Burt Har-
ris, president of Harris Cable
Corp. and Harris Broadcast-
ing Corp. (Los Angeles), in-
stalled as NCTA chairman for

Warner Cable goes pay-tv in Ohio

Warner Cable has inaugu-
rated its own pay-tv service
on its cable systems in Akron
and Canton, Ohio. The pay
service, which has over
10,000 initial customers out
of 44,000 cable subscribers,
is Warner's first in an urban
area. Each participating
subscriber will be charged an
extra $6.95 per month for the
additional programs.

Shirking the intermediary
services of suppliers such as
Home Box Office and Tele-
mation Program Services,
Warner Cable contracted di-
rectly with film distributors
for 96 features—many of
them from its sister com-
pany, Warner Bros. It will in-
troduce the movies at the
rate of eight per month.
Titles include Earthquake,
French Connection
Murder on the Orient Express
and Front Page. Feeding the
programs into the cable sys-
tems will be a specially modi-
fied RCA TR-600 quad re-
corder that operates at half

speed (71/2 ips).
Warner Cable, the second

largest multiple system oper-
ator after Teleprompter, has
143 cable systems in 30 states
and a total of 560,000 subscri-
bers. The company posted
its first profitable year in 1975
with an income of $2 million,
as opposed to a deficit of
$7.3 million in 1974. Reve-
nues were at $38 million, up
24% from the year before.
According to Gustave Hau-
ser, its president, Warner
Cable may extend the pay-
cable service to its systems in
suburban Boston.

Late figures

In the first quarter of 1976
Warner Cable Corp. reported
pretax income of $1.032 mil-
lion, up 14-fold from the
same period last year and
setting a new record, on
operating revenues that
climbed from $9,043,000 to
$12,133,000.

Inside Warner Cable's broadcast center in Akron

Burt Harris

1976-77; Gustave Hauser,
chairman of Warner Cable
(New York City), elected
director of the NCTA board;
other new NCTA board
members include American
Television and Com-
munications Corp. regional
manager James Doolittle,
Richwood TV Cable Co.
(Richwood, W. Va.) pres-
ident Carl Gainer, Viacon
Cable TV (Dayton, Oh.) pres-
ident Don Shuler, and Kar-
nack Corp. (Austin, Tex.)
president and LBJ son-in-law
Patrick Nugent; Susan Kelly
joins NCTA as public affairs
coordinator; and Thomas
Wheeler named NCTA execu-
tive vp and director of gov-
ernment relations.
John Auld, until recently

president of Philips Broad-
cast Equipment Corp., has
joined Warner Cable as vp
. . . E.D. DeCesare, formerly
with Encyclopedia Britan-
nica, Inc., has joined Tele-
prompter as director of mar-
keting . . . Lee Tenebruso has
left Teleprompter to become
pr services director at Optical
Systems.

Cable briefs

NCTA and the Motion Pic-
ture Association of America
have reached a general
agreement on copyright lia-
bility for cable systems. Ca-
blecasters will incur liability
only for retransmission of
nonnetwork programs from
distant signals, with the fee
expressed as a percentage of
the system's basic subscriber
revenues. A revenue adjust-
ment will apply to small sys-
tems . . . The U.S. Court of
Appeals in the District of Co-
lumbia has ordered the FCC
to prepare a list of all per-
sons who made presenta-
tions while the Commission
was drafting catv regulations.
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New head at OTP

As we go to press it is
reported that Chicago lawyer
Thomas J. Houser will be
nominated by President Ford
as director of the White
House Office of Telecom-
munications Policy, a post
that has not had a permanent
occupant since Clay T.
Whitehead, the first director,
resigned in 1974. John Eger,
who has been OTP acting
director for 20 months, re-
portedly will return to pri-
vate law practice.
Houser, a specialist in reg-

ulatory law, is active in Illi-
nois Republican politics and
has managed campaigns in
that state for Senator Charles
Percy and former President
Richard Nixon. He must be
"confirmed by the Senate.

Since Whitehead resigned
amid policy disputes and
Watergate turmoil, the OTP
has been a stepchild among
executive agencies. While
preparing the fiscal 1976
budget, Office of Manage-
ment and Budget director

Roy Ash even wanted to

move OTP out of the White
House altogether. Perhaps
Houser's appointment sig-
nals renewed top-level inter-
est in OTP as a policy-making
body. In an interview else-
where in this issue, Clay
Whitehead discusses his tur-
bulent days at the agency.

Firm services
earth station users

Transcommunications
Corp. (Greenwich, Conn.), a
satellite communications
consulting and services firm,
has spawned Satellite Net-
work Services, a subsidiary
to provide a national market-
ing and sales organization to
cable companies using earth
stations for the reception of
pay-tv signals. The purpose
would be to generate re-
venue-producing signal traf-
fic over and above what they
originally intended. Because
all such earth stations have
excess satellite channel ca-
pacity, SNS believes they can
be used to serve the "huge
latent industrial market for
video and nonvideo chan-
nels in addition to entertain-
ment programming."
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SNS's president is Edward
Saxe, former president of
CBS Television Services. Af-
filiates signed up so far in-
clude Robert Rosencrans's
UA-Columbia Cablevision
systems in Florida; Charles
Dolan's Cablevision system
in Oyster Bay, N.Y.; and Wil-
liam Grove's Frontier Broad-
casting in Wyoming.

Robert Button, president
of Transcommunications, is
on the record as being con-
cerned that the 150-earth-sta-
tion network expected to
proliferate among Public
Broadcasting Service affili-
ates (Videography, May 1976)
will give PBS ultimate control
over the multiple uses of
earth stations, a function
many communications en-
trepreneurs would like to
keep in private hands.

Late news

The Educational Founda-
tion of American Women in
Radio and Television (New
York City) is sponsoring a
project to bring special tv
programming on videocas-
settes to hospitalized chil-
dren . . . Windsor Total Video
(New York City) has begun
publishing an inhouse news-
letter, the Video Gazette.
Founding editor is Susan
Fein. Windsor's facilities are
being used by church-affiliat-
ed United Methodist Com-
munications to produce the
first of a series of six half-
hour programs on death and
dying to be made available to
ministers and therapists on
3/4-inch videocassettes and
on 16mm film.
Two of Europe's leading

video newsletters, Screen
Digest and CTV Report,
have merged to form Screen
Digest With CTV Report. Edi-
torial chairman of the new
publication is Screen
Digest's John Chittock, publi-
cation chairman is EBAV (UK)
Ltd.'s Nils Treving, editor is
Screen Digest's David Fisher,
and CTV Report's Richard
Wittington is manager of the
newly created publications
division of EBAV (UK) Ltd.
The new publication will ap-
pear the first Thursday of
each month.

For the second time KLM
has decided to use video to
promote travel packages to
its agents worldwide.

News briefs

Media Concepts (Philadel-
phia), described as a com-
pany to provide video ser-
vices for business com-
munications and employee
information, has been
formed by Ed Harding, for-
merly of SmithKline Corp.'s
tv operations . . . Visible
Communications, Inc. (New
York City) is holding free ex-
ecutive communications
workshops each month to

discuss videotape, film and
slide packages for business
and industry. . . WIDL Video
(Chicago) has published an
expanded directory of com-
munity video activities.

In Japan, Sony has in-
troduced a 30-inch Trinitron
tv set. Scheduled for market-
ing there in the fall, it is the
largest direct-view (nonpro-
jector) set available . . . Ac-
cording to RCA, there are
now more tv sets in the
world (364 million) than tele-
phones (360 million) or
motor vehicles (300 million).

Videography Calendar

June 8-11 —London
International Audio Visual Aids Annual Convention. INTER-

NAVEX, 172-202 Great Portland St., London W1N 6NH, Eng-
land

July 20-21—New York
Public Relations Society of America Employee Com-

munications Seminar. New York University School of Busi-

ness and Management, Room 1517, 310 Madison Ave., New

York, N.Y. 10017

August 8-14—Philadelphia
International Scientific Film Association Festival, ASFA, 3624
Market St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19104

September 24-29—Cannes, France
Vidcom Conference and Exposition, VIDCOM, 30 Rockefel-
ler Plaza, Suite 4535, New York, N.Y. 10020

September 28-October 3—Los Angeles
Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers Confer-
ence. SMPTE, 862 Scarsdale Ave., Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583

October 8-9—C hicago
4th Annual Seminar on Videotape and Film. MSUF, P.O. Box

11376, Chicago, 111. 60611

October 13-16—Anaheim, Cal.
Western Society for Telecommunications Annual Meeting.

Bob Sherwood, 1673 N. Dillon, Los Angeles, Cal. 90026.

October 24-27—Chicago
National Association of Educational Broadcasters Annual

Convention. NAEB, 1346 Conn. Ave. NW, Washington, D.C.

20036

October 24-29—New York
Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers Technical

Conference, SMPTE, 862 Scarsdale Ave., Scarsdale, N.Y.
10583

October 26-28—New York
Video Expo 76. Knowledge Industry Publications, 2 Corporate

Park, White Plains, N.Y. 10604

November 7-8—Hempstead, N.Y.
Society of Broadcast Engineers 3rd Annual New York Con-

vention

November 29-December 1—Washington, D.C.
AV Pictorial & TV Training Aids Expo. Frank Masters,
202/695-4357
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Consumer notes:
Harvey Sound opens video showroom

Harvey Sound, one of New
York City's largest audio and
hi fi dealers, has opened a
showroom devoted exclusi-
vely to video products for
the consumer—and they're
not selling tv sets. Offered to
private purchasers are Sony
and JVC 3/4-inch videocas-
sette recorders and players
as well -as half-inch por-
tapaks; the Sony Betamax
half-inch videocassette
home recorder system, both
in console and stand-alone
versions; the Sony video
projection system; the Ad-
vent Videobeam seven-foot
projection system; and as-
sorted lenses, electronic
games, video security sys-
tems, accessories and video-
tape.
The biggest crowd-

drawer: a console Betamax
in the East 44th Street store
window playing videocas-
settes of the latest Ali-
Foreman fight. Sales are re-
ported brisk: "The Advents
are selling at a rate of close
to one a day," says a Harvey
spokesman.
Harvey Video is one of the

more than 100 video and au-
diovisual dealers nationwide
making Videography avail-
able to its customers by par-
ticipating in a dealership
sales program. Three
hundred copies were on
hand for opening day. Mean-
while another magazine

10

—New York in the April 15th
issue—underscored the
burgeoning interest in con-
sumer video with a 22-page
section on the "com-
munications explosion in the
home," profiling the way af-
fluent individuals have set up
media rooms incorporating
videocassette players, large-
screen tv sets and pay-cable
reception—and end up
going out less often.

More briefs

Recent sales announced
by RCA: 11 TK-76 ENG cam-
eras to Metromedia stations;
a mobile teleproduction unit
to the University of Jindi Sha-
pur (Iran); $1 million of ENG
equipment to Nationwide
Communications, Inc.;
$800,000 in studio equipment
to the Outlet Co.; and
$850,000 in broadcast gear to
WECA-TV, the first UHF sta-
tion in Tallahassee, Fla. . .
Ampex Corp. will deliver $1
million in studio hardware to
oil-rich Bahrein . . . Interna-
tional Video Corp. will supply
Trans World Commun-
ications, a Las Vegas, Nev.,
video duplicating facility,
with $510,000 in equipment,
including three IVC 9000 re-
corders.

Recently formed as a non-
profit organization, the
Public Interest Satellite Associ-
ation will represent noncom-
mercial groups before the
FCC when they try to get
space on a satellite. Found-
ers are Bert Cowlan, a com-
munications consultant, and
Andrew Horowitz, founder of
the Network Project . . . The
PBS 13-part historical series
The Adams Chronicles, pro-
duced by New York's WNET-
TV, is being offered for cred-
it by more than 300 colleges.

BOOK REVIEW
Profiles in Video: Who's Using Television and How, by John
H. Barwick and Stewart Kranz. Knowledge Industries Publica-
tions, Inc., White Plains, New York. 1975. 181 pp.

By presenting a series of short descriptions of various
video operations throughout the country, Profiles in Video is
designed to give an overview of how video has come to be
used outside the world of broadcasting. The book reports on
video networks in business and industry, government, health
care, as well as in the educational, cultural and religious sec-
tors. Fifty-seven companies and institutions are covered in
all
The profiles are divided into categories, each of which is

preceded by an introduction that gives a broad look at the
general progress of video in that specific field. These in-
troductions discuss history, growth patterns, the most com-
mon applications and programming, while the individual.
reports cover the above topics for each organization, plus
outlining the cost of the system, personnel involved and type
of system in use. Eli Lilly & Co., Lord & Taylor, the Los Ange-
les Police Department, Duke University Medical Center, New
Trier Township Television and the Diocesan Television
Center are a few of the organizations whose video operations
come under scrutiny in the book.
While Profiles is fairly dry, straightforward, fact-book kind

of reading, it offers those who are interested a wealth of in-
formation about the growth of the video industry.

Teleprompter Corp. (New
York City), the largest cable
system operator, has at-
tained over 1,100,000 sub-
scribers, 100,000 of whom
also receive pay-cable . . .
The National Cable Radio Net-
work (Washington D.C.), a
supplier of audio services to
catv stations, has gone
beyond simple background
music and now offers "per-
sonality announcers," major-
label records and visual ef-
fects, all packaged on seven-
hour reels of audiotape.
There are provisions for in-
sertion of local commercials.

Adult films with ads
on public access

Blue Night at the Movies,
consisting of adult movies
plus original programming
packaged by Efrom Allen En-
terprises (New York City),
can be seen on Manhattan
Cable's channel M. Original-
ly scheduled to appear on
channel J, the new commer-
cial public access channel set
up as an outlet for original
local programming (Vid-
eography, May 1976), EAE had
to move the access show to
M when it was determined
that a significant segment of
the programming would
consist of nonoriginal films.
Showtime is Saturday night
at 1 a.m. Sponsors include
Genesis magazine.

People

National Training Systems
(Los Angeles) has appointed
Dana Parker, formerly of
Communico, as marketing
director . . . Nat Myers, a
consultant to electronics and
communications business,
has joined Goldmark Com-
munications (Stamford,
Conn.) in the newly created
post of vp. Also at Goldmark,
Bonnie Kraig has been pro-
moted to corporate secre-
tary.
RCA has appointed Brian

Heidtke staff vp-domestic
broadcast operations . . .
The Council on International
Nontheatrical Events (Wash-
ington, D.C.) has elected
Carl Lenz, president of Mod-
ern Talking Pictures, as its
president.

Videography



The Next Time You Wish You Had The Latest Video Hardware,
Do Something About It!

CALL TECHNISPHERE (212) 889-9170
We have the latest Video Hardware and we've been planning ways to get it to you. One way

is through rental and we've made that as easy as possible for you.

TECHNISPHERE
CORPORATION

1976
VIDEO

RENTAL
GUIDE

Technisphere has put together
a comprehensive Video Rental
Guide that will speed your
selection of equipment and
save you money. Our prices
are better than most and the
more than two hundred indi-
vidual equipment listings are
all on one easy to use, easy to
read, and easy to file,
broadside.

We've also got the latest post-production services. And prices and programs

that make using them easier and less expensive than you might think.

And, if you decide that you'd rather buy it than rent it, you're still

ahead of the game. Our prices set the standard for the compe-

tition. And, our service program beats the competition TECHNISPHERE CORPORATION

everytime for quality and promptness. r 215 East 27th Street
New York, N.Y. 10016

••

0.1•

The full story is in our FREE Video Rental Name

Guide. Call us today, or mail in the coupon
• Company or organization

below to receive your copy. It could
change the way you do business.

••
00 1=1 Please have your representative call me.
•• My telephone number is 

Address

CityState Zip code

4/
00 

D Please send me my Free Video Rental Guide.

Get more Info. Circle Reader Card No. 125



Just a line to say welcome to the
communications field. I saw your ini-
tial issue in Chicago at the NAB con-
vention, and I must say it was a spec-
tacular entry. The make-up, color,
excellent stories and diversity of cov-
erage was a beautiful mix of the in-
dustry as it is today and what it will be
in the future. A real bravo for you and
your staff. I wish you all the best in
the future.
Phil Dean, President
Phil Dean Associates, Inc.

Let me congratulate you and the staff
for producing Videography. I believe
that this magazine is an important
new source of information for those
of us involved in television. Best
wishes for continued success.
L. David Alinsky
Production/Facilities Engineer
Massachusetts Dep't. of Education

Let me offer my sincere congratu-
lations to you and the Videography
staff on the exceptionally well done
premiere issue. It certainly is
crammed full of useful information.
The combination of succinct feature
articles, regular columns, hardware/
software reviews, and a four-page
"News & Comment" insert make it
one dynamite package. Please keep
the quality of future issues up with
the premiere, because you've ob-
viously got a good thing going.
Richard D. Murray
Director of Conferences
Institute for Graphic Communication,
Inc.
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Wow!!! If this first issue is a prom-
ise of things to come, Videography
has a fantastic future. . .
Gary Arlen
The American Film Institute
J.F.K. Center for the Performing Arts.

Congratulations on your new publi-
cation! I just received the first issue,
and wish you every success. . .
C.E. Miller
Dep't. of Electrical Engineering
Massachusettes Institue
of Technology

Congratulations on the first issue of
Videography. When the copy crossed
my desk, I thought, "Oh no, not
another video tape magazine!" But I
measure my periodical reading in this
field by my "tear-outs" — those arti-
cles definitive enough to clip, save,
and even use for my classes at Pace
University. Your score with the first
issue: Zafian's article, Schubin's col-
umn, Turner's column, and the mi-
crocam round-up, all clipped. Not
bad — and thanks. Good luck, and
onward!
Lincoln Diamarit, President
Spots Alive, Inc.

The first issue of Videography ar-
rived today — congratulations! It's
very attractive and arranged quite ef-
ficiently. We look forward to seeing
future issues . . .
Karin Ades
The Public Television Library

Congratulations on the first issue of
Videography. The range of articles
and the clarity of the writing provide a
service to those interested in this
quicksilver field. There is much spe-
cialized information being printed
about television and video, but your
magazine has established itself as a
major source of information on a vari-
ety of phases of the field — techno-
logy, marketing, history, the person-
alities who influence developments,
systems, and, not last, the arts.
We are, of course, deeply gratified

to see an article on video art in your
first issue, and flattered that the arti-
cle should treat the WNET-TV Lab and
The Rockefeller Foundation so well.
Victor Ancona is quite right when he
says that dabbling with materials
doesn't necessarily produce art. On
the other hand, there are a growing
number of video artists whose work
has considerable power and ability to
communicate equal to that of con-
temporary artists working in other
fields. . .

Again, the great value of Video-
graphy to the general public and to
the specialist — as I see it— is in the
balanced view you take to the spec-
trum of television and video. It's good
to have you around!
Howard Klein, Director
The Rockefeller Foundation

My congratulations on the ex-
cellent first issue of Videography. The
contents and format are first rate.
There is a need in our industry for
publication wholly focused on the
video art, and I hope that Video-
graphy will assume that role.
George K. Gould, President
Teletronics International, Inc.

. . .and thank you to the rest of you
who wrote and called to comment on
the premiere issue of Videography.
We really appreciate the feedback! If
you have a comment on the maga-
zine, or a question for us or one of
our contributors, write to The Editor,
Videography, 750 Third Avenue, New
York NY 10017. We look forward to
hearing from you.

Videography



The First
Home Video Center,

Harvey, with over 48 years of experience in the home entertainment
business, firmly believes that Video's time has finally come. That's why
we've opened a special store completely devoted to Video.

Now you can experience the full impact of big screen showings,
formerly the exclusive domain of film. You can record programs
unattended, and watch one program while you are recording another.

The creative capabilities of Video have become virtually unlimited
Portable systems enable you to record color and B&W programs and see
your results instantaneously. To whet your appetite, here's some of the
equipment we'll be featuring:

The Amazing Advent VideoBeam-
Color Television

The life-size 7-foot
(diagonal measurement)
VideoBeam picture is ten times
the size of the biggest
conventional television. This
completely revolutionary two-
piece television set receives
regular programs, but projects
them onto its giant 7-foot
screen.

Described as "The most significant advance in television since
color," "Big as life," "Like having your own movie theatre," these
reactions cannot begin to convey the impact the VideoBeam will have
on you.

That's why you must see the big picture for yourself. At the new
Harvey Video Center.

Sony Betamax TV
Recording Systems

The Betamax TV recording
system incorporates all of the
desirable features of videocassette
recording into a unit that is both
attractive and affordable for the
home.

The Betamax LV 1901 lets you
record one program while watching another on its built-in 19" Trinitron
Color Television. Its automatic timer lets you start taping whenever you
want—unattended—for up to 1 hour, and playback whenever you want.

If you already own a Trinitron (or other TV) you can still build a
library of Betamax programs by buying the Sony SL-7200 Betamax
Videocassette Recorder. It does virtually everything the LV 1901 does,
but substitutes your own TV.

Both Betamax systems are waiting for you at the new Harvey
Video Center.

Portable JVC and Sony Color and
B&W Videotape and Videocassette
Recording Systems

These portable systems
provide the user with a complete
television studio in a compact
package that weighs less than 30

lbs.
Available in EIAJ
standard 1/2" videotape
or 20-minute 3/4"
videocassette formats,

----- these portable systems
operate on regular AC

current, car, and internal batteries.
They extend your Video flexibility to any location or recording situation.

The Harvey Video Center will give you "hands-on" demonstrations

of portable Video. That will be all the selling you'll need.

Sony and JVC Videocassette
Recorders and Players

The development of the 3/4"
U-Matic videocassette has already
revolutionized the communications
industry. The Harvey Video Center is
proud to offer equipment manufactured by two
pioneers of the videocassette medium, Sony and JVC.

The videocassette medium has enabled
business and industry to produce and

distribute information quickly and
efficiently throughout entire
organizations; from home office to
branches, salesmen, dealers,

distributors, or directly to consumers.
Videocassette machines can record directly off

the air (or Cable), and, with the simple addition of a
video camera, enable you to create your own high-quality audio/video
programming.

Videocassette recorders have already found their way into many a
home. Harvey has a great collection of the most exciting video
programming, which we use to demonstrate our equipment. You'll want
to start a video library, too.

In the meantime, come watch some of ours.

JVC and Sony Video Cameras
The selection of cameras available to Video users
has become so extensive that the appropriate

choice is assured for virtually every
recording situation.

The new Harvey Video Center features
high quality cameras from Sony and JVC that

range from the most basic CCTV Security
system to cameras that are capable of
delivering an incredibly clear, crisp
color picture.

Sony and Scotch Videotape and
Videocassettes

Both Scotch and Sony
have developed improved
binder systems for their
videocassettes that
provides a long-term stop-
motion capability.

These new formula-
tions also make for a less
abrasive tape, significantly
extending the life of your
recorder's heads.

The new Harvey Video Center stocks videocassettes in several
lengths (ranging from 10 minutes to 1 hour) and many other tape
formats, to offer you the most efficient use of videotape.

Television will never be the same.
You need never again think of television as a passive medium.

Take hold of the Video controls, learn about the limitless applications
of video, compare Video's affordability to any other medium. Its all at
the new Harvey Video Center.

But they'll still call us Harvey Radio.

Harvey Video Center
155 East 45th Street (near 3rd Ave.) New York, N.Y. 10017 (212) 687-8881

The Home of the Professionals
Get more Info. Circle Reader Card No. 134



Production
AlternativesSuper 8 or 3-camera video?

by Judy Anderson

Judy Anderson is internal broadcasting consultant

at Metropolitan Life.

This is an industrial television quiz. See if you can match
the items in column one (typical events covered by Up-
date, Metropolitan's weekly employee television news
program) with those in column two (typical equipment
used to originate the program). Keep in mind that you are
looking for combinations that will give you the best possi-
ble production values at the lowest possible costs. You
also have no equipment of your own and, thus, are not
tied down to any one system.

Events
A. President speaks to

employees at special
annual event

B. Tulsa office competes
in local raft race on
Arkansas River

C. Ground-breaking
ceremonies for major
new facility held in
Pennsylvania

D. Company's "little
theater" group puts
on bicentennial revue
with singing, dancing
and skits

E. President of Company
and Mayor of City hold
public news confer-
ence at City Hall on
problems of City. You
find out two hours
ahead of time •

F. Company's Athletic
Association holds
semi-annual golf
outing at suburban
country club

Equipment
1. Super8 film camera
2. 16mm silent film

camera
3. 16mm single system

sound film camera
4. one-inch color video

with 1,2 or 3 cameras

The point of this quiz is that at Metropolitan we feel
there is no single best piece of origination equipment for
all situations. We do have what we call our standard sys-
tem: shoot on 16mm single system sound film, transfer to
tape, edit on tape and display on 3/4-inch videocassette.
We use this method because it offers the best compro-
mise between high-quality color and maximum mobility at
the most reasonable price.

Still, there are a number of reasons for not locking our-
selves into this or any other single technique. At one end
of a continuum, a one-shot event like the president talking
to a group of employees demands maximum reliability
and quality. Thus, a multiple camera videotape technique

is called for. At the other end of the continuum, a sunny
day on the golf course can be captured best with a small
Super 8 film camera. Not only would we look foolish try-
ing to follow golfers around the course with a big camera
and recording unit, but the expense would not be justified
by the event.
Decisions to deviate from the standard film technique

are not always so clear cut and are made only after a num-
ber of questions have been answered. For example:

1. How important is the event as current information? If
it is extremely important and we must be certain of
getting it clean, tape might be best.

2. How fast must we get it on the air? Tape still is
quickest. Super8 is super slow.

3. How important is the event for documentation (his-
torical) purposes? Even Super8 can fill a gap here.

4. What logistical (time, travel, power, lighting, space,
personnel) requirements must be met? Tape is sim-
ply not practical in small spaces with little power for
lights.

5. Are sound and lights necessary? On a bright day out-
side, when no sound is required, Super 8 is perfect.

6. Is any other coverage of the event expected? Is some-
one else filming or taping and can we buy footage
from them?

7. If it is a public event at which news media will be
present, will there be problems of protocol?

8. What catastrophe will result if the film gets lost at the
processor's? What practical and political problems
might we have if it is necessary to reshoot?

9. Is instant feedback necessary or desirable? If so, tape
is the answer.

10. To whom will the finished program be shown? Lets
face it, the more sophisticated the audience, the
slicker the show should look.

11. What is the "life" of the show? Is it useful only once,
as current news, or will it be shown again and again.
The more use, the more certain you will want to be to
begin with top quality production techniques.

In conclusion, we believe that television is an area
in which we must stay as flexible as possible by ex-
perimenting with different techniques, testing the
limits of technology, adapting to the continuing revo-
lution in audio-visual equipment and, above all,
matching the technique to the event to best tell the
story.

(Answers: A-4; B-2; C-3; D-4; E-1; F-1)
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for Corporate TV
Grade B movies or high drama?

by Terese Kreuzer

Terese Kreuzer is audiovisual production manager

at Citibank.

According to the widely espoused canon of what is right

and proper in corporate television, a good communicator

should be willing and able to dish out everything from a

video memo to a Cecil B. DeMille extravaganza. I think

this philosophy has resulted in a widespread misuse of the

medium.
Of course, television can be used legitimately for role-

playing and simple communications, but this does not
require a writer, a producer or even, since the advent of
the portapak, a technician. My quarrel is with those who
try to use television to motivate as well as to train and in-
form—thus, incidentally involving a writer and produ-
cer—but who, at the same time, say that "cheap and dirty"
production methods are "good enough."
The standard argument in these cases is that in cor-

porate television, content is often more important than

style. I reply that in my context, style affects content. For

example, a scrawled, handwritten signature indicates that

the writer was in a hurry, whereas the same combination

of letters carefully printed would convey another mes-
sage. Therefore, even something done with total disre-
gard for style, at least on a conscious level, makes a
subliminal statement, either positive or negative.
Although the practice of television is a craft, television is

an art form; like other art forms, there are certain ele-
ments of human experience that it embodies and ex-
presses better than others. It is dramatic, emotional and
theatrical. It is a sensual medium, using elements of paint-
ing, dance, drama, music, photography and literature to
produce its own unique effects. It does not appeal directly
to the analytical mind.
Sometimes, for the sake of expediency and repeatabili-

ty, television is used to record lectures and speeches;
however in these cases, unless the speaker is unusually
dynamic, most people feel a tension between the subject
matter and the medium, and describe the result disparag-

ingly as "a talking head." As producers, we then feel corn-

pelled to restore some element of theatricality by inserting
graphics. If the visuals simply repeat what has already
been said without adding another dimension to it, the net
effect is likely to be comparable to that produced when
our Victorian ancestors put pantaloons on table legs. In
other words, the first, and perhaps the only rule in 20th
century art is that nothing must be extraneous.

I am beginning to think that many of the speeches and
lectures that we have nervously doctored and prettied up
for television should have been recorded on audio tape
and then distributed with those few printed vi-
suals—usually either charts or graphs—that were abso-
lutely essential to the message. As a rule, (except when in-
ternal political considerations prevail), we should save
television for what it does best, use it only for that, and,
when we do, pull out all the stops. That would be cost-ef-
fective, and artistically satisfying.
We should use television, for example, when we want

our audience to feel something as a direct result of our
programs, or when the events and personalities recorded
are of an inherently theatrical nature. Theatre is enhanced
by color, music, sound effects, tight verbal construction,
dramatic climaxes and resolutions, pacing, movement,
contrasts and skillful transitions. Most of these elements
are necessary to produce exciting television. However,
this kind of television programming is costly and time-
consuming to orchestrate.

I think that many of us have known this all along but
haven't wanted to admit it. Perhaps we couldn't. After all,
our first job was to prove to our respective corporate
bosses that television—any kind of television—was a
good idea and could be useful. This thesis had to be dem-
onstrated on a limited budget. But now that corporate
television is out of its infancy, I think that we can demon-
strate that television can be even more useful than it has
been in the past by being used selectively, and with the
highest production standards that we can bring to it.
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Visiting professor Donald Zavala, M.D., of
the University of Iowa lectures to the .Medi-

-c-al-College of Wisconsin. Videocassettes will
go the medical library.

Using videocassettes in VA Spinal Cord Inju- Associate chief of nursing for education
ry Program to teach adaptive living tech- Marian Grasse reviews video player operat-
niques ing instructions with aide Marci Crivello

Improving Health Care
Through Television

A group of Midwest hospitals discovers video's cost effectiveness
George Spuda, the VA center's chief of medi-
cal illustration, directs a program for video-
taping from a remote studio
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"Long before videocassette equip-
ment was available, we were waiting
for it," said George Spuda, Chief of
Audiovisual Services at Wood Veter-
ans Hospital in Milwaukee, Wiscon-
sin.
"If you think in terms of a $250,000

investment in video equipment run-
ning from eight in the morning until
4:00 in the afternoon, you're forget-
ting the other 16 hours in the day," he
explained. "Hospitals operate 24
hours a day; people on the evening
and all-night shifts have just as critical
a need to improve their skills as the
daytime staff.
"We needed a tool that could be

utilized by any hospital em-
ployee—physicians and nurses, or-
derlies and maintenance crews—for
training, education and advancement
of skills. The videocassette serves
these demanding requirements. Indi-
viduals or groups can use the equip-
ment whenever they have the time or
need. The key, of course, is its sim-
plicity of operation. You don't have to
be an M.D. to select a videocassette,
place it in the player, turn on a tv set
and press the play button," Spuda
added.
The 1,300 bed, 10-story hospital,

located on 100 acres of land in the
heart of Milwaukee, is also the heart
of a network—the Milwaukee Region-
al Medical Instructional Television
Station, Inc.—which now encom-
passes 10 hospitals. Dr. A. Stephen
Close, George Spuda and the net-
work engineer, John Lafferty, were
the prime movers behind establish-
ment of the network for production
and distribution of inter-hospital pro-
grams.
Wood Hospital began to use video

for physician training in 1967, relying
exclusively on the reel-to-reel qua-
druplex format which allows high
quality color. According to Spuda,
doctors prefer color for medical ma-
terial and would have rejected mono-
chrome videotape in favor of ordinary
chart and blackboard presentations in
color.

In order to expand their capabilities
to color, Spuda had to convince the
Veterans Administation that color was
essential to the success of the educa-
tional effort and that Wood's re-
sources could be shared with other
federal hospitals to benefit a far
greater number of people.
Dr. Close and Spuda approached

every hospital in Milwaukee County,
and asking each one whether it would
help set up an organization to sup-
port faculty, equipment and exper-

salesman demonstrating its use. All
employees responsible for using the
device can view the program, on

,0 demand, as often as they choose. As a
result, new machines and methods
are accepted and optimized in a
shorter time period."
The hospital does all its own pro-

duction work, either in their stu-
dio—actually a medical conference
room—or by wheeling the color cam-
era to any one of nine locations in the
hospital. The studio at Wood is also
utilized for program production by
other Veterans Administration Hospi-
tals. Duke University and the VA Hos-
pital in Durham, North Carolina, used
the facilities to produce 16 half-hour
programs on advanced radiologic
technology techniques that will be
duplicated for distribution to all 170
VA hospitals.
"Another notable success," accord-

ing to Spuda, "was a six-part series
titled Hospital Infection Control, one
of over 200 programs produced on
videocassettes. It begins with the
legal aspects of what happens when a
patient develops an infection while in
the hospital, and continues through
all the means of detecting and con-
trolling infection. We've received
requests from hospitals all over the
world, including one in Helsinki, Fin-
land, for copies of this series."

Recently the hospital telecast a
"Live" program on self-defense for
women in cooperation with the Mil-
waukee Sheriff's Department. The
response to the program necessitated
duplicating the two-hour presenta-
tion onto the videocassette format for
permanent use in the libraries of all
hospitals in the network.
Wood has produced programs de-

signed to help patients suffering from
spinal-cord injury in their daily living
techniques, while single-concept pro-
grams in anesthesiology and inhala-
tion therapy are in production. The
Veterans Administration has stan-
dardized distribution to 170 hospitals
in the U-matic format.
"The use of videocassettes enables

us to act quickly," Spuda concluded.
"We can originate a program today,
and it will be in the mail to Iron
Mountain, Michigan, in less than a
week—then on to Madison, Wiscon-
sin, and other hospitals. We have im-
mediately enlarged the audience to
include hospitals remote from big
cities and universities. When you ana-
lyze the cost of producing videocas-
sette programs and compare it with
the number of people viewing them
in a short period, it's easy to see why
the smaller, more convenient format
has made such inroads in this hospital
video network."

Nursing instructor Sandra Schultz demon-

strates use of videocassette equipment to
students

tise, if the VA provided the funds for
network equipment. Many of the hos-
pitals agreed, and a nonprofit cor-
poration was formed. Two represent-
atives from each institution served as
a tv council, suggesting programming
to fill in-service and continuing edu-
cational needs.
The initial programming was limit-

ed to playing videotape programs
received from other sources and re-
cording multidiscipline physicians'
conferences held at Wood. These
were taped on reel-to-reel equipment
and required a high initial invest-
ment. It was necessary, in the early
days of video, to hire personnel to
operate the equipment.
The advent of videocassettes great-

ly simplified the hardware used by the
hospital video network. When Sony
introduced the 3/4-inch U-matic for-
mat, Wood became one of its earliest
medical users. Most of the hospitals
in the network quickly followed,
choosing videocassettes over reel-to-
reel videotape.
True to the adage that hardware

spawns software, Wood's easy-to-
operate videocassette equipment
precipitated a virtual explosion in
programming. Everyone in the hospi-
tal, from boiler maintenance men to
brain surgeons, was soon viewing
programs stored on videocassettes.
"When the patient is on the operating
table, or after infection has spread,
it's too late to begin education and
training," Spuda pointed out. "The
videocassette is truly the most singu-
lar advancement in delivering cur-
rent, inexpensive audiovisual displays
in continuing education for health
care professionals.
"For example, if a department has a

high employee turnover rate, we pre-
pare a series of programs for super-
visors and instructors to aid in ex-
plaining the employees' role in the
hospital, as well as improve patient
care. Upon purchasing a new piece of
equipment, such as a respirator, we
make a videocassette program of the
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Lasers Finid a tiome
inVideodiscs

Born of the space age, lasers have now penetrated the industrial
marketplace and are about to find consumer applications

by John Find later

John Findlater is president of MCA Disco- From the inception of MCA's video-
Vision disc R&D effort, the project has been

the subject of widespread curiosity
and interest. This curiosity has inten-
sified since the MCA system com-
bined with the N.V. Philips videodisc
system to form the Philips-MCA
Disco-Vision VLP system. An area of

Top photo: Spectra-Physics' 084 plasma particular interest has been Disco-
tube, similar to laser tube used by MCA Vision's use of a nonphysical-contact Bottom: Diagram of Spectra-Physics' con-
Disco-Vision's player laser light-beam pickup instead of the centric He-Ne laser
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traditional needle or stylus riding in a
groove. This technological advance
marks the most significant difference
between Disco-Vision and the me-
chanical or capacitance videodisc sys-
tems.
The laser (the word is an acronym

for Light Amplification by Stimulated
Emission of Radiation) has been
around since 1960, when scientists
first succeeded in producing these
beams of single-frequency light
waves; beams that could be delivered
to distant points with much less dif-
fusion and loss of intensity than the
ordinary light beams that consist of
helter-skelter waves of white light.
There is nothing exotic about la-

sers. They are simply highly efficient
sources of monochromatic light with
a long life and high reliability. Origi-
nally, the laser was thought of as a
solution looking for a problem. Vir-
tually all early uses were in small
laboratory-instrument markets, limit-
ed primarily to uses in interferometry,
holography and spectroscopy.
Although the laser was first consid-

ered merely a scientific curiosity, its
development in the last few years has
multiplied its use in many fields. The
objective was to get laser technology
out of the sophisticated laboratory
application phase and into some
home and commercial uses, and that
has now been accOmplished. One of
the laser's newest applications is as
the read-out element of optical video-
disc players, which are scheduled for
mass marketing in the near future.
The low-power lasers used in such
players are similar to those now being
used in supermarket automatic
checkout equipment, in facsimile
readers in high-resolution imaging
equipment and printers and else-
where in industry. And new uses for
the laser are continually being devel-
oped.
The Disco-Vision system employs

an optical method of recording and
playback, that is, it uses optically en-
coded patterns on the disc. The laser
is used for this purpose because of its •
superior noise characteristics, high
brightness, longevity and low noise at
MHz frequencies and—perhaps the
primary advantage—its ability to
focus on an extremely small-diameter
spot. It can be focused into a narrow,
intense beam that allows for high sig-
nal-to-noise ratio in the detector sig-
nal. A laser produces a very intense,
narrow, coherent beam of light. (Co-
herent means that the microscopic
waves that carry the light energy are
all moving in step.) Any other light-
beam source is, among other disad-
vantages, too "scatterable," weak and
short-lived for the disc's needs.
Needle-in-the-groove mechanical

or pressure-type videodisc systems

employ a pickup stylus (instead of a
laser) of the type used to record and
play back LP audio records. With the
mechanical system there is a con-
tact—pressure—between disc and
stylus, which will cause them to wear
out in time. With the laser, which
conveys all its information on a beam
of light, there is no need for mechani-
cal or pressure contact between the
surface of the disc and the pickup
device. It's as though one were using
a flashlight focused on the disc to play
back the images and sound. This
means no disc wear, no stylus wear,
no stylus replacement and a virtually
unlimited disc life.
The use of the laser also makes

videodiscs easier to handle. In me-
chanical and capacitance videodisc
systems, the biggest threat to quality
is the person who mishandles the disc
or drops it. Optical systems, with
their light-beam read-out, don't have
this problem because a coat of hard
clear plastic can be placed on the
disc's surface. The laser shines
through this protective coating and
bounces back. Handling the disc's
playing surface will not cause any pic-
ture degradation because dust, dirt,
scratches and fingerprints are out of
the focal plane of the opticals. The
light-beam read-out simply ignores
any surface detritus that may ac-
cumulate. As a result, optical video-
disc systems are non-degradable sys-
tems.
The optical system with its laser

also provides random-access func-
tions. These include freeze-frame,
slow and fast motion, fast-forward
and reverse at any selected rate,

frame crawl (frame-by-frame step-
ping), fast automatic frame index
identification and accessing by frame
number, fast manual visual-search
frame accessing, and instant replay.
All of these features are integral to the
optical videodisc system. Mechanical
and capacitance videodisc systems do
not have them and, by the nature of
their technology, cannot have them.
MCA gave the first public demon-

stration of an optical videodisc system
using a laser light beam and playing a
replicated disc in 1972. The laser and
disc in the MCA Disco-Vision system
interact in the following manner: the
12-inch plastic disc rotates at a rate of
1,800 rpm (1,500 rpm for the PAL sys-
tem version) on a carefully balanced
turntable with accurately controlled
velocity. This is in excess of 50 times
the speed of an LP audio record. A
laser is mounted in the scanning
arm—cantilevered or swing arm trav-
eling bar—located either above or
below the disc in the videodisc
player. The laser applies a light beam
to the disc surface and light reflected
from the disc is directed to a trans-
ducer. The transducer generates elec-
trical impulses that are then translat-
ed into the sound and picture
resulting in the picture seen on the tv
set tube. The sound and picture are
transmitted through the antennae
leads to the tv set which, in turn,
translate both onto the tv screen, sim-
ilar to any regular over-the-air tv pro-
gram.
There are two basic kinds of la-

sers—solid-state or semi-conductor
lasers, and gas-type lasers. MCA uses
a gas laser of the helium-neon variety.

The two dissimilar videodisc systems scheduled to be introduced in the U.S.
next year differ principally in the way they pick up the coded video information
on the disc's surface. For this purpose one of them uses a laser beam, applying a
technology that until recently was confined to laboratories. It is known as the
optical videodisc system because a light beam is all that comes into contact with
the spinning disc. The player will be manufactured by MCA Disco-Vision, a part-
nership formed by the entertainment conglomerate MCA, Inc. of Los Angeles
and the electronics giant N.V. Philips of Holland.
MCA Disco-Vision will be competing with another videodisc system to be in-

troduced by RCA at about the same time. RCA will use a capacitance pickup sys-
tem, which means that the information on the disc's surface is read by a stylus-
like device that rides in its grooves, sensing variations in the proximity of micro-
scopic metal-coated etchings. Although both systems will provide customers
with instant color television programs, they are incompatible: an RCA disc can-
not be played on the Philips-MCA player, and vice versa. Industry analysts agree
that the American market can support only one videodisc system. The one that
runs second is doomed. The corporate battle that looms is reminiscent of the ri-
valry between RCA and CBS over color television standards in the 1950s (RCA
prevailed).

In this article MCA Disco-Vision president John Findlater discusses the optical
videodisc system's use of laser technology. RCA declined an invitation to outline
the features of its capacitance system, although it recently reconfirmed plans to
market its players about a year from now.
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It is now practical to mass produce
low-power lasers of this type with an
operating life that exceeds the useful
life of most electronic products, al-
lowing the laser to be used as a com-
ponent, rather than a subsystem that
requires expert maintenance.
A useful life was originally estimat-

ed at approximately 9,000 hours for
the MCA laser. Today laser manufac-
turers project lifetimes more than
twice that long. For example the
Spectra-Physics company, a large
manufacturer of lasers, guarantees a
laser shelf-life of at least ten years for
its glass-sealed lasers. Coherent Radi-
ation, another laser company, says its
helium-neon laser tube has a life ex-
pectancy of 20,000 hours.
On pricing, as far back as two years

ago, MCA had written commitments
from a laser manufacturer at $20 per
laser on a volume basis. Today laser
manufacturers say that, in volume,
low-power lasers will be available to
videodisc player manufacturers in the
range of $10 to $15.
These low prices are attributable to

the fact that lasers are now being
used in volume by several companies
including 3M, Xerox, IBM, National
Cash Register and Sperry Rand's Uni-
vac division. The commercial applica-
tions generated by high-volume laser
production range from the laser's use
in IBM's Model 3800 EDP printer, to
the previously mentioned super-
market laser-scan checkout-counter
equipment, to 3M's use of lasers in its
computer output microfilm printers.
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Laser assemblies are now being made
by some 150 laser manufacturers, al-
though MCA's dealings have been
primarily with Spectra-Physics,
Hughes Electron Dynamics and Co-
herent Radiation.
Lasers developed specifically for

mass production as a general-pur-
pose component are now available.
This fact was recently illustrated by a
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second-source order placed with
Spectra-Physics by N.V. Philips'
Gloeilampenfabrieken, which has its
own laser production capacity. Philips
will use the Spectra-Physics lasers in
the manufacture of the Philips-MCA
videodisc player in the U.S., sche-
duled for user test introduction in late
1976.

Looking further ahead less expen-
sive solid-state lasers loom on the ho-
rizon as a replacement candidate for
the helium-neon laser. They should
become a reality within the next five
years, at which time their use should
result in a considerable reduction in
laser prices.
Up to now, videodisc systems have

resisted replacing helium-neon gas
lasers with the solid-state, or semi-
conductor-type laser because of the
hard-to-solve drawback that light
beams generated by the semicon-
ductor laser tend to spread widely
and are difficult to focus in a narrow
beam with the use of a lens. Howev-
er, the Electrotechnical Laboratory of
the Agency of Industrial Science &
Technology announced recently that
they have been conducting experi-
ments with solid-state lasers that
could be classified as technological
breakthroughs, solving, among other
things, the problem of solid-state
laser light-beam scatter by taking ad-
vantage of the self-coupling effect of
the semiconductor laser, thus making
it an improved, viable replacement
for the helium-neon laser. The labora-
tory reports that, in addition to cost-
reduction, these new developments
will make optical videodisc systems

Videography



more compact and more easily con-
trollable. The laboratory also states
that, as a part of these new concepts,
the solid-state laser can be used both
as a beam splitter—or radiation source

—as well as a photodetector.
In replying to charges that video-

disc lasers embody a vaguely danger-
ous space-age technology, it should
be made clear that there is nothing
Buck Rogersish about a low-power
laser. That no harm can come to the
user of the laser in the Philips-MCA
videodisc player is proven by the fact
that such lasers are already in wide
use in many products today. That is
because the laser's power level is
100,000 times less than that of an ordi-
nary 100-watt household light bulb.
Yet such scare tactics and futuristic

scenarios often crop up during the in-
troduction periods of many new elec-
tronic products. The development of
the microwave oven is one of the
more recent examples of this hand-
wringing syndrome. Those still using
traditional oven-manufacturing pro-
cesses (those having vested interests

in older technologies always seem the
most vocal) were predicting all kinds

of dire consequences for households
cooking with microwaves. None
came true. Microwave ovens were an
idea whose time had come, testified
to by the fact that some $270 million

was spent for about 900,000 home
microwave ovens in the U.S. last year,
with the current sales curve rising

precipitously.
About MCA's use of the laser: ac-

cording to an announcement from
the Labor Department's Job Safety
and Health Division a few years ago,
there were some 100,000 lasers then

in use. About the same time Dr. Ar-

thur Vassiliadis of the American Na-
tional Standards Institute's committee

on lasers announced that there were
about 50,000 lasers of the one milli-

watt power level then in use daily in
this country, of which 30,000 were
then used in colleges and school
classrooms. It would probably be safe
to assume that today there are
hundreds of thousands of lasers in
common, everyday use in this
country alone.

Moreover, the Food and Drug Ad-
ministration has established stan-
dards for four classes of lasers, de-
pending on their power. The fact is
the FDA is not concerned with small
units such as MCA uses and as are
used in schoolrooms today. Lasers
are now run-of-the-mill, off-the-shelf
components. They have been avail-
able to hobbyists for quite a while.
Anyone, including a teenager, can
buy them from electronic component
mail-order houses.
Furthermore, notwithstanding that

the laser's power is a negligible
1/1,000 of a watt, out of an abundance
of caution MCA has enclosed its laser
in a light-tight box accompanied by a
protective interlock. If anyone tries to
break into the unit, the player auto-
matically becomes nonfunctional and
completely inert. This is much like the
interlock on the back of a tv set: try to
take that back off and everything dis-
connects.
Another hoary, recurrent fable re-

lates to the laser's shelf-life. There are
those today who base their laser com-
ments in this as well as other areas on
outmoded or outdated data or con-
cepts that relate to old-style lasers.
This bit of misinformation is the asser-
tion that the laser has a short shelf-
life. It can be classified as errata be-
cause it is based on early lasers whose
shelf-lives were substantially less be-
cause they were put together with
epoxy glue that allowed some dif-
fusion or leakage through those
glued joints. But today, helium-neon
lasers are glass-sealed units and do
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not suffer from this limitation. Both
Spectra-Physics and Coherent Radia-
tion guarantee the shelf-life of their
lasers.
Turning again to the laser's uses,

we find it already becoming a high-
volume component for applications
that include pollution-monitors, co-
piers, optical memories, com-
munications, facsimile, and gun-sight
target-designation. In a dozen years,
the laser's thin beam of light has
become a commonplace tool for bor-
ing holes through diamonds, spot-
welding exotic metals and slicing fab-
rics. Lasers are used in nearly all fields
of technology, including medicine
and biology, chemistry, measure-
ments and instrumentations, manu-
facturing and weapons systems. And
laser recording techniques have been
made practical in a system whereby a
light modulator permits a single laser-
beam to carry 20 television programs
simultaneously.

Lasers are also used in the con-
struction industry for alignment and
surveying systems. The visible red
beam of a low-power helium-neon
laser is employed as a long, perfectly
straight "string" to set ceiling and
floor levels and to established grade
angles for sewer-pipe installations,
bulldozing operations and so forth.
These uses all take advantage of the
unique characteristics of laser light to
perform tasks that were at one time
considered impossible.

Laser lights are used routinely in
medicine to repair torn retinas, to
remove cataracts and to remove be-
nign and malignant growths. They are
also being used for cutting steel, and
were used in Viet Nam to pinpoint
bombing targets with a spot of light
so that "smart bombs" equipped with
infra-red sensors could seek them
out.
Because manufacturers are now

turning out laser units in large quanti-
ties a volume laser market base al-
ready will be established when optical
videodisc makers begin to place large
orders. Conversely, laser manufac-
turers are not going to have to de-
pend on videodisc players as their
only customers.
With the emergence of lasers as a

commonly accepted working tool and
with the dissemination of the facts
relating to that use, myths about its
application in videodisc systems are
rapidly diminishing. There's no ques-
tion that the laser is an idea whose
time has come. MCA made a decision
several years ago to use lasers in its
videodisc system. If all goes accord-
ing to plan, the videodisc will in-
troduce the laser as a new com-
munications medium in the
entertainment, commercial and edu-
cational marketplace.
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Public Access:
Boon or Burden to the
Cable Operator?
A look at San Jose,
California's channel
2B; its growth and
the problems it faces

by Lee Mercer

Lee Mercer is a production supervisor with
Reel Life Films, a San Jose, California,
firm doing documentary and outreach pre-
sentations for social service and community
oriented organizations.

In 1972, when Gill Industries, the
cable franchise for 60,000 San Jose,
California homes, gave the go-ahead
for an FCC-regulated public access
channel, it probably did so with some
reluctance. After all, what do these
noncommercial stations offer as a re-
turn on capital spent on. equipment
and salaries? A community home-
movie? Inept amateur program-
ming? A bunch of long-hairs tripping
out on video feedback? Probably po-
tentially all of these. But Channel 2B,
now called the Community Media
Center, has, in its first three years in
operation, broken through these
early expectations and gone on to
become an advanced public access
model.
With one salaried director, Father

Barry Verdi, an Episcopalian minister
and avid video enthusiast, 2B has
grown from two small rooms in Gill's
service lot offices to a 13,000 square
foot media center with two fully
equipped studios, studio control and
master control rooms, sound studio,
graphics, video repair, video editing,
set construction, two conference
rooms and an auditorium area for
fund raisers.
From a few hours per night of live

programs and portapak tapes, it has
expanded to over 70 programs each
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week going out live and on half-inch,
3/4-inch cassette and one-inch formats
in English, Spanish, Portuguese and
Chinese. Community groups from
Black gospel choirs to belly dancers
and from political activists to para-
psychologists have charged the pro-
gramming with a sampling of the cul-
tural spectrum of the San Jose area.
The heaviest programmers on 2B

are church groups who use the air-
waves for ministry outreach as well
as an occasional show on comparative
religion. A group of young Chicanos
does presentations that focus on
issues of importance to Chicanos
while DJ programs aimed at young
people broadcast radio shows over tv.

Little outreach is needed to fill 2B's
on-the-air hours. People usually
come to the station with ideas which
are eventually broadcast if the indi-
vidual or groups can put together a
crew. And often there is a waiting list
of those desiring air time.

Taping PM

Producing, directing, scripting,
camera and studio control are all
done by individuals furnished by the
group or person doing the show.
Four weekend seminars on directing,
producing and camera work, and four
off-the-cable program run-throughs
are the prerequisites for any new pro-
gram's crew. Gaps in personnel are
filled by 2B's numerous volunteers
who are versed in everything from
carpentry to video repair. The majori-
ty of these people are either college
and high school students who have
been exposed to video in school or
gadgetry people who enjoy this type
of work. When all of these individuals.
are mobilized for projects of common
interest, such as fund raising, a po-
tential work force of over one
hundred persons is available.
Despite channel 2B's reliance on

nonprofessional personnel, an ac-
ceptable and often creative level of
technical expertise has become the



rule instead of the exception. Ongo-
ing feedback and critiques from view-
ers, other programs and the station
regulars provide an on-the-job educa-
tion for the technicians and are re-
flected in continually improving qual-
ity in format and technique.
But what is this costing Gill Indus-

tries, and how are they benefitting
from 2B's existence? Seeding the pro-
gram with studio space, Father Ver-
di's salary, four Panasonic cameras,
several vtr's, three Panasonic and Vis-
count SEGs and miscellaneous system
components, Gill is finding that their
outlay is evolving from negligible (in
relation to the costs of outfitting and
maintaining a first rate local origina-
tion or broadcast studio) to virtually
nothing.
Channel 2B, as an independent

nonprofit entity, is beginning its
fourth year in operation almost en-
tirely financed by the participants
themselves. Charging sponsors of
participating programs membership
dues, combined with grants from area
business and civic groups, covers
primary operational expenses, which
include rent, utilities and mainte-

nance. Studio lighting, sets, video
equipment above and beyond that
supplied by Gill, as well as construc-
tion materials, furniture and office
equipment all have been supplied by
tax-deductible donations.
However, lest it seem that all is

roses and glory for a low-budget pub-
lic access station, it should be noted
that with just the bare essentials cov-
ered by dues and grants, the station is
existing marginally at best. Were it
not for volunteer repair technicians,
major maintenance problems would
knock them off the cable. Without
the forty to sixty hours a week put in
by many of the volunteers, the shows
would not have the coordination and
supervision needed to continue pro-
gramming. And without a stronger
reserve of funds from grants or other
sources, the center's existence is lit-
erally in question from one month to
the next.

If the gains Gill Industries has re-
ceived from this venture are less tan-
gible than money in hand, they are no
less real or gratifying. Such programs
as San Jose city council meetings,
women's groups' programs and pop-

ular music and concert tapes all can
boast of high viewership. And phone
calls from a telethon that ends at mid-
night will often continue until 4 a.m.
It is not uncommon for a 2B program
to actually hold a majority of the
viewers on the system. In an area
heavily populated with Spanish-
speaking individuals, 2B offers more
Spanish language programming than
any other station on the air.

But, in a larger sense, Gill can view
its gains in the opportunity it has to
encourage constructive community
involvement and cross-cultural com-
munication in an era more commonly
characterized by crime, despair and
dissension. And when more cable op-
erators recognize the fact that those
hundreds of people singing, dancing,
discussing, filming and producing at a
public access station could instead be
out contributing to the economic and
social conditions that mean that fewer
people can afford the luxury of cable
in the first place, they may hopefully
look to programs like the Community
Media Center to wisely invest their
time and energies. And we will all
share in the returns.

2B's master control room

Bottom left: The cast and crew of PM,
and over-the-cable magazine that interviews
local politicians and figures of widespread interest

Local community groups are among
the most frequent users of 2B
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The Director of the White House Office of Telecommunications Policy
during the Nixon years remembers the pressures of Watergate politics

and prognosticates the future of television

During the early days of August,
1974, against the background of print
and electronic media thundering the
news of the latest Watergate tape
disclosures and President Nixon's im-

pending resignation, Clay T. White-
head stepped down as director of the
White House Office of Telecom-
munications Policy. He thus ended
four turbulent years of service in that

post—years that .had gradually led to a
direct confrontation with the chief ex-
ecutive who once nominated him.
Many observers found it significant
that a pre.sident obsessed with all the
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news media and especially television
should conduct one of his most visi-
ble internal battles with the office
responsible for overall Administration
policy toward those same industries.
Mr. Whitehead was confirmed by

the Senate as the first director of the
OTP in July, 1970. During the follow-
ing months and years he led efforts to
define national policy toward com-
munications in broad terms. In the
area of cable television he chaired a
Cabinet committee to develop legisla-
tive proposals. These were put forth
after 21/2 years of study, yet met with
silence from the Nixon Administra-
tion. But the deepest rift between the
OTP and the Administration's inner
circle occurred in the area of funding
for public television—with the two
sides eventually taking diametrically
opposed positions before the public.
On cable, the OTP favored a com-

prehensive approach toward the fu-
ture of the entire industry: regula-
tion, ownership, franchising, federal
and local jurisdiction. The White
House was more inclined to tackle
specific issues such as pay-cable and
long-distance-signal rules. During the
Ford Administration the entire debate
became academic when it was moved
away from direct White House juris-
diction and placed under the aegis of
the Domestic Council. There the mat-
ter was to be decided as part of regu-
latory reform efforts, not national
communications policy. But just this
past April it became known that the
Domestic Council will take no action

in the foreseeable future to recom-
mend deregulation of cable tv.
A native of Kansas, Clay T. White-

head was born on November 13,1938.
His credentials include a B.S. in elec-
trical engineering, a Ph.D. in manage-
ment from MIT, and two years in the
U.S. Army, where he attained the
rank of captain. In the early 1960s he
was a consultant to the Rand Corpora-
tion on studies of defense, arms con-
trol and the space program. He later
joined Rand full time to help plan and
organize a policy research program
for various areas of national policy,
and was also a consultant to the Fed-
eral Bureau of the Budget.

Following the 1968 election, Mr.
Whitehead served as a member of
president-elect Nixon's task force on
budget policies. Before his appoint-
ment to the OTP in 1970 he was
special assistant to the President in
the areas of communications, liaison
with regulatory agencies, the space
program and other organizational
matters. From May to August, 1974,
he helped organize the planning for
the Ford Presidency and was the exec-
utive secretary of President Ford's
transition team.

For the past 20 months Mr. White-
head has been a postdoctoral fellow
of the MIT Center for International
Studies and a fellow of the Harvard
Institute of Politics. He is at work on a
book about the electronic media and
communications policy. The book's
tentative title: The Future of Televi-
sion.

Videography: What have you been
doing since you left the Office of
Telecommunications Policy?

Whitehead: You could say I've been
on an academic sabbatical, the main
purpose of which is to give me a
chance to think through some of the
things I've worked on in the com-
munications field, to be away from
the pressure cooker of Washington
politics and to write a book.
Videography: Do you have any plans

to work again on a regular basis?
Whitehead: Yes, all good things

must end. I view this past year and a
half as a temporary way-station ena-
bling me to reflect on and rethink all
of communications policy. It's been a
breathing spell to think about what I
want to do afterwards. I expect that
by the time this issue of Videography
comes out I will have made a deci-
sion.

Videography: What was it like work-
ing at OTP before and during Wa-
tergate?
Whitehead: It was frustrating both

before and during. It was frustrating
in a relatively healthy way before Wa-
tergate because OTP was a new
agency where we were really defining
what would be our role, what were
the important issues that we should
be involved in, what kinds of posi-
tions should we take, what kind of
function should we perform. For ex-
ample, should we be the ivory tower
thinking about what communications
should be like in the year 2000? Should
we be second-guessing every pro-



posed FCC rule coming out on a de-
tailed subject? How much attention
should we devote to narrow tactical
matters, how much to broader eco-
nomic and social aspects of com-
munications? Striking a balance, in
other words. It was frustrating, but it
was healthy.

Videography: And when Watergate
came?

Whitehead: When Watergate
came—and I mean almost from the day
of the Watergate break-in—things
began to turn frustrating in an un-
pleasant and unhealthy way. There
was great pressure on me from within
the Administration to do some things I
didn't feel comfortable doing. And
there was considerable feeling at the
senior White House staff level that
OTP should be abolished because it
was standing in their way of doing
their political thing.
One of the purposes of having an

OTP, by the way, is that having a
director answerable to the President
as well as having to be confirmed by
the Senate makes that director a very
public figure, answerable to pres-
sures from the world outside the
presidency. While I think that the
director of the OTP ought to be re-
sponsible to the President, he also
ought to be answerable to Congress
and to the press. That's one of the
great virtues of having a separate of-
fice for communications.

In my case, from mid-1972 on, I was
beginning to have more problems
with the President than I was having
with any other part of government or
with the outside world. And it got
worse and worse because the Wa-
tergate climate made it impossible to
do things if you were in any way iden-
tified with the Nixon Administration.
Videography: Did you feel para-

lyzed?
Whitehead: It was a paralysis from

within the White House and a suspi-
cion from without that everything that
was done was part of a conspiracy. It
just wasn't a time to get much work
done, and it got progressively worse.
By July of 1974 things got so bad be-
tween me and the White House—Pre-
sident Nixon, to be exact—that
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stories were erupting on the front
page of The New York Times about
our dispute on the issue of funding
for public television. When things get
so bad that you're fighting your bat-
tles with the President on the front
page, well, you just shouldn't be in
the Administration any more.

Videography: What was the specific
issue?
Whitehead: There were really sever-

al issues involved. One issue cen-
tered around the public television
community. Like any other organiza-
tion, their main concern was getting
as much money for as a long a period
as possible. Public television's pitch
to the public was that, because its
general social value is beyond ques-
tion, it ought to have large sums of
money without being answerable to
anyone. Thus it demanded that it be
funded by Congress for five years at a
stretch.
Then there was our concern at OTP

about what kind of long-range fund-
ing bill could we responsibly pro-
pose. In making such a proposal you
have to get beneath the surface of
some of the good programming that
public television did. You have to
start asking some hard questions like:
Who are they answerable to? Every-
body has to be answerable to some-
one in society, particularly when pub-
lic funds are involved. So as we saw it,
from a practical point of view, public
television should either be central-
ized and tightly overseen by the
Congress and to some extent by
whatever administration occupies the
White House, or it could be decentra-
lized and kept under control by an in-
ternal system of checks and balances.
In the latter case the local public sta-
tions would have a significant role in
deciding what kind of programs they
would like to have. In other words,
there would be a healthy balance be-
tween centralized national program-
ming done by the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting and paid for by
the government, and the program-
ming of the constituent parts of pub-
lic television.

It was that kind of structure that we
felt we could justify to the Congress,
which would then approve a five-year
funding bill. The philosophy was that,
with an appropriately decentralized
structure for public television,
Congress would fund it every five
years. Each five years the funding
levels would be reviewed. Of course,
that would give CPB a tremendous
amount of insulation from the
Congress and from the White House.
Now, CPB wanted to be in control

of all public television and didn't want
the local stations to have much con-
trol over the programming. The affili-
ates, on the other hand, wanted their

own programming schedules. To
complicate matters, within the Nixon
Administration there was deep suspi-
cion of public television—not al-
together unfounded, since many of
the people in public television were
of a different political pursuasion
from the people in the Administra-
tion—a suspicion that public televi-
sion was out to do them in, and they
wondered why they should support it
at all.

It was a kind of three-way circus. By
the time that I had my final falling out
with Mr. Nixon the public television
community had largely come around
to our point of view that, with some
measure of decentralization, the
whole system would be stronger,
more resilient, and would have more
independence from the whims of
Congressional committee chairmen.

Videography: So they decentrali-
zed?

Whitehead: They began to make
some changes and set up the Public
Broadcasting Service as an indepen-
dent association of local stations
rather than just an adjunct to CPB. So
we began to have a reasonable struc-
ture for the system. They came
around and, in essence, said: "Hey,
this looks pretty much like what you
said we ought to be and maybe now
we can come to some kind of agree-
ment about funding."
Without agreeing that everything

they were doing was perfect, I had to
conclude that it was basically a sensi-
ble structure and that the objections
we had about five-year funding were
largely taken care of. And indeed,
five-year funding did make sense for
public policy, so I felt that I had to go
ahead with my part of the bargain and
get behind that five-year funding bill,
which I did. . .

Videography: What was the White
House's response?
Whitehead: . . . only to find that the

White House pulled the rug out from
under me. The Administration would
not support five-year funding. I
thought that was just outrageous. I
had not been fighting public televi-
sion just to drag it down at all costs. I
could not in good conscience stay in
the Administration if it kept that posi-
tion. That's what the last fight with
Mr. Nixon was about.
Videography: When did you leave

the OTP?
Whitehead: I left August 4, 1974—a

few days before Nixon stepped down.
I actually occupied the office until the
end of September, but during that
time I was functioning on Mr. Ford's
transition team. Since I had been in-
volved in planning for the transition, I
stayed on the White House staff two
extra months.

continued on page 38
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Put a microwave sh
in your system

For short haul and portable line-of-sight shots, our lightweight AM micro-

wave system transmits high quality NTSC color/monochrome between 10.95

and 13.25 GHz. Design improvements in mechanical requirements give the

system lightning and power surge protection as well as temperature sta-

bility. The Dimicom microwave systems meet the standards of the EIA,

CCIR and FCC. For information about your microwave shot, contact Elena

Smith, Marketing Coordinator.

DIMICOM, INC.
Manufacturers of Soladyne microwave systems

4898 Ronson Court, Ste. G
San Diego, California 92111

(AC 714) 560-5995
Get more Info. Circle Reader Card No. 109
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SITS SMART

Bill Etra has combined video and computer technologies in an
SEG that can control the entire teleproduction process

by Peter Caranicas

Imagine a special-effects generator
that's also a video switc her, an image
manipulator, a colorizer and a hybrid
analog-digital computer for video.
Imagine that it can perform a full
range of special effects, do infinite-
reentry video-switching under com-
puter control and be used by a single
operator as a control center for auto-
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matic preprogramming of an entire tv
production, including remote control
of the cameras, integration of lighting
changes, actor cueing, prompter-
device coordination—all without the
necessity for cameramen, audio engi-
neers, lighting directors and tv direc-
tors.
Such are the claims of the In-

telligent Video System (IVS), a device
combining many recent refinements

in video and computer science, which
leapfrogs the complex technology of
existing television switching equip-
ment. The majority of today's produc-
tion switchers are based on technical
advances built up piecemeal over the
years, with each step forward simply
added on to existing systems. IVS is
an attempt to wipe the video-switcher
slate clean and to include all the tradi-
tional switching functions, as well as
some new ones, in a state-of-the-art
system.
Some would describe IVS as a video

synthesizer, although it cannot twist

Videography



Left and below: Etra experimenting at home

and decompose images and parts of
images in the manner of a raster-scan
synthesizer. It does process images,
however, by changing their shapes
and colors.

IVS is the brainchild of Bill Etra
who, together with Steve Rutt, devel-
oped the Rutt-Etra video synthesizer,
a raster-scan machine now used by
several tv post-production facilities.
Etra is presently assistant professor of
fine arts at the University of Mary-
land, and divides his time between
teaching there and experimenting at
.Woft in New York City. His main in-
terest is video as a compositional
tool—or video art—and he recently
received a $13,000 grant from the Na-
tional Endowment for the . Arts and
Humanities and the New York State
Council on the Arts for research in
that area.

Etra conceptualized IVS while ex-
ploring new ways of creating software
and spent 21/2 years developing it.
But, although IVS was originally in-
vented as an aid for video artists, it
turned out to have important applica-
tions in bread-and-butter tele-
production work.
The heart of IVS is described as a

matrix switcher that can switch faster
than the resolution of a tv picture. A
logic pulse turns on any points of the
matrix to which it is addressed. A
ramp control voltage fades up the ma-
trix switc her. Two keywipe generators
wipe a key to any shape in the matrix.
Because the system's user deals with
a matrix rather than a traditional
downstream sWitcher, IVS allows re-
sults to be reentered, at any matrix
point for further processing. The ma-
trix switc'her is accompanied by a
four-level key colorizer which, when
used in combination with the matrix,
permits levels of colorization that are
virtually infinite.

In its simplest form IVS can do
multilevel keys, fades, dissolves, digi-

Using still video images of coral and wo-
man's face, IVS can produce effects such as
(top, I to r) color key of coral with face in-
serted at level 4, key of coral with different
color inserted at each level, and with com-
puter matrix brought back in negative at
level 2; and (above, Ito r) a quantization of
the coral with computer matrix filling level 1
and the face inserted into the highest level, a
color negative of the same, and both the face
and the computer matrix in negative at dif-
ferent levels.

•
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tat and analog outlinings, hard- and
soft-edge colorizing, additive and
nonadditive mixing wipe shapes, and
so forth. Options include wave-form
generation for more complex wipe
shapes, coded chroma-key edge sharp-
ening and an adaptor box to interface
it with various audio synthesizers.
Because its construction is modular,
its options can be extended without
making any parts obsolete.
IVS can be programmed with calcu-

lator-pad pushbuttons, which are
used to insert whole sections of mem-
ory into the computer, and then com-
manded with a typewriter keyboard in
relatively simple English: "Wipe; dis-
solve camera 3." By incorporating
specific control boards, other exten-
sions can be added to IVS, including
servo controllers for remote camera
units. A manual override panel will be
available, however, to enable manual
control of complicated sequences.

For postproduction work, part of
the IVS system is an infinite posi-
tioner that can change the position of
a prerecorded video picture and ap-
proximate any lost background or
light level by sampling a reference
selected by the operator using the
manual override. In this way he or she
can correct framing errors, leave the
desired parts of a picture sharp and
soften a scene's unwanted details.
A startling function of the complet-

ed IVS system will be its ability to
translate videotape and film programs
originally shot in black-and-white into
color—a color that is a close approxi-
mation of the color that existed when
the film or tape was originally pro-
duced, and which was lost. The process
is a complex one because light-
ing—and therefore the various gray
shades that represent the original
colors—may change from scene to
scene. For that reason no process of
standard gray-level colorizing has
heretofore worked well.
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Above: image produced by using a soft-
edged diamond to highlight a monochrome
face over colorized coral. Below (top to bot-
tom): face used to cut key for colorizer with
coral video in layer 4; same, but with outline
of coral in hue of layer 4; colorizer used for
wipe function with images inserted in dif-
ferent layers.
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The IVS computer-colorizer is de-
signed to circumvent these problems
by allowing the hand-colorizing of
specific frame areas, which can be
"painted" by using a light pen on a
monitor screen. The first frame of any
scene—which in this context means
continuous light conditions and ab-
sence of any movement—is hand-
colored. The computer* then locks
onto the gray-scale balance of the
frame, continuing to colorize sequen-
tial frames until it detects a change in
the gray scale. It then stops the tape
or film, automatically back-spaces to
the appropriate frame, and the
process is repeated.

In scenes with definable back-
ground and characters, a more com-
plex mode of operation can be used:
people can be separated from the
background by brightness, distin-
guished separately, and automatically
tracked from frame to frame until the
conditions no longer exist. The de-
gree of automation with which this
can be accomplished depends entire-
ly on the amount of computer power
dedicated to pattern-recognition. Per-
haps when the age of consumer video
finally dawns, cdlorized versions of
Charlie Chaplin and D.W. Griffith will
be made available.
The IVS system will be marketed by

Intelligent Video Systems Corp., a
company to be set up by Visiondisc,
Inc., a videodisc software concern.
The basic core of the system will be
priced at $8,500 or less. Adding com-
puter features and the manual over-
ride will bring the price up to the
$50,000 range.
These costs are based upon rela-

tively modest production runs. They
will, nevertheless, entail extensive
marketing efforts. To this end, Vision-
disc is approaching major broadcast
equipment manufacturers and dis-
tributors. The main target would not
necessarily be broadcasters but
would extend to the world of educa-
tional and industrial television as well
as to experimental video groups.

IVS's backers claim that the era of
eyeball-judged video is set to sup-
plant the era of instrument-judged
video, making the system acceptable
for all but the highest end of telepro-
duction. Its major advantage will be
its ability to cut down on maintenance
and personnel costs. If part of the sys-
tem malfunctions, all that will be
required to make the correction will
be the replacement of a board. More
important, a single director is all
that's needed to program the com-
puter controlling the cameras, lenses
and lights. If IVS lives up to its prom-
ise, complex teleproduction and spe-
cial effects will come within the reach
of many groups who cannot afford
them today.

Above (top to bottom): colorizer used again
for wipe function with images inserted in dif-
ferent layers; special wipe shape; colorizer
used as shape generator with low chromin-
ance in layer 3 and low luminance in layer 1.
Below: wipe into colorizer, color inserted
without video. All photos: computer work by
Lou Katz.
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You're holding the
world of

Uf 0 217
in your hands,'

For a short time yet, you may still
order a Charter Subscription to
VIDEOGRAPHY magazine. Whether you're a corporate communicator, video producer,

For yourself. Or for a colleague or educational broadcaster, medical instructor, cablecaster,
business associate. Or for a friend
who feels about video the way you do.
VIDEOGRAPHY is brand new. But al-

ready, we're sure, you can see what
kind of magazine we intend to be.
Quite simply, we want VID-

EOGRAPHY to be the defini-
tive magazine of video,
total video, reflecting
the growing impor-
tance of people
in video ev-
erywhere: 

commercial producer, government trainer, audio-visual di-
rector, community activist, video artist ... if you speak the
language of video, you should be reading VIDEOGRAPHY.

VIDEOGRAPHY covers the entire world of video: tips and
techniques for hands-on operators; concepts and
plans for video managers; advice and ideas for
communications management; with in-depth fea-
tures on the use of video in business, industry, edu-
cation, government, medicine, entertainment,
and the arts.

VIDEOGRAPHY keeps' you on top of the ex-
citing, fast-changing world of video: news
and comment on who's who and what's
happening and why among manufac-
turers and marketers; reports direct from
Washington on copyright legislation
and communications policy; regu-
lar updates on around-the-corner
technologies like fiber optics,
flat-screen tv and holography;
profiles of the latest video
equipment and hardware;
comprehensive lists and re-
views of video programs
and software; interviews
with video personalities.

To enter a
Charter Sub-
scription for
yourself, or for a
friend, fill in and
mail the attached
coupon. Or write to:
VIDEOGRAPHY Maga-
zine, 750 Third Avenue, 
New York, N.Y. 10017. 
The world of VIDEOG-

RAPHY. It's wonderful, fast-
changing and exciting —
reflecting the growing impor-
tance of video everywhere. Be
part of the video scene. Sub-
scribe today.
Take advantage of our1/2 price

Charter Subscription Rate today.
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You've been half right
and half wrong about
Sony's 1/2" video line.

Right about the quality. Wrong about the prices.

Please stop thinking our prices are high because

our quality is high. They're not. As you see here.

And now that you've seen our prices, there's

nothing to stop you from getting highest quality

1/2" equipment. Sony's.
Our portable units, available now:

AV-3400 VideoRoverR b&w recorder. This is the

unit that made portable recording possible in the

first place.
AVC-3450 b&w camera. New, light-weight, low cost.

(Just one of our complete line of video cameras.)

AV-8400, a b&w and/or color recorder. With this

unit, you can start out with low-cost black and white

video. Then, when you're ready for color, your AV-8400

can be converted into a color recorder! Only Sony has it.

Our studio units, available now:
AV-3600 b&w recorder. Yes. the price shown

is correct. Only $895.
AV-3650 b&w editor. Reliable Sony quality at a

very attractive price.
AV-8650 color editor. The first 1/2" editor to com-

bine recording/playback/editing with features

formerly available only in much more expensive

1" equipment.
Of course, only a demonstration can do justice to

any of our 1/2" units. When you see all of that Sony

quality in action, you'll know you're not only getting a

good price. You're getting a bargain.
For complete information, write:

Sony Corporation of America, Video Information Center

Dept. 234-F, Box 1594, Trenton, N.J. 08607.
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A. AV-3400 VideoRover
portable b&w recorder. $1125.

B. New AVC-3450
portable b&w camera. $725.

C. AV-8400B/W.
Another great VideoRover
portable recorder. $1275.
Can be converted from
b&w to color (AV-8400C).

D. AV-3600 studio
b&w recorder. $895.

E. AV-3650 studio
b&w editor. $1250.

F. AV-8650
studio color editor.
The first 1/2" editor with
sophisticated
1" features. $2750.

Prices shown are suggested retail
and are subject to change.

Official
Supplier
to the 1976'
Olympic
Games

Get more Info. Circle Reader Card No. 124
For Demonstration, Circle Reader Card No. 180



PrepaKing
Video

Graphics

From flip chart to film chain,

imagination is as
important as budget

by Mick Roberts

Mick Roberts is sole owner of Mick
Roberts' General Store in Budd
Lake, N.J., and specializes in producing
video graphics, slide tape programs,
film, and script narration.

If you can't get the message across
in three seconds, you're dead." So
says William Sunshine of CBS TV's
graphic department. And in order to
get the message across quickly, video
graphics should be kept simple and
clean.
To begin with, television's 4X3

aspect ratio requires wide margins.
The camera can always move in on a
small amount of type centered on an
illustration board. Nothing, however,
is more annoying than type that goes
all the way out to the edges of the
board. In such cases, there is no way
to avoid showing the edges of the
board on screen. This overscanning
applies more to live, on-camera
boards than to slides.
Rule of thumb number one: line

length should not exceed 30 charac-
ters, including spaces. In order to be
readable, type must be large enough
not to fall apart on the tube. While
this does not mean that one-inch let-
ters must be used, anything that
comes to less than half an inch on the
screen will not be easily recognizable.
The simpliest graphic to prepare for

studio cameras is white press-type on
a black board. All that is needed for
this is a t-square, triangle, the board,
some white transfer type and a pencil.
Before putting any type down on the
board, make sure that guidelines can
be erased without taking away the top
surface of the board. Then line up the
line under each letter, hold it steady
and burnish the top side with a blunt
but smooth pencil, stick or whatever
works. If a mistake is made, most
press-type letters can be removed by
rubbing a piece of masking tape on
the goof and lifting it off. Again, try it
on an unneeded corner to be sure
that the surface stays put. All of these
supplies can be found at a graphics
arts supply store.

A simple build can be done on a
three- or four-line card by putting all
lines on the card, and, with a horizon-
tal wipe on the SEG, revealing one

"line at a time, top to bottom or bot-
tom to top. Another easily ac-
complished card animation is a direct
steal from the Letters To The Editor
portion of Sixty Minutes. With the ap-
propriate graphic in place, excerpts of
letters are typed on white paper that
is cut to fit on the art when flipped
into place. The "letters" are taped to
the graphic at the bottom, overlap-
ping each other and with the tape sit-
uated outside the picture area. On
cue, a stagehand flips each letter into
place as needed.
Want more? Try a series of anima-

tion "cells" drawn in register then
punched to fit a three-ring binder. Al-
ternating the sequence both by cam-
era and easel and using slow dissolves
results in simple animation. A little
care in art preparation and camera
register can produce some nice ef-
fects.

A copy stand with camera

No money fora character generator
to move copy across the screen? Try
building a black frame with standard-
sized slots to fit precut black boards
that are a few inches longer than the
width of the frame. By using white
press-type for the information to be
"crawled" horizontally on the sliding
frame and pushing it through the pic-
ture on a key setup, the possibilities
are limited only by the imagination.

Viewgraphs or overhead tansparen-
cies can also be a source of inexpen-
sive and simple video graphics, but
don't try to use them by projecting
the image on the type of overhead
machine used at most business meet-
ings. Instead, buy or build a light box
with a dimmer switch on it. Arrange it
so that a set of printer's quarter-inch
register pins can be taped to the
frame. Next, cut some strips of mask-
ing vinyl or other stiff material that
will hold dimension fairly well and
punch one edge with a standard
three-hole punch. Prepare the copy
according to the requirements of

ji
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whatever transparency maker is avail-

able, making certain that there is a
large margin. By leaving the register
pins in place, adding the pre-punch
vinyl then taping the top edge of the
transparency to it, all others can be
placed in precise relationship to the
video screen. An opal glass front sur-
face for the dimmable light box will
allow even, controlled light for the
camera. Most manufacturers of over-
head materials offer black on a col-
ored background. Testing various
colors may be necessary to find what
works best.

For white or colored type on a black
background, the best method is an
ortho line negative used as is for
white or with colored gels added to it.
Colors should be added to the back
of the negative (wrong reading) with a
piece of frosted acetate sandwiched
between the negative and the gel.
The acetate smooths the colors and

eliminates any imperfections that are

usually found in gels. A theatrical

lighting and supply house will usually

have a good selection of colors.

Again, use the light box.
This brings us to the production of

slides. The 8x10 line negative just

produced can be transferred directly
to a 35mm slide. If a Westinghouse

superbulb is used in the light box, all
that's needed is a single lens reflex
camera, a macro lens (to focus down

to about 7 to 9 inches), an 80A filter to
fit the lens and a copy stand. The

superbulb, available at most hard-
ware and lighting stores, holds a con-

stant color temperature over a fairly
long life. The 80A filter coverts the
tungsten light-source for exposure on
daylight film. By selecting five to ten
standard gel colors and making test
exposures, the standard shutter

speed/f stop combinations that pro-

duce the best results can be deter-
mined. If the 35mm camera used has
a double-exposure feature, a back-

ground color can be added to the

slide after the initial "type" exposure
is made. Either by using darker gels
for backgrounds or cutting the ex-

posure at least in half on any gels

used for type and throwing the lens
out of focus, the background is

"burned" over the entire slide. Again,

plan to keep notes and run a few tests

to nail down exposures.
When making line negatives, a

slight modification of the light box
copy stand will be needed. Probably
the easiest way to do this is to add
four lights, two to each side of the
stand at 45 degree angles. They

should be placed about 18 inches
above the copy plane and about the
same distance from the centerline of
the stand. An inexpensive used 4x5
press camera with a fairly decent lens
will be adequate for most line work,
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Top to bottom: the author demonstrates opaquing with black masking tape, t
hen

using a pin register with the punch.
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Top to bottom: step-by-step production of a

slide. 1) Copy as it looks before being shot on

another film. 2) After processing. 3) Strip-

ping in color, using frosted acetate between

negative and color. 4) Shot on black. 5) Color

background added by double exposing.

PRODUCED BY

MARTIN TIRELLA

and a Kodak grey scale will also be
helpful in processing the film. Start-
ing exposures with Kodak 2556 4x5
film will be about 10 seconds at f/16.
By including the grey scale in the
frame with the type to be shot, the
negative can be inspection-de-
veloped under a red safelight until
the last four steps have turned com-
pletely black and the fifth is a medium
shade of grey. Either Dektol diluted
one to one or A-B litho developer may
be used. Stop development, fix, wash
and dry according to the instructions
packed with the film.
Color backgrounds are easily done

with chroma key. A 35mm line slide
with color added over the right read-
ing side will go right into the film
chain. Thirty-five millimeter ortho
film is available in 100-foot rolls from
most franchise camera stores. A bulk
film-loader and reusable film cas-
settes are also needed. The sales clerk
will demonstrate how to use them.

After loading into the 35mm SLR,
expose the graphic, leaving margins
for the "safe title". If developing the
film in a tray by inspection, then
shoot one frame on the grey scale and
keep all other exposures the same for
that roll. Develop as for the 4x5 pro-
cedure above. For tank and reel de-
velopment, shoot a series of tests on
the grey card and develop according
to film instructions, keeping a con-
stant time and temperature standard,
i.e., 4 minutes at 68 degrees F.

Agitation is equally important in
tank development. Most pho-
tographers have some sort of agita-
tion ritual that works well for them.
Mine consists of loading the film on a
reel; placing it in the tank; preparing
the developer, stop and fixer; and
bringing them all to 68 degrees F, I set
my timer to zero. In three quick
moves, I pick up the tank, start the
timer and pour in the developer.
After capping the tank, I invert it
repeatedly with a positive but not too
vigorous motion for the first 20 sec-
onds. Then the film, developer and I
take a 25-second rest. Another five
seconds of inversion agitation, an-
other 25-second rest, ad nauseum
until 10 seconds before time is up. At
that point I pour out the developer (it
usually takes 10 seconds to empty the
tank), stop the developing process
with a weak acid bath or plain water,
pour that out and add the fixer, ac-
cording to instructions for the film.
Wash and dry the film and it's ready
to mount, color, project or whatever
you have in mind for the project at
hand.
Now a word about the relationship

between the 35mm frame and the tv
picture format. None of the formulas
are of much use when squinting
through the viewfinder of a 35mm
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Top and below: a rough field guide is drawn
on frosted acetate, lined up with the copy
underneath, and the camera is adjusted; then
the field guide is pulled off and the copy is
shot.

Videography



camera. The frame looked through
represents roughly 25x37 millimeters
worth of film. The opening on a stan-
dard 2x2-inch mount is 24x36mm. The
film chain will pick up 21x28mm of
that. The safe title area is further
reduced to somewhere around
19x25mm. So what does it all mean? A
lot of confusion unless there is some
reference point in the viewfinder to
mark the four corners of the video
screen format and, inside that, the
safe title area. Some 35mm SLR cam-
eras are available with vertical and
horizontal lines etched on the screen.
Through tests, what lines correspond
to what proportions of the total pic-
ture can be established as well. (The
horizontal lines are great for keeping
the copy straight, too.)
The next-best method might be to

draw field guidelines in several sizes
for full 35mm frame, video screen and
safe title area on clear acetate. By lin-

ing up the art and the overlay in the
viewfinder, proper portion is auto-
matic. Remove the acetate and shoot.

Using rule of thumb number one-30

characters to the safe title area—it

should be simple to make overlays for

typewriter copy, press-type in several

sizes or a variety of type sizes pur-

chased from outside suppliers.

Speaking of which, here's a quick list

of where to get what:
• Slide production houses usually

can produce the whole job given the

time and budget.
• Typesetters can provide repro-

duction proofs ready for paste-up.
Most will supply free type style books

of all faces available.
• Stat services will resize paste-ups

to a standard size for easier shooting.

Most can make line negatives.
• Graphic arts stores sell press-

type, colored gels, self-adhesive pro-

jectable colors for use directly on

35mm line negatives, illustration

board, t-square, triangle, non-

reproduction blue pencils, frosted

and clear acetate, 3-D title letters, and

miscellaneous supplies. (Some stores

carry a bulletin board for small related
businesses in the area, such as paste-

up artists, designers, photographers,
typesetters, corn positer operators
and so forth.)
• Theatrical lighting and supply

houses make available gels, lights and
lighting controls.
• Photo dealers can provide line

film, developers and chemicals, slide
film, processing, camera equipment

new and used, and slide mounts. Like

graphic arts, they can direct you to

competent photographers in your

area who may be able to supply

graphic slides. Most photographers

are also interested in video and, given
half a chance, make excellent produc-
tion people.
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and BES/T

Pardon our redundancy, but
we want you to remember our name.

For videocassettes, there's really
no reason to remember any other.

In the East, call Herb Winawer (201) 947-6450 (212) 239-4653

In the West, call George Ricci (312)-787-5221
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SIT VIDEOCASSETTE
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. at a price
you can afford!

Rhythm/Melody/Style
... every kind of sound
that can put 91ZZN2Z
into your production!

AMERICA'S LARGEST
LIBRARY OF MUSIC

— SOUND EFFECTS TOO!
1111110
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P▪ M/

Ask for our brochure
and rate card.

1156 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS

NEW YORK, N.Y. 10036 • (212) 757-3641

NEW FROM
MusiCues!

Videotape
Track

Sweetening
A new technique to add
music, sound-effects

and voice-over
narration to your 1/4"

video-cassette.

It's simple,
inexpensive

For further information, call

MusiCues Corporation
1156 Avenue of the Americas

New York, NY 10036
212/757-3641

"There was pressure on me from the Administration

to do things I didn't feel comfortable doing."

Videography: Are you connected in
any way with the OTP now?
Whitehead: Well, I know some of

the people over there and see them
occasionally, but I'm no longer direct-
ly involved.

Videography: In the end didn't the
five-year funding become a three-
year funding?
Whitehead: In the end it became a

one-year funding. There is a three-
year authorization, but the problem is
really one of appropriation, and each
year public television has to go back
to the congressional appropriation
committees. It's really a shame and I
think public television should have
continued to fight for the five-year
bill. These kinds of structures are very
important in communications policy.
It's important that an institution like
public television have some insula-
tion from the daily and yearly process
of government.
One of the greatest threats to the

independence of the media is not a
congressional committee or an ad-
ministration that's hostile; one of the
greatest threats is the congressional
committee or the administration
that's friendly and invites the media
to get into bed with politica. figures.
It's a kind of insidious erosio of the
independence of the media. So I was
sad to see the Congress adopt the
one-year bill. It was unfortunate that
the public broadcasting community
accepted that so complacently.

Videography: Do you think a five-
year bill will be passed some time in
the future?
Whitehead: Oh I suspect it might,

but it will be a long time.
Videography: What was the OTP's

policy on cable television when you
were director?
Whitehead: We began to organize a

point of view. I did an awful lot of
temporizing at the outset, realizing
that cable is tremendously important
in the future of communications. But
like everyone else, we didn't under-
stand it. Mainly we tried to preserve
options.
There was some publicity about my

involvement in the so-called cable
compromise. We got involved in that
simply because we realized that some
compromise would be reached. The
broadcasters intended to—and had
the political muscle to—force the
issues onto the agenda of the Con-

gress. We felt at OTP that it would be
sad indeed if the first cable legislation
were passed in a crisis atmosphere.
The broadcasters had all the political
chips and had some measure of legiti-
macy in their arguments. But narrow
policy issues like distant-signal impor-
tation are not what a national debate
should be about. That's not what
cable legislation should be based on.
So we at OTP got involved in a tem-

porary way, trying to keep narrow •
issues from erupting so that we could
plan broader policy actions for a later
date. And we began to develop some
views of our own about what policy
made sense.
Videography: Did Nixon ever con-

sider supporting cable as a counter-
force to the broadcasters?
Whitehead: I think he did in some

sort of vague way, but I never detect-
ed any firm views of his on the sub-
ject, nor any great interest on his part
in the cable industry. As a practical
matter, there was nothing he could
really do because cable was just not
going to be a major political force
during the tenure of Richard Nixon's
presidency. So, as a very pragmatic
politician, he did nothing.
Videography: It was recently re-

vealed that the Ford Administration
plans to reconsider its proposal to
deregulate cable television. What
does that indicate about com-
munications policy today?
Whitehead: Well, I think that in-

cident illustrates two things. One,
that it's humanly impossible to ask
the White House to do anything that's
going to seriously upset broadcasters
during an election year. Secondly, it
illustrates, the importance of having a
strong and vital OTP. The Domestic
Council's approach to deregulation,
is precisely the kind of procedure that
would never be on the agenda if peo-
ple who know about communications
were putting the agenda together.
The idea that you can completely
deregulate the importation of distant
signals is just foolishness. There are
serious copyright problems, and
there are serious issues of equity and
public policy.

It was sad to see that the White
House had considered that kind of
very gimmicky approach to deregula-

tion of television. They should have

started dealing with cable issues
through a jurisdictional framework

Videography



rather than tackling substantive FCC
rules line by line. The White House
should not be involved in details such
as distant-signal importation that
properly come under the FCC.
Videography: What's the signifi-

cance of the U.S. Court of Appeals
ruling that the FCC must open its
hearings to the public?
Whitehead: Government agencies

in general don't like to be exposed to
the public view. It's just much easier
to sort out all the compromises that
these agencies make if it's done
quietly and privately. That's a power-
ful incentive for the people who are
being regulated to play the game.
One way the OTP can bring issues

to public attention is to take some
relatively technical-sounding issue
that the FCC has considered and,
through its own expertise, find out
what the policy implications of that
issue are. The average newspaper
reporter—even the unusually percep-
tive newspaper reporter—has dif-
ficulty here unless he's used to cover-
ing communications issues. The fact
that we always used to force to public
attention—either in the media or in
the Congress—the longer-term and
broader policy implications of some
of the FCC decisions was behind a lot
of the hostility that the FCC felt to-
ward OTP. It makes their life much
more difficult if many people recog-
nize the broader policy implications

of what they're doing.
Videography: Do you think that

the growth of cable and pay cable will

bring diversity to television program-

ming?
Whitehead: It depends to a tremen-

dous degree on how we allow the

growth to progress and how we allow

diversity to come into being. If the

FCC has its way we will see the devel-

opment of cable policy in a direction

that will turn cable operators into

mere multichannel broadcasters. If

pay tv is not allowed to develop free-

ly, then I think it's unlikely that we'll

get any significant improvement.
What we might get is a number of
very dull channels that are pro-
grammed to meet the pet interests of
various specialized interest groups.
Some people might call that a diversi-

If, on the other hand, cable televi-
sion develops basically as a common
carrier and the regulatory activity of
the government is held to the eco-
nomics of video distribution, and not
extended to the programming
sphere, then I think a very vigorous
kind of competition could
emerge—not unlike what we see in
the magazine business.

Videography: Do you mean many

producers competing with each
other?
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THINKING SONY?

THINK
CAMERA MART.

Whether you're shooting ... editing... or both.
With all the experience we've accumu-
lated packaging film equipment for
industrial, educational, business and
broadcast applications, you'd expect
Camera Mart to be leading the way in
video. And our full Sony line helps prove
you're right.

SONY MOBILE/STUDIO PACKAGE
The camera: Sony's DXC-1600. A com-

pact, lightweight unit employing single-
carrier-frequency color encoding with
exclusive Trinicon " single pickup tube.
True color fidelity without mis-registra-
tion over wide range of illumination:
high stability, reliability; low power con-
sumption. Complete with CCU, battery,*
charger and lens.

The recorder: Sony's easy-to-operate
VO-3800 —a compact 30-lb. instrument that gives you up to 20 minutes of

NTSC color on a single U-matic cassette, outdoors or in. Includes audio

dubbing, freeze-frame, auto dropout compensation; much more. Complete

with battery* and charger.

SONY EDITING PACKAGE
Two Sony VO-2850's and RM-400 remote
control offer fast, foolproof, pushbutton
electronic editing. Allows accurate assem-
ble and insert editing for production and
post-production applications, plus dubbing
on dual audio tracks. Advanced features
include rotary erase heads, memory
rewind, AGO: control track logic and more.

AVAILABLE FOR RENTAL, LEASE OR PURCHASE

We offer our full Sony line and other major-brand video equipment in

"standard" Camart packages, packages customized to your requirements,

and individually. All supported by Factory-authorized service. To give you

maximum financial flexibility, we'll tailor a rental, lease, purchase or com-

bination plan to fit your budget and tax situation. For more information,

please call or write Ken Seelig or Jeff Wohl.

*optional Frezzolini nicad battery available

CAMERA MART
THE CAMERA MART .INC

456w.55th Street, New York 10019 (212) 757-6977 Telex: 1-2078

Sales • Service • Rental

Get more Info. Circle Reader Card No. 103
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Even professionals
need help
now and then.

111
•

So they go to
other professionals.
If your plans call
for closed-circuit
television,
large screen TV
or other specialized
ommunications
ervices,
we're the ones
to come to. Let
your professionals
talk to our
professionals.
TeleConcepts.
In communications.

TeleConcepts
Iii comm....mon, Inc
14 5 f 4c/th St, N.Y., NY. 10017

Closed c 1k uit television,

Videompes. Films, Slides
111 iSS 7113
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"Everyone has to be answerable to someone,

particularly when public funds are involved."

Whitehead: Many producers of di-
verse kinds of programming ma-
terial—and a lot of speculative devel-
opment. The FCC has a philosophy
that no new service should be al-
lowed until it has proven that it is
needed. That's a very powerful way of
reinforcing the status quo, and of as-
suring that the public never gets any-
thing. I call it the Thoreau doctrine
because when Thoreau was asked
what he thought about the new
Maine-to-Texas telegraph cable he
cynically said that maybe people in
Maine just don't have anything to say
to people in Texas.
The moral of that story is that one

should realize that in new com-
munications technologies few of us
really know what we want. We decide
what we want based on what choices
are put before us. Individuals decide
what they want based on the choices
that they have available. We rely on
the creative people in our society, or
the entrepreneurial people, to create
ideas, to put them before us so that
we can take advantage of them.

Videography: How can cable serve
as a vehicle for such people?

Whitehead: If cable is really to have

a significant impact, it must be organ-
ized so that creative, entrepreneurial
people with ideas can put a little time
and money into developing them and
have a chance to make them succeed.
They need exposure so people can
see the programs, like them and talk
about them. Alongside the opportu-
nity for creativity and innovation, the
public has to be able to pay to sup-
port that kind of program directly.
The best analogy is to the print media.
For example, a beautiful arts maga-
zine can only exist if the few people
who care about it have the opportuni-
ty to pool their resources by subscrib-
ing and paying the people who are
doing the creative work.
Videography: What about advertis-

ers?
Whitehead: They also have a role.

But it has to be mixed. We've seen
what relying totally on advertiser sup-
port does to television: it biases the
programs totally in the direction of
the mass audiences—the lowest com-
mon denominator of what people will
watch. The whole emphasis, the
whole philosophy of exclusively ad-
vertiser-supported tv is to build up an
audience which you can sell to adver-

tisers, not to please that audience by
giving as many individuals as possible
what they would really want to see.
The programming is designed to keep
them glued to their tv sets so they can
be sold to advertisers by the thou-
sands.

In cable you have the opportunity
to turn it around and have a real
market so that the entrepreneur has
the incentive to figure out what peo-
ple would really like to see. In most
cases cable would develop into a mix-
ture of consumer subscription and
advertising. But at least the en-
trepreneur/editor will have the incen-
tive to provide the best mix of ads and
subscription rates so that the product
approximates what the audience
wants.

If you took a common-carrier ap-
proach, using cable as a distribution
system in such a way that anybody
who wants to can have his or her pro-
gram over cable just by paying a fee
like you pay United Parcel Service,
then you'd have an unregulated mar-
ket in programming. People would
offer things for sale. Others would
buy. And you'd get the kind of diver-
sity you see when you go to a news-
stand and look at the magazines.
Videography: What do you suppose

most of the programs on such a sys-
tem would be like?
Whitehead: I'm not one of those

people who believes that cable televi-
sion and diversity mean only high-
quality, intellectual programming. For
the most part people are going to
continue to turn to television for en-
tertainment. Most people are going
to continue to watch the kind of
programming they're watching now,
and they'll get it for free because ad-
vertisers will find it economical to
support it in order to get their mes-
sage across to those large numbers of
people—and who's going to pay for
programming that's available for free.

On the other hand you'll find small
groups of people who care about cer-
tain specialized subjects. Returning
again to print, you'll find that three or
four magazines are read by 50% of the
readers. There's nothing wrong with
that. The important point is not that
we cram some kind of diversity down
American tv viewers' throats, but
rather that they have it there in case
they want it. It's the availability of the
option. If you say, "My child ought to
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see what ballet is like even though I
never watch it," you should be able to
put down your 50 cents or your dollar
and watch two or three first-class per-
formances coming out of Lincoln
Center.

Videography: Wouldn't the prolifer-

ation of such programming on cable

tv be at the expense of other media,

like books and broadcasting?
Whitehead: I think that's inevitable,

and good.
Certainly as more diversity on cable

tv becomes possible you could expect

people in the magazine business to
ponder what magazines they could
create in video, or to issue video
counterparts to their print editions.
And I would also expect the network
broadcasters and the public television
community to start thinking in terms

of alternatives. They would have to

compete a little harder than they do
now. That's the kind of competition

that could work in the consumer's in-

terest. It doesn't mean that they're

going to go out of business—just that

they'll have to pay more attention to

what people want to see.
Videography: We're very far from

such a scenario today. Won't es-

tablished interests try to prevent it

from coming about?
Whitehead: That's true. And the

Congress and the FCC, through their

accumulation of regulatory powers,

and through the 1934 Com-

munications Act largely aid and abet

these interests rather than encourag-

ing more competition.
Videography: Then do you see the

changes coming about gradually?

Whitehead: I think it's going to be

very gradual. My only hope is that it's

not so gradual that it never happens.

It is quite conceivable to me that the

broadcast industry, the Congress and

the FCC could combine and, through

noble-sounding motives, perpetuate

our present tv system, which is based

on a scarcity of channels and on in-

creasing government regulations.

They could guarantee that cable tele-
vision, with its abundance of chan-
nels, will never become a national

medium. The accretion of program-

ming regulations in the cable field

could load so many public-interest re-

sponsibilities upon cable that it never

becomes economically viable on a na-

tional scale.
That would be a great tragedy for

this country because it would mean,

around the time of our bicentennial,

that we don't want the First Amend-

ment to apply in the electronic media.

It would be a decision to limit the

principle of openness and freedom to

the print media. That would be a real

failure for the democracy with the

greatest tradition of free expression
in history.
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Need to
know
where
it's at?

CVI video instruments provide X-Y co-

ordinate information from TV signals

— produce boresight reticules — digitize

target location — analyse scenes — and

more. If you use television and need

to reduce data, add special markers,

or perform other operations, please

call us.

We make things like:

— 304 Motion Detector

— 321 Video Analyser

— 603 Data Insertion Generator

— 610 Video Pointer

— 621 X-Y Indicator

— 622 X-Y Digitizer

— 630 Anomaly Detector

cvi
Colorado Video, Incorporated
P.O. Box 928
Boulder, Colorado 80302
(303) 444-3972

Video instruments for data acquisition, processing,

Transmission, and display.
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Washington View
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k, Irwin Arieff is associate editor in the

Washington office of Television Digest
and writes regularly on commun-
ications issues.

COPYRIGHT
LEGISLATION:
Catching up with TV
The odds are excellent that the

Congress will finally enact into law
this year the first major changes in the
nation's copyright laws since 1909.
Athough last-minute changes still are
possible, the copyright law revision
will have an important impact on
video producers, consumers and dis-
tributors.

Congress originally set up a system
of copyrights based on a section of
the Constitution calling for the grant-
ing to authors and inventors "for
limited times . . the exclusive right
to their respective writings and dis-
coveries." Of course, by now a 1909
statute could be expected to be a little
out of date. Who could envision at
that time the development of such
diverse technologies as television and
radio, cable and pay cable, and video-
discs and video tape recorders? In ad-
dition, the law failed to define pre-

cisely the right to use a copyrighted
work without having to pay copyright
fees. For example, an author presum-
ably wouldn't mind allowing a book
reviewer to quote from his or her lat-
est work, but would mind if the re-
viewer's newspaper proceeded to re-
print a few chapters.
While the courts and the private

copyright organizations like BMI and
ASCAP have filled in some of the
blanks surrounding the new tech-
nologies' copyright obligations and
what constitutes "fair use" of a copy-
righted work, there have been some
notable failures. As the failures
mounted up, so have the pressures
on the Congress to provide legislative
clarification.

Perhaps the most notable failure
concerns cable television. In a string
of court challenges, both copyright
owners and television broadcasters
attempted to convince cable opera-
tors that they were "stealing" over-
the-air broadcast signals by selling
them to their subscribers for a month-
ly fee without further compensating
the artists who created the programs.
The cable industry argued that cable
systems were merely large antennas,
no more liable for copyright pay-
ments than the owner of an ordinary
television set. While the courts disa-
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...to solve your production problems.
Cramer Video is now stocking the new
KCA-90, KCA-72 and KCS-30 long playing
videocassettes—the solution to your
long-run presentations.
You are no longer limited to a twenty-minute

spot in your portable units
or to a sixty-minute Find the answers at:
script in your studio. cora
Call toll free: CRAMER ELECTRONICS INC.

800-225-3768 120 Hampton Avenue
for more information. Needham, MA 02194

Get more Info. Circle Reader Card No. 183
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TENTEL TENSION GAGE
SOLVES YOUR VIDEO PROBLEMS*

(*And avoids future problems)

THE TENTEL TAPE TENSION GAGE accurately diag-
noses your video tape transport problems. Whether your
machine is a 1/2" EIAJ, U-matic, 1" Ampex, 1" IVC or
even a 2" quad, the Tentel Tension Gage will help you
solve problems vital to:

• INTERCHANGEABILITY (Can you
record on machine A and playback
on machine 137)

• HORIZONTAL TIME BASE STA-
BILITY (Will recordings "hook" or
"flag" when played on another
machine?)

• TAPE DAMAGE (If your supply
tension is too high or your lake-
up tension is too low, your tape
may jam, wrap around the capstan
or misguide. causing edge dam-
age!)

Tentelometers have been approved by leading manufac-
turers of quality tape recording equipment.. including
Ampex, IVC and Sony. Schools, universities, CATV and
other closed-circuit communications users throughout
the world have found the Tentelometer to be an invalu-
able troubleshooting tool.

Send for your FREE copy of the new TAPE TENSION
INSTRUCTION BOOKLET providing tape tension infor-
mation for U-matic, Ampex and IVC video tape ma-
chines.

Tentelometer, including carrying case, from $179.

E NITEL
50 Curtner Avenue
Ccimpbell, CA 95008
i408) 377-6588

Get more Info. Circle Reader Card No. 127
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greed with cable's arguments, they
generally ruled that they were them-
selves powerless to impose copyright
liability on cable. They passed the
buck to Congress, suggesting that the
only way to make cable pay was by
legislation.

After almost 10 years of delay and
obfuscation, Congress finally is about
to obey the courts' mandate, al-
though it's still uncertain what obliga-
tions cable will have. The Senate-
passed version of the copyright bill
requires payment by a cable system to
a certain percentage of its gross reve-
nues, on a sliding scale with the larg-
est systems paying the highest per-
centage and the smallest systems
paying only a token amount. In addi-
tion, a copyright tribunal would be
established to review the rates peri-
odically. The several versions pend-
ing before the House at press time at-
tempt to modify this scheme by
exempting a system's "local" signals
(on the theory that cable's carriage of
local stations merely improves the
local viewer's reception of a signal al-
ready available to him or her anyway),
but retaining copyright payments for
carriage of "distant" stations, which
compete with local broadcasters.

Despite continuing efforts by some
cable groups to avoid the payment of

copyright fees completely, he vast
majority of the cable industry has
come to accept the necessity for
copyright payments. Since the early
sections of the bill have been rewrit-
ten to cover not only existing tech-
nologies but any that might be devel-
oped in the future, even if the section
of the bill setting out cable fees were
stricken, cable still would retain its
copyright liability. If a court later held
that cable must pay, the fees would
be determined through bargaining
with individual copyright owners—a
procedure certain to result in higher
payments than the present bill's statu-
tory fee schedule.
While requiring cable systems to

pay, the bill currently exempts from
payment such services as master an-
tenna systems on apartment houses
and hotels, and common carriers like
AT&T. It's uncertain, however, exactly
when a video or audio system passes
over the line from "master antenna"
to "community antenna."
Although the notion of "fair use" is

included for the first time in the cur-
rent legislation, its definition is any-
thing but definitive. It is in fact an in-
vitation to the copyright owners and
potential copyright abusers to fight it
out in the courts. According to the bill
as it is now written, fair use is deter-

mined by considering "the purpose
and character of the use," "the nature
of the copyrighted work;" how much
of the work is used in proportion to
the whole and "the effect of the use
upon the potential market for or the
value of the copyrighted work." In
other words, if you have any ques-
tions, wait a few years for the case law
to develop a bit.
The television networks, along with

the Public Broadcasting Service and a
few other noncommercial program
producers have attempted in advance
of the law's passage to set out what
goes beyond fair use by announcing
"licensing" arrangements. The net-
works, for example, now allow
schools and similar nonprofit institu-
tions to videotape their news pro-
grams off the air in return for "mod-
est" payments based on school size,
intended use and other factors. PBS,
the Public Television Library and the
Agency for Instructional Television
have announced a policy of allowing
educators to tape their programs off
the air for classroom use for up to
seven days, after which time the tapes
must be erased. In addition, the pub-
lic broadcasters wangled a "compul-
sory license" out of the Senate, which
allows noncommercial stations to use
copyrighted works without first seek-

Brightnew
business projection
The new General Electric PJ5000 Color
Video Projector introduces major ad-
vances in simplicity, reliability and per-
formance in large screen television
projection for business.
This solid-state, high brightness, light
valve video projector is engineered for
remote control operation, with improved
picture quality, new power efficiency and
increased ease of operation, maintenance
and service.
The GE exclusive single gun, single
optical path system projects bright, nat-
ural color pictures with inherent color
registration, on screens from 2 feet to 20
feet wide, for front or rear projection.
In addition to projecting information from
all standard video sources, the PJ5000
can be coupled to your computer facilities
through suitable interface equipment. It
can project Alpha-numeric data, graphic
displays and computer generated images,
in real time, for instant review and analysis.
Its compact, self-contained Control unit
can be removed from the Projector for
remote set-up and operating control at
distances up to 200 feet, with the addi-
tion of an accessory control cable.
Excellent power efficiency is achieved
with the PJ5000's advanced electronic

circuitry which permits operation with
low line voltages of 105 v. without affect-
ing picture quality. Normal input power
required is low... 1,170 watts compared
with 1,750 watts, or higher, for other
professional television projectors.
The handsome PJ5000 is easily
transportable and ready to move from
your boardroom, to your training center,
to your auditorium for intimate or large
audiences. And, it operates from
standard 120v/20
amp appliance
outlets.

The PJ5000 Pro-
jector is war-
ranted to be free
of defective
materials and workmanship for one year.
The single gun light valve is warranted
for 1,500 operating hours or one year on
a prorated basis.

For more information call (315) 456-2562
today or write to:
Video Display Equipment Operation
General Electric Company
Electronics Park, 6-206
Syracuse, New York 13201

New GE large screen color TV projector... PJ5000
GENERAL ELECTRIC
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WITH OUR
ANYTHING-TO-ANYTHING

CONNECTOR AND
ADAPTER KITS,
YOU'LL NEVER BE
AT LOOSE ENDS.

Comprehensive's AVCON-1 Audio & Video Connector

Kit and AVDAP-1 Audio & Video Adapter Kit can quickly take

care of equipment connection problems: audio and video.

The AVDAP-1 Kit lets you interface commonly used

video recorders and ancillary equipment.
The connectors in the AVCON-1 Kit allow immediate

on-site repair of damaged original equipment units, as well as

fabricating custom assemblies, for which no adapters are

available.
A production without these two lifesavers around can be

no production at all. They'll pay for themselves at least twice

over the first time you have to use them.

AVDAP-1 contains:

Oty. Model = Description

1 B-T BNC Jack, Plug, Jack T

1 U-T UHF Jack, Plug. Jack T

2 U-BL UHF Jack to Jack

2 B-BL BNC Jack to Jack

3 BP-UJ BNC Plug to UHF Jack
3 BJ-UP BNC Jack to UHF Plug
1 B-TM BNC 75 ohm Terminator

2 SPP-PJ Standard Phone Plug to
Phone Jack

1 MP-PJ Mini-Plug to Phono Jack
1 MP-SPJ Mini-Plug to Standard

Phone Jack

2 SPJ-PP Standard Phone Jack to
Phone Plug

2 SPJ-BL Standard Phone Jack to
Jack

2 PJ-BL Phono Jack to Jack
1 XLRJ-SPJ XLR Jack to Standard

Phone Jack

1 XLRP-SPJ XLR Plug to Standard
Phone Jack

1 XLRJ-SPP XLR Jack to Standard
Phone Plug

1 XLRP-SPP XLR Plug to Standard
Phone Plug

1 XLRJ-BL XLR Jack to Jack

1 XLRP-BL XLR Plug to Plug

1 COMBOX 1 Custom Compartment
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mount

1 E10P EIAJ 10-Pin Plug

1 E10J EIAJ 10-Pin Jack

1 E1OJCM EIAJ 10-Pin Jack. chassis
mount

1 E1OPCM EIAJ 10-Pin Plug, chassis
mount

1 D4P DIN 4-Pin Plug

1 D6P DIN 6-Pin Plug

1 D4JCM DIN 4-Pin Jack, chassis
mount

1 D6JCM DIN 6-Pin Jack. chassis
mount

1 COMBOX 1Custom Compartment
Case with hinged lid
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ing permission from their creators. In
return the authors receive only mini-
mal copyright payments. Noncom-
mercial video producers can be ex-
pected to exert heavy pressure on the
House to make last-minute changes
in these copyright abuses.
What about the individual who

owns a videotape recorder, or the
company audiovisual department
director who wants to tape a program
off the television, or to copy a rented
instructional program on a spare re-
corder for later use? If this is done
only for personal use, it is probably all
right. If, however, copies are sold to
friends, money is charged for watch-
ing the tapes or they are shown for
business purposes, this would proba-
bly be considered breaking the law.
Of course, enforcement of the law in
this case poses additional—perhaps
insurmountable—problems.
The only exception to these general

principles would be fgr news libraries
or archives, which can reproduce and
distribute "a limited number of co-
pies" of audiovisual news programs.
This latter provision was the result of
a CBS lawsuit filed against the Van-
derbilt University Television News
Archive charging copyright infringe-
ment. Vanderbilt regularly video-
taped and indexed all network news
programs as resources for scholars
who want to use television source
material in their research. (The New
York Times has done the same sort of
thing for years.)

Unfortunately for CBS, several pri-
vate interest groups used the Vander-
bilt tapes and index to do studies at-
tempting to show that CBS News was
biased against their favorite causes.
As a result, CBS brought the suit
charging infringement, to attempt to
close down the Vanderbilt operation.
Unfortunately, CBS didn't take into
account Senator Howard Baker, in
whose home state of Tennessee Van-
derbilt is located. Baker introduced a
successful amendment to the copy-
right bill which in effect will allow
Vanderbilt to continue its archiving.
Much to the chagrin of CBS, this
amendment is considered "noncon-
troversial" by the House.
Many people in Washington have

made a good deal of money betting
against the passage of copyright revi-
sion legislation in past Congresses.
But in this reporter's opinion, the
copyright revision bill's time has
come. The Congress has wrestled so
long with the issues, and is so exas-
perated by the heavy lobbying and
endless nitpicking, that the bill's
chances for success are better than
ever. If for no other reason, the bill's
passage will allow our tired legislators
to be rid of the whole mess for an-
other 66 years.
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Video Research
MARK SCHUBIN

VIDEO DISPLAYS
Part II :
Flat-Panel TV

The video projectors described in

this column last month may seem like

the ultimate in video displays, offer-

ing pictures up to 75 feet wide. How-

ever, even a living-room-sized video

projector requires a projection unit

some five to ten feet from the screen

(except for those that fold the optical

path into a cabinet), a screen that can-

not be touched and that offers a very

narrow viewing angle, and a dark-

ened room. The ultimate display? Ha!

Mark Schubin is technological consul-

tant to Lincoln Center for the Perform-

ing Arts.

As anyone who has read Dick Tracy
these past few years knows, the ul-
timate display is a color tv worn on
the wrist, or, for those requiring a
larger picture, a color tv about half an
inch thick, hanging on a wall or ar-
ranged neatly on a pole. The ultimate
video display (for now, anyway) is, of
course, the flat panel tv.
George Carey's first tv system in

1875 was completely flat (see
Videography, April, 1976), but then
along came Zworykin in 1923 with
television that really worked—and a
tube about four feet deep. In about
1956, two inventors, Aiken and
Gabor, came up with flat, thin ver-
sions of Zworykin's cathode ray tube,

proclaimed in a 1959 text on the sub-

ject with this prediction, "It is prob-

able that flat tubes will find their
greatest application in television re-
production."
Then, too, there was the cover

story in the February, 1966, issue of

Popular Mechanics: "Flat TV Picture

Tubes Are Really Here. There are both

color and black-and-white versions. I

know. I've seen them in action. I've

held them in my hands. And you'll

soon be seeing them in a new breed

of portable tvs sporting a famous

maker's label around the end of this

year." On the cover was a picture of a

color tv set, about the size of a porta-

ble radio, viewable from both sides!

As you must know by now, 1966

came and went without any flat tv sets

on the market. Why? What's wrong

with flat cathode ray tubes that fold

their electron beams much as the

"home" video projector folds its op-

tical path? The answer seems to be in

the tube itself. The Aiken tube, the

Gabor tube and even the Intertel tube
(Popular Mechanics) seemed unable
to maintain there vacuums or their

mechanical strengths long enough to

be used in tv sets. Still, research con-

tinues, both in the military and in the

private sectors, and this form of flat
panel tv, by far the simplest in con-
cept, may yet see the light of the
consumer market.
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Old good reasons
Most compact, most portable soft-
light anywhere: a full 23 x 21x 71; yet
folds up into a 28 x 16%2 x 4Y2 casefor
travel and storage.
Quick to set up, easy to rig in diffi-

cult locations. Still just 8'4 pounds-
light enough even to hand-hold!
Provides 'round: smooth, relatively

shadowless illumination over a wide
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Accessory barndoors for shading
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Convection cooling assures longer

lamp life.
Versatile, with a wide variety of kits

and accessories-compatible with
Link components.
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more light,
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Improved output-thanks to new
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Nomee fabric is 50% more effi-
cient won't scorch or discolor
with temperature or age.
Improved efficiency-drawing

just 12.4 amps, Sofflight1500
gives more light while
conserving precious
power on location.
For more information,

see your Lowel dealer or
send for our brochure.
"Sofflight 1500 shell
available sepa-
rately, to increase
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original Lowel
Soft light.
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The simplest in concept? Sure. As
long as the display device is a picture
tube, it needs only deflection coils or
plates and a video signal to operate. It
can utilize high-efficiency phosphors
that fade at just about the right rate to
be refreshed when the next frame
rolls around, and it can use the exact
same electronics that 53 years of tele-
vision research have given us.
The alternatives? Well, a number of

stadiums around the world (the new
Yankee stadium in New York and the
Olympic stadium in Montreal are two
recent examples) have the capability
of displaying tv images on their score-
boards by using a form of Carey's
light bulb tv system. A matrix of, say,
80 by 120 light bulbs (the number
used in Erie County stadium near
Buffalo, New York), is controlled by a
computer that controls the amount of
power available to each light bulb. It's
an ingenious system developed by
Conrac, but it just won't work in the
home.
Why? Ignoring the cost of the light

bulbs (and color's a whole new prob-
lem) and of the computer and all
other electronics, let's just look at the
cost of the connections. A home tv
set is capable of about 480 picture ele-
ments vertically and perhaps 420 hori-
zontally (despite the fact that the
displayed 3x4 picture format falls in

the opposite direction). That's a total
of 201,600 picture elements. Let us
pretend, for the sake of argument,
that consumers would settle for a
mere quarter of their present resolu-
tion. That's still 50,400 picture ele-
ments. At a penny per connection
(much, much lower than today's
cost), the connections alone on such
a tv would cost the manufacturer
some $500 !

Fortunately, there is no need to
address each picture element individ-
ually. A matrix address of a 480x420
display would require only 900 con-
nections, and various self-scanning
techniques may reduce that figure
considerably. Assuming the matrix
addressing electronics are no prob-
lem, the next issue becomes one of
what to use as the display medium.
Here there are many consider-

ations: color primaries available, ease
of matrixing and self-scanning, set-

1. . •
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ability and resetability (few display
media fade gracefully as phosphors
do, and most need to be maintained
or reset), minimum distance between
picture elements, ease and cost of
manufacture, power supplies re-
quired, brightness available, number
of shades of grey possible, and so
forth, plus one more, which will be
discussed later. There also seem to be
even more possibilities than there are
criteria! Here are some of the major
ones in the two general categories of
light-emitting and light-reflecting
technologies (where room light is
used to see the display).

In the light-emitting field, besides
the flat tubes and light bulbs pre-
viously described, the prime con-
tenders are gas discharge or plasma
panels (similar to neon and floures-
cent lights) and electroluminescence
(phosphors that glow by direct elec-
trical stimulation rather than by being
hit with an electron beam—re-
member the flat, greenish plug-in
night lights?). Among the major com-
panies doing research in plasma flat-
panel tv are Sony and Hitachi (both
have low-resolution color proto-
types), Zenith, Toshiba and many oth-
ers. In electroluminescence, Mat-
sushita (Panasonic), Sharp and
Westinghouse seem to be leading an
equally crowded pack, although the

•

Conrac's Telescreen scoreboard towers above a stadium in Buffalo, N.Y. (above), and displays

a picture of Joe Namath (left)

gas dischargers apparently have the
color capability the electrolumin-
escers lack.
Next to the research being done in

those two technologies, all other
light-emitting research pales by com-
parison. Still, there are a few worth
looking at. Northrop has come up
with a device using a separate elec-
tron beam for each picture ele-
ment—no deflection circuitry is
required. Other technologies include
one using a fluorescent dye, the ever-
present light-emitting diode (not very
much research towards using it in flat-

Build A Better

With RAMM.
RAMM is the Random Access Multi-Media System,

allowing the full impact of any meeting to be realized, with
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panel tv, though) and the previously
mentioned flat tubes and incandes-
cence.

In the light-reflecting field, the un-
questioned leading technology is the
liquid crystal, and the leader in tv
research in that medium is Hughes
Aircraft, which has already shown off-
air tv pictures on prototypes and
plans to utilize the same device both
as a flat-panel display and as a light-
valve projector. Of course, a number
of other companies are also research-
ing liquid crystal displays and re-
search done in the wristwatch field

just because you're
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may also be applied to a flat-panel tv.
The gap between liquid crystals and

other promising light reflecting dis-
plays is even greater than the gap be-
tween the top two light emitting tech-
nologies and their lesser cousins, but
here are some of the more interesting
techniques:
• electrochromism, in which an ap-

plied electric field changes the color
of the display material;
• electrophoresis, whereby a pig-

ment, charged differently than the
dye in which it is placed, squishes
back and forth in a display cell as the
front and rear electrodes are made al-
ternately positive or negative;
• liquidics, in which dye is pumped

into and out of display cells; and
• liquid vapor, in which a liquid

sandwiched between ground glass is
flash boiled, making the cell cloudy.
Then there's electrooptic crystals,
colloidal dipoles and magnetooptics.
In addition, Magnavox has demon-
strated a very interesting technology
whereby tiny magnetic balls, painted
black on one side and white on the
other (or in colors for a color display),
are rotated by addressing wires to
various degrees, effectively produc-
ing a grey scale. Whole pictures have
been created with amazingly good
results.
And what about the laser? Using an

optical scanning system of rotating
mirrors or prisms, such as the one
described last month, a laser video
projector could be folded almost
completely flat since the beam would
never expand (for practical pur-
poses). Sure enough, that's what a
company called Laser Video has come
up with—a color video projector that
hangs on the wall, makes pictures
about five feet wide, and is about six
inches thick! Which brings us to the
criterion left out before: efficiency.
A typical tv set's brightness is about

100 foot-lamberts. Applying the for-
mula of brightness times area equals
light output, a 25-inch tv set (just over
two square feet) is putting out more
than 200 lumens of light. In a home-
type tv, with an efficiency of, say, 10
lumens/watt, the tube is using up 20
watts. Big deal. But a typical efficiency
for a laser may be 0.04 lumens/watt.
The same 25-inch picture would take
5,000 watts at the same brightness!
The power required for many of the

light-emitting flat-panel displays is
equally high. Plasma panels at 0.05 to
1 lumen/watt would draw 200 to 4,000
watts for a 25-inch picture. Electrolu-
minescent displays at 0.3 to 1 lumen/
watt would draw 200 to over 600 watts
and light-emitting diodes, at 0.5 lu-
mens/watt, would draw 400 watts.
Supposing a 1 lumen/watt efficiency,
a 25-inch picture would use up 200
watts in the display, or 300 watts al-
together. But a 3x4-foot wall screen
would consume 1200 watts. You'd

have to shut off the air conditioner to
watch tv!
As the sets get smaller, unfortu-

nately they don't improve. A wrist tv
as small as 0.9x1.2 inches would con-
sume a mere three-quarters of a watt
in the display (assuming indoor
brightness). Even with no power
whatsoever consumed in the elec-
tronics, the wrist tv would work for a
little more than two hours off a flash-
light battery or 15 minutes off a watch
battery.
Of course, these figures are for

today's efficiencies and there's every
reason to believe they'll improve. For
instance, a fluorescent lamp has an
efficiency of some 80 lumens/watt
and is almost identical in principle to
a gas-discharge display. At that ef-
ficiency, a 3x4-foot wall screen would
consume only 15 watts and a wrist tv
would operate for 20 hours off a
watch battery.

Still, light reflecting technologies
have an advantage in efficiency. Mag-
navox estimates that its magnetic balls
display, in a size of about 31/2x5 in-
ches, driven at tv rates, would con-
sume a mere quarter of a watt.

Flat-panel tv is definitely on the way
and while light-emitting technologies
seem to be in the forefront today,
don't be surprised if, in the not too
distant future, "What's on the tube?"
is replaced by "What's on the balls?"
"What's on the magnets," maybe.
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The Corporate
EUGENE MARLOW Communicator

Eugene Marlow is a communications
consultant and chairman of the New
York chapter of the International Indus-
trial Television Association.

ASKING THE AUDIENCE:
Does The Wizard
Have All the Answers?

Once upon a time, there was a king
who ruled a small but rich kingdom.
His subjects made the roundest,
smoothest wheels to be found, and
all the kingdoms for miles around
bought them for everything that
needed wheels. This made everybody
very happy, especially the king.
One day, the king's minister of

news (bureau of other kingdoms) in-
formed him that two neighboring
kingdoms were planning to make
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wheels too. The king deduced that if
other kingdoms began making
wheels, his domain would still be
small, but not so rich. He was frantic.
However, the minister of wheel-mak-
ing, a resourceful and loyal subject,
had an idea: "Let's find a way of mak-
ing more wheels faster and sell them
before the other kingdoms make and
try to sell theirs." The king quickly
concluded that this was a good
suggestion.
The minister of wheel-making im-

mediately devised a plan. But there
was a problem. "How shall we let our
people know of our new plan to
remain a small but rich kingdom?"
queried the king. The minister of
wheel-making was quick with the an-
swer: "Summon the Wizard of Media
to prepare a declaration."
"Excellent," said the king.
The Wizard of Media was rushed

to the court, whereupon the king
decreed that the Wizard would pre-
pare a declaration to inform the peo-
ple of the small but rich kingdom of
the new plan to make more wheels
faster.
"I cannot concoct declarations on

such short notice," retorted the Wi-
zard. The minister of wheel-making
whispered in the Wizard's ear: "Can
you devise a method whereby I can
speak to all the people at the same
time?" After some reflection, the Wi-
zard replied: "Of course. I will sur-
round the kingdom with mirrors. You
will stand in the Valley of Echoes and
your image and words will be seen
and heard throughout the kingdom."
The very next day, the minister of

wheel-making stood in the Valley of
Echoes and began to explain his new
plan. While resourceful and loyal, he
was also a great talker, and he left no
detail of his plan unmentioned. He
explained all morning, through lunch
and into the evening. He explained
even as the king went to bed, content
with the thought that his land would
remain a small, but rich kingdom.
The next day the king awoke to

shouts; all the people of the kingdom
had gathered in front of his palace.
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"Down with the king, down with the
minister of wheel-making, down with
wheels," they yelled. For days the
people of the kingdom shouted their
demands at the king. It was not long
before he grew very sad, whereupon
he banished the minister of wheel-
making and decreed that the Wizard
of Media could never again use mir-
rors. The people stopped shouting,
but they were not as happy as be-
fore—other kingdoms were making
wheels too.
While this fairy tale has a grim end-

ing, there is a communications moral
in it. It points out one basic pitfall in
the development of any commun-
ications program: ignoring the actual
communications needs of the audi-
ence. A way of avoiding this pitfall is
simply to survey a portion of the in-
tended audience before com-
municating change to the entire audi-
ence.

Let's assume for a moment that in-
stead of a small but rich kingdom that
makes wheels we are analysing a
warehouse division of a manufac-
turing company whose management
has decided to install an electronic
data processing system to handle in-
ventory control; prior to the advent
of the computer system, a manual
system has been in use.

Like the people of the small but rich
kingdom, division personnel are
going to experience a major change
in their daily working lives. Quite
apart from the fact that the change
will partially involve how things are
done, the new computer system will
create a change with regard to what is
done (e.g., the system may create to-
tally new ways of handling inventory
control information).
Second, even though the people of

the kingdom already knew how to
make wheels, the personnel of the
warehouse division may know noth-
ing about computers or the use of
computer terminals. This need for
training, on ,top of the radical change
brought about by the appearance of
the computer, could result in much

heightened anxiety beyond the emo-
tional reactions to the change itself.
Third, in our fairy tale the king and

his aides assumed that what they
wanted to say would be heard. This
attitude serves to highlight the possi-
bility that (in the corporate world)
what management thinks needs to be
communicated may be in direct con-
flict with the actual needs of the audi-
ence.
Fourth, the Wizard of Media failed

to control the use of the media or his
talent (i.e., the minister of wheel-
making). Depending upon the audi-
ence's predisposition to commun-
ications content, the style and lan-
guage of the communication must be
appropriate not only to manage-
ment's objectives, but also to the au-
dience's needs. Not only did the min-
ister talk purely from his point of
view, his explanations were too
lengthy and too technical. Experience
has shown that the subject expert is
not necessarily the one who should
present technical information.
One of the basic functions of com-

munications is to create understand-
ing. In the fairy tale the king and his
court clearly knew what they wanted
to say and accomplish. However, if
the perceptions of the people (em-
ployees) are not in consonance with
the perceptions of the king (manage-
ment), understanding will not take
place. The creation of understanding
is necessary for the facilitation of
change.

In sum, a communications story
can achieve a happy ending when a
representative portion of the intend-
ed audience has been surveyed be-
fore the communication receives total
dissemination. Interviewing various
members of the prospective audience
can reveal perceptions and com-
munications needs heretofore not
realized or understood by manage-
ment or media producers. Further-
more, preproduction reactions from
the audience can help media produc-
ers decide on program style, concept
and language.

BILL KING
VIDEO TAPE PRODUCTION

LOCATION SHOOTING
& EDITING FACILITIES

18 WEST 45 STREET NEW YORK, N.Y. 10036
986-5707

Get more Info. Circle Reader Card No.116
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Videopublic
VICTOR ANCONA

GLOBAL VILLAGE:
Spanning Worlds
Of Study and Display

In 1969 John Reilly and Rudy Stern
combined forces and established Glo-
bal Village—inspired by Marshall
McLuhan's new vocabulary—as a ve-
hicle for producing and displaying
their work. It was the first video
group in the United States and would
be a blueprint for multiple installa-
tions throughout the country.
Schooled in communications
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Victor Ancona is a marketing com-
munications executive and award-win-
ning photographer, cinematographer
and graphic designer.

theory and research, John Reilly was a
teacher and a producer-director of
16mm films before his interest
switched to video. Rudy Stern was in-
volved in kinetic theatre and light
projection which led him to work
with Timothy Leary's Theatre of Life
spectacles. Reilly and Stern formed
Global Village because broadcasters
were not interested in their new ap-
proach to video. Since then, Stern has
gone his separate way.
"In the beginning, it was a corpora-

tion with investors. We were several
years ahead of our time, and it didn't
catch on as fast as we had hoped. In
1971 we incorporated Global Village
as a non-profit group, and fortunately
we now have a lot of support," recalls
Reilly. This includes funding from the
Rockefeller Foundation, the National
Endowment for the Arts and the New
York State Council on the Arts.

After its inauspicious start, Global
Village, located in the SoHo district of
Manhattan, is today a beehive of
video activity where the latest expres-
sions and techniques are discussed
and taught to avid video newcomers.
The Video Study Center, a division

of Global Village, is a focal point for
the creative study and use of video
tape in New York. It schedules work-
shops, seminars and regular viewing
of center tapes as well as guest artists
and other organizations. The Center
has offered the longest running con-
tinuous courses in video to more than
2,500 students from the United States,
Europe and Asia. In cooperation with
The New School, it offers an opportu-
nity for students to learn video in an
actual studio setting rather than the
traditional classroom environment.
While most colleges train people in
video as a craft, useful for jobs in the
television industry, the Video Study
Center teaches video as a medium of
expression.
Courses available include an inten-

sive video workshop, electronic edit-
ing, an advanced video workshop,
the video synthesizer, and a citizen's
survival guide which is a special
course designed to make the student-
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TELEPROMPTER
MANHATTAN
PRODUCTIONS
Broadcast Quality
At Industrial Rates

Production Facilities Include:
• 60' x 80' Stages Remote Van
• Color Cameras • VTR's
• Complete Editing • Chroma-Key
• Cassette Duplication
• Film To Tape Transfers
At Substantial Cost Savings

call Sy Yoskowitz
(212) 942-7200
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makes everyone a graphics "pro"
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citizen more responsive to the possi-
bilities and responsibilities of broad-
cast television.
"There are so many aspects to

video that we bring in working pro-
fessionals, the best we can find, to
our classes," director Reilly says.
"They act as resource peo-
ple—people who run cable compa-
nies, video artists, public tv station
managers and station owners. We
believe in team teaching.
"At first, our students were individ-

ual artists who wanted to express
themselves through the video medi-
um, but now, more and more, our
students are journalists who want to
expand their work possibilities, pro-
fessionals working for corporations,
people in school systems who will be
using video equipment, or those who
want to change job directions. We've
had a minister, for example, who
wanted to use cable programming as
part of his ministry. Companies are
sending us their people, now that
they see the advantages of video as a
communicative and training tool
Most of the students who take
courses at the Center today are indi-
viduals in business who see the possi-
bilities of video, then excite their su-
periors into setting up video
departments."
Commenting on his preference for

video over film, Reilly believes that
people who get involved in video
have a personality suited to the medi-
um. "I started in film and enjoyed it
immensely. However, the processing
of film, the long stage of editing, the
fact that you have very little feed-
back—for weeks, sometimes
longer—often interferes with the flow
of the work. Video is quicker, suits
my personality more," he explains.
"Some artists have an objective of

their art and travel many routes to get
it. Some are very suited to one medi-
um versus another. I could work in
film: I have the background, the
training, the experience. I've done it,
but my own aesthetic, my own feeling
for video, offers me more. Each artist

John L. Reilly (Photo by James M. Newman)

must find his own medium of expres-
sion. For me, video is more plastic;
you can recreate it, you can mold it,
you can play it back to people. Video
is more organic than film."
Besides directing the Video Study

Center of Global Village, John Reilly is
actively involved in the production of
video documentaries. His latest ef-
fort, for which taping has already
been completed, is a documentary
based on his wife's pregnancy and the
birth of their first child, Lars, on Sep-
tember 28,1975.

Aptly called "The American Way of
Birth," the program will be shown on
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For sale: Panasonic color studio video equipment.
Complete . 2 WV 2100P color cameras w/WV 8200P
CCU. 314P 8/W camera. WJ 5000P, WJ 1000P, WJ
1700P sync gen., SEG, and phase shifter. TN 633 moni-
tor panel, CT 93V color monitor. Complete w/Samson
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New York's public television station
WNET/13, with the hope that it will be
picked up by the Public Broadcasting
Service (PBS) and shown nationally.
The conceptual idea, production and
finished product is a team effort in-
volving himself and his one-time stu-
dent and now wife, Julie Gustafson,
who is a video artist in her own right
and is currently an artist-in-residence
at the Television Laboratory at
WNET/13.
One of the reasons for doing work

himself, Reilly states, is that "it's im-
portant to keep active in your field,
especially if you're teaching." While
commercial television for artists like
John Reilly is still a long way down the
road, he claims that work for public
television is now.

For the past year and a half, Reilly
has been attending national confer-
ences involving people at PBS and the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting
(CPB), talking about how to involve
independent groups in public televi-
sion. His will and energy should bring
about salutory results.
As a man who believes democracy

requires the presentation of a broad
spectrum of public issues with as
many divergent viewpoints as pos-
sible, Reilly recently made a modest
proposal for an Op Ed page for televi-
sion. In the February 23, 1976 issue of
Access, he wrote: "Television is our
most pervasive medium. We are, at
present, limited by the structure of
broadcast programming. We have
done little to allow for the many
voices to be heard and seen, or for ef-
fective investigation. Television re-
porters have not had the freedom of
print reporters to explore controver-
sial subjects. Public television is an
ideal place for a video Op Ed page to
start." (The concept of an Op Ed page

16mm Color Processing
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LICENSEE

Highland Laboratories
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originated with The New York Times
in 1970 to provide a forum for view-
points varying from the Times' own
editorial columns. The name is
derived from the placement of guest
articles opposite the editorial page.)
The Second Annual Documentary

Video Festival recently held at Global
Village drew record crowds. Festival
director Reilly admits that "out of
over 100 entries, 65 tapes were cho-
sen, some good, some OK, some ex-
cellent. The idea was to offer a show-
case for video people's works; to be
reviewed; to be in a brochure; to be
professional. We have to encourage
people to work and act profes-
sionally," says Reilly, talking as a
teacher.
"The response was incredible.

Every showing over the weekends
was sold out even though one Sunday
program lasted a total of five hours
and ten minutes. It's amazing how
many people are excited over video."
Global Village offers a free Guest

Artist Program in which anyone quali-
fied may submit an application de-
scribing a project and may have it
produced for exhibit, cablecast or
broadcast (via time base corrector).
Except for the cost of video tape used
in production the guest artist will
have at his or her disposal a complete
4-camera (black-and-white) studio,
special effects generator, a full com-
plement of lights, and a complete
audio system aided by a producer/
director and a full crew of up to
eleven people.
This opportunity should be of inter-

est to dancers, choreographers,
sculptors, graphic artists, and video
artists. Since the program is support-
ed by the New York State Council on
the Arts, it is open only to residents of
New York State.
Even though the original concept of

Global Village has changed, the in-
creasing interest in video today may
well shorten the time when John
Reilly's dream of video theatres
throughout the country will come to
pass.

ON LINE SUPER 8 EDITING
FILM TO VIDEOTAPE TRANSFERS.

• 16MM Sound Optical/Magnetic
• Super 8MM Sound/Silent
• Regular 8MM
• Slides, 35MM & 126

IMAGE FORMATIONS (213)994-2430
7150 Hayvenhurst Ave., Van Nuys, Ca. 91406
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ADVENT LARGER-THAN-LIFE
TELEVISION: A WHOLE NEW WAY

TO COMMUNICATE, INSTRUCT, INFORM,
AND DEMONSTRATE WITH VIDEO.

Photographed in actual use with videotape at the London School of Economics.

VideoBeam() color television from Advent is a com-
munications medium of almost incredible power. Its
life-size — seven-foot diagonal measure — picture in-
volves and informs in a way no conventional video
picture can.

The two-piece VideoBeam system (a receiver-pro-
jector console and a separate free-standing screen)
receives standard or closed-circuit broadcasts and
accepts any NTSC video input.

It is the first practical, affordable video system
that reveals the real potential of video materials. It
gains and holds attention as no standard-screen moni-
tor can, and it replaces multiple monitors not just with
far greater simplicity but with far greater impact.

The big VideoBeam picture is vividly clear and
detailed, with plenty of reserve brightness to allow
use with moderate background lighting. It gets the
message across equally well in anything from a board-
room to a small auditorium.

At $3,995*, VideoBeam television from Advent is
a small fraction of the cost of previous projection-TV
systems. And critical professionals have called its
picture superior to that of systems costing ten times
as much.

The only way to gauge what this amazing product
can do for your company's information needs is to see
it for yourself. To arrange that, please write us or call
Stanley Rowin at 617-661-9500.

*Suggested retail price, FOB Cambridge, Mass. For slight additional cost, the VideoBeam projector can be converted to provide
a 10' diagonal picture for viewing on conventional glass-beaded screens in darkened theaters and large auditoriums.

VideoBeam is a registered trademark of Advent Corporation

Advent Corporation, 195 Albany Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
Get more Info. Circle Reader Card No. 102



SOFTWARE REVDEV

Kennedy Shooting Shot Twice;
Reviewer Finds Viewers
Victims of Second Shooting

"What it is is figuring out what it is," explains the dis-
tressed actor who plays Jackie Kennedy (yes, she is portrayed
by a man). "It was cathartic," says the actor who has the role
of her husband. "A beautiful enactment," exclaims one
woman who plays herself in the videotaped re-enactment of
the assassination of President John Kennedy produced by the
Ant Farm and T.R. Uthco.

Entitled The Eternal Frame, this presentation never does
figure out what it is about and thus emerges as a pointless bit
of ego flexing by the man who portrays Kennedy. While the
actor who plays Jackie talks informally about his feelings of
dislike for the production because it is too structured and his
role too uncomfortable, the man who plays the former pres-
ident shrugs his shoulders and explains that making the tape
ended his interest in the affair and his concern with image vs.
reality. It was certainly nice for him to be able to work out
whatever it was he worked out; it is unfortunate that the rest
of us have to be subjected to his private psychotherapy.

It is also unfortunate that this is the first tape available from
Electronic Arts Intermix (New York City) to be discussed on
these pages. With such productions as Scape-Mates by Ed
Emshwiller, Nam June Paik's Global Groove and The Irish
Tapes, (one of the first major documentaries recorded on
half-inch black-and-white video equipment), Electronic Arts
Intermix offers a wide-range of videotapes for purchase and
rental to organizations for nonprofit use. It also will provide
an editing room at no cost to individuals working on tapes
the organization views as worthwhile.

In this reviewer's opinion The Eternal Frame is worth very
little. Opening with footage of the real Kennedy assassination
in Dallas, it switches to the actor-Kennedy giving speeches (in
an acceptable rendition of the famous accent) dated in the
1970's about his view of the electronic media and image. At
one point he explains that while he speaks, all the viewers
see is his face and that is all it is, a face, and nothing
more—this is emphasized by a cut to the actor putting on his
makeup.

It would seem that he is trying to tell us that all the screen
shows us is image, and the tape is supposed to prove this by
its reenactment. However, this isn't the case. If the tube
brings us image devoid of substance we should find our-
selves experiencing similar emotions when viewing the Ant
Farm's presentation, yet we don't. One spectator does get
teary-eyed as she watches the sketch: the rest laugh and stare
showing little feeling.

If The Eternal Frame is trying to demonstrate that there is
more to a presentation on tape than the image, it does suc-
ceed, but so what? This in no way voids the point of The Sell-
ing of the President, which demonstrates so aptly how tv can
be manipulated to project a desired image.
The tape ends showing the real assassination and the

reenactment. They were hard to tell apart, but what that
means is far from being clear.
The Eternal Frame is available from Electronic Arts Inter-

mix at a purchase price of $175 and rental prices of $125 for
one month and $75 for one week. Circle 207 on reader card.
N.C.
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Language and Lit
Series for Primary
School Grades

Storytime is a new litera-
ture/language series for kin-
dergarten and first-grade stu-
dents from Great Plains
National (Lincoln, Neb.).
Produced at WCET-TV in Cin-
cinnati by the Greater Cin-
cinnati Television Education-
al Foundation, the series is
aimed at "generating interest
and appreciation of literature
in young children."

Narrator Jean Beasley is
aided by color visuals as she
tells one story on each of the
thirty-two 15-minute tapes.
The series can be pre-

viewed at no cost or obliga-
tion on either quadruplex
videotape or 3/4-inch casset-
te. Each preview package
contains a copy of the teach-
er guide that accompanies
the series. Storytime may be
leased or purchased from
GPN. Circle 201 on reader
card.

New Tapes Out
On Computer
Technology

Advanced Systems, Incor-
porated (Elk Grove Village,
III.) has added eleven titles to
its revolving library of cour-
ses. The following are ex-
amples of the new titles
available in computer tech-
nology.
•"IMS Application Program-
ming" is the second course
in the Information Manage-
ment System curriculum.
•"MVS/JES2 System Control
Statements" is designed to
meet the needs of operators
and applications and systems
programmers who work in
the MVS/JES2 environment.
•"Minicomputers" is for
those individuals who are in-
vestigating the potential use
of minicomputers in an exist-
ing data processing environ-
ment.
•"VS2 Dumps" focuses on
the programmer who will be
writing or maintaining pro-
grams in a VS2 environment.
•"Programming Logic &
Techniques" is aimed at per-

sonnel with no previous data
processing experience in-
volved in systems analysis
management, programming
management, operations
management, systems pro-
gramming, applications pro-
gramming or systems analy-
sis.
Additional titles include

"Finance for Non-Financial
Managers," "The Business of
Writing" and "Presentations
that Work." Courses vary
from two to sixteen tapes
and all are accompanied by
coordinator's guides and stu-
dent guides and workbooks.
Circle 206 on readercard.

Media Services
For the Deaf
On Two Tapes

Videotapes of the Califor-
nia Library Association's De-
cember 1975 conference "Li-
brary Services to the Deaf
and Hearing Impaired" are
available from the California
Video Resource Project (San
Francisco).
The two tapes are in black-

and-white and run about 45
minutes each. All of the ver-
bal presentations are hand-
signed with a split-screen in-
sert.
Topics covered by the

tapes include "Story Telling
for Deaf and Hearing Im-
paired Children," "The Law
and the Deaf" and "Cap-
tioned Films: Their Sources
and Use." The second tape
also features a handsigned
play done by student actors
from the Davis campus of the
University of California.
The tapes may be pur-

chased only as a set at a cost
of $125 on 3/4-inch cassette or
$100 on half-inch reel-to-
reel. Circle 202 on reader
card.

Freaky Flix,
Rock Bash Pix,
For College Kix

For college campuses and
cable and pay-tv stations,
New Line Video Link offers a
wide range of entertainment
videotapes on 3/4-inch cas-
settes and color half-inch

continued overleaf
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reel-to-reel.
Tape titles range from the

Beatles' Magical Mystery
Tour to Flash Gordon
Conquers the Universe to Ali-
Foreman at Zaire. Ta ped
rock concerts can be rented,
as can excerpts from both
the New York women's and
New York erotic film fes-
tivals. The Repeater takes a
look at the problems of the
chronic prisoner while Pur-
suing the Dream highlights
the political career of Con-
gresswoman Shirley Chi-
sholm.
With the growing popular-

ity of large-screen projection
units in public gathering
paces such as bars, New Line
Video Link is in the process
of expanding the number of
tapes available to include
more sports programs. Cir-
cle 203 on reader card.

Excellent Tapes
For Adolescents
Available from
AIT Library

The Agency for Instruc-
tional Television catalogue
describes "Self Incorpo-
rated" as a "series planned
and developed by leading
health educators, learning
specialists, and educational
broadcasters . . . designed
to help young adolescents
cope with the problems that
arise as a result of the physi-
cal, emotional and social
changes they are experien-
cing." And if the lesson en-
titled "Different Folks" is
representative of the quality
of all the programs, the
series is indeed superb.
"Different Folks" chroni-

cles a day in the life of the
Barnum family with special
attention focused on son
Matt. Glenda, the mother, is
a veterinarian and provides
most of the family's income
with her 9-to-5 job. The fa-
ther, Wally, is a book illustra-
tor who works at home,
cooks breakfast and dinner,
and shares the housework
with Matt and his sister Judy.
Matt is uneasy about this sit-
uation.

The program begins with a
family breakfast during

56

which Matt is forced to turn
down an invitation from
friends to go minibike riding
on the beach after school in
favor of coming home to
clean the livingroom and to
do the laundry. A friend
comes by to accompany Matt
to school and the camera
records the outsider's chang-
ing expression as he views
Wally decked out in an apron
preparing to do the breakfast
dishes. He appears more un-
comfortable as Glenda hands
her husband grocery money.
At school, Matt's friends

begin to tease him about his
father's masculinity and his
mother's role as breadwin-
ner. These taunts lead Matt
to desert his housekeeping
chores and ride Wally's mo-
torcycle to the beach to ren-
dezvous with his friends.
When his parents arrive at
the beach and Wally fixes the
now-broken minibike, the
boys realize that apparent
sex roles can be deceiving.
The program portrays a be-

lievable situation filled with
realistic individuals whose
behavior is true to life.
There are no surprises, al-
though the presentation isn't
dull. "Different Folks" sets
out to create a situation
through which a point can be
made and it does just that.
Each of the other 14 color

programs that comprise the
series deals with one day-to-
day problem common to
114o-13 year-olds. Topics
covered include dating read-
iness, privacy, achievement,
peer-group pressure, family
relationships and moral deci-
sion-making.
"Self Incorporated" was

produced for AIT by the
Northern Virginia Education-
al Telecommunications Asso-
ciation, Annandale; KETC-
TV, St. Louis; and UNIT pro-
ductions of the Utah State
Board of Education, Salt Lake
City. Preview prints are avail-
able in videocassette or
16mm format to prospective
purchasers free of charge ex-
cept for return postage. Sin-
gle programs may be pur-
chased on 16mm for $180 or
on videocassette for $125.
Discounts are offered for
quantity purchases. Rental
fees are based on the total
school enrollment of all
schools participating in the
television service and can be
obtained from AIT. Circle 205
on reader card. N.C.

Snake Handlers in Medi-Tel Tape
Altered States of Conscious-

ness—The Snake Handling
Church of West Virginia is
one of a new series of tapes
available from Medi-Tel
Communications (New York
City), a subsidiary of Wind-
sor Total Video. The series is
titled Transcultural Psychia-
try and is being produced in
association with Dr. An Kiev
of the Social Psychiatry Re-
search Institute.
The snake handling tape

looks at the Holiness
Church, a fundamentalist re-
ligious sect in operation in
West Virginia. Alternating
between scenes of Sunday
afternoon rituals and Dr.
Kiev's explanation of what is
taking place, the tape exam-
ines the reasons for and re-
sults of altered states of con-
sciousness.
The West Virginia sequen-

ces, shot in color by Dr. Kiev,
trace an afternoon's events,
which begin with Reverend
Turner, microphone in hand,
urging his parishoners to feel
the spirit of the Holy Ghost.
As the momentum increases
members of the church join
him on stage where there is
much dancing and chanting.

Ultimately spirits get suf-
ficiently high that poisonous
rattle snakes are passed
among the participants with-
out ill result. To prove that
they've "got the spirit," indi-
viduals also place their hands
in flames, and this proves to
be an especially interesting
sequence when we see one
young man register pain,
while the others display no
sign of discomfort.
These scenes are in-

terspersed with shots of Dr.
Kiev who discusses the ther-
apeutic value and universal-
ity of this type of practice.

Although the West Virginia
scenes are victims of Dr.
Kiev's less-than-exciting
camera eye, the tape is inter-
esting. And it becomes more
so when the viewer realizes
that there are individuals
who have been killed han-
dling these same snakes,
thus adding voracity to the
ritual taking place.
As part of a series aimed at

professional and academic
communities, the tape offers
fairly technical explanations
of the phenomenon. While
not wishing to dispute Dr.
Kiev's psychiatric expertise,
this viewer was a bit disap-
pointed by the strictly medi-
cal explanations that neces-
sarily left some questions
unanswered.
For example, when dis-

cussing the reasons that the
flames did not burn people's
hands, Dr. Kiev states that
the changed state of con-
sciousness can block out
pain. The fact that the skin
is unburned is dismissed
with a general remark that
something (never specified)
happens leaving the skin
unharmed.
Despite this shortcoming,

the tape is compelling and
should serve to broaden psy-
chiatric horizons.

Additional titles currently
available in the series are
Mastery of Stress—Chinese
Martial Arts and Traditional
Healing in Nigeria. They can
be obtained in color video-
cassette, half-inch reel-to-
reel or 16mm black-and-
white. Purchase price is $25
per program or $2,000 for a
complete series of ten. The
rental/preview price of $50
for two weeks is applicable
toward purchase price. Circ-
le 204 on reader card.
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RECORDING SYSTEM 301
The Bosch Fernseh BCN sys-
tem is a new generation of
broadcast-quality television
tape recorders using the he-
lical-scan technique, two
video heads and the seg-
mented-field technique on
one-inch videotape. The
three versions of the BCN
system are: the BCN 40 that
weighs 67 kilograms; the
BCN 50 that weighs 107 kilo-
grams and can be equipped
with picture and waveform
monitoring facilities; and the
portable BCN 20 weighing 20
kilograms. The BCN 40 and
50 are designed to a modular
building-block concept with
each unit weighing less than
37 kilograms. All the BCN
units are compatible with
every standard tv and color
tv system as well as with all
types of editing systems.

TETRODE 308
RCA Electro-Optics and De-
vices has come out with the
industry's largest air-cooled
tetrode, rated at 55KW sync
output. Designated type
4690, the forced-air-cooled
beam power tube is applica-
ble for both high and low
band-VHF-tv service with 15
dB gain. The 4690 55KW sys-
tem will cost approximately
half the price of two 25KW
transmitters and combiners,
selling in the $3,200 to $3,500
range.

June 1976

TIME BASE CORRECTOR 303
The RAIM 1000, a time-base
corrector from Systa-Matics,
Inc., features instant picture
lock-up of no more than .250
second, full picture correc-
tion above and below the
head switch and full correc-
tion within the window,
while errors in excess of the
window will not cause pic-
ture breakup. A floating sig-
nal window that automati-
cally centers on the error,
effectively doubling the win-
dow range for skew error is
also provided. Operating
controls of the RAIM 1000
consist of two switches: an
"On-Off" switch and a "Cor-
rect-Bypass" control. Not de-
signed to meet the require-
ments of the broadcast
industry, the corrector sells
for $2,995.

DISC RECORDER 314
The EFS-1 Frame Stor record-
er from Arvin/Echo elec-
tronically stores stills on a
flexible Discasette. Its major
applications include: relief
of the character generator
overload, reduction of
graphics storage, relief of
telecine overload, protection
of on-air trouble slides, and
still storage and super effects
for mattes. The EFS-1 system
sells for $12,250.

PROJECTOR 305
The KVI Eye Beam is a new
video projector from Keyser
Video Inc. It is available in
three models: the KVI-1,
ceiling mount; the KVI-2,
floor console on casters; and
the KVI-3, which is a floor
console with built-in 3/4-inch
color videocassette re-
corder/player. The standard
screen is 32x40 inches with
over 8.8 square feet of view-
ing area and a diagonal mea-

sure of 51 inches. T e super
screen is 40x54 inches with
over 15 square feet of view-
ing area and a diagonal mea-
sure of 67 inches.

VTR 302
The Ampex Corporation has
introduced a new helical vid-
eotape recorder with an au-
tomatic-scan tracking (AST)
system that can provide
broadcast-quality slow-mo-
tion and still-frame playback.
The VPR-1 teleproduction re-
corder is designed for pro-
fessional broadcast, CCTV
and postproduction users.

With the optional Ampex
AST accessor, the special
scanner assembly provides
fully automatic tracking, still-
framing, 1/5 speed and man-
ual frame-by-frame jogging
for simplified editing. Prices
for the VPR-1 begin at under
$20,000.

IMAGE ENHANCER 309
A television image enhancer
for educational and industri-
al use has been developed
by Corning Glass Works'
Memory Products Depart-
ment. The series 7000 has
been designed for use with
cameras that often operate
under marginal lighting con-
ditions and that do not pro-
duce high-resolution pic-
tures. The unit features a
choice between table-top or
rack-mounted models, front
panel horizontal detail con-
trol for maintenance of hori-
zontal and vertical balance
and limiter circuits that per-
mit full enhancement with-
out blooming or sync inter-
ference. A full two-line
vertical contour unit, the
series 7000 is priced at
$1,750.
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MONITOR 315
GYRR Products new video
monitor offers better than
500 horizontal lines of reso-
lution. Designed for time
lapse, the G 99 is compatible
with nearly all available tele-
vision equipment. An auto-
matic horizontal phase con-
trol optimizes the unit for
time lapse use.

FOR EDITING 304
The Tempo '76 series from
Datatron, consists of five sys-
tems with graduated sophis-
tication. The series makes it
possible to add SMPTE Time
Code capability to a basic
Datatron Control Track edit-
ing system. This new equip-
ment provides the basic
Control Track unit for $7,600
and allows the user to add on
SMPTE Time Code capability
with two SMPTE readers. The
editor acts as a complete
editing system whose pri-
mary function is to control
vtr's in the assembling of
electronically edited mas-
ters. The unit can also be
used for automatic cueing
and on-air playback. It can
function equally well using
standard SMPTE Edit Code or
the standard Control Track
pulses.

PRODUCTION CONSOLE 306
Television Research Interna-
tional's portable color pro-
duction console, the PPC-1,
includes a 5-inch color trini-
tron monitor for program
monitoring, two 5-inch mon-
itors for multicamera pre-
view monitoring, a six-input
vertical interval switcher, a
five-input audio mixer, sync
generator and all necessary
intercom amplifiers, pulse
distribution amplifiers, etc.
The two preview mono-

chrome monitors and trini-
tron color monitor are posi-
tioned for correct operator's
viewing and are shielded by
a neutral-density shade filter

to allow glare-free operation
in full sunlight. The broad-
cast vertical interval switcher
features solid-state cross-
points, input clamping, mix-
ing amplifiers, heavy-duty
fader bars, Clare-Pendar
switches and modular elec-
tronic construction. The two-
bus, six-in-out switcher fea-
tures built-in black burst and
insert video keyer for inser-
tion of titles, etc. The swit-
cher is capable of desolves to
and from inserts.
The PPC-1 is self contained

in a 3-suiter sized suitcase
and may be AC or DC pow-
ered for field operation. It
sells for$12,500.

EDITOR 313
CMX's system 340X is an ex-
pandable videotape editing
configuration. It features
look-ahead cue and pre-roll
functions allowing the re-
cord vtr to operate in continu-
ous motion during many
editing operations. Instead
of placing all logic and con-
trol in the central processor,
separate intelligent inter-
faces (microprocessors) are
used for each machine
plugged into the system. Be-

-; 8

cause the 340X uses in-
telligent interfaces, CMX can
now inter-marry control and
mix quad and helical vtr's,
video discs, synchronous
audio recorders and swit-
chers of many varieties.
At the heart of the system

is an interactive keyboard
display and computer unit
that generates signals, ques-
tions and responds to the
operator's commands and
replies. The computer's
memory logs all edit deci-
sions made during the
course of an edit session.
This decision list can be out-
putted to a punched tape or
other command medium for
future auto assembly.
The 340X also offers list

management that appears on
the CRT screen. This allows
flexibility in re-structuring
the edit decision list permit-
ting single edit decisions or
entire time blocks to be dele-
ted, resequenced or other-
wise manipulated.

CONVERTER 311
The Digital Intercontinental
Conversion Equipment
(DICE) from Marconi Com-
munication Systems Limited
was designed by engineers
of the U.K. Independent
Broadcasting Authority. It
will convert 525-line NTSC
color television pictures as
used in the United States and
Japan to 625-line PAL stan-
dards used in Europe, and
vice versa. A SECAM output
can be provided as an alter-
native to the PAL output if
required. DICE is the first
standard converter to use
digital techniques through-
out.

LIGHT METER -317
The Power-Optics new dual
purpose light meter is .de-
signed for television studio
use. It is calibrated by low-
and high-range buttons. One
range covers 0 to 50 fL, and is
calibrated to suit faster light
for setting the peak white on
color and monochrome
monitors. The other is scaled
from 0 to 10 fL, and is cali-
brated for continuous light
so that it can be used for
rapid checks and compari-
sons of set lighting.

MICROPHONES 316
The Diversity Wireless mi-
crophone system from VEGA
uses the VEGA PRO series
transmitters and receivers in
a diversity reception mode
designed to eliminate all
fades and dead spots caused
by interference between
direct and reflected radiation
that cancel, resulting in loss
of signal. In the diversity
setup, two VEGA PRO recei-
vers, placed three feet or

more apart, both receive the
transmissions. Both re-
ceivers feed a model 62 di-
versity combiner that selects
the receiver with the best
signal strength within micro-
seconds. The system is com-
posed of models 54 or 55
transmitter, two model 58
receivers and model 62 di-
versity combiner.
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INTERNATIONAL MARKET FOR VIDEOCOMMUNICAT1ON
VIDEODISCS -VIDEOCASSETTES - CABLE TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT- DUPLICATION EQUIPMENT

Starting with its first meeting in 1971, VIDCOM has kept abreast on a world-wide basis of all
research done in the field of videocommunications, and has carefully noted all progress.

In 1976, VIDCOM prepares for the future with an "avant-premiere" of important developments.
The steadily increasing amount of programming shows the steady evolution of this sector of
activity. Today, the technical base of existing hardware is sufficiently advai iced to foresee
new products and to perceive the importance of their potential.

At the same time and place as VIDCOM will be held MIPCOM. the international market for
communication programs.

CANNES, SEPTEMBER 23rd - 28th, 1976
PALAIS DES FESTIVALS, LA CROISETTE, CANNES - FRANCE
For any further information,
please contact:
Commissariat General:
3, rue Gamier
92200 NEUILLY (France)
Telephone. 747 84 00
Telex. 630 547 FMIP MID

UK Representative: Liz Sokoski
International Equipment and
Services Exhibition
Organisation LTD.
8, Dorset Square - LONDON NW1
Tel.. (01) 723 82 32/33/34
Telex. 25230 MIPTV MIDEM LDN

USA Office: c/o John Nathan
30 Rockefeller Plaza - Suite 4535
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10020
Telephone, (212) 489 13 60
Telex. 235 309 OVMU



Coming in July . . .
Be sure to watch for the July issue of Videography, with feature
articles on the CCTV state-of-the-art, commercial public access channels,
a profile of video art pioneer Nam June Paik, trends in video education,
the London Videodisc conference, and techniques for studio operators.
Plus our regular reports on technology, Washington, corporate
communication and video art, news and comment, listing of the latest
equipment, and review of new video releases.

CLASSIFIED MART
Display Classified: $30 per col. inch: $60 double col. inch.
Frequency Discount: 3 to 6 times. 10%; 7 to 12. 15%
Line ads accepted at $4 per line, 6 line minimum
Frequency discounts may be combined w/classifieds in
Audio-Visual Communications, Industrial Photography, etc.
All Classified Advertising Payable in Advance
Agency Commission- Display Classified only

Mail to:
Classified Advertising
VIDEOGRAPHY
750 Third Ave., N.Y. 10017
or call: P. Jasel (212) 697-8300

SALESPERSONS
Will represent Advent Corporation selling VideoBeam'' projection television.

Must has experience working with professional video dealers to develop sales and

marketing programs for VideoBeam''' television. Several years video user and

dealer experience desired.
Compensation and benefits for these regional assignments will be commensu-

rate with your experience. Interested sales candidates should respond in con-

fidence including salary requirements or call collect.

James N. Poor, Personnel Manager at (617) 661-9500

ADVENT CORPORATION

175 Albany Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

An Equal Oppurronory Employer M/F

ADV E\T
VIDEO TOOL KIT

Budget Saver
For Media Training Specialists & other NON-
TECHNICAL A/V personnel. Designed for VTR
maintenance. Kit incl. 13+ specially selected
tools, multi-meter & fully illustrated manual, all
in hardwood carrying case. Call or write for
FREE BULLETIN.

The Communication Arts Group
P.O. Box 1874, North Brunswick, N.J. 08902

(201) 745-9609

Video Producer, exp. with writing skills seeks
challenging position in prod'n. of corp. educ., inst'l
video. Broadcast, non bdcast, ENG/EFP exp. Will-
ing to re-locate. For resume. write:

BOX 310 c/o Classified Advertising Dept.
VIDEOGRAPHY, 750 Third Ave., NYC 10017

Promotion/Production — versatile writer/prom
coord./production seeks pos. in AV field. Contact S.
Fein at (212) 972-1296.

62

MOVIES FROM SLIDES
... with dissolves, pans, zooms to 1/4". Add mo-
tion to TV spots, industrials, educational films
using slides/photos/art, before transferring to
Videotape. FREE "How-To" kit with 16mm
zoom sample.

AL STAHL ANIMATED
1600 B'way, NYC 10019. (212) 265-2942

FOR SALE
Panasonic B & W SEG; modified for five Sony
cameras (10-pin connectors); GenLock; Special
Effects; 12 V DC supplied to cameras. LIKE NEW
— best offer accepted.

CALL BOY SCOUT POST #417
(212) 242-6712

Advertisers
Addison Wesley
Advent Corp.
American Laser

Camera Mart
Central Dynamics
Cinemusic, Inc.
Colorado Video, Inc.

51.
54
46

39
4
49
41

Comprehensive Services 44
Cramer Video 42,47

Datatron
Di micom
Dolphin Productions

Fotosonics

General Electric 43

Harvey Video Center
Highland Laboratories

Image Formations 53

Jamieson Film Co. 48

Keyser Video 51
King, Bill Editorial 50

Long Electronics 50
Lowel Light Mfg. 46

Montage Productions
Motion Picture Labs
Music ues

Northeast Video and Sound 48

Renaissance Community 52
Reynolds/Leteron 52

SIT Videocassettes 37
Sony Corp. of America 32,33

Technisphere 11
Teleconcepts 40
Teleprompter 52
Tentel 42

Ultra Audio 53

Valentino, Thomas J. 52
Vidcom 61
Video Concepts 45
Video Corp. of America 52
Videodetics 3
Videsign Associates 6, 59
Videoplay Industries 47
Videotape Sales 53
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53
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53

52
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Worldwide Entertainment CIV
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Information JUNE 1976

Request Card use before Sept. 30, 1976

Send me free information on the items circled below:
ADVERTISEMENTS

101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123
124 125 126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139
147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160 161 162
170 171 172 173 174 175 176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183 184 185
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247 248 249 250 251 252 253 254 255 256 257 258 259 260 261 262

HARDWARE

301 302 303 304 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314 315 316
324 325 326 327 328 329 330 331 332 333 334 335 336 337 338 339
347 348 349 350 351 352 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362

LAST name

Title  

Organization  

Address 

City  State  Zip  

140 141 142 143 144 145 146
163 164 165 166 167 168 169
186 187 188 189 190 191 192

217 218 219 220 221 222 223
240 241 242 243 244 245 246
263 264 265 266 267 268 269

317 318 319 320 321 322 323
340 341 342 343 344 345 346
363 364 365 366 367 368 369

FIRST initial  



U
s
e
 this information request card

for information without obligation
o
n
 products and services advertised

or listed in this issue of Videography.

P.O. Box L 

Winchester MA 01890 



all available
in color and

black and white
at...

CINE-CRAFT LABORATORIES, 8784 Beverly Boulevard,
West Hollywood, California 90048

MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES, INC., Piedmont Division,
2517 South Boulevard, Charlotte, North Carolina 28203

2 INCH TAPE
1 INCH TAPE
34 INCH TAPE
1/2 INCH TAPE

MOTION PICTURE
LABORATORIES,INC.
781 South Main Street
Memphis,Tenn. 38101

(901) 774-4944

Get more Info. Circle Reader Card No. 170



THEATRE SIZE HOME
a9) iR TELEVISION

HUGE
50"

SCREEN
(Measured Diagonally)

4 times the viewing
area of a standard
25" screen. (1,280 sq. in.
vs. 300 sq. in.)

Available with or
without detachable
side speakers
to surround you
with sound.

Super bright picture.

Fully compatible with regular
UHF and VHF programming.

• Video Cassettes or Video
Discs easily adaptable.

• Complete with remote control.

• Decorator finished cabinetry
in choice of wood finishes.

• From only $1,995.

*Full electronic warranty.

Simulated picture
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Factory and Showroom (301) 424-6256 New York City (212) 486-0010
1148 Taft St., Rockville, Md. 20850 964 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022
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Get more info. Circle Reader Card No. 155



CABIAEVISION
THE WEEKLY PREMIUM TELEVISION MAGAZINE OVER 12,000 CIRCULATION

• PLAYCABLE POISED FOR NATIONAL OPENING
• CBS CABLE'S CULTURAL CHANNEL READIES FOR OCTOBER DEBUT
• MINNEAPOLIS VETO SUSTAINED, NORTHERN CABLE'S HOPES DASHED
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AM CABLE TV INDUSTRIES, INC.

P 0. Box 505, Quakertown, PA 18951

Formerly AM Communications Corporation, AM Electronics Corporation and 
Courier-Hooks Corporation

TOLL FREE: (800) 523-6742 OR 6743

IN PA: CALL COLLECT (215) 538-2165



The Marriage of
Cable Office Management

and Addressable Converters

Before you say "I Do" to addressable converters,
stop by CableData's booth 103 at the NCTA
Convention for a demonstration of the perfect
ceremony.

catlie
Data

3200 Arden Way
Sacramento, CA. 95825

(916) 485-2911



MAXIMIZE SYSTEM PENETRATION AND POTENTIAL -
WHEN YOU INSTALL INTERACTIVE SECURITY
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has special advantages over other
cable-based security programs. By

using a highly reliable data system,
Pioneer engineering has eliminated in-

gress problems that disrupt typical cable-
based security systems.
No other system can make all these claims.

And no other system has such refined human-
engineering. The standard ten-digit control panel

h programmable for flexible entry times ... for
temporary codes for babysitters and
guests... and manual system checks.

pp,neer's reliable two-way, in-
teractive cable security system gives
your subscriber the best possible
protection at the most at ft
price ... and nit tither ,\ ,rern has
Pioneer's proven market penetra-
tion to give y, ur ( able Lompanv the
profit edge.
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 INSIDE CABLEVISION 
LEADING THE WEEK

10 The top news in cable for the week.

DEPARTNIENTS
6 Letters CableVision readers take pen in hand.

9 CableScope Scanning the cable news horizon.

18 Programming CBS Cable cultural channel to debut Monday, October 12. CableVision
interviews CBS Cable Division President Dick Cox.

28 BUSilleSS The Robert Wold Company files a complaint with the FCC over
Westinghouse/Western Union transponder deal.

48 Franchising Minneapolis franchise question still open; city considers starting from
scratch.

50 Government & Law Copyright issue heats up; new bills introduced.

52 Technology Sony unveils high-resolution television system.

58 People Industry promotions are highlighted.

60 Weekly Watch Oak prevails in California MDS theft of service case.

64 Classifieds Today's job and products market.

68 Advertisers' index A listing of those who made this issue of CableVision possible.

69 Events Cabletelevision Advertising Bureau slates first annual general membership meeting
during NCTA gathering.

74 Parting Words -Hoping to provide a new wrinkle, four cable operators have joined to
PPproduce pay TV's oddest couple. . .

COLUMN
72 From New York Cable wins round one in Utah First

Amendment case; similar laws censoring program content
bear watching.

FEATURE STORIES
34 Satellite Picture Still Clouded The cable satellite

situation has been unstable ever since the disappearance of
RCA's Satcom III. Hughes Communications' intent to
establish a new cable network causes further turmoil in
satellite picture. Cover photo of Clay T. Whitehead,
Hughes Communications president.

40 PlayCable Readies for Broadway Its provincial
trial runs over, PlayCable, the Mattel/General Instrument
joint venture, prepares for its national debut.
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LETTERS

Bully for You
Frankly, I very infrequently corres-

pond with magazine publishers regard-
ing editorial content; however, your
article, "Too Much to Take," has
prompted me to temporarily abandon
my usual approach.

As you will recall, this article was
printed in the April 13, 1981, edition;
it took Ted Turner to task for his
failures in the human relationship area.

You are to be commended. Criticism
of his verbose, vain, self-aggrandizing is
long (or should I say has been) long over
due.
We here at Superior tip our collec-

tive hats; had I been writing to you fifty
years ago, I would have said "bully for
you.,,

Philip W. Collins, Sr.
Chief Executive Officer
Superior Installations, Inc.

At Last
I want to thank you and Jeri Baker

for the recent story on low-power
television. For months I have been
trying to find a clear and concise
summary of the subtleties of the issues. I
no longer have to look. I thank you and
my files thank you.

Jonathan Dana
Vice President Programming
Atlantic Television, Inc.

More on Sports
I am very disappointed that in

CableVision's May 11 cover story on cable
sports, Black Entertainment Television
was left out entirely.

Starting last September, BET began
coverage of black college football and
basketball from some of the nation's
historic black colleges. We carried ten
football games, including the popular
Bayou Classic from the Super Dome in
New Orleans before 75,000 fans, and
nine basketball games, featuring some of
the best teams in the country—
Grambling, Alcorn, South Carolina,
etc.
Of particular importance is the fact

that BET's coverage of these games
marks the first time these NCAA
colleges have received national tele-
vision distribution, either by the three
networks, or any other cable service. It
is no secret that a large number of

professional black players come from
these schools, but until BET began
telecasting these games, neither the
teams or the players were receiving the
national exposure they warrant.

BET's presentation of black college
sports not only gives our viewers some
of the best in top notch sports, but we
also highlight the academic achieve-
ments of the schools involved by each
week interviewing either the school
president or spotlighting student body
activities. In fact, our basketball series
has been nominated for a 1981 ACE
Award!

Additionally, and again for the first
time, black college tennis will receive
national distribution when BET pre-
sents in June and July the Michelob
Light Black College Tennis Classic
from Grambling University. We are
covering the mens and doubles finals.

As we plan for our 1981- ' 82
football and basketball season, we
anticipate increasing the number of
games we will televise, as well as look
to other equally exciting black college
sporting events. Be assured we will
keep CabIeVision informed of our activi-
ties.

Vivian E. Goodier
Executive Vice President
Black Entertainment Television

On Target
Your (Barbara Ruger's) editorial

dated March 16, 1981, on "Cable's
Threat to Advertising Agencies" is a
classic. You are 100 percent on target
with your comments.

Fortunately, there are more and more
agency personnel who are starting to
work with cable. I hope you can't write
the same article a year from now.

George Babick
Vice President/Sales Manager
Cable News Network
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The Eagle 500 MHz Tap
True Performance...

Under The
Toughest
Co on

Designing innovative
products that perform
beyond the competition is
fast becoming tradition at Eagle.
Innovation in our tap starts on the
inside with true to 500
and beyond. Our tapi ion loss
is lowest in the industry and R.F.I. far
exceeds F.C.C. sp
you'll also find our
seizure screw is
vent pullout or other dam
electronic components. Plus,
Eagle Tap is easily adjustable for
either aerial or pedestal mounting

Outside, the Eagle 500 MHz tap
built tough to protect against the
harshest elements. Our exterior
hardware has a sandbonded
finish and our die cast housing
is available with either a clear indite
coating or E finish with our exclusive
brass F-connectors for severe conditions
like salt spray, industrial pollution or other
highly corrosive elements.

COMPARE FEATURES
*True performance to 500 MHz and beyond
0R.F.I. far exceeds F.C.C. specifications
*Lowest insertion loss in the industry
*Highest quality corrosion resistant aluminum alloy
*Moisture seal gasket
*Easily adjusted for aerial or pedestal mounting
*Sealed F-ports available in either machine threaded
aluminum alloy or brass
The Eagle 500 MHz tap, built for true performance under the

*Modular design
*Available with either clear indite or
E coating
*Sand bonded finish hardware
*Ports are numbered for easy system audit

toughest conditions ... inside and out

COMPARE EAGLE'S ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS WITH THOSE OF OTHER MANUFACTURERS
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RETURN LOSS In Out Ta. 5 400 MHz 20DB Min

1-M.EAGLEBV
ODMITRONICS INC.

NEW ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE
4562 Waterhouse Road
Clay, New York 13041

[315) 622-3402

In Canada Deskin Sales
Montreal • Toronto • Vancouver (416) 495-1412

77D Steelcase Road West
Markham, Ontario L3R2M4

CALL TOLL FREE TO ORDER
800-448-7474



When Quality Counts .

. . . count on
El ECTRONICS INC

•ca,tacd Rewesenfar,ve Dash, selves Corp

•Europedo Ropreser)far,ve Frovos,on AC,

A PRODUCT

RMS ELECTRONICS, INC.
50 ANTIN PLACE

BRONX. N.Y. 10462
CALL COLLECT (212)892-1000
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CABLESCOPE
Do We Have To Take It?
TOCOM President Mike Corboy reports that the

Dallas-based firm, which specializes in two-way
equipment, has money problems. TOCOM just can't
decide whose money to take. "The banks are almost
pushing money at us," Corboy says. "One New York bank
is offering to finance an individual project of ours. This is
a total reversal of the 1970s. And, I would expect this
situation to last for at least five years." On the other
hand, Corboy says "The market offers us cheap money. We
are thinking of going out for another equity offering this
fall for between $10 million and $20 million."

The BETA President Is Coming
Hearst/ABC Video Services has apparently made its

decision on who will be president of its upcoming BETA
women's programming service, now set to begin next
January. According to Hearst Cable Communications
President Ray Joslyn, the cable industry will hear all about
the company's choice before this week is out. "We still
have some elements to finalize as we go from a handshake
to a firm agreement," Joslyn told CableVision, "but we're
just about set. We're very pleased, and we think people in
general will be pleased with the choice," Joslyn declined
to say whether the person soon to take charge of BETA
was picked from within the cable industry.

No Black Tie
It's official—no mandatory black tie and no Queen Mary

for CBS Cable's event during opening night of the NCTA
convention in Los Angeles. Searching around for a land-
oriented way to wine and dine operators and get its
cultural message across in subtle fashion, the soon-to-be-
launched service opted for several sections of Los Angeles'
Museum of Natural History for its nighttime festivities.
Repeating its Western Show philosophy of matching the
entertainment with the surroundings (and the type of
shows the service intends to do), CBS has lined up
another array of talent, going from music players to mimes.
Unlike the Western Show, where everyone knew Sarah
Vaughan would be on hand to perform, the service is
keeping any special guests for NCTA a surprise until
showtime. For those who want to exchange a peek at the
17th century artwork for 20th century footwork, a dance
band will be around to perform until late evening. As for
formality, Marketing Vice President Charlotte Schiff-Jones
says most attendees will have their tophats and tails on
anyway. "We dropped the mandatory status this time as a
courtesy to those who found it an imposition," she said.
"But I have a hunch that most people will continue the
black tie tradition."

Premiere Plods On
Still without a consensus of how, if at all, to approach

the Justice Department with a new pay network plan,
Premiere last week was said to have been abandoned by
the first studio to leave the ship. "Paramount seems weak

in incentives to go on," acknowledged network Chairman
Burt Harris, "hut there has been no formal withdrawal."
All studio management is considering such issues as the
slack theater business, the greater size of the immediate
pay TV payoff to be left behind if films were to be held
for a proprietary network, and the shrinking number of
titles to which studios own pay TV rights weighed
against the increasing number needed to counter-program
competing networks, according to Harris. Nine people are
still on the Premiere staff, Harris and Marketing Vice
President Ken Castell among them.

Five Years To Live
From the way management is negotiating with the

striking writers guild, Mel Shavelson, president of Writers
Guild of America West, gets the impression that
management thinks broadcast television as it now exists
will be dead in five years. "Incredible as it may sound,
judging by their response to our proposals, management has
decided to write off movies and network TV completely,"
said Shavelson. "They're writing off television as it is
today, because they know it is only going to be around five
more years. They'll do their best to stay in the business
with reruns, reissues, and runaway productions. Remember
that MCA [now MCA-Universal] at one time was the
largest talent agency in the world-. When they acquired
Universal, they had to make a choice because of the
antitrust laws. They threw out the largest talent agency in
the world to get into television. Now they're making the
same choice as far as theatrical motion pictures is
concerned to get into pay TV." Shavelson also sees a
connection between this trend and Marvin Davis' interest
in acquiring 20th Century-Fox. "Fox was first to put
movies on cassettes simultaneously with theatrical release.
Now I wouldn't be surprised if they find a way to get
movies into cassettes first. That's the plum. That's why
Davis is spending his money on that particular company,
said Shavelson.

Down For the Count
The less than one-minute-long Monday night

heavyweight boxing bout between Gerry Cooney and Ken
Norton was not exactly the pinnacle of fisticuffs. It did,
however, cause some fireworks between ABC and the
Cable News Network. ABC was miffed for two reasons:
first, the network had rights to rebroadcast the fight and
had scheduled it to he aired on Wide World of Sports the
following Sunday. But since the heavyweights were only
54 seconds into the bout when Cooney pasted Norton to
end it, there was hardly anything to show. It's difficult to
sandwich too many commercials into a 54-second event.
Second, ABC charged CNN with pirating the bout off the
live Home Box Office feed, an action that would further
dilute the Sunday audience. CNN President Reese
Schonfeld refuted the charge by saying that CNN has an
agreement with HBO that allows the all-news network to
take one minute of any of the fights HBO transmits and use
the tape on the network. Schonfeld said that it wasn't his
fault that it only lasted 54 seconds.
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LEADING THE WEEK
Copyright Owners Take Arguments
On Compulsory License to Congress
WASHINGTON, D.C.—The com-
plex dilemma over what to do with the
cable compulsory license was thoroughly
batted around May 14 before several
members of the House Subcomittee on
Courts, Civil Liberties and the Ad-
ministration of Justice. This first of two
scheduled hearings quickly turned into a
forum for the proponents of abolishing
the structure that governs copyright
payments for transmitting imported
distant signals.
A trio of prominent witnesses

reiterated their often-repeated stance in
favor of eliminating the compulsory
license: Jack Valenti, president of the
Motion Picture Association of America;
Bowie Kuhn, commissioner of Major
League Baseball; and Vincent Wasilewski,
president of the National Association of
Broadcasters,

Valenti opened the testimony by
railing against the inequities of the
current copyright mechanism. He asked
Congress to do two things: "respect the
rights of property owners" and "estab-
lish competition in the television
marketplace that isn't there now." In
explaining these requests, Valenti
produced a string of figures and a series
of charts to support his claims. He
stated that "ten companies control 50

percent of all the cable subscribers" and
-50 companies control 75 percent of all
the subscribers."

He then stepped up to a chart that
compared the rate of return on equity of
cable companies with the same figures
for the Fortune 500 companies.

"Fifty-five percent of all cable
systems have a 20 percent rate of return
or more," Valenti said. "The Fortune
500 companies only make 14,4 per-
cent."
"The bottom line," he said, "is that

cable makes a very, very handsome
profit."

Valenti then finished his financial
litany by saying that, in return, cable
systems pay only 1.2 percent of their
expenses for copyright fees. "Should
these profit-making companies be
subsidized by Congress?" he asked.

Before allowing anyone to take a stab
at Valenti's rhetorical questions, the
hearing proceeded to the second witness,
Bowie Kuhn. Kuhn stated that the
"valuable and cherished properties"
known as professional sports events
have "indeed subsidized the cable
industry.'
"I find it ironic," he continued,
that we in professional sports are

continuing to subsidize cable at a time

when we are struggling very badly to
make ends meet."
Kuhn maintained that cable pro-

grammers very actively promote sports
events such as those delivered over
superstations, but "pay us nothing. . .
for the sports they purloin." He asked
that Congress provide baseball with
"territorial exclusivity" and protect
professional sports franchises from the
"destabilizing impact" of cable systems
importing sports events through distant
signals.
The final witness, Wasilewski,

expressed his concern for the impact of
the compulsory license on broadcast
stations. "The compulsory license does
give cable systems an unfair advantage
not only over their broadcast station
competitors but also over any other
video programming service.—
"The marketplace should be per-

mitted to function freely unless there are
compelling public interest reasons
dictating governmental intervention,"
he said. "Thus, we urge that cable
carriage of distant signals no longer
receive the special treatment accorded it
by the present compulsory license.
"However," Wasilewski added,

'we would suggest that you also
require carriage of all local signals [on
cable systems]."

After the trio of witnesses had
completed their prepared testimony,
the subcommittee members asked some

NEWSWIRE

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA—Oak
Communications, Inc., a subsidiary of Oak
Industries, Inc., has agreed to the purchase
of its second cable system. Oak will
purchase Castro Valley Cable TV which
serves 2,000 subscribers in Alameda
County, California. Completion of the
transaction is expected in July. Oak, a
veteran supplier of cable hardware and
owner of five STV operations, acquired its
first cable system (Oxnard, California) last
fall.

NEW YORK, NEW YORK—The
United Artists Theater Circuit, Inc., has
accumulated 298,800 shares of the
735,000 shares of UA-Columbia Cable-
vision, Inc., stock it seeks in order to
increase its current 27.6 percent holdings in
the company to just under 50 percent. UA-
Theater Circuit issued a $90/share tender
offer, conditional on getting that amount
last month in order to increase its voting

power in the company, and thereby defeat
the $80/share offer made by Knight-Ridder
Newspapers, Inc., and Dow Jones &
Company. Knight-Ridder, Dow Jones and
UA-Columbia, however, have already sewn
up about 1.83 million of the company's 3.3
million outstanding shares, preventing them
from being tendered under UATC's offer.
Meanwhile, the Theater Circuit has
obtained a June 1 hearing on its claim for
relief against the three other companies in
the Delaware State Chancery Court. In
proceeding with its intent to accept the
Knight-Ridder/Dow Jones offer, UA-
Columbia Cablevision sent a proxy state-
ment to the FCC for approval last week.

NEW YORK, NEW YORK—Xerox
Corporation has revealed that it will drop
its plan for the multi-million dollar Xten
data communications radio network. The
company, which has been fighting increased

competition from overseas suppliers in the
domestic copier market, said economic
considerations caused it to cancel the
project. Xerox said, "Other demands on the
company's resources, combined with the
substantial level of investment required to
implement Xten in today's uncertain
economic environment of high interest rates
and inflation have diminished the
attractiveness of the Xten investment.

WASHINGTON, D.C.—The National
Cable Television Association has confirmed
plans to conduct a teletext experiment
next month in New York. According to an
NCTA spokesperson, the test, to be
conducted at Viacom Cablevision in Long
Island, will help determine the associa-
tion's position on teletext standards in the
U.S. A preliminary report on the test is
expected to be completed by the end of next
month. Also jumping on the teletext
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pointed questions. Representative
Harold Sawyer (R-MI), questioned the
witnesses one by one, pointing out
what he perceived as inconsistencies in
their statements. He told Wasilewski
that it did not seem fair to ask for
abolition of the compulsory license on
one hand and then demand compulsory
carriage of broadcast stations .on the
other.

Sawyer then turned to Kuhn and
said, "I suppose even Exxon could lose
money if it paid all of its employees
$500,000 a year.- He questioned the
logic of franchise owners "bidding
themselves out of profits," by paying
exhorbitant salaries to professional
baseball players.
The final target of Sawyer's ques-

tioning was Valenti. "I noticed there
aren't any figures on what your clientele
earn,- he said.

Valenti responded by saying there
was an inherent difference between the
large cable companies and the movie
producers. "We are not shielded from
competition," he said. "I'm very
congenial to profits, but you shouldn't
shield or put under glass a profit-making
company."

Representative Barney Frank (D-
MA), who has introduced legislation
that would abolish the compulsory
license (see p. 50, "Government and
Law"), also noted the inconsistency in
Wasilewski 's position. "Compulsory

carriage seems to me like compulsory
watching,- he said.

After a good deal of debate between
the Congressmen and the witnesses,
Subcommittee Chairman Robert
Kastenmeicr (D-W1) said that it
seemed as though "the main perpetra-
tors are the distant signals." He
suggested that perhaps the entire issue
could be settled by "reforming the

. Copyright Royalty Tribunal to make it
work better."
"We've got a tough job ahead of us,

Kastenmeier said. "Whatever we do,
we've got to give it more thought than

the CRT was given [when it was
established by the Copyright Act of
1976].-
The second hearing on the compulsory

license is scheduled for May 21. On that
date, the cable industry will be given a
chance to state its reasons for retaining
the current structure. Scheduled to
testify are Monroe Rifkin, chief execu-
tive officerof ATC; Thomas Wheeler,
president of the National Cable Tele-
vision Association; and Steve Effros,
executive director of the Community
Antenna Television Association.

—David Price

RCA Joins Up with RCN
To Produce Cable Programming
NEW YORK, NEW YORK—RCA
Corporation's intent to enter the cable
programming field, signaled by the
remarks of outgoing Chairman Edgar
Griffith two weeks ago at the company's
annual shareholders meeting, (CV,
5/18/81, p. 15) was made official last
week. The parent company of NBC will
join its rival network broadcasters,
ABC and CBS, in the cable pro-
gramming business through a joint
venture with Rockefeller Center's
upcoming pay service, The Entertain-
ment Channel. RCA will work with
RCTV as co-developer and operator of

the service, targeted to debut next
January.

Further details regarding the venture
are being held off by both companies
until a press conference next week at the
National Cable Television Association
convention in Los Angeles, where
RCTV will make its official debut as an
exhibitor. But sources at RCA and
RCTV have confirmed to CableVision
that RCA executive Herbert Schlosser
will play a key role in the service's
development, along with RCTV head
Arthur Taylor, the former president of
CBS. Schlosser, currently handling the

,
•

bandwagon last week was NBC, which attachment contracts that existed prior to NEW YORK, NEW YORK—Home Box
announced plans to file with the Federal February 1978, when the federal pole Office and U.S. Cablesystems, a wholly-
Communications Commission for per-
mission to conduct an experiment of the

attachment law was passed; and, second,
that the FCC was wrong in determining

owned subsidiary of Rogers Cablesystems,
have agreed to introduce Cinemax cor-

A n tiope teletext system this fall. If that Congress intended that cable corn- porate-wide, according to Rogers' vice
approved by the FCC, the test would be panies should pay for only the space on a president for U.S. operations, Robert Clasen
conducted at KNBC/Los Angeles, one of pole used specifically for cable attachments. and HBO's vice president of 'affiliate
the network's owned and operated stations. "The court affirmed the FCC's regulation relations, Peter W. Frame. U.S. Cable-
Antiope, the teletext system developed in and instructed the FCC to proceed with its systems' commitment of all of its five
France, is also being touted as the U.S. regulation of pre-existing contracts," said systems will put Cinemax in front of almost
standard by CBS, which filed a petition Jay E. Ricks, a Washington attorney who 400,000 homes. The system operating in
with the FCC to that effect last year. represented the cable interests in the case,

"It was a clean sweep." In order to appeal
Syracuse, with 33,000 cable subscribers
and 25,000 HBO subscribers, introduced

the decision, the utilities would have to seek Cinemax in March 1.981. Newbuild
review by the Supreme Court. "I do not franchises where Cinemax will be intro-

WASHINGTON, D.C.—TheUnited believe the Supreme Court would take this duced within the next year are the suburban
States Court of Appeals for the District of case," Ricks said, "so this is probably the Los Angeles cities of Huntington Beach,
Columbia has affirmed the FCC's juris- end of the road." Tom Wheeler, president Westminster, Fountain Valley, and La
diction over pole attachment regulations. of the NCTA, was also encouraged by the . Mirada, plus unincorporated areas of
The decision was viewed by cable industry decision. "We're pleased the court agreed Orange County, which have a combined
representatives as a major victory. The case with our position that the FCC has been total of 130,000 homes passed; the city of
was brought before the court by several properly serving as a forum to consider and Portland, Oregon with 130,000 homes
utilities arguing two points: first, that the resolve unfair pole attachment charges passed; and the southwest suburbs of
FCC had no jurisdiction to regulate pole imposed by utilities," Wheeler said. Minneapolis with 03,000 homes passed.

.. -
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LEADING THE WEEK
programming end of RCA's recently-
launched SelectaVision videodisc
system, will reportedly handle similar
chores under the joint venture.
RCA, in tandem with NBC, has

been exploring the feasibility of
entering the cable programming arena
for some time, reportedly rejecting the
lead of CBS and ABC in attempting
advertiser-backed services for the pay
route. That contention is challenged by
A.G. Becker media analyst Tony
Hoffman, who says the company may
have more up its sleeve to unveil.

"This is probably going to be the
first shoe dropped by RCA in regards to
cable programming," Hoffman told
CableVision. "If they are going to make a
move in this area, you know that they're
going to get in with both feet,' 'said
Hoffman. "They're going to follow the
lead of CBS and ABC in offering ad
supported services, but they feel that
both networks are barking up the wrong
tree, in offering cultural fare that way.
RCA seems to believe that an

advertiser-supported service needs a
much larger profile than the one cultural
programming offers. Although they've
announced a pay service, they're
probably going to try to move as quickly
as they can in getting a basic service off
the ground."

Announced last December at the
Western Show, The Entertainment
Channel will present feature films and
original programming in several
categories, including performing arts,
comedy and children's shows. A size-
able portion of the product to he offered
on the service will, come from the British
Broadcasting Corporation, through a
long-term agreement giving the service
first rights on BBC product. The
agreement was reached last fall. Over-
all, according to Taylor, $25 million
will be spent on programming for the
service's first year of operation.

According to RCA Executive Com-
munications Vice•President Leslie
Slote, NBC affiliates were informed of
the venture before the deal was
officially announced, adding that the
network would not play a part in the
venture. The venture is expected to be a
hot topic of conversation this week
among the affiliates, when they gather
for their annual meeting in Los Angeles.

The joint venture also has industry
executives speculating about how
RCTV will approach negotiations for a
transponder. At the moment, no trans-
ponder has been lined up by the service,

but RCA's entry into the picture will in
all likelihood change all that, with
dollars to spend and the company's
Americom division getting ready to
award slots for the remaining space on
Satcom IV, due to be launched this fall.

Hoffman speculates that -RCTV
will probably establish an arms-length
relationship with the satellite people,
similar to the way General Motors
handles its Pontiac and Chevrolet
divisions, as separate entities. Both
companies will do their best to keep

things separate, but the dollars will
eventually go in one pocket and out the
other. It's unclear how the Federal
Communications Commission will
react to this.-

But even if they don't use RCA's
transponder space, Hoffman adds, a
quick placement on a satellite before the
scheduled launch date is all hut assured.
-They can outbid everybody now if
they want, because they have the
dollars,- he said.

—Simon Applebaum

Fowler Receives Senate Confirmation
WASHINGTON, D.C.—By un-
animous consent of the United States
Senate, Mark S. Fowler was confirmed
as President Reagan's appointee to the
Federal Communications Commission
May 14. Earlier this year, Reagan
announced his intent to name Fowler as
commission chairman after he cleared
the confirmation process.

Fowler was initially nominated in
March, but several delays occurred
before the final confirmation. Most
were attributed to governmental red
tape; however, a story that was
reported in the Washington Star two
weeks ago caused a final protraction of
the confirmation process.

According to the newspaper,

Fowler's law firm, Fowler and Meyers,
was being sued for malpractice by a
group of Florida businessmen who had
hired the firm to represent them in
applying for a radio station. Fowler's
firm had sued the businessmen for failure
to pay a $14,000 legal bill. In response,
the businessmen filed the countersuit.

Although Fowler denied any mal-
practice, Senate Democrats, led by
Ernest Hollings of South Carolina,
delayed the confirmation until they
could review the case. Apparently, they,
found no evidence to withhold con-
firmation.

In CableVision' s NCTA convention
issue (June 1), there will be an
exclusive interview with Fowler.

Turner Files Suit Against Networks;
Calls for "Decent" Programming
WASHINGTON, D.C.—The incor-
rigible Ted Turner aimed his salvos at
the major broadcast networks at a press
conference here May 11. When the
smoke had cleared, the president of
Turner Broadcasting had launched a
blistering denunciation of the network's
predatory and illegal practices- and

called for a Congressional investigation
of network programming.

At the same time, Turner's Cable
News Network filed suit against ABC,
CBS, and NBC, alleging that the
networks had violated antitrust laws
with their practice of "pooling- news
coverage. Not content to stop with the
networks, Turner included several other
notables in the request for injunctive
relief; President Ronald Reagan, White
House Chief of Staff James Baker, and
Deputy Press Secretary Larry Speakes.

Turner's complaint stems from the
practice of pooling used for covering
certain events. One of the networks is
responsible for setting up and operating
the lights and videotape equipment.
The other networks share the footage.

According to the suit, "The basis for
participation in a pool and the manner in
which pool coverage will be accomp-
lished are determined by the network
defendants.

"Membership terms for participation
in pool coverage are often made so
onerous as to effectively preclude
participation,- the legal actiOn
continued.

Beyond simple exclusion from the
pool, the unique methods of CNN have
exacerbated the problem. The networks
generally use only a brief portion of the

(Continued on page 17 )
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ESCAPADE
MEETS THE DEMAND

Now, the leader in adult entertainment expands to...
7 Nights a Week of Prime Time Excitement!

ESCAPADE MEETS THE DEMAND for adult pro-
gramming: 86.4% of pay subscribers like the concept of
separating adult programming from family program-
ming.* 96.1% of pay subscribers feel that people should
be free to view adult programming in the privacy of
their own homes!'

ESCAPADE MEETS THE DEMAND for new pay profit
opportunities: In mature markets, it has drawn in excess
of 10% of homes passed. And the numbers are consider-
ably higher in new builds.*

ESCAPADE MEETS THE DEMAND for unduplicated
pay entertainment: It's acquiring exclusive rights to a
variety of stimulating films and specials.

ESCAPADE MEETS THE DEMAND for exciting new
pay cable directions: Pilots for cable-originated adult
programming are already being produced. These include
a range of more mature concepts that dare to go where
other services won't go.

ESCAPADE MEETS THE DEMAND for more revealing
adult cable fare: It's going to be as sexy as it can get—
without any X.
*Sources on request. MEET THE DEMAND...

A minnow Service 303-753-1822

SCA ADE
MORE MATURE CABLE



MA-12X: Compact, low cost 0 19" rack-

mountable with built-in 115 VAC power sup-
plies 0 audio and video SIN typically over 60
dB 0 compatible with PAC-6X modulators and
demodulators.
MA-12G: Superior performance 0 high power
transmitter output (+27 dBm) 0 optional Fail
Soft 2W (+33 dBm) ADA 0 19" rack-mount-
able.
Both feature 12.7 to 13.2 CARS Band operation
0 PSIT and common carrier frequencies
around 12 GHz 0 40 channel CARS Band capa-
bility D available in 12.5, 25, or 50 MHz fre-
quency plans.
AC POWER SUPPLY: 115 VAC 0 high reliability
for commercial AC lines 0 optional DC power
supply available for remote operation.

MAC sales offices located in San Francisco •
Denver • Dallas • Minneapolis • Atlanta •
Burlington • Toronto • London.



to -there with our microwave
technologg.

The further away you have to send
programming, the more costs cut into
your profit picture. MAC's economic,
state-of-the-art FM microwave systems
turn marginal service areas into profit
makers. With cost-effective systems
that relay programming over long dis-
tances to reach remote communities.
And reliably retrieve signals from sub-
heads and remote earth stations for
distribution throughout a cable system.

MAC can deliver the FM advan-
tage of superior picture quality in a
variety of configurations. The right sys-
tem—at the right price—to meet your
growing needs. For example, our MA-
12X receiver and transmitter make the

backhauling of signals from remote
sub-headends a practical alternative to
cable or AM. When greater perform-
ance and power is required, our MA-
12G system is perfect for handling mul-
tiple power splits and multihop/Iong
haul relays.

Technology, reliability and econ-
omy are the obvious reasons why
CATV operators have made MAC the
leader in video FM microwave applica-
tions. What may not be so obvious are
the benefits of one-supplier account-
ability. One phone call is all it takes to
get you fast service-24 hours a day, 7

days a week, anywhere in the country.
The next time you have any re-

mote distribution problems, speak to
the experts who can help you put to-
gether a complete FM microwave sys-
tem including antennas, towers and
installation. You can count on MAC
technology to bridge the distance be-
tween you and your subscribers. Call
Duke Brown at (617) 272-3100. 63
Third Avenue, Burlington, Mass. 01803.

offi Microwave Associates
Communications
A r

JCOMPANY



Only Nickelodeon
offers you this

multi - million dollar
trade.

You give Nickelodeon a few cents per subscriber. Nickelodeon
gives you millions of dollars' worth of high-quality, non-commercial
programming.

Just go through the Nickelodeon lineup:
Playing for the first time on cable: Reggie Jackson. Reggie will

host junior athletic events all over the country on Reggie Jackson's
World of Sports. And that's just one of Nickelodeon's original 

//

productions.
Returning this season are highly successful shows like

Pinwheel, winner of the 1980 ACE award for excellence in a
children's series; Live Wire, television's only teenage talk
show; and six more celebrated winners.

New in the lineup are Vegetable Soup, Adventures in
Rainbow Country, Matt and Jenny, Nick's Family Picks, Working,
and Studio See.

Altogether, Nickelodeon gives you 13 hours of unique,
critically acclaimed, young people's programming every day.
And when Nickelodeon signs off, you can pick up ARTS—three
hours a night of fine cultural programming—at no extra charge.

This past year, Nickelodeon made over 900 cable opera-
tors look good. Now, it's making them look even better.

Call your nearest Nickelodeon representative today.
He'll show you how easy it is to put a million dollar lineup in
your system.

• THE YOUNG PEOPLE'S CHANNEL
TM

IT MAKES YOU LOOK GOOD

NEW YORK: Helaine Ciporen, 212/944-4250 DENVER: Larry Schneider, 303/741-3600

CHICAGO: Scott Hulls, 312/661-1670 DALLAS: E.A. "Buzz" Hassett, 214/241-1421

ATLANTA: Steve Adams, 404/320-6808 LOS ANGELES: Peter Lauer, 213/506-8316

01981 Warner Amex Satellite Entertainment Company.



(Continued from page 12)
tape for the evening newscasts. By
contrast, CNN likes to go live at these
events and the results are often catastro-
phic, according to Reese Schonfeld,
president of CNN.

For example,- Schonfeld said,
"ABC will rack and focus the lens
while we're on the air. We go live all
the time, and we have different needs."

According to the CNN president, he
was given conflicting information when
he tried to solve the problem.
"The White House says it is the

networks; the networks say it's the
White House,- Schonfeld said.

So, in order to end the run-around,
CNN named both the White House
officials and the networks in the suit.

"All we really want to do is to be
able to cover the news completely and
accurately,- Turner said at the press
conference. "No one should be able to
abridge our constitutional right to do
that. Our action is not aimed at the
President himself, but rather at a
relatively new White House policy
apparently developed by his staff that
seeks to limit access to news events to a
select few. This policy flies in the face
of everything America stands for.-
The lawsuit, filed in the U.S.

District Court for the Northern District
of Georgia, claims 16 "unlawful and
predatory practices- by the networks,
including, "treating CNN in a dis-
criminatory manner . •. failing to
inform or misinforming CNN as to the
establishment of pools . . . and know-
ingly providing CNN pool material not
suitable for its needs.-
"An intent of this combination and

conspiracy has been to disrupt and
destroy CNN's operations and to
preserve the network defendant's
monopoly over the market for the
production of television news pro-
gramming," the suit alleged.

The White House had no comment on
the suit.
NBC officials in New York issued a

brief statement regarding Turner's
allegations.
"Pool material has always been

available to anyone wanting it, includ-
ing the Cable News Network,- an
NBC spokesman said. "CNN has
always gotten the material for charges
far below cost. CNN has not been
thwarted in any way in providing news
coverage and we believe its suit lacks
merit.-

LEADING THE WEEK

After his discussion of the pooling
problem, Turner moved on to the
"indecency- of network programming.

"I am also calling for a congressional
investigation into the programming
practices of the three major networks
and the theatrical matter of the motion
picture industry for the purpose of
determining whether they have had a
detrimental effect on the morals,
attitudes and habits of the people of this
country,- Turner said.

In response to a question about what
proof there was that network program-
ming was detrimental, Turner likened
the matter to the widespread use of
pesticides. He said that several years
ago, it was common practice to "spray
the country- with DDT. Only years
later was it discovered that the pesticide
was killing "eagles and pelicans,''
Turner said.

"Current programming by the three
major networks is polluting the minds

of our people,- Turner said. "There
needs to be a sense of responsibility at
the highest network levels because our
young people are watching programs
daily which are molding their values to
a far greater degree than what is taught
in the home and in our schools.

"I don't know what the result of such
an investigation will be,'' Turner
continued, "but my guess is they will
cause the American people to cry out for
massive changes in network program-
ming and motion picture releases—
change to glorification of the good guy
instead of the bad guy, change from
indecency to decency, change from
immorality to morality, change to
programming that appeals to the best in
people instead of the worst."

Turner stopped short of calling for an
amendment to the Constitution to
codify his quest for decency. He said
that he hoped the solution could be
found within the free enterprise system.

ABC Restructures Television Division
To Emphasize New Technologies
NEW YORK, NEW YORK—ABC
announced a restructuring of its tele-
vision division last week aimed at
emphasizing "new technologies,''
primarily cable television.

Under the new structure, which will
be implemented in July, Frederick S.
Pierce, executive vice president of
ABC, will relinquish his second title as
president of ABC television in order to
devote substantially more time to the
development of programming for the
new technologies. John Severino, vice
president and general manager of
KABC-TV, the ABC-owned television
station in Los Angeles, will succeed
Pierce as president of ABC television.

"In designing a structure that would
provide more efficiency, the flexibility
to deal with continuing changes in the
television business, both at the national
and Focal levels, and the expansion of
news, information and sports pro-
gramming, I felt it was important to
realign these major activities,- said
Pierce.

Pierce stressed that the -new
organization will continue to place a
priority on our television activities,
while at the same time utilizing our
expertise to take advantage of op-

portunities and meet the challenges of
the new technologies. This is a prime
concern of mine for the foreseeable
future.-

Ironically, ABC, whose executives
were more openly critical of the cable
industry than their rivals at NBC and
CBS, is moving into cable more
aggressively than the other two net-
works. With the debut of ARTS, a
cultural service created in cooperation
with Warner Amex, ABC became the
first commercial network to enter cable
programming.. ABC's second cable
venture, BETA, a women's channel
being created through a joint venture
with Hearst Publications, is slated to
launch later this year.

In addition to ABC executives' vocal
criticism of cable, the networks'
affiliates last year formed an organiza-
tion called View to promote the
advantages of broadcast television to
the public. ABC is the only broadcast
network to turn down advertising from
Home Box Office. While HBO's
commercials have been accepted by
NBC and CBS, ABC has continually
rejected them on grounds that the pay
network is competition.

—Susan Spillman
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PROGRAMMING
CBS Cable President Dick Cox
Reveals Details for Cultural Network
NEW YORK, NEW YORK—The
walls in his office are still bare seven
weeks after Dick Cox tOok the helm of
the recently upgraded CBS Cable
Division. Clearly, the new president
has had other things on his mind. He
announced some of them last week
during his first round of press inter-
views.
The basic cultural network, still

unnamed, will launch Monday, October
12, on Westar III, transponder. 6, to
affiliated systems serving 1.5 million
subscribers. MS0s, including American
Television and CommuniCations, UA-
Columbia, Times Mirror and Storer,
have not pinpointed specific markets
yet, a CBS spokesman said later, so
there is no breakout of new versus
existing or urban, suburban or rural
takers.

The feed will run 12 hours, seven
days weekly, from 4:00. p.m. to 4:00
a.m. On launch day, programming
begins at 7:00 p.m. The 4:00 p.m. to
7:00 p.m. slot will normally be filled
with a repeat of the previous night's
fare. Premieres will run from 7:00 p.m.
to 10:00 p.m. and they will be moved
around the schedule as a block. The
overall repeat schedule has not been
established, CableVision was told.

So far, a list of advertisers has not
been announced. When asked how many
there are, Cox replied crisply, "None."
He attributes that to the "natural
tendency of everything to slow down
and get reviewed when a new president
comes in. Our sales group has had only
two weeks, really, to hit the bricks and
discuss our menu. They've come up with
very enthusiastic advertisers but haven't
had time to get any commitments.-

Pitches are being made to sponsors of
programs or series, so there may never
be a rate card, Cox says. "We're not
selling minutes. What we charge will
reflect the cost of the material."

Commercials will not be of the 30-
60 second variety, but may run several
minutes at a time. They will be placed
at "reasonable breaks' within a show,
according to the company.

Each three-hour program block will
consist of an anchor and bridge material.
"Too much of the best ballet, music,
drama, whatever, is not a good way to
program,- Cox believes. "To comple-

Although much of its strategy is still in
the planning stages, CBS Cable Presi-
dent Dick Cox says pitches are being
made to sponsors of programs or
series. "We're not selling minutes. What
we charge will reflect the cost of the
material."

merit, to sell the material, we'll
bookend it with theme-related segments,
mostly original.
The program will also feature a

host—"a renaissance man or woman'
who will inform and orient viewers. "I
know ABC has a similar approach. I
don't know who thought of it first,-
says Cox.
(His comments about competitors

ABC, Bravo, PBS and RCTA were

muted because he is unfamiliar with
them as yet, he said.)

Original material is running 60
percent of all programming so far. CBS
Cable owns all subsidiary rights to it
but may be barred by the FCC financial
interest rule from similar rights to
acquire product in which its ownership
is less than 50 percent. Parent company
lawyers have requested a clarification
from the FCC, whose language in the
1969 rule did not specifically rule out
subdistribution in the cable and home
video markets, but only in broadcast
syndication. The matter is pending,
complicating relations with program
suppliers who want to retain after-
market rights.
(Also pending is CBS's request for a

waiver allowing it to own a testbed
cable system. The matter will probably
be incorporated into the investigation of
cross-ownership rules that the FCC is
expected to initiate.)

Affiliates of the new network will be
paid $0.15 per subscriber per year in
"promotional support- and will be
reimbursed at $0.10 per subscriber at
launch to fund system image advertising
separate from CBS Cable. As for
traditional affiliate compensation, Cox
says he will "nevey lead the way- to it.

About those bare walls. One day
soon, Cox will hang the framed saying
that accompanied him through his years
at Young & Rubicam and his own
production/consulting firm, D,C,A.-
TV. It says, "The future cannot be
predicted. But it can be invented.-

Westinghouse Forms Subsidiary
To Produce Cable Programming
NEW YORK, NEW YORK—West-
inghouse Broadcasting Company
(WBC) made its intentions to enter the
cable programming arena official last
week. As the industry pondered over
how WBC would make use of its ten
Westar transponders, the company
announced the formation of Group W
Satellite Communications (GWSC), a
new division that, beginning early next
year, will create and distribute pro-
gramming to cable systems.

Making the announcement in New
York, Group W President and Chief
Executive Officer Daniel Ritchie said
GWSC's creation was "an important
step in our plan to be an important

source in the supply of new program
services to the nation's cable sub-
scribers.

Ritchie stopped short of giving
specific details of the division's pro-
gramming plans. According to a Group
W spokesperson, those details may be
revealed before the end of this week.

CableVision has learned that GWSC
will draw upon one of its Westar IV
transponders for its first service, which
will be launched next January. The
service will not be used in conjunction
with Home Theater Network, the mini-
pay family movie service acquired by
Westinghouse earlier this year.

There are reports that Group W is
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PROGRAMMING

considering giving Ted Turner's Cable
News Network a dose of competition
by starting up another all-news service.
Dow Jones and CBS are also said to be
considering the idea. Earlier this year,
Group W's television division launched
Newsfeed, a daily news exchange
service among its stations.

Another possible target of GWSC is
the children's programming field,
suggested by Ritchie in an interview
with CableVision last February (CV,
2/23/81, p.45). "In looking at things
that need to be done," he said at the
time, -one of the areas you look at as a
citizen and a parent is children's
programming. We are taking a careful
look at that.-

William Baker, president of West-
inghouse's television station group, has
been named chairman of GWSC, with
the presidency to be filled by Jonathan
Hayes, former vice president and
general manager of KDKA-TV/ Pitts-
burgh. Both men were unavailable for
comment on Group W's plans for the
division.
GWSC will distribute its pro-

gramming over five transponders on
Westar IV, under Westinghouse's
arrangement with Western Union.
Westar IV is scheduled to launch early
next year. When Westar V is launched
in late 1982, GWSC plans to move its
services to the five transponders
Westinghouse leased on that satellite.

Group W President and CEO Daniel
Ritchie said Group W Satellite Com-
munications' creation was "an im-
portant step In our plan to be an
Important source in the supply of new
program services to the nation's cable
subscribers."

Group W's agreement with WU has
touched off a controversy over WU's
satellite arrangements. Recently, Rob-
ert Wold filed a complaint before the
Federal Communications Commission
(see "Business").

—Simon Applebaum

NEA Endorses Nickelodeon, ARTS
NEW YORK, NEW YORK—De-
parting from its format of handing out
endorsements to individual programs or
television series, the National Educa-
tion Association has announced its
intention to place a stamp of approval
on Nickelodeon, Warner Amex Satel-
lite Entertainment Company's child-
ren's channel. The decision announced
last week marks the first time that the
association has endorsed a full channel of
television programming. The organiza-
tion represents more than 1.7 million
primary and secondary school teachers
around the country.

According to NEA President Will-
ard H. McGuire, the endorsement will
extend to ARTS (Alpha Repertory
Television Service), WASEC's joint
cultural programming venture with
ABC Video Enterprises. The three-hour
nightly service, featuring performing

arts .programming mostly acquired from
foreign sources, began cablecasting over
Nickelodeon's transponder (Satcom I,
transponder 1) last month. "We see the
channel, including ARTS, as the most
comprehensive and ambitious program-
ming package yet devised by television
programmers to meet the needs and
interests of the nation's youth,"
McGuire noted. -We who teach
commend WASEC for its contribution
to the improvement of children's
programming and for advancing the
potential of the television medium as a
reinforcing educational tool.-

Starting June 1, WASEC plans to
take full promotional advantage of
NEA's decision by running an on-air
message on the endorsement at the
beginning and end of Nickelodeon's
programming day. The message will
also be repeated intermittently between

programming. At the same time, NEA
will promote both Nickelodeon and
ARTS shows through the organization's
collection of brochures and publica-
tions, including The NEA Reporter.
Nickelodeon Programming Vice Presi-
dent Cy Schneider called the endorse-
ment "extremely gratifying."

Past recipients of NEA's recom-
mendation include The Undersea World of
Jacques Costeau (ABC), and The American
Short Story (PBS),

SPOR1S

Early Knockout
Scrambles HBO
NEW YORK, NEW YORK—Home
Box Office's campaign to give viewers
top boxing contests on a par with the
commercial networks received a short
hut solid uppercut early this month
(May 11) when heavyweight contender
Gerry Cooney needed only 54 first-
round seconds to pummel Ken Norton's
chances for a comeback at Madison
Square Garden. As a result of Cooney's
quick work in the ring, the pay
television network's reported $550,000
payment for the right to televise the
fight went down at the count of
approximately $10,185 and change per
second.

Because HBO's sports department
had a scheduling commitment to stay on
the air with its coverage until at least
10:30 p.m. (Eastern time), the
announcing trio of Barry Tompkins,
Larry Merchant and welterweight
champion Sugar Ray Leonard were
mandated to keep going with whatever
could be drummed up at the spur of the
moment until regular programming
could be resumed. That meant progress
reports on Norton's condition, replay
after replay of the fight, back-and-forth
conversation about Cooney's next
boxing step, his ability as a fighter, and
the heavyweight picture in general. It
was tightrope walking live before the
viewers, both on and behind the camera,
the kind of unexpected broadcasting
sports producers hope to avoid when
the best laid plans for a long contest
suddenly fall to the canvas. And in
HBO's case, without benefit of a
commercial break.
The result of the fight also delivered

a sorely unneeded punch to Madison
Square Garden's boxing department,
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PROGRAMMING
reportedly $400,000 in the red ink
because of lackluster sales at the box
office. MSG took over promotion of the
fight, following last February's post-
ponement of several title matches due to
the Harold Smith/Muhammad All
Professional Sports controversy. Th c
controversy, allegedly involving Smith
with an embezzlement scheme at the
Wells Fargo Bank in California, forced
cancellation of several bouts that would
have added fan interest to the Cooney-
Norton card.

As could he expected, HBO Sports
Vice President Seth Abraham tried to
shed the best light on both the fight and
his network's coverage. -We're not
upset with the outcome of the fight, " he
explained. -It's not out of the ordinary
for heavyweight fights to end early.
One nice thing about being a pay
network, however, is that our phones
were not ringing off the hook the next
morning by advertisers demanding
make-good spots as the result of an early
finish. In fact, we'd love to have another
Gerry Cooney fight. He's a devastating
puncher. And with him in the ring,
there is always going to be the potential
of a very quick knockout.-
On the last comment, Abraham

knows whereof he speaks. The great
white hope's victory last week was the
second time in less than a year that
Cooney has made quick work of a
heavyweight contender and HBO plans
at the same time. Last fall, Cooney went

more than 54 seconds, but just slightly,
to flatten former heavyweight contender
Ron Lyle, the main event in a card
cablecast over HBO. Between then and
May 11, the network has fared some-
what better with its main event
matches, cablecasting three fights that
went more than half the distance.
HBO's bout before the Cooney-Norton
fight, the championship matchup
between heavyweight champion Larry
Holmes and challenger Trevor Berbick,
went to a 15-round decision with
Holmes retaining his title.

Abraham says the fight will not have
any major effect on the network's intent
to get the best matchups it can for
cablecasting. The network's next
middleweight contest between champion
Marvin Hagler and former champion
Vito Antuofermo, scheduled for next
month, is promised by most boxing
experts to be a closer contest, as well
as a longer one.

But in another arena, that of pay-per-
view programming, Abraham believes
the Cooney-Norton fight may force
rethinking of the concept on the part of
its backers. "If this fight had been pay-
per-view, it would have created a strike
in the ledger of the concept. It had to
hurt. The idea is a double-edged sword.
People using the idea have to understand
that if you use it for a boxing event, the
match has to be unusually special to
justify that second fee the subscriber
pays. The two Leonard-Duran fights

were that kind of event.
"I don't believe those people will

turn away from offering fights in that
fashion down the road, but they will
have to learn to be more selective about
what they offer, and not jump in for
every title fight that comes along.-

CHILDREN

Children's Shows
Receive ACT Honors
NEW YORK, NEW YORK—Two
examples of the local origination cable
programs for young people received
honors last week from Action for
Children's Television (ACT), the
Boston-based television advocacy group.
I Like Kids Creating (Continental
Cablevision of New Hampshire/
Concord system) and Reach For The Sky
(Blackhawk Cable Communications/
Hurst, Texas) were the recipients of
ATC's annual Achievement in Children's
Television awards. The systems were
selected by the group for having made
-a significant contribution towards
improving children's television- during
1980. The awards also cover pro-
gramming on radio, commercial and
public television.

I Like Kids Creating, now completing
its fourth season on Continental's 8,900
subscriber Concord system, is a weekly

WEEKLY PROGRAMMING HIGHLIGHTS
CableVision's Recommended Shows for the Week of May 25

Bravo Home Box Office The English Channel
5/25—Bravo Magazine. This segment 5/30—The Black Marble. 5/31 —Mixing People's Commune. A

spotlights floutist James Galway, the documentary on one aspect of modern times
revival of the big band sound, and ballet
stars Valery and Galina Panov. Home Theater Network

5/25—Star Trek: The Motion Picture.

in the People's Republic of China, narrated
by Donald Sutherland.

Calliope The Movie Channel
5/28—Madeline, an animated version of Nickelodeon 5/27—Rough Cut.

Ludwig Bemelmans' classic children's story 5/28—Matt and jenny.
of a French girl's visit to a hospital. USA Network

Showtime 5/30-31—French Open Tennis. Pre-
ESPN 5/30—Wholly Moses. liminary round action via satellite from

5/28—SwenteenJunior Tennis Tournament. Paris.

SPN
Escapade 5/31—The Award Winners: Black Or WOR-TV

5/30—Vanessa.

GalaVision

pheus. The legend of Orpheus and Eurydice
in the guise of a Brazilian carnival is the
setting of this classic motion picture.

5/28—Day of the Dolphin, starring
George C. Scott, Trish Van deVere.

5/29—El Hombre del Muneco (The Puppet
Man). A man who believes good luck would SIN WTBS
save him forgets that the Mafia has no mercy. 5/27—European Cup Championship Soccer 5/30—Baseball: Atlanta Braves vs. San
Oscar Zamora and Theresa Cepeda co-star. Final. Diego Padres.
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program created and produced by fifth
and sixth grade children at Concord,
New Hampshire's Milville School.
Using a magazine format, the children
cover topics ranging from government to
schoolwork.
-These are kids that start learning

media and communications skills in the
first grade,- noted producer Greg
Urchin. -It's their show, and they
dictate the subject matter.''
One segment, presented at ACT's

conference on cable television last
month in New York (CV, 4/20/81,
p. 24), showed how several fifth
graders staged a presidential forum,
with each child representing one
candidate.

Bob "Hobo Bob-o" Olsen (left) and
Monte Stewart are the stars of "Reach
for the Sky," Black Hawk Cable's ACT
awarding-wInnIng program.

On the air since last fall, Reach For
The Sky is a weekly half-hour mixture of
songs, comedy sketches and story-
telling, taped before a live audience at
the Hurst (Texas) Public Library.
-We build each show around a

theme or hobby,- explains its producer,
Jay Helton, -trying to tie various
elements together. In a show we did
recently on ballet, we had the host
discuss dance with a teacher from the
Ft. Worth ballet, then created a skit
where one of the characters, a clown,
dreamed about dancing with a ballerina.
Of course, the clown acts out his fantasy
with a member of the ballet company."
The show has a potential reach of

11,000 homes through Blackhawk's
Hurst cable system.

This announcement is neither an offer to sell nor a solicitation of an offer to buy any of these
securities. The offer is made only by the Prospectus.

NEW ISSUE - DECEMBER 8, 1980

Cable TV Fundm IX-A
LIMITED PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM

$30,000,000
Pre-organization subscriptions for 60,000 limited
partnership interests in a series of partnerships.

Minimum purchase is 5 interests at $500 per interest.

The Partnerships will engage in the acquisition,
development and operation of cable television

systems in the United States.
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e77—ra anreStops Dig- Ins!
EARLY WARNING SYSTEM

protects underground cable television lines
from dig-ins. Terra Tape is a brightly
colored, tough plastic strip buried shallow
and above your cable television lines. An
imprinted warning instantly alerts equip-
ment operators and Identifies the lines
before damage occurs. Cut, and return this
portion for FREE samples and brochures.

Name  

Title  
Company  

Address  

City, State, Zip  

Phone: Area Code (
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REEF INDUSTRIES
P.O. BOX 33248, HOUSTON, TX 77033
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GREAT
CULIMAtil

PR( )GRAM I NG
IS MADE

NOT nouGHT.
We are now all entering the cultural zone.

For culture is no longer the exclusive
province of a small subculture.

Or a 7-letter word for "fall asleep."
And while it's always been an enrich-

ing experience, these days it can also be a
riching one for you.

If you go through the right channels.
CBS CABLE. THE ORIGINAL

OF THE SPECIES.
CBS Cable is the original full time

cultural channel on cable with a firm
commitment to original production.

The kind of production that comes
off the drawing board not off the shelf.

The kind of production that comes
from producers not purchasers.

What does this mean to you?
It means something to an audience

looking to view something that hasn't
been d6ja, viewed.

It means something to families in
homes passed who've passed on cable.

It means something not just to high
brows but to all brows.

It means something to an advertiser
who wants to be judged by the company
his company keeps.

THIS IS CULTURE WITH A
CAPITAL CBS.

We'll let our programs speak and
sing and dance and conduct for
themselves.

There's a crackerjack show with Jack



Gifford doing comedy bits and pieces
from his hits, "Cabaret" and "A Funny
Thing Happened..:'

There's character actress, Jane Alex-
ander, living out the letters and diaries of
a Jane who often acted like a character,
Calamity.

And there's someone else who
marches to the tune of a different drum-
mer. Or dances to them. Twyla Tharp,
dancing to the tunes of Willie "The Lion"
Smith, Bruce Springsteen and Bach.

From Bach to
Basie. For, as part of
our original 5-year se-
ries on America's classi-
cal music, jazz, we have
the Count down
on tape.

From
Basle to bop.We
also have bop
singer Betty
Carter, Sonny Stitt
and Johnny Hartmann
in concert.

Of course, there are some acquisi-
tions, all of them measuring up to our
original standards.

Like Bernstein conducting, living
and breathing Beethoven in Vienna, the
city where Beethoven lived.

And Liv, a 60-minute extreme close
up of Ullman, her lives and loves.

And a love letter to Russia by promi-
nent Soviet emigres ("When I Think of
Russia").

There's talk about philosophy, litera-
ture and just plain talk; quiz shows, fash-
ion shows and theatrical shows; reviews,
previews and for comic relief, comedy.

TO DO ALL THIS WE SHOULD
BE CONEVI1TTED!

We are, full time. With a 7 day a
week schedule of programming.

And full time talents to run it.

Like Jack Willis, Vice President of
Programming, a seven-time Emmy win-
ner; award winners Merrill Brockway
("Dance in America"), Roger Englander
("Young People's Concerts"), Stephanie
Sills ("Lovers and Other Strangers") and
John Musilli ("Camera Three").

THIS IS PROMOTION WITH A
CAPITAL CBS.

And with a capital expenditure on
our part, too.

For the way we're going to promote
our programming and
the operators who carry
it is as original as the
programming itself.

After all, we want
to get you as excited as
viewers will be.

So we'll put more
dollars at your dis-
posal. And more local
and national advertis-
ing than you!ve ever
had before.

And something
you've never had before: in-depth research
not just on CBS Cable but on all cable.

What's more, we'll even set you up in
business. The ad business. (No, don't run
out and buy a grey flannel suit.)

We'll provide you with local time and
help you sell it to local advertisers looking
for the upscale, intelligent audience they
can't efficiently get through the usual
channels. And national advertisers too.

So if you have a basic need to get a
little lift and give a little uplift, call
(212) 975-1766 or come see us.

Or send a cable.

1;44;
Lift for you, uplift for your subscribers.



1  BUSINESS
Wold Files Complaint with FCC
Over WU/Westinghouse Satellite Deal
NEW YORK, NEW YORK—Only
two weeks after Western Union signed
a multi-million dollar pact with
Westinghouse Broadcasting for ten
transponders, the Robert Wold Com-
pany (a user of satellite time on
Westar) filed a complaint against the
common carrier with the Federal
Communications Commission.

In its complaint, filed with the
commission two weeks ago, the com-
pany claims that WU -has been
discriminating against Wold, and is in
violation of several FCC regulations."
Getting down to specific cases, Wold's
complaint contends that WU discrimi-
nated against the company in favor of
other customers, whose orders for fixed-
term transponder services came in after
Wold's requests for additional tran-
sponder space.

Focusing on the WU/Westinghouse
transponder deal, Wold states in its
complaint that WU has recently con-
tracted for the sale and lease of ten
transponders on Westar IV and V to
Westinghouse. Aside from the fact that
the terms of the transaction are not set
forth in WU's tariff, the common
carrier's contract with Westinghouse
-is in defiance of its prior stated
intention to fill transponder requests in
order received, and the long pending
order of Wold for three additional
transponders."

Moreover, Wold's attorneys say, "In
view of the unique relationship already,
existing between WU and Westing-
house by virtue of their Vidsat
(Westinghouse's satellite-based pro-
gram distribution service) agreement,
the recent, non-tariffed multi-trans-
ponder contract with Westinghouse
raises additional questions of favoritism
by WU to Westinghouse-.

Vidsat is a Westinghouse-owned
satellite service, involving the use of
Westar's satellite capacity, a Westing-
house uplink and a mix of Western
Union, Westinghouse and customer-
owned downlinks. The service delivers
Group W and independently produced
programming to 100 television markets.

Westinghouse's August 1980 "Peti-
tion for Declaratory Ruling" (filed
with the FCC) describe WU's role in
the Vidsat contract "as a non-exclusive
agent for Group W Productions in the

sale of Vidsat services.- WU will
receive a commission for business
referred to Group W.
Commenting on this agreement,

Wold lawyers state, -The special
contractual relationship which WU
enjoys with Westinghouse, taken
together with its lease-sale of at least
ten transponders to Westinghouse,
requires immediate investigation.''
Since the Vidsat agreement had not
been filed with the commission, Wold
says, -it is impossible to analyze its
implications. However, . the fact that
WU is entitled to sales commissions for
directing program distribution business
to Westinghouse (rather than Wold,
Hughes Television Network, or other
WU customers providing such services)
represents a clear case of discrimination
and carries with it serious antitrust
implications.''
WU Vice President of Broadcasting

Services James Ragan told CableVision,
"there are two sides to every story,"
but declined further comment on the
Wold complaint, saying, in-
appropriate to comment since the issue
is before the commission." WU has 30
days to file a response.

Wold's president, Robert Wold,
indicated that other WU customers
would soon follow his company's lead
and file complaints against WU. _John
Tagliafarro, president of Hughes Tele-
vision Network, signaled out as another
possible WU customer who will soon
file a complaint, told Cable Vision that on
May 1 Hughes filed comments with the.
FCC regarding policy and rules con-
cerning rates for common carrier
services, in which they refer to the
Group W deal. When asked about the
whole satellite situation, Tagliafarro
said, "On advice from counsel I cannot
comment on the matter because this
might turn into some kind of litiga-
tion."

Wold and other WU customers
believe that the recent untariffed sale
by WU of its future transponder
capacity represents a violation of 1-CC
regulations. In his complaint, Wold says
that WU has been selling off significant
portions of these satellites to selected
customers on an untariffed basis, at
prices which appear excessive, "if its
own cost figures are to be believed."

"It appears," add Wold attorneys,
-that WU has made a conscious
business decision that such transactions
will be more profitable to it than the
provision of common carrier service on a
tariffed basis.

Another satellite observer, Dick
Smith, executive vice president of
Southern Satellite Systems, believes
that WU is signing up the bigger clients
to long-term, multi-million dollar deals
in anticipation of the surplus of
transponder capacity that the industry
will have in a few years. Right now,
Smith says, "It's definitely a seller's
market." —Hugh Panero

Abcom Finds Niche
In Full Service

NEW YORK, NEW YORK—The
phenomenal growth of the cable tele-
vision industry has spawned many new
companies and nurtured scores of others.
Abcom, for example, is a small but
aggressive full-service construction
project management firm, which has
been serving the cable industry since
1965. Recently, however, the firm has
come into its own with revenues for the
next year expected to be in the $20
million range.

Almost 75 percent of Abcom's work
is cable related. The company has
managed the construction of Manhattan
Cable's $4 million operations facility in
New York, as well as Home Box
Office's $6 million network facility
(also located in Manhattan). Just
recently, the company completed work
on Warner Amex Satellite Entertain-
ment Company's (WASEC) multi-
million dollar operations center in
Smithtown, Long Island.

According to Abcom President and
Chief Executive Officer Michael
Zenobio, Viacom (which owns Show-
time with Teleprompter) will be next.
"We have just completed negotiations
to manage the construction of their
operations facility, to be located in
Central Islip, Long Island."

Despite these recent successes,
Zenobio describes his company as
having gone through a corporate identity
crisis. 'For a long time," he said, "we
have been providing the services of a
project management firm, but marketing
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ourselves as a general contractor, It took
a new member of our staff to recognize
that we were wearing the wrong hat.-
Now that Abcom has straightened

out its identity problems, the company
has embarked on a national campaign to
inform the industry about its service.
Abcom executives believe that the
commitments being made by large
MSOs to upgrade existing facilities
will result in a greater need for its
services.

Building uplink and operations
facilities for cable companies is Abcom's
stock and trade. And, for a small
company, Zenobio says the work is
paying off, with revenues for this year
expected to be close to $10 million. But
it doesn't come easy, Zenobio adds.
-We walk our clients from the beginning
of a job, through the finding of real
estate, to the ribbon cutting ceremony
opening up the facility. This is an
exciting industry and we intend to
grow right along with it.''

NOTES

A contract for 300,000 electronic
directory terminals is about to he awarded

by the French PTT Administration to

Alcatel Electronique, a subsidiary of CIT

Alcatel of the French Compagnie Generale

d'Electricite Group. Because of the magni-

tude of the order, the unit price is

approximately $200. Alcatel, the lowest

bidder, was chosen as the supplier because

of the economies of scale achieved by single
sourcing. Other manufacturers will provide
components, including Matra, which will

supply advanced integrated circuits. The
videotex terminal will he available in a

variety of display sizes and may incorporate
telephone sets of advanced design and
enhanced facilities.

The contract represents the first step in

the collaborative agreement, announced last

fall between Tymshare and Intelmattque,

the promotional arm for the telecommunica-
tions products and services being developed
under the French Telematique program.

New tariffs providing discounts to 45

percent over basic line rates are now
available to customers using private leased
satellites lines furnished by RCA American
Communications, Inc. The new tariffs
became effective April 1, 1981, and are
designed for large-volume users faced with
anticipated communications costs increases.
RCA Americom now offers fixed-term
tariffs for one-month, one-year, two-year
and three-year service commitments. The
one-month and one-year commitments carry
no line minimum, and provide a 20 percent
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ME MARKET

Company
Stock
Exch.

Closing
May 11

Closing
May 4

Net
Change

In
Period

%
Change

In
Period

1981
High

1984
Low

PIE
Ratio

Operating Companies
Acton ASE 161/2 161/4 4. 1/4 1.54 191/4 15% 13

Adams Russell ASE 291/2 271/2 +13/4 6.28 2914 22 27

AEL (Am Elec Lab)* OTC 141/4 131/4 +1 7.55 1634 121/2 d

Central Telephone NYS 28 28% - 1/4 2.61 30 231/4 7

Comcast A OTC 251/4 253/4 - 1/2 1.94 253/4 1734 28

Cox Broadcasting NYS 661/4 671/2 -11/4 1.85 71 541/4 20

General Electric NYS 631/4 641/2 -134 2.13 693/4 591/2 10

Harte-Hanks NYS 36 361/4 - 1/4 0.69 361/4 291/2 13

Heritage Comm. OTC 14% 141/2 - 3/4 5.04 173/4 123/4 51

Jones Intercable OTC 73/4 71/2 + 1/4 3.33 7% 5

Multimedia, Inc. OTC 34% 35 _ 1,4 0.71 35% 27 15

New York Times ASE 3334 341/4 - V2 1.46 34% 273/4 9

Rogers Cablesystems OTC 10 9% + h 3.90 131/4 91/4

Rollins, Inc. NYS 19 19% - 34 0.65 211/4 161/2 14

Storer Brdcstg. NYS 361/2 371/4 - 3/4 2.01 401/2 2834 19

TCI (Tele-Comm.) A OTC 28 291/4 -11/4 4.27 3134 23

TPI' (Telepmptr.) NYS 34 333/4 + IA 0.74 3434 311/2 25

Times Mirror NYS 511/2 501/4 +11/4 2.49 12 39% 12

UA-Columbia OTC 79 791/2 - V2 0.63 81½ 551/2 49

United Cable TV OTC 26% 2734 - 3/4 2.74 36 231/2 34

Viacom NYS 593/4 571/2 +21/4 3.91 601/4 44 18

Warner Comm.** NYS 4834 481/2 - 1/4 0.26 521/2 33% 20

Wometco NYS 181/4 191/4 -1 5.19 211/2 15h 12

Wrather ASE 26% 273/4 -1% 5.86 291/2 221/2 d

Service and Finance Companies
Allied Artists OTC tA 1/4

1/4 1/4

AM Cable TV* OTC 243/4 251/2 - Y4 2.94 251/2 181/4 29

Avco NYS 26% 2814 -21/4 7.49 3214 231/2 5

Burnup & Sims OTC 161/2 15% + y, 4.80 1734 121/4 16

Columbia Pictures NYS 381/4 411/4 -236 5.76 443/4 35 8

Disney (Walt) Prod. NYS 541/2 561/4 -13/4 3.11 633/4 491/4 15

General Tire** NYS 241/2 24 + 14 0.52 26 181/4 10

Gulf & Western NYS 171/4 1714 - 34 0.72 18% 14 4

MCA NYS 551/4 523/4 +2% 4.98 59 421/2 11

MGM Filmco NYS 91/2 101/4 - h 3.66 12 71/2 20

TeleMine Co. OTC 121/4 101/4 +2 19.51 13 834

Time Inc.** NYS 71 70% 4. Y4 1.07 763/4 531/4 14

Transamerica NYS 2014 2034 221/4 171/2 6

Turner Broadcasting OTC 221/2 23 -½ 2.17 231/2 13 d

20th Century-Fox NYS 64 63 +1 1.59 643/4 463/4 11

Tymshare, Inc. NYS 473/4 491/2 -2% 4.26 551/2 39 28

Manufacturers and Distributors
Anixter NYS 33% 321/2 + h 1.92 381/2 261/2 16

Arvin NYS 1534 1534 163/4 13 18

Augat NYS 46 47 -1 2.13 48% 35% 22

C-COR Electronics OTC 191/4 161/4 +3 18.46 191/4 151/4

Compact Video OTC 1734 18% - V4 4.03 2214 171/2 17

Comtech OTC 61/2 53/4 + 3/4 13.04 63/4 3 d

Conti. Tel. NYS 161/4 161/4 - 1/4 1.53 171/2 143/4 8

Eastman Kodak NYS 731/2 75% -13/4 2.31 8414 681/4 11

GK Technologies, Inc. NYS 493/4 4934 + 1/4 0.25 501/4 34 9

Gen, Instrument NYS 1111/4 112% - 1/4 0.56 114% 741/4 15

GTE NYS 28 273/4 + 1/4 0.90 2934 241/2 7

Harris Corp. NYS 523/4 54 -11/4 2.31 591/2 431/2 20

Insilco NYS 1914 201/4 - 3/4 3.73 23% 181/4 10

IVC (Intl. Video) OTC 34 311 % 1/4

M/A-COM, Inc. NYS 271/2 261/4 +11/4 4.76 3234 22% 35

Marmon Group/Cerro ASE 1834 1834 + h 2.04 191/4 1714

Microdyne OTC 29 29% - 3/4 2.52 33 171/2 30

3M NYS 5834 593/4 - 34 1.46 641/2 563/4 11

No, Amer. Phillips NYS 493/4 5014 - % 1.24 521/4 363/4 9

Oak Industries** NYS 32 311/2 + Y4 2.38 34 211/4 16

RCA NYS 251/2 251/4 + h 1.49 32,A 25 8
RIVIS ASE 1414 1514 -1 6.50 1734 14% 17

Scientific-Atlanta NYS 30 29% f h 1.27 343/4 181/4 39

Sony NYS 20% 191/2 + 3/4 3.77 20% 143/4 12

Tektronix NYS 571/2 58% - Y4,. 1.29 62% 491/2 12

Telemation OTC 21/4 2% 21/4 13/4

Texscan ASE 37 37 4014 19% 33

TOCOM OTC 16 151/4 + h 4.92 17 123/4 d

Wavetek OTC 161/2 161/2 211/2 121/2 36

* Also indicates involvement in manufacturing.
** Also indicates involvement jar entertainment and/or system operation.
d indicates deficit.
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ANEW DINIENSI
IN CABLE TE

Cable television is about to date on the latest music
to enter a new era. For the news:-Iziwe'll feature live
first time, the power of stereo- concerts fro-Th' all over the
phonic sound teams up with world. I
the visual impact of television, This new and exciting
to create Videophonic Music. seRijce, is offer-I-a-free ,to sub-
It can be seen only on t scribers as part of the basic
MTV: MUSIC TELEVISION', cable package. But it can

I cable's first all-music video generate income like a pay
channel,beamed by satellite service. That's because you
in stereo, 24 ,hours a day. And can increase your subscriber
it's offered free to you. profitsiwith stereo hookups

MTV is a unique program- and second-set charges.
ming concept, featuring video What's more, MTV is ad-
records, the latest develop- vertising-supported, with two
ment in contemporary music-.— minutes of every hour yours
"Video disc-jockeys" (VJ's) to sell locally. The income
will be on air to introduce the
music and keep viewers up

NEW YORK:
Helaine Ciporen,
212/944-4250

SI
every cable household. So not
only will it appeal to existing
subscribers, it can also
attract a lot of new people who
may never have been inter-
ested in cable before.

And to get your potential .
audience geared up, we're
launching MTV with full
advertising, promotion, and -
marketing support.

Any way you look at it, MTV
is sure to provide you with
enormous profit opportunities.
It begins August 1, 1981, so
contact our nearest regional
office now, and sign up for

opportunities are substantiatTNITV: music TELEVISION,
1Z-4earch shows that an beamed through SATCOM I.

all-music channel is in great--.--
demand by our-target '
audience-people between_12-------
and 34 years old. And an
average of at least ape
in this age groyp IivsJn

CH ICAGO1 ATLANTA: DENVER:
Scott Hult§, Steve Adams, Larry Schneider,
312/661-1670 404/320-6808 303/741-3600

01941 War er Amel Satell nte talnm I Co any. ;

DALLAS: LOS ANGELES:
E.A. "Buzz" Hassett, Peter Lauer,
214/241-1421 213/506-8316

!





BUSINESS
and 35 percent discount over the basic line
rate, respectively. In order to qualify for a
40 percent discount, customers must
commit to a minimum of 150 lines for 24
months. The maximum 45 percent discount
requires a commitment of 240 lines for 36
months. The new tariffs apply to all RCA
Americom-served cities.

General Electric Cablevision and
Biloxi, Mississippi, city officials broke
ground in April for new office facilities, to
be located in the urban renewal area of
Biloxi. Present for the ground breaking
were, from left to right, Leonard Collins,
architect; J.O. Collins, prime contractor;
Ernest Melvin, president of the Harrison
County Board of Supervisors; Frank
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Barhanovich, Biloxi city commissioner; John
Humphries, G.E. system manager; Paul F.
Schonewolf, G.E. operations manager;
Jerry O'Keefe, mayor of Biloxi and Dominic
Fallo, city commissioner. General Electric's
new facility is expected to be completed in
December of this year. The system currently
serves 22,000 subscribers in the Biloxi and
Ocean Springs areas.

Essex Communications has purchased
the Clear Vision Group of cable systems by
a limited partnership, .of which an affiliate
of Essex is the general partner. With the
addition of the Clear Vision systems, Essex
Communications now operates 31 cable
systems in six states with a total of 35,000
subscribers. Additional acquisitions are
expected to put Essex at the 50,000
subscriber level by mid-year. Essex is a joint
venture between CATV operators Dave
Pardonner and Paul Field, and Oppenheimer
and Company, the New York investment
banking firm.

Matrix Enterprises has announced the
addition of six new cable channels for
Lenoir City and Loudon, Tennessee, one of
which will be Cinemax, the 24-hour movie
channel. The system upgrade will involve a
capital investment of over $150,000. Other
services to be added include the Cable
News Network; WOR-TV; The Appalachian
Community Service Network; WRIP-TV
(Channel 61), and PBS station WSVN-TV.

ABC, CBS, HBO and NBC were joined
by major independent producers and local
stations utilizing the Entertainment and
Sports Programming Network, Inc.'s,
mobile facilities for sports, news and enter-
tainment productions during ESPN's first
year in the leasing market. The 1981
Presidential inaugural balls, the Lincoln
Center Theater Company's production of
"MacBeth," coverage of the Iranian hostage
return and coverage of ten professional
collegiate and amateur sports highlighted
the first 12 months of ESPN's leasing
division, the company reported.

Tymshare, Inc., has signed a contract
with MATRA, a French manufacturer of
telecommunications equipment, for pur-
chase of 100,000 personal computer
terminals. Under terms of the multi-year
contract, MATRA will provide Tymshare
with three models of desk top CRT
terminals, including a personal communica-
tions terminal. Tymshare will market the
compact terminals throughout the United
States for managerial desk top use, as a
personal terminal for home use, and as a
point-of-sale communications terminal for
retail merchants.

Karnack Corporation, a media firm
based in Austin, Texas, will increase service
to its cable television subscribers with
10,000 new RCA 36-channel converters.
Valued at more than $500,000, the
converters on order from RCA Cablevision
Systems will be distributed to subscribers
of five cable systems. Karnack owns 11
systems in Texas, with a total of 20,000
subscribers.

Cable Systems Design Group, Inc., and
Jackson Enterprises have developed a
cooperative program that will enable both
companies to offer the cable television
industry a complete engineering, design and
construction package. Cable Systems
Design Group, a Washington-based
engineering and design firm, specializes in
computer-aided system design, and is an
affiliate of Malarkey-Taylor and Associates.
Jackson Enterprises has 16 years' experience
in mapping, construction, and specialty
tools.

Compact Video Systems, Inc. has leased
office space in its new entertainment center
to three major corporations. The rentals
under these three leases will total
$26,000,000, with terms ranging from ten
to 30 years. Occupancy is expected to begin
by August 1. According to Robert E.
Seidenglanz, president of Compact Video,
the three firms are RCA Corporation,
Chapman Financial, Inc., and Attorney's
Office Management, Inc. Seidenglanz stated
that only 25 percent of the new building's
space remains available and several firms

have expressed interest in leasing it. The
center is located at 2813 West Alameda
Avenue in Burbank, California. The seven-
story, bronze-glass office building contains
over 100,000 square feet with an adjoining
four story 291-space parking area.

General Instrument's Jerrold Division
has announced it will supply Cable Atlanta
with converters for Atlanta and nearby
franchises. The agreement, worth approxi-
mately $4 million, calls for Jerrold to supply
at least 50,000 Starcom IVTM 58-channel
digital converters, half with optional
infrared remote control. Delivery began in
March and will reach a monthly rate of
7,000 units.

Prime Cable Corporation, a privately
owned and operated cable television
company headquartered in Austin, Texas,
has completed the acquisition of 80 percent
of Comax Telcom Corporation, West
Seneca, New York, and its cable operation,
International Cable. Prime's cash acquisi-
tion for an undisclosed amount was finalized
April 22.

Prime •now serves 117,000 basic and
75,000 pay television subscribers in five
states.

Joel Smith and Clair Bloom have
announced the formation of Smith, Bloom
Associates, Inc., consultants to the cable
television industry. Both of the principals
are pioneers in the cable business with
experience in all phases of cable TV
activities. Smith, Bloom Associates is
prepared to make evaluations of properties
and franchises for acquisition, prepare
franchise proposal volumes, make presenta-
tions to city councils, provide engineering,
construction supervision, personnel screen-
ing and selection, marketing, and manage-
ment.

Anixter-Pruzan opened a new Western
National Accounts Office recently at 6000
South Ulster, Suite 106, Englewood,
Colorado 80111, (303) 741-2900. The

ANIXTEk PRUZAN
rrformri (f/7(tk CATV triieudi

event was celebrated with an open house in
January, where over 200 guests viewed
demonstrations of Anixter-Pruzan's on-line
computer systems.
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OVER 50 SYSTEMS SOLD
See why over 50 cable operators—

including a major MSO—bought their
own Toner computer system.

AT BOOTH 401
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The one cable computer system
you can't afford to miss.

We'll show you:
CI How your subscriber records—both basic and
pay—can be as current as the last payment
received at the counter.
El How to control your delinquent accounts—to
collect or disconnect.
El How to generate work orders, coupon books,
statements, late notices, and all those reports
required for pay.
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0 You do what you want when you want.
It's your system.

Get all the answers from the cable specialist
who understands computers.

Talk to us. In person at the booth. Or over
the phone, toll-free. 800-523-5947. In Pennsylvania
800-492-2512.

Cable Computer Systems Inc.
969 Horsham Road/Horsham, PA 19044

No matter what size your system,
we have the computer for you.



Cover Story

The "Video Shopping Center"

Hughes Plans Cable Bird
u

ntil Satcom III vanished into
deep space in early December
1979, RCA Americom had a

virtual stranglehold on the cable
satellite business. With plans for two
satellites of cable programming, the
common carrier had cemented an
enviable position as the satellite carrier
to the cable television industry.
carry cable traffic disappeared, RCA's
relationship with the cable industry
entered a phase that could be described
as strained at best. While remaining the
industry's primary satellite carrier,
RCA Americom has faced a steady
litany of complaints and lawsuits from
disenfranchised programmers. As a
result of what some programmers
describe as RCA's arbitrary and
capricious handling of allocation
procedures, there has been little love
lost between RCA and some of its
customers.

Faced with a situation where
demand far outweighs supply, RCA has
found it impossible to please or
accommodate every existing or
potential cable programmer. Some
programmers, as a result, have begun
looking to other suppliers to fill their
satellite transmission needs.
•This year, Western Union, which has

long been eyeing cable, began to stake
out a plot of cable turf when Southern
Satellite Systems abandoned RCA and
pioneered the use of Westar III for its
Satellite Program Network. Other
potential programming networks,
including CBS Cable, have aligned
themselves with Western Union rather
than paying the resale premiums being
asked for transponders on the RCA
satellites. But, the biggest coup for
Western Union came recently when

Westinghouse finalized an agreement
with WU for ten transponders that
should accommodate its ambitious plans
for cable programming development.

Clearly, in the 18 months since
Satcom III was lost, turmoil has reigned
in the cable satellite program arena.
Executives at the major cable program
companies have spent as much time
haggling over transponders as they have
spent on program development. There is
not a company with plans for cable
programming that hasn't spent endless
hours evaluating and reevaluating its
position with regard to satellites. As
one program executive put it:
"Transponders have become a
preoccupation, siphoning measureless
effort from our real business. A week
hasn't gone by since Satcom III
disappeared that we haven't dealt with
the problem.-

Not If, But How
The problem haunting every opera-

tion is how and where to establish a
second cable network—and at what
cost. The issue is fast coming to a head.
Programmers are going to be forced to
make a choice with respect to a second
cable network and future transponder
needs. Many companies appear to have
ruled out Western Union as a serious
contender for accommodating the
industry's needs. -They are unwilling
to move their traffic around and
dedicate a satellite to cable program-
ming,- says one executive well en-
sconced in the satellite dilemma. The
two chief contenders, therefore, are
RCA and the new boy on the block,
Hughes Communications.

Clearly, RCA hopes to make Cable

Net Two the second major satellite of
cable programming. Already, eight
companies hold transponders on RCA's
Cable Net Two and RCA has filed a
proposal with the Federal Communi-
cations Commission which would give
each of those firms a second tran-
sponder. Under the RCA proposal, the
remaining six transponders would go at
auction to the highest bidder. The
commission is slated to consider the
matter July 6. If it gets FCC approval
for its auction plap, RCA will head for
Sotheby's within 30 days. The auction
approach has never been very popular
with programmers who recall RCA's
last lottery for allocating the two
remaining slots on Cable Net One. -I
hope this time they use something
classier than a plastic wastebasket,-
says one executive, joking about the
container from which RCA pulled lots
for transponder allocations worth
millions of dollars to programmers.

But before programming companies
leave for RCA's auction block, big
decisions are going to have to be made
on the satellite front. The decision
confronting many of the industry's
major program companies is whether to
stick with RCA and attempt to develop
its Cable Net Two or go with the
newest entrant, Hughes Communica-
tions.

In recent weeks, Hughes has been
approaching companies with its own
ideas for developing a second cable
network—the result of months of work
by Hughes to launch its own domestic
satellite system and, simultaneously,
address the needs of cable.

In December 1979, while RCA was
celebrating, somewhat prematurely, the
successful launch of Satcom III from the
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Clearly, there Is a continuing role for common carrier transponder service, says Hughes President Clay Whitehead, but with

increased competition resulting from the FCC reducing regulations and authorizing new satellite companies, he feels that

the time has come for competition in the ability to meet specialized customer needs not Just on price. "Our approach won't

fit everyone's needs," Whitehead admits, "but we believe it Is an attractive alternative to the carrier service offerings. We are

trying to get the transponder uncertainty out of the way so programmers and cable operators can get on with the business of

making cable grow."

Kennedy Space Center, Hughes Com-
munications was quietly applying to the
FCC for permission to construct and
launch two 24-transponder domestic
satellites. Having cast its lot with RCA,
the cable industry paid little heed to
Hughes' application. But today, Hughes
has captured the undivided attention of
every major programmer with a unique
proposal for the development of a
second satellite of cable programming.

Unlike the common carrier model of
leasing transponders that has been
pursued by RCA and Western Union,
Hughes Communications is approaching
the industry with what it calls a
"Video Shopping Center." Utilizing
its Galaxy 1 satellite, which will be
launched in May 1983 and occupy the
orbital slot at 135° west longitude,
Hughes is proposing to sell rather than
lease transponders. Although still

reluctant to go public with details of
th.e plan, Hughes president and the
former chief of the Office of Telecom-
munications and Policy, Clay T.
Whitehead, described Hughes' approach
in these terms: "Being a non-common
carrier will allow us to cut through to
some of the real needs of the cable
industry. A common carrier must hold
itself out to the public for hire on a non-
discriminatory basis. Not being a
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common carrier, we can select our
customers to organize a number of cable
programmers.- Whitehead sees Hughes
as playing a useful role that will
guarantee the best selection of cable
programming in one location.

Whitehead likens the way other
satellites have developed to Ventura
Boulevard. -On Ventura Boulevard
you have a crazy quilt of businesses that
grew up around each other.- He
contrasts that to a shopping center
where a developer can assemble a
collection of stores to create the best
shopping environment.

By selling transponders and by hand-
picking the companies which will be
leased on Galaxy I , Hughes promises to
guarantee the cable industry a strong
selection of programming, a selection it
is convinced will finally establish a
second cable network. Presumably, the
blend of programmers selected by
Hughes will make it desirable, if not
imperative, for every cable operator to
build a second dish so they can shop in
the video shopping center.

Not Unprecedented
Obviously, the non-common carrier

approach is unique and will require
FCC sanction. While some who have
studied the approach feel it has been
carefully constructed to meet with
FCC approval, others are wary of the
idea. "They are charting new waters,"
says one programmer. -This is a
complete departure from anything that
has been attempted. Hughes' proposal
represents a serious divergence from
common carrier law. They do not have
permission to do this.-

Other legal sources insist there is
precedent for each part of the Hughes
proposal but admit the pieces have
never before been assembled in this
fashion.
-The Hughes concept has been

constructed so as not to fall into a
common carrier pigeonhole,- says one
attorney. "No one is guaranteeing the
FCC will buy it, hut the precendents
are there.''

Clearly, Hughes' proposal will be
examined by the FCC as it looks at
every carrier's methodology .for allo-
cating transponders. But, it would
appear to be counter to recent regula-
tory trends in the FCC and Congress to
try to block the Hughes approach. With
petitions now in hand regarding RCAs'
proposition and the recent filing by the
Robert Wold Company against West-

ern Union's handling of the Westing-
house/Teleprompter deal, the FCC
will have to undertake a serious
examination of the transponder alloca-
tion issue.

Calls to programmers suggest that
Hughes has limited its offering to a very
select group of the strongest program
suppliers, suppliers who will need more
capacity to accommodate their pro-
gramming plans for the next decade.
Since Hughes Galaxy 1 satellite is not
slated for launch until May 1983, it has
little to offer programmers with
immediate satellite transmission needs,
nor does Hughes intend to pursue those
whose needs are immediate. Its strength
lies in what it can offer companies
willing and needing to buy for long-
term capacity.

The Hughes proposal is not for
everyone. Because programmers will not
be leasing from a common carrier, they
will have to pay upfront for their
transponder. And given the current
marketplace value of a transponder
(estimates run from $10-20 million) it
is surmised that Hughes is beginning its
negotiations in the $15 million range.
Only companies with deep pockets will
be in the ballgame for space on the
Hughes bird. Financing, however, is
said to he available.

Whether they opt for RCA or
Hughes, programming companies are
going to be paying steep tariffs for the

iimmediate future to play n the satellite
game. It is speculated by some that at
auction, bidding for transponders on
RCA's Cable Net Two will start in the

Transponder

Westar III

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

The Satellite Line Up

Owner

Audio
Hughes TV/
Blairsat
Intelsat
Audio
Occasional service
CBS
Message
Spanish International Network
Satellite Syndicated Systems
ABC
Cable News Network
Occasional service

Comstar D-2
Entertainment and Sports

Programming Network
National Christian Network
Rainbow Programming Services

8 Spanish International Network
11 Warner Amex Satellite

Entertainment Company
13 Trinity Broadcasting Network
15 Showtime Entertainment
18 Home Box Office
19 American Medical Buildings

Satcom I
Warner Amex Satellite
Entertainment Company

2 PTL
3 United Video

4 Inoperative

Program Service

Sports, Integration
(day)
(Mexico - U.S.)

CBS Cable

TV Broadcast service
Satellite Program Network
Program Integration
Program integration

Program Integration
NCN (day)
Bravo/Escapade (night)
SIN

TBN
Showtime
HBO
Las Vegas (various)

Nickelodeon/ARTS
PTL
WGN-TV, Chicago
WFMT-FM, Chicago
Lifestyle
jisal
Dow Jones
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$10 million range. If, however, the
major programmers look to Hughes for
their long-term transponder needs,
prices paid for RCA's Cable Sat Two
may come down. This would be a boon
to smaller companies who are nervous
about the ability of larger companies to
bid up prices.

Unlike common carriers, which can
place no restrictions on how trans-
ponders are used, Hughes' will have
covenants regarding use and resale.
Companies will not be able to pick up
an arsenal of transponders and resell
them to anyone they choose. Trans-
ponders which are resold will have to
be resold to someone who will use them
for cable programming. Of the 24
transponders which will be dedicated
to cable, only 18 will be sold to

companies. The r,emainder will be
retained by Hughes as protection of its
18 and will not be leased. The suggestion
has been made, however, that Hughes
will contract for the programming of
these transponders on a preemptable
basis. Whitehead said Hughes itself
would not enter the programming
business as has RCA.

While actively soliciting the major
suppliers of cable programming, Hughes
is not trying to unseat RCA's Cable
Net One. • "We want to see lots of
capacity,- says Whitehead, ''and a
two-dish standard for the industry.-
Hughes has made a commitment to
promoting and developing a two-dish
industry. To facilitate the industry's
move to a two-dish standard, Hughes
has retained Communications Techno-

Transponder Owner Program Service
5 Warner Amex Satellite

Entertainment Company The Movie Channel
6 Southern Satellite Systems WTBS-TV, Atlanta
7 Entertainment and Sports

Programming Network ESPN
8 Christian Broadcasting Network CBN
9 USA Network USA Network

BET
C-SPAN

10 Showtime Entertainment Showtime (west)
11 Warner Amex Satellite

Entertainment Company The Music Channel
12 Showtime Entertainment Showtime (east)
13 Home Box Office Transponder

currently inoperable
14 Southern Satellite Systems Cable News Network
15 Warner Amex Satellite

Entertainment Company
16 Showtime (Compact Video Video Teleconferencing

has exclusive contract Video Concert Hall
for occasional use) until 1/82. National Jewish Television
Appalachian Community
Service Network has daytime Appalachian Community
hours on weekdays Service Network

17 Showtime (leasing to
Eastern Microwave, Inc.) WOR-TV, New York

18 Reuters Data
Spanish International
Network (at night)

19 United Video (7:00 am.-noon) Shopping, movies
Times Mirror (noon-7:00 a.m.)

20 Home Box Office Cinemax (west)
21 Premiere Home Theater Network

(7:00 p.m.-midnight)
22 Home Box Office HBO (west)—(at night)

Modern Satellite Network
(leasing to Hearst/ABC Video) Slated for Beta

(12:00-5:00 p.m.)
23 Home Box Office Cinemax (east)
24 Home Box Office HBO (east)

logy Management to develop a coherent
scheme for moving the industry in that
direction.

And, just as HBO pioneered the
development of the first cable satellites,
it will probably play a pivotal role in
which way the industry moves on a
second dish. It's no secret that many
companies are waiting for HBO's
decision. HBO President Jim Heyworth
admits that HBO is seriously looking at
the alternatives. "We are investigating
the possible use of Hughes in the
future,'' says Heyworth. -We are
looking for expanded capacity. Our
position is let's get more people to put
up more satellites. Obviously we are
investigating and exploring all the
logical alternatives."
What appeals to most programmers

is the control over their destiny that the
Hughes proposal affords them. By
purchasing transponders, programmers
have the opportunity to participate in
the delivery system and be assured of
being on a strong cable satellite. And,
while Hughes' asking price is considered
high by many, programmers who opt to
pay up front will be immune to the tariff
increases that can be levied by common
carriers.

Whatever the outcome, Hughes
entry is well-timed. RCA has en-
couraged interest in a second carrier by
changing its allocation system in mid-
stream and creating confusion with its
auctions, lotteries, two-for-one deals
and talk of joint venture partnerships.
Hughes enters the game in the midst of a
confused marketplace, a marketplace
that is sure to be even more confused for
the immediate future by the entrance of
more suppliers. Hughes hopes to bring
order to the reigning chaos. But for the
short term, its entry has again sent
strategic planners back to the drawing
board to assess whether Hughes'
blueprint makes sense for the industry.

0
 ver the next several months, a
clearer picture of the long con-
figuration of the cable satellites

is bound to emerge as program suppliers
work their way through the satellite
maze. For as Whitehead pointed out,
cable cannot achieve its potential until
it leaves the satellite maze behind it.
The success of Hughes Galaxy may be
the break that will allow programmers
not now on RCA or Western Union
satellites to negotiate more realistically.
"It could he the best outcome for all of
us,- says one industry observer.
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ow there's a pay service
that's performing like an
all-star everywhere—from
Jacksonville, Florida to
Mustang. Oklahoma.

Its CINEMAX! The only true
tier. The 24-hour movie ser-

vice that won't erode your
foundation service. Because
it's totally different.

That's why CINEMAX affili-
ates all over the country are
getting outstanding penetra-
tion. In new builds launched

before December, an aver-
age of more than three
out of four pay homes are
signing up with CINEMAX.
In add-on markets launched
before December, an aver-
age of one out of three are
taking CINEMAX.

Eastern Region. Dennis Garcher 1212) 484-1411 Central Region: Bill Grum
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As a bonus. CINEMAX gives
you the unique opportunity
to remarket your foundation
service to homes passed as
well as to basic subscribers.
You expand your cable pen-
etration...and get a solid lift
in your pay revenues. With

CINEMAX. The 24-hour sec-
ond service that's not a rerun
of your first.

No matter what kind of sys-
tem you manage—in a small
town or a big city—you'll add
cable and pay subscribers

ill Grumbles i214) 387-8557 Western Region Don Ancerson (213) 557-9420



Josh Denham (left to right), Mattel Electronics president; Gary Stein, The PlayCable Company vice president/general
manager; and Fred Shuh, General Instrument Broadband Communications Group senior vice president.
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A New Revenue Source

PlayCable: Not Toying Around

A
fter one year and five test
markets, PlayCable is ready to
let the entire cable industry in

on its fun and games. Next week at the
NCTA convention, the company will
officially launch the marketing of its
Intellivision, 24-hour video games
channel, to cable systems nationwide.
Intellivision (intelligent television) is
being brought to the cable industry
through a partnership of Mattel, Inc.,
creator of the Barbie doll, and General
Instrument, parent company of Jerrold
Electronics.

Mattel introduced its sophisticated
video games to the commercial tele-
vision market through a multi-million
dollar national consumer advertising
campaign in early 1980. Despite
competition from Atari and Magnavox
video games, over 200,000 Intellivision
master components were purchased in
1980 with Mattel's entire stock selling
out last Christmas.

While Intellivision is available to
both commercial and cable television
audiences, it is poised to be more
convenient and economical to consumers
via cable. Both audiences must purchase
the Intellivision master component
priced between $229 and $300. The
master component has two hand controls
and a 16-bit microprocessor that
provides a full range of sound effects,
music and color for the games.
Non-cable subscribers must purchase

the various game cartridges at $30 a
shot from retail outlets. Cable sub-
scribers receive between 12 and 15
games each month through a special unit
at the cable system's headend for a fee of
between $6 and $10. The headend unit
is being sold to systems by Jerrold for a
price in the $10,000 and $12,000
range. PlayCable will provide the
software to cable systems for $5 a

month per subscriber. In addition to
profiting from the software, cable
operators can gross up to $100 from the
sale of each master component. The
component will be wholesaled to
operators for $110, $20 less than
Mattel's wholesale price.

Unlike such early video games as
Pong, Intellivision's growing library—
which now has 25 challenging video
games—requires skills not easily
mastered in three days. For example, in
baseball each competitor controls nine
players—score a home run and hear the
crowd cheer. In golf (which up to four
persons can play), choose the wrong
club or angle and watch the ball splash
into the lake and sink.

PlayCable was test marketed over
the last year in five systems: Rochester,
Minnesota, and Santa Clara, California
(Teleprompter); Boise, Idaho (United);
Moline, Illinois (Cox Cable); and
Jackson, Mississippi (ATC). Another
test got underway last month in Rogers
Cable in Canada. The Rochester system
was tested prior to Mattel's consumer
campaign, so Santa Clara was later
substituted in order to take advantage of
Intellivision's increased consumer
awareness. Two hundred components
were produced for each test market. In
Jackson and Moline, all two hundred
units sold within four months. In Santa
Clara the entire stock was sold in half
that amount of time. The only snag in
PlayCable's test was United Cable's
Boise newbuild, where not quite all of
its units were sold.

"There are still some problems in
marketing to new-builds," admits Jim
Wiesenberg, director of marketing for
PlayCable. "It's complicated to intro-
duce the master component at the same
time you're explaining what cable and
all of the pay services are."
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In its test markets, PlayCable
introduced Intellivision with a full-
color, direct-mail piece which explained
the service and encouraged subscribers
to call for a free in-home demonstration.

'Overall, PlayCable sold its service to
60 percent of those who responded to
the direct mailing and had a home
demonstration. Those who didn't
respond to the promotional piece were
followed up with a phone solicitation,
resulting in a 30 percent close rate,

Between 80 and 90 percent of those
who purchased the master component
already subscribed to a pay service.
Churn among PlayCable subscribers
was less than ten percent in all markets
over the first six months. The majority
of these were attributed to subscriber
relocation, according to Wiesenberg.
"When subscribers make the $200-
$300 purchase for the master component
they are considered committed sub-
scribers," said Wiesenberg, "Further-
more, the test markets indicate that,
with proper training, it is possible for
an operator to market PlayCable with
his existing manpower."

With the increased awareness of
Intellivision through Mattel's consumer
advertising, Gary Stein, vice president
and general manager of the PlayCable
Company, adds that in-home demon-
strations won't be necessary.

PlayCable's initial test market,
Rochester, got off to a sluggish start last
summer when components sales via
credit cards were squelched by the
credit crunch. In its subsequent markets,
however, PlayCable served as a third
party non-recourse financier for sub-
scriber time payment purchases.

An undisclosed financial institution
will provide cable subscribers with the
same time payment plan.
"Now that Intellivision has taken





(Paid Advertisement)

"We did a lot of soul-searching.
It was a very easy launch to foul up.
But it was an outstanding success:'
Ernie Olson,
Vice-President of Marketing/Operations, MetroVision.

In Lincoln, Nebraska, Met roVision recently
replaced its two stand-alone services with
Showtime and HBO. Ernie Olson and Victoria
Barkan, Director of Marketing, were inter-
viewed by Showtime about this launch.
Excerpts follow.

QUESTION: Ernie, you've been in on lots of
launches. How would you describe this one?

OLSON: The most complicated IVe ever done.
I think Vikki would agree.

BARICAN: We had a great deal to tell the sub-
scriber, what with the dual conversion, differ-
ent rates for the pay services, and not being
able to carry the full Showtime schedule.

QUESTION: Why did you insist on Showtime
and HBO? Why not Showtime and somebody
else? Or HBO and somebody else?

OLSON: I always thought Showtime/HBO was
the best combination. Granted, there's some
duplication in movies. But there's a lot of differ-
ence, a lot of variety particularly in specials
and other programming. Showtime and HBO
are compatible. They complement each other.

QUESTION: The Lincoln launch produced a
56% increase in pay units and a 5.4% basic lift,
with 76% of first-time pay subscribers taking
dual service. Were you expecting results
like that?

OLSON: No. Showtime had some projections.
We had some projections. And we beat them
both. Seventy-six percent taking Showtime
and HBO—that's getting close to a new-build
situation!

BARKAN: We also got tremendous lift in basic
subscribers. In a mature incumbent system,
that's quite rare.

QUESTION: Vikki, how would you rate
Showt ime's performance?

BARKAN: They showed that they knew what
they were doing. They had a tremendous way
to approach a dual market. And taking into
consideration the idiosyncracies of this launch,
Showtime developed a plan that worked
for Lincoln.

OLSON: The thing that made it a success—and
Vikki has said it—is the fact it wasn't a Showtime
promotion. It wasn't an HBO promotion. It was
a Lincoln Cablevision promotion. And I think
that was the key to making the whole thing
work.

QUESTION: Well, that about wraps it up. Would
you like to add anything?

OLSON: I couldn't be more complimentary of
the time and help we got from Showtime. It
was something I've never seen in the industry
particularly when you're also selling a com-
petitor's service. I'm very pleased.

Showtime Regional Directors:
North East: Art Gusow, (516) 671-6104. South East: Bob
Mason, (404) 633-4326. North Central: Dick Ingebrand,
(312) 346-4526. South Central: Bishop "Butch" Henley,
(817) 267-3125. Western: Reva Melniker, (415) 820-1046.



PlayCable hockey.
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PlayCable basketball.
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off, having sold out across the country in
its first year, and as brand awareness for
Intellivision grows as a result of
Mattel's advertising, our sales message
becomes easier and easier," said Stein.
Stein is conservatively projecting
penetrations of five to ten percent of
basic subscribers.

PlayCable is toying with the "31
flavors– concept whereby certain
stables are available all the time, with
old favorites and a brand new game
introduced each month.

Although to the subscriber Play-
Cable is an interactive service, since
video games are electronically summoned
by a push of the button, PlayCable
operates on all one-way cable systems
and does not require a video channel.
Instead, data is transmitted through
unused portions of the FM band.

Intellivision is designed to be
upgraded to a home computer with a
keyboard component that fits right into
the master component. With the
keyboard component and additional
preprogrammed software, Intellivision
is capable of handling a broad range of
educational programs including foreign

PlayCable football.

language courses, stock analysis, and a
Jack La Lanne physical conditioning
course, according to the company.
Though several programs have been
created for use with the keyboard
component, PlayCable will not market
it before Mattel offers the item to
commercial television audiences.

Mattel intentionally masked Intelli-
vision's capacity to unfold into a home
computer under the disguise of an
electronic game. The strategy was
devised so as not to intimidate
consumers into thinking they needed a
PhD from M.I.T. to master the unit.
With the two-step introduction, Mattel
hopes to hook the public on Intelli-
vision's games, then reveal its secondary
capacity without scaring them off with
the words "home computer."
Just when the second phase will be

nationally marketed, however, is still in
question. Last week Mattel, Inc.,
delayed the national introduction of the
computer keyboard. Spencer Boise, vice
president of corporate affairs, declined
to give the specifics of the delay, except
to say that the unit would not be on the
market this year.

"We want to do additional research
on consumer attitudes first," Boise said.
Boise would not say where the tests
would be conducted or give a new
launch date for the keyboard component.

m
eanwhile, PlayCable will be
making its debut to the cable
industry next week. In addi-

tion to revenue, PlayCable believes it
will be contributing to the success of
the cable operator's changing role in his
community. The cable operator will
need to retail hardware to his subscribers
in order to merchandize software, if he
is to provide the enhanced services now
being tested in the industry, says Stein.
Such is the case with PlayCable, since
every PlayCable subscriber must own
an Intellivision master component,
purchasing it either from the operator or
from a retail store. And with PlayCable,
he adds, the operator makes that
transition by selling entertainment for
which he is known, and also selling a
product that has demonstrated its
national demand.

—Susan Spillman
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aster since 1920. MSO since 1964.
- !vices to the cable industry.

HOME THEATER NETWORK

Family pay cable service with new expanded
hours plus The Travel Channel.

GROUP W SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
Newly announced source of varied

programming for the cable industry with 10
transponder potential.

GROUP W CABLE PRODUCTIONS
Programming for premium and basic cable.

GROUP W TV SALES
Specialists in marketing to national,

regional and local advertisers — spot television,
syndicated programs, and cable systems.

GROUP W DISC

Operator of multiple, steerable, full service
earth stations. Leader in duplication of

video recording and distribution.
VidsatTM Satellite Service.
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!CIA we'll show you the futureWCABLE
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 FRANCHISING
Minneapolis Sustains Mayor's Veto,
Dashing Northern's Franchise Hopes
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA—
The chances of Northern Cablevision, a
Storer subsidiary, holding on to the
Minneapolis cable franchise slipped
further away last week. The city council
voted seven to six to sustain Mayor
Donald Frazer's veto of a prior council
vote to amend the city's cable ordinance.
The upgrading of the ordinance was a
requirement of the state's Cable
Communications Board for the city to
receive certification of the franchise,
granted two years ago.

Storer supporters sunk deeper into
depression at the council meeting,
when Alderman Tony Scallon made a
motion to start the franchise process
over again. Commenting on his resolu-
tion, Scallon told CableVision, "We
don't have a contract with anyone at
this point, and we still need cable in
Minneapolis."

The Scallon motion was referred to
the council's House Ways and Means
Committee. A legal staff will in-
vestigate the propriety and legal status
of starting the process from scratch. A
formal resolution will then be presented
to council.

Alderman Scallon and Van White,
two relatively new councilmen, ab-
stained from voting to amend the city's
cable ordinance, but last week they
both voted to sustain the mayor's veto.
The council had voted seven to four to
amend the ordinance.
One city official said, "Everyone

around here is waiting for Storer to file
a lawsuit against the city."

Storer Vice President John Grubbs
would not comment when asked if his
company intends to file such a suit. "It
is a very fluid situation right now, and
as a company we are evaluating the
situation,- said Grubbs.

According to industry sources, a suit,
if filed, would assert that Northern has
a firm contract with the city in light of
the 1979 award of the franchise (as
stipulated in the city's cable ordinance).
On the other hand, city and state
officials believe that the ordinance
clearly states that the contract with
Northern would only take effect when
the state's Cable Communications
Board issued a certification of confirma-
tion. On April 10th, the board denied
confirmation of the award, saying that

the ordinance was deficient in several
ways.

Just two weeks ago, Storer filed a
lawsuit against Rogers Cablesystems
and several subsidiary companies (CV,
5/18/81) p. 18). The suit, filed in
Hennepin County District Court,
charges that Rogers' subsidiary,
Minneapolis Cablesystems, "by their
continual efforts to induce council and
the mayor to breach the franchise
contract between Northern and the
city, have interfered with the con-
tractual rights of Northern in the
formation and performance of the
franchise contract.''

The failure of Storer supporters to
garner the nine votes needed to override
the mayor's veto has opened the door for
Cablesystems to return to the
Minneapolis franchise competition
should the city issue a second RFP.
Commenting on the council decision,

Bob Clasen, Cablesystems vice presi-
dent of operations, indicated his
company was very pleased by council's
decision to sustain the mayor's veto.

Mayor Frazer has been an adamant
proponent of municipal ownership or
some form of private/public ownership
of the city's cable system. St. Paul city
officials recently rejected six applica-
tions for the city's cable system in favor
of municipal ownership, offering the
city the option, after five years, of
buying back 50 percent of the systems at
two-thirds market value. Sources say
the Canadians would offer the city of
Minneapolis the same option. Not to be
outdone, Storer has also provided a
similar provision.

The confusion about municipal
ownership among city officials was
epitomized by a comment made by
Scallon. When asked if he favored
municipal ownership, he responded,
"I'm positive toward the idea, but not
necessarily in favor of it.

—Hugh Panero

NOTES

Falcon Cable TV has been awarded a
cable television franchise for four un-
incorporated areas of Los Angeles County.
On a motion made by Los Angeles County
Board of Supervisor Pete Schabarum, the
board gave its consent for the cable company
to build a 54-channel cable system at its
May 5 meeting. Over 18,000 homes are
included in the unincorporated areas of East
Pasadena and Chapman Woods in Pasadena,
South San Gabriel, and southern Altadena.
The system will include a local program
channel, community, government and
educational access channels, 17 over-the-air
stations in the Los Angeles area, distant
broadcast signals, satellite channels,
children's programming, sports and news
channels and a consumer shopping guide
channel. Pay channels available to sub-
scribers will include Home Box Office, the
Z-Channel, Showtime, The Movie Channel,
Cinemax, GalaVision, and the Asian
Channel.

U.S. Cablesystems, Inc. (USCI),
wholly owned by Rogers Cablesystems,
Inc., announced that two of its affiliates
have received franchise awards in the
United States. Dickinson Pacific Cable-
systems (50 percent owned and managed by
USCI) was awarded the franchise in
Stanton, California, which has 9,000
households. This brings the number of

homes under franchise to DPC to 115,000.
Woodstock Radiant TV (80 percent
owned by USCI), which serves 4,000
homes in Camas, Washington, has been
awarded the franchise in Washougal, a
contiguous community of 2,000 households
across the Columbia River from Portland,
Oregon. These awards bring the total
number of households under franchise to
affiliates of USCI to 390,000.

The Andover, Massachusetts, Board of
Selectmen voted May 4 to award Andover's
cable television franchise to Rollins
Cablevision of Massachusetts. The franchise
area encompasses 8,690 homes.

The Andover system will have 52-
channel capacity, two-way interactive
capability, a tiered addressable converter,
security, medical and fire alert systems, and
a local origination/public access package.
Rollins will also install and maintain an
institutional link between all municipal
buildings, schools, hospitals and libraries.
Among the features of the Rollins package
for Andover is an agreement with Merrimack
College (in Andover) which will provide
college courses, sports events and other
programs for cable subscribers. Construc-
tion on the Andover franchise is underway,
at a cost of $3.1 million. The system is
expected to be completed by the end of
1981.
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GOVERNMENT &LAW
Congressmen Introduce Bills Affecting
Retransmission of Distant Signals
WASHINGTON, D.C.—Two mem-
bers of the House Subcommittee on
Courts, Civil Liberties and the Ad-
ministration of Justice introduced
separate cable copyright bills May 12.
The first, introduced by subcommittee
Chairman Robert Kastenmeier (D-
WI), would amend the current com-
pulsory license required for retrans-
mission of distant signals. The second,
drafted by subcommittee member
Barney Frank (D-MA), would eliminate
the compulsory license entirely.

The legislative flurry came just two
days before the subcommittee convened
the first of three hearings on the cable
copyright issue. After the initial hearing
on May 14, substquent sessions were
scheduled for May 20 and 21. When
introducing his bill, Kastenmeier said
one of his goals for the legislation was to
-encourage testimony and debate.
"The entire bill is primarily a means

of directing discussion and debate to a
solution to the cable copyright problem
which is fair to all parties," Kastenmeier
said.

The Kastenmeier bill includes nine
district provisions. It would:
• make the compulsory license avail-
able for only a limited number of distant
signals;
• grant the Copyright Royalty Tri-
bunal the power to establish syndicated
exclusivity rules;
• allow the CRT to establish "just
and reasonable" royalty rates for use of
the compulsory license;
• grant sports teams full copyright
protection with respect to cable
retransmission of games within a radius
of 50 miles of the stadium;
• establish an exemption from copy-
right liability for all systems with fewer
than 5,000 subscribers;
• eliminate much of the current
paperwork cable systems must file with
the Copyright Office;
• grant the CRT subpoena power; and
• eliminate a provision of the present
law -which appears to require an
automatic stay in distribution of
royalties upon judicial review,"

In introducing the legislation,
Kastenmeier said that the provisions
"constitute middle ground."

''I am aware that critics of the
existing system, particularly program

producers, broadcasters and sports
leagues, would prefer legislation
abolishing the compulsory copyright
license altogether—to adopt what they
call a 'marketplace' solution,''
Kastenmeier explained. -Similarly,
representatives of the cable industry
would prefer the existing law."

Also, in eliminating the copyright
liability for smaller systems, Kastenmeier
said the legislation reflects a pragmatic
approach to copyright payments.

The legislation introduced by Frank
follows an entirely different course.

"Basically, he [Frank] would like to
return the use of copyrighted materials
by cable systems to the free market
rather than have them regulated as it
stands now,- explained a member of
Frank's legal staff'.

The legislation would eliminate the
compulsory license altogether, begin-
ning January 1, 1983. An example of the
effect of the bill can be seen in the case of

independent superstations. Under the
bill, the superstation would negotiate
in turn with the individual cable
systems that wanted to carry it.

As drafted, there are three notable
exemptions included in Frank's legisla-
tion. Cable systems serving fewer than
2,500 subscribers would not be liable
for any copyright payments. In addition,
cable systems -located in whole or in
part within the local service area of the
primary transmitter- would be
exempted from copyright liability for
carrying that station; and, finally, a
cable system could pick up the secondary
transmission of a network television
program "that is not available from any
television broadcast station located in
whole or in part within the local service
area served by the cable system.-

Although there are substantial
differences between the two bills, the
spokesman from Frank's office indicated
the discrepancies would be sorted out
after the hearings.
"We're not closed minded about our

approach,- he said.
—David Price

FCC Opts To Use CAN Service Area
In Processing Cross-Ownership Waivers
WASHINGTON, D.C.—Despite
objections from the cable industry, the
Federal Communications Commission
has decided to use a proposed cable
television service area standard instead
of a franchise area standard in processing
waivers of its telephone company/cable
television cross-ownership rules.

Under the current rules, there is a
-rebuttable presumption'' that in-
dependent cable television service could
not exist in an area with fewer than 30
homes per mile of cable plant. The 30-
home-per-mile criterion had been
computed within the specific franchise
area to determine if the area met the
waiver standard.

However, independent telcos have
petitioned the FCC to incorporate the
entire proposed cable television service
area when computing the homes per
mile. At the last commission meeting,
the FCC found that under the franchise
area standard, "independent operators
could propose to serve core areas,
leaving rural areas unserved where
phone companies could not serve them

on a stand-alone basis."
The National Cable Television

Association has argued that using the
proposed television service area concept
allows telcos -to design mammoth
service areas encompassing numerous
communities and unincorporated
counties as a means of overwhelming
potential competitors.
The organization further stated that

the telcos will have the opportunity "to
'gerrymander' their areas to include
high density locations in a large service
area" which includes low density locations.
-As the sweeping cross-ownership

exemption levels proposed by the telcos
demonstrate, they have no sincere
interest in providing cable television
service to truly rural areas,- stated an
NCTA filing on proposed elimination
of the cross-ownership restrictions in
rural areas. "Rather, their real motiva-
tion is to insulate the existing telephone
monopoly in all core towns and com-
munities within the telco service area
from potential competition from in-
dependent cable operators."
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TECHNOLOGY
Sony Develops Video System
For High-Definition Market
TOKYO, JAPAN—Sony Corporation has developed a new,
high-standard video recording and playback system that may
vault the company into the race to produce equipment for high-
definition television. The video system is based on technology
developed by NHK of Japan.

In February of this year, CBS held a demonstration of high-
definition television in Washington, D.C. The system that
CBS showcased was also based on pioneering research and
development that NHK began in 1968.

The Sony contribution to the HDTV field is called the Sony
High Definition Video System (HDVS). The prototype
features 1, 1 25 scanning lines and 60 fields per second with a
frequency bandwidth of about 30 MHz. The entire system is
comprised of the following: a high-definition three-tube
television camera which incorporates a newly developed one-
inch high-resolution, pickup tube; a one-inch wide-band RGB
VTR which employs a new high-density recording format: a
wide-hand digital time base corrector with a new wide-hand
AD converter; a 20-inch and 32-inch high-definition Trinitron
monitor; and a 100-inch high-definition television projector
with a wide-band picture tube for projection use.
The new system is expected to enhanc•: the production of

both motion picture and television product, according to
Sony. The company stated that the HDVS will expand the
range and scope of special effects by using electronic
processing.
The HDVS will also lend itself to a number of delivery

systems, Sony claims. Among these will be –satellite
broadcasting, cable TV or optic fiber transmission in the
future," the company stated.

new high performance 1/2-inch Saticon or lead oxide pickup tubc.
The camera viewfinder includes LED displays which indicate
battery status, verify that the signal is on the videotape, display
shooting time and warn the operator when the end of tape is near.
The Hawkeye system uses a baseband recording technique called
Chroma Trak for recording on 1/2-inch video tape in standard VHS
cassettes. Twenty minutes of recording time is provided on each
cassette. For information, contact RCA Commercial Communica-
tions Systems Division, Bldg. 2-7, Camden, New Jersey 08102;
(609) 338-2839.

Video System
Catel has introduced a generation of video FM systems with 450

MHz capacity. Called the VVFMS-3000, the system is a 70 MHz I. F.
based system which covers the extended bandwidth of cable
television super trunks, from 14 to 450 MHz. According to Catel, a
major feature of the new system is the modular design, with user-
programmable options which allow the WFMS-3000 to he
configured into a virtually transparent link for broadcast video, high
speed PCM data, on coax, or analog fiber links. The WFMS-3000

PRODUCTS

Monitor
Satellite Communications Network has unveiled an antenna

capable of receiving simultaneous transmissions from up to 14
different satellites. The Satellite Communications Network multi-
satellite antenna, which is to be manufactured exclusively for the
company by Antenna Technology Corporation of Orlando, Florida,
receives signals from any satellite within a 52-degree field of view,
according to the manufacturer. It has performance characteristics
similar to those of a conventional 4.6-meter antenna. For
information, contact Satellite Communications Network, 1 World
Trade Center, Suite 8833, New York, New York 10048; (212)
466-0507.

Video Equipment
RCA Broadcast Systems has introduced a new television

camera/video tape recording system that combines a compact
broadcast-quality color TV camera and videotape recorder in one
hand-held unit. The Hawkeye system includes a fully-integrated
system of recording camera, full-feature studio video tape recorder,
and editing capabilities. The heart of the Hawkeye system is the
single-unit recording camera, designated the HCR-1, which makes
practical a one person in-the-field video production unit. The HCR-
1 combines camera, recorder, microphone and batteries in a single,
rugged weather-tight unit, weighing only 21.5 pounds including
lens. The camera portion of the field system is a three-tube unit using

Catel's WFMS 3000 video FM system.

System is housed in a 19-inch by 51/4-inch EIA rack mount cabinet,
with sufficient module space for dual modulators, dual demodulators,
or mod/demod combinations for duplex operation. Options are
available for sub-carrier audio transmission, 124 ohm balanced video
pairs, and DC battery bank operation. For information, contact
Catel, P.O. Box 1389, Mountain View, California 94042; (415)
969-9400.

STV Decoder
Zenith Radio Corporation and American Television and

Communications Corporation have introduced a wireless, remote-
control subscription TV decoder which is both all-channel and
addressable. The STV decoder utilizes the SSAVI-I encoding system
for over-the-air pay TV operations, and will tune all standard VHF
and UHF channels. The unit is capable of being addressed and
descrambled on up to 20 separate encoded over-the-air pay-TV
channels. For information, contact Zenith Radio Corporation, 1000
Milwaukee Avenue, Glenview, Illinois 60025; (312) 391-8181.

Oscilloscope
A TV/monitor oscilloscope, the Gould 0S3350/5, combines,

the performance of an NTSC 525-line waveform and picture monitor
with that of a general purpose 40 MHz dual-trace scope in a single,
compact package, according to Gould, Inc. A timebase generator in
the unit allows it to be used for line-by-line examination of 525-line
waveforms or to display complete pictures. It accepts standard level
composite video signals with or without sound-in-sync signals and
provides five different triggering modes: line 15 through 21 in either
field 1 or field 2; field; line repetitive; field selector; and line
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TECHNOLOGY

The Gould 0S3350/5 TV monitor oscilloscope.

selector. In line selector the chosen line is indicated on a three-digit
LED display. A multiturn vernier control provides triggering delays
up to 90 ps, allowing parts of a line to be examined in detail. The
displayed video signal can be clamped or not. When the unit is used
to display a TV picture, the triggering point selected may be
displayed as a bright-up line on the picture, enabling a direct
relationship to be established between waveform and picture. In
conventional operation, the Gould 0S3350/5 functions as a general
purpose 40 MHz, 5mV/cm dual-trace scope with signal timebase
control.

For information, contact Gould, Inc., Instruments Division, 3631
Perkins Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44114; (216) 361-3315.

Security Enclosure
Cablemate Products, Inc., has introduced two products designed

for the cable television industry. The first product is the multi-

subscriber security enclosure (MSE), which accommodates splitters
and couplers for homes, apartments and duplexes. The product
features one-piece construction for time-saving installation and
allows for fast subscriber audits. The MSE comes in four models;
two rain-proof models and two models for indoor applications. The
second product is an aerial support called Cabletite TM. The support
offers a built-in stabilizer. Two sizes fit all cable diameters. For
information, contact Cablemate Products, Inc., Cable TV Products
Group, 666 Sugar Lane, Elyria, Ohio 44035; (216) 365-9954.

Dehydrator
A semi-automatic dehydrator designed for applications where

periodic desiccator replacement is practical is now available from
Cablewave Systems. The SPD-10 dehydrator has an output capacity
rating of 1.0 scfm (0.47 liters/sec. ). Output pressure is factory set
at 3-8 psig (0,21-0.56 kg/sq. cm) but may be readjusted in the field
to operate anywhere between 2 and 15 psig. (0.14-1.05 kg/sq.
cm). Differential is fixed at 5 psig (0.35 kg/sq. cm). A check valve
prevents loss of pressure back through the compressor, and a standard
low pressure alarm switch, factory set for 1 psig (.07 kg/sq. cm)
offers SPST contacts for remote monitoring. A high pressure safety
relief valve protects transmission line components in case of excessive
pressure buildup. The valve is set at 10 psig (0.7 kg/sq. cm); leak
rate will keep up with the capacity of the compressor (1.0 SCFM).
A bleedoff orifice is located in the input connector fitting to the
manifold block to bleed pressure from the canister so it is not under
pressure when shut off, thereby allowing safe removal wherrit is
necessary to restore the desiccator. It also allows removal of pressure
from the head of the pump so it is not under load when the motor
compressor is turned on. For information, contact Cablewave
Systems, Inc., 60 Dodge Avenue, North Haven, Connecticut 06473;
(203) 239-3311.
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The Sylvania 400 MHz line.
The signal must go through.

Through rain and snow and sleet and the
worst electrical storms, Sylvania amplifiers
will deliver your signal.

Whether it's 300 MHz or the new 330 MHz
and 400 MHz line, our amplifier stations are
made to take a beating from Mother Nature—
and come up winners.

If lightning strikes, you're safe. Our Ampli-
fier Stations are equipped with extremely
fast acting surge protection devices. What's
more, our accurate level and slope control
maintains stable output through summer heat
and winter cold.

The corrosion-resistant, diecast aluminum
housing with a unique, single metal-rubber
gasket keeps the weather outside, and the
efficient thermal design insures cool and
reliable operation inside.

SYLVANIA

You can't take chances on equipment that
will cut off your customers in mid-program.
That's why you need Sylvania. We've put our
reputation for quality on the line, a reputation
that's been standing up to the elements
since 1970.

Our new manufacturing plant, a 400 per-
cent increase in staff and computerized
customer services all help to make sure that
you get reliable Sylvania products when you
want them.

For complete details, contact your local
Sylvania CATV Transmission Systems sales
office. Or phone toll free 800-351-2345 within
the continental U.S., except Texas. From
Alaska, Hawaii and Texas, call (915) 591-3555
collect.

We'll come through for you.

CATV
Transmissions Systems CO03



Business
John L. Medinger has been named

director, industrial relations, for ITT
Cannon Electric-North America. He will
he responsible for industrial relations,
safety and security for ITT Cannon facilities
in Santa Ana, Fountain Valley and Pomona,
California; Phoenix, Arizona; and Whitby,
Ontario. Medinger joined ITT in 1973 as an
employee representative for ITT Telecom-
munications, Raleigh, North Carolina.
Promoted to supervisor compensation and
benefits in 1974, he subsequently worked as
manager, compensation and benefits, and
vice president and director, industrial
relations.

J. Medinger J. Loots

Additionally, John P. Loots has been
promoted to process service manager for
ITT Cannon in Santa Ana, California. Loots
will be responsible for industrial and
mechanical engineering services in the shells
process center. Loots joined the Great
Britain facility of ITT Cannon in 1971 as
process planning engineer. He subsequently
worked as chief industrial engineer and
production manager. He earned a bachelor's
degree in engineering from Kingston
College of Technology in England.

PEOPLE
United Cable Television Corporation in
Denver. Previously, he served as Western
district manager, Showtime Entertainment
in Seattle, and held various cable television
marketing management positions in the
Northwest.

William E. Endres has been appointed
president and general manager in charge of
sales and management for Tele-Measure-
ments, Inc., according to outgoing president
Jack R. Poppele. Endres and Poppele
founded the company in 1961 as a profes-
sional design engineering and sales organiza-
tion serving the television broadcasting
industry. In his new capacity, Endres will
continue to oversee
the company's engi-
neering and sales
operations, while
Poppele will serve as
chairman of the board.
Endres is a graduate
in business adminis-
tration and electrical
engineering from
Syracuse and Lehigh
universities.

Marketing

Joseph T. Dun-
beck was named vice
president of planning
and product devel-
opment for Chester
Cable. Dunbeck
joined Chester as
director of business
and new product de-
velopment following
a position as corpo-
rate director of quality assurance for Foster
Forbes Company,

J. Dunbeck

P. RodkInson

Peter M. Rod-
kinson has joined
Liberty Communi-
cations, Inc 's head-
quarters staff in Eu-
gene, Oregon, as di-
rector of marketing
for Liberty's cable
television operations.
Prior to joining Lib-
erty, Rodkinson was

national sales director, preceded by serving
as Western regional marketing director, for

J. Phelan

W. Endres

John F. Phelan
has joined Sony
Corporation of
America as western
regional manager.
Phelan brings to his
new position nine
years of experience
in sales and manage-
ment of professional
audio products. Prior

to joining Sony, he was vice president of
sales at Filmways Audio Services, Inc.,
where he had previously served as general
manager. Earlier he was manager of
professional sound [Products for Shure
Brothers, Inc. A graduate of St. Mary's
College in Winona, Minnesota, Mr. Phelan
holds a bachelor's degree in sociology and
has studied management at the Wharton
School, University of Pennsylvania. He is a
member of the Audio Engineering Society.

Richard Wadman and Jason Beckett have
been appointed to sales management posi-
tions at Colony Communications. Wad-
man, who had been coordinating sales programs
in the Boston area, has been promoted to
sales manager. Sales and telephone market-
ing supervisors in all three locations will
report to him. Beckett will be commercial
account manager in Boston, responsible for
sales activities and apartment complex
contracts. He joined Colony Productions in
1980 from Starcase, where he supervised
telephone sales.

Russ Winselar
has been promoted to
vice president of
Omega Video, Inc.
Winselar will be re-
sponsible for all pro-
fessional broadcast
marketing for the
video systems corn-.
pany. He joined
Omega Video in Oc-
tober, 1974, as a member of the broadcast
sales group. He was promoted to regional
sales manager in 1978, and was named
director of marketing in 1980.

Prior to joining Omega, he was a sales
engineer with 3M's Mincom Division for 13
years. Winselar received his BSEE from the
University of Delaware.

R. Winselar

Programming
Craig Sager has joined Cable News

Network's Sports Division as one of six
sports anchors. Sager anchored his first
show for CNN March 24th on the 7:30
CNN Sports program. He joins CNN from
KMBC-TV in Kansas City, Missouri,
where he reported and anchored evening
programs. Prior to two years of sports-
casting in Kansas City, Sager spent six years
with Florida TV stations in Ft. Myers,
Sarasota, and Tampa. He holds a bachelor's
degree in speech from Northwestern
University.

Additionally, Anthony Collings,
former London and Bonn bureau chief for
Newsweek, has joined CNN as Rome bureau
chief. Collings was bureau chief for
Newsweek's London and Bonn bureaus for
seven years. He has covered major stories in
Europe, the Middle East and Africa. He was
also a reporter with the Wall Street Journal in
New York and editor of Veritas, the
newspaper for the Army Special Forces.
Collings holds a bachelor's degree in
politics from Princeton and a master's
degree in international relations from
Fletcher School of Law & Diplomacy. In
addition to his native English language,
Collins speaks Russian, German, French
and Italian.

Associations
The Missouri Broadband Cable Associ-

ation elected its 1981 officers earlier this
year. Don Eggebrecht, St. Joseph Cablevi-
sion, was named president; Maurice Zion,
Chillicothe Cable TV, vice president; Joe
Becknell, Cablecom of Joplin, secretary;
and Larry Wright, See T.V. Colorado,
treasurer. MBCA also named four members
to its board of directors: J.C. Daniels,
Cablecom of Kirksville; Ron Foster,
Carrollton CATV; Jerry Jones, Cape
Girardeau Cable T.V., and Jerry Ruther-
ford, Telecable of Springfield.
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 • PRESENTING THE •
••••• 0 '11111A0 •

VIDSO tlitAltAliTtS•••••
• Panasonic
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

G-2 Editing NV9600/NV9240/NVA960

NV-8410 Portable VHS Recorder

NV-8200 Pro VHS Recorder

NV-8170 Pro VHS Player

WV-3900 Newvicon Color Camera

WV-3320 Portable Color Camera (1" Tube)

WV-3100 Portable Color Camera w/Fade to
Black

All New Equipment!

• •••••••••

•
Ai NC KY-2000PS

• •••••••••
•Home Video
▪ Magnavox VK-8371 (same as Panasonic

• 
PV-3200) VHS Portable w/24 Hour
Tuner/Timer

• Panasonic PV-3100 VHS Portable w/AC Adapter

•Quasar 5300/520 VHS Portable
w/12 Day Tuner/Timer

• RCA VET-250 VHS 6 Hour Recorder w/Scon

▪ Panasonic 1750 VHS 6 Hour Recorder

• 
w/Full Effects

JVC HR-6700 VHS 6 Hour Recorder w/Effects

LIST
PRICE

OUR
PRICE

14,445 40,620

1,250 945

1,550 1,150

1,250 945

4,850 3,640

1,345 900

1,100 790

•••••••••
Now $709500

•••••••••

899

849

999

799

1,049

849

• • • • • • • • ••• • • • • • • • •
•
• CVC-6000
•, Traveler's Series"
• High Quality
• Single Tube Mobile Studio
• Includes:
•

2 Panasonic WV-3900 Newvicon Color Camera

• 
2 Panasonic WV-3806 CCU

..n 2 Ranasonic 19A-25 h. Cables
UP 2 Quickset Samson Trollies

• 2 Quickset Cam Heads

• 1 Panasonic WJ-5500A 
SEG

•
1 Panasonic WV-5203 Triple Monitor

.., 1 Shure M-67 Mic Mixer
NIP 4 EV 0056 Microphones

• 1 Comprehensive 56M-2 Shotgun Mic

• 1 JVC TM41AU 5" Color Monitor

5
3 Comprehensive CHS-490 Intercom Headsets

• 
1 CVC-600 Console/Shipper & 24" Base

Completely Pre-wired w/Power Strip

• Total System

• 115 610"•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
•
•

Super Buys!

LIST
PRICE

OUR
PRICE

New151902 Special Effects Generator 6,950 5,433
New Edutron CCD-2H-1 Time Bose Corrector 6,250 5,625

New Jatex VSEC-42TD Time Code Edit
Controller use with Any Tape Format 2,295 1,895

New 19" Color Receivers Hitachi, Sharp,
Quasar, Magnavox 589-565 349

Demo CEI-310 Broadcast Staticon Camera
w/Universal Power Supply, 12x Zoom 56,000 29,000

Demo Philips LDH-205 Broadcast Plumbicon
Camera w/Contours & RCV, 10x & 25x
Cable Zoom Lenses incl. 41,000 19,500

Demo IVC-960CD 1" Color Editor w/DOC &
Sync Processor 29,000 4,000

Demo CVS-500 Time Dose Corrector
(Mod. for 34") 18,000 5,000

Demo BJA Chromaton 14 Synthesizer 8,000 3,450

Demo (2) Sony V0-2860 3/4" Editing Doth
Recorders 12,000 6,650

Demo JVC CR4400LU Broadcast 3/4" Portable
w/AAP44LUAC/Shipping Case 5,000 3,770

Demo Amtron TR12RR/M 12" Rack Mount
Color Monitor w/Pulse Cross & Underscan 928 690

••••••••••••••••••
Broadcast Panasonic Now In Stock!

13-2 Programmable Editing

AK-710 3-Saricon Tube. Prism Optics

AK-760 Diode-Gun Plumbicon

• •••• • ••••••• ••• • ••
•
• CVC-5000
• Traveler's Series"
• Compact Low-Cost Mobile Studio
• Includes:

5
2 Panasonic WV-3600 Color Cameras

2 Panasonic WV-3606 CCU's

• 2 Panasonic 10H-50 50 ft. Cables

• 2 Quickset Husky Trollies

5 2 Quickset Heavy-duty Friction Heads

51 Panasonic WJ-4600A SEG

•
1 Shure M67 Mic Mixer

1 Panasonic WV-5203 Triple Monitor
• 1 JVC TM41AU 5" Color Monitor

• 4 EV 635A Microphones

• 3 Comprehensive CHS-52 Intercom Headsets

•
1 CVC 500 Console/Shipper & 24" Base

Completely Pre-wired w/Power Strip
• Total System

•

•
$9050"

•

505

CENTER
VIDEO
CENTER

5800 West Fullerton
  Chicogo, III 60639

312-637-1600
Ask for Andy Turner

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • 1



 WEE
Appeals Court Rules
Against Signal Pirates
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA—In a decision which
could have a considerable impact on the future of pay TV, the
Ninth U.S. .District Court of Appeals here ruled that it is
Illegal to intercept a pay TV signal without proper
authorization from the station.

The decision overturns a ruling made by U.S. District
Court Judge Lawrence T. Lydick in Los Angeles las summer
that pay television signals are part of the public airwaves and
can be intercepted legally.

Lydick refused to stop 13 electronics companies from
producing and distributing equipment designed to intercept
signals from National Subscription Television, owner of ON
TV and Oak Broadcasting, the licensee for Channel 52.

Lawyers for the electronics firms argued that pay TV
signals should be left unprotected because the airwaves
"belong to the public" and that NSTV should not be granted a
monopoly control without express permission from Congress.
ON TV attorney Arthur N. Greenberg, upheld by the

circuit court, maintained pay TV is protected by Section 605
of the Federal Communications Act of 1934, which prohibits
the unauthorized interception of television and radio signals
intended for use by paying subscribers only.

The suit will be sent back to the U.S. District Court to
determine whether damages are to be awarded to ON TV.
There is a possibility of a Supreme Court Appeal, but

observers say it is unlikely that the Supreme Court will hear
the case owing to a similar decision made by Sixth Circuit
Judge Cornelia Kennedy in Detroit last August.

With two appellate courts in agreement, the Supreme
Court would have little reason to review the case.

Kenneth J. Golden, attorney for the 13 manufacturers and
distributors, could not be reached for comment. None of the
defendants contacted would comment on the case.

—Patricia Goldstone

VIDE() CASSETTES/DISCS

Videocassettes Seized Worth
Millions in Lost Revenues
DENVER, COLORADO—FBI agents May 4 seized 650
videocassette tapes from six Curtis-Mathes television retail
stores in Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo. The tapes,
which were circulated by a video club available to members
for a $100 fee, were suspected of being illegal duplicates of
motion pictures, some of which had not yet been released for
home video use.

At least one tape was a copy of The Empire Strikes Back, said
Richard Bloeser, director of the Film Security Division of the
Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA).

In addition to the tapes, agents confiscated several pieces of
equipment believed to be used in possible copyright

OOPS!
WE GOOFED.

In our recent CableFile/82 questionnaire mailings
we neglected to provide a deadline for returning
our forms. Our deadline is JUNE 19. In order to
have the most accurate and up-to-date listing
possible, please return the questionnaire before
JUNE 19.

P.S. Sign up for your CableFile/82 Callbook
section listing at the NCTA Convention: at Titsch
Publishing's Booth #1190.

11110P SHO

DELIVERING
WHAT

OTHERS
PROMISE "

A distributor of installation materials
to the Cable TV and Pay TV communities,

with West Coast facilities
opening July 1st, 1981

P.O. BOX 284 • ROSELLE, N.J. 07203
CALL TOLL FREE 800 526-4100 or COLLECT 201-241-9300



WEEKLY WATCH
violations. The evidence has been turned over to the United
States Attorney, who will determine whether to convene a
grand jury. No indictments or charges have been filed so far.

The matter was brought to the attention of the authorities
after several customers complained they were receiving copies
taped directly off television sets, rather than legitimate, first-
quality editions, Bloeser said.

Stores named in the action were TV World, Inc., and
Curtis-Mathes Showroom, both of Denver; 444 TV Store,
Lakewood; Pueblo Warehouse Video Showroom, Pueblo;
Home Entertainment Show Kase, Inc., Colorado Springs; and
World of Color, in Arvada.

Last year, the FBI seized 16,000 illegal tapes in actions
resulting in 60,000 convictions for video piracy. At least 90
individuals are waiting trial after being searched by the FBI.

The penalty for copyright infringement—renting or selling
illegally duplicated tapes—is one year in jail and/or a
$25,000 fine.

Bloeser reported that one individual in Houston, Texas,
recently was convicted and sentenced to a four-year term in
prison, plus a $100,000 fine for selling illegally duplicated
tapes to oil drilling rigs and tanker operators.
The FBI estimated that the tapes seized in Denver

represented $6.6 million in lost revenue to movie and theater
companies.

Bloeser said that video piracy is a -very rapidly growing
problem- because of the ready access by the public to video
recording machines.

—Victoria Gits

RCA Will Add 26 Titles
To Videodisc Catalog
NEW YORK, NEW YORK—Twenty-six releases, ranging
from this year's Oscar-winning film Ordinary People to two
network television documentaries will be added to RCA's
SelectaVision videodisc catalog this summer. The new titles,
bringing the total number of available videodisc programs to
126, were unveiled last week before an RCA distributors
meeting in Las Vegas.

Three of the additions come from the company's agreement
with Paramount Pictures for product last fall: Ordinary People,
Urban Cowboy (to be seen next month on pay cable) and:
Airplane, which will be released ahead of its pay TV debut. A
fourth film under the RCA-Paramount agreement, The Elephant
Man, will probably be released in videodisc form this fall.
Other films added to the catalog include Goldfinger, The Pink
Panther, Chinatown and American Gigolo.
RCA videodisc Market Planning Director Howard Ballon

told distributors at the meeting that the company will increase
production on several titles already available, in addition to
placing new ones on the market.

"Titles like Rocky, The Godfather, Heaven Can Wait and The
Muppet Movie have been our strongest sellers," Ballon said. "In
six weeks, these titles have sold close to 15,000 copies each."

Rocky will be one of the titles stepped up in production to
meet demand, Ballon added, along with Grease, Saturday Night
Fever, and Star Trek: The Motion Picture.

AERIAL BUCKET TRUCKS
eametipm_v_riisOr------"''‘

TELSTA SU-34
$15,500

40' FIBERGLASS AERIAL
BUCKET TRUCKS $3500-16,500

TELSTA T-40B STRINGING UNIT

$19,500

40 TELSTA/1968 CHEVY
$21,500

33' VERS1-LIFT/1974 CHEVY
$14,500

REEL TRAILERS. . .
AS LOW AS $1,450

CALL: TOLL FREE 1-800-325-9990

CURT OGDEN EQUIPMENT
500 South Highway Drive
St. Louis, Missouri 63026



Hughes Galaxy I ':Coming in May, 1983. The new source for satellite programming with 24 transponders
in: Entertainment. Sports. News. Information. New Services. The most diversified mix of program-
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filled with the biggest and the best names HUGHES COMMUNICATIONS
ming for the cable industry. All to further the growth of cable. All from a single source: Hughes Galaxy IM

VISIT OUR BOOTH ATTHE NCTA



CMI Personnel Services

YOUR TOTAL EMPLOYMENT SERVICES NETWORK
EMPLOYERS ... Let us help you to find the right job applicant.

JOB CANDIDATES ... Let us help you to find the best position available.
• WE are an employer-paid personnel agency,
• WE represent HUNDREDS of POSITIONS and CANDIDATES nationwide.
• WE have a proven track record (cable TV, pay TV, STV, MDS, satellite, radio and TV).
• WE are an established firm (1971) which provides various services including research, cable

system brokerage, publications and special reports, and we own and operate two
cable TV systems.

• YOU can improve your chances of success when you employ our large full-time
professional staff . „ in strictest confidence, of course.

• YOU can receive at NO CHARGE, our bi-monthly "Top Jobs & Candidates" bulletin,
read by thousands in the communications field, by just writing or giving us a call.

• YOU can benefit from our counsel on how to interview and from our knowledge of the job
marketplace, i.e„ salary, benefits and other compensation relative to job descriptions,
geographical differences and competing services/ technologies.

• TOGETHER we should be able to accomplish your objective, so let's get started TODAY.

COMMUNICATIONS MARKETING, INC.
PERSONNEL SERVICE

(714) 461-7891
2326 Tampa Ave., El Cajon, CA 92020

JIM YOUNC & ASSOCIATES, INC.
Leader In The Placement Of
Cable Television Professionals

CABLE CAREER HOTLINE 1-800-433-2160
In Texas, call collect: (817) 236-7187

• MICROWAVE ENGINEERING MANAGER $35,000
Good solid M W background and willing to travel.

• SALES ENGINEERING MANAGER   $35,000
2.5('i travel, good public speaker, orgamtational skills.

• CHIEF ENGINEER     $35,000
35-channel, two-way with heavy microwave experience, car and excellent benefits
with a bonus plan in the Northeast.

• FIELD ENGINEER   $27,000
Second class FCC', 50% travel, good solid company who will provide car, bonus and
excellent benefits with good raises.

• OPERATIONS MANAGER   $30,000
3 years experience and good administrative skills with good solid background.

9 CHIEF ENGINEER   $24,000 plus bonus
35-channel system in Southern California, privately owned.

• tr HIEF TECH   mid $20s
Super opportunity for highly experienced person, small MSO, state-of-the-art system,
supervise 20 plus people, Midwest location.

• CHIEF TF:CH   mid $20s
M u nn el, two-way system experience a must, cosmopolitan Southeast location.

• cniEF TECI1   mid $20s
Grow with rapidly expanding cable system, RCA experience preferred, Atlantic coast
location.

• CHIEF TECH    mid $20s
Privately-owned cable company, two-way experience a must, Bonus, car and
retirement benefits, medium-sited town near Great Lakes area.

• MANAGER TECHNICIAN   $18-20,000
Hunt and fish in warm and friendly Southern climate, mid-South region.

• MANAGER TECH   mid $22s
live in the Rocky Mountains and grow with this two-way system, supervision skills a
must

• CHIEF TECH    salary negotiable
Sun and swim and grow with this modern system. Florida location.

• CHIEF TECH     to $14,000
Great move lor bright Lead Tech, Southwest location.

All positions include benefits and moving expenses.
Call day, evenings or weekends for information about these

and many other outstanding cable opportunities.

P.O. Box 79089 • Ft. Worth, TX 76179
CATV RF('RIllliRS FEES PAID

INSTRUCTOR FOR
CATV

INSTALLERS AND
TECHNICIANS

Immediate opening in the Northeast.
Great opportunity in an expanding
market Apply before June 1. Call Mr.
John Parry (215) 64o-8000.

Address Blind Box replies to:
(BOX NUMBER)

c/o CABLEVISION
P.O. Box 5400 TA.
Denver, CO 80217

ENGINEERING • TECHNICIANS
OPERATIONS • FRANCHISING

SYSTEM MANAGEMENT
POSITIONS AVAILABLE

C
CAREER

imm MARKETING
MN ASSOCIATES

Jan Sather
Cable Television Specialist

5031 South Ulster Suite 430
Denver, Colorado 80237

(303) 779-8890
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BUSINESS DIRECTORY/ HELP WANTED

D&S

ENGINEERING:
• Strand Mapping • System Design •

• Make Ready and As-Built Mapping •

CONSTRUCTION:
• Splicers • Foremen •

• Supervisors and Linemen •

Openings in the Following States:
• Minnesota • Arkansas •
. Illinois • Indiana • Missouri •

• Alabama • Texas • Tennessee •
• Florida • Kentucky • Ohlo •

• Virginia • California • Wisconsin •
P.O. Box 8551

Mobile, AL 36608
205-343-0520

Equal Opportunity Employer

•

NEW SYSTEMS
OR OLD ONES . . .

For all your installation requirements,
call:

(209) 578-4085

CONTACT CABLE
COMMUNICATIONS

P.O. Box 4656
Modesto, CA 95356

SUBSCRIBE TO

CED
MERION ASSOCIATES

Consultants/Brokers to the Cable
Television Industry

• Franchising
• Financial Planning
• Operations

P.O. Box 36
Meadowbrook, PA 19046

(215) 884-8698

Pro/FileAssociates
Professional Placements for Cable Television

Placing you in a position you deserve is our
full-time job. All placements are employer

paid and applicant information is kept strictly

confidential.

Call or write for additional information:
(303) 399 1718 90 Madison St Suite 100 Denver, Colorado 80206

For Information on
Classified Advertising

Contact Suzanne Sparrow
(303) 573-1433

CABLE TV • RADIO • TV
CONSULTANTS

BROKERS
ACQUISITIONS • MERGEWS

zeiste4 kamia
g

(713) 957-0310

2020 N Loop West • Suite 260
Houston, TX 77018

4Ir 

JOB TOO SMALL
TO INTEREST
THE BIG GUYS?

For all your building
requirements, call:

nrECablevision
Construction Company

(914) 352-4600

CATV
MANAGER/TECHNICIAN

Collierville, Tennessee

Heritage Communications has an open-
ing for a Manager in the Collierville,
Tennessee system. Responsibilities will
include supervision, design and con-
struction of a new 54 channel 400 MHz
plant.

Qualifications will include:
• Knowledge of all phases of CATV

construction, operation of headends
and earth stations, and system main-
tenance.

• Highly motivated with good people,
administrative, organizational and
technical skills.

• FCC first class license preferred.
• Strong technical and management

skills required.
• Organizational abilities should be

demonstrated through past experi-
ence.

• Graduation from a recognized
technical school or equivalent CAN

experience required.
• Must have a pleasant personality,

relatively articulate and comfortable
with writing and speaking skills.

Send resume to:
JUDITH GERMAN

PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT
HERITAGE COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

2195 Ingersoll
Des Moines, Iowa 50312

(515) 245-7579
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CLASSIFIEDS

BUSINESS DIRECTORY/PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

The People That Know Your CATV Mapping Needs

(AI SERVICES OFFERED AS Built MapsTELEX Strand Mapping Continuous Property Records

CATV Make Ready Survey System Balancing
  ENGINEERING Home Addressing System Proof of Performance

SERVICES System Design System Pole Application Forms

10616 St. Xavier La.
314-423-4863

St. Louis, Mo. 63074

Other Special Engineering
& Drafting Needs

SPECIAL PACKAGE SERVICE PRICES

cr
Jerry Conn Associates, Inc.
MANUFACTURERS' AGENT

WE WORK FOR
YOU!
P.O. BOX 444

CHAMBERSBURG, PA. 17201

CALL TOLL FREE: 800-233-7117

IN PA. CALL COLLECT (717) 263-8258

---•"111111115

"27 YEARS EXPERIENCE
IN CATV ENGINEERING,

CONSTRUCTION"

Socia Corporation
6312 Ramsgate Court
Brentwood, TN 37027

(615) 373-2083

AERIAL AND BURIED CATV CONSTRUCTION SERVICES

SERVING THE CATV INDUSTRY NATIONWIDE

--Services Include—
New Plant Construction Buried Construction
Rebuild Construction Conduit Construction
Plant-Equipment Upgrades Telco Rearrangements

Comprehensive Splicing and Activation
Installations-Apartment Wiring-Trapping

UNDERGROUND SERVICES COMPANY, INC.
2201 Covert Avenue

Evansville, Indiana 47714
(812)479.8138

Equal Opportunity Employer

-contact-

Glen Mallory-Norm Mallory-Dick Frank
"We Take Pride In Our Workmanship"

SOUTH FLORIDA
OPPORTUNITY

For experienced System Technician in
growing cable TV system. If qualified,
send resume and salary requirements to:

Attn: John Ga'alder
Margate Video Systems

P.O. Box 63-4669
Margate, FL 33063

Subscribe
to

CABMISION

SUBSCRIBERS
SUBSCRIBERS
SUBSCRIBERSSUBSCRIBERS
OUR REFERENCES ARE

PROOF
That our DOOR-TO-
DOOR marketing cam-
paign will get you more
SUBSCRIBERS than
you can install. In addi-
tion, after talking to our
references, you will be
confident that you will
be receiving the most re-
liable, best organized
and effective DOOR-
TO-DOOR effort avail-
able in the CATV indus-
try. Our campaign sells
basic cable and/or pay
and your system will re-
ceive a 100% audit. We
also offer our services to
MDS and STV systems.

"Cable's most reliable marketers"
Call Wm. C. "Bill" Eckert collect

216-837-2220

0 
CABLE
' SUBSCRIBER

SPECIALISTS
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HAWK
INTERNATIONAL, INC.
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

CONSULTANTS
* System Design
* Strand Mapping
* Make Ready
* Records

Mission Park 4324 N. Beltline Rd.
Business Centre Suite C 109
(214) 258-1707 Irving, TX 75062

RMT
ENGINEERING

CATWMATV REPAIRS

60-DAY WARRANTY
10-15 DAYS TURNAROUND

FOR PRICES WRITE TO

625 E. TAYLOR AVENUE
SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA 94086

(408) 733-4830

1—Telsta T-40B
on 72 GMC 5500.
1—TeIsta T-36

on 72 Chevy C-50.

AUTO WHOLESALERS
(844) 942-0688

WANTED

WANTED TO BUY
USED CONVERTERS
Jerrold and other brands
All models, any condition.

Call: (518) 382-8000
Ask for George

* Brod Cablo Eloctronlokinc.
P.O. Box 739

Schon•dady, NY 42301

USED
AERIAL BUCKET TRUCKS

Most units completely rebuilt. Special-

izing in CATV use.
TeIsta SU34s and T40s

Plus other makes and models.
(In the Boston area.)

(Call toll-froo)
1-800-343-4614

Ls° LsBlanc

(617) 893-3900
Colvin. Inc. Auto Contsr

165 Prospsct Street
Waltham, Mass. 02154

USED EQUIPMENT
Channels 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, and 13 Blonder-
Tongue processors and band pass filters.
Mod. No. 4455, 4461, 4415,-used one
year, perfect condition, great sayings. B.
Little, (915) 562-4391

• 

WANTED:
OPERATING SYSTEMS AND

FRANCHISE AREAS
We will purchase for cash your operating
system or franchise area anywhere on
the East Coast, south to Virginia, west to
Ohio, north to Maine.

In addition, we will pay a finders fee
payable upon finalization of a purchase
to the person who first contacts our
company with Information leading to
the purchase.

DAVIS ENTERPRISES
2428 Route 38

Cherry Hill, NJ 08002
(609) 667-3400

WANTED TO BUY
A small to medium-sized cable TV system
or franchise. Monterey, California area
pref., or Southwest possible. Reply in
confidence to Box CV-0525-1.

Memo
TO: Classified Advertisers
From: Susanne Sparrow
Classified Advertising Manager

CABLEVISION, CED &
CAB LEFILE

Let me take this opportunity to
say thanks for your advertising
support throughout the year
and to invite you to stop by and
visit with me at Titsch Publish-
ing's Booth #1190 at the NCTA.

Let's take a few moments to
discuss your classified advertis-
ing program and any future
needs you anticipate.

Looking forward to seeing you
then!

CAMMSION
Advertisers

Index
Abcon Industries   54
AM Cable TV Industries   2,73
Arvin CATV   72
Broadcast Programming, Inc.   19
CableData   3
CBS Cable Division   26-27
Center Video Center   59
Curt Odgen Equipment Co.   61
Drop Shop LTD, Inc.   60
Eagle Comtronics, Inc.   7
GTE Sylvania   57
Group W  46-47
Home Box Office  38-39, 53
Hughes Communications  62-63
Jerrold Electronics Corp.   76
Jones Intercable   25
Microwave Associates Communications 14-15
Pioneer Communications   4
Rainbow Programming Service   13
Reef Industries   25
RMS Electronics, Inc.   8,23,75
Showtime Entertainment   42-43
Southland Commun., Inc.   21,51
Telewire Supply Corp.   54
Toner Cable Equip., Inc.   33
Warner Music Channel   30-31
Warner Movie Channel   70-71
Warner Nickelodeon   16
Wavetek Indiana, Inc.   49

Thank You
For

Your Support
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1CABLEVISION Magazine Announces
A New NCTA Convention Service*

_

DENVER, COLORADO For up-to-the-minute
/ news and reports at the NCTA convention, look for

CableVision's Convention Information Channel.

This year, CableVision magazine will bring NCTA
attendees continuous news reports updated
regularly throughout the day by the best industry
reporters in the business.

This unique coverage of the convention will be
displayed on a large screen in the registration area
as well as on six monitors strategically placed
throughout the convention center.

CableVision's new character-generated news
\ service can be seen at our booth, 1190. For the only

up-to-the-minute report on convention activities
look to...

CABLEVISION Magazine . . . The First and Last Word in Cable
*Equipment provided by Systems Concepts, Inc.



^ EVENTS

MAY

18: The Dallas Cable Club
will hold a meeting at the Hilton
Inn at Mockingbird Land and
Central Expressway, Dallas,
Texas. A presentation on
TOCOM's 55 Plus system will
be made. Contact Buzz Hassett,
(214) 241-1421.
.20: A meeting of the Chicago
Cable Club, hosted by
Continental Cablevision, will
be held at the Chicago Marriott
Hotel. Contact Sharon Schmidt,
(312) 693-9800.
20-22: Infomart and Online
are sponsoring -Videotex '81,
a seminar on videotex communi-
cations at the Royal York Hotel
in Toronto, Ontario. Contact
the firm at (416) 598-1981.
20-22: The 7th annual Los
Angeles Professional Videoshow
will be held at the Los Angeles
Convension Center, sponsored
by -Educational & Industrial
Television magazine. Contact
Ellen Parker, (203) 743-2120.
21-22: TeleStrategies, Inc., is
sponsoring a seminar, -Under-
standing Telecommunications
Technologies for Non-Engineers,
at the Twin Bridges Marriott,
Washington, D.C. Contact
TeleStrategies, (703) 734
7050.
22-23: The National Federa-
tion of Local Cable Program-
mers/Mid-Atlantic and North-
east Regions, the Tri-Stat Tele-
communications Advisory
Committee, the Riverside
Church and the Channel L
Working Group are hosting a
two-day conference entitled
-Cable TV-Programming
Your Community Channels" at
the Riverside Church in New
York City, Contact Chuck
Sherwood, (212) 964-2960.
22-23: The National Federa-
tion of Local Cable Program-
mers/Southwestern Region is
sponsoring a two-day seminar
entitled -After Franchising- at
the Texas Christian University,
Fort Worth, Texas. Contact Ed
Deane, (214) 521-3111.
26-28: Information Gate-
keepers, Inc., is sponsoring
-Electronic-Office '81- at the
Commonwealth Pier Exhibition
Hall, Boston, Massachusetts.
Contact Michael A. O'Bryant,
(617) 739-2022.
28: TOCOM is sponsoring a

seminar, -Winning with 55
Plus Technology,- at the Bona-
venture Hotel, Los Angeles.
Contact Sherri Scott, (214)
438-7691.
29: The Cabletelevision Ad-
vertising Bureau will hold its
first general membership meet-
ing in Room 202 of the Los
Angeles Convention Center
concurrent with the NCTA
convention. Contact Roger
Ahrens, (212) 580-8814.
29-June 1: The National Cable
Television Association is hold-
ing its annual convention at the

CABLE:

'THE
FUTURE OF

COMMUNICATIONS

Engineers is holding its 1981
International Conference on
Communications at the Hilton
Hotel in Denver, Colorado
Contact Bob Skelton, (303)
779-0600.
15-16: The National ,Endow-
ment for the Arts and Temple
University are supporting a
conference entitled -Cable
Television and the Independent
Producer- to be held at the
university in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. Contact Professor
Alan Bloom, (215) 787-1873.
16: Showtime and Wometco

Los Angeles Convention Cen-
ter, Los Angeles, California
Contact Dan Dobsin, (202)
463-7905.

JUNE

1-5: The Community Antenna
Television Association is hold-
ing a cable television technical
training seminar at the George
Washington Motor Lodge-East
in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Contact the CATA at (305)
562-7847.
4-5: TeleStrategies, Inc., is
sponsoring a seminar on -Satel-
lite Communications- at the
Twin Bridges Marriott in Wash-
ington, D.C. Contact Tele-
strategies, (703) 734-7050.
9-11: A Jerrold technical
seminar will be held at the Plaza
Airport Inn, Millbrae, Cali-
fornia. Contact Len Ecker,
(215) 674-4800.
9-11: The International Mar-
keting Center of the U.S. De-
partment of Commerce, Paris,
France, is sponsoring an exhibi-
tion and seminar on U.S. fiber
optics, "Fiber Optique-'81."
Contact Ellen M. Bond, (617)
739-2022.
14-16: Montana Cable Tele-
vision Association will hold its
annual meeting at the Sheraton
Hotel in Billings, Montana.
Contact Bob Briney, (406) 586-
1837.
14-17: The Institute of
Electrical and Electronic

I30-EH ANNUAL
CONVENTION
AND EXPOSITION
LOS ANGELES,
MAY 29 - JUNE 1,1981

Cable TV will host a dinner
meeting of the Atlanta Cable
Club at the Atlanta Stadium
Club, Atlanta, Georgia. Con-
tact Marian McConnell, (404)
898-8500.
16-18: A Jerrold technical
seminar will be held at the
Princess Kaulani Hotel, Hono-
lulu, Hawaii. Contact Len
Fcker, (215) 674-4800.
16-18: Nepcon East '81 will
focus on the East Coast electronics
manufacturing industry and take
place at the New York Coliseum,
New York, New York. Contact
Industrial & Scientific Con-
ference Management, Inc.,
(312) 263-4866.
18-19: The Multi-Cultural
TV Council is sponsoring an
opportunities seminar entitled
-Minorities and Cable TV,- at
the Hyde Park Hilton in Chicago.
Contact Shirley Griffin, (312)
743-4376.
22-26: Hughes Aircraft Com-
pany's microwave communica-
tions products has scheduled a
technical seminar on its AML
local distribution microwave
equipment at the firm's Tor-
rance, California, facility. Con-
tact Seminar Registrar, (213)
517-6100.
22-26: The University of Wis-
consin is offering a short course
on -Laser System Design- at
The Concourse in Madison,
Wisconsin. Contact Donald
Baxa, (608) 262-6381.
23-24: A Blonder-Tongue

MATV/CATV technical semi-
nar will be held in Baltimore,
Maryland, in conjunction with
LCA Sales, Inc. Contact Glenn
Stawicki, (201) 679-4000.
23-25: A Jerrold technical
seminar will be held at the Best
Western Arena Motor Inn in
South Williamsport, Pennsylvania.
Contact Len Ecker, (215) 674-
4800.
24: The hi-monthly meeting of
the Appalachian Mid-Atlantic
Group will be held at the
University Lodge, Shippensburg,
Pennsylvania. "Text Equipment"
will be the meeting's topic.
Contact Tom Carbaugh, (717)
263-8288; Lee Burkholder (717)
263-8591.
24-26: Data Communications
will be sponsoring a conference
on "Teleconferencing and Satellite
Systems Technology- at the
Sheraton Centre in New York
City. Contact McGraw-Hill
Conference and Exposition
Center (212) 997-2855.
25-26: The New York State
Commission on Cable Televi-
sion will hold its -Seventh
Annual Northeast Cable Televi-
sion Technical Seminar- at the
Empire State Plaza Convention
Center in Albany, New York.
Contact Robert L. Levy, (518)
474-1324.
25-26: “Understanding Tele-
communications Technologies
for Non-Engineers- is the topic
of a seminar sponsored by Tele-
Strategies, Inc., at the New
York Sheraton in New York
City. Contact TeleStrategies,
(703) 734-7050.
28-30: A second workshop on
-How to Video-Teleconference
Successfully,- sponsored by the
Public Service Satellite Con-
sortium, will be held in Denver,
Colorado. Contact PSSC, (202)
331-1154.

JULY

7-9: A Jerrold technical semi-
nar will be held at The Con-
course in Madison, Wisconsin.
Contact Len Ecker, (215) 674-
4800.
9: The National Federation of
Local Cable Programmers is
sponsoring a pre-convention
seminar for access and program
directors at the Atlanta Biltmore
Hotel, Atlanta, Georgia. Con-
tact Cindy Kuper, (404) 523-
1333.
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WHAT AWAY '
We said we were taking the movies to

America. And it looks like America is taking to
The Movie Channel.

In the past year we've made unprece-
dented gains in every region of the nation.
In fact, we're growing at a rate far ahead of the
industry average. Just look at these figures:
* The number of cable operators carrying
The Movie Channel is up an incredible 305%.
* The number of subscribers soared 231%.

NEW YORK
Helaine Ciporen
212/944-4600

CHICAGO
Scott Hults

31 2/661 -1 670

ATLANTA
Steve Adams

404/320-6808

The message is clear. The Movie Channel
is on the map. And we're getting a bigger and
bigger piece of it all the time, as our subscriber
list grows. And more subscribers for us mean
more revenues for you.

The reason we are outpacing the competi-
tion is simple. We give subscribers what every-
one now acknowledges they want most.
Movies. All movies. And nothing but movies,
24 hours a day, without commercial interruption.

DENVER DALLAS LOS ANGELES
Larry Schneider E.A. "Buzz" Hassett Peter Lauer
303/741-3600 214/241-1421 213/506-8316

Sol

TH



'TO GROW

1

And we schedule our major hits at different
times during the day so subscribers can watch
their favorite movies at their own convenience.

Our regional marketing organization is
spreading the word with a major consumer
advertising campaign tailored to the needs of
each of our affiliates.

We've made tremendous strides so far, but
we've just begun. We're going straight to the
top. And we invite you to come along for the ride.

Source: Competitive Growth Rates based on Satellite Week, 1/28/80; Cablevision, 12/15/80.

©1981 Warner Amex Satellite Entertainment Company.
THE MOVIE CHANNEL is a service of Warner Amex Satellite Entertainment Company.

We're taking the movies
to America.



The first name in
A/B Coaxial Switches

ARIfM/J
continues to be the

Last Word in Value
and Versatility!

When it comes to use of A/8 coaxial
switches by Dual Cable Systems, no brand
comes close to "Arvin." Nothing can say
more for the looks, life, performance
and price of Arvin A/B's.
The Arvin switch, designed for dual

cable systems, is a useful and saleable
item for Single Cable Systems. A/B
switches can be used to provide depend-
able switching between sets and
• VTR's and Video Disc Players
• Computer and Video Games
• Cable to Outside Antennas
• Other TV Sets or Monitors
To check into the value and versatility

of Arvin A/B coaxial switches today, call
us at the number below. Shipment from
stock!

Unmatched Features
• ABSOLUTE INDICATION of cable selection,

Either 'A' or '8' is indicated, never both.
• DIE-CAST FRAME provides structural and

radiation integrity,
• Selection lever, indicator and switch rotor are

one molded part for HIGH RELIABILITY.
• Switching elements are beryllium copper for

ultra LONG LIFE.

Specifications

IMPEDANCE

ISOLATION
between cables

SIZE

WEIGHT

75 ohms
90 dB

3.134" W, 4.125" D, .908" H

6 ounces

CATV Products im
ARVIN/DIAMOND

4490 OLD COLUMBUS ROAD. NW.

CARROLL, OHIO 43112 TEL (614) 756-9211

SIGNAL VISION, INC.
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
714+586.3196

VIDEOSYSTEMS, INC.
Lodi, WI 53555
608+592.3272

CABLEVISION EOUIPT. CO.
Garland, TX 75042
214+272-8551

COMSE SALES CORP.
Lawrenceville, GA 30245
404+963-7870

STOCK ELECTRONICS
Rue De Hennin
Brussels, Belgium 131060 640-1740

FROMNEW1DRK

Cable 1, Utah 0
The cable television industry's First Amendment case was heard in Utah

last week, and, fortunately for the industry, it ended with a first round
victory for cable operators. Federal Judge Bruce Jenkins' decision to grant a
temporary restraining order blocking the Utah statute, which would have
made cable transmission of "indecent" material a Class A misdemeanor, is a
significant milestone for the industry.

While the final decision in the case will not be made until mid-June, it is
consequential that the court acted swiftly to issue a temporary restraining
order on the grounds that, as Jenkins noted, "there are serious and substantial
questions as to whether the statute is unconstitutional on its face and a serious
question as to the intrusion by the state into important areas protected by the
First and 14th Amendments.-
The case, which was brought by four Utah cable television companies and

Home Box Office after the Utah legislative passed a law that would make it
illegal to distribute by wire or cable material deemed "indecent," bears
watching by the industry.

The circumstances surrounding the Utah case are not unlike those that could
arise in other communities or states. A group of concerned citizens, which
included a woman whose claim to fame was getting a Coppertone billboard
removed in Salt Lake City, prevailed upon a certain state senator to introduce
anti-pornography legislation targeted for cable. While the first draft of the
law referred only to cable carriage of pornography, in the final hours sponsors
added the word "indecent." It was that word that triggered Home Box
Office and several cable operators to file suit. Under Utah law, programming
with even isolated scenes of nudity would be classified as '`indecent." That,
HBO and others note, would make it possible to prosecute operators for
showing not only top box office attractions such as Kramer vs. Kramer but
retransmitting, for example, a public broadcasting station showing I Claudius.
Additionally, it could affect programming on any of the cultural or arts
channels.

With the overblown publicity cable is getting for its hard R movies (TV
Guide recently devoted a lead story to the subject and last week, The Wall
Street Journal ran a front page piece entitled "Monroe, La. Agonizes Over the
Sexy Movies On Its Cable Television"), the alarm is being sounded. And this
publicity is certain to result in more skirmishes as concerned citizens move to
legislate program content.

Already in Florida a bill has been introduced in the legislature which
would ban R-rated movies between the hours of 6:00 a.m. and 10:00 p.m.
Again, violation of the law would be a misdemeanor of the first degree. In
Florida, the bill has not yet come up before committee, and the attorney for
the committee argues against going forward with legislative action on First
Amendment grounds.

These efforts may be but the opening chapter in what could be an ongoing
fight to legislate what can and cannot be shown on cable television. Clearly, I
am not defending the showing of pornographic material on cable. But as Judge
Jenkins states, "This is not a case involving pornography.- It is a case
involving non-pornographic material which one state legislature characterizes as
indecent.
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FULL-SEIRVICE
Construction

•

Make-ready survey
Design: strand & electronics
CATV equipment
Field engineering
Quality construction
Project management

For FULL SERVICE...
from survey thru proof of performance,
call on

AM CABLE TV INDUSTRIES, INC.
P 0. Box 505, Quakertown, PA 18951

Formerly AM Communications Corporation, AM Electronics Corporation and Courier-Hooks Corporation

Toll Free: (800) 523-6742 or 6743
In PA: Call Collect (215) 538-2165

See us at NCTA Booth 523.



PARTING WORDS

Sex and Violins
'Hoping to provide a new
wrinkle, four cable operators
have joined to produce pay
TV's oddest couple. Five
evenings a week, the Rain-
bow channel advises viewers
to 'send the kids to bed' and
turn on its Escapade service,
offering The Happy Hooker,
Naughty Nymphs, Hot T-Shirts
and other films of the genre.
The remaining two evenings,
Rainbow serves up concerts,
ballet and other cultural fare.
Over 60,000 subscribers
have signed on, and plans are
afoot to offer the two services
separately. Apparently sex
and violins won't mix for
long."
—Peter Bernstein, from
"The Race To Feed Cable
TV's Maw," an article in
Fortune magazine (5/4/81)

"Our Masada"
"From my point of view, this
could be our Masada."
—Milton Maltz, president
of Malrite Broadcasting,
talking about cable and the
copyright act at the NAB
convention (4/13/81)

Still the One
"The one recurring topic has
been the new technologies.
You have been concerned
about the threat they pose to
our joint future as broad-
casters. We share your con-
cerns. But we do not accept
the blind optimism of Polly-
anna or the gloom-and-doom
beliefs of Cassandra. Realisti-
cally, we look at the new
technologies as an opport-
unity and as a challenge
All in all, they will fragment
or dilute the traditional
broadcasting audience to a
certain extent . . . Though
our share of the audience may
be less, we feel we will be
appealing with the increase
in the number of television
homes to at least the same

Excerpts from In and Around the Industry

number of homes we are
reaching today—so obviously
we will continue to be the
mass medium the advertisers
and the public will turn to."
—ABC Chairman Leonard
Goldenson, speaking at
the ABC Television Net-
work affiliates meeting in
Los Angeles (5/6/81)

Future Expectations
–Broadcasters are best
equipped to understand the
programming, engineering
and financial risks involved in
developing new technologies,
new systems. We must be
allowed to invent, to inno-
vate and to improve the.
communications industry as
we have in the past. We must
strive to keep the federal
government on the deregula-
tory path, by not permitting
it to foreclose us from the
future."
—National Association of
Broadcasters President
Vincent Wasilewski,
speaking at the NAB Con-
vention in Las Vegas
(4/12/81)

Pennies from Heaven
"Is CBS Cable a potential
marketplace for you? Yes ...
that's the good news. But
rather than calling cable the

pot of gold at the end of the
rainbow, I'd prefer to say it
offers pennies from heaven."

—Stephanie Sills, West
Coast senior producer for
CBS Cable, speaking at
New Medium's workshop
for independent producers
in San Francisco, jointly
sponsored by the National
Endowment for the Arts
and the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting (5/81)

Option Assessment
"One of the most pressing
and unresolved issues in home
video and information
technologies for government
policymakers, industry ex-
ecutives and consumers alike
is whether or not uniform
standards should be set for
these communications tech-
nologies, and if so, who
should be. responsible for
setting them, and when they
should be set. For example, if
teletext standards are de-
veloped and enforced at too
early a stage in hardware
development, technological
innovation could be retarded
and the competitive market-
place for the service could be
artificially skewed. Absent
standards however, the pro-
duction of necessary software
may be inhibited, as software
producers wait to see which

system will best capture the
consumer's fancy. This hesit-
ancy, in turn, may undercut
hardware development and
public acceptance of the
service itself. Accordingly, it
is now time to assess a
number of policy options
aimed at resolving this type
of Catch-22 situation.
—Stuart N. Brotman,
president of Communica-
tions Strategies, Inc
speaking at the ninth annual
Telecommunications Policy
Research Conference
(4/28/81)

It's the Medium
'No conceivable structural
change or possible qualitative
upgrading of television offers
a real answer to those critics
who are concerned, not with
the quality of television
programming in any specific
sense, but with television
itself. For those who decry
the effects of television as an
enveloping semantic system,
for those who are concerned
that it is a pied piper beckon-
ing children away from the
traditional transmission of
their parents' cultural values,
for those who are concerned
that it steals time away from
their ability to relate to their
peers, for those who believe
that it.has made us a nation of
compulsive consumers, for
those who, are profoundly
concerned that the medium
must inevitably teach the
false and dangerous message
that it is reasonable for men
and women to be entertained
all the time—for all of these
[Marshall] McLuhan's in-
sight was right when he
concluded that it is after all
the medium, not the message,
that is the problem."
—Richard W. Jencks,
former CBS general coun-
sel, from the book, Net-
work Television and The
Public Interest, published by
D.C. Heath and Company
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INCOMPARABLE ...

'POWEIVICINGITSeleed
STANDBY POWER SUPPLY

MODEL =PS-SB-3060
STANDBY POWER SUPPLY 30 V or 63 V (selectable)
accommodates two 2) batteries batteries available

RMS CATV DIVISIO
TELEPHONE OR WRITE

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVER',

N RMS ELECTRONICS. INC CATV DIVISION
50 ANTIN PLACE BRONX N.Y.10462

TOLL FREE (800) 223-8312
Continental U S A Puerto Rico, U S Virgin Islands)

i2121 892-1000 Call Collect Mew, or State)

1951 RMS Electronics. Inc



JERROLD
CABLE SECURITY
A simple, onem on • one

comparison can keep you
from getting burned.

Basic Home Security Systems
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GENERAL
INSTRUMENT

A simple comparison proves

Jerrold's system does more
to protect the cable operator
as well as the homeowner.

Reliability. Two frequency-agile
return channels make it more reli-
able. Together they circumvent
problems from unwanted signals,
or ingress, on the line. And if
something goes wrong on one
frequency, the system automatic-
ally changes to the other so your
customer does not lose protec-
tion.

Marketability. In addition to
standard fire, medical and police
alarms, Jerrold Cable Security
also offers 4 programmable
alarms that can be tailored to the
individual subscriber. And be-
cause it only uses 400 KHz band-
width for the downstream
channel, it doesn't take up a profit-
able video channel.

Cost. Just compare ... feature
for feature, dollar for dollar. We
think you'll agree the Jerrold sys-
tem is a real steal.

General Instrument Corporation,
Jerrold Division, 2200 Byberry Rd.,
Hatboro, PA 19040

Visit us at the NCTA Show,
Booth #100.
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with the money you save using
a faster, more efficient computer?

Hitachi offers advanced computer technology
for improved business performance.

Now that the computer has become a
basic tool of business, everyone wants to
get on line. Greater computerization leads
to obvious savings in time and money. But
creating direct access for more people
involves more than simply supplying more
terminals. Faster, more efficient hardware
is required to handle the increasing flow
of data smoothly — which means incorpo-
rating a larger, more sophisticated central
processing unit (CPU) or establishing
separate work stations with data process-
ing capabilities.
To provide the system best suited to

your business needs, Hitachi produces a
full range of computers, from those large
enough to control the business and man-
agement data of a major enterprise to con-
venient minicomputers. Take for example
the 16-bit personal computer. Working at a
much faster rate than the preceding 8-bit
generation, it speeds up the flow of data
and cuts user time to a minimum. Expand-
able memory capacities of 128,000 to
1,000,000 bits of information allow much
greater flexibility. Independent processing
means none of the problems caused by
sluggish time-sharing or CPU downtime.
And best of all, this new generation has
been built specifically with business-
people in mind. Offering the advantages of
multicolor graphic display, multi-language
capability, and easy networking thanks

Ail M.

(0)

to compatibility with many of the world's
top systems.

Development of truly business-oriented
computers hinges on semiconductor engi-
neering and research — areas in which
Hitachi excels. Already, our engineering
experts are busy perfecting the next
breakthrough in computer technology,
CMOS microcomputers which will be
smaller, lighter and less costly to produce
than currently used NMOS components.
CMOS is expected to enable production
of a full-function computer so compact
that it can be carried in a briefcase.

Whenever, wherever technology serves
business, you can depend on the leader-
ship of Hitachi — one of the world's
foremost makers of electrical and elec-
tronics products, including computers
large and small for every application.

HITACHI
A World Leader in Technology
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The landing is soft for
executives wearing
golden parachutes, but the
contracts are controversial.
The cover photograph is by
Larry Williams, the story
is on page 82.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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Cover, Warp III Parachute and accessories provided
by National Parachute Supply Inc., Flemington, New
Jersey. 4—George Palmisano. 21—Tommy Soloski.
65,66—Chartmakers Inc. 71,72—Michael McGinn.
84,85,86,87—Illustrations by Karl Hartig. 161—
Courtesy NASA. 177—Courtesy Phillips Petroleum.
178—iim Cavanagh. 189—Daniel Pelavin. 221,224—
Stuart Goldenberg. 
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THE EDITOR'S DESK

IN THE NEWS
The dim prospects for U.S.-Soviet trade
after Brezhnev and the pipeline sanctions,
World Airways' Ed Daly exits,
Occidental sells off, Porsche's new
best-seller, Britoil goes public—and more
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Those Executive Bailout Deals by Ann M. Morrison
Golden parachutes are fine for the executives who have them. But their
value to shareholders is the subject of lively debate.
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Corning Glass Shapes Up by Myron Magnet
Its profits sagging unbecomingly, the resourceful 131-year-old company
has gotten serious about redeploying assets.

SOCIAL SECURITY

Heading for the Wrong Solution by A. F Elybar
Congress will cope with the immediate crisis, but odds are it will pass up an
opportunity to deal with the even bigger dilemma ahead.

PUBLIC WORKS

Infrastructure Chic: How to Judge
the Jobs Bills by Allan T. Demaree
Public works won't employ many unemployed, and jobs programs won't go
far toward rebuilding America.

PUBLIC RELATIONS

The Man Who Markets Silicon Valley by Bro Uttal
Regis McKenna has become the image maker with the golden touch for
many California high-tech firms.

COMMUNICATIONS

Lowering Skies for the
Satellite Business by John Cooney
Cable TV programmers are scaling back their plans—and their demand
for orbiting antennas.

HEADQUARTERS

Union Carbide Takes to
the Woods by Walter McQuade
The corporate staff has departed Manhattan in favor of rural Connecticut.
The new building is great, but expensive. The timing is terrible.

STOCKS

Wall Street Yawns over
a Big Oil Strike by Alexander Stuart
The Santa Maria Basin should ultimately lift Phillips Petroleum's earnings
substantially, but investors seem largely indifferent.
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The
D.sert

It's news at FORTUNE when the execu-
tive editor responsible for story develop-
ment cops an assignment for himself. Al-
lan Demaree first saw possibilities for a
piece on the relationship between jobs
and programs to rebuild crumbling pub-
lic facilities right after the congressional
elections. At that point, he says, "Repub-
licans and Democrats were both saying
that these are the two most wonderful
things in the world—why wouldn't they
go together?" Demaree wondered why

Demaree

they would. In a memo proposing a fast
story on the subject, he asked: How bad
is the national infrastructure? How

would public works programs create new

jobs? And how many jobs would they

create? "After thinking so much about

how to do it," he says, "I decided that I

really wanted to do it myself."
The story, "Infrastructure Chic: How to

Judge the Jobs Bills" (page 122), exempli-
fies many of the elements that Demaree
and Ann Hengstenberg, a member of the
board of editors, look for in developing
story ideas for FORTUNE. "Whether it's a
tale, a company profile, a discovery story,
or a public policy analysis, the article

ought to have a central idea, an insight
that is larger than the topic itself," he says.
"It has to suggest to the reader how to
think about a subject, how to evaluate it."
Demaree began by "working the phones

like crazy." His aim: "To get to people
without an ax to grind, but with some
data, sources who can separate the folk
wisdom from what we really know about
public works and jobs." He discovered that
some of these were Washington bureau-
crats (at the Office of Management and
Budget and the Bureau of Labor Statistics),
some were Reaganites, and some were lib-
eral Democrats.
"Essentially it was a Washington story,"

says Demaree, who is no stranger to re-
porting there. After Princeton and the
Army, one of Allan's early jobs was work-
ing in Washington for the McGraw-Hill
World News Service in the mid-1960s,
covering the Supreme Court and Con-
gress. In 1967 he received a Nieman Fel-
lowship to study economics, law, and gov-
ernment at Harvard. He came to FORTUNE
the following year, figuring that his back-
ground had prepared him well for writing
on public policy matters. Instead, he soon
became a specialist in corporation stories.
"I started off modestly," he recalls, "with
AT&T and General Electric. I soon became
known as the writer on lumbering giants."
He began editing in the early Seventies,
and until this issue hadn't written a story
since "Why the Tax Cut Looks So Danger-
ous" in May 1978.
Of his brief return to the front lines of

journalism, Demaree says, "It really is fun;
now I remember why I got into this busi-
ness in the first place." He claims that re-

porting this story was not difficult: "I'm

going to be much less sympathetic with

writers from now on." And the writing
itself? "Anyone who tells you it's easy

to write has been away from the type-
writer too long."

AA.. AI
Managing Editor



Austin-UK adds

chemistry lab

to Wellcome's

research complex.

New to the research complex of The Wellcome Foundation Limited
in Beckenham, U.K., is a three-story, 80,000 square foot medicinal
chemistry laboratory complex for the synthesis of pharmaceutical
chemicals.
To assist in providing its scientific staff with technically excellent

facilities, Wellcome engaged The Austin Company of U.K. During
the planning phases, Wellcome scientists and Austin designers
developed a full-scale prototype work station as the basis for the six
modules on each floor of the building. A module accommodates
six chemists, each of whom has an individual U-shaped work station
with a fume hood in which most reactions are carried out. The U shape
of the work station, with the fume hood at its base, offers workspace
free of disruptive traffic.

Austin built the facility of reinforced concrete with maintenance-
free interior finishes, and equipped it to fulfill the short-range and
long-range programs of its owners.
Please contact The Austin Company, Cleveland, Ohio 44121.

  THE AUSTIN
COMPANY
DESIGNERS

ENGINEERS

BUILDERS



Oklahoma Shining Bright

Indian Territory
to America's

Industrial Diamond
in just 75 years

More than 600 manufacturing plants chose Oklahoma the past 10 years. They like

Oklahoma's plentiful energy supplies and low energy costs, our pleasant climate

and çèntral location, low land costs and the nation's outstanding vo-tech system --

33 hools and five skill centers training capable workers for specific jobs in your

intistry.

Oklahoma
-vs

The Profitable
Place To Be

write in confidence to:

Director, Industrial Division, Oklahoma Department of

Economic Development, Suite 210, P.O. Box 53424,

State Capitol Station, Oklahoma City, OK 73152.

[Phone 405-521-2401]
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sin the
News

DIM PROSPECTS FOR U.S.-SOVIET TRADE

Armco's Verity (left) and Soviet Prime Minister Tikhonov

The embargo wasn't the only problem
President Reagan's announcement that

he was lifting the 11-month-old sanctions
against companies supplying materials for
the $15-billion Siberian natural gas pipe-
line came at an opportune time—shortly
after the death of Soviet President Leonid
Brezhnev and just before more than 250
American businessmen, including the
chief executives of Armco, Dow Chemical,
Dresser Industries, PepsicO, and Occiden-
tal Petroleum, arrived in Moscow for the
first meeting in four years of the U.S.-
U.S.S.R. Trade and Economic Council.
Despite the turmoil of Brezhnev's funer-

al, the Soviets put on three busy days of
talks for the American businessmen. For-
eign Trade Minister Nikolai Patolichev
read off to the group a trade shopping list
that included chemical and petrochemical
equipment, consumer goods, and agricul-
tural and food processing machinery. Pa-
tolichev and other officials, though, de-

STAFF: Eleanor Johnson Tracy, Susie Gharib
Nazem, Lisa Miller Mesdag, Anne B. Pillsbury,
David Weld Stevens

manded that the U.S. "renounce once and
for all" the use of trade sanctions.
On the American group's last night in

Moscow, Soviet Prime Minister Nikolai
Tikhonov hosted a steak-and-sturgeon
dinner in the frescoed splendor of the
Great Hall in the Kremlin's Palace of Fac-
ets. The new Soviet leadership used the oc-
casion to send its first policy signal to the
Reagan Administration. The message was
warmer than recent Soviet pronounce-
ments and stressed Moscow's interest in
more trade as part of the next Soviet five-
year plan. Tikhonov also had a private
meeting with C. William Verity Jr., 65,
chairman of Armco and the co-chairman
of the council.

After the meetings, there was a little op-
timism about future trade. Summed up
Donald Kendall, chief executive of Pep-
sico, who's negotiating to build 15 new
bottling plants in the Soviet Union, "The
whole atmosphere was very positive and it
could represent a change in the direction
of our relations."
But amid all the bear hugs last week

came some stiff words. Reportedly irked at
the businessmen for denouncing sanc-
tions, Arthur Hartman, U.S. Ambassador
to the Soviet Union, warned in one of the
meetings: "It is not realistic, and it has
never been realistic, to isolate our econom-
ic relationship from our overall political
relationship."

Despite the furor surrounding the pipe-
line sanctions, the restrictions accom-
plished little. They did not change Mos-
cow's policy in Poland or Afghanistan,
and work on the pipeline continued. And
while the trade sanctions affected three
U.S. companies, only one lost a deal. Cater-
pillar Tractor was forced to annul its $90-
million sale of 200 pipe-layers, a contract
eventually won by Japan's Komatsu.
General Electric, on the other hand, ex-

pects to provide some of the $175 million
of components for gas turbines ordered by
three European licensees, and Jack B.
Gatzemeyer, general manager of the com-
pany's international gas turbine depart-
ment, plans to rehire some workers laid off
at the Schenectady, New York, plant.
Dresser Industries, which spent some
$750,000 in legal fees fighting the sanc-
tions and for penalties to subcontractors
for postponing orders, will complete an
order to ship $20 million of booster com-
pressors for the project through its French
subsidiary.
Even if there is some improvement in

the political climate between Moscow and
Washington, U.S.-Soviet trade is likely to
remain small. At its peak in 1979, total
commerce between the two countries
reached only $4.5 billion. The U.S. that
year shipped $3.6 billion in exports, most-
ly grain, while the Soviet Union sent $873
million of goods ranging from platinum to
sable furs and vodka. Trade between the
two countries this year will be an esti-
mated $3 billion, compared with $2.7 bil-
lion in 1981.

Ed's Quiet Exit 
A new boss for World Airways
Edward Daly, 60, the flashy founder and

82% owner of World Airways (1981 reve-
nues: $372 million), has rarely shunned
controversy. He undercut major U.S. air-

continued
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continueddae 
lines in 1979 by offering a cross-country
air fare of $99 and then took out full-page
newspaper ads to explain what he called
the David and Goliath battle. In the last
days of the Vietnam War, Daly became a
momentary folk hero when he defied gov-
ernment orders and personally flew into
Danang Airport to rescue more than 200
women and children. Yet last week Daly
relinquished the offices of president and
chief executive of World Airways with an
uncharacteristic lack of panache. The terse
explanation from World headquarters: the
boss wants to pursue "other obligations."
Wall Street's speculation: bankers who are
keeping World afloat had eased Daly out.
While Daly remains chairman, Brian

Cooke, 63, becomes president and C.E.O.
Cooke, who worked for Hawaiian Airlines
for 20 years before joining World in 1964
as treasurer, persuaded banks earlier this
year to defer payments on $14 million in
debt. He is also credited with having a
winning way with the unions. Two years
ago, World suffered a bitter, five-month
strike. But it will take more than a new
leader with a pleasant style to make World
profitable (1981 loss: $20 million). Unless
the economy picks up soon, Ed Daly's
World Airways could go the way of that
other colorful price-cutter, Sir Freddy Lak-
er's Laker Airways.

"Up Against the Wall"
Occidental's big sell-off
Dr. Armand Hammer, who at 84 still

"gets all tingly" when he closes a deal, now
has the less than tingly task of selling off
many of the companies he has acquired for
Occidental Petroleum in the last two dec-
ades. Up for sale: parts of Island Creek Coal
(1981 sales: $1.1 billion), Occidental
Chemical ($1.4 billion), and agricultural
chemical operations ($976 million). Sale of
these divisions and a dozen or so other as-
sets is expected to bring in approximately
$3 billion in cash over the next two years.
Says a security analyst close to Occidental:
"The doctor is pushed up against the wall."
Hammer's $4-billion takeover of Cities

Service in August has precipitated the sell-
offs. The deal, which Cities Service share-
holders are expected to approve this week,
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Occidental's Hammer aboard his private Boeing 727

will nearly double Occidental's annual
sales to $26 billion, but it will also dramat-
ically increase its yearly interest expenses.
Even though Cities Service sold its gas ex-
ploration company last month to North-
west Energy for $355 million and is seek-
ing a buyer for its Louisiana refinery,
which has a book value of $900 million,
Occidental is still burdened with $5 billion
of long-term debt—five times more than
before the acquisition. The oil glut hasn't
helped either. In the third quarter, Occi-
dental's earnings plunged 82% to $25 mil-
lion on sales of $4.4 billion.

Now Hear This
"We had to have an impasse, and I

don't think a combination of Attila the
Hun and Job could have clarified it."
—Pete Rozelle, 56, NFL Commis-

sioner, describing the 57-day-long
football strike.

"I am deeply troubled. I have the
feeling that we are now in the second
phase of a world depression. I don't
want to forecast any mischievous
dramas or tragedies, but I very clearly
see dramatic development as being
possible."
—Helmut Schmidt, 63, former West

German Chancellor.

"I think if we want to understand
the entrepreneur, we should look at the
juvenile delinquent."
—Abraham Zaleznik, 58, psycho-

analyst and Harvard Business School
professor.

"I always ask who is the boss. If the
answer is, 'We are all equal,' I say
forget it. There has to be a boss."
—Royal Little, 86, explaining how he

judges investment proposals made by
new companies.

Zapped
Games By Apollo in Chapter 11
Rangy Texas entrepreneur Patrick J.

Roper, 39, last year launched Games By
Apollo Inc. in time for the Christmas
buying spree with a video program called
Skeet Shoot. This Christmas, though,
may be bleak for Apollo. The Dallas-
based manufacturer of cartridge games,
which once foresaw sales of more than
$30 million by the end of the year, has
been felled by Benton & Bowles, its New
York advertising agency. Benton &
Bowles, which is suing Apollo to collect a
$2.5-million bill, has persuaded a Dallas
court to issue a temporary restraining or-
der forbidding the company from selling
its inventory of 200,000 video cartridge
games. Apollo, in turn, has filed for
reorganization under Chapter 11 of
the Bankruptcy Act. Its fate could signal a
larger shakeout of the initially attrac-
tive, but now cluttered, video games
market.
Roper, who was inspired to get into

the video games business one day last
year when he was playing NFL Football
on his Mattel Intellivision machine, in-
sists he'll recover. Says he: "We will reor-
ganize, we will pay our bills, and we will
be back." But his prospects seem dim.
Apollo is at least $6 million in debt. If the
courts concur, Benton & Bowles will pre-
sumably sell its share of the Apollo
inventory.
Apollo is already pared down to nine

employees. Last month Roper had over
100 and talked of taking on 300 more. He
had even hired a laid-off Braniff pilot to
develop a new video game. It is called Fi-
nal Approach and has joined the Apollo
line of games that includes Lost Luggage,
Pompeii, and Squoosh.

continued
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A Deal of Equals
Wheelabrator merges with Signal
In the aftermath of the fierce megabuck

takeover battle between Allied, Bendix,
and Martin Marietta, the news of a merger
between Signal Companies and Wheela-
brator-Frye was anticlimactic. Shunning
the fashion of offering hefty premiums to
shareholders, Wheelabrator, an engineer-
ing and construction firm, agreed to a
stock swap valued at $946 million, which
worked out to be $2.75 a share below
Wheelabrator's stock price at the time of
the announcement. Says Forrest N. Shum-
way, 55, the chief executive of Signal who
will continue in that capacity in the
merged company: "Newspapers are full of
accounts of acquisitions that pay a lot of
money with nothing left for the future ex-
cept substantial debt. Our idea was to put
together a company that can preserve
cash." Adds Michael D. Dingman, 51,
Wheelabrator's chairman: "We're giving
the investor a chance to act like an
investor."
Even though Wheelabrator is smaller

(1981 sales: $1.5 billion) than Signal
($5.3 billion), Dingman and Shumway
speak of the company as a combination of
equals. The Signal-Wheelabrator combi-
nation will be rich, with $500 million in
cash. Shumway and Dingman are also

Shumway of Signal (left) and Dingman of

Iisaecontinued

looking to raise more money
by selling operations that
don't fit the "bigger frame-
work." Signal's most profit-
able divisions are Garrett, a
manufacturer of aircraft parts
and gas turbine engines, and
UOP, which designs petrochemical plants.
Security analysts speculate that Signal's
Mack Trucks, expected to lose $40 million
this year, is a likely candidate for sale.

Schutz and a Porsche 944

Vroom Vroom
Fast sales for the Porsche 944
West Germans were surprised two years

ago when an American who had never
driven a Porsche, much less worked in
the automotive industry, was handed the
wheel of the prestigious Stuttgart-based
sports-car maker. But Peter Schutz, 52, has
steered the stalled company toward a surg-
ing success.
The key to that performance is the popu-

larity of the Porsche 944, a masterpiece of
speed and efficiency that can go 130 mph,
yet has an EPA highway rating of 30 mpg.
Against advice of Porsche colleagues,
Schutz chose to lop $3,000 off the car's
proposed U.S. sticker price, bringing it
down to $18,450. That gamble paid off.
Since Porsche introduced the 944 in this
country in June, more than 3,300 have

Wheelabrator

been sold—approaching a quarter of the
sales the company had projected through
the end of 1985. By February, Porsche ex-
pects to be turning out 105 of the 944s per
working day, a daily production record.
Schutz recently divvied a $2-million bo-
nus among Porsche's 5,150 workers.
Engineers at the company's research and

development center near Weissach, West
Germany, are redesigning the engine of
the classic 911 model. The body will not be
changed, but the company will incorpo-
rate some features of the 944 under the
hood. After that, Porsche may literally be
flying. Schutz has had preliminary talks
with U.S. airframe manufacturers about
Porsche engines for light aircraft.

Going Private
Britoil is de-nationalized

British Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher's plan to reduce the size of the
public sector by "privatizing" national-
ized industries is moving into high gear.
Last week investors began buying stock
in Britoil, the exploration and production
arm of the British National Oil Company,
at an initial offering price of about $3.60 a
share. The Thatcher government intends
to sell 51% of Britoil to private investors.
The tender offer, valued at $910 million,
will be the largest ever made at the Lon-
don Stock Exchange. Says Secretary for
Industry C. Patrick Jenkin, 56: "The Tory
dream of a capital-owning democracy is
coming true."
With vast oil production rights in the

North Sea as well as in Dubai and Indone-
sia, Britoil has become increasingly profit-
able over the past three years, and London
security analysts are rating the stock a
good investment. The one cloud hanging
over Britoil is the policy of the Labor party
if it returns to power. Labor has vowed to
re-nationalize the company. Peter Shore,
58, the party's spokesman on economic af-
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fairs, says that the price of the stock would
not be "a penny more" than investors are
now paying for it. Says Shore: "Let that
message be registered by all those who
hope to make a killing." Despite these
warnings, the Thatcher government will
be pressing ahead with plans to de-nation-
alize the British Steel Corporation, Rolls-
Royce, and British Telecom.

English Muffin Wars
Thomas sues Entenmann's
Samuel Bath Thomas first started hawk-

ing the tasty, if plain, English muffin 102
years ago in New York City's Greenwich
Village. Although the muffin has all but
disappeared from Britain, it has become
a breakfast staple for many Americans.
S.B. Thomas Inc. of Totowa, New Jersey,
which proudly calls its product the "origi-
nal" English muffin, last year had sales of
more than $120 million, 50% of the market
in the U.S.
Thomas now believes that its cherished,

inimitable recipe has fallen into the hands
of another old-time bakery, Entenmann's.
Thomas claims that three former employ-
ees who recently changed bakers' hats
filched the formula. Entenmann's, found-
ed by a German immigrant in Brooklyn in
1898, and in the process of being acquired
by General Foods, sold $333 million of
rich pastries last year, but its breakfast fare
was largely Danish, not English. Hoping to
keep its secret and a substantial share of
the market, Thomas has sued in a New Jer-
sey court to prohibit Entenmann's use of
its recipe. While the alleged breach might
not be high industrial espionage, Thomas
believes that this is more than a bit of
mischief in the nooks and crannies of the
muffin trade.

Hair-Raising Idea
Pilo-Genic has growing profits
A variety of elixirs, nostrums, and po-

tions have been brewed for centuries as a
cure for baldness. Hippocrates prescribed a
mixture of opium, essence of roses or lil-
ies, wine, and the oil of unripe olives.
Anita Young, 60, president of Pilo-Genic
Research Associates, a chain of hair din-

Young (left) of Pilo-Genic

ics, is the latest in that long line. She ar-
gues that baldness is often caused by hor-
monal imbalances, poor hygiene, and
stress. Moreover, she claims that in some
of those cases, she can retard the loss of
hair and stimulate growth. This month
Young will add four new hair-growing
clinics to her chain, bringing the total to
60. Pilo-Genic revenues this year are ex-
pected to be $7 million, up 35% from 1981.
Young's prescription consists of patent-

ed products containing biotin that were
developed by Edward Settel, 67, her phy-
sician husband. While doctors who run the
clinics boast about the products, others in
the medical community dismiss them as
mere cosmetics.
A flamboyant former ballerina, Young

opened her first clinic in New York in
1974. The company does no advertising,

Peter and Steven Halmos of SafeCard

relying on clients to spread the word.
Those seeking to save their scalps include
doctors, lawyers, business executives, per-
formers. A third are women. Says Alfred
Rosenstein, a Manhattan attorney who has
been using the products for five years: "My
friends say I've got to be joking, but I'm
not losing my hair anymore."

Selling Peace of Mind
SafeCard Services' hot line
The millions of credit cards lost or stolen

each year in the U.S. mean good business
for Peter and Steven Halmos. The brothers
are the chairman and president of Safe-
Card Services, the largest and most profit-
able credit-card-protection firm. For $12
per year, customers losing their cards can
phone the Fort Lauderdale firm, which
then notifies department stores, banks, oil
companies, and other card issuers to stop
accepting charges on that account. Even
though Congress has limited cardholders'
liability for unauthorized purchases to $50
per card, Peter Halmos, 39, says that peo-
ple are willing to buy his service for both
convenience and peace of mind. SafeCard
now has 5.5 million subscribers, and sales
last year were $26 million-60% higher
than in 1980. Says Halmos: "An immense
number of people use credit cards as a way
of life. If all of a sudden they lose their wal-
lets and find themselves with only cash,
they panic."
The Halmos brothers, Hungarian refu-

gees who came to the U.S. in the early
1950s, started SafeCard in 1969 with an
initial investment of $100 in cash. Says Pe-
ter: "I wish I could say we did a lot of mar-
ket research first, but we didn't do any."
However, the company is now busy doing
market studies in Japan, where it will ex-
pand next year.
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"We answer twice as many calls with
the same number of people since we put in the
Datapoint Automatic Call Distributor'

—Manuel A. Rosales
Vice President •
Capital Preservation Fund
Palo Alto, California

"We had 20 people han-
dling 30,000 calls a month
on 20-button keyset
phones," says Manuel

„fel% ie Rosales. "With our Data-
I ,4000 npoint 

number
rof ACD,peopt lheeprsoacmesesii0 60,000 a month. And we

have reduced employee stress while im-
proving customer satisfaction.
"Our ACD saved us $400,000 the first

year because we're handling those addi-
tional calls without adding people,' add-
ing phones, or renting more space. And
that doesn't take into account revenue
we might have lost with the old system
because callers couldn't get through.
"A money fund is an over-the-phone

business. And Capital Preservation be-
lieves in first-class service for its cus-
tomers," says Rosales. "Investors call in
to check their balances, ask about rates,
transfer funds, or ask for information
packets on the funds." The Datapoint®
Automatic Call Distributor will boost the
productivity of any organization that de-

pends on a lot of incoming calls.
Here's how it works.
1. The ACD automatically routes calls

to the proper agent or agent group
according to your programmed instruc-
tions. Calls are distributed evenly so
more calls can be handled without adding
people or telephone lines. (Capital Pres-
ervation Fund actually cut the number of
lines from 49 to 25 and the phone bill
from $80,000 to $40,000 a month.)
2. When your needs change, you can

modify the way calls are routed with
simple commands at the ACD con-
trol console.
3. When all agents are busy, the ACD

holds calls in a first-call, first-served
queue. That shrinks hold time and re-
duces the number of abandoned calls.
(Average hold time at Capital Preser-
vation is only 11 seconds. Less than 1%
are abandoned.)
4. The ACD can process calls differ-

ently during different time periods. For
example, you can add on staff as backup
agents during peak hours, drop them off

again during slow hours.
5. The ACD records information about

each call including the time, the duration,
which line it came in on, which agent
handled it, and other facts. Agents can
use "wrap-up codes" to add particulars
to a call record. This helps Capital Pres-
ervation spot trends and correct any
problems up front.
6. The ACD analyzes call information,

tabulates it in simple formats and hands
it over in useful printed reports. How
many calls does each agent handle?
What's the average hold time between 9
and 10 A.M.? Could you get along with
one less toll-free 800 line? The ACD's
computer records can tell you nearly
anything about your phone traffic.
For information on the ACD or other

Datapoint systems, call (800) 531-5639.
In Texas, call (800) 292-5099. Telex
767300 in the U.S.; 06986622 in Canada;
or 923494 in Europe (UK). Or write Data-
point Corporation, Marketing Communi-
cations, T41F0, 9725 Datapoint Drive,
San Antonio, Texas 78284.

DATATOINIII"



We begin with natural
cotton or wool.
No synthetics ever.

Single-needle stitching
assures a
neat appearance.

Non-woven
inner linings
assure neatness
after washing.
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Our plaids are yarn-dyed.
not printed. A definite
mark of quality.
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It costs more to do it,
but we match plaids
on collar, flaps and placket.

••••

Lands' End Flannel Shirts.
Easy to look at. Comfortable to wear.

Made with painstaking care.

Weinvite you to Com-
pare the features
above, which are

standard equipment on any
Lands' End flannel shirt,
with any other flannel shirt
you like.

We don't think you can
beat them, even for more
money. We offer them in two
weights of100% cotton, and
in a single weight flannel
blending cotton and wool.
You'll find them proudly dis-
played in full color in our
Lands' End catalog.
No single breakthrough.

Frankly, the features above,
which we insist on in our
shirts, are not notable break-
throughs taken singly and
separately. But finding all
these features in a flannel
shirt at Lands' End prices—
that is exceptional.

It comes from a philoso-
phy we apply to whatever we
offer you at the time we
either buy it or have it made.
We don't ask, "What can you

leave out to make it cheaper?"
We ask, "What can you put
in to make it better?" You'd
be surprised how unusual this
attitude is, and how pleased
our sources are to show us the
full range of their talents.

Our buyers aren't
the only fussy people.

Fussy as our Lands' End
buyers are, even they get
checked out by our Quality
Control people, who have
the last word at Lands' End.

If they nix a buy—in
shirts or anything else we
sell—there's no Supreme
Court to grant a hearing.
They are the Supreme Court.
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All our shirts
have a 7-button
front, and buttons
sewed to
stay on.

And that's for your protection,
along with our guarantee:

"If you are not completely
satisfied with any item you
buy from us, at any time
during your use of it, return
it and we will refund your
full purchase price."

The price, of course, is deter-
mined only after we're sure
we have the quality we want
in the product. That way we
are sure we offer you value.

Leaf through our catalog
for full details. Fill in the cou-
pon, send it in, and we'll mail
you a free catalog. Better still,
call us at 800-356-4444. It's
toll free, 24 hours a day.

ri Please send free 100-page catalog.

Lands' End Dept. K-15
Dodgeville, WI. 53533

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip 

Or call Toll-free

800-356-4444
P.S. Please call after 5 PM.
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©Eastman Kodak Company, 1982

"Oh, go ahead, Clarence, indulge yourself.
What if you're ever lost in the North Woods?"

16

Fascination with multiple-purpose de-
vices is seldom rewarded with truly useful prod-
ucts. We are pleased to offer an exception: the
Kodak Ektaprint copier, It does enormously com-
plex jobs involving automatic collating, stacking
and stapling. It can also make a single copy with
equal efficiency.

Result? Versatile, productive, easily man-
aged output. The Kodak copier does more, all by
itself, than a Swiss army of lesser machines all over
the place.

May we demonstrate?

Write: Eastman Kodak Company,
CD2507 Rochester, N.Y. 14650.

Kodak copiers. Everything they do,
they do well. And they do everything.



Toshiba Video Cassette Recorder V-9500 with 4 heads.

The show-stopper snow-stopper.

When the TV action you've videotaped looks so good
you want a longer and closer look at it, you push a button
to stop the scene. The last thing you need is a blurred
picture or sound distortion.

That's why Toshiba had to design a more intelligent
video cassette recorder with twice as many heads.
Two of the 4 heads specialize in clearing away the lines,
jitters and fuzzy pictures known as "snow."
Now you can freeze the sports action or dramatic

moment with perfect clarity.
Add to this 117 potential channels, plus a wireless

remote control with 18 operation modes. And the Toshiba
VCR loads from the front, a real space saver.

Another technical leap forward from Toshiba, the
experienced integrated manufacturer in the electrical,
electronic and energy fields.
*A federal court has ruled that recording copyrighted material off the air

without consent is in violation of existing copyright laws.

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA
TOSHIBA CORPORATION TOKYO JAPAN

For further information, Toshiba America, Inc., 82 Totowa Road, Wayne, New Jersey 07470 TEL: 
201-628-8000 Telex: 230130309

17



New stuckfrom Ogilvy & Mather

What Corporate Advertising Can Do
IN 1981, American corporations

spent $500 million on corporate
advertising. Much of this money was
wasted by trying to do things that
can't be done.

Ogilvy & Mather has just distrib-
uted to its offices around the world a
new slide-and-film study of corporate
advertising. Here we reveal some of
our conclusions.
We have learned that good corpo-

rate advertising can:

'Build awareness of a company.

• Make a favorable impression on in-
vestors and security analysts.

'Motivate employees and attract
recruits.

• Influence public opinion.

'Strengthen relations with dealers.

'Influence legislation.

We have learned that corporate adver-
tising cannot:

-Gloss over a poor record or a weak
competitive position.

'Boost the price of your stock next
month.

'Swiftly turn the tide of public
opinion.

There are no quick fixes. Advertising
can spread the truth about your com-
pany, but cannot conceal it.
Many companies have no clear

image because they are not well

and Can't
known. Says the Opinion Research
Corporation:

"The invisibility and remoteness of
most companies are the main handi-
caps. People who feel they know a
company well are five times more
likely to have a highly favorable opin-
ion of the company than those who
have little familiarity."

Smith Barney was highly respected
by Wall Street cognoscenti, but little
known among the investing public.

Ogilvy & Mather hired John Houseman
to go on television and tell investors
that Smith Barney makes money the
old-fashioned way—they earn it.
Within four months investor aware-
ness of Smith Barney and what it
stood for went up 49 percent.

•Clear Objective
Exactly what image do you wish to
project? To whom? For what pur-

Advocacy Advertising
Getting a fair hearing

for your side of the case
MORE AND MORE companies are
turning to advertising to put for-
ward their side of the case on public
issues.

Ogilvy & Mather has conducted
advocacy campaigns for many
clients. Here are highlights from
what we have learned from our
research, our successes, and our
failures.

Who influences opinion?

To present your side of the case ef-
fectively, you must know who your
audience is already listening to.

Today's television heroes, movie
stars, talk show hosts, and investi-
gative reporters command more
respect than you do. They sound off
on issues in colorful language, easy
to grasp and easy to remember.
EXAMPLE: During the 1980 energy

crisis an actor, the hero of a crime-
oriented TV series who has no special
expertise in energy matters, disclosed
his views on a nationally televised
talk show. His rambling, illogical,
accusatory explanation of the energy
crisis was cheered by the audience.

Advertising can help. It pays to
observe these principles:

I. Simplify the issue. Many corn-

pose? Research can help you decide.
What remains is technique. Most

successful corporate advertising fol-
lows these principles:

1. Build credibility. Only five per-
cent of Americans associate the word
trust with the word business. You
build trust when you use facts rather
than vague generalities.
Make your ads look informative

and newsy—more like editorial pages,
less like other advertisements.
On television, demonstrate your

point. Nothing builds credibility bet-
ter than evidence people can see with
their own eyes. In England, Shell
slowly panned its cameras over a
serene valley after a pipeline had been
put under it. No sign of the pipeline.
Point made.

2. Involve your audience. Don't lec-
ture people—talk to them. Get them
to participate. One way is to give them
information they can use—as in our
booklets for Shell. (For results, see illus-

5100 to 1
Through September 30
Shell had received over
a million letters com-
menting on its series of
helpful booklets.
Favorable letters out-

numbered unfavorable
510010 I.

plex issues can be addressed in simple
yet accurate language.
A classic example of simplifying

the issue is this headline for a 1945
advertisement for the Chesapeake &
Ohio Railway:

A HOG CAN CROSS THE COUNTRY
WITHOUT CHANGING TRAINS

—BUT YOU CAN'T
But don't overdo it. Simplistic
distortion insults people's intel-
ligence, and can do more harm
than good.

2. Present the issue in terms of the
public's self-interest. The public is
interested in your products, and will
read your product advertising. By
contrast, few people care about your
problems.
Show how your point of view coin-

1,086,!
favora

cides with the public's self-interest.
If it does not, don't advertise.

3. Be candid—and show bal-
ance. People expect advertising to
be biased on behalf of the adver-
tiser. By pointing out the other side
as well as your own—playing fair
and showing balance—you can
overcome much scepticism.
When Houston Lighting and

Power was planning its first
nuclear power plant, it anticipated
resistance and ran advertising
which dealt with this complicated
issue in a candid and balanced way.
The number of Houston residents
with favorable attitudes toward
nuclear power increased by 20 per-
cent the first year. There was
virtually no opposition when the

co
for
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Ira/ion. This campaign is now work-

ing equally well in 13 other countries.)

3. Be different. In our full study we
list 17 slogans from current major cor-
porate campaigns. Few people in any
audience can correctly identify more
than a couple. They are indistinguish-
able from each other.

Search for something that can set
your company apart. Ten years ago,
Ogilvy & Mather first advertised Mer-
rill Lynch as the company that was
"bullish on America:' Today, despite
a change of agency, the bull continues
to set Merrill Lynch apart as a leader.

4. Look of importance. A few large
advertisements can be more effective
than a bunch of small ones.
Long copy looks important—and

works. Readership falls off fast up to
50 words, but drops very little between
50 and 500 words. (You are still reading
this advertisement, after 538 words.)
In three years, International Paper has

company later announced plans
for its first nuclear plant.

4. Get a head start. Act before
Opinions form and emotions heat

"Public' opinion is
everything. With
public sentbnent
nothing can fail;
without it, nothing
can succeed."
A BR LINt ()I N

"The public be
damned!"
Wiijt.1A1 11. VANocktur

received requests
for more than eight
million reprints of
long-copy advertise-
ments like the one
shown at left.

NOTE:Copywriters

should not confuse
long copy with
pompous or ram-
bling copy. You can
say a lot without
getting heavy-handed
or long-winded.
5. Coordinated

campaign. Your
press relations, speeches, brochures,
films, employee relations—all should
sing the same tune as your corporate
advertising. This can make a sizable dif-
ference in results.
6. Measure your progress. Many cor-

porate campaigns are discon-
tinued before they have had a chance to
work. This is because:

• A research program for measuring
progress is not set at the start.

'Objectives are not defined clearly
enough to allow measurement.

• The budget is easy to raid to bolster
earnings in a bad year.

• Brand or division managers want the
money to sell products.

Measurement allows weaknesses to be
ironed out, and permits management to
see progress toward specific and impor-
tant goals. Companies which demand
measurement run corporate campaigns
longer and reap greater rewards.

up. Not always easy. It's like Will
Rogers on the stock market: "All
you do is buy some stock, and when
the price goes up, sell it. If the price
doesn't go up, don't buy it:'
But when you can anticipate

problems it pays to do so—as
Houston Lighting and Power and
others have shown.

5. Know who your target audi-
ence is—and why. Your choice will
determine your costs. For example,
it costs less to advertise to a few
state legislatures than to the public.
The so-called "influentials" or

"thought leaders" often present a
tempting target. But campaigns
addressed to them seldom actually
work, because nobody really
knows who they are. A bishop? A

bartender? A political activist?
They are spread throughout the
population and impossible to reach
with discrete media programs.
Among the successful cam-

paigns we have studied, fully half
were addressed to the general
public on television.

Four
Fallacies
MANAGEMENTS often wonder

if it pays to address cor-
porate advertising to the financial
community. Here are four fallacies
about this kind of advertising.

Fallacy 1: A company with an
aggressive advertising program
gets known as a stock promoter.

Competitive commission rates
have made Wall Street lean and
pressured. An intelligent investor-
relations program, including
advertising, can make it easier for
analysts and brokers to do their
jobs. They will appreciate it.

Fallacy 2: The best policy is to let
the record speak for itself.

The record explains where you
have been, not where you are
going. To appraise a company sen-
sibly, investors need to know why it
should continue to prosper.

Fallacy 3: A company loses credi-
bility when earnings turn down.

Declines in earnings or other bad
news seldom hurt a company's
credibility. Only surprises do that.
A company that is forthright and
accurate has little to fear.

Fallacy 4: Open disclosure will help
competitors.

SEC requirements are increasingly
demanding. Your competitors read
your 10K and 10Q reports. It pays
to give investors the same kind of
useful information.

Advocacy campaigns that fail
generally choose the wrong target,
lack commitment (one-shot adver-
tisements instead of persistent cam-

paigns), are weak in craftsmanship,

or advocate hopeless causes. Those
that succeed follow most of the
principles outlined here.

TO SEE OUR COMPLETE PRESENTATION on corporate advertising, please write on
your business letterhead to: NEW YORK, Graham Phillips, 2 E. 48th St., New York, NY

10017, (212) 907-3400; CHICAGO, Bill Whitney, 200 E. Randolph, Chicago, IL 60601,

(312) 861-1166; ATLANTA, Neill Cameron, 401 W. Peachtree N.E., Atlanta, GA 30308,

(404)588-1866; HOUSTON, Jim Hine, 1 Allen Center, Houston, TX 77002, (713)659-6688;

LOS ANGELES, Gerry Smith, 5900 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90036,(213)937-7900;

SAN FRANCISCO, Alan Mooney, 735 Battery St., San Francisco, CA 94111, (415) 981-0950.

Ogilvy &Mather



ADDED ELECT
FUEL MEC i Ifs MORE TORQUE,
MORE Enom !1 1 '7 SUBTRACTED
111111 OF DOLL PRICE.
1983 sticker prices* hundreds of dollars lower on
Cavalier Sedans, hundreds ()I dollars lower on
Cavalier Wagons, hundreds lower on Cavalier
Coupes and Type-I0 Hatchbacks.

End res
Chevrolet Ile
A leader that
for what you
it up with ne

It? A superb, new 1983 line of
t cars from a leader taking charge.
ays you shouldn't pay exorbitantly
eed a small fleet car to do. And hacks
higher compression, electronically

fuel-injected 2.0 Liter power in a full line of
spirited, new small sedans, coupes and wagons. And
does it at sticker prices lower than last year.

Make it a point to drive a new Chevrolet Cavalier.
Experience kick, quiet, comfort and quality that will
make you quickly forget you're driving a small car.
Now all at prices low enough to make you think twice
about any other small car—domestic or import.

Cavalier—from America's sales leader.

CHEVROLET FLEET SALES

0,4

ased on a comparison of Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Prices for 1982 and 1983 models. Level of equipment varies.
Some Chevrolets are equipped with engines produced by other GM divisions, subsidiaries, or all ilktted companies
.workhv i de . See your dealer for details 41/111106Mailik
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Letters
Fortune

PUSH vs. Busch

As a black businessman, I must speak out
against what may seem to be widespread black
support for the Jackson clan ("PUSH Collides
with Busch," November 15). In my view, Jesse
Jackson is an egotistical, power-hungry extrem-
ist who is still living in the 1960s. Anheuser-
Busch executives are right in their stand against
such foolish rhetoric.
Although Jackson recognizes the deficiencies

at Anheuser-Busch, he fails to realize that many
black people are greatly appreciative of An-
heuser-Busch's efforts in supporting a variety of
black functions, ranging from entertainment to
politics. Jesse Jackson is not an ambassador for
all black Americans, and businesses should not
be fooled into thinking he is.

DARRELL A. ELLIS
St. Louis

Your categories of financial contributors to
PUSH left out people like myself—individuals
who are not members of any group but contrib-
ute a modest sum each year because we believe
in the economic and social goals pushed by Rev-
erend Jackson.

WILLIAM H. MAUK JR.
McLean, Virginia

As a black reader of FORTUNE for over ten
years, I am proud to see the magazine recognize
that the black man is not just a poverty pocket in
America, but rather a viable, functioning entity
in American society and history. Thank you for
your recent fair-minded articles.

N. VAN SHACKELFORD
Gilroy, California

Video Games

"Cashing In on the Cartridge Trade" (No-
vember 15) mentions Custer's Revenge, an X-

rated video game manufactured by American

Multiple Industries. This game is blatantly dis-
criminatory and demeaning to the 1.5 million
American Indians who live in the U.S. today.

JULIE WALKER
National Congress of American Indians

Washington

Aetna's Glow

Strange, where was Peat Marwick when Aet-
na was engineering its accounting coup to take
future tax benefits into current earnings ("Be-

hind the Profits Glow at Aetna," November 15)?
This is the key to the financial puzzle.
Aetna, one of Peat Marwick's megaclients,

provides, no doubt, a breathtaking contribution
to the revenue of its Hartford office. Now would
Peat Marwick really bite the hand that feeds it? I
think not. More generally, does the CPA-client
relationship even vaguely approach arm's
length? Again, I think not. Let's face it, fellas, he
who pays the fiddler calls the tune. And in this
case the Aetna has made an unseasoned fiddle
sound like a Stradivarius.

JOHN R. BERGER
Simsbury, Connecticut

Carol Loomis does it again (and again), turn-
ing muddy waters into clear and sparkling
streams. Her piece on the Aetna's aggressive ac-

counting practice took material almost anyone
else would have ducked and rendered it not just
understandable but fascinating.

ANDREW TOBIAS
New York City

De Lorean's Ride

In "John De Lorean's Long Downhill Ride"
(November 15) author Ann Morrison incorrect-
ly labeled cocaine hydrochloride as "China
White." China White is the name given to her-
oin coming from Southeast Asia. "Snow White"
would have been a more appropriate nomencla-
ture for the "toot."

PAUL. MAN DICH
U.S. Penitentiary

Lewisburg, Pennsylvania

Reader Mandich is serving a 20-year sentence

for distributing controlled substances.

Address letters to FORTUNE, Time & Life Building,

Rockefeller Center, New York, N.Y. 10020.

Reagan Stymied (cont'd)

I was completely shocked and appalled at the
cover of the magazine with the tasteless cartoon
of President Reagan ("Stymied by the Deficit,"
November 15).

It is certainly the province of every American
to choose the candidate who appeals to him. But
the cartoon of the President makes him out to be
a weak and silly person who appears simply
scared to death.

LEICESTER H. SHERRILL
Tucson, Arizona

My son Austin, age 5, saw your drawing of
President Reagan. Although he is not a Republi-
can (at least not yet) he felt the drawing was
"making fun of the President" and that "God
did not want people to do that." I felt good that
our nation's children still have respect for the
highest office in our land.

ROB HARTLEY
National Director of Marketing
Kinder-Care Learning Centers

Montgomery, Alabama

Your hideous caricature is worth a million
dollars of liberal Democratic advertising.

PHILIP A. HOOVER
Dallastown, Pennsylvania

Orchids to Bruce Stark for his portraiture, and
to A. F. Ehrbar for his excellent article.

WARREN A. TANNER
Denver

The cover illustration is fantastic! No one
could improve on that. One can almost feel the
dismay expressed by the President's face. If
awards are given for such works, this one cer-
tainly ranks in the top five.

FRED W. YEARNEAU
Edina, Minnesota

Richard Kane of Bartlesville, Oklahoma, not-
withstanding (Letters, November 29), I found

your cover of President Reagan to be a winner.

Wouldn't it be interesting if you got a whole

new bunch of subscribers from San Francisco to
make up for the humorless bunch in Oklahoma?

JEAN M. BERK
San Francisco

Mr. Ehrbar's article is the best and most cou-
rageous article FORTUNE has published in the de-

continued
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"Improving
telecommunications
all over the world?

GEE!"

(No, GTE!)
At an oil camp on a wind-whipped island

off the tip of South America, a GTE digital
switching system links the camp with the out-
side world.

Along a 61/2-mile route between Brussels
and the nearby city of Vilvoorde, a GTE opti-
cal communications system carries hundreds
of telephone calls at once on high-speed pulses
of light.
We brought solar telecommunications to

the jungles of Colombia. Microwave telecom-
munications to Mexico and Spain. And satellite
telecommunications to such countries as China
and Italy.
We provide telecommunications for coun-

tries—like Algeria and Venezuela. Or just cities,
if need be—like Vancouver, B.C., and Honolulu,
Hawaii.

There's hardly a part of the globe that isn't
affected, in one way or another, by GTE. Of
course, the degree of involvement may vary.
But, as far as we're concerned, the degree of
importance is always the same.



Letters
Filtunecontinued

cade and a half that I have been reading the
magazine.! pray you can find a way to the Presi-
dent's ear or better yet his heart. Otherwise we
are all up against it. More power to you.

AMITAI ETZIONI
University Professor

George Washington University
Washington

Work in the Cathedral

Re "Up from Salvation," your derogatory ar-
ticle on the building program at the Cathedral of
St. John the Divine (Keeping Up, November 1):
The Cathedral does indeed provide jobs and job
training for two dozen young people who
would not be otherwise employed. The infer-
ence that this is a minute part of our projected
goal of raising $30 million is a distortion. Our
goal is to endow the building program over a
long period of time, and therefore the employ-
ment of that number of people over many years
is not disproportionate to the amount.
The Cathedral has many other programs of

social concern—advocacy and care of the elder-
ly; vocational guidance and placement for un-
employed young people; the Cathedral Works,
which also employs apprentices and manufac-
tures ceramics and textiles; two gymnasiums
used by the school, St. Luke's Hospital, and
neighborhood children; a program for homeless
men; and various other good works.

(Rt. Rev.) PAUL MOORE JR.
Episcopal Bishop of New York

New York City

Bendix War (coned)

Re "Behind the Lines in the Bendix War" (Oc-
tober 18): The prime responsibility of every
board chairman is to make money for his stock-
holders. Bill Agee did that. People who bought
Bendix stock for under $40 a share had an op-
portunity to sell at $75 to $80. Why do people
resent a chairman having stock options and also
making a profit?
The Bendix that Agee inherited from Mike

Blumenthal was cumbersome, plodding, and
unimaginative, and sorely needed the reshap-
ing Agee gave it. The dismembered portions
were losers and well rid of. His internal reorga-
nizations added cohesiveness and improved
communications, and did serve the best interest
of the stockholders.
Regarding Mary Cunningham, Agee's per-

sonal life is his own business. It is also his pre-

rogative to choose his own consultants. Even
though she is his wife, I'm sure like other board
chairmen, he listens to his wife—then makes up
his own mind.

DANIEL H. SCHURZ
Retired Bendix employee

Scottsdale, Arizona

Consumers Union

Earlier this year you carried an article that
noted that "credibility is essential" to the suc-
cess of our magazine, Consumer Reports ("Soul-
ful Trouble at Consumers Union," February 22).
You went on to report on the outcome of a libel
case against Consumers Union—the only ver-
dict handed down against our organization in
its 46-year history.
This week the U.S. Court of Appeals for the

First Circuit overturned that decision in a unan-
imous opinion. We have always been proud of
our reputation for objectivity and are, of course,
gratified by the outcome. More important, the
ruling is a reaffirmation of the public's right to
know and the media's right to engage fairly in
critical and investigative journalism.

DAVID C. BERLINER
Assistant Director
Consumers Union

Mount Vernon, New York

Haunted Housing

"The Forces Haunting Housing" (Fortune
Forecast, October 18) states that "an astonish-
ing 40% to 45% of new [mortgage] commit-
ments by S&Ls this year are ARMs" (adjust-
able-rate mortgages) which "shift the risk of
interest rate fluctuations from lender to borrow-
er," making "housing a more uncertain and less
desirable investment." However, during 1982,
where we have seen historically high nominal
interest rates, and recently very high real rates
too, there is surely as much chance of nominal
rates falling, which they have in fact done, as of
their rising further. In this case, a home buyer
would certainly want an ARM.

PHILIP LAWFORD
London

Welfare Politics

Re The Politics of Welfare (Books and Ideas,
November 15): 1 suggest that just as some
countries in the past years have paid women
to have children, we pay women not to have

children. If a woman voluntarily agrees to lim-
it her childbearing potential for a specified
payment, she then agrees to a simple ovarian
tubal ligation, which ensures that she will
have no children.

D. BIMSEY MURDOCK
Los Angeles

Costliest Boondoggle (cont'd)

"America's Costliest Government Boondog-
gle" (November 1) is biased and misleading.
The "laser" process is not a sure winner over ad-
vanced centrifuges. Capacity expansion sched-
ules have been stretched out because of Con-
gress's unfortunate policy of "closing the
books" on foreign orders, and (later) because of
sharp drops in orders here and abroad. Howev-
er, sound expansion planning can neither ig-
nore contractual commitments nor be based on
processes that have only been tested in the lab.
In the meantime, production from what the

article calls a "fantastic guzzler of electric pow-
er," gaseous diffusion, is still competitive. Over
30 years of process improvements have estab-
lished world supremacy and billions of dollars
of exports for the U.S.

JOHN SHACTER, P.E.
Technical and Management Consultant

Kingston, Tennessee

Postal Workers

As a postal worker, I am shocked by the out-
rageous stereotyped portrait of postal clerks in
"Letter Imperfect" (Keeping Up, November 15).

Each morning at five I am outside unloading a
mail truck at the beginning of a full day's work
in which I conscientiously do my best to serve
the public with a vital and necessary service.
FORTUNE is delivered to the homes of your

subscribers the same day that it is received at
the post office where I work.

GERALD PAULISON
West Paterson, New Jersey

Here it is 1:30 Friday afternoon, and we've
been told that our mail, which is normally
picked up at 8 A.M., will not be picked up until 3
P.m.! The reason given is that there was too much
mail because of the midweek holiday—Veter-
ans Day—and that there were too few clerks. I
hope this letter reaches you.

VINCENT DI AZ
President, Atlantic Thread & Supply Co.

Baltimore E
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Corporate Aircraft Are
Transforming the Way
Companies Conduct
Their Business
Executive Time-Savings
and Flexibility Cited as
Chief Benefits by Users

You don't have to tell Jack Moseley
about the hassles of commercial air-
line travel, The 51-year-old chairman
and chief executive officer of United
States Fidelity and Guaranty Co.,
one of the nation's largest multiline
insurers, remembers them very
well—the crowded airports, long
check-in lines, security inspections,
officious gate agents, inevitable de-
lays, juggling of schedules, missed
connections, exhausted arrivals, the
late-night flights back to his home in
suburban Baltimore, not to mention
the serious loss of time away from
his office. In brief, the wear-and-tear
of executive travel.

But that was before he was
introduced to corporate aircraft.
Two years ago, U.S. F&G's board

of directors authorized the purchase
of a Lear 35A, a popular six-seat
executive jet that cost about $2.5
million. As far as Moseley is con-
cerned, it's been worth its weight
in gold.
"We went into corporate aviation

expecting that it would cost us more
than commercial transportation but
have the benefit of reduced wear-
and-tear on our executives and the
savings of their time in the office,"
Moseley says.
"Our experience has been that

it has done all of those things
and much more. It has allowed us
to multiply ourselves geographically,
while accomplishing much more
work in much less time. I never fully
realized how much time I wasted
hanging around airports waiting
for flights and connections. It was
quite a shock."
What about the expense of

operating a corporate plane?
"If you factor in all the other costs

—hotel bills, food, not to mention
executive salaries—the additional
cash outflow is so small it is ridicu-
lous," Moseley says. "In fact, during
the first six months of this year, we
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recorded a positive cash flow from
our flight operations."
Does he ever wonder what he did

before corporate flying?
"Many times," says Moseley. "But

more important: if you asked me
whether I would go back to flying
commercial, my answer would be
no. I'd stop traveling before I would
give up corporate flying."

The Case for
Corporate Aircraft
Tough talk, especially during a

period when a combination of
economic recession, high unemploy-
ment and poor earnings have sent
many of the nation's top managers
scurrying off to the closet when
approached with questions about
their corporate aircraft. But, as the
following demonstrates, there are
many other executives who remain
quite open about the importance of
business aviation to their com-
panies; men who are almost
fanatical in their conviction of the
utility, versatility and value of air-
planes and helicopters as a busi-
ness tool; managers who see no
need to be defensive about what
they consider to be just another
piece of capital equipment.

"I've never really understood the
reluctance of some companies to
speak out about their aircraft," says
Darwin E. Smith, chairman of Kim-
berly-Clark Corp., which owns more
than a dozen fixed-wing and rotary
aircraft. (See page 30). "What
could be more legitimate than
something that allows a company to
spread its management talent over a
wide geographical area? We couldn't
begin to operate without corporate
aircraft."

Agrees Harold D. Hoopman, presi-
dent and chief executive officer of
Marathon Oil Co., which operates
12 planes: "We are very proud of the
way we manage our corporate air-
craft. They are neither a corporate
perk nor a prestige item for the com-
pany. They are, and always have
been, working tools—very essential
operating tools."
These views are reinforced by

William J. Spencer, the recently re-

Harry J. Gray, CEO of United Technologies Corp.,
prepares to board a Sikorsky 76 executive heli-
copter en route to New York City from the com-
pany's Hartford, Conn., headquarters. Besides
the helicopter, United Technologies owns five
fixed-wing aircraft, including a used Boeing 727
and 737. "The biggest benefit of corporate air-
craft for me is the flexibility and time-utilization
It gives me. I don't think we could have built a
corporation of this size (1981 sales: $14 billion),
nor built It In the time that we did without the
use of aircraft."

tired president of Citicorp: "There is
a perception that corporate aircraft
are some kind of boondoggle for
senior management to go to the
Super Bowl or play golf in Florida,
when in reality they are instruments
of effective corporate management.
We have always taken an open
stance on the question of corporate
aircraft. We have nothing to hide."

An industry Workhorse
An insurer, a manufacturer, an oil

company official and a banking ex-
ecutive—men whose businesses cut
a wide and influential swath across
the U.S. economy and whose indus-
tries are big and long-time users and
proponents of corporate aviation.
But there are others who are just as
dependent on corporate aircraft as
they are on the company computer.



IMNEM!?

Why an airline ticket
guarantees a safer ocean crossing

than most business jets.
Unless your business jet has

three or more engines, it cannot
meet the FAA safety standards
required of commercial jetliners
flying an hour or more offshore.*

That's why you need the Falcon
50. We designed the Falcon 50
with three engines because, from
the start, it was intended to be a
world-class business jet. With the
range and the safety features you
need for intercontinental travel.
Why three engines? Because,
should an engine fail en route, los-
ing one-third your power and
systems is obviously less serious
than losing half

*FAR 121.161 prohibits twin-jet
airliners from operating further
than one hour from a suitable
landing field on scheduled pas-
senger carrying flights.

Redundancy plus
Not only does the Falcon 50

have one more engine than every
other jet in its class, it also gives
you better redundancy in terms of
systems: electrical, fuel, hydraulic,
pressurization and flight controls.
What does all this give you? At

the minimum, greater mobility and
peace of mind. In a difficult situa-
tion, it can mean the dif-
ference of arriving safely
at your destination. If
you're a pilot, you under-
stand. If you're not a pilot,
you should ask

Long trips.. .short strips

—

takes off and lands using surpris-
ingly short runways. For example,
it can fly 1500 nm from a 3000 ft
strip, or 3650 nm from only
4700 ft–and land in only 2100 ft!

If you'd like more facts on one
of the safest intercontinental busi-
ness jets, and the most versatile,
call Roy Bergstrom at 201-288-
8479 or return the coupon below.

NirFalconJet
—1

Teterboro, NJ 07608

OP/ease send me information on the
Falcon 50. 0 I'd like a sales presentation soon.

Name Title 
Company 
Address 

The Falcon 50 has a City
globe-trotting range of Phone ( )
3650 nautical miles (over I Now flying a
4200 statute miles), yet

 State 7ip

  FT12LI

We build them better than we have to.
We have to.



We take care of our family.

For the nearly 2,000 business aircraft in
Garrett's TFE731 fleet—together flying
more than 40 million miles a year—our
support shows itself in many ways.
A commitment to —
excellence. It's the
kind of support which
shows our dedication
to continuously
increase the
durability and
reliability of Garrett
engines. For the
TFE731, it has

111%.
NV

achieved reliability levels equal to airline
engines since its introduction. In addition,
modernization programs—including
High Rel—have increased fleet reliability

by 30% in the last two
years. And tomorrow's
engines will be even
better.
Expanded customer
support network. It's
the kind of support that
increases the number
of Garrett TFE731 ser-
vice centers to nearly

The Garrett TFE731 family:
Cessna Citation III
Dassault Falcon 10, 50
Gates Learjet 35/36, 55
British Aerospace 125-700, 731 HS125
Israel Aircraft Westwind I, II, and Astra
Lockheed Jetstar II
731 Jetstar
Rockwell Sabreliner 65A

1975 1980 1985

6,000,000

4,000,000

2,000,000

50, and raises the
number of heavy

maintenance centers to twelve around the
world. With seven in the U.S., including
Airwork in New Jersey and AiResearch
Aviation facilities in Texas, New York,
California, Illinois, Georgia, and Garrett
Turbine Engine Company in Arizona.
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The Garrett Corporation
One of The Signal Companies
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Plus international centers
in France, Spain, Sweden,
Australia, and Germany. Each center
provides technical assistance and
Hotline service seven days a week, 24
hours a day, and is backed by the full
support of Garrett's worldwide field
service organization.
A guaranteed Maintenance Service
Plan. There's also the support of
Garrett's TFE731 Maintenance Service
Plan (MSP). A comprehensive program
that guarantees maintenance costs, the
MSP provides continuous financial

'4,301111111•111111110.

SIM

coverage for scheduled and unscheduled
maintenance, scheduled inspections,
and engine modernization.
More powerful engines. Finally, it's the
kind of support that shows our commit-
ment to lead the industry with more
powerful, more reliable, and ever more
fuel efficient turbofans for new genera-
tions of aircraft. For example, our new

TFE731-5, due for certification in 1983,
is a quiet, 4,300 lb. thrust class engine
with an even lower SFC than today's
TFE731 engines.

For more information, contact:
Garrett Turbine Engine Company,
PO. Box 5217, Phoenix, AZ 85010.
Or call: (602) 267-3678.
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ADVERTISEMENT

Consider the following: Xerox shut-
tles employees twice daily between
its Stamford, Conn.,headquarters,
and its Rochester, N.Y., plant in its
new Canadair Challenger...IBM flies
planeloads of potential computer-
buying customers to its plants around
the country aboard its Grumman
Gulfstream Ils...Collins Avionics
runs its two-plane company airline
on daily round trips between its
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, headquarters
and its Dallas plant...Upjohn uses
its Rockwell Sabreliners to carry
teams of scientific and technical
personnel to new products con-
ferences around the country...Bill
Parks and a team of Parks & Davis
auctioneers head for a $1.5 million
sale of oil drilling equipment in
Parachute, Colo., on their Fairchild
Merlin IVC... Executives of G&H
Steel Service, Philadelphia-based
steel construction contractors, visit a
dozen building sites in five states in
two days with their Piper Cheyenne
Ill.. .St. Regis Paper rushes badly
needed spare parts for a down mill
in Western Canada aboard its
Dassault Falcon 20.. Peter Stroh of
Stroh Breweries uses his Beech King
Air 200 to arrange a multimillion-
dollar acquisition.. .Tandy (Radio
Shack) executives fly their Westwind
II to visit vendors in three states...
American Cyanamid managers visif
far-flung plants and offices in a
Gates Learjet 55...Digital Equip-
ment uses a fleet of Bell helicopters
to ferry engineers, executives, sales
personnel and customers among
the company's 14 facilities in Mas-
sachusetts and New Hampshire...
General Electric executives are fer-
ried from a Lynn, Mass., engine
plant to New York on a Sikorsky S-76
helicopter...Executives of the
Barnes Group, the world's largest
producer of precision springs, hop
across the country visiting distribu-
tors in their Mitsubishi turboprop.
These are but a few examples of how
important corporate aircraft have
become to some companies and
how corporate aviation in general
has become a vital and integral part
of the nation's economic system.

For these companies, busir ,s
aircraft are transforming the way
they conduct their business, operate
their plants, market their products
and transport their executives to

BUSINESS AIRCRAFT
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Kimberly-Clark's Darwin
Smith: Up in the Air Over
a New Plant Investment
The shiny new Canadair Challenger

600 is pulled from the K-C Aviation
hangar onto the tarmac at Outagamie
County Airport in Appleton, Wisc. In
a few moments, a car stops next to
the wide-bodied fanjet and out steps
Darwin E. Smith, the 56-year-old
chairman and chief executive officer
of Kimberly-Clark Corp., the $3 bil-
lion diversified paper products
manufacturer.
Smith glances at his watch as he

heads toward the waiting aircraft. He
is running a bit behind schedule be-
cause of some last-minute business
at his Neenah headquarters. But then
that's one of the nice things about
corporate jets—your schedule is its
schedule.
The nine-seat Challenger, one of

the so-called "new generation" busi-
ness jets on the market, is the latest
addition to Kimberly-Clark's fleet.
Since it was purchased last March,
the plane has logged more than 350
hours of flight time—a slightly above-
average utilization rate for corporate
aircraft. It has some equally busy
teammates. A1112 of Kimberly-Clark's
aircraft—nine fixed-wing and three
helicopters—are extensively used
and the company soon may add a
Sikorsky 76 executive helicopter to
its growing fleet.
None of this is surprising because

the company has had a long-standing
commitment to corporate aviation,
dating back to the purchase in 1948
of its first corporate plane, a six-pas-
senger Twin Beech D-18. As a result
of many years of experience in servic-
ing its fleet, Kimberly-Clark organized
its own K-C Aviation subsidiary in
1969 to service other users of corpo-
rate aircraft. Today, K-C Aviation is

one of the major corporate aircraft
completion and service centers with
operations in Appleton and at Dallas'
Love Field, and has plans to expand

to Atlanta.
"We are no strangers to corporate

aviation," Smith says, buckling in for
the 90-minute flight to La Grange,
Ga. "And we feel absolutely no need

to defend our ownership of corporate
planes to anyone. Because they are
clearly justifiable."

Kimberly-Clark CEO Darwin E. Smith and
Timothy E. Hoeksema, president of K-C
Aviation, pause before boarding the firm
new Canadair Challenger executive jet for
Georgia and Alabama where the company
Is considering sites for a new plant.

On this particular overcast Septem-

ber day, Smith is a man in search of
an answer to a $100 million ques-
tion: where should Kimberly-Clark
build a major facility for producing
non-woven fiberous material—the
raw material for a wide variety of
items from disposable diapers and
sanitary napkins to industrial-
strength tissue paper and various
health care products. Would it be La
Grange, or Dothan, Ala.? The two
sites had been narrowed from a list of

10 possibilities and several hundred
jobs hang in the balance.

Although Smith wouldn't have to

announce his choice for many weeks,

this trip was the final step in the
decision-making process—his last

chance to personally "eyeball" the

sites, walk around, feel the soil,

check out the environment and infra-



WHAT IF THERE WERE A
PROPJET THAT DOES WHAT
CITATIONS DO ON 40%
LESS FUEL?

THE NEW PIPER
CHEYENNE IV WILL
CRUISE AT 400 MPH,
GO TO 41,000 FEET AND
MAKE A LOT OF CORPORATE
JETS OBSOLETE.

on the Cheyenne IV, call
Mr. A. William Newman,
Vice-President for Market-
ing and Sales, at 305-569-
0359. Or you can write him.
at Piper Aircraft Corpora-
tion,Vero Beach, FL 32690.

Just tell
him you were
considering a

conventional propjet, but
now you're interested in
better performance.

Or tell him ou were

If there is a line that
divides the performance
capabilities of jets and
propjets, the new
Cheyenne IV will simply
fly over it.

At a cruise speed of
400 mph and an operat-
ing altitude of 41,000 feet.

Faster and higher
than any Beechcraft, any
Gulfstream, any Swearin-
gen, any Cessna propjet—
the kind of performance
for which propjets
were always advised they
need not apply.

Put another way, on
a 1,000-nautical mile trip,
at cruise power, the
new Cheyenne IV will be
virtually as fast as a
Citation I, coming in only
one minute to five minutes

slower from altitudes of
30,000 to 41,000 feet.

On a 1,500-nautical
mile trip with six
passengers aboard,
again at cruise power,
the Cheyenne IV will
beat the Citation I
and the Citation II
by at least an hour.
Simply because nei-
ther Citation is even
capable of a trip like
that without refueling.

And whatever
the mission, the
Cheyenne IV will per-
form on 35% to 40%
less fuel than the
Citations.Which, given
jet fuel at $2 per gallon,
adds up to a major ad-
vantage in its own right.

For more information

considering a light
business jet.

But now you're
interested in better per-
formance./wnevenne
Piper Aircraft Corporation, Vero Beach, FL 32690
Member of GAMA
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ADVERTISEMENT

structure, talk to local officials and
his own area managers.

Our landing here in this jet will
cause considerable speculation
about our decision," Smith says as
the Challenger gently touches down
at the La Grange airport. Waiting
for him is another K-C jet, a Hawker-
Siddeley 125, that had arrived
earlier carrying other company execu-
tives. "I guess the only way to fore-
close any speculation would be to get
off with fishing rods," Smith jokes.

Actually, Smith is very serious
about seeing to it that Kimberly-
Clark's business aircraft are used
strictly for business. When he be-
came CEO in 1971, one of the first
things he did was to institute a "flight
authorization" procedure including a
form to be filled out for every flight by
all passengers, stating their names,
positions, and purposes of trip and
it
Would he have made this trip using

commercial transportation?
"Have you ever tried to get from

Appleton to La Grange on an airline?
Anything is possible if you have un-
limited time. But what CEO or busy
executive has that luxury?"
The greatest single advantage of

corporate aircraft is the "mobility that
it gives you," Smith continues. "It only
takes about 90 minutes to fly down
here from Appleton, whereas if I
came down by a commercial flight it
would have taken six or seven hours.
A great deal can be accomplished
during that big time difference."
Indeed, in a little more than two

hours, Smith and his team have
inspected both the Georgia and
Alabama sites and are on their way
back to a company educational cen-
ter near Sylacauga, Ala., where they

will make up their minds during a
three-day executive committee
meeting.
Which will it be—La Grange or

Dothan?
Smith won't say. But one thing is

sure: whichever city wins out, it will
have to prepare its airport for a dra-
matic upsurge in corporate flight
activity, courtesy of Kimberly-Clark.

the benefit of their employees and
shareholders. Or, as Thomas J. Wat-
son, Jr., chairman emeritus of IBM
Corp., observes: "There has beer 1a
real transition in the use of corpo-
rate aircraft over the past decade
from the flagship of the fleet to a
real general-purpose utility vehicle

BUSINESS AIRCRAFT

available to all layers of manage-
ment, from customers and service
personnel right on up to top man-
agement. And for a company's top
executives, it can be something of
a slave-driver."

Growing Corporate Fleet
The majority of the leading indus-

trial companies in the U.S. operate
business aircraft Of the FORTUNE
1000 largest publicly held corpora-
tions in the U.S. nearly 55%, or 541,
operate one or more business air-
planes, according to Aviation Data
Service Inc., of Wichita, Kan. The
value of this corporate fleet totaled
$3.21 billion in 1980, up from $1.76
billion the year before.

According to the ADS study, these
541 companies in 1980 accounted
for 84% of the 17.6 million employ-
ees of the top 1,000 corporations,
89% of the $1.262 trillion in assets,
88% of the $87 billion in net income
and 88% of the $548 billion in stock-
holders' equity. On the basis of sales
per employee, the gap between air-
craft operators and nonoperators
was even wider—$105,252 vs.
$75,376, respectively.

Beyond the FORTUNE 1000, in the
U.S. alone more than 60,000 air-
craft are operated by 36,000 com-
panies for business use and to
provide on-call transportation to
business travelers at airports across
the country that have few links with
the rest of the nation. In 1980, busi-
ness aircraft carried more than 50
million passengers and spent more
time in the air (14 million hours) and
recorded more flights (over six mil-
lion) than the nation's commercial
airlines.

Hard Times for Sellers?
With various estimates projecting

a doubling of the number of pas-
sengers carried, hours flown and
flights made by the end of the cur-
rent decade, this should mean
continuing growth for corporate air-
craft manufacturers whose sales
have tripled during the past 10 years.
Should, that is. But currently

Canadair's Jim Taylor: Industry down, but will

rebound stronger than before.

the industry is downbeat, experienc-
ing one of its slowest selling periods
in history, a slump that is expected
to deepen further next year.

Even so, business aircraft man-
ufacturers are taking the current
slump in stride, arguing that how-
ever bad business may be, com-
panies have pushed too deeply into
the field of corporate aviation.

"If you chart the course of aircraft
sales since the 1960s, you'll see
several peaks and valleys but
against a steadily rising plane of
sales," says James B. Taylor, presi-
dent of Canadair Inc., whose wide-
bodied Challenger is one of the new-
est executive jets on the market.
"The industry happens to be in a
valley right now and will be through
1983. But the peaks are in view. The
sheer pressure of time has made
the business aircraft essential and
I think you will see an upturn in
corporate aircraft sales by 1984."



A leading insurance executive discusses
safety and the company plane.

John V Brennan, President of U.S. Aviation Underwriters,
America's largest insurer of corporate aircraft.

normal and emergency procedures under
controlled conditions. The alternative of
training in the aircraft is hazardous and
incomplete— in addition, it wastes fuel.

Simulators: the safety factor

"Typically, the cost of refresher training for
two pilots is less than the cost of one back-up
flight instrument. That should be a worth-
while investment for any company."

B
usiness aircraft have never been built
better— and safer— than they are to-
day. However, due to the complexity
and high performance of these
planes, pilot training is something

every company must think about.
"Nine out of every ten aircraft accidents

have pilot-related causes. We strongly urge
our policyholders to set up regular refresher
training programs using simulators that repre-
sent their exact make of aircraft.

Pilot training is critical

"I insist that the pilots who fly our own com-
pany jet take simulator training twice each
year— the same as airline pilots. We do our
training with FlightSafety International.

"Our experience shows that simulators
are the safest possible training environment.
They enable pilots to practice a.nd perfect all

FlightSafety International' offers simulator training programs for al-

most every type of jet and turboprop business aircraft. For more
information send this coupon or call Jim Waugh, V. P. Marketing at

(212) 565-4120 collect.

Name 

Title 

Company 

Address 

City State 

Zip Phone 

Aircraft Type 

Mail to: FlightSafety International, Marine Air Terminal, Dept. F-12,
LaGuardia Airport, Flushing, N.Y. 11371

FlightSafety
international
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Now there are two Cl
everyone always wanted Cl

The transcontinental Challenger 600. NBAA/IFR range: 2,800 nautical miles,* with reserves.

Never take things for granted.
When they tell you you can't have

a big, comfortable passenger cabin in
a corporate jet unless you have big,
fuel-guzzling engines to go with it,
don't believe them.

When they tell you you can't get
the range you need without those
same big, fuel-guzzling engines, don't
believe them.

And when they tell you to forget
fuel economy unless you fly some
cramped, narrow mailing tube with
wings, don't believe them.

Believe us.
There are now two new corporate

aircraft that are proceeding to stand
the traditional and hidebound world of
corporate aviation on its ear.

The Canadair Challenger 600 and
the Challenger 601.

For the first time, you no longer
have to choose between flying
comfortably, flying economically and
flying long-range.

All you have to decide is whether
you're going to do most of your flying
within continents, or between them.
The Avco Lycomlnkpowered

Challenger 600. Now you can fly
a big transcontinental corporate

Jet for the cost of a little
transcontinental corporate jet.

It should come as no surprise that

the Canadair Challenger 600, with its less demanding about the confining
massive 8'2"-wide cabin, is a full two environment in which they had to
feet wider than the Falcon 200 and spend hours getting from one place
the Jetstar II, and two feet, three to another and from which they had to
inches wider than the Learjet 55 and emerge, in whatever physical and
the Hawker-Siddeley 125/700. mental shape, to do business for their

It should come as no surprise that stockholders.
the Challenger 600, with its 2,800 But despite the fact that all this
NBAA/IFR nautical mile range, is the has changed over the years, the
only true transcontinental corporate Challenger 600 is literally the only
jet in the lot, capable of making NY-LA transcontinental corporate jet de-
non-stop with unfailing reliability and signed recently enough to cope with it.
a full passenger cabin. Take noise. The Challenger 600 is

What should jolt you considerably, one of the quietest corporate jets in
however, is this: the world, based on FAA measure-

The direct operating cost per mile ments for takeoff, sideline and
of a Challenger 600 is no greater than approach for landing.
that of a far smaller aircraft like the Take federal design and opera-
Jetstar 11. tional requirements. The Challenger

Hard to believe? complies with stringent Federal Air
Maybe not so hard when you take Regulations Part 25 as redefined in

into account the fact that at least 15 1976. It is the only corporate jet with
years passed between the introduc- two completely independent sets of

tion of these aircraft and the introduc- flight controls, three completely inde-

tion of the Challenger 600 a mere two pendent hydraulic systems (with two

years ago. separate power sources for each) and
Fifteen years ago, a gallon of jet an AC electrical system with four inde-

fuel cost less than a dime. pendent power sources, allowing for
Fifteen years ago, communities complete aerodynamic control of the

were less militant about noise—and aircraft even with both engines failed.
so was the government. Once it's understood that the

Fifteen years ago, Federal Air Challenger represents nothing less
Regulations were more lenient. than a decade-and-a-half leap in

Fifteen years ago, executives were technology, the capabilities of the
*3.200 NM option available on the Challenger 600. The journeys quoted for the Challengers have been calculated using average annual wind cond

itions.
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jcorporate jets that do what
!corporate jets to don

The intercontinental Challenger 601. NBAA/IFR range: 3,500 nautical miles, with reserves.

longer-range version of the Challenger,
Powered by GE CF-34 engines in place
of Lycomings, may not come as quite
SQ much of a shock.
The GE-powered Challenger 601.
It will fly you more economically
and in greater comfort than any
Other intercontinental corporate

jet in the world.
What is true of transcontinental

corporate jets is equally true of inter-
continental corporate jets.

It's been a long time between
basic technological advances.

For example, the forerunners of
intercontinental aircraft like the
Gulfstream III and the Falcon 50 were
designed fifteen and twenty years ago
respectively.

So it should come as no surprise
that the Challenger 601, despite its
copious interior dimensions, averages
a stunning 37% to 41% lower rate of
fuel consumption per mile than the
Gulfstream III, and even a 6% to 14%
lower rate of fuel consumption per
mile than the far smaller, shorter-
range Falcon 50.

Yet the Challenger is bigger
than both these aircraft in the one
dimension most critical to passenger
Comfort and a realistic working
environment: width.

Measured at the floorline, the

Challenger is roughly 30% wider than
the Gulfstream III and 48% wider than
the Falcon 50.

As for range, the intercontinental
Challenger 601 will fly you 3,500 nauti-
cal miles with full NBAA/IFR reserves

Or from Atlanta to Lisbon non-stop.
Or from Miami to Dakar non-stop.
To find out more about the two

new corporate jets from Canadair
that have changed everything, talk to
Mr. James B. Taylor, President of

Despite their meager fuel consumption, both the Challenger 600 and 601

are bigger than every other corporate jet in the one dimension most critical
to passenger comfort and a realistic working environment: width.

still in the tanks.
Which makes it one of the very

few corporate jets in existence that
can cross the Pacific with one stop.

Or fly from New York to the Middle
East with one stop.

Or from New York to Paris non-stop.
Or from Washington to Stockholm

non-stop.

Canadair Inc.
His telephone number is (203)

226-1581.
Or you can write him at Canadair

Inc., 274 Riverside Avenue, Westport,
CT 06880. canaclair

challenger
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Wendy's International:
Corporate Jets Aid
Rapid National
Expansion of Popular
Hamburger Chain

R. David Thomas is to Wendy's In-
ternational Inc. what the late Colonel
Harland Sanders was to Kentucky
Fried Chicken—a master promoter,
energetic salesman and untiring
symbol of his fast-food restaurant
business.

Wendy's founder and senior chairman
R. David Thomas strikes a pose in front
of the Falcon 10 executive jet that has
played an important role in his company's
rapid expansion into the nation's third
largest hamburger chain.

As founder and senior chairman of
Wendy's Old Fashioned Hamburgers
restaurants, Thomas and his col-
leagues during the past 13 years have
built an empire of 2,400 franchised
and company-owned restaurants in
all of the 50 states, Canada, Puerto
Rico, Australia, Japan and several Eu-
ropean countries with annual sales
running at more than $1.4 billion.
And he credits corporate planes with
helping his national expansion.

"I don't think Wendy's would be as
successful as it is today without cor-
porate planes," says the 50-year-old
executive. They enable us to visit
three or four cities a day, meet with
our franchisees and company store
operators, see what their problems
are and give them help and encour-
agement. You can't do that by tele-
phone or mail. You have to go out
and see your people eyeball-to-
eyeball."
Thomas, who was a friend and ad-

mirer of the late Kentucky Colonel,
estimates that he puts 50,000 to

BUSINESS AIRCRAFT

60,000 miles a year on the compa-
ny's Falcon 10 and Citation I. A typical
"store visit" may mean 26 stops in six
days, from Ohio to Massachusetts, to
Connecticut and Maryland. In one
three-day trip, Thomas and his staff
visited more than 100 franchised
restaurants. (Two-thirds of Wendy's
restaurants are franchised.) "You
couldn't do that on the commercial
airlines," he says.
The aircraft also are used to trans-

port Wendy's executives from coast to
coast to attend business meetings,
check on operations and investigate
potential new sites. "There are sig-
nificant advantages, both in terms of
money-saving and convenience to ex-
ecutives, in having corporate aircraft
at your disposal," Thomas says. To
increase utilization and lower operat-
ing costs, the Dublin, Ohio-based
company charters its aircraft to other
firms when they are not being used by
Wendy's executives.
Whatever their cost, Thomas can't

imagine what it would be like to try to
run his vast business without the air-
planes. "You can't run a company like
ours out of an office," he says reflec-
tively. "Our business is out there with
our restaurants. If you don't take the
time to go out and visit your people,
you'll have problems. And I don't like
problems."

Clearly, the only future problem
David Thomas faces is to keep pace
with his own self-imposed travel
schedule and the fast growth of his
restaurant business.

A Good Time To Buy
or Lease Aircraft

Upturn or not, most industry repre-
sentatives concede that there is no
better time than now to buy or lease
an airplane. Prices on some models
are being sharply discounted and as

order backlogs shrink delivery times
have accelerated.

If you need an airplane," says
William A. Strachan, vice president
and general manager of General
Electric Credit Corp.'s (GECC) equip-
ment leasing/financing operations,
"right now is a good time to buy
or lease."

With more than $125 million of
corporate aircraft on its books,
GECC is the largest lessor of busi-
ness airplanes and helicopters in
the country. And, despite the recent
decline in prime corporate borrow-
ing rates, which tends to discourage
leasing and encourage buying, GECC's
leasing business remains strong.
The "off balance sheet" nature of

leasing, plus the lower effective bor-
rowing rates, savings of working
capital, minimizing of downpayments
and tax considerations, have kept
this financing tool popular among
companies in these depressed
economic times, Strachan says.

Karl M. Parrish, chairman and
chief executive of Manufacturers
Hanover Leasing Corp., notes that
technological changes within the
business aircraft industry are caus-
ing some weakness in the residual
values of some aircraft, hence en-
couraging companies to lease rather
than buy.
"Buyers have to be careful about

residuals in this market," warns Par-
rish. "Residuals were strong in the
past because the technology was
more stable. Today, however, the
market has changed with emphasis
on quieter, more fuel-efficient,
longer-range airplanes. There is a
new generation of airplanes already
being offered that are making the
older generation less attractive.
Thus, the residual values will remain
depressed."

What Price Corporate
Aircraft?
Buying a corporate plane can be

an expensive proposition.
Most companies historically have

started out small, with a turboprop
and steadily worked their way up
through small and medium jets,
eventually reaching the larger jets.
But whatever is purchased, a corpo-
rate plane doesn't come cheap,
ranging in price from over $1 million



The Manufacturers...
...New technology. New capital incentives. They need new financing
capabilities. Manufacturers Hanover Leasing, the largest bank-affiliated
equipment financier in the U.S., is the capital component in industrial
revitalization. Our local specialists offer action plans as varied and
flexible as the businesses we serve. Because it's our job to help
companies progress.

MANUFACTURERS HANOVER LEASING CORPORATION

 The key to total equipment financing. Worldwide.

!IP In the United States: Atlanta, Boston, Charlotte, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Dallas, Denver, Detroit, Houston, Los Angeles,
Miami, Minneapolis, Nashville, New York, Philadelphia, St. Louis, San Francisco, Seattle, Stamford. In Canada: Calgary, Montreal, Toronto,

Vancouver. International: Brazil, Chile, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Italy, Korea, Mexico, Spain, United Kingdom, Venezuela.



The new Westwind Astra will
change some old, established

ideas about business jets. First, it
can fly both fast and far sus-

taining Mach 0.8 coast to coast,
with an even higher dash speed.

At eight tenths the speed of
sound, 41,000 feet up, you cruise
along with commercial jet traffic.

And save a good hour to the
west coast, compared with com-
petitive advanced business jets.
But, along with time, Astra also
saves valuable fuel. This excep-

tional plane achieves high-speed,
coast to coast performance

without any significant increase in
fuel burn for the journey.

From advanced wing to sleek
fuselage, the pure aerodynamic
design was not done at the cost
of cabin comfort. There's a full-

sized lavatory and the other
accouterments you expect from

the Westwind class. And the
crew will enjoy a highly ad-

vanced flight guidance system
with digital pictorial displays.
The Westwind Astra comes

very close to being the perfect
business jet in its competitive cate-

gory of eight-to-ten-passenger
aircraft. It saves time and money,

while providing quiet and comfort
to let you work or think, as you

cruise at Mach 0.8.
To arrange a presentation,

please contact Lou Freedman, VP,
Atlantic Aviation, Wilmington

Airport, P.O.Box 15000,
Wilmington, Delaware 19850.

(302) 322-7244

MACH

Coast to Coast

When you appre
fuel economy ne
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for a twin turboprop and $2 million-
plus for a light jet to anywhere from
$6 million to $14 million for a medi-
um or large executive jet.
Added to this is the expense of

setting up all the in-house admin-
istrative structure—pilots, main-
tenance people, and bookkeepers—
to run the new flight department, an
expense that can run as high as
$40,000 a month for operating a
small executive jet.

Gates LearJet's Bib Stillwell: The scheduled
airlines are his industry's strongest boosters.

For example, a Cessna 340 II,
used about 500 hours annually,
would cost around $62,500 a year
to operate, according to Terry
George, supervisor of transportation
analysis for Cessna Aircraft Co., of
Wichita, Kans. Operation of a Gates
Lear 35A may run as much as
$385,000 a year, or $1.51 per stat-
ute mile for each passenger when
fully loaded, according to Business
and Commercial Aviation, a re-
spected trade magazine. That
compares with an average 12 cents
per passenger mile by commercial
airline. Indeed, on some of the
larger executive jets, the cost of a
one-hour trip exceeds $1,000.
Thus, with the exception perhaps

of some corporate shuttle services
which move large numbers of em-
ployees between fixed routes, travel
on a corporate plane, on a mile-for-
mile basis, is more expensive than
on a commercial airliner.

BUSINESS AIRCRAFT

But just how expensive is it?
For a giant company like Honey-

well Inc., with annual sales of
almost $6 billion, the $6 million it
spends annually on flying and main-
taining its fleet of three Gulfstream II
executive jets, represents a min-
uscule fraction of its revenues.
According to Edson Spencer, the
company's 56-year-old chairman
and chief executive officer, the cost
is small considering the extended
sales and marketing reach it gives
his company.
'About 80% of our flight hours are

used to shuttle customers to our
plants in the U.S.," says Spencer.
"We sell very complex systems in
which discussions with engineering
personnel and equipment demon-
strations are very important to
closing a sale. Since we can't bring
the plant to the customer, we bring
the customer to the plant. It is a sys-
tem that has worked very well for us
over the past 12 years and has been
very profitable for the company."

The Right Plane, the Right Time
However it is calculated, the cost

of using a corporate plane pales by
comparison with the amount of
money that can be made by having
one at just the right time.

Harry J. Gray, chairman and chief
executive officer of United Tech-
nologies Corp., credits corporate
aircraft with saving the day in a suc-
cessful joint effort to snag one of
the biggest contracts for military air-
craft ever—a $2 billion order from
the North Atlantic Treaty Organiza-
tion to General Dynamics to produce
F-16 fighter jets, powered by Pratt &
Whitney engines. "The climax of
three years of very tough negotia-
tions occurred one Sunday morning

in 1975 when I received a telephone
call from Brussels telling me that
the final decision on the contract
was being made and that we and
General Dynamics had to be there by
10 a.m. the next day to make our
final arguments. Despite the short
notice and the fact that key people
were scattered all over the country,
we were able to gather everyone in-
volved by that evening in Hartford
and flew overnight to Brussels on our
corporate 737 and made the meet-
ing by 9:55 a.m. Eight hours later we
had the order. If we didn't have that
aircraft, there is no way we could
have reached Brussels in time to
make our final bid and win the order."

In a different area, Peter W.
Stroh, president and CEO of Stroh
Brewery Co., of Detroit, credits cor-
porate planes with saving the day in
his firm's successful acquisition of
Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co., Milwaukee.
In an interesting example of the
little-fish-eating-the-big fish, the
privately owned Stroh Brewery (vol-
ume: $565 million) acquired about
two-thirds of the shares of the pub-
licly owned Schlitz (volume: $882
million) during a tense, tough two-
week unsolicited tender offer last
April.
The Detroit brewer, which owns a

Beech King Air and leases a number
of other corporate planes when
needed, used corporate aircraft to
transport company executives,
attorneys, expert witnesses and de-
position-takers, "many times at a
moment's notice," to and from De-
troit and Milwaukee and Madison,
Wisc., and Washington, D.C. "Things
became pretty hectic there for a
while," Stroh recalls. "Corporate
planes gave us a flexibility that we
would never have had if we were
forced to rely on other forms of
transportation."

Decline in Regular
Air Service
Whatever the value of operating

a corporate plane, there is little
doubt about the future growth of the
business aircraft industry.
Many factors are at work to

encourage the increased use of
corporate planes and helicopters,
none more important than the reduc-
tion, and in many cases elimination,



EAF
BECAME

ONE
SO QUIETLY YOU

MAY NOT KNOW US.
BUT YOU WILL WHEN YOU
LOOK INTO THE FIELD OF

CORPORATE AVIATION SERVICES.

NUMBER

Ask the question: What company
can I call on with confidence for a
full range of world-wide services for
Flight Department Management;
business aircraft Charter; or
guidance in the Purchase or Sale
of corporate aircraft?

In its 15 year history, EAF has
managed virtually every type of
business jet—turboprops and heli-
copters.We serve the world leaders
in retailing, finance, insurance,
manufacturing and government.

From the start, Excellence
has been our Competitive Edge.
We never waver. For example, our
crews use FlightSafety Interna-
tional, the leading aviation training
organization. In fact, we're Flight-
Safety's largest client.

Our pilots take comprehen-
sive initial training and regular re-
current training in FlightSafety's
sophisticated visual flight simula-
tors. This regular training plus
rigorous proficiency checks have

contributed to our industry
leading record of 40,000,000
consecutive accident-free
business jet miles.

To find out more about us
contact: James C. Christiansen, VP
Executive Air Fleet Corporation,
90 Moonachie Avenue,
Teterboro, NJ 07608.
(201) 288-8400, Telex 134 408.
Outside of New
Jersey call toll
free 800 221-0197. EAF
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High performance and highest efficiency.

Cruising at 540 mph, the Learjet 55 is
miles ahead of most other business
jets. And miles above them, too.
The 55 can climb to 51,000 feet —

well above the efficiency-robbing
headwinds. And two to four miles
above the turboprops.

It can depart safely from a runway as
short as 3,900 feet to fly a typical 1,000
mile mission with eight passengers on
board. Or fly six passengers non-stop
from Los Angeles to New York (2,466

AIM

HIGH, WIDE, & HANDSOME
And breaking records
for owner satisfaction
...the Learjet 55.

Only 19 months after the first
widebody Learjet 55 was delivered,
more than 60 owners in seven
countries had already flown a
whopping eight million miles. And the
praise they've heaped on the 55 is the
strongest in Gates Learjet history.

The director of operations for
American Cyanamid, for example,
wrote: "In the 32-year history of this
department, I have never introduced a
new aircraft that was so well received.
All the comments have been 100%
favorable — from the chief executive
down through the divisions. And the
rate of utilization has been excellent."
Why such widespread satisfaction?

Because the Learjet 55 was the first
business jet to promise big-aircraft
comfort with smaller-aircraft efficiency.
And it's been delivering on every promise.
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miles). And land quietly at a noise-
restricted airport.

Best of all, it can take you at top speed
from point A to point B on less fuel than
any other business jet. Period.

Wide open spaciousness.

Inside, the Learjet 55 offers double
the cabin space of our earliest models.
There's room to get up and walk
around. To stretch out in an oversized
recliner. Even to seat four around a
cabin-wide conference table.

It's comfort without compromise.
And this spacious eight-passenger
cabin provides every appointment an
executive office deserves. Including a full
aft lavatory in a private compartment.

There's 50% greater baggage space,
too — including two external
compartments. And a new access door
allows direct loading and unloading of
all cabin baggage.

Handsome craftsmanship...
beautiful results.

There are many outward signs of the
craftsmanship that goes into each
Learjet 55. Including real hardwood
trim on the cabinetry. Upholstery in
genuine leather and woven wools. And
the distinctive sleekness of body styling
that is Learjet's alone.
But the real beauty of the Learjet 55

is the airline transport reliability that's
been engineered into every component.

How soon could we deliver yours?

Sooner than you might think. Two
company demonstrators are now in
service and available for early delivery.
Call 1-602-294-4422 to get specifics on
delivery of a new Learjet 55 — or any
of the other industry-leading Learjet
models, including the new, longer range
55LR and 55 XLR.

Gates Learjet Corporation. P.O. Box
11186, Tucson, AZ, 85734, USA.
Telex: 666-408.

GatesLearjet--
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WHY HELICOPTERS?
Increased Executive Use
Transforms Image of
Rotorcraft from Work-
horse to Thoroughbred.
Why helicopters?
Ask George A. Chamberlain, vice

president of Digital Equipment Corp.,
the minicomputer manufacturer that
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Bell Helicopter's 222B Twin executive helicop-
ter is one of a new generation of rotorcraft
that are proving popular with executives for
avoiding congested urban travel and visiting
nearby plants.

uses a small fleet of Bell helicopters
to carry engineers and other company
personnel among its various plants in
the northeastern U.S.:
"We've been able to decentralize

our operations as needed without
losing our ability to communicate di-
rectly with our plants. We consider
helicopters an essential communica-
tions tool."

Or ask Jim Baldwin, president of
Baldwin Co., an Orange County,
Calif., building firm that specializes
In custom tract housing, and owns
a Hughes 500D helicopter:

"It enables me to get my work
done, personally handle the situation
and have time to work on other proj-
ects. With the helicopter, I'm more
rested, so I can get more done."
Or hear Clifford J. Grum, executive

vice president of Time Inc., which
uses a Sikorsky 76 helicopter to carry
executives within a 225-mile radius
of New York City:

"It is a real time-saver. It allows a
busy executive a great deal of flex-
ibility in his travel plans and it is
particularly valuable in leapfrogging
over congested surface traffic be-
tween the office and the airport."

BUSINESS AIRCRAFT

Or listen to Robert B. Salzman, vice
president of Merle Norman Cosmet-
ics, which keeps its Aerospatiale
Gazelle busy shuttling executives and
documents back and forth across Los
Angeles:
"We consider the helicopter a very

important business tool. Whatever it
costs, it is so much less expensive for
us, so much more efficient to operate
by helicopter that our management
really couldn't conceive of being
without it any more."

Mushrooming
Executive Use

It wasn't too long ago that helicop-
ters were unattractive, slow-moving,
noisy, vibrating piston-driven ma-
chines used mainly for such mun-
dane, but nevertheless important,
jobs as patrolling oil pipelines and
servicing offshore oil rigs, fighting
fires, dusting crops, lifting logs and
machinery on construction jobs, or
rescuing wayward mountain climbers
or stranded hikers. In short, real
workhorses.
And they still are. But with a

difference.
Today's helicopters are a new

breed—sleekly designed, instru-
ment-certified thoroughbreds with
turbine engines, air speeds up to 170
miles per hour and capacities to
cover distances of more than 300
miles quietly and comfortably. And,
they are increasingly being used for
top executive travel, staff communi-
cations and customer transport.
"Companies are finding that heli-

copters are often the fastest and
most efficient way to travel short dis-
tances, whether between the office
and the airport or from office to
plant," says Mackie Mott, vice presi-
dent of corporate marketing for
United Technologies' Sikorsky
Aircraft.

Agrees Carl D. Perry, executive vice
president of Hughes Helicopters Inc.:
"This is the decade of the helicopter.
In the 1960s, it was little more than
an aerial taxi. In the 1970s, it ma-
tured into an attractive, comfortable
and efficient means of transportation
for executives. Today, in the 1980s,
it is an integral part of the transpor-
tation system and on the verge of
dramatic growth."

World Production
Without counting all vie new ex-

ecutive helicopters which are coming
onto the market, like the Bell 222B
Twin, the Sikorsky S-76, and the
Hughes 500E, there are more than
8,000 civil helicopters operating in
the U.S. alone, more than double the
number four years ago. And, accord-
ing to Bell Helicopter, the dominant
producer in the business, the global
market for helicopters may nearly
double by 1990 with annual produc-
tion reaching some 3,000 units.

Although these are world-wide pro-
jections, the majority of growth in
tomorrow's helicopter market will
come from the U.S., with particularly
strong demand for executive twin-tur-
bine rotorcraft—the fastest-growing
segment of the market. "Companies
like the added reliability of an extra
engine when it comes to transporting
their top executives around," says
James F. Atkins, president of Bell
Helicopter Textron Inc. "We even see
growing demand for a light twin' heli-
copter with a gross weight of 5,000-
6,000 pounds and will probably build
one in the future."

More Composites,
Less Weight

Like their counterparts in the fixed-
wing industry, helicopter makers are
constantly striving to produce lighter
(hence, more fuel-efficient) helicop-
ters through the use of new compos-
ite materials. Bell Helicopter uses
composites to make its rotor blades
and about 20% of its total helicopter
airframe parts. About 40% of the out-
side surface and 17% of total parts of
the Sikorsky 76 executive helicopter
are made of composites, including
the rotor blades, fairings, flooring,
stabilizers, pylons and ducting.

"In 10 years," predicts Bell's Atkins,
"you are probably going to be buying
all-composite helicopters."



The future and corporate air
travel.

Here's a no-compromise
approach for under 4 million
dollars.

The 731 HS125 Retrofit.
The 731 HS125 Retrofit Program was designed to provide large cabin
comfort and fanjet efficiency at a low price. If you operate an older-
generation turbojet aircraft, you can clearly see a future in that. Nearly
50 corporate management teams already do. They're now flying in
comfortable eight-passenger cabins with stand-up headroom, private
lavatories and modern fanjet performance as a result of AiResearch
Aviation's development of this highly successful engine retrofit program.

Here's how it works: we use existing HS125 Series aircraft with early
turbojet engines and retrofit them with Garrett TFE731 turbofan
engines. Because the TFE731s are the most fuel efficient engines in the
air, the 731 HS125's range increases dramatically to 2500-2800 statute
miles. This means more non-stop flights and less fuel used when making
them. And, the increasingly important noise factor is well within the most
stringent FAA regulations. For your personal comfort, you'll have a cabin
that allows a full-size, comfortable working atmosphere en-route.

While the majority of aircraft in the program are modified for their present
owners, aircraft are available fully completed. We can also enter one in
the program for you, and complete it to your specifications. For more
information, call or write Dick Adams, AiResearch Aviation, 6201 West
Imperial Highway, Los Angeles, CA, 90045, (213) 646-5294.
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111You respond well under pressure. That's why you're
where you are today But there's a way to add a
resource to your company that provides flexibility and
productivity: A Bell 222B Twin. It helps take the
pressure off when time is short.
From the plush, custom-tailored leathers and fabrics,

to a cruising speed of 160 mph. From spectacular
visibility to an uncompromising smooth ride. Office to
office or plant to plant. Swiftly, practically, and safely

To find out how you can arrange a demonstration
flight call or write on your letterhead to Pat
McGuir4 Vice President, Commercial Marketing Bell
Helicopter Textron Inc, Dept 538, Box 482, Ft Worth,
Texas 76101, (817) 280-2222.

Bell Helicopter TEXTRON
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How to save
millions on a
corporate jet.

If you're thinking about a corporate jet, think about this.
With no sacrifice in comfort or performance, you can save millions
of dollars by purchasing a FACTORY REMANUFACTURED
Sabreliner 40R or 60R. And save even more through factory
remanufacture of your present 40 or 60.

Either way, you get an aircraft thoroughly remanufactured
inside and out and FAA certified for 30,000 flight hours — 50 years
of typical corporate flying.

An aircraft with state-of-the-art Collins avionics and the best
in interior and performance features including the Sabre 65 sound-
proofing system for the quietest possible environment. With proven
reliability. And with a cabin that, for both room AND comfort, far
exceeds new jets costing millions more.

How much can you save? With a price of $2,095,000 for the
Sabre 40R and $2,495,000 for the Sabre 60R (or $1,695,000 to
remanufacture your existing Sabreliner), we'll let you compare for
yourself. And that includes dual Collins FDS-85 flight directors,
color weather radar, and thrust reversers.

All backed by our owner-endorsed computerized factory
maintenance program, an outstanding warranty, a worldwide service
and support network, and our continuing commitment to serve
our loyal Sabreliner owners.

For more information, call Keith B. Garner, Director of
Marketing and Customer Service, at (314) 731-2260. Or write him
care of Sabreliner, Rockwell International, 6161 Aviation Drive,
St. Louis, Missouri 63134.

He'll give you the whole story, including how to save still
more through our factory reconditioning program. All of it well
worth thinking about.

Rockwell
International

Member 01 GAMA .. where science gets down to business
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of regular airline service during the
past few years, particularly since the
Airline Deregulation Act of 1978.

Like their forerunners in transpor-
tation, the railroads, the nation's
commercial air carriers have stead-
ily been shedding nonproductive
routes. In 1960, according to Civil
Aeronautics Board figures, 567
points were served throughout the
nation; in 1970, this dropped to
474; and, today, the number stands
at fewer than 250. And as the air-
lines shift to larger equipment,
economics are forcing them to give
up still more of the unprofitable
smaller cities and to cut schedules
at others.

The airlines are our biggest
boosters—our best advertisement,"
says Bib S. Stillwell, general man-
ager of Gates Learjet Corp. "The cost
per passenger-mile of commercial
transportation is so expensive today
that the airlines around the world
have had to change totally their mar-
keting approach, away from the
business person and toward the
leisure traveler. The net result has
been a deterioration of service to
the business traveler."

Russell Chambers, president and chief execu-
tive officer of Intermedics Inc., the world's
largest supplier of artificial heart valves,
catches up on some work en route to a West
Coast medical seminar. Because of its isolated
location in Freeport, Texas, Intermedics depends
heavily on its seven-aircraft fleet to keep in
touch with its widely dispersed plants and to
bring customers to these facilities. Chambers
credits corporate aircraft with helping his com-
pany achieve seven consecutive years of record
revenues and earnings. "They are our most im-
portant management, marketing and opera-
tional tools," he says. "We would operate much
less successfully without them."



ENTERPRISING
CAPITAL

IT'S THE ABILITY
TO PILOTA LEASE

THROUGH
IN THE 

TURBULENCE
ECONOMY

In times of volatile costs and interest rates it takes
more than capital to lease or finance an aircraft.

It takes something special. The ability to think
beyond the straight lines of a balance sheet. To a higher
plain. It takes imagination.

And it's ironic that even when funds are plentiful,
imagination is in short supply.

At General Electric Credit Corporation we've
made this kind of imaginative thinking as much a part
of our leasing and financing programs as our capital.

We can design an aircraft lease that's even more
economical than buying.

We can arrange monthly payments and cancel-
lation options so they turn out to be even more
attractive than conventional methods of financing.

And, unlike other financing programs, GECC
lease plans don't require you to make a down payment
on the aircraft. In fact, we'll pay the full purchase price
for you.

Because tying up any portion of your cash is a
restraint your company can do without.

We also have an imaginative program we call
STAR (Short-term Aircraft Rental), to keep you flying
even while you're waiting for a delivery.

So, if you're thinking about leasing a fixed-wing
aircraft or helicopter, we suggest you contact GECC.

We'll not only provide
the capital you need. But the ç eneral
imagination to direct it. Electric

For additional infor- Creditmation, call us toll free at
800-243-2222. In Conn. call
800-942-2222.

CORPORATION

Administrative Offices
260 Long Ridge Rd • Stamford. CT 06902
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The Impact of Corporate
Decentralization
Keeping in touch with far-flung op-

erations has been a big incentive for

many companies to use corporate
aircraft. With the gradual decentral-

ization of corporate management in

the 1970s and the tendency to es-
tablish plants in harder-to-get-to
areas in the Sun Belt and the less
congested and more pro-business

.„1

Cable television broker Bill Daniels poses in

front of his Lear 258 executive jet, which he

says pays for itself once a year with the busi-

ness deals he is able to make by using the

aircraft. it permits a corporate person to go

places he might not go to because it is so hard

to get there commercially," the Denver-based

entrepreneur explains. "I have been able to put

together many successful deals because I have

been able to get to a certain place quickly when

I was needed, which I couldn't have done with-

out the plane."

towns in the upper Midwest and
Northwest, companies found them-

selves with a need to keep a close

watch over their new operations—a

need that increased in almost direct

proportion to the concurrent de-
crease in scheduled air service and

the simple lack of commercial air

transportation in the first place.

For a firm like Gerber Products Co.,

with annual sales of over $700 mil-

lion and plants scattered all over

the world, corporate aircraft, in the

words of new CEO Carl Smith, "en-

able management to keep in touch

with our operations wherever they

may be located." The company oper-

ates a Lear 35 jet and two turbo-

props. Because its headquarters is

located in Fremont, Mich.,a city

AIRCRAFT

which is hardly a commercial avia-
tion hub, Gerber relies heavily on its
airplanes for even the most rudimen-
tary travel needs. "They enable us to
get our people to Chicago or Detroit
to make regular airline connec-
tions," Smith explains," and to travel
to our many plants and offices, or to
bring staff back from those places to
Fremont." In addition, the Learjet is
used frequently to visit Gerber facili-
ties in Mexico, Costa Rica and other
distant locations. "We consider cor-
porate aircraft very important to our
operations and believe it would be
very difficult to get along without
them," summarizes Smith.

An Important
Time-Saver

Naturally, the most important at-
traction of corporate aviation is the
savings in time and the flexibility of
movement it provides.
"You can accomplish in one day

what might normally take you two
days to achieve by commercial
transportation," observes Harold J.
Haynes, who retired last year as
chairman of Standard Oil Co. of Cal-
ifornia. "A corporate jet allows you to
leave San Francisco at the end of
your working day and fly to New York
and get up the next morning well-
rested and ready for a full day's work,
followed by the return flight to San
Francisco in time for dinner that
night. The alternative on a commer-
cial carrier would be to take the
'red-eye' overnight and arrive in New
York the next morning in no shape
to do anything."
As one good example of time sav-

ings, Haynes once jetted from
San Francisco to Saudi Arabia and
back in 72 hours. "It would be pretty

hard to do that on a scheduled air-
liner," Haynes says, adding, "and I'm
not sure I would want to travel that
way again myself."

A Flexible Option
Being able to work their travel

schedules around their business
schedules, executives say, gives
them a flexibility that ultimately
translates into higher productivity
and, hence, greater profitability for
their companies.

"Anything that improves your effi-
ciency in terms of time utilization
will help improve your profitability."
notes John V. Roach, chairman and
chief executive of Tandy Corp., owner
of the Radio Shack chain. Roach, a
tall, soft-spoken Texan whose com-
pany owns a Westwind II, should
know what he is talking about since
his firm more than tripled its earn-
ings during the past five years.
James J. Morgan, executive

vice president of marketing with
Philip Morris Inc., which owns two
Gulfstream Ils, couldn't agree more.
"Corporate aircraft allow us to main-
tain maximum productivity because
they are so flexible and convenient.
They probably double or triple the
amount of work we can do in a day.
They allow us to work all the time
whether in the office or in the air."

Working in the Air
Working in the air is another big

advantage for business travelers on
corporate craft.
Many companies say the hours in

transit to a location give its execu-
tives and managers time for
valuable in-flight meetings. "We find
we are able to accomplish a fairly
significant amount of work during a
flight," says Marathon Oil's Hoop-
man. "When we are going to look at
a project with a group of vice presi-
dents and technical people, it is not
unusual to discuss things on the air-
plane so that by the time we arrive
there we will have been thoroughly
briefed. Then, on the way back, we
will recap the entire project based
on what we saw and heard and will
have pretty much reached a con-
clusion by the time we get back to
the office. This spares us from hav-
ing to call another meeting the next
morning."
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A Safe Form of Travel
Besides efficiency and conveni-

ence, corporate planes have proven
to be an extremely safe means of
transportation. According to Na-
tional Transportation Safety Board
statistics, corporate flying has the
lowest rate of fatal accidents in gen-
eral aviation—under 0.5 per
100,000 hours flown. That's slightly
better than the record of commercial
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Busy newspaper executive Al Neuharth, chair-
man and president of Gannett Co., says his
company's four-aircraft fleet played a major
role in the launching of Gannett's new national
newspaper, "U.S.A. Today," especially "in pro-
viding color photo coverage of major news and
sporting events and moving production and
circulation people around to various printing and
distribution points across the country." Adds
Neuharth: "We do business in 37 states and our
aircraft are the only effective way for us to move
around to our operations."

aviation and far better than the
nearly four fatal crashes for each
100,000 hours of pleasure flying.

"Corporate pilots are among the
best-trained and safest flyers in avi-
ation," remarks Albert L. Ueltschi,
board chairman and president of
Flight Safety International (FSI).
"Corporations are very careful about
whom they let fly their top executives
around the country. They want airline
equivalents in competence, manner
and flying credentials. Most corpora-
tions insist that their pilots meet the
same government-established
standards as airline captains."

Ueltschi notes that insurers are
unlikely to cover a corporation's air-
craft fleet unless the pilots have
been through simulator training or
actual emergency-practice flying in
the type of aircraft the company

BUSINESS AIRCRAFT

owns. "Faced with the option of wast-
ing fuel and risking their planes and
pilots on training flights," he says,
"corporations are increasingly
turning to training like that offered
by FSI."

"Training is a major factor in
whether we will insure a corporate
aircraft program," says John V.
Brennan, president of United States
Aviation Underwriters of New York,
one of the three largest U.S.-based
insurers of corporate aircraft. "Today
a risk may be acceptable or non-
acceptable based upon whether they
are having recurrent training for their
pilots."

Secure Transportation
Safety of a different kind has

also played a role in encouraging
companies to use private means
of transportation—the safety and
security of their top executives.
Says Alfred Taubman, chairman

of Taubman Co., Detroit-based real
estate developers: In today's real-
ities, security is as important to a
CEO as any other consideration in
his working environment. You have
better control over your personal
security in a private plane than you
do on a commercial carrier."
Taubman, whose firm owns a Fal-

con 10 and recently purchased a
Canadair Challenger, credits
corporate aviation with "expanding
my business opportunities" and en-
abling him a few years ago to
complete a major takeover involving
Irvine Co., the big California land de-
velopment firm. At the time,
Taubman became a regular com-
muter between Detroit and Santa
Ana, Calif., to file legal papers and
engage in bidding. "It made the dif-

oosoiti

ference between putting the deal
together and not being able to do it,"
Taubman explains.

A Marketing Tool
But by far and away the most fre-

quent use of corporate aircraft is as
a marketing tool. Companies will
fly sales people to remote customer
locations for new product demon-
strations or to service accounts with
urgently needed replacement parts.
Drug companies find corporate

planes useful in the introduction of
new products. Upjohn Co., of Kala-
mazoo, Mich., for one, frequently
uses its Rockwell Sabreliners to
transport company technical and
scientific people to the manufac-
turer's various sales centers around
the country to hold meetings and
press conferences relating to the in-
troduction of a new drug or product.
By using the airplanes, Preston S.
Parish, Upjohn vice chairman says,
"we save a good deal of time and
greatly facilitate the introduction of
new products. We have also im-
proved our communications with
regulatory agencies in Washington
since we can fly in and out of Kala-
mazoo in much shorter time in our
own planes."
Banks are particularly strong pro-

ponents of corporate aviation as a
communications tool indispensable
to the management of growth. With
the trend toward inter-state banking
and the general blurring of distinc-
tions among financial companies,
Citicorp, Bank of America, Chase
Manhattan and other banks are
relying quite heavily on their corpo-
rate air fleet to help them keep in
touch with regional and national
expansion.

In 1981, for instance, Manufac-
turers Hanover flew a total of
417,118 miles on its two British
Aerospace 125s in connection with
banking expansion—going every-
where from Anchorage, Alaska,
Houston and Grand Rapids, Mich.,
to Los Angeles. "We are expanding
into many regions of the country and
find our aircraft very useful in hop-
scotching around to our various
offices, particularly those in small
towns where there are no major
airports," explains Robert C. Ipswich,
executive vice president.



Are you gifting a one-sided view of basing?
You lease aircraft so you don't tie-up capital. Any leasing company will

tell you that's a smart move. But, to get the best perspective, you should look at

both leasing and financing. And that's why you should look to us.

We're Commercial Credit Equipment Corp./McCullagh Leasing. Most

of our sales people are pilots, so we know flying. We also know leasing and we

know financing.
So we can look at your operation from every angle. If leasing makes the

most sense, we'll recommend it. But, if you can still get the liquidity you need by

financing your aircraft, that's what we'll recommend.

The wrong aircraft decision can cost you thousands every day. So don't

wait. Call the industry leader right now, CCEC/McCullagh Leasing. We have a

smart people ready to help. Just telephone Lauren Wallace,
nationwide network of offices standing by with smart money and ig

Aircraft Product Director. Toll free 1-800-638-0660. COMM EWIA L CKEDIT
EQUIPMENT COKP/

SMART lulu. SMART BIONIC McCULLAGH LEASING, INC.
a Control Data Company



On October 27,19110
rolled out of the hangaia

This historic rollout marked the beginning of
a new era in capability and efficiency for business and
commercial aircraft. The Saab-Fairchild 340 can carry
more people more comfortably than fuel-hungry jets
priced millions higher And with its extensive use of
bonding and composites, plus efficient General Elec-
tric engines, the Saab-Fairchild 340 is designed to
have the best fuel economy of any aircraft its size.

There's no economy in comfort, though. The
passenger cabin of the Saab-Fairchild 340 is over
34 feet long, with six feet of aisle headroom. In an air-
line configuration, it carries 34 passengers and their
baggage with room to spare. It can also be outfitted
as a spacious 24-place corporate shuttle, or as a
12-place executive transport with a degree of luxury
no jet can surpass.

The Saab-Fairchild 340 is a joint venture of
Saab-Scania in Sweden, and Fairchild Industries in
the U.S.A., two companies with extensive experience
in manufacturing both civil and military aircraft. This
international heritage is reflected in the fact that the
Saab-Fairchild 340 will be certified under the same
international performance and reliability standards
as the latest generation of jet airliners. Thus it meets
all applicable US. regulations as well as those of
nine other Western countries.*

This rollout means that our first step is complete.
Flight testing will begin next year, with deliveries
starting early in 1984. But its also a conclusion,.
an end to the many months we've spent considering
the Saab-Fairchild 340's future as an effective
business tool.

Now the future is in your hands.

For complete details, contact: Jud Brandreth, Senior Vice Presi-
dent, Fairchild Aircraft Corporation, PO. Box 32486, San Antonio,
Texas, 78284, Telephone: (512)824-4262, Telex: 76-7315.

Outside North America contact: Jan Hull, President, Saab-
Fairchild HB, S-581 88 LinkOping, Sweden, Telephone: (46-13)
18 00 00, Telex: 50153 sfhbhq S.

"Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, The Netherlands,
Norway, Sweden, United Kingdom.

AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
Built to be the best turboprop in the world.
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land into your future.
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FLIGHT LOG: From
New York to Houston With
Many (Too Many) Stops
In-Between

(NOTE: Business aircraft—luxury, or
necessity? Corporate tool or execu-
tive perk? To gain some insight into
these oft-debated questions, section
writer Neil Martin recently took a two-
day business trip with executives of
the Philadelphia based G&H Steel
Service Inc., the nations second
largest installers of reinforcing steel,
aboard the firm executive twin-turbo-
prop Piper Cheyenne Ill. The group,
which consisted of Martin, Chairman
Herbert A. Fogel, Vice President Keith
N. Grant and Robert Reinhold, the
pilot, visited a dozen G&H construc-
tion projects in six cities in five states
in about 32 hours. The following is
Martin flight log.)
Monday, Oct. 11
0700: New York: It's Columbus Day
but Columbus obviously wasn't a
contractor. The sleek, beige and
maroon-striped Cheyenne III pulls up
within a few hundred feet of La
Guardia's Butler Aviation terminal and
I meet my hosts for the next two days.
Little time wasted and we are air-
borne a few minutes later.
0950: Arrived Midland: Pilot Rein-
hold radioed ahead and a taxi is wait-
ing to take us to a nearby nuclear
power plant where G&H is involved in
some support construction. It's a
brief visit and we are back at the air-
port within 90 minutes.
1210: Left Midland and headed for
St. Louis: Over cold roast beef sand-
wiches and coffee, Fogel tells me
G&H purchased the Cheyenne III in
1981 to help the firm expand nation-
ally. Construction activities in the
Northeast, the company's main mar-
ket, began to dry up in the mid-70s
and G&H started to expand to the
Midwest and beyond. Since many of
the company's jobs were located in
areas poorly served by commercial
airlines, management decided to buy
Its own plane.
1415: Arrived St. Louis to check
construction of a 44-story corporate
headquarters building of South-
western Bell Telephone in the
downtown area.
1540: Departed St. Louis and
headed for Tulsa. The Cheyenne is
small but comfortably equipped to
seat seven passengers. Interior is
functional but rather spartan. No
gold-fixtures, shag carpets or wide-
screen video here.

BUSINESS AIRCHAFr

1615: Arrived Tulsa. Another town,
another job and another rush back to
airport to keep our schedule on track.
Getting a bit tired.
1740: Left Tulsa and headed for
Houston. Pilot Reinhold described
recent record-setting round-the-world
flight on Steel Away, their name for
the turboprop. It was a promotional
trip to mark the company's 50th anni-
versary. It's beginning to feel like they
are trying to set another record today.
1930: Arrived Houston, and, after a
leisurely dinner, back to hotel and in
bed before midnight.
Tuesday, Oct. 12
0630: Houston: Inspected four
G&H projects—two parking garages,
a high-rise office building and a
shopping plaza.
1130: Arrived Corpus Christi. Our
visit prolonged because of problems
on the job, an office building.
1400: Left Corpus Christi and
headed for Houston where I was to
catch a late-afternoon commercial
flight to Los Angeles. Weather poor,
but my hosts plan to push on to
Dallas and Denver before calling it a
day. Incredible stamina.
1510: Arrived Houston and
thanked the G&H officials. "These
planes can be slave-drivers, can't
they," Grant smiles as he says good-
bye. I nod a weary assent. So much
for perks, I thought as I headed for
the commercial terminal, looking for-
ward to a nice leisurely wide-bodied
flight back to L.A. Maybe if I am lucky,
it will even be delayed.

Ideal for Customers
Other companies use their aircraft

almost exclusively for customer
transport. IBM regularly picks up
customers from all over the country
in its fleet of Gulfstream us and
brings them to its plants for product

demonstrations because, as one
company official quips, "the sam-
ples are too big to move." American
Cyanamid Co. keeps its two Lear-
jets—a Lear 55 and Lear 25B—and
Gulfstream II in the air more than
750 hours each year, to provide staff
support and customer service. Says
company vice president C.E. Austin:
"Over the years, we have found our
aircraft to be an extremely important
sales tool that has allowed us to pick

Some time-savings advantages of corporate air-
craft can be especially impressive. For example,
Norm Winningstad, chairman of Floating Point
Systems, an Oregon-based electronics com-
pany, recently used a Westwind II to make a six-
day business trip to West Germany, with stops in
New York (for a security analysts meeting); Dub-
lin, Ireland, (to open a new plant); Hamburg,
West Germany, (to visit an important customer);
and Munich (for a press conference), before re-
turning to Oregon. "There is no way I could have
done that in the same amount of time on a
scheduled airline," he says.

up customers, show them our plants,
and impress upon them our ability to
deliver a quality product on time."
Steelcase Corp. of Grand Rapids,

Mich., has accumulated more than
3,000 flight hours in its Dassault
Falcon 20 since October 1979, the
majority of it bringing customers to
see its line of office furniture at its
Grand Rapids, Mich., plant. Explains
marketing vice president Clifford 0.
Boyce: "We are a profit-sharing com-
pany and are strictly accountable to
our people as to the proper use of
the aircraft. So, at least 90% of the
time, it's used to transport our deal-
ers and their customers. Generally,
our executives use the aircraft strict-
ly on a space available basis. If there



MEETING TODAY'S INTERNATIONAL EXECUTIVE
TRAVEL REQUIREMENTS...

FOR MILLIONS LESS!

Today's international business environment
dictates a need for cost-effective executive
travel which simply cannot be met by public
transportation systems.

The proven Boeing 727-100 executive aircraft
offered by lEAC uniquely meets these travel
requirements. The advantages of cost and
capability are compelling reasons to consider
this aircraft as an alternative to the latest higher-
priced, smaller-cabin business jets.

It provides true intercontinental range and
three-engine safety, while the spacious cabin
easily accommodates a private suite including
sleeping, dressing and full bathroom facilities.
With a combination of dining/conference
rooms, full galley and stand-up, walk-around
comfort, jet lag is virtually eliminated.

Our comprehensive Inspection and Remanu-
facturing Program assures delivery of an aircraft
brought to unmatched operational standards.
Early delivery positions, warranty,
crew training and maintenance
monitoring are also included,
all at a surprisingly low pack-
age price. One hundred and
forty worldwide operators
are already realizing the ad-
vantages of a Boeing executive
aircraft.

Our association
with TXL Corporation, a Genstar Subsidiary,
provides creative financing and leasing. lEAC has
the total capability to respond to your travel
requirements...today.

Call us or write on your letterhead for complete
details.

INTERNATIONAL
EXECUTIVE
AIRCRAFT

INTERNATIONAL EXECUTIVE AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
10205 OASIS, SUITE 200, SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78216
PHONE: 512-366-0681 TELEX 76-7267 lEAC SNT

lEA EUROPE, LTD.
22 GROSVENOR SQUARE, LONDON W1 XODY ENGLAND
PHONE: 44-01-491-4805 TELEX 23459 BOOKIN
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is a schedule conflict between a
customer and one of our executives,
the executive gets bumped."

The Corporate Shuttle
Lack of regular air service has also

forced many companies to establish
in-house "airlines" to shuttle man-
agers and staff between two or more
points. For example, A.E. Staley
Manufacturing Co., a $150 million
corn and soybean processor, oper-

E. Judson Brandreth, Jr., senior vice president of
marketing for Fairchild Aircraft Corp., says his
company is bullish about the corporate shuttle
market. "Many companies today are In a trans-
portation bind. They have plants and offices
spread all over the country with no realistic or
convenient way to reach them commercially.
They simply will have to provide their own trans-
portation via business aircraft."

ates a fixed shuttle between its
Decatur headquarters and Chicago's
O'Hare airport, using a 14-seat Fair-
child Merlin IVC, and has used
temporary shuttle services to ferry
engineers and supervisors to plants
under construction in places like
Fort Smith, Ark., Loudon, Tenn., and
Velva, N.D. Our problem is that we
are a major international corporation
located in a smaller city that has
suffered withdrawal of scheduled
service," explains Staley vice presi-
dent David Satterfield. Ozark Airlines
pulled out completely from Decatur
last year, Satterfield notes, leaving
the company with little choice but to
expand its own transportation
network.

BUSINESS AIRCRAFT

Similarly, Trane Co., a Wisconsin
manufacturer of air conditioning
equipment, uses a 13-passenger
Beech 99 twin-turboprop on a daily
shuttle run between La Crosse, Wis.,
and Chicago and finds that it is less
expensive than trying to transport
employees back and forth by com-
mercial means. Phillips Petroleum
Co., the oil giant, has a regular
"milkrun" between its Bartlesville,
Okla., headquarters and Houston,
while Owens-Corning Fiberglass
Corp. of Toledo, Ohio, operates a
12-passenger turboprop shuttle,
complete with a reservations sys-
tem, wait-list, and flat-rate charge
per trip, to Newark, Ohio, where the
company has a major research
facility and manufacturing plant.

Probably one of the most sophisti-
cated corporate shuttles around is
run by Xerox Corp. Using American
Airline's "SABRE" computerized res-
ervation system, the giant office
machine company operates a daily
schedule between White Plains,
N.Y., which is close to its Stamford,
Conn., headquarters, and Roches-
ter, N.Y., its main production facility.
The shuttle was started in 1975, uti-
lizing leased aircraft. After man-
agement was convinced it would
work, a Gulfstream I turboprop was
put into exclusive shuttle service.
The G-1, however, was shifted to Eu-
rope last spring to head up a new
shuttle Xerox established between
London and Einhoven, Holland, with
a stop at Luton, England. It was re-
placed by a Canadair Challenger
600 on the 250-mile White Plains-
Rochester shuttle run. The Chal-
lenger shuttle makes 2.5 round trips
daily, and Xerox has two more on
order. The company figures it flies
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between 15,000 to 18,000 em-
ployees a year on the shuttle, saving
some $750,000 annually over com-
mercial air tickets while reducing
travel time. Our travel services de-
partment produces a positive cash
flow for the company," says depart-
ment head Richard Van Gemert.

A Tiend Toward Heavy Iron?
The basic transportation needs of

some companies have mushroomed

Atlantic Aviation's Mack Graham: Business Jets
not threatened by new developments In video
communications.

to such an extent that they have
turned toward the large, so-called
"heavy iron" aircraft, such as used
Boeing 727s and 737s, McDonnell
Douglas DC-9s, British Aerospace's
BAC-11s and other large passenger
models, to transport groups of em-
ployees and management teams
across the U.S. and to international
destinations.

Wil Joiner, head of airliner sales
for International Executive Aircraft
Corp., (IEA) estimates that as many
as "35 to 40 companies have 727s
or other large aircraft in service, for
use both domestically and interna-
tionally." What's more, the list of
"heavy iron" users is growing, he
says.

The large U.S. multinationals
with diverse and extensive interna-
tional and national travel require-
ments are prime candidates for
purchasing these bigger type of air-



Beautiful Performers
The Hughes 500E and 530E are, quite

simply, the most remarkable light single-
turbine helicopters available for business.
They are beautiful performers.

One look at the 500E's streamlined
silhouette tells you it is different from any
other helicopter in its class. And its beauty
is more than skin deep. Inside is a new
executive interior that makes the 500E the
quietest, most comfortable Hughes ever.
People who fly for a living know it's beauti-
ful for practical reasons: The 500 Es speed
enables them to accomplish more in less
time — while benefiting from Hughes' low
operating costs and high reliability.

The 530E is the newest helicopter in the
industry. It's engineered to meet operator
requirements for a helicopter that lifts
heavy loads at high altitudes on hot days.
With its Allison 030 engine and larger rotor
systems, combined with compact size and
design simplicity, the 530E is the most
profitable helicopter to operate in high,
hot environments.

You'll find an additional standard fea-
ture on the 500E and 530E — the smoothest
flight of any helicopter.

Test fly one and you'll agree — the
Hughes 500E and 530E are a different class
of light single-turbine helicopters. For addi-
tional information, write on your company
letterhead or call William R. Ellis, Vice
President, Marketing (213) 305-3679.

Hughes Helicopters, Inc.
Culver City, California 90230
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The Collins Airline: G-1
Shuttle Service Solves
Company Travel Problems

It was less than an hour before
sunset when the big twin-turboprop
Gulfstream 1 pulled up before the
Collins Avionics hangar at the Dallas
Addison Airport. A team of mechanics
immediately began to swarm over the
18-year-old airplane, preparing it for
a quick return flight to its home base

k ANA

Collins employees and customers board
the company's Gulfstream 1 shuttle at
Dallas Addison Airport for the 140-minute
flight to Cedar Rapids.

in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, which is also
the headquarters of Collins Avionics.
The load for the return flight is

lighter than normal, only seven pas-
sengers—four Collins employees,
two customers and a journalist. Usu-
ally, the 14-seat G-1, which makes
daily shuttle runs between Cedar
Rapids and Dallas, is packed.

Alan Wharry, the co-pilot, briefs the
passengers on the safety features of
the plane, the weather and the direc-
tion to the beer cooler and sandwiches.
Despite its age, the big turboprop,
which has nearly 15,000 hours of
flight time on its log, offers the spa-
ciousness and comforts of a first-
class cabin on a commercial airline.

In fact, employees frequently refer
to the shuttle service as "the Collins
Airlines." The "airline" has been in
business for more than three decades
and has flown Gulfstreams since
1965, making it probably one of the
oldest corporate shuttles operating.
"The shuttle has served us better than
any scheduled airline could," says
James Churchill, president of Collins
Avionics. "It enables our employees

BUSINESS AIRCRAFT

to get in a full day's work at our sister
operations in Dallas and get back to
Cedar Rapids by early evening. We
could not operate as effectively or as
efficiently without it."
The avionics manufacturer uses

two Gulfstreams in its shuttle fleet
and has access to a third owned by
its parent, Rockwell International
Inc. Each plane averages about 600
hours of flight time annually, is
equipped with the latest technology
and is immaculately maintained. And
today each plane is still worth the
$1.25 million it cost at the end of
1964.

Travel coordinators within Collin&
various divisions arrange all company
travel. Seats are billed to the em-
ployee's department at the equivalent
first class rate of a scheduled airline.
Besides employees and customers,
the shuttle carries company mail and
packages on its daily "milk runs."

Despite the reliability and comfort
of the Gulfstreams, Collins plans to
replace them in the near future. "The
G-1 has been a remarkable plane and
served us well," says Churchill, "but it
is time to refresh our fleet to give us
more flexibility and frequency."
Perhaps. But for some Collins em-

ployees, the "Collins Airline" won't be
quite the same without those big old,
blue-and-white G-1s plying the corpo-
rate skies between Texas and Iowa.

planes," Joiner explains. The San
Antonio-based lEA buys used 727s
and rebuilds and modifies them to
executive configurations. The com-
pany expects to place seven 727s
by the end of next year. "Worldwide,
some 25 to 30 used airliners will
be placed in private applications
annually," Joiner says.
Dee Howard Co., a major aircraft

converter, is selling used airliners
from the American Airlines fleet.

A New Generation
of Aircraft

Whatever the size of tomorrow's
executive aircraft, one thing is cer-
tain: it will have to be quieter and
more fuel-efficient. This seems as-
sured by the steep rise in aviation
fuel prices and growing restrictions
on noise at the nation's airports,
particularly the smaller community
business fields so heavily used by
corporate aircraft.

This, in turn, has generated a
spate of research activity by the
airframe and engine manufactur-
ers to develop planes with quieter
engines, greater range and per-
formance characteristics (and
comfort); characteristics of what
engine expert Ivan E. Speer, vice
president of Garrett Corp., calls
"third-generation" aircraft.

Explains Speer: "The 'first-genera-
tion' aircraft were those that evolved
from the military—the Jetstars and
the Sabreliners; jets with a military-
like performance, but that ate up a
heck of a lot of fuel. The 'second-
generation' of planes like the Falcon
10, the Lear 35, the Citation Ils, the
Westwinds were based on new en-
gine technology and had the aerody-
namics of the older-generation jets
but were quieter and more fuel-
efficient.

"Currently, we are seeing a new
generation of aircraft with much
higher performance characteristics
and based on further advances in
engine technology and aerodynam-
ics; planes like the Lear 55, the
Challenger, the Westwind Astra, the
Falcon 50, the Citation III that can fly
higher, longer and burn less fuel
than 'second-generation' craft and,
of course, are quieter."
The Challenger 600, Sabreliner

65, Westwind II, Dassault Falcon 50,
Citation ill, Mitsubishi Diamond I,
and Westwind Astra—planes either
already on the market or soon to
be—have "supercritical wings"—an
advanced drag-reducing design that
commercial airliners will use even-
tually. The Westwind II, Challenger
601, Lear 55 and the Gulfstream ill
have wings that are bent at the tips
—called "winglets" that reduce drag
and improve fuel consumption.
Turboprop makers are also work-

ing on improvements in engines and
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We have produced more custom crafted large exec-
utive aircraft than any other company in the world.
Each aircraft has been built to reflect the individual
taste of its owner.
Let us furnish you with a Boeing 727-100, custom
design and install your personalized interior, along
with additional avionics, long range fuel system, and
exterior paint for between eight and nine million
dollars.

For complete information call or write: Roy Gilbreath, Vice President.

The Dee Howard Co.
"OFFERING A BROADER RANGE OF SERVICES SINCE 1947."

AA
P.O. BOX 17300 INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78217 512 828-1341 TELEX 767380
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design to extend and expand the
performance of their products. Fair-
child, for example, is marketing
successfully its Merlin II1Cs. Piper
Aircraft will start delivering in 1984
its new Cheyenne IV which will carry
six passengers at 400 miles per
hour and cruise at an altitude of
41,000 feet. "It will also use consid-
erably less fuel," says A. William
Newman, Piper's vice president of
marketing. In fact, on any given

Garrett's Ivan Speer: A "third-generation" of busi-
ness aircraft with quieter, more fuel-efficient
engines.

mission, the Cheyenne IV will use
35% to 40% less fuel than most
frugal fanjets," he claims.

In a similar effort to capture
a share of the light-jet market,
Mitsubishi Aircraft recently began
selling its new Diamond 1 fanjet.
Comments George H. Scragg, Jr.,
vice president of marketing: "The
market for light-jets is very promis-
ing, especially in the current
business climate, and will remain
strong in the future."

A New and
Improved Industry
What all of this means is that de-

spite the current economic slump,
business aircraft and engine man-
ufacturers are pushing ahead with
research and development that
will likely strengthen the role of
corporate aircraft in corporate
America's future.

BUSINESS AIRCRAFT

Some people suggest that pic-
ture telephones, facsimile transmit-
ters and other forms of electronic
communications will lessen the
need for corporate aircraft in the fu-
ture," says Malcolm Scott Graham,
senior vice president of the aircraft
marketing group of Atlantic Aviation
Corp., marketers of Israel Aircraft's
Westwind executive jet series. "But
I disagree. Face-to-face meetings
will remain essential to making
decisions and selling products.
Personalized calls can create a
selling environment that can't be
matched by a video telephone.
There will be no substitute for in-
person meetings and there will be
no better way to move businessmen
around the country and overseas
than by business aircraft."
"The business jet is a vital man-

agement tool," says Roy Bergstrom,
senior vice president for marketing
of Falconjet. "Because it lets man-
agers get more done. The executive
controls his time, instead of the
other way around. Today, corpora-
tions are using their aircraft more
and keeping them longer."

Poised for Growth
John H. Winant, president of Na-

tional Business Aircraft Association
Inc. (NBAA), a Washington, D.C.-
based group that represents some
2,656 users of business aircraft, be-
lieves the same factors that led to
the growth explosion of business air-
craft in the 1960s and 1970s are as
strong—if not stronger—now. De-
centralization of industry and airline
schedule cutbacks will continue to
boost the need for business aircraft,
he says. In addition, a number of re-

Flight Departments
Under Contract
Many companies that own corpo-

rate aircraft leave their operation up
to specialized management firms like
Executive Air Fleet (EAF) of Teterboro,
N.J. EAF operates 30 business jets
and has some 80 pilots and 70 sup-
port people on its payroll. The
company not only operates and main-
tains planes owned by its corporate
clients but will charter them out for
those companies that don't fully uti-
lize their aircraft. Also, as a result of
interchange agreements EAF's clients
can exchange planes among them-
selves if one of their planes is in
maintenance or a different sized air-
craft is required for a specific trip.
EAF founder Matthew C. Weisman

says that because of his company's
fleet size, "we are able to use our
economic leverage through volume
purchases of fuel, common mainte-
nance and supplies to provide a
company with an airline-quality flight
operation."

cent developments in Washington,
such as the passage of the new Air-
port Development Aid Program which
provides for $19 billion in funds for
development and modernization,
have brightened the future. In addi-
tion, the new airports bill will provide
funds necessary for modernization
of the U.S. air traffic control system,
thereby increasing capacity to
provide for growth.
"Despite the many adversities that

plague the business aviation com-
munity today," concludes Winant,
"there is no question that its future
is extremely bright. Pent-up forces
and unfulfilled requirements are
building all the time, even as we
muddle our way through the current
worldwide recession. These needs
will eventually have to be met. That's
why we sense that the 1980s will
be the period of greatest growth
for business aviation."

"Business Aircraft—Luxury or Necessi-
ty?" was written by Neil A. Martin, a

Los Angeles-based journalist who writes
frequently about domestic and interna-
tional business topics for national
publications. The section was designed

by Ariel Peeri.
Cover photo was taken at Atlantic Avia-

tion's Wilmington, Del., headquarters by
Allen Green. All other photos, unless
otherwise indicated, were taken by
Gregory T. Martin.

TIME a



SAFETY:
BETTER THINK ABOUT IT DOWN HERE

111AN WORRY ABOUT IT UP THERE• safetYin
the air starts on the ground. It doesn't stop with an examination of
the aircraft's mechanical components but includes every aspect of
your company's aircraft program. That's why Associated Aviation ,

Underwriters, on request offers companies like yours independent
flight department evaivations. The evaluation, at no cost to you,

provides a thorough review of your aircraft operations, flight
management, maintenance procedures, personnel, and ground

facilities. Wouldn't you feel better knowing that your aircraft and
supporting facilities met your underwriter s standards? Call your
insurance agent or broker today for more infor-

mation. It's just another example of how serviceM
has made AAU the leader in corporate

aviation insurance. FLYING FIRST LLASS

ASSOCIATED AVIATION UNDERWRITERS 90 John Street, New York, New York 10018 • ATLANTA • CHICAGO • DALLAS • DENVER • DETROIT • KANSAS CITY • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO • SEATTLE
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MITSUBISHI'S NEW DIAMOND! BUSINESS JET.
BECAUSE IN TODAY'S ECONOMY, YOU NEED AN AIRCRAFT

THAT'S ALL BUSINESS.

Now, more than ever,
the decision to upgrade to a

new business jet is significant.The distance
it can help put between you and your
competition can be highly rewarding.

The business tool perfected for just
this application is the new Mitsubishi
Diamond I fan-jet. The business jet
conceived, designed and built expressly
for the way business is transacted today.
Swiftly, economically, comfortably. The
Diamond I performs very economically
at speeds up to 500 mph. On missions of
1000 nautical miles or more, it's most
economical. But in the area in which you
work most—between 300 and 500 nau-
tical miles,— its efficiency betters nearly
every other business jet flying.

And it functions this way due to a host of
state-of-the-art efficiencies built in. As in
the sophisticated aerodynamics and
high-speed swept wing, the low fuel burn
engines and modular systems all working
in concert to squeeze the most from
the least.

Appreciating this, it comes as no surprise
that the Diamond I offers its business
travellers a most spacious, truly comfort-

able, handsomely appointed, C.E.0.-class
cabin. One with ample room for seven to
nine passengers to stretch out and get
down to business. Room to relax without
cramping a thing. And thanks to Mit-
subishi's highly advanced airframe design
and mechanics, the sound of the engines
has been virtually engineered out of this
very, very quiet workspace. So whispers
can still keep confidential information
confidential.

You owe it to yourself to investigate the
Diamond I. Certainly one of the most effi-
cient business tools you could hope to
own. One that doesn't cost, but earns.
One that's always ready to keep the dis-
tance between you and your competition
considerable.

For further information, call our Product
Information Line at (214)239-9275 today.

tMITSUBISHI
ArQUALIFY TAKES WING

For detailed information, write our Corporate Headquarters:
Mitsubishi Aircraft International, Inc., One Lincoln Centre, 5400 al Freeway, Suite 1500, Dept. FT1122, Dallas, TX 75240 Tel: (214) 387-5600 TLX: 73-2575

European Office: Holidaystraat 7, 1920 Diegem Brussels, Belgium Tel: 02/720 80 95 TD<: 62189 MAI B

Regional Offices: Houston, Windsor Locks, Los Angeles • District Offices: Nationwide • Distributors: Worldwide.
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Hopeful Signs in a Flat Quarter

Based on early indicators, the economy
is turning in another dreary performance
this fall—which may be why the Fed
thought it timely to cut the discount rate
again, to 9%. When all the pluses and mi-
nuses for the summer quarter were added
up, GNP growth was revised down from
an 0.8% rate to an unprecedented zero. The
current quarter may be another goose egg.
But a look beneath the totals gives a differ-
ent and somewhat brighter picture.

First, most of the drag from the shrink-
ing foreign trade balance is over with. Last
quarter's record drop in net exports turned
out to be twice as severe as originally esti-
mated. To get a feel of how foreign trade
affected the economy, consider that the
growth rate would have been 2.5% if the
trade balance had merely remained at its
spring level. The good news is that most of
the drop is attributable to special factors:
the volume of merchandise exports de-
clined 5.5% in all, but nearly three-fourths
of that was in agricultural commodities;
and an influx of oil products accounted for
much of the 4.5% increase in imports. The
balance could deteriorate further next
year, but another huge tumble is unlikely.
Right now the biggest negative is com-

ing from a different source—the inventory
problems of the auto industry. That too
will be a one-quarter phenomenon. Car
producers increased assemblies by 40%
during the spring and summer. When it
turned out that sales barely held their own,
cars backed up in the showrooms. Now, if
all goes as Detroit hopes, sales will in-
crease this quarter, and with production
cut sharply, dealers will be cleaned out Of
stock by year-end. It looks as though the
scenario is being played out as advertised;
sales rose late last month and then jumped
in early November when GM and Ford re-
introduced discount financing for custom-
ers (see chart). The maneuver will leave
Detroit and the economy in better shape
going into 1983. In the meantime the

CHIEF ECONOMIST Todd May Jr.
ASSOCIATE ECONOMIST Vivian Brownstein
STAFF Edward Boyer, Catherine Comes Haight,
Lenore Schiff, Bruce Steinberg

swing from inventory accumulation to a
runoff is almost as much of a drag on total
GNP as the shrinking balance of trade was
during the third quarter.
The rest of business has been reducing

inventory right along and the drop in in-
dustrial output last month makes it appear
that the decline is continuing. Production
fell by 1.5% from the third quarter's aver-
age, and only defense equipment was up.
But the decreases in inventory and output
are more modest and a lot less erratic than
the goings-on in the auto industry. Once
Detroit straightens itself out, inventory
changes will start to contribute to econom-
ic growth again.
Outside of foreign trade and inventory,

economic activity this quarter reflects
trends that began earlier. Outlays for busi-
ness plant and equipment will decline
again, as they have all year (see story next
page), and defense purchases will increase
about as much as before. Another sizable
addition to the government's stores of
farm products will boost total nondefense
spending, though other outlays will con-
tinue to fall.

The return of the mortgage

The best recent news comes from the
housing sector, where the trend in outlays
is not only up, but also accelerating. Hous-
ing starts added another notch in October
and at a 1.1 million -annual rate were 31%
above the low point 12 months before. The
volume of spending on residential con-
struction, which takes a while to catch up
to starts, will increase 5% this quarter,
more than in the last two quarters com-
bined. Consumers and builders are re-
sponding in textbook fashion to the big
drop in mortgage rates that's already oc-
curred. The average rate for new conven-
tional mortgage money stood at 13.8% in
mid-November compared with the peak
of 17.7% last February. The most recent
study of housing markets by Advance
Mortgage Corp., a large mortgage banker,
indicates that seller financing is on the
way out. More sales are being made with a
standard first mortgage, so the seller gets

cash with which he can buy another home.
At the same time, price discounting by
builders has eased and they're making a
profit on the homes they sell. Even if mort-
gage rates don't get much lower, a healthy
comeback in construction looks assured.
What is a lot less sure is how soon the

disappointing trend in other consumer
spending will change. The latest retail
sales point to a possible reduction in pur-
chases of consumer goods other than cars
this quarter. After adjusting for inflation,
October looks to be 1% below the third-
quarter rate. However, a cheery Christmas
season could wipe out that much of a de-
cline in real spending.
A spurt in sales by year-end can't be

ruled out. Sindlinger & Co., which surveys
the consumer's mood, finds more confi-
dence about job security than at any time
since mid-July. By mid-November Sind-

continued

Slop and
Detroil

Millions of units
(seasonally adjusted annual rate)
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of new cars
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Auto sales, which have gone from bad to
worse and back again over the past year,
may be on a smoother course now. No-
vember sales were propped up by dis-
count financing, but four of the last five
months showed some increase.
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Fortune
Forecast continued

linger's confidence index was up 35% from
the low a month earlier. Real disposable in-
come, which slipped in late summer, was
bolstered by a bulge in transfer payments
during October. It should grow more as
employment begins to rise. The savings
rate, which bounced up to 7.5% in July
when taxes were cut, retreated to 6.5% and
then recovered to 7% in October. Consum-
ers could pare savings to finance spending.
Even if they don't, total consumer outlays
including cars and services will increase
more this quarter than last.
A stronger performance in consumer

spending, and in the economy as a whole,
will come after the New Year. Putting the
pieces back together, they still add up to
little change for now—but reveal some
built-in pluses for the future.

Capital Goods
in the Deep Freeze

With winter's approach, capital spend-
ing plans have gone into hibernation—ap-
propriations are down and projects are be-
ing canceled at record rates. But plant and
equipment expenditures are already off an
estimated 10% in real terms from their
peak one year ago, and the adjustment
process is more than half over.
The biggest villain is a huge overhang of

excess capacity among the potential buy-
ers of capital goods (see chart). The operat-
ing rate in manufacturing sank to 68.4%
in October. For all businesses, capacity
utilization for 1982 will be at a post-
Depression low.
Awash in capacity, business has little in-

centive now to expand. As increased de-
mand comes along, it can easily be met out
of existing facilities. Companies are still
spending money on products that promise
an immediate saving in costs and an edge
on the competition, but the benefits have
to look pretty certain. Even high-technol-
ogy sales have been off lately.
Compounding this cyclical problem is a

longer-term one. The capacity utilization
statistics charted above measure the ratio
of output to total capital stock. So their

Billions of 1981 dollars
(seasonally adjusted
annual rate)

1974 '75 '76 '77 '78 '79 '80 '81 '82 '83

Real spending on plant and equipment
will continue to slide through the third
quarter of 1983, in response to the lowest
capacity-utilization rate of the postwar
era. Business purchases of new cars and
trucks will turn up, but from low levels.

movement reflects two influences: short-
run changes in utilization in response to
changes in output, and longer-run shifts in
the productivity of capital. In manufactur-
ing, the output/capital ratio has been
weaker than other measures of capacity
utilization that primarily gauge cyclical
forces. This suggests investment is yield-
ing less bang for the buck.
The statistics hint that the same prob-

lem affects all business. In manufacturing
the trend has various causes—including
worldwide over-investment in industries
ranging from steel to petrochemicals—and
it is obviously not a happy development.
When the productivity of investment de-
clines, this acts as a depressant on profit-
ability and reduces the incentive to buy
new plant and equipment.
The deterioration in the efficiency of in-

vestment has been paralleled by a deterio-

ration in such measures of financial health
as the ratio of long-term to short-term
debt. It is now barely above its record low
registered last summer. This debt ratio
will improve in 1983, but at the cost of
stunted spending on capital goods. •

Good show for cash flow

Real cash flow was flat in 1982. Profits
actually edged up in the third quarter—no
mean feat with the economy in a trough.
Cash flow will show modest improvement
in 1983, in response to a weak recovery.
But the proportion of cash flow devoted to
capital outlays, currently 85%, will drop
sharply next year. Balance sheet consider-
ations will divert a goodly chunk of cash
flow to stem the tide of short-term debt.
When capital spending is broken down

into its components, structures and equip-
ment have been marching to different
drummers recently, but they're about to
fall into step. Equipment purchases (other
than cars and trucks) peaked a year ago
and have since plunged 15% in real terms.
Orders leveled out recently but are con-
tinuing to run well behind shipments, so
an additional 7% drop in shipments is in
store for next year. This will be partially
offset by a 16% pickup in car and truck
sales to business, which have been so low
they are bound to bounce back.

Business construction held up through
midyear, helped by a boom in office build-
ings, but has since slipped 5% in real
terms. The lag in new contracts suggests
that construction is poised to weaken fur-
ther. Both industrial and commercial con-
struction should dip another 7% by the
end of 1983.
Adding it all up, FORTUNE estimates that

business investment will decline another
5% in real terms before leveling out in the
fourth quarter of 1983. This would amount
to a total decline of 14% from the previous
investment peak, about the same drop-off
as in 1974-75. The growth of the stock of
capital goods will slow to just 2.3% in
1983, its lowest rate in 25 years. But as
the recovery strengthens, business invest-
ment will gradually pick up. irt]
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"My communications system
works so well, I don't have to know it's there

No matter what business you're in, communications is a vital part
of your operation. You can't afford to have your voice system or your data system
going down, because downtime means lost dollars to you. But you don't have
the time or desire to become a communications expert, just to keep the system
running. That's why you need Bell.

We let you get your job done by doing ours. Bell provides you with
a communications system—data and voice—that helps you get your work done
more productively.

"What I like about the Bell System:' says Ford executive Jim Whyte,
manager of the largest truck plant in the free world, "is that problems get handled
before I know they exist:That's what I call service, and that's why I chose Bell!'

When it comes to data or voice, come to Bell. We help you get your
job done. Call your Bell Account Executive today.

The knowledge business



Now the
Western Hemisphere•

is the
Eastern Hemisphere.

• Ltiillota

• CM;

Eastern Airlines, long recognized 4 (Juito
as a leader in North American air

citayaglIlitravel, now spreads its wings over •

Central and South America as well. ,
In fact, Eastern flies to 128 cities in 22'
countries in North and South America. tows

No matter where you live in North
America, Listern's convenient connections
make it easy to fly to South America.
Eastern has three gateways to Latin
America: Miami, New York, and New
Orleans. And we offer through service to
many destinations in Houston,
Washington, D.C., and Los Angeles.

So, if your travel plans include Latin
America, fly Eastern. You'll see why, for the
past three years, more passengers have
flown Eastern than any other airline in the
free world.

• La Paz

Ao Santiago

• Buenos Aires
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Keeoing
by Daniel Seligman

The Senior Citizens Score Again, Fraser's Follies . . .

Seniority, It's Wonderful
For quite a few years now, your corre-

spondent has been just barely making it
from one payday to the next, and yet he
has hardly ever whimpered aloud and nev-
er once thought to ask for federal funding.
He thereby offers a striking contrast to
the National Council of Senior Citizens
(NCSC), an organization of professional
complainers that gets funded regularly by
the U.S. Department of Labor and then
uses its pumped-up influence to lobby for
budget-busting social programs. Friends,
life is not fair.
We must confess to not having known

about this deal the NCSC has going with
the government until apprised of it by cer-
tain reactionary friends over at the Conser-
vative Caucus Inc. On stationery bearing a
"Defund the Left" imprint, the reactionar-
ies called our attention to an incredible-
seeming fact—that even today, under the
Reagan Administration, the federal gov-
ernment continues to provide financial
support for some lib-lab advocacy organi-
zations, which then turn around and sup-
port causes that are anathema to Ron. To
be sure, the various laws authorizing this
support have a lot of friends in Congress,
so the Reaganites' views about ladling out
the loot are not necessarily controlling. In
September, the Administration tried to cut
the program under which the NCSC is
funded, but the cutback efforts were
thwarted by a Congress acting scared, as
usual, of the old folks. In this case, the rele-
vant legislation is Title V of the Older
Americans Act, under which Great Society
masterpiece the council is getting about
$35 million to run a program providing
jobs for the elderly. In principle, none of
this money can be used for lobbying or
other forms of advocacy, but experience
tells us that few things are as fungible as
green money.
On a rough estimate, we would say that

the National Council of Senior Citizens is
responsible for about 42% of what's wrong
with this country. Pawing over the clips,
Research associate: Andrew Kupfer

we could see instantly that the council has
been out front on a sizable number of the
entitlement programs that every respect-
able economist now yearns to cut. Here is a
1981 clip reporting on a mass meeting of
oldsters in New York City that was ad-
dressed by the council's executive director,
who was complaining about Ron's wish to
cut some $40 billion from 83 major pro-
grams. Jacob Clayman, president of the
council, had a highly counterfactual letter
in the New York Times recently arguing
that enormous prospective deficits in the
Social Security system are a myth and that
there is accordingly no reason to contem-
plate legislation adjusting anybody's bene-
fit levels. The council has supported subsi-
dized housing for the elderly. Also sub-
sidized heating. It has opposed any efforts
to tinker with those ridiculously expensive
federal regulations requiring all sorts of
special reconstruction of public facilities to
make them more accessible to the handi-
capped. We cannot prove this but never-
theless take it for granted that the legisla-
tors who recently gave us tax withholding
on interest and dividend payments were
being leaned on by the council when they
put in the part about an exemption for the
elderly. Why shouldn't the elderly suffer
like everybody, else on the withholding
front? You could argue, in fact, that they
should have extra withholding because
(according to a 1979 report of the General

Accounting Office) they are dispropor-
tionately represented among Americans
who are delinquent in filing tax returns.
Why, it's enough to make one whimper.

A Soviet Sophisticate in
the Valley of the Dolls
Mr. Andropov's personal life is as little

known as the lives of Soviet leaders custom-
arily are. A KGB agent who defected to the
West. . . claims he was a friend of Mr. Andro-
pov's son Igor and during visits to the Andro-
pov home learned of the leader's taste for
popular American music of the Glenn Miller
variety, for books by such authors as Richard
Llewellyn and Jacqueline Susann . . .
"I don't want to glamorize him," the defec-

tor said . .. "But I think he is more sophisti-
cated . . . than any Soviet leader . . ."

—From an article
in the New York Times.

Shadow and Substance
at Chrysler
Doug Fraser's situation just gets weirder

and weirder, but there is as yet no sign that
the laws of logic will be applied to his
case or that the double-talk about it will
ever cease. Our logical misgivings about
Doug's case began back in 1979, when he
was first proposed for the Chrysler board
of directors. How could the president of
the United Auto Workers conscientiously
serve as a director of a company with
which the UAW negotiates? Two some-
what contradictory answers to this ques-
tion were vouchsafed. First answer: there
really was no conflict because Fraser was
going on the board (in the words of a
smarmy Chrysler P.R. fellow) "as a man of
outstanding ability, not as a representative
of organized labor." Second answer: Doug
was going on the board as a union man
and would (in his own words) "represent
the United Auto Workers on the board and
speak out on their behalf." However, Fra-
ser often dropped a footnote to this second
answer, according to which there was still
no conflict of interest because his presence

Illustrations by Michael McGinn FORTUNE December 13, 1982 71
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up continued

. . Boos for Queues, and Other Matters

would benefit the company by giving it
valuable inputs from workers whose tal-
ents had too long been neglected. It was al-
ways hard to reconcile this kind of rhetoric
with the observable fact that the company
sponsored Fraser for the board as a conces-
sion to the union: his directorship was part
of a package deal under which Chrysler
got a significant break on the level of
wages and benefits.
So now we have a strike against Chrys-

ler by the UAW's Canadian members, and
Doug has temporarily left the board be-
cause there might be a "perception" of a
conflict of interest. But why would step-
ping down temporarily solve the problem?
If the interests of the shareholders are
identical to those of the workers, why isn't
Doug the director needed more than ever
during a strike, when people are losing
sight of this interesting identity? If the
parties' interests are not coterminous, why
would they suddenly become so after the
strike? Won't anybody ever answer these
questions? Maybe not.

A New, Improved Religion
Andy Vladimir ... who is chairman of

Sharp Hartwig & Vladimir, a Seattle adver-
tising agency, was invited to preach at his
church, and what he talked about basically
was how to get more customers for God.
Andy's point was that the church must fill

the needs of its parishioners, just as Procter
& Gamble fills the needs of its customers...
What P&G does, Andy said, is give people
what they want and need ...
Andy contended that churches have the

ability to help people with almost all their
major concerns... "We can even sponsor ka-
rate lessons if it's important enough."

—From an article
in Advertising Age.

The Case Against Lines
"Arne Boberg gets up at 3 A.M., trudges

a mile and a half through the snow on
the University of Minnesota campus, and
gingerly climbs through a bathroom win-

dow at the experimental engineering
building." That gripping sentence is the
lead of a recent story in the Wall Street
Journal about the fortunes, or rather mis-
fortunes, of college students seeking in-
terviews with corporate recruiters. It
seems that Mr. Boberg forwent sleep for
fenestration in a somewhat desperate ef-
fort to get up front on a line that deter-
mined the order in which students could
sign up for interviews. You can imagine
Arne's consternation when he found, af-
ter wriggling through the window, that
about 20 other eager gophers were al-
ready waiting ahead of him.
However, his woes seem to have been

minimal compared to those of Janet Wer-
ner, a five-foot-one marketing student at
Texas A&M, also mentioned in the Journal
story. Janet's problem was that her fellow
Aggies tend to be most impolite to short
folks. When Texas students line up for job
interviews, it appears, there is a lot of
strenuous jockeying for position, and un-
der the Social Darwinist code currently
prevailing in that part of the country a lack
of reach can be a critical disadvantage. The
Journal quotes Janet as complaining that
"it's bad for short people because we're at
elbow level, and we get elbowed in the
head."
At the University of Chicago business

school, people do not get elbowed in the
head—at least, not whilst competing for

job interviews—because Chicago people,
believing in free markets, allocate re-
sources by utilizing the price mechanism.
Students at the business school are given
bidding points for a variety of purposes.
Instead of waiting on line for hours, they
can express strong preferences for a given
interview, or for a course that's offered by
a particular professor, simply by bidding
heavily for it.
When bidding on a course, they are giv-

en extensive information on it, including
not only recent "prices" paid for entry but
also data on the difficulty of the subject
matter and assorted characteristics of the
professors (who are periodically ranked by
students on the quality of their teaching,
the mercifulness of their grading, the
amount of course work they dump on you,
and other matters of interest in graduate
circles). In bidding for job interviews, each
student starts out with 500 points and a
list, constantly updated, of the number of
interview slots that various companies
have set aside. The students enter their
bids, at designated times, in on-campus
computer terminals.
There is, we would say, something

wrong with systems that require people to
stand on line. Ordinarily what's wrong is
that some misguided egalitarian in a posi-
tion of authority is insisting on a below-
market price for a scarce resource—or,
more precisely, this person is declining to
acknowledge that standing on line itself
constitutes a price.
We cannot offhand see any good reason

why people should be able to acquire
scarce resources because of their ability to
outwait other people; on the whole, it
seems much simpler to let the issue be de-
cided by spending power. Our position on
lines, it will be observed, is basically con-
gruous to that of Jonathan Winters's moth-
er, who is, or at least deserves to be, fam-
ous for the dictum, cited some years back
in a feature story on the mothers of famous
comedians, that she wouldn't stand on line
to see the apostles play baseball. At the
University of Chicago Graduate School of.
Business, she wouldn't have to.
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IT'S 1982 DO YOU KNOW
WHERE YOUR LIFE
INSURANCE POLICY ISP

Is it wedged into the wedding album? Or is it bound into a bundle with the
mortgage and your kids' report cards?

The life insurance policy that's collecting
dust somewhere may be costing you money.

Now it's time that you find it and take a good,
hard look at it. The reason? The Challenger, the
universal life insurance policy from Life of Virginia.
The Challenger gives
you more options than
traditional life insurance.

Premiums are flex
ible.That means you can
increase or decrease
your payments. Even
skip them.

Coverage is adjustable. That means that as your life
changes you can vary your coverage, up or down, without
adding new policies or exchanging old ones. (While
you're searching for your old policy, you'll probably find
proof that your life has changed: a crib in the attic, the
weights your son didn't take to college).

The Challenger credits competitive, current interest
rates, determined by our exclusive Dual-Rate Index.
(See box at right.) You'll receive an informative Buyer's
Manual, up front, and a detailed Annual Report.

In the past, maybe your life insurance policy
belonged in an out-of-the-way place. Today, as
The Challenger proves, it belongs in the forefront of your
financial planning. More than 10,000 Challenger
purchasers agree.

For more information ask your agent, mail our
coupon or call us. Compare your present life
insurance coverage to The Challenger.

You can look a long time and not LIFE OF
find a better life insurance policy. VIRGINIA

COMPARE THE CHALLENGER.
THE UNIVERSAL LIFE INSURANCE
POLICY WITH ALL THE ANSWERS.

OTHER
COVERAGE

THE YOU'VE
CHALLENGER CONSIDERED

Can I increase or decrease
my premium payments? YES ?
Even skip them?

Can I increase or decrease
coverage as my needs change
without converting or
exchanging policies?

YES ?

Will competitive, current
interest rates be credited
on my policy's cash value?

YES* ,.

Will the interest credited on
my cash value and cost of
coverage deducted from it
be fully disclosed?

YES ?

Will I receive a Buyer's
Manual up front that explains
my policy features and how
to use them?

YES ?

Does the company offering the
policy have a distinguished YES ?
110-year history of service?

Only Life of Virginia offers the Dual-Rate Index, a concept that
generates current interest rates based on the greater of long
and short-term yields. Current interest rates are credited on
any accumulated cash values over $1,000.
The Challenger is available in most stales, minimum coverage

$100,000. Challenger II, also available in most states,
minimum coverage $25,000.
For more information about The Challenger ask your agent,

mail our coupon, or call us toll free at 800-822-6000.

Life of Virginia, Department F0121382
6610 West Broad Street, Richmond, Virginia 23230

Tell me more about: The Challenger El Challenger It ID

Name_

Address

City 

State Zip

Telephone: Home

Office

Please check here if you are an insurance agent or broker El

CONTINENTALGROUP
Packaging
Forest Products
Insurance
Energy
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Productivity sold here.

Create time to be more creative. Zip
through the repetitive at electronic
speed. Explore infinite variables. Put
information for decision making at your
fingertips. Organize. Analyze, Plan. Pre-
dict. Manage more efficiently, more
profitably; more productively

Personal computers that can help
you are here. Now. And millions of man-
agers and professionals just like you are
using them to increase
their own personal
productivity Comp

©ComputerLand 1982

You don't have to be an expert to take
advantage of this incredible manage-
ment tool. At ComputerLand, you'll find
a whole staff of experts to show you the
way You'll also find the widest selection
of affordable, easy-to-use personal com-
puters available anywhere. Plus all the
support, software, and service you need
to make the most of them.

If you're a manager in the market for
greater productivity,
go shopping today at
ComputerLand.uterLand®

We know small computers.
Let us introduce you.

Over 300 stores worldwide. For locations call 800-227-1617x118 (in California 800-772-3545x118;
in Hawaii or Canada call 415-930-0777 collect).
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We have a proposal for you.
We're Ryder, and we know the

position you're in today. Credit is
tighter than the strings on a banjo.
You don't want to use your company's
line of credit for something that isn't
your company's main business, like
trucks, tractors and trailers.

So maybe you're running your
old trucks past the point where they
run efficiently and you are not
certain how business will be next
month or next year.

Well, Ryder has a way you can
get the trucks you need now, for as
long or short a time as you need them.

It's the Ryder Short-Term Truck
Lease. You get the trucks, tractors
and trailers you need for as short a
period as one month. Or for two
months, six months, one year, or
a lifetime.

And you get Ryder's full service
with them — exactly the same full
service that Ryder provides with
long-term leases.

Which means Ryder provides
full maintenance, parts, lubricants,
licensing, permitting, 24-hour
emergency road service, substitute
trucks when you need them, and
everything else Ryder is famous for.
Including fuel, from our own tanks
with no retail markup.

Remember, Ryder provides
these services at company-owned
locations all across America. So you
have over 600 Ryder truck service
centers you can call home, where
you're treated like a valued customer,
not like a stranger.

In short, with the Ryder Short-

Term Truck Lease, we're cutting the
term, not the service.

Call your nearest Ryder District
office or mail this coupon today.

RYDER, A SHORT-TERM, FULL SERVICE
TRUCK LEASE SOUNDS INTERESTING.

TELL ME MORE.

Name/Title

Company Name

Ape of Business

Address

City/State/Zip

Phone
Mail to: Ryder Truck Rental, Inc.
Harmon Hoffmann, President
PO. Box 520816

VDE
re Miami, Florida 33152

RYDER'S SHORT-TERM
TRUCK LEASE.
FOR PEOPLE

WHO DON'T WANT TO
BE TIED DOWN.

FT 8

RYDER TRUCi Sice,rv 
1111,FN

er 
.FAN D RENTING
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time it's protecting your company. Ways
to free your money, to give you control
over its flow, to significantly lower your

cash outlay. In short, ways to be
smart with your insurance money.

At AFIA, as a pioneer in
worldwide insurance, we offer

the multinational corporation all the
expertise, innovativeness and capability our 64
years of experience have given us. As well as our
facilities: more than 230 offices serving 135
countries. And we offer it all to help you plan
the worldwide programs that can put your
insurance money to valuable use.

Programs like forming your own captive. Or
a controlled master program with deductible
funding which enables you to derive the benefits
of a captive without the necessity of forming a
captive.

Another significant innovation is global in-
surance, one program that covers you both in
the United States and abroad and has the effect
of increasing your insurance buying power
significantly and providing greater control of
your risk management program.
Those are a few brief examples of how

insurance can be made to work for companies
today. To be sure, there are others: high deduct-
ibles, other cash flow programs, rating plans
and unbundling of services (that is, paying for
only the insurance services you need) to name
but a few.
Working together with your broker and AFIA,

your risk manager, given centralized control
of your worldwide insurance programs, can
make your insurance money do more and better
things than ever before.

For more information, write AFIA, Dept. M,
110 William Street, New York, NY 10038.

There may be
better things to do
withyour company's
insurance money
than buy insurance.

or the multinational corporation, the cost of
protecting its assets abroad—both people and
property—has become a major one, with pre-
miums ranging from thousands into millions of
dollars annually.
And always it has been thought of as a

necessary cost of doing business.
We would like to recommend an alternative.

Rather than think of all that money as an
expense for your company, we suggest you
think of it instead, as a financial tool.

That's right, as a financial tool. There are so
many ways, today, to make your insurance
money work for your company at the same

AFIA
WORLDWIDE INSURANCE

Helping business
grow overseas since 1918.

AFIA Worldwide Insurance, 110 William Street, New York, NY 10038, Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Dallas, Houston, Los Angeles,
Miami, Minneapolis, San Francisco, Seattle, Washington, D.C. and 230 other cities around the world.



Where electronic banking brings you timely
information in virtually no time at all.

From cash management to infor,
mation management, the Citi of
Tomorrow brings unprecedented speed
and accuracy to your company's
operations.

For example, in the time it takes to
read this line, electronic banking
can speed funds transfer instructions
from New York to Tokyo. Or anywhere
else. At any time.

The secret? The largest financial

1982 Citibank, N.A. Member FDIC

telecommunications network of any
bank anywhere. Including over 2,300
worldwide offices and our own
communications satellite channels.

For a fact-filled electronic banking
brochure, call your local Citibanker
or write to: Citibank, Electronic
Banking, 399 Park Avenue, New York,
NY 10043.

GLOBAL ELECTRONIC BANKING

The Citi of Tomorrow and Global Electronic Banking are service marks of Citibank, N.A.



THREE-FIFTHS of all circuit boards depend on
PPG technology to improve performance.

PPG fiber glass yarn technology gives printed circuit boards the dimensional
stability it takes to perform with peak reliability. A new PPG glass technology
allows boards to be printed and etched with greater precision than ever. And our
solvents help develop the printed photo image.

We're also strong in construction materials, in chemical processing, in the
automotive, aircraft and leisure industries. And we're poised for growth.

For nearly 100 years now, customers have relied on PPG for the highest
performance, whatever their business.

Get a more complete picture of our growing technology. Write for our annual
report: PPG Industries, Inc., One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, PA 15272.
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FALS
FORD AUTHORIZED LEASING SYSTEM

ONE-STOP LEASING
AT YOUR FALS DEALER.
Follow our road to the easiest car or truck leasing anywhere.

1st* mat Wit "

Your Ford Ford Authorized Leasing System
Dealer offers a comprehensive package of benefits

designed to take the hassle out of leasing
a car. Select the parts of the leasing

package that suit
you best. It's as

simple as that.

Start here.

1011/4

111 IN* The Ford Extended
416 Service Plan gives parts and

service protection beyond the normal car

4 warranty. Or choose the FALS Maintenance Leasing coupon book.
4LIF Either program means your car is cared for by Ford-trained

A Ford Auto Club 
v40, professionals using the latest diagnostic 4,1

membership* can 
equipment and tools.

1111provide you with
emergency road

service. Your insurance can be
conveniently arranged by
your FALS Dealer using the
Preferred Insurance Program.

*aim tis 10°

!;

VS One-stop leasing. It's simple,
_ comprehensive and

hassle-free.
Just see
your FALS
Dealer
for details.

-

Check your Yellow Pages for your nearest Ford Authorised Leasing System Dealer.

*Not available in AR, KA, LA, OK, FL, ME.
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An Outstanding Opportunity for
Collectors of Western Art
THE FIFTH IN A SERIES OF MUSEUM QUALITY BRONZE REPLICAS

AVAILABILITY: THE LIMITED EDITION OF
1,000 IS APPROACHING CLOSEOUT. WE
URGE YOU TO PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW
TO GUARANTEE DELIVERY.

The original American "rugged individu-
alist," the mountain man was immortal-
ized by Frederic Remington in this strik-
ing bronze, which Remington completed
in 1903.
More than any Western character, the
mountain man typified the courage and
daring of the first Western explorers.

A SOLITARY FIGURE IN AN UNCHARTED
WILDERNESS

Alone for months at a time, the mountain
men were the first Americans to explore
the forest trails, the mountain passes, the
rivers and lakes of the vast expanse of un-
settled land, long before the coming of
the '49ers, the cowboys, and the early
railroads.

REMINGTON'S REALISM AT ITS BEST

The Mountain Man is one of Remington's
most detailed bronzes. Every item of the
mountain man's equipment is accurately
depicted — his rifle, his traps, his blanket
roll, knife, his fur hat and buckskins.

UNSURPASSED QUALITY IS GUARANTEED

The Mountain Man, in a strictly limited
edition of 1,000, is cast by the lost wax
process. Each bronze is foundry marked,
numbered and dated. Modeled from
number 13 of the approximately 80 orig-
inal casts Remington produced, the rep-
lica has been approved by the Director of
The Buffalo Bill Historical Center.
Each bronze is accompanied by
a Certificate of Ownership
signed by the Director, and
your purchase is regis-
tered in your name
in the Center's
archives.

A REMARKABLE VALUE IN TODAY'S
INFLATED ART MARKET

At a time when bronzes of lesser size and
quality are priced from $3,000 up, this
edition is offered to collectors at $1,875.
We urge you to reserve your bronze now
— there is a waiting list for the first three
limited edition Remington bronzes that
have been issued, and it is anticipated that
the demand for this fine replica will also
exceed the number of bronzes available.

GUARANTEED REPURCHASE AGREEMENT

Museum Collections unconditionally
guarantees to repurchase your bronze at
the issue price of $1,875 any time within
one year of your purchase.

TO ORDER, CALL TOLL FREE . . .

800-243-4492, or write: Frederick H.
Schulenburg, Director, Museum Collec-
tions, Dept. E55 , 140 Greenwich Ave.,
Greenwich, Ct. 06830 for brochure. You
may pay by check, money order or major
credit card. Optional five month pay-
ment plan available.

Frederic
Remington's

"The Mountain
Man"

Issued in cooperation with The
Buffalo Bill Historical Center,

Cody Wyoming, in an edition of
1000, the replica is hand finished,
foundry marked, numbered and
dated. It is approximately 22

inches high with American Walnut
base, three-fourths the size of

the Remington original. •
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Use this Order Form to give

Fammw FOR CHRISTMAS *
Send a year of FORTUNE as my Christmas gift to the names
I've listed below. And send me cards to announce my gifts per-
sonally. And a Free Pocket Diary for each subscription ordered.

O Bill me after Christmas at $29,95 for each subscription (U.S.,
U.S. possessions and Canada only.) Elsewhere $43, except
Japan $68. Price includes air-delivery service to Europe,
United Kingdom and Japan.

o I am enclosing payment.
O Include my own 0 new 0 renewal subscription.

Mr./Ms.
(please print)

(Extra Savings: 5 or more FORTUNE gift subscriptions are
only $26.95 each. To order, please call 1-800-621-8200 toll-free.
In Illinois, call 1-800-972-8302.)

Mr./Ms. 
(please print)

F51705

Street Apt. No.

City State/Province

Please don't forget your own name and address

Mr./Ms.

Zip/Post Code

(please print)

Street Apt. No. Street Apt. No.

City State/Province Zip/Post Code City State/Province Zip/Post Code
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THE $78 GIFr Y01111 CAINI GIV $2949
A FREE BONUS:INCLUDING

At the $3.00 cover price, 26 biweekly issues of FORTUNE would cost $78.
But you can give someone the same number of issues for Christmas for

just $29.95. That's $48.05 off the 26 issue cover price, and $6.05 less than
the $36 basic subscription rate. What's more, we'll give you a FREE

FORTUNE Pocket Diary with each gift you give!

Free Pocket Diaries From IRMFITIUM
(See other side for details.)

Use this Order Form to give

IFIBRIME FOR CHRISTMAS AtIP
Send a year of FORTUNE as my Christmas gift to the names
I've listed below. And send me cards to announce my gifts per-
sonally. And a Free Pocket Diary for each subscription ordered.

O Bill me after Christmas at $29.95 for each subscription (U.S.,
U.S. possessions and Canada only.) Elsewhere $43, except
Japan $68. Price includes air-delivery service to Europe,
United Kingdom and Japan.

o I am enclosing payment.
o Include my own new 0 renewal subscription.

Mr. ]Ms.
(please print)

(Extra Savings: 5 or more FORTUNE gift subscriptions are
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"Golden
parachutes" that

compensate
managers who lose
takeover battles are

stirring debate.

by ANN M. MORRISON

82 FORTUNE December 13, 1982

COMPENSATION T h
The quality of stockholder mercy is not

strained. It allows executives with "golden
parachutes" to droppeth as the gentle rain
after a takeover attempt. These men are
twice blessed. They are blessed if they win,
for they keep their companies, their posi-
tions, and their compensation. They are
blessed if they lose, for they still keep their
compensation even if not their jobs.
A golden parachute is a special employ-

ment agreement, usually including a gen-
erous severance package, that protects cer-
tain key executives if control of their
company changes hands. As the result of
more than 1,700 mergers and acquisitions
so far this year, on top of 2,395 in 1981,
more and more golden parachutes are fill-
ing the skies. Ward Howell International,
an executive-recruiting firm, recently ex-
amined the proxy statements of 665 indus-
trial companies from the FORTUNE 500 and
Second 500 lists. The study found that 15%
offered parachute provisions to top man-
agers. A FORTUNE survey that included the
Ward Howell sample as well as retailing,

Research associates: Royce D. Wolfe
and Jaclyn Fierman

Ow
financial, service, and other manufactur-
ing companies turned up 155 with golden
parachutes. The tables on the following
pages are based on this survey. Pearl Mey-
er, an executive consultant at Handy Asso-
ciates, a compensation consulting firm,
thinks that as many as 30% of major corpo-
rations may have these agreements.
Whatever the number, it is sure to grow

unless the merger and acquisition craze
evaporates. While there's no doubt that
golden parachutes are fine for the execu-
tives who have them, their value to share-
holders is the subject of lively debate.
The principal argument on behalf of

golden parachutes is that executives
whose company faces a takeover attempt
will not be financially at the mercy of the
would-be acquirer. So fortified, the rea-
soning goes, they will be able to weigh any
takeover offer—and decide to accept or re-
sist—strictly on its merits to the share-
holder. "I truly believe that key executives
need to be financially secure in order to
strike the very best deal for their share-
holders in takeover negotiations," says
Meyer, who has sat in on a score of these
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negotiations. B. Charles Ames, 57, who
Was chief executive officer of Reliance
Electric when Exxon came acquiring in
1979, maintains that having a parachute
made him more willing to stand up to the
world's largest company. "It gave me the
assurance I needed to do what I had to do,"
he says. First Ames got Exxon to raise its
$65-a-share offer to $72. (Reliance had
been selling in the mid-30s before the two
companies began to talk takeover.) Then,
When Exxon got bogged down in a Federal
Trade Commission complaint that the
proposed combination might be anticom-
petitive, Ames sued to compel Exxon to go
ahead with the purchase of shares anyway.
The FTC dismissed the complaint, and the
shareholders got their money. Last year
Ames moved on, voluntarily and without
parachute benefits, to become chief execu-
tive of Acme-Cleveland, a machine tool
company, where he also has change-of-
control provisions in his contract.
Stockholders are also supposed to bene-

fit because golden parachutes enable com-
panies to hire and retain good executives.
The argument here is that they extend pro-

Illustration by Teresa Fasolino, after Magritte

tection against arbitrary firing, a typical
provision of employment contracts, into
the uncertain environment of the takeover.
Joseph Flom, merger and acquisition spe-
cialist with the New York law firm of
Skadden Arps Slate Meagher & Flom, says
golden parachutes "are so common that a
management that refuses them might very
well risk losing the services of a number
of key employees." Without the security of
a parachute successful executives might
hesitate to join a firm whose stock they
consider seriously underpriced and hence
open to raiding. Defenders also argue that
golden parachutes can be a useful strategic
tool when they increase the price of a take-
over so much that raiders have to rethink
their plans.
For every defender there's at least one

critic. Parachutes are "the latest stupid ex-
ample" of companies playing follow-the-
leader in compensation policy, David J.
McLaughlin, national director of Hay Stra-
tegic Compensation Services, a manage-
ment consulting firm, told a Conference
Board meeting in October. "Why should
we pay these guys more to act the right

way?" he adds. Felix G. Rohatyn, a senior
partner in the investment banking firm of
Lazard Freres and a prominent corporate
matchmaker, serves as an outside director
of six corporations, one of which has gold-
en parachutes in place. "I find them philo-
sophically very troublesome," he says. "If
an executive needs a multimillion-dollar
contract to get his mind clear in a takeover
situation, then maybe he should see a
psychiatrist."
To some extent, both the rationales of

the defenders and the righteous anger of
the critics mask the reality that a parachute
can be just another item in the compleat
executive compensation package, along
with his bonus, stock options, special in-
surance, and early-retirement and pension
plans. Like other parts of the package, the
arguments for it or against it may be pri-
marily pragmatic: Does it exceed the
amount required to attract and keep the
right people?
Furthermore, not all parachute agree-

ments are alike. For example, the amount
specified may not be as significant as
whether the chute opens easily or only in
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extreme circumstances. A carefully
drawn agreement can guard against
some of the most egregious possible
damage. All compensation arrange-
ments can be abused. But parachutes
do seem especially subject to abuse,.
both by promising shareholders
more than can be delivered and by
imposing unjustified costs.
Consider some recent manifesta-

tions. In late summer Martin Mariet-
ta's management, after girding itself
in parachutes, spurned Bendix's of-
fer of $48 a share for the company (it
had been selling at less than $32 for
most of the year) and joined forces
with United Technologies to take
over Bendix. Martin Marietta will
end up as an independent company
with a lower book value, higher
debt, reduced bond rating, and 39%
of its stock held by Allied. It is hard
to discern the benefits to the share-
holder in this exercise; the guarantee
of financial independence that was
supposed to ensure clearheadedness
among Martin Marietta's top man-
agement did not keep that manage-
ment from fighting like tigers to

LARGEST INDUSTRIALS
WITH PARACHUTES

COMPANY FORTUNE
500 RANK

SALES
in billions

Phillips Petroleum 15 *16.0

Sun 17 $15.0

United Technologies 20 $13.7

Ashland Oil 35 $ 9.3

Allied 55 $ 6.4

International Paper 77 $ 5.0

American Can 81 8 4.8

Bendix 86 $ 4.4

Firestone Tire & Rubber 88 $ 4.4

National Steel 94 $ 4.1

Du Pont's acquisition of Conoco—once No. 14 among
the FORTUNE 500—proved last year that even elephan-
tine companies can be hunted down and captured. Still
it's hard to imagine a raider wily and determined
enough to wrest United Technologies from its expertly
acquisitive chief executive, Harry Gray.

fend off a raider that rubbed them the
wrong way, even though its bid could
hardly have left the shareholders worse off
than they are.
Bendix shareholders did better. The Ben-

dix management, carried along by the
most generous parachute agreements of
this takeover season, is selling out to Al-
lied at $85, up from $52.50 when it all be-
gan. But William M. Agee, 44, the chief ex-
ecutive of Bendix, has said publicly that he
would not have done anything differently
had he not had a golden parachute. Then
why did he have one?
Asked to justify his $4-million bail-

out agreement—made during his takeover
battle—Agee has usually responded that
he didn't ask for a golden parachute but
was certainly glad to have it. "The outside
board was kind enough to give me one,"
he told a New York audience in October.
"Bullshit," says one of those outside di-

rectors. "The golden parachutes were initi-
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ated by management." In fact, he adds, the
outside directors watered down manage-
ment's proposals for the contract. The pro-
visions now say that an executive cannot
bail out unless he has suffered a "diminu-
tion in compensation or position" in the
reorganized company. Originally there
had been no such qualification. Though
this is not likely to tie Agee to Allied (for
his position will almost surely be dimin-
ished), it probably will encourage most of
the 15 other officers protected by para-
chutes to stay. Another change imposed
by the board requires that an executive
who bails out and finds another job that
pays as much will get full compensation
for only 18 months, even though his con-
tract might last for three or five years.

Free-falling shareholders

At Brunswick Corp., as at Martin Mari-
etta, managers with parachutes left stock-
holders in a free-fall. In January Whittaker

Corp., a health care conglomerate,
announced a hostile tender offer for
Brunswick, a company that makes
pumps, valves, outboard motors,
bowling alley equipment and, at the
time, had a thriving medical service
business. The Brunswick manage-
ment was thoroughly takeover-
proof. Chairman K. Brooks Aber-
nathy, 64, had a parachute pro-
tecting his salary through 1983 if the
company changed ownership; ten of
his top executives had agreements
good for up to five years' pay; and
the Brunswick outside directors with
five years of service, those stalwart
representatives of the shareholders,
had guaranteed themselves a life-
time of fees—$22,000 per year.
Brunswick not only spurned Whitta-
ker's $26.50-a-share offer, it also sold
off the object of Whittaker's desire,
the medical unit, to American Home
Products. When the dust settled in
March, the Brunswick shareholders
were left with a smaller, weaker
company whose shares traded at half
the level of the Whittaker offer.
Golden parachutes did not prevent

executives of St. Joe Minerals from pursu-
ing what a federal district judge called "a
scorched-earth policy" in their efforts to
fend off a hostile bid from Seagram last
year. As soon as Seagram posted a bid of
$45 a share (St. Joe was then selling for $25)
its top executives wrapped themselves in
parachutes, and the company undertook a
defensive strategy that included buying
back 25% of its stock at $60 a share, selling
off a Canadian oil and gas subsidiary, and
actively seeking other bidders. If all this
failed, the St. Joe management said it
would "pursue liquidation," and sell off its
pieces to the highest bidder. Seagram went
to court to restrain St. Joe from going
ahead. Judge Milton Pollack not only exco-
riated St. Joe's strategy but declared that
management's policy of awarding itself
golden parachutes left "an aroma in the
courtroom as if someone had thrown a
skunk in the jury box."

In other cases top management seems to
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have assigned a higher priority to as-
suring the quality of its parachutes
than to maneuvering on behalf of the
shareholders. Soon after Seagram
began making overtures in May
1981, Conoco called a special board
meeting. The first item on the agen-
da, according to one person who saw
it, was not what the stock activity
meant for the shareholders but how
to put in parachutes.

Taking flight at Mohasco

The existence of golden para-
chutes is not hard to spot in proxy
statements. The key is usually the
phrase "in the event of a change in
control," almost always found in
one of the paragraphs following the
table listing the company's highest-
paid officers. Parachutes need a
change of control to open them—
often the acquisition of 40% or
more of a company's stock, but
sometimes less. Executives of UNC
Resources, formerly United Nuclear
Corp., have parachutes that can op-

MOST GENEROUS
AGREEMENTS

COMPANY CHIEF AMOUNT
EXECUTIVE in millions*

American Family John Amos $7.8

GK Technologies' Robert Jensen $7.3

Conoco2 Ralph Bailey $4.1

Bendix2 William Agee $4.0

Thiokor Robert Davis $4.0

Allied Edward Hennessy $3.9

Pennzoil J. Hugh Liedtke $3.7

American Medical Inel Royce Diener *3.1

Time Inc. J. Richard Munro $3.0

Celanese John Macomber $2.5

Esmark Donald Kelly $2.5

Hanna Mining Robert Anderson $2.5

Acquired by Penn Central, 1981. 2Acquired by Du Pont, 1981. 'Acquisition by Allied pending.
4Acquired by Morton Norwich, 1982. 'Fortune estimates.

Of the 155 companies with parachute plans FORTUNE
scrutinized, these offered the most protection.

erate when anyone acquires as little
as 15% of the company.
Low thresholds present at least two

potential problems. If, say, Chairman
Charles G. Bluhdorn of Gulf & Western,
Which holds stock in at least a dozen com-
panies, woke up one morning with a yen
for a little more stock of a certain compa-
ny, he could unintentionally set off a flock
of parachuting executives by noon. (Inten-
tionally or not, when Gulf & Western's
stake in Mohasco, an interior furnishings
company, went over the magic 20% mark,
four executives bailed out with some
$800,000 among them.) On the other
hand, if a 20% change in ownership is a
clear signal that a hostile bid is under way,
one would think that a company would
Want all hands at the battle stations, not
heading for the escape hatch.
The proxy statement details what the

executive should get after control has
changed. If he or she is "involuntarily ter-
minated"—sacked—the executive is usu-
ally entitled to his annual base salary and

bonus for a number of years, plus auto-
matic vesting of his retirement plan, eas-
ing of his stock-option restrictions, and
continuation of his medical benefits. The
bonus part of the package is sometimes
defined as the maximum amount for
which he might be eligible. An executive
who never hit the target while he was em-
ployed could possibly end up making
more money not working for the company
than he ever did while he was there.
How long does the contract last? Most

compensation consultants think that two
years of total annual compensation gives
an executive enough time and money to
plant himself somewhere else. But the re-
cruiting division of Handy Associates fig-
ures that even in these depressed days a
top executive can usually find a new job in
eight months or so. That means that for 16
months, a bailed-out officer can double-
dip. In only a few of the 155 parachute-
equipped companies whose proxy state-

ments FORTUNE examined for this
story are executives required to give
back some portion of their severance
benefits if they find another job. Bu-
cyrus-Erie, Pullman, and, of course,
Bendix are among them. In the FOR-
TUNE survey, 55% of the companies
guarantee executives' salaries for
longer than two years.
Some proxy statements spell out

circumstances under which an exec-
utive could resign but still reap his
benefits. The reasoning is that a new
management could do a lot of things
to force him out—move his desk to
the lobby, make him the night eleva-
tor operator, transfer him to Two-
dot, Montana—instead of firing him
with severance.

In some cases, though, executives
can receive all those benefits if they
simply decide to leave the company
for no particular reason after a
change in control. To be sure, there
may be a catch—usually the execu-
tive's acknowledgment that he can-
not "in good faith" continue to fulfill
the responsibilities for which he is
employed. Charles Ames of Reliance

has one of these good-faith clauses in his
current contract at Acme-Cleveland. "I'm
not sure what it moans," says Ames. "I
only know it puts a hell of a burden of
proof on me." No one else knows what it
means either, or how great that good-faith
burden actually is. As more golden para-
chute cases come to court, presumably
we'll all find out.
In the meantime golden parachutes are

most likely to encourage executives to stay
around for the critical transition period af-
ter their company is acquired if the agree-
ments clearly reward them for the effort.
Hudson Bay Oil & Gas, acquired by Dome
Petroleum last year, offered standard para-
chutes guaranteeing up to three years' sal-
ary to 12 officers whose employment
could be voluntarily or involuntarily ter-
minated within two years after the change
of control. Anyone who stuck it out be-
yond that time automatically got an extra
year's salary. continued
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MONEY-LOSING COMPANIES
WITH PARACHUTES

CORPORATION NET LOSS
in millions

Gulf Resources & Chemical $77.9

U.S. Industries *62.7

Allis-Chalmers $28.8

Publicker Industries $24.0

Pabst Brewing *23.5

Great Western Financial *15.4

American Bakeries $ 7.7

Munsingwear $ 6.3

Cadence Industries $ 3.1

AVX $ 2.8

Mirro $ 1.2

Golden parachutes are not necessarily
awarded because of outstanding perfor-
mance. Losses for the companies shown
are for the 1981 fiscal year.

What the shareholder will not find in the
proxy statement—or anywhere else—is
evidence that the golden parachute neces-
sarily serves its stated purpose in a take-
over battle. Of course, these agreements
are relatively recent and the variety of ex-
amples still limited. In some cases a pleth-
ora of golden parachutes can indeed make
a takeover more expensive for the ac-
quirer—any company wanting to put a
bear hug on Beneficial Corp. would have to
figure out how to get its arms around all
234 golden-parachuted employees, each of
whom could walk away from the merged
company with three beneficent years of
salary guaranteed. But even Martin Lipton,
the takeover strategist with the New York
law firm of Wachtell Lipton Rosen & Katz,
claims that a reasonable number of para-
chutes has "no deterrent effect whatsoever
on takeover attempts." In most deals the
cost of the employment contracts works
out to less than 1% of the total transaction.
Lipton, it should be observed, is not un-
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sympathetic to golden parachutes. Noting
that lawyers and investment bankers are
well paid in takeover deals, he says: "I
don't think that it's terribly wrong for ex-
ecutives with years and years of building
the company to be paid a few million too."

The urge to keep control

A golden parachute can certainly help
mitigate the damage a takeover may do to
an executive's pride, prestige, and power.
The taken-over chief executive can rather
suddenly find that he no longer is able to
commandeer the company airplane, ap-
propriate the best office, or have the last
word. These losses may be harder to take
than a loss in salary. But management's te-
nacity in cases like Martin Marietta and
Brunswick suggests that no force acts
more powerfully on executive ego than the
urge to preserve control and repel chal-
lengers, no matter what the cost.
Losing a job is a risk of doing business,

of course, and there is nothing new about
compensating executives for living with
that risk. What troubles the critics of gold-
en parachutes is the thought that they
can amount to overcompensation. "What
we're seeing now is more and more reward
for less and less risk," says Graef Crystal, a
compensation consultant with Towers
Perrin Forster & Crosby. If a manager's
record is poor or indifferent, he certainly
could use a parachute, but why is he enti-
tled to one? If he is a good performer he
may well be retained, even promoted, by
the acquiring company, despite the per-
sonal bitterness often generated in take-
over battles. Hicks B. Waldron, 59, chief
executive of Heublein, has, since his com-
pany's October acquisition by R.J. Reyn-
olds, been widely rumored to be a possible
successor to J. Paul Sticht, 65, chairman of
RJR. Neither side brought parachutes to
that merger.
Even if an executive is redundant, bun-

gling, and has made a lot of enemies dur-
ing the takeover fight, he is not without re-
sources. Almost all top executives have
stock in their companies, which should
run up in the course of the takeover. Ames
of Reliance made some $3.8 million on his

MOST PEOPLE
COVERED

COMPANY PROTECTED
EXECUTIVES

Beneficial 234

Kimberly-Clark 80

United Technologies 64

Colt Industries 30

Martin Marietta 28

Mapco 23

AMF 21

Emhart 20
AINII

Critics complain that golden parachutes
protect only a chosen few at the top, leav-
ing the troops below defenseless and de-
moralized. These companies may be try-
ing to remedy the problem. In any case,
a would-be acquirer of a company high
on this list would have an expensive se-
ries of payments to make.

stock and options when Exxon took con-
trol. Many companies have introduced ac-
celerated vesting of stock option plans that
are triggered by a change in control. Under
these, an executive can realize the cash dif-
ference between his option price and the
selling price of the stock without having to
purchase the stock. Walter McL. Robinson,
59, vice chairman of NLT, the Nashville-
based insurance and entertainment com-
pany (Grand Ole Opry) that was acquired
by American General Corp. early this
month, realized almost $390,000 through
this plan. He has said that he will take the
money and forgo American General's offer
of a three-year employment contract. Nei-
ther he nor any other NLT executive has a
parachute.

Relatively few executives with golden
parachutes have pulled their rip cords.
Only a few lawsuits concerning golden
parachutes have come before the courts,
and none has been resolved. Stockholders
of both Conoco and Bendix have sued their
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respective directors, charging that
golden parachutes are a waste of cor-
porate assets. Last month the Con-
oco shareholders' complaint was
dismissed in the chancery court of
Delaware on a technicality. The de-
fendants, Conoco and some of its of-
ficers, had argued that because of its
acquisition by Du Pont, Conoco has
ceased to exist as a legal entity, and
therefore its shareholders had no
grounds for bringing a shareholder
suit. The Conoco shareholders are
appealing. The Bendix complaint
charges, among other things, that
the golden parachute contracts were
entered into "for the sole personal
benefit and aggrandizement of the
individual defendants" because they
provided for payment when the ex-
ecutives would no longer be work-
ing for Bendix. It is pending in the
same court.
The case of Gulf Resources &

Chemical is more complicated. This
Spring a dissident Gulf Resources
shareholder, British-born investor
Alan Clore, waged a proxy fight for
control of the ailing company. The Gulf
Resources board already had parachutes in
place covering 21 officers and employees
and amounting to $13 million—a bit more
than the company reported in income
from continuing operations last year. In
fact, because the company closed a large
mining operation, it reported a $77.9-mil-
lion net loss for 1981. Clore won the proxy
battle and fired eight top officers; the chief
executive resigned the same day. A stock-
holder has filed suit in Delaware arguing
that the company shouldn't have to pay
their severance agreements because the
stockholders had no say in them. In Sep-
tember Clore offered the fired executives
one year's salary and bonuses if they
would withdraw from the suit. They re-
fused and took their claims to court; a de-
cision is not expected for a year. Then he
offered each of the ten executives still em-
ployed a three-year contract in return for
dropping potential severance claims
against Gulf Resources. They accepted.

FASTEST-OPENING PARACHUTES
20% change of ownership triggers benefits

COMPANY BIGGEST PERCENTAGE
STOCKHOLDER HELD

Mohasco Gulf & Western 23.6%

Olin Hartford National 16.9%

McNeil Richard A. Michelson 15.2%

C. R. Bard International Paper 14.3%

Control Data Morgan (J.P.) & Co. 9.3%

Rubbermaid Blake & Co. 9.0%

Tampax Endowment Mgt. & Research 7.6%

Midland-Ross T. Rowe Price Associates 9.6%

Allen Group Shufro Rose & Ehrman 6.4%

American Bakeries

No single shareholder owns
5% or more of the
company's common stock

American Brands

American Sterilizer

International Paper

Most parachutes don't open without a change of control.
But relatively modest shifts can trigger these.

Then there's the case of Nick A. Capo-
rella, Victor Posner, and Burnup & Sims.
In 1976 Caporella, who is 46, became the
chief executive officer of B&S, a Florida-
based miniconglomerate that designs and
installs telephone and cable television sys-
tems and bottles Dr Pepper and Pepsi. Also
in 1976 Victor Posner, the Miami Beach-
based industrial scavenger, acquired 14%
of Burnup & Sims. Since then Burnup &
Sims's sales and profits have moved up
smartly (in fiscal 1982 the company
earned $9.3 million on $237 million), and
Posner's investment moved up with it. In
1979 the board approved a golden para-
chute for Caporella that would pay a lump
sum of 300% of his base salary, plus accel-
erated stock options, if any party acquired
29% of the common stock. By October of
this year Posner had acquired more than
30% of the company, and Caporella re-
signed, taking 17 executives and $4 mil-
lion in severance and stock options with
him. Five stockholders then sued Capo-

rella, complaining about the para-
chutes as well as about alleged insid-
er transactions. At the end of
October, Caporella was back in the
chief executive's office, at least until
January 1. He says he's looking for a
successor and for ways to force the
divestiture of the Posner holdings.
Caporella is apparently the only ex-
ecutive to have his parachute money
and his old job too.

Watch what they do

Shareholder actions seem unlikely
to curb the parachute profusion,
even though criticism is intensify-
ing. But recent excesses may be cre-
ating a management backlash. In a
survey of 170 chairmen of major cor-
porations by the Directorship news-
letter, 101 respondents said that
their companies did not have golden
parachute arrangements and did not
expect to have them. A chief execu-
tive of a company with golden para-
chutes gave their classic defense: "If
we are threatened by a takeover not
approved by our board, we want our

key executives not to worry or leave, but to
stay and work diligently." For the para-
chuteless majority, one chairman intoned:
"I and my board hold the opinion that
golden parachutes are an unconscionable
rape of a shareholder's assets."

Still, shareholders would be well ad-
vised to pay more attention to what man-
agements do than to what they say. When •
T. Boone Pickens Jr., 54, Mesa Petroleum's
chief executive, was asked about golden
parachutes at a New York seminar on cor-
porate reorganization in October, he re-
plied, "My feeling, very simply, is to for-
get golden parachutes. I don't like them. I
don't even like the tone of them."
Presumably, he was not referring to his

own golden parachute, which, according
to Mesa's 1982 proxy statement, would
provide Pickens, at his discretion, "a ter-
mination fee equal to twice his base sala-
ry"—which last year was about $416,000
—in the event of a change in control not
approved by his board.
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Today, changes affecting
your business hit you at the
speed of light. You need cre-
ative solutions to your financial
needs—thinking that goes
beyond tradition. You belong
with a bank in the forefront of
change. Chemical Bank.

We still believe in the
traditional values of service and
reliability But we're going further,
adding increased flexibility and
responsiveness, constant innova-
tion, plus all the skills of the
newest technologies.

When computers were still
the tools of the backroom, we
developed ChemLink,® and put
global electronic cash manage-
ment at your fingertips. And
we're constantly expanding its
capabilities.

Our record on loan

response time has always been
good—but that wasn't good
enough for Chemical. Aggres-
sive business needs aggressive
banking, so our lending groups
are organized to initiate even
faster decisions on corporate
credit.

Our highly skilled banking
professionals reflect a new spirit
in Chemical Bank—innovative,
constantly improving, winning.
You'll see it in our performance
and in your financial picture.

What Chemical has done
yesterday, what we're doing
today and what we're working
toward for tomorrow are all
part of the tradition of giving
you the very best banking
service. And now, at Chemical,
taking you beyond tradition is
our new tradition.

CFEMICALBARK

Chemical
takes

you beyond
tradition.

Member FDIC
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THE LANIER TYPEMASTER" TRIAL OFFER

See it do the work of three ordinary
electrics in the space of one.

A TRIAL OFFER*
DESIGNED

TO IMPRESS YOU.

We want you to see
exactly how productive
and easy to use the
rlYpeMaster can be. So
we'll set up the equip-
ment. We'll train any
one person you choose.
And we'll let you try the
software that's right for
your business.

\\A

NO PROBLEM"' TYPING
IN THE SPACE OF AN
ORDINARY ELECTRIC.
We designed the Type-
Master with the printer
built into the top. rib
give you No Problem
typing in one compact
unit.You'll get letter-
perfect pages printed
in less than 40 seconds.
And you can store up
to 40 of those pages on
each memory disc.

AN INVESTMENT
THAT PAYS OFF.

Because theTypeMaster
is much more efficient

than
ordinary
electric type-
writers, we estimate
that it can pay for itself
in a year... or less.
For example, while one
document is printing
out, your secretary can
be typing another on
the screen. So work
gets done faster, and
there's time to handle
other jobs.

SEEING IS BELIEVING.
After using the Type-
Master for a few weeks,
you'll see how it gets
your typing back faster,
looking better and right
the first time. You'll also
see how responsive we
are in training, service
and support. With all
this in mind, we think
you'll want to keep the
TlYpeMaster.

But don't take our
word for it. Prove it to
yourself in your own
office.

*Trial charges may be partially applied to your
(1WeMaster purchase.

There's only one place to
judge the real value of Lanier's
TypeMaster: in your own office.
With your own people. On your
own work. That the idea behind
our Trial Offer. 'lb let you see how
the TypeMaster can do the work
of three ordinary electrics.
Send us this coupon to set up an immediate appoint-
ment. Or call (800) 241-1706. Except in Alaska and
Hawaii. In Georgia, call collect (404) 321-1244.

©1982 Lamer Business Products, Inc

Mail to Dec. 13, '82 Fortune 4 22 B L2
Lanier Business Products, Inc.
1700 Chantilly Drive NE., Atlanta, GA 30324

Name

Phone

Firm

Address

City

Title

Best time to call

State

County

Zip

Makers of the TypeMaster,"
No Problem®Typewriter, No Problem Shared System7m and EZ-1" Work Processor
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COMPANIES

Corning Glass
Shapes Up

Its profits sagging unbecomingly, the resourceful 131 -year-old
company has gotten serious about redeploying assets.

by MYRON MAGNET

Corning Glass Works moves like an
amoeba. For a century and more it has pro-
gressed by oozing from business to busi-
ness. A new limb appears—Pyrex cook-
ware, say—and swells from a minute bud
to a quarter of the company's substance.
Another primary limb meanwhile—let's
take railway signal lenses—attenuates to
insignificance and is gradually absorbed
as the company unhurriedly flows to a
new shape and a new position.
Now, though, change is coming a lot

more violently to the company, still run by
descendants of the Houghton family that
founded it when Millard Fillmore was in
the White House. A major limb has been
chopped off, another is threatened with
the same fate, and new ones are as yet only
rudimentary. President Thomas C. Mac-
Avoy, describing Corning's plight in dif-
ferent imagery, concludes ruefully: "It's
like standing up in a boat trying to change
your pants, and all of a sudden the sea gets
very choppy. It's a little complicated—and
it's embarrassing."

It sure is. Though Corning, perennially
respected for technical excellence, seems
certain to get its belt buckled at last—secu-
rity analysts expect earnings to rise from
this year's estimated $2.25 per share to $9
by 1984—its exposure just now is glaring.
Last year pretax income, having declined
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8% in 1980, dropped a further 15%, to $97
million, on almost flat sales of $1.6 billion.
Operating income has weakened for three
years straight, sagging 20% during 1981.
Return on stockholders' equity has eroded
by a third in the last two years, to 10.4%.
More disheartening still is this year's
third-quarter operating loss of $6.7 mil-
lion, fortunately transformed into a net
profit by the addition of $10 million of
investment income.

The light-bulb shakeout

What happened? First, Corning's light-
bulb glass business got turned off. Vital to
the company ever since its glassblowers
formed Thomas Edison's first bulb in
1880, lighting totaled a third of Corning's
sales 35 years ago and as recently as 1972
accounted for 10% of sales and 9% of prof-
its. Since then, though, an industry-wide
shakeout has been under way.
Drooping demand, due to longer prod-

uct life and consumers' reluctance to waste
expensive power illuminating their houses
like Versailles, has put the squeeze on
prices. Constricted by a mature, even stag-
nant, market, the American lamp industry
has concentrated since 1980 into the hands
of three integrated producers—General
Electric, General Telephone & Electronics,
and North American Philips—leaving lit-

tle room for Corning in the by now un-
profitable business of supplying lamp
glass. "A hundred years," as MacAvoy
says, "is a pretty good run"—but with one
lighting plant sold to GTE and agreement
reached to sell it another, that run will es-
sentially end for Corning next year.
Worse yet is the TV-picture-tube glass

problem. Two-thirds of the company's
earnings 15 years ago, that business is no
longer profitable for Corning in the U.S.
and barely so worldwide. Japanese elec-
tronics companies are to blame: they had
driven American manufacturers out at
black-and-white picture tube production
by 1975, vaporizing Corning's part of that
business in the process. Five U.S. custom-
ers remain for the company's color televi-
sion glass—out of 28 two decades ago.
Writhing under fierce price pressure
themselves, sharpened by the recession
and the weak yen, they pass the bruising
along to Corning.
Things could deteriorate further: a so-

called orderly marketing agreement be-
tween the U.S. and Japan, adopted in 1977
after entreaty by Corning and others, ex-
pired in 1980, ending restrictions on the
import of color televisions to America. No
new Japanese offensive has yet been
launched, but Corning's shoulders are
hunched in apprehension, even while

Chairman Amory Houghton Jr. (left), 56, and Vice Chairman
James R. Houghton, 45, hold the future of their company—opti-
cal waveguides for telecommunications—in their hands.

Photographs by Hank Morgan





Searching for the DNA that gives a cell instructions to produce
an enzyme useful for industrial food processing, a Corning mi-
crobiology technician (opposite page) separates a cell's DNA
into its components by electricity. The proper component, when

the company's TV-glass development pro-
gram gamely keeps chugging along. "I'm
very reluctant to say, even as difficult as
the domestic TV business is, that we
should pack it in," declares MacAvoy. It's a
luxuriant generator of cash, and it repre-
sents an investment of hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars. But given price and mar-
ket pressures, cautions Chief Executive
Amory Houghton Jr., "something dramat-
ically different has got to happen for us not
to be out" of the business in the U.S.
But wait. Help is in sight. Cultivated

with hothouse intensity, potentially big
new businesses are starting to bloom, in
accordance with a strategy for reposition-
ing the company that Corning manage-
ment has long meditated. The plan, crys-
tallized at the start of the Eighties, is to
lessen involvement in mature, no-growth
businesses like light bulbs and television
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found, is spliced into a bacterial cell and allowed to multiply
rapidly in a flask. Another technician (above) then transfers the
cells to dishes containing a nutrient in which only cells possess-
ing the desired enzyme-making DNA will grow.

and to ease away from such strong depen-
dence on cyclical businesses like sealed
beam headlight glass or the ceramic lin-
ings of heavy industrial furnaces. This
would help Corning avoid getting so
squashed every time the economy drops.
From these old businesses, the company
resolved to plunge headfirst into several
high-profit, high-growth possibilities its
redoubtable research and its traditional
commercial activity had pointed out.

Sound by light

For lucrativeness and technical razzle-
dazzle, none of these can top Corning's
optical waveguide program. Waveguides
are horsehair-thin strands of glass fiber,
descended from the fiber optics that doc-
tors use to peek in your stomach. Though
found in cable-TV and computer net-
works, their chief application is in tele-

phone systems, where sound going into a
phone is transformed into digital code at a
central office, transmitted by shooting
laser-generated light through the glass ca-
ble, changed at another central office back
into sound, and then relayed to the phone
in your child's dorm or your customer's
office. Light is perfect for this use: it can
transmit digital code's two signals, like
Morse code's dot and dash, by being either
on or off, and its short wavelength allows
signals to be tightly compressed. That, and
the fact that messages move literally at the
speed of light, allows each optical cable to
bear 300,000 conversations at once—a
load which, carried on copper wires,
would require a cable 27 times thicker.

All well and good: but the technical trick

A technician (right) uses an electric cur-
rent to sort DNA extracted from cells.





Stamped out like cookies from a glowing
ribbon of molten glass, Corning's new

Cornerstone plates get their edges
smoothed by fire-polishing (right). Cor-
ning's laminated plates, three layers of
different glass fused together, are strong
enough to be warranted against breakage
for two years. They have captured a quar-
ter of the U.S. tableware market.

Aha! said the late GM Chairman Edward N. Cole i
n 1970 when reminded that Corning

had developed a ceramic to use in an experimenta
l turbine engine. That's the kind of

stuff we could use for the cores of those catalytic 
converters we've got to put on our cars.

Corning's cellular ceramic, above, now has more 
than half that market.

is to get the glass fiber so pure that the sig-

nal travels long distances before dimming

enough to need beefing up by electronic

amplifiers. Complicating the already hor-

rendous manufacturing problems, the fi-

ber's cross section needs to resemble tree

rings, each of different glass, to keep the

signal sharp. However great the theoretical

benefits of optical communications, scien-

tists despaired of getting glass this pure

until Corning produced it in 1970. Dis-

carding as unworkable the traditional

technique of making glass by melting

sand, Corning researchers instead heated

extremely pure liquid chemicals in a re-

volving tube, relying on the resulting va-

pors to separate the glass into appropriate

layers as it formed.
Because there's no market for this stuff

until telephone companies embrace it, a

cross-licensing agreement with Western

Electric, aimed to speed development and

strengthen an old business tie, sensibly
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followed at once. From then till now,

AT&T has laid some 25,000 miles of glass

cable, and phone companies overseas are

unreeling it full steam ahead. "Optical

waveguides," one Corning executive ex-

ults, "will rewire the world," and the profit

potential is huge. When the company's

waveguide sales hit $70 million, probably

in 1983, the business will become fully

profitable. Beyond that beckons a U.S. ca-

ble market expected to double and redou-

ble in two years before soaring at a 50%

annual growth rate to $1.7 billion a year by

decade's end. Corning wants $400 million

or so of that for its fiber: security analysts

think that's in sight.

But it's no shoo-in. Corning must keep

its technology and costs neck and neck

with Western Electric, the other U.S. con-

tender. In overseas markets especially, it

will have to beat off three determined Jap-

anese competitors. Finally, the company

will have to decide how much of the opti-

cal communication business it wants to

embrace. "Do you just become a commod-

ity supplier and let the fully integrated

companies whip you around?" asks Roger

G. Ackerman, senior vice president for

manufacturing and engineering. A cable

company called Siecor, set up in 1973 as a

joint venture with Germany's Siemens,

answers this question with a clear no. Now

Corning is studying components like cou-

plers and lasers, themselves expected to be

a $1-billion market by 1990, to see if fur-

ther integration is in order. "We're looking
at it internationally and nationally, verti-

cally and horizontally," says Houghton,

"because we didn't do that with TV or

light bulbs."

Where the proteins went

Though it makes sense to find the

world's foremost specialty glass company

making glass fiber optics, Corning's excur-

sion into biotechnology might seem odd.

But that too started with glass—specifical-

ly with the column of glass beads down

which the company's lone biochemist

poured a mixture of assorted proteins to

separate them in 1965. In went the pro-

teins at the top; out from the bottom came

... water. "Well, he was a smart enough

scientist to ask where in the hell the pro-

teins went," recalls Richard Dulude, senior

vice president for marketing and business

developtnent.
The answer was that they had stuck to

the glass, and a further experiment

showed that, when trapped, they stayed

active longer than in any other state out-

side their natural environment—for six

months instead of three days. That put

Corning in the business of immobilizing

enzymes—those proteins that, like the

clergyman who marries you, have to be

present for certain chemical reactions to

occur, though they themselves are left un-

changed.
It's true, as Merrill Lynch security ana-

lyst Charles Ryan observes, that the im-

mobilization of enzymes is "a technology

in search of a market." Being able to hold

an enzyme still so it doesn't contaminate

your final product or so it can be reused
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This acid-etched glass ceramic film made by Corning is the key
element in the alphanumeric—letters and numbers—display on
Burroughs Corp.'s computer terminals and desktop calculators.

isn't really what such big enzyme-using
industries as brewing or tanning have
been holding their breaths for. But Cor-
ning has already opened up a market for
one process that can't be done economical-
ly unless the enzyme can be reused. To ex-
ploit it, the company formed a joint ven-
ture with Cincinnati-based Kroger Co., the
nation's second-largest food retailer.
The new company, called Nutrisearch,

has figured out a profitable use for part of
the 30 billion pounds of polluting whey
churned out each year as a byproduct of
the U.S. cheese industry. Using the en-
zyme lactase, Nutrisearch converts the
sloppy stuff into a protein-rich sweetener
for ketchup or jam, protein additives for
bologna or face cream, and a syrup perfect
for fermenting into bakers' yeast. With
Rube Goldberg-like circularity, Kroger not
only makes cheese but also needs yeast for
its bakery business, so it will provide the

Sandwiched between two layers of clear glass, the ceramic film
holds a mixture of three inert gases, which, like the neon in a Las
Vegas sign, glow when electrified.

raw material and buy much of the product
of the plant, scheduled to open next year.
Assured that enzyme technology had a

future, Corning set up another joint ven-
ture, this time with Genentech; within two
years the Glass Works will own 6.5% of
Genentech and have a seat on its board.
The mission of the joint venture, Genen-
cor, is to generate big batches of scarce en-
zymes by recombinant DNA techniques
and then to find out what industrial use
they might have. Commercial winners
could then be spewed out for sale by ge-
netic engineering.
Finding a niche between the major seg-

ments of the biotechnology industry is
Genencor's ultimate goal. Not traditional-
ly the subject of high-powered research,
the food business, including the transfor-
mation of cornstarch into high-fructose
corn syrup for soft drinks and baking, is a
likely candidate, company officials think.

So is the conversion of common chemicals
into high-value specialty chemicals. Some
of this may turn out to be pie in the sky—
high-fructose corn syrup is currently in
glut—but Corning seems willing to bet a
third of a billion dollars that Genencor and
Nutrisearch will each be $100-million- to
$150-million-a-year companies by 1990.
The last of Corning's crucial new enter-

prises, the growing, $400-million-a-year
medical division, is a classic case of the tail.
coming to wag the dog. Pyrex glassware
put the company in the lab business as far
back as World War I—that's the same
heat-proof glass that spawned a booming
cookware line after the research chief's
wife tried baking a cake in a Pyrex battery
jar. But when instrumentation started sup-
planting test-tube and beaker chemistry in
the Sixties, Corning cautiously supple-
mented the couple of primitive meters it
already made with a high-powered instru-

continued
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Cuvee du Centenaire.
A rare French masterpiece for the fortunate few.
16 commemorate its centennial anniversary, the lk )(Ise of
Marnier-LaPostolle created this remarkable edit i( ot Grand
Marnier. As with all fine art. its availability is extremely limited.

For delivery anywhere cd11 800 5;'8 GI48 (ox( :ept whit ti foul obilod by hiw)





OMEGA.
WHEN YOU CAN HAVE
WHATEVER YOU WANT

From the Omega 14K Gold and
Diamond collection comes a watch
created especially for the woman who
wants everything.

Surrounded by diamonds, the face
is set off by a bracelet magnificently
woven of 14K gold strands. Precise
Swiss Quartz accuracy of course.

To find out where one can be
acquired, write to us. We're at 301
East 57th Street, New York, New York
10022.

Two floors above Rolls Royce.

OMEGA
In Canada, write to: Omega Watch Company (Canada) Ltd,/Lt'.

70 Wynford Drive, Don Mills, Ontario M3C IJ9.



These cylinders will be attached to funnels topped with face-
plates to form the glass envelopes of color television picture

ment designed to see how well a critically
ill patient's lungs are exchanging oxygen
and carbon dioxide. This was the first of
several market successes; and when corpo-
rate management started reshuffling the
company's assets three years ago, lo and
behold, there was a blooming division,
batting its eyelashes modestly and just
waiting for a vigorous infusion of capital.
Corning's test tubes and beakers still

sell, but it's the diagnostic equipment—
from blood gas analyzers to radio immu-
noassay kits to routine blood testing ma-
chinery—that made most of the profits on
the medical division's sales of $150 mil-
lion last year. Of that, 8% is plowed back
into research: a blood test to diagnose
breast cancer is one major project, employ-
ing such 21st-century techniques as clon-
ing legions of antibodies by splicing them
onto wildly reproducing mouse cancer
cells. "Cancer diagnostics generally is re-
garded as the next great bastion of growth
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tubes. Once a huge chunk of Corning's earnings, this business is
now a loser to Asian competition in the U.S. market.

in the blood testing field," says E. Martin
Gibson, medical and scientific senior vice
president. "If we can carve out a niche that
we can be No. 1 or No. 2 in, then we can
have good growth and good profits."
This year's acquisition of a big medical

testing lab, Metpath, looks like the cap-
stone of Corning's medical business, sup-
plementing the diagnostic hardware with
the service itself. To Wall Street, Corning's
hope of a 20% growth rate for Metpath and
Corning Medical sounds right.
Backing up these bold new businesses

are prudent moves to wring more profits
out of existing strengths. "We realized,"
says Vice Chairman James R. Houghton,
"that we had a hell of an asset in our
name." Why not extend the trademark and
get more mileage out of the skill gained
from 67 years of marketing Pyrex, Corning
Ware pots, and Corelle dishes to consum-
ers? Accordingly, two-year-old Corning
Designs aims to press into the hitherto ig-

nored department store and gourmet shop
trade with sleek coffee carafes and the like.
Similarly, since Corning already makes
Sunsensor photochromic lenses—the ones
that go dark when light hits them—next
month's move into the disorganized U.S.
sunglass market is a natural. Security ana-
lysts judge that the company's goal of
dominating the business and hitting $100
million in sales in three years is well with-
in reach. Having subcontractors make
both the sunglasses and the carafes adds
the virtue of using minimal capital invest-
ment to pump up profits.
Corning Engineering, six months old,

tries to squeeze still more value out of a
different Corning asset, its technology. If
TV glass is a mature low-profit business in
the developed Western countries, then sell
TV glass factories to poor nations, as Cor-
ning has done in China and India. Or sell
Corning's advanced technology to non-
competitors when the market potential

continued
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COMPUTER • SYSTEM
PRODUCED IN THE HEART OF SILICON VALLEY, CALIFORNIA U.S.A..

Now Altos provides complete accounting, word processing
and financial planning solutions for under $3,990 per user.*

ALTOS', Computer Systems has done it again! We

know that business, both large and small, continues to
search for new ways to increase productivity and

decrease costs.That's why we've put together a com-

plete, affordable package that businesses of all sizes can

immediately profit from.
For starters, we've included the field-proven Altos

Series 5 hard disk microcomputer, three smart terminals

designed for ease of use, and data storage for up to

1,800 document pages.
Next we've added the ALTOS ACCOUNTANT, a com-

pletely integrated accounting system that contains com-

prehensive applications for general ledger, accounts

payable, accounts receivable, inventory control, payroll,

job costing and order processing.
On top of that, we've included the new ALTOS

EXECUTIVE with complete management applications for

financial planning and word processing.
Just think. While your bookkeeper prepares payroll,

your sales manager can fine-tune a sales proposal, or

your operations manager can create a new quarterly
budget. All at the same time.

But there's more. To make it as simple and friendly
as possible, we've also included the unique. built-in
ALTOS COMPUTER TUTOR—a self-paced, step-by-step,
on-screen tutorial program that quickly helps anyone
learn to use the applications software.

All Altos Computer Systems are easily expandable.
For example, you can add communication links with
other computers and networks, and even send and
receive electronic mail.

Plus there's national service maintenance available
through your authorized Altos dealer.

Take the first step towards tripling your business
productivity. Call our toll-free number today for the
name of your local Altos
sales and service dealer.

Or write: Altos Computer
Systems, 2360 Bering

Drive, San Jose, CA 95131.

Packed with fresh ideas for business
ALTOS is a registered trademark of Altos Computer Systems. MP/M is a trademark of Digital Research, Inc.

'Complete three user ALTOS system for $3.990 per user or $11,964. Price approximate and may vary in your area.
Packaged system includes an Altos Series 5 hard disk computer with the advanced operating system, three smart terminals, and the

ALTOS ACCOUNTANT. ALTOS EXECUTIVE WORD PROCESSOR, and ALTOS EXECUTIVE FINANCIAL PLANNER applications with the built-in ALTOS

COMPUTER TUTOR. Price does not include printer, cables, installation. taxes, additional training and maintenance. c1982 Altos Computer Systems

razol]
COMPUTER SYSTEMS

800-538-7872
(In Calif., 800-662-6265)
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The Ghawar, in Saudi Arabia, is

the largest oilfield in the world.
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Aramco, the largest oil producer in the world, is currently involved in projects

worth billions. Challenging positions are open for experienced geophysicists,

geologists, and petroleum engineers. Call (713) 750-6965. Aramco Services Company,

Mail Code Z4058-2, P.O. Box 53607, Houston, Texas 77052. ARAMCO



At $16,500, this 61/2-inch-wide copper-engraved Gazelle bowl,
getting its finishing touches, isn't the priciest of Steuben Glass's
knickknacks. Starting at $100, they soar to $275,000. When Ar-

justifies the risk that rivals could more eas-
ily snatch technical secrets.
Along with all this, the company has

gotten serious about productivity. Person-
nel reduction, coupled with new manufac-
turing efficiencies and such tactics as qual-
ity circles, has lowered the breakeven
point from an estimated 63% of capacity to
55% in only two years. Running just now
in the mid-50s, the company is spinning
its wheels, but Ryan of Merrill Lynch pre-
dicts, "With a slight demand improve-
ment, they'll be showing 50% greater prof-
itability in four quarters."
"What Corning did over the last two

years is what they've been saying they're
going to do for the last ten," notes security
analyst Donald Young of Laidlaw Adams
& Peck, a New York broker. The question
is, what took them so long? Wall Streeters,
by way of answer, conventionally roll
their eyes and point to the chairman and
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thur A. Houghton Jr., now 77, came to head Steuben in 1933, he
signaled his break with the ornateness of the company's past by
taking a lead pipe to $100,000 worth of overdecorated inventory.

vice chairman, two brothers who are fifth-
generation descendents of the Amory
Houghton who founded the Glass Works
in 1851 and whose family still controls it
with about 30% of the stock. "A lot of what
Corning does is to maintain a prestigious
public image," says one analyst, going on
to list the sleekly handsome corporate
buildings, the splendid exhibition center
and glass museum, the dean and bishop
on the board, and the ownership of Steu-
ben Glass, a company that—notwith-
standing the beauty of its crystal—has
never been much of a contributor to corpo-
rate profits. "I think you have an attitude
among many investors that Corning is run
as a private country club,- this longtime
student of the company concludes.
More serious is the criticism that the no-

blesse oblige attitudes of the St. Paul's- and
Harvard-educated Houghtons, whose fa-
ther and grandfather before them served

as ambassadors after running the compa-
ny, haven't always tended toward the cor-
poration's best interests. For instance,
some analysts judge, the company grossly
overhired in the early Seventies and didn't
cut back until the recession of 1975 forc-
ibly proved that "it had to stop being a be-
nevolent association," as Mark Hassen-
berg, a Donaldson Lufkin & Jenrette
analyst, puts it.
The same sentiments, security analysts

think, made management dillydally about
freeing the company from dead-end busi-
nesses. As analyst Edward Schollmayer of
Paine Webber Mitchell Hutchins sees it,
"Concentration on those businesses re-
tarded the development of other business-
es." Finally, in Hassenberg's view, "Cor-
ning gives the impression that there's
nothing better they'd like than to find a
cure for cancer, and if they happened to
make some money at it, that's fine. But

continued



"Someday Muffy, all this will be yours, and when it is,
remember these two things—don't eat our cafeteria food, and

when you need a brokerage firm that specializes in product
support financing, go with Ford Financial Services."

Ford Financial Services has a staff of
corporate financing professionals with
extensive experience in the transportation,

petroleum, computer, and production
equipment industries. These professionals

specialize in creative product support
financial arrangements involving the
development and placement of
master lease programs, tax benefit
transfers, municipal financing,

and uniquely tailored secured or unsecured

loans which can directly aid a business in
the sale of its products. Our expertise is
applicable to abroad range of products,
and is particularly suited to businesses
with extensive distribution or dealership

networks. For more information about
how our financing specialists can
help you, call Ford Financial
Services at (313) 322-0131.

FORD
FINANCIAL

SERVICES, INC.
an affiliate of Ford Motor Credit Company
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A carat or more.
A rare diamond. For that rare individual
who never doubted you'd make it.
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A diamond of a carat or more.
There's only one in a million.
, Every diamond is, rare. But

of all diamonds found, a solitaire
of a carat or more is only one in
a million.

And, like love, becomes more
precious with time.

A miracle among miracles.
Born from the earth. Reborn on
a woman.
, The extraordinary diamond

of a carat or more.
Show the world you couldn't

have made it without her.

A diamond is forever. De Beers.

The one and a half carat diamond necklace shown below is enlarged for detail.



A carat or more.
An important purchase. There should be

no doubt about where you buy it.

THE DIAMOND JEWELRY SHOWN IS AVAILABLE AT

FINE JEWELERS GUILD STORES, A NATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF

MEMBER COMPANIES SPECIALIZING IN FINE JEWELRY,

EXCLUSIVE TIMEPIECES AND QUALITY GIFTWARE.

A diamond stands for so much. But what stands
behind it is just as important.
Our reputations and generations of experience

stand behind each diamond we sell. But we do more
than promise satisfaction. We put it in writing.* With
a sixty-day money-back diamond guarantee. A one-
year limited warranty And a unique diamond trade-in
policy. So you can enjoy your purchase in complete
confidence.
Come and see our extensive collection of impor-

tant diamond solitaire jewelry. There's no better time.
And no better place.

*Ask for full details about our diamond policies at any store at the time of purchase.

FINE JEWELERS
GUILD STORES

ALABAMA
Jobe-Rose

ARIZONA
Rosenzweigs

ARKANSAS
Stifft's

CALIFORNIA
Granat Bros, Slavick's,
Bailey Banks & Biddle

COLORADO
Bohm-Allen,
Argenzio Brothers

CONNECTICUT
Stowell's

FLORIDA
Jacobs

GEORGIA
Bailey Banks & Biddle

HAWAII
Granat Bros

ILLINOIS
Bailey Banks & Biddle,
Hess & Culbertson

INDIANA
Koerber & Baber

KANSAS
Levitt's, Jaccard's, Wolf's

KENTUCKY
Bailey Banks & Biddle, Litwin

LOUISIANA
Rider's, Hausmann's, Aaron Rose

MAINE
Stowell's

MARYLAND
Bailey Banks & Biddle

MASSACHUSETTS
Stowell's

MICHIGAN
Wright Kay, Morgan's

MINNESOTA
Jacobs

MISSISSIPPI
Hausmann's

MISSOURI
Hess & Culbertson, Jaccard's

NEVADA
Granat Bros, Slavick's,
Bailey Banks & Biddle

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Stowell's

NEW JERSEY
Bailey Banks & Biddle,
Wiss & Lambert Bros.

NEW MEXICO
Mindlin

NEW YORK
Wiss & Lambert Bros., Hershberg's

NORTH CAROLINA
Bailey Banks & Biddle

OHIO
Bailey Banks & Biddle, Max Davis,
Rogers, Litwin, Cowell & Hubbard

OKLAHOMA
Peacock, Boswell's, Rosenfield's

OREGON
Zell Bros.

PENNSYLVANIA
Bailey Banks & Biddle

RHODE ISLAND
Stowell's

TENNESSEE
Brodnax

TEXAS
Corrigan's, Wagner's, Hertzberg's,
Kays, Kruger, Aaron Rose, McNeel's

UTAH
Bohm-Allen

VIRGINIA
Bailey Banks & Biddle

WISCONSIN
Bailey Banks & Biddle

WYOMING
Argenzio Brothers



Surrounding President Thomas C. MacAvoy, 53, a Ph.D. who was formerly a chemist in
Corning's research lab, is a sampling of the company's 60,000 products, from test tubes
and Corning Ware through sealed-beam headlamp parts and thermometer tubing to a
blood gas analyzer and ceramic nozzles for, casting steel.
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that's changing. Now they realize that you
need cash flow to do good."
There's probably some truth in these ex-

planations. Flowing out amid rich wreaths
of smoke from the Montecruz cigars his fa-
ther also smoked, as do his brother and
one Corning top manager after another,
Amory Houghton's courteous talk certain-
ly sounds just different enough from an
ordinary businessman's to make you won-
der. But his explanation of what made such
a rich man go into business doesn't sound
like a dilettante's; it's too clear about the
realities of wealth and power: "The people
who take things out of the ground and do
something with them are the ones that cre-
ate the basic wealth—whether it's sand, or
oil, or iron ore, or green beans, or what.
The rest depends on that. The fun thing is
to be right at the fulcrum, the pulsebeat of
this thing, generating the force rather than
benefiting from it. If I had to hang up my
suit tomorrow, I'd like to be able to say I
worked in something which was bedrock
significant, not peripheral." That's why he
likes keeping his company's research and
corporate headquarters tucked into the
same western New York valley with much
of its manufacturing. "You get a sense of
the reality of life," he says.

Looking for the long ball

However much paternalistic, family-
owner sentiments are responsible for
Corning's present crunch, over the long
haul the whole complex of these attitudes
has probably done more good than harm.
Its most important effect, says Jamie
Houghton, the vice chairman, is that
"you're really looking for the long ball. You
don't have this commitment to the next
quarter."
As one result, the lab that's produced

Corning's golden eggs since 1908 is sacro-
sanct and is annually offered up over 5% of
the company's revenues. "Through thick
and through thin, the Depression and ev-
erything, we swallow hard and keep on
with the research," Amory Houghton
notes. "You have to be so patient," he
adds, for rewards are long in coming
and—since a missile nose cone material
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may only really pay off when made into
Corning Ware—they never come in the
expected shape.

Because part of the pleasure of business
is being in charge, not many professional
managers have much use for 50-50 joint
ventures. But with slightly different per-
sonal ambitions, Corning's family manag-
ers have been comfortable with such ven-
tures, crucial to their company's success
since the Thirties, when Owens-Corning
Fiberglas was founded. Corning had the

invention; Owens-Illinois had needed
capital and experience in huge-scale glass
melting, along with some secondary pat-
ents potentially able to stymie Corning
and thus better off neutralized. Having
reaped great benefits from OCF, Corning
will follow Owens-Illinois's lead and cash
in its chips by 1986, under court order to

dispose of its remaining 24% holding.

The most valuable asset

Even more golden has been Dow Cor-
ning, one of the nation's two major sili-
cone manufacturers. Again the original in-

vention was Coaling's, but, says Amory
Houghton, "Really a chemical process and
a specialty chemical marketing knowledge
were required, so therefore our alliance
with Dow was the best thing that ever
happened. If there was a partner that could
take us into that in a big-league fashion
rather than just fiddling around, that was
what we wanted"—especially since Gen-
eral Electric and Union Carbide were
strongly plugging away in that same area.

The result: "The most valuable asset Cor-
ning has is Dow Corning," in one analyst's
judgment. Corning can do this, says Jamie
Houghton, because its management has
no emotional investment in having total
control and no qualms about seeing earn-
ings appear on the income-from-invest-
ments line of its financial statement rather
than on the operating-profit line.
For the Houghtons what counts isn't to

be managerial superstars, applauded by
Wall Street, but to keep their golden goose
laying. The family's managed that for 131

years, and this generation's new strategy
promises to refeather the nest. rel

AT JACK DANIEL'S DISTILLERY we never
have to go too far to find our Christmas tree.

The woods around here are full of them. So
getting a good one is never a problem. We
hope you won't have to
go to too much trouble
getting ready for the
holidays either. So you
can sit back and enjoy
this happiest of all
seasons with your family
and good friends.

CHARCOAL
MELLOWED

DROP

BY DROP

Tennessee Whiskey • 90 Proof • Distilled and Bottled by Jack Daniel Distillery

Lem Motlow, Prop., Inc., Lynchburg (Pop. 361), Tennessee 37352

Placed in the National Register of Historic Places by the United States Government.
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If you're a multi-national corpora-
tion doing business in a lot of places
around the world, chances are you've
experienced the difficulties of dealing
with a lot of insurance policies around
the world.

But now AIG's Global Accounts De-
partment can neatly tie it all together for
you into one ingenious, unified program.

The Whole Earth Policy.
What it means is one master insur-

ance plan with all U.S. domestic and over-
seas risks pooled together.You get the
insurance you need. Where you need it.
Tailor-made, From property and casualty

coverage to marine and aviation. From
kidnap and ransom to a wide range of
employee benefits, including life and
pension plans.

What it means is real economic
benefits associated with buying power.
Risks are considered worldwide. Not
country by country Thus, there are con-
siderable savings.

What it means is that your
account is underwritten as a whole, not
as individual risks. Therefore, you're
better insulated from the inevitable
cycles of the insurance business. And
just as important as what The Whole

Earth Policy can do, is what it won't do.
It won't give you costly duplica-

tions of coverage. It won't leave you
with troublesome inconsistencies in
protection. And it won't saddle you withi
costly foreign exchange losses.

At Ala global insurance isn't just a
sideline. Our Global Accounts Depart-
ment (the only one of its kind, by the
way, in the industry today) is staffed with
individuals who have a vast amount of
knowledge in their field. (They average
fourteen years' experience in commer-
cial insurance.)

What's more, The Whole Earth
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Policy client is given an unprecedented
arnount of personal service. Each and
every multi-national client is assigned
its own AIG Global Account Manager
Who is responsible for all phases of the
account. From the original planning
stages to the handling of claims.

Worldwide, our offices are man-
aged by people who are really at home
With local laws, customs and regulations.

Incidentally, no other American in-
surer has more offices in more countries

offering more kinds of business insur-
ance than the AIG Insurance Companies.

For over 60 years we've assured
optimum protection for our clients
against hurricanes, fires, floods, em-
ployee fraud and political upheavals.
And today you'll find us leading the way

in energy, pollution and all types of prop-

erty and casualty risks, to mention a few.

For more information about
The Whole Earth Policy, contact AIG,
Department A, 70 Pine Street, New York,

N.Y. 10270. Or call your broker.
And get your world in a nutshell.

IHE AIG COMPANIES: American International Underwriters, American Home Assurance Co., Commerce an
d Industry Insurance Co., National Union Fire Insurance Company of Pittsburgh, Pa. ,

American International Life Assurance Co., North American Managers, New Hampshire insurance Co. and over 230 ot
her companies operating around the world to meet your insurance needs.



The faster the Gulfstream HI flies,
the farther behind it leaves
every other executive jet.

If you drive any kind of vehicle, you know that
speed impacts how far it's going to travel.
Automobiles or airplanes, the law is the same:
the higher the speed, the shorter the range.
For example, the long range cruise speed

of the Gulfstream III is Mach .77, or about
510 mph. At that speed, the Gulfstream III
has an NBAA IFR range of 4,205 statute miles.

That's more than enough range for the
Gulfstream III to fly non-stop routinely
between London and New York in about
8 hours with at least 8 passengers and bag-
gage. (No other executive jet can do that.)

Boost the cruise speed of the Gulfstream III
to its maximum—Mach .85, or over 560
mph—and its NBAA IFR range becomes
3,226 statute miles with the same payload.

That's still enough range to fly at least 8
people at top speed from Boston to London
or between any two airports in the continental
United States in less than 6 hours. (No other
executive jet can do that, either. The fact is, the
Gulfstream III can fly more people farther
faster than any executive jet.)
But we're not advocating speed.
We're talking about productivity,
The Gulfstream III offers such unique flexi-

bility in trade-offs between speed, range and
payload that it can fly virtually any kind of
mission—and do it with optimum productivity.
At a time when the world's businesses are

placing increased emphasis on maximizing

every investment, it is little wonder that the
thoroughly proven Gulfstream III continues
to dominate the market for long-range
executive transports.

If you are planning for the acquisition of an
aircraft that can help make your organization
more effective and productive, now is the time
to look into the Gulfstream III.
A full-scale demonstration of this remarkable

airplane on one of your upcoming business
trips at home or abroad could shape your
thinking about business jets for years to come.

The man to talk to is Charles G. Vogeley,
Senior Vice President of Gulfstream Market-
ing. Call him at (912) 964-3274; or write to
him at Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation,
P.O. Box 2206, Savannah, Georgia 31402 U.S.A.
He can show you why the Gulfstream III

continues to leave its challengers
farther and farther behind.

ilCrij

iffif
Gulfstream
AerospaceThe Gulfstream III. The Ultimate.

©1982 Gulistream Aerospace Corporation Member GAMA



SOCIAL SECURITY

1982-1990

Heading for the
Wrong Solution

1990-2015

@o-2P1E@

Congress will cope with the present crisis
in Social Security, but odds are that it
will pass up the opportunity to make
some corrections that would save the sys-
tem from a sickening plunge further
ahead. The trouble is likely to be hidden
for a time by temporary prosperity. Once
the financing crunch of the Eighties is
past, the Social Security retirement and
disability programs should have 25 years
of easy traveling. But after that comes the
swift, downhill ride to bankruptcy as the
baby boom generation starts drawing
pensions. That sounds like a long time
off, but the clock is ticking fast. The mid-
dle of the second decade of the 21st cen-
tury is no more distant in the future than
the 1950s are in the past.

2015 -
191- PU@IN

by A. E EHRBAR

Over the next few months Congress will
suck in its stomach, puff out its chest, and
rescue Social Security from impending
insolvency. Unfortunately, it looks as
though that's all Congress will do. The
present Social Security crisis, clearly visi-
ble for the last four years, once loomed as
the chance of a decade to bring about es-
sential, long-run changes in the system.
Reformers saw the short-run problem as a
rare opportunity to open up the whole

structure for inspection and to sell Con-

gress on modifications that it wouldn't

otherwise consider. But Social Security
was so thoroughly politicized during the

fall election campaign that Congress

seems unlikely to look beyond the quick-

est, most expedient fix available.
The solons in Washington usually deal

with Social Security crises by slapping
Band-Aids on the problems and declaring
them solved. This time around they'll have

to use tourniquets. Otherwise, the Social

Security Administration will exhaust its

reserves and pension checks will start go-

ing out late. The trust funds (as the re-

serves are called) for the old age and dis-

ability pension programs will go dry by

July. Congress will almost certainly keep

the checks to beneficiaries going out on

time by letting the administrators borrow

from the Medicare trust fund, as they al-

ready are doing. But continued borrowing

will soon deplete the Medicare fund as

well. At the very latest, the Social Security

system will run out of money late in

1984—just in time for the next election.

To escape that political nightmare Con-

gress has to trim pension benefits or boost

Social Security revenues by between $10

billion and $15 billion next year and by as

much as $26 billion in 1984. But it will take

a whole lot more to put the retirement and

disability programs on a solid footing.

Gradually building the trust funds for

those programs up to 15% or more of an-

nual benefits—the level of reserves needed

to avoid the kind of cash bind Social Secu-

rity is in now, with the funds empty—will

require benefit cuts or revenue increases
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With the
Greenspan

commission
meeting inside,

Gray Panthers take
to the street in front

of the Ramada
Hotel in

Alexandria,
chanting, "No ifs,

no ands, no buts, no
cost-of-living cuts."

It's a scene that's
likely to become

very familiar
as Congress

wrestles with the
Social Security

deficit.

totaling some $150 billion to $200 billion
over the next seven years.
The best clues to what Congress will do

come from the National Commission on
Social Security Reform, a bipartisan group
of 15, familiarly known as the Greenspan
commission after its chairman, economist
Alan Greenspan. The deliberations of the
commission make it clear that Congress
will need an assortment of measures to
close the multibillion-dollar gap. One
probable step is to boost revenues by
bringing some federal employees with-
in the system. Congress may also alter
the cost-of-living adjustments that have
pushed Social Security pensions up faster
than wages in five of the last seven years.
But most surely, the Social Security sys-
tem will get some huge infusion of new
money in the next few years—from higher
payroll taxes, special excise taxes on things
like gasoline and liquor, or loans from the
TreaSury. Indeed, the payroll tax increases
that some Congressmen are talking about
are so large that they would take back
most of next year's 10% income tax cut.

Six is not enough

The immediate crisis in Social Security
resulted from a combination of con-
gressional profligacy and the economy's
dismal performance over the last four
years. In 1977 Congress passed a series of
enormous Social Security tax increases to
Research associate: Peter D. Petre
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pay for benefit improvements totaling
about 30% that it had bestowed in the early
Seventies. The payroll tax rate on workers
and employers (each pays half) went from
11.7% in 1977 to 13.4% this year and is
scheduled to rise to 15.3% in 1990. The
"wage base" of maximum taxable earnings
jumped from $16,500 in 1977 to $29,700 in
1981 and is now rising at the same rate as
average wages; it is $32,400 this year and
will be $35,700 for 1983. The maximum
employer-employee tax will reach $4,784
next year.
The 1977 tax package was supposed to

have kept Social Security humming along
well into the next century. The 2.6 percent-
age points of the payroll tax allocated to
the hospital insurance portion of Medicare
has in fact proved adequate, at least for
now. (Doctor bills, Part B of Medicare, are
paid mostly out of general revenues.) But

in setting the tax rates to support retire-
ment and disability pensions, Congress
assumed that the economy would enjoy
low unemployment and fast productivity
growth, brave assumptions that couldn't
have been more wrong. Since benefits are

adjusted upward each hily in step with the
consumer price index, the sorry perfor-
mance of real, inflation-adjusted wages
has had a wrenching effect on Social Secu-
rity finances. In the last four years, pen-
sioners received cost-of-living increases
totaling 50%, while the wages that deter-
mine revenues rose only 37%.

If Congress could get the money to pay
benefits through the Eighties, the retire-
ment and disability portions of Social Se-
curity (known as the cash benefit pro-
grams) would be well fixed for the next 35
years. The 15.3% payroll tax rate that takes
effect in 1990 will swell revenues. Shortly
after that, the comparatively small age co-
hort born in the Depression years will be-
gin to retire. The cash benefit programs—
taken alone—could run up a cumulative
surplus of $700 billion or more (in 1982
dollars) between 1990 and 2015, without
any benefit cuts or further tax increases.
However, Social Security is sailing into

other storms that will send those grand
surpluses to the bottom. The immediate fi-
nancial troubles are, in fact, the least in a
series of problems that will keep the sys-
tem in extremis virtually forever. Unless
the growth of medical costs is curtailed
sharply, which seems highly improbable,
the currently flush hospital insurance fund
will go broke just about the time that con-
ditions turn sunny for the pension pro-
grams. The prospective Medicare deficits
are so large that they. more than offset the
prospective surpluses in the old-age and
disability programs.

Boom, you're broke

The thunderheads will roll in around
2015, when the baby boom generation be-
gins to retire. The combined employer-
employee payroll tax rate needed to sup-
port the baby boomers in their sunset
years would be more than 25%, based on
"intermediate" demographic and econom-
ic assumptions of the Social Security Ad-
ministration. A more pessimistic set of as-
sumptions, which some experts believe

more probable, yields a payroll tax rate of
40% or more. That means a potentially
mutinous situation in which workers
would be turning over $1 of every $5 of
their paychecks to support the elderly.

Experts of every political stripe, apart
from diehard expansionists like former
Social Security Commissioner Robert Ball
and Florida Congressman Claude Pepper,
recognize that the only answer to the So-
cial Security dilemma is a substantial re-

continued
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INTRODUCING

WANGCARE,
STANDARD
GUARANTEE

AND
WANGCARE

PLUS

4=3
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Wang has much
•huther standards
than any other

computer company
When it comes to making

computers, we like to think our
standards are pretty high. And
those standards are the reason

Wang can introduce a new stan-

dard in service.

Introducing the WangCare
Guarantee.

No computer company has

ever offered a service plan as
comprehensive as this one. And
WangCare Guarantee comes
standard with Wang contracted

maintenance agreements on
most Wang computer and word
processing systems.

You get guaranteed uptime.
And we'll even guarantee to
replace equipment that causes
a persistent problem.

Introducing WangCare Plus.
This optional plan is avail-

able in most areas of the country,
fora small surcharge.

And like the name says, it
gives you even bigger guarantees
on most Wang computers and
word processing systems.

We guarantee even more
uptime.

We guarantee service
response time.

We guarantee to replace
equipment that causes persistent

problems.

The Office Automation Computer Company

And if we don't meet our up-
time or response time guarantees,
we'll credit a portion of your
surcharge.

For more information on
WangCare Guarantee and
WangCare Plus policies, call your
local Wang sales office or 1-800-
343-0943.1n Massachusetts,
call 1-800-322-0325. Or write
Wang Laboratories, Inc., Cus-
tomer Liaison Department, 437
South Union Street, Lawrence,
MA 01843.

Now we not only have the
best computers and word proces-
sors. We have the best service
guarantees to go with them.

A506 
© 1982 Wang Laboratories, Inc.
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From Haworth.
A truly articulated
keyboard pad for

the electronic
office.

111”.' •

At...111,

In-out, up-down, side to side, swiv-
eling back and forth, or tucked
away from view; Haworth's UniTeklm
Adjustable Keyboard Pad accom-
modates like no other. Pads fit all
standard or UniTek work surfaces
or task tables. And along with the
rest of the UniTek Electronic Sup-
port offering — panel-mounted,
freestanding, mobile, carousel and
corner designs — they enhance the
planning options unique to Haworth's
UniGroup open office interior sys-
tem. For total, systems support in
today's electronic office.

Send for the
"UniTek Electronic
Support Package". Write:
One Haworth Center,
Holland, MI 49423.
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A SMART INVESTOR ASKS FOR
THE TRACK RECORD BEFORE
BUYING LIFE INSURANCE.

Since the introduction of EQUITABLE Vari-
able Life Insurance, other companies have
come out with similar policies.

But there's one thing nobody else can
give you.
A six year track record.
In fact, if you compare the average net

return of our common stock account for
the last six years with the rate of inflation
during the same period, you can draw your
own conclusions.
You can get these figures by sending for a

free copy of our prospectus.
It's filled with fascinating facts about Vari-

able Life Insurance for investors at heart.
There's the fact that EQUITABLE Variable

Life is tied to two investment funding
options: a common stock

account and a

11.

etitt.ruar

money market account.
The fact that both accounts' portfolios

are managed by the investment profes-
sionals at The EQUITABLE.
And that based on the performance of

these portfolios, the death benefit could
increase above the permanently guaran-
teed amount.

There's one other fact that the smart
investor interested in life insurance will
appreciate.

It's the freedom to shift any cash value
periodically between the common stock
account and the money market account.
Whatever you do, your life is fully

protected.
With a life insurance policy that's every-

thing a smart investor could ask for.
EQUITABLE Variable Life Insurance is

available only through EVLICO, a wholly
owned subsidiary of The
EQUITABLE Life Assurance

Society of the
United States.
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Mail to: EQUITABLE Variable Life Insurance Co.17-E
1285 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10019

Yes,I want more complete information on EQUITABLE Variable Life Insurance

including management charges and expenses. Please send me a prospectus

so may read it carefully before I invest or send money.
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Executive Director
Robert Myers

(left) and Chairman
Alan Greenspan
have moved the
Social Security

reform commission
to a consensus

on the size of the
system's financing
problem. Getting

agreement on
solutions will be a
lot tougher. Myers,

70, was chief
actuary of the

Social Security
system from 1947

to 1970.

• As 4k t 4,r4).

duction in the growth of benefits—which
needn't mean penury for the old. Con-
siderable long-term savings could be
achieved with comparatively modest
changes, such as raising the retirement age
to 68 for those who will retire after 2010
and reducing the benefit formula. Under
present law, workers who earn average
wages will get tax-free pensions equal to
41% of their pretax incomes. Martin Feld-
stein, chairman of the Council of Econom-
ic Advisers, would like to reduce that
slowly to the pre-1970 level of 35% or so.
The case for a later retirement age is

compelling. By the turn of the century,
people 68 years old will have more years
ahead of them than 65-year-olds had when
Social Security began. And most people
are spending more years in school and be-
ginning their working lives later than
their Depression-era counterparts. What's
more, younger workers should be able to
stay on the job later in life because fewer
are going into physically demanding occu-
pations. A later retirement age would leave
people now in their 30s with roughly the

same number of years of work and retire-
ment as their parents had. It also would
leave their children with a considerably

smaller tax burden. Each year added to

working lives and subtracted from retire-
ment reduces the long-term Social Securi-
ty deficit by as much as $400 billion, a
large number.
Two years ago it looked as though Con-
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gress might enact some major reforms.
President Reagan had campaigned on the
promise to eliminate the long-term deficit
in Social Security, and a few influential
Democrats, including James R. Jones, now
chairman of the House Budget Commit-
tee, and Jake Pickle, chairman of the Ways
and Means Social Security subcommittee,
were talking out loud about bona fide re-
form. However, the Reagan proposal set
off such a howl from senior citizen groups
that House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr.
seized on Social Security as the issue to use
against the Republicans this year.
The triumph of the old politics of Social

Security is plainly evident in the actions of
the Greenspan Commission. Unlike earlier
Social Security commissions, this one is
worth paying attention to because it is a
dress rehearsal for the congressional de-
bate that begins in January.

President Reagan established the com-
mission a year ago, mostly to stifle debate
on Social Security until after the congres-
sional elections. Greenspan dutifully post-
poned serious discussions, though that
didn't stop Democrats from campaigning
on a pledge to protect Social Security from
cold-hearted Republicans. The Republi-
cans, in turn, ran a television commercial
giving Reagan credit for last July's 7.4%
cost-of-living increase, even though he
had proposed delaying it for three months.
Greenspan finally brought the commis-

sion out of the closet two weeks ago for a

three-day session in the ballroom of a Ra-
mada Hotel in Alexandria, Virginia, while
a platoon of Gray Panthers marched out-
side. The proposals the eight Republicans
and seven Democrats came up with, and
the few agreements reached by the entire
commission, made it clear that the effec-
tiveness of the Democrats' electioneering
had killed any appetite for true reform. As
an aide to a Republican legislator on the
commission describes its goals, "We're
looking for the easy changes that will an-
ger the fewest people."

Bringing in the feds

The commission's principal accom-
plishment was to agree that the financial
hole in the cash benefit programs during
the rest of the Eighties is $150 billion to
$200 billion deep. The only ways to fill it
are the obvious ones: raise taxes or cut
benefits. The one option that seems to
have the unanimous support of the com-
mission is to bring all federal employees
with less than five years of tenure into the
system. The taxes paid by those workers
would total about $32 billion over the next
eight years. The argument for bringing
federal employees under Social Security is
that most of them, including Congress-
men, do enough work in the private sector
to collect Social Security benefits on top of
their civil service pensions.
A proposal that the Democrats made

privately on the second day of the meeting
would get nearly all the balance of the
money by raising payroll taxes. The other
item on their list that would narrow the
short-run deficit was delaying cost-of-liv-
ing adjustments by one month per year for
the next three years. That would save
about $30 billion through 1989. Though
the Democrats weren't specific about how
much to raise taxes, the balance of the $200
billion—$135 billion or so—could be had

by raising the payroll tax to 15.3% in 1984

instead of 1990.
The Republicans were even vaguer, but

they too want to raise taxes. Indeed, Sena-
tor John Heinz of Pennsylvania at one

point suggested putting on a 5% income-
tax surcharge for 1983. The Republicans

continued
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)0 Bourbon, the only truly American whiskey, just as
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"Borrowing from general revenues would be like
asking Amtrak to bail out Braniff."

were saying, however, that tax increases
ought to be balanced by reductions in the
Social Security cost-of-living adjustments.
One interesting idea that has been gain-

ing adherents is a scheme developed by
Robert Myers, the commission's executive
director. He wants to tie the annual adjust-
ment to wages instead of prices. The annu-
al cost-of-living adjustment would be 1.5
percentage points less than the increase in
average wages. Using that formula, Social
Security revenues and expenses won't go
any further out of balance, even with an
aging population. Greenspan likes the for-
mula. "Tying benefits to the C.P.I. and tax-
es to average wages has made the system
grossly sensitive to fluctuations in eco-
nomic activity," he observes.
Greenspan also argues that the Myers

formula would be fair to retirees. Full in-
flation protection may be a laudable goal,
but it piles the entire load of poor econom-
ic performance on workers. They pay once
in the form of falling real wages and again
in the higher payroll taxes needed to keep
the elderly whole. In the period since 1975,
when price indexing raised benefits 94%,
the Myers formula would have yielded an
increase of only 69%. Commission Demo-
crats, who view reductions in future bene-
fit increases as outright cuts, failed to per-
ceive the beauty in Myers's idea.
One suggestion that has little support

right now but will likely become a serious
option in coming months is a bailout with
loans from the Treasury, facetious as that
might seem. As Senator William Arm-
strong, a Colorado Republican and a com-
mission member, puts it, "Borrowing
from general revenues would be like ask-
ing Amtrak to bail out Braniff."
The commission is set to meet again on

December 10 to put together its final rec-
ommendations, but it is unlikely to reach
a consensus on any detailed proposals.
These negotiations are just the preliminar-
ies before the main event in Congress, and
neither side wants to yield too much too
soon. In addition, no one knows what the
two most important players—O'Neill and
Reagan—are prepared to accept. As Jake
Pickle describes the situation, tripping
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over his metaphors on the sidelines, "If
Tip and the President could just get to-
gether over a couple of Irish whiskeys and
agree not to make it a political football,
that would enable us, the players, to get
out there and run with the ball."

In the final analysis, the costliest aspect
of the short-run cash squeeze may be the
way it has diverted attention from the
larger long-run problems. The Greenspan
Commission has been so preoccupied
with the immediate dilemma that it effec-
tively ratified Bob Ball's contention that
there really is no long-term problem worth
worrying about. The commissioners con-
cluded that the long-term deficit amounts
to only 1.82% of taxable payroll. That is, an
increase of 1.82 percentage points in the
payroll tax above the current rate and
scheduled future rates would eliminate the
need for any further tax hikes when the
baby-boom generation retires.

Opting for severity

The 1.82% figure is technically correct,
provided that one accepts the "intermedi-
ate" projection that many economists be-
lieve is actually the "best case" scenario.
The pessimistic projection, which the
commission itself says is a more reason-
able guide to the next seven years, shows a
long-term deficit equal to 6.47% of payroll.
Moreover, the 1.82% calculation holds true
only if taxes are raised now. Since Con-
gress isn't about to raise taxes to bankroll
expenses that come due in 60 years,
the deficit—in the percentage-of-payroll
sense—grows a little each year. The calcu-
lation also conveniently ignores Medicare.
Adding in the hospital portion of Medicare
lifts the deficit, under even the intermedi-
ate assumptions, to 7%.
The commission's ideas for bridging the

long-range financing gap are even me
modest than its assessment of the prob-
lem. The options put forth by the Demo-
cratic faction include a one percentage
point payroll-tax increase (half a point
each for employers and employees) and a
modest reduction in the benefit formula,
both effective in 2020-37 years from now.
Ball says he endorses those ideas only be-

cause he feels that Congress should make
some gesture to reassure cynical young
workers that they really will collect some-
thing. Says an exasperated Michael Bos-
kin, a Stanford University economist who
heads up the National Bureau of Economic
Research's Social Security studies, "Ball
has ruled out every severe option except
the most severe of all—doing nothing
about the long-term problem."
The Republicans, meanwhile, haven't

made any recommendations for the long
term, though Greenspan would like to
gradually cut the benefit formula back to
where it was prior to 1970, and both he
and Congressman Barber Conable Jr., for
two, have advocated raising the retirement
age for people now under 45.
Greenspan and the other Republicans

may be so silent on long-term reforms be-
cause any mention of moves like raising
the retirement age or reducing benefit for-
mulas draws such a firestorm of protest
from the senior-citizens groups, organized
labor, and liberal Democrats who make up
the Social Security lobby. Talk of even dis-
tant benefit reductions is incendiary be-
cause it undermines the myth that Social
Security is some kind of insurance system,
or that benefits somehow have been
earned. In truth, benefits are whatever
Congress decides to dole out, and tax
rates are determined by the cost of paying
current beneficiaries. Also, the senior citi-
zens recognize, cutting future benefits
could establish a precedent for cutting
current ones.

It is part of the sorrowful lot of the baby-
boom generation that it will have to fi-
nance both its parents' retirement and a
substantial portion of its own. The cruelest
policy of all is to perpetuate the illusion
that the following and smaller generation
will be willing and able to maintain the
present level of benefits for the baby
boomers. Waiting, and changing the rules
shortly before they retire, would be as in-
humane as slashing the benefits of current
pensioners. It may also prove politically
impossible. Come 2010 or 2015 the Gray
Panthers will be marching in regiments,
not platoons.
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'83 Ford Broncti takes to the mountains
with more torque than any 6-cylinder 4-whee

It's just one reason Bronco
is the No. 1 seller in its class.f
Inside, there's room and comfort for
six with optional twin bench seats. Or go with

Ari standard bucket seats up front. Even underneath,

Bronco's up on the competition. It's the only
full-size, American-built sport utility with
independent front suspension. Tough Ford
Bronco. It's a beautiful way to go!

Get it together — Buckle up.

+Based on R.L. Polk & Co calendar year
registrations as of May, 1982

Optional Captains Chairs shown

27 ESTHWY 

E PA 4.9L Six and
rvlESpTG optional over-

drive. Use for
comparison Your mileage may differ de-
pending on speed, distance and weather.
Actual highway mileage lower. Califor-
nia ratings may be less See your Ford
Dealer for the 1983 EPA Gas Mileage Guide.

FORD BRONCO

FORD DIVISION



PUBLIC WORKS

 Infrastructure Chic:
How to

Judge the Jobs Bills
by ALLAN T. DEMAREE

Surely you've heard the latest. "Every-
body's favorite term in Washington," says
a bureaucrat, "is infrastructure." Accord-
ing to one recent magazine article, Ameri-
ca's bridges and tunnels, subways and
sewers, highways and byways are "head-
ing toward collapse." Politicians see this as
a catastrophe of the best kind. With 11.6
million unemployed to get working, what
better chance to roll out the pork barrel
and rebuild America? As an aide to the
Senate Environment and Public Works
Committee put it: "We'd kill two birds
with one stone."
No one within a stone's throw of the

Capitol wants to be last to cast this particu-
lar missile. Drew Lewis, Secretary of
Transportation, says raising gasoline taxes
a nickel a gallon and spending the revenue
on highways and mass transit would cre-
ate 320,000 jobs. Congressman Henry S.
Reuss of Wisconsin, chairman of the Joint
Economic Committee, suggests the Dem-
ocrats can generate more jobs for less-
600,000 for $3.6 billion. Late last week the
Senate Republicans were gathering no
moss as they looked for ways to play Can
You Top This? They plan to counter the
Democrats with a cement-mixing lollapa-
looza of their own in the upcoming lame
duck session. "We all smell the same thing
out there," says Bailey Guard, majority
staff director of the Senate Public Works
Committee. "You can see it coming."
Without doubt, America needs repair,

but so does the 'verge-of-doom rhet-
oric. Supplicants for cash—public works
departments, construction companies,
unions, and their allies—inflate the na-
Research associate: Ann Goodman
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tion's infrastructure needs, while politi-
cians exaggerate what public works proj-
ects will do for the unemployed. The
scariest generalities find their way into
print. Congressional staff members write
in a Wall Street Journal op-ed piece that
"basic public facilities threaten to crumble
from decades of neglect." A Business Week
special report talks of "growing numbers
of bursting water mains, flooding base-
ments, creaking bridges, collapsing roads,
and stalling buses." A Newsweek cover
story on "The Decaying of America" calls
the nation's sewers "subterranean time
bombs." These and other articles borrow
heavily from Pat Choate, former bureau-
crat, now a senior policy analyst at TRW
Inc. An author of America in Ruins and
other works of advocacy, Choate has be-
come the pied piper of infrastructure chic
(see box, page 124).

Public works advocates are right that
federal, state, and local governments are
spending less on fixed capital than they
used to. Netting out depreciation and ad-
justing for inflation, the value of schools,
streets, sewers, and other civilian infra-
structure grew 3.2% annually in the first
two postwar decades. In the last ten years
the capital stock grew only 1.7% annually.
Conditions around the country vary mark-
edly: Newark, New Jersey, estimates that
85% of its street mileage needs major re-
pairs, resurfacing, or reconstruction; the
city can't afford the bill. In Dallas, by con-
trast, the streets are steadily being im-
proved. Things are worst in impoverished
old cities that have been axing capital bud-
gets and deferring maintenance while
spending more on popular services.

Whether all declines in public invest-
ment are bad is debatable. After increasing
3.8% annually in the first 20 postwar years,
the value of roads and bridges has edged
up only 0.7% a year for the past decade.
Barry Bosworth, an economist at the
Brookings Institution who has been study-
ing capital investment, thinks this unfor-
tunate. "We know we're building roads
where people are moving," he says, "so to
get essentially zero growth there must be
big declines in other places." But schools
are a different matter. The growth of in-
vestment in them fell from 5.3% a year in
the two postwar decades to 1.2% in the
last ten years. Many schools have been
closed and more probably should be sold
as office space. Elementary school enroll-
ment dropped 15.4% in ten years.

Trafficking in folklore

Much of what's said about infrastructure
is best considered folklore. The executive
director of the League of Iowa Municipal-
ities, who has likened the state's roads to
the Ho Chi Minh Trail, might be surprised
to learn that, according to the latest Feder-
al Highway Administration data, drivers
can travel at 55 mph in peak hours On
more miles of freeways, expressways, and
non-urban arteries than they could three
years earlier. While its estimates of the na-
tion's fixed capital are the best available,
the Commerce Department admits they
have shortcomings. Commerce depreci-
ates buildings, bridges, and sewer systems
over standard assumed lives and makes no
distinction between well-maintained facil-
ities and those that have gone to pot.
Sometimes older is better: the Louisville
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Adam Banos

Water Co. reports that mains installed

from 1926 to 1930 fail nearly four times as

often as those installed from 1862 to 1900.

Perhaps buses are breaking down more

frequently, but proof is elusive. The Urban

Institute had so much trouble getting

comparable data on vehicle downtime in

various cities that it gave up. Some cities

counted routine maintenance as down-

time; others didn't. Some counted any

time a bus wasn't operating, others only

deviations from scheduled operation. Fi-

nally, downtime numbers were as much

influenced by labor practices as by the

buses' condition. In New York City, union

agreements define loose mirrors as main-

tenance jobs that can't be performed by
bus drivers and require a service call.
The gargantuan amounts repeatedly

quoted as needed to rebuild America are,
Put charitably, imaginative. While declar-

ing that absence of reliable data is a "na-

tional disgrace," Pat Choate nonetheless

reckons the bill at $3 trillion (roughly the

current GNP). Joseph M. Sussman, head of
MIT's civil engineering department and
no foe of rebuilding, calls the figure "a lit-
tle bit loaded."
Even more reasonable numbers often re-

flect gilt-edged standards. The most recent
federal survey put the need for investment
in wastewater treatment at $119 billion.
But this assumes building systems that
will make all rivers and lakes "fishable"
and "swimmable" by July and will elimi-
nate all polluting discharges by 1985.
According to an oft-cited statistic, as

much as $47.6 billion is needed to repair
the 45% of the nation's 248,500 bridges
that are "structurally deficient or function-
ally obsolete." That language could per-
suade a white-knuckled driver to swear off
river crossings altogether—until he dis-
covers the definition of "deficiency." In
Department of Transportation lingo, defi-

ciency can range from a serious safety haz-
ard to inappropriate "deck geometry"—for

instance, a bridge deck that is narrower

Shedding concrete, Manhattan's elevated
Riverside Drive, built in 1898, exempli-
fies the decrepit public facilities that are
visible in many cities. Less apparent is
evidence that laws to create jobs can rem-
edy the problem efficiently, or vice versa.

than the highway and so might cause
slowdowns in peak-hour traffic. Limited
deck geometry and other less-than-cata-
strophic conditions account for more than
half of bridge deficiencies. Federal fix-up
funds are available on the basis of state in-
spections, so the states have an incentive
to exaggerate deficiencies.

Politicians, for their part, have an incen-

tive to exaggerate the number of jobs their
initiatives will create. This largely ac-
counts for the dizzying array of figures
seen in the press. The New York Times re-

cently described a "rule of thumb" that
$1 billion spent on highways creates
25,000 jobs while $1 billion spent on sew-
age treatment generates 35,000. Yet Drew
Lewis's numbers for his highway program
come to 58,182 per $1 billion. And Henry
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This Man Sells Infra-worry

Pat Choate at ruin-side

Pat Choate, 41, is a man with ideas,
some good, and no inclination to under-
sell them. .He testifies before congres-
sional committees, writes articles and
books, provides research to Congress-
men, and is widely quoted in the press.
His main theme is that the decline of
America's public facilities threatens to
become "a critical bottleneck to national
economic renewal." For him, the west

wing of the Capitol (above), temporarily
shored up with timbers, symbolizes the
infrastructure's demise.

Choate's ideas are going places. He is
urging creation of a National Public
Works Bank that would guarantee local
infrastructure debts. Congressman Wil-
liam F. Clinger Jr., a Pennsylvania Re-
publican, plans a bill to establish the
bank. Choate also wants the federal gov-
ernment to inventory public works,
identify deficiencies, and start a capital
budget. A bill to do that has 51 sponsors
in the House and support from conser-
vative Jack Kemp and liberal Tip O'Neill.
Washington is an ideal environment

for Choate. He has a keen mind, mis-
sionary drive, a sense of how govern-
ment works, and a neighborly manner
that smacks of his Texas birthplace,
Maypearl (named for the wives of two
railroad engineers). A PhD. in econom-
ics (University of Oklahoma), he has

cn worked as a state planner for Oklahoma
and Tennessee, an administrator in the
federal Appalachian program, and a
thinker with Battelle Memorial Institute
and now TRW Inc., which he joined in
Washington 18 months ago.
Choate's ever quoted America in

Ruins—co-authored with Susan Walter,
a state planner turned GE liaison with
state governments—is going into a
mass-market edition and has been
translated into Japanese. Meanwhile he
is on to his next national worry. He's ar-
guing for a U.S. strategy to retrain and
upgrade the work force. America's hu-
man capital, Choate thinks, is as run-
down as its physical capital.

Reuss's figures on bridge painting, sewer

maintenance, and the like come to 166,667

jobs per $1 billion.
Those awaiting the imminent arrival of

the fat man in the red suit will take these

numbers to heart. The boys at the Bureau

of Labor Statistics use a computer model

to estimate the job-creating power of $1

billion spent in any industry and, killjoys

that they are, manage to damp enthusi-

asm. One might assume, for example, that

each job created by one of these schemes

would provide a year of full-time work.

The first thing one learns from chewing

the fat at the BLS, however, is that not all

jobs that look equal are created equal. The

numbers bandied about don't distinguish

between part-time and full-time jobs. An

employee who puts in two hours a week
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counts the same as one who works five

days of full shifts. For every 100 jobs in

construction, 22 are part-time.
The job totals include not just on-site

construction but also the labor employed

producing materials and providing ser-

vices needed to do the work. Sewer con-

struction, for instance, counts not just dig-

ging the trenches and laying the line but

also trucking the pipe to the site, pouring

the steel, and mining the iron ore. Still,

with all this counted in, the best the BLS

computer can come up with for the jobs in

Lewis's plan is 30,000 per $1 billion.

How does Lewis get 58,182? He hauls

out the "multiplier." A handy gadget, the

multiplier is used to calculate the jobs cre-

ated by the secondary, tertiary, and qua-

ternary effects of spending. That is, on his

way home from work Rocky stops for a

beer and tips Betty the barmaid who can

now afford to have her nails manicured at

Salon Royale by Sally Lou who has been

saving up for that skirt over at the Vogue

Shoppe where the manager ... Empirical

data on the size of the multiplier is scant,

but economists generally figure that each

job for an original Rocky spawns another

as his wages are spent.
To be fair to Lewis, he latched on to the

employment issue for the political tug it

could give a proposal he introduced nearly

a year ago; he has been careful to state that

roads, not jobs, are his goal. Raising the 4-

cent federal gas tax for road building,

makes sense: as a user fee, it charges driv-

ers for the highways they wear out. The tax

hasn't been increased since 1959 (and is

now worth 1.4 cents in 1959 dollars).

For the Democrats, jobs, not roads, are

the goal. While dressing up his proposals

in infrastructure garb, Reuss doesn't aim

to achieve anything more ambitious than

filling potholes; in fact his jobs would in-

clude inspecting for fire hazards, replacing

school-crossing signs, and other work

once supported by CETA programs. Even

so, the 600,000-job figure is reached only

by requiring that no beneficiary be hired

for longer than six months. More turnover,

more "jobs."

The jobs that vanish

While expounding on the jobs they are

creating, the politicians somehow forget

about the jobs they will destroy. Faced

with higher taxes on gasoline under the

Lewis plan, consumers will buy less gas

and/or spend less on other things. As

spending falls, jobs are lost. The BLS esti-

mates that every $1 billion spent at the

pump produces 14,700 jobs (not counting

multiplier effects) and on consumer goods

and services generally, 33,300 jobs.

Reuss's proposal would be financed by

cuts in military spending. Tightening the

military's belt may make sense, but jobs

could get squeezed out of existence too.

Some 25,900 people are employed per $1

billion of military expenditures.
No program Congress adopts will do

conthrued
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Come on now,
we all know you
can leave home
without it.

American Express has been telling you for years not
to leave home without their card. But the real value
of any payment card is its usefulness.

Visa is the most widely used card in the world for travel,
shopping, entertaining, and cash. Welcomed at five times
more places around the world than American Express.
And now the new premium Visa card offers you even

more: the best of banking and the most accepted pay-
ment system in the world. A unique combination of
premier financial services tailored to your needs by a

re bank. Plus the worldwide recognition, acceptance, and
;et convenience of Visa.

The new premium Visa card is specially designed by
'he
;as each bank and bears the Visa emblem in Gold, White,

As and Gold.
Of course the American Express card is a good

;he card. But ilvalue is measured by usefulness, the new
ng premium Visa card is
ds
D s . without question the

by most valuable card in
ie the world. •„
DS Ask your banker.

- • 'f:
DO.

do You deserve the best. We'd like to help.'”
red
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PL EA S R
ROOM WITH A VIEW. The Grand Marquis has one of the
finest interior rooms on the road There's plenty of sitting room
for six adults Twin Comfort Lounge seats Full-length, fold-
down armrests 16-ounce, plush door-to-door carpeting Power
windows. Seatbelt warning chimes. Mahogany woodgram
appliqué instrument panel. And they're all standard

SMOOTH SAILING: Come inside and discover how smooth H;loma

ride can be. With the support of a front stabilizer bar, coil Ificlen
spring front suspension, four-bar link rear suspension and
profile steel-belted radial tires, you'll glide over the roughes
roads in grand style.

WELL-EQUIPPED. The Grand Marquis is equipped to give ytiOivus
aggravation-free driving There's electronic fuel injection car
to help start you up on frigid days. A sound insulation '°10Plit
system that's designed to lock out outside noises. And an %of.

Het it together bbckle up
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CRAF
ooth,10lnatic overdrive transmission which increases your fuel
oil wciency and reduces engine wear and noise.
.rid/ /1GGAGE ROOM: The more you put into the fully carpeted
ghes Took, the more it seems to take. It's the most spacious trunk in

lifierice... 22 cubic feet (based on EPA interior volume index).
ive Y10I\IUS PACKAGE: Your Grand Marquis can be known as
on '10 car that has everything with options like: A tripminder

‘°10Puter. Illuminated visor vanity mirrors. Fingertip speed
an Mtrol. Automatic temperature control. Illuminated entry

system. And an electronic AM/FM cassette stereo, with a
Dolby'' noise reduction system.

CALL 1-811J-MERCFAX FOR ANSWERS: For further informa-
tion on the 1983 Grand Marquis, just call us toll-free at 1-800-
MERCFAX. Or write: Lincoln-Mercury, P0. Box 1254, Troy,
Michigan 48099.

MERCURY THE SUBSTANCE SHOWS
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much good in this recession. Similar past

efforts 'started up just in time to coincide
with recovery, inflating prices of labor and

materials as the economy expanded.. The

Accelerated Public Works program was

aimed at the recession of 1960-61 but be-
gan in 1962; the Public Works Impact pro-
gram, for the recession of 1969-70, started

in 1972; and the Local Public Works pro-

gram, for the recession of 1974-75, got go-

ing in 1977. The last program began shell-

ing out money nearly 24 months after the
economy hit bottom. Local Public Works

did ultimately become countercyclical: the

final 'pennies dribbled out of the Treasury

in 1980, when the next recession began.
Complex public works take years to

crank up and employ few of the nation's

neediest. An Office of Management ,and

Budget study estimates that only 12 in 100

jobs financed by the Local Public Works

program went to the unemployed—and
just over $2 of every $100 went for their

wages. On average, unskilled workers kept

their jobs less than four weeks. Yet the cost

for a full year's job was $70,000.
Most beneficiaries came from outside

the high-unemployment areas designated

for aid; they were workers brought in by

out-of-town contractors. They, were paid

in conformity with the Davis Bacon Act,

which requires compensation to match the

area's "prevailing" (read high, union)

wages. Says Barry Bosworth, who was di-

rector of President Carter's Council on

128 FORTUNE December 13, 1982

Wage and Price' Stability: "To builcl, high-

Ways will put a lot of people to wOrk for
wages 'higher than thbse earned by .two-
thirds of the American work force."
The politics of jobs programs practi-

cally guarantees inefficiencies. Anticipat-

ing that they'll receive federal funds fc4
public works, local, governments. tend to

hold their own money back from these
projects. Charles L. Schultze, who served

the Johnson Administration as budget di-

rector and President Carter as chief eco-

nomic adviser, knows the syndrome well.

"The big thing about money," he says, "is

it's fungible. After the first year, if a state
gets money allocated to high-unemploy-

ment areas, it adjusts its own budget to

compensate." One analysis of the Local

Public Works program suggests that local

governments, awaiting federal money,

postponed $22 billion of spending, thus

lowering the GNP by perhaps $30 billion.

By allocating money to areas of high-

est unemployment, Reuss's proposal will

clang the bell for a titanic wrestling match.

"As soon as a formula is announced, all

districts and states know what they'll

get and start putting pressure on," says

Schultze. "Publicly, the argument is about

principle; privately, its who gets what.

With most lobbies having access to a com-

puter, boy! they know within ten minutes

what they get. It's a game of comparative

computer runs."
The Local Public Works program had
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The pump station in Detroit's wastewater
treatment plant can handle 1.3 billion
gallons a day, but the valves are 40 years
old. The Water and Sewerage Depart-
ment is asking for some $3.8 million in
EPA money-75% of the cost of upgrad-
ing—to improve the plant. The state used
to chip in an additional 5% until, a water
and sewer man says, "it ran dry."

$22 billion in applications for the first
$2 billion available. Pat Choate, then at the
Department of Commerce, , remembers:

"Everybody panics: It's one time only.
Let's rip the arms off of our Congressman.

Got to get it. So you wind up with turkey

projects brought in on a one-time basis. In

our regional offices the projects were roll-

ing in by the sackfuls. Our assistant secre-

tary had a list of phone calls, these while-

you-were-away slips, stacked a mile high.

The poor guy, they just worked him over."

If enacted, will the current proposals pro-

duce insanity again? Says Choate: "You

can just bet on it."
Though President Reagan is right to re-

sist the public works employment rage,

the federal government can do some

things. One—and it's cheap—is to adopt a

national capital budget, as Choate and oth-

ers propose. That would provide better

information on the infrastructure and

help legislators make informed trade-offs

among competing demands.

Up against the iron law

Still, the country will face what George

E. Peterson, director of the Urban Insti-

tute's Public Finance Center, calls "an iron

law of social behavior": infrastructure

"needs" always exceed economic demand

or taxpayer willingness to pay. In reality,

communities may not need storm sewers

capable of handling the decade's single

heaviest downpour. Some bridges, ade-

quate indefinitely for auto traffic, may

have to be closed to heavy trucks. Peterson

says a large part of the gap between re-

sources and wants will be closed not by in-

creasing investment but by lowering gilt-

edged standards and finding cheaper ways

of replacing and refurbishing.
The effects on jobs should not enter the

calculation. An economic recovery could

produce more jobs in a single month than

can be realistically expected from the em-

ployment legislation. Till recovery comes,

it's senseless to attempt, in Bosworth's

words, "a lot of little micropolicies that ba-

sically try to redistribute hardship." Aim-

ing at two birds with one stone will just

leave us with a wasted stone.
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You can't reach the top by being a pencil pusher.

14kVia PRI

It doesn't take much to block the door
to success.
A flash of an idea that slips your mind.
A note that never gets written.
Now you can erase those
obstacles. With the Messenger
Thought Processor from Lanier.
Just touch a button on the unit on
your desk, and it activates one of
four microcassettes on your
secretary's desk.
Use each one for a different subject.
You can organize your thoughts as
you go along. And first things will get
done first.

Plus, you can activate the Messenger
from just about any phone in the world.

The choice is simple. Be a pencil
pusher. Or get the Messenger. And
move ahead at the speed of sound.

r-
0 I'd like more information on the Messenger.

Name 

Title 

Company 

Business Address

'• City 

o' County State  Zip 

LANIER
L_  Dec. 13L82 Fortune 1 22 D L2 

Phone 

Mail to Lanier Business Products, Inc.
1700 Chantilly Drive N.E., Atlanta, GA 30324

Ask your office manager about Thought Processors.
Or call (800) 241-1706. In Georgia, (404) 321-1244 collect.

—J

MOVE AHEAD AT THE SPEED OF SOUPVD ANIER THOUGHT PROCESSING,.a-





FROM THE
CHAMPIONSHIP HERITAGE

OF TWO GREAT RAILWAYS COMES
NORFOLK SOUTHERN CORPORATION

THOROUGHBRED

41,000 employees keep freight on
the move to major cities as far
north as Ontario, Canada, as far
west as Kansas City, Mo., as far
south as New Orleans, La.

A railway system that goes the distance to bring shippers
innovations that improve service, speed up deliveries and
cut distribution costs.
The new Norfolk Southern Corporation came into the world
from the union of two mighty railway systems—Norfolk and
Western, and Southern. And from them it inherits a tradition
of superior service to shippers.

How can this thoroughbred corporation bring changes
which add up to savings for its customers?

With its 18,000 miles of single-system track, the Norfolk
Southern system offers additional run-through trains past major
terminals. For them, no
waiting for connections,
no switching delays. The
result: Time saved.
Money saved.

Norfolk Southern is opening five new
gateways. Now shipments can get around heavy
traffic and bypass crowded yards. The result: Time
saved. Money saved.

Shorter transit times, faster and clearer
communications, help to keep distribution costs
low. These are some of the new services which
make Norfolk Southern a winner with shippers.

Put your money on The Thoroughbred. You
can't lose. We have 86 sales offices around the
country. For more information call your local
Norfolk Southern sales office.

KANSAS
drY

CHICAGO

Jj,BUFFALO

OEM

EVELAND

„ PITTSBURGH

,
WASHINIGION

CINCINNATI

ST LOU II3.4"—""--,-2"711-11

SNOXVI

CHATTA
MEMPHIS

BIRMINGHAM RLESTON

NEW ORLEANS

AVANNAH

iACKSONVILLE

With an 18,000 mile single-system, Norfolk Southern
(Ors shippers more direct and efficient routes for
moving freight between east, west, north and south.

NORFOLK
SOUTHERN
THETHOROUGHBRED

© 1982, Norfolk Southern Corporation P.O. Box 3609, Norfolk, Va. 23514-3609.
Norfolk and Western Railway Company and Southern Railway Company are subsidiaries of Norfolk Southern Corporation.
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PUBLIC RELATIONS

The Man Who Markets
 Silicon Valley 

Himself, wife Dianne, and Meghan, youngest of three children, thrive on running—Dianne even won a city council seat.

by BRO UTTAL

When 60 entrepreneurs and investors
gathered last month in San Francisco, their
host, the venture capital firm of Kleiner
Perkins Caufield & Byers, produced a gilt-
edged array of speakers. Among them: for-
mer President Gerald Ford, Robert H.B.
Baldwin, president of Morgan Stanley
Inc.—and a local public relations man,
Regis McKenna.
McKenna, 43, was hardly out of his

league. Indeed, to that audience he may
have been the most important speaker of
the three. He has made himself a mainstay
of Silicon Valley's tight-knit venture com-
munity. His ability to garner press stories,
security analysts' reports, and lavish price-
earnings multiples for clients is legend.
Simply being a client of Regis McKenna
Research associate: Brian O'Reilly

Public Relations Inc. has become a kind of
anointment for a high-tech business.
McKenna's reputation is all the more re-

markable because his clients innately dis-
trust public relations. Engineers turned
entrepreneurs usually ignore any kind of
marketing; venture capitalists raise their
eyebrows when a struggling company
buys costly services of uncertain benefit.
Yet Paul Terrell, who used McKenna's firm
when setting up Byte Shop, the first chain
of retail computer stores, gushes, "Once
you've got Regis, the venture capital peo-
ple line up, and your chances of success
soar." The moneymen agree. Says Ben
Rosen, a well-known electronics analyst
whose Sevin Rosen Partners is planting
$25 million of venture capital in new busi-
nesses: "One of the first things we ask

about a venture is whether Regis is avail-
able. He's everybody's first choice."
That high reputation will boost billings

to the agency's 33 clients to around $3.8
million this year, making Regis McKenna
one of the top 25 public relations firms in
the nation. McKenna himself has profited
along the way. By investing in his clients'
stock, often before it is issued publicly,
and by joining limited partnerships run by
friendly venture capitalists, he has built a
portfolio with a market value exceeding $4
million. Real estate and equity in his own
business add another $1 million or so to
his assets.
The key to McKenna's success is that

he's nobody's idea of a flack. Slight and
soft-spoken,' he abhors press confer-
ences, preferring to trot out his clients in

continued
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What isn't changing at
the Bell System.

You've been hearing about the
big changes coming to the Bell
System. Changes in the way we're
structured and in the way we do
business.
These changes will help us usher

in a whole new era in telecom-
munications: the Information Age.
But in the midst of all this

change, the Bell System is also
committed to seeing that certain
things remain unchanged.

This country now takes de-
pendable telephone service for
granted. It's probably hard for you
to remember the last time your
telephone service was interrupted
or you couldn't get a dial tone.
The fact is, America has the

best telecommunications system
in the world. And that will remain
unchanged. Your telephone com-
pany will still have the same de-
pendable people standing behind

it. And their goal will continue to
be the same: providing the best
telephone service at reasonable
rates. So what will change? In the
future, there will be new places
to go for new kinds of telephone
equipment. Probably some
changes in how you get a tele-
phone repaired. And how you are
billed.
These changes will take place

gradually. So at first you might not
even notice them. And they cer-
tainly won't affect the most impor-
tant thing for you—your ability
simply to pick up your telephone
and get in touch with anyone you
want to, whenever you want to.

There's something else that
won't change. The Bell System
has a hard-earned reputation for
integrity in our dealings with the
public and for leadership and in-
volvement in community affairs.

Bell System

We intend to live up to that reputa-
tion even as our business
undergoes dramatic changes.

Along with your local Bell
Telephone company, we'll be tell-
ing you about these changes as
they occur. In ads like this.

In each of these ads you'll find a
telephone number. That number is
an important part of our "Let's Talk"
program. This program has
been set up by the Bell System to
help you understand exactly what
the changes at the Bell System
will mean for you right now And in
the future.

Call us. At 1 800 555-5000.
There'll be somebody to talk to.

Somebody to help you.
Somebody to answer your ques-
tions. To get you information.
So call us. And we'll be

talking
with you. Let's talk.



"Regis Is a 10"
One of the highlights of the Regis Mc-

Kenna treatment is when McKenna or
one of his associates brings the head of a
usually small and unknown California
firm to the East Coast for an introduc-
tion to the national media and to key se-
curity analysts. Dataspeed Inc., a high-
tech firm based in Burlingame, Cali-
fornia, was recently given one of these
corporate coming-out parties. While the
company has been selling sophisticated
computer timing devices since 1977, it
became a McKenna client only in Sep-
tember, after it decided to introduce a
portable calculator-size stock-quotation
device. Subscribers who pay $90 a
month can program the machine to re-
ceive up-to-the-second trading informa-
tion on any 40 stocks and commodities
via signals from an FM radio station.
Dataspeed Chairman David B. Lock-

ton, 45, went to McKenna at the recom-
mendation of Peter J. Sprague, the chair-
man of National Semiconductor and a
Silicon Valley friend. Lockton first had
to spend four hours talking to McKenna
about the technology of his product and
its potential market. McKenna was in-
terested and asked his account director,
Patrick Corman, 39, to take charge of
Dataspeed.
Corman and account executive Heidi

Mason first spent six weeks interview-
ing analysts and market researchers
about the industry and another two
weeks working out a strategy with Data-
speed executives. They concluded that
the company should stress that it would
be bringing out a whole range of porta-

Chairman David Lockton (right) and
account director Patrick Corman show
a prototype of Dataspeed's stock-quote
invention to Gary Slutsker (left), an as-
sociate editor at Venture magazine.

ILL gene. Richards—Magnum

ble communications products. Says Cor-
man: "I don't want Lockton perceived
as just another guy with a new widget.
Our goal is to establish our client as
a telecommunications company." Once
everyone at Dataspeed and at the agency
agreed on the appropriate corporate
identity, Corman presented Lockton
with a 25-page program, complete with
objectives, strategy, and a timetable.
The next step was the trip east. To pre-

pare for the tour, Corman compiled a list
of 42 questions that journalists or ana-
lysts were likely to ask Lockton and then
spent two intense hours grilling him.
Nothing was left to chance. The two
planned even the optimal moment in an
interview for unveiling the prototype of
his product. Says Corman: "We don't
want to program our clients, we just
want to tip them off to what might be
coming."

After all that preparation, Corman
and Lockton spent five days talking
with 22 journalists and analysts in New
York, Boston, and Washington. Cor-
man, whose rate is $85 an hour, stayed
with the client during all interviews and
occasionally suggested a new topic
when he felt the discussion veering off
course.
At the end of the tour Lockton was ex-

hausted but delighted. Thanks to Mc-
Kenna's reputation with the press for
picking companies that turn out to be
winners, Lockton had been able to see
editors at FORTUNE, Forbes, Business
Week, Time, Newsweek, Venture, High
Technology, and the Washington Post as
well as analysts at Standard & Poor's and
Link Resources Corp., a New York-based
market research firm. Corman had been
careful not to "promise ink" (articles)
during this trip, but he has succeeded in
drumming up interest in Dataspeed.
Next spring, when the product is for-
mally launched, there will be another
trip and perhaps at that time some ink.
The McKenna ,treatment does not

come cheap. By the time Dataspeed's
product is launched, the company will
have been billed some $50,000, about
25% more than what another P.R. firm
would have charged for the same ser-
vices. The East Coast tour, including
round-trip air fare, plush hotels, fancy
lunches with journalists, and fat press
packets, cost approximately $10,000. But
Lockton feels the money is well spent.
Says he: "On a scale of 1 to 10,
Regis is a 10."

—LISA MILLER MESDAG

quiet, one-on-one interviews. He purges
his press releases of superlatives and even
of standard high-tech adjectives like "lead-
ing edge." McKenna routinely warns that
"public relations is a process, not an
event," pointing out that his star accounts,
Intel and Apple, cultivated the press and
the financial community for years before
they got results. Like Crosby Kelly, the fi-
nancial relations specialist who a genera-
tion 'ago made Litton Industries seem a
technology leader when it was largely
hopes and dreams, he knows how to craft
compelling images.
McKenna often seems to disdain the

very idea of public relations: "When I go in
to see a client, I don't want to talk P.R., I
want to talk business strategy." Focusing
on strategy instead of press coverage
sounds like a good way to dress up ordi-
nary public relations services and to dis-
courage clients from asking what the firm
has done for them lately. But McKenna
does have a knack for helping a company
define unique positions in the market for
itself and its products and create strategies
for attaining those positions. Before sign-
ing on he wants to understand what spe-
cial benefits a company can offer its cus-
tomers. If he can't see them, the deal is off.
"Positioning," or corporate and product

differentiation, is standard procedure for
consumer-products companies like Proc-
ter & Gamble. But applying it to newborn
technology firms, especially ones that sell
industrial products, is novel and difficult.
The task demands intellectual rigor, sensi-
tivity to the ultimate consumer, and cre-
ativity. That is a rare blend. James Lally, a
Kleiner Perkins partner who spent six
years at Hewlett-Packard, says even that
outstanding computer and instruments
company has only one or two people who

can perform such magic.
McKenna comes by his talent in a

roundabout way. The second to last of sev-
en sons, he grew up in a blue-collar district

of Pittsburgh. The family was devoutly

Roman Catholic; four of the McKenna

boys became priests or monks. But Regis

was a tough kid. He played sandlot foot-

ball in the same league that bred Johnny
continued
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Wheat farmers in seven states listen to me.
I listen to E.E Hutton.
When EFHutton talks, people listen.



40 Knoll On the tools of business
Among the many instruments vital to
functioning successfully in the office is
the chair.

And of all the chairs available to the
executive, by far the most successful is
the original Pollock chair, the classic
designed for Knoll in 1965. To date, more

than 750,000 executives worldwide have
chosen it as their chair, making it the most
popular executive chair in history.

And the most imitated.

Knoll International, The Knoll Building,
655 Madison Avenue, NY, NY 10021
For information call 1-800-221-2665.



"I urge companies
to create

their own realities."

Unitas, and his team once lost a fullback to
a conviction for armed robbery. When
hazed as a freshman at St. Vincent College
in Latrobe, Pennsylvania, he counterat-
tacked by coating the toilet seats in the up-
perclassmen's poorly, lit dorm with slow-
drying black paint.
McKenna never lost his fierce competi-

tive spirit, but at 18, he says, "I discovered
I was smart." He transferred to Duquesne
in Pittsburgh and developed a strong in-
terest in philosophy. McKenna thinks his
training in philosophy has proved invalu-
able: "Phenomenology takes an unpreju-
diced view of what reality is; existential-
ism insists that you are what you do. So I
gather mountains of information before
making judgments, and I urge companies
to create their own realities." Studying
speculative physics at Duquesne also
helped: "I realized that science and engi-
neering aren't beyond any of us. I don't
have to design an electronic circuit to
know what it's supposed to do."

Rescuing National Semiconductor

Married to his childhood sweetheart at
20, McKenna did not graduate from col-
lege, but went to work selling space for
technical magazines put out by Instru-
ments Publishing Co. in Pittsburgh. After
the company transferred him to California
he changed jobs, becoming a P.R. man for
a couple of early semiconductor compa-
nies. In 1967 the turning point came. He
was called to help rescue National Semi-
conductor, then a $7-million-a-year com-
pany careening toward bankruptcy.
McKenna took over "marketing com-

munications," which included advertising
and public relations. Within three years
National's revenues had risen sixfold to
$42 million. Charles E. Sporck, National's
chief executive, gives McKenna generous
marks for the turnaround: "Regis spread
the idea that we were a technological lead-
er long before we actually were. His ads
made people think everything new and
good came only from National." Some
ads, like one that ridiculed other chip-
makers, were too scandalous to publish, so
they were passed from hand to hand
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He calls it "trading
on fear, uncertainty,

and doubt."

among National's salesmen, customers—
and outraged competitors.
McKenna left National in 1970 to set up

his own advertising and public relations
firm, but the three years there had been
decisive. National's computer division is
now one of his largest accounts. An asso-
ciate from National, Don Valentine, today
runs Capital Management Services, one of
Silicon Valley's most successful venture
capital outfits; he's brought McKenna into
a lucrative limited partnership, and the
two continually steer clients to each other.

It was also at National that McKenna con-
cluded that stressing a small, unknown
company's financial stability can do won-
ders for sales. He calls the tactic "trading
on the customer's FUD—fear, uncertainty,
and doubt about the competition."

The pitfalls of specsmanship

FUD is old hat in consumer packaged
goods, but something relatively new for
McKenna's industrial clients. Engineer-
entrepreneurs usually try to sell products
by crowing about the great specifications
of a chip or computer system. But, says
McKenna, "specsmanship is poor posi-
tioning because your advantage is always
slipping away. The only permanent posi-
tion you can maintain in the marketplace
has to do with intangibles, like a compa-
ny's personality."
The prime example is Intel, which has

used McKenna for a decade and is the larg-
est of his clients, bringing in revenues of
$1 million a year. The keystone of Intel's
business is the microprocessor. In the ear-
ly 1970s the future of micros was hazy.
Conservative engineers found them hard
to use because they required a lot of pro-
gramming and little of that software exist-
ed. McKenna attacked the problem with a
series of advertisements in the electronics
trade press that used bright photographs
and sprightly writing to dramatize the val-
ue of Intel's micros.
The ads nearly lost him the account. In-

tel's engineers thought it demeaning to
use pictures of ticker-tape machines (to
stress the financial benefits of. using the
parts) or hamburgers (to show how micros

continued
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companies sick.

Not only because of the
billions of dollars it costs busi-
ness every year in medical
expenses and lost productiv-
ity, but in terms of employees'
well-being.

One way or another,
business pays for unhealthy
workers.

But there is an alternative.
Many forward-thinking com-
panies are finding that a com-
mitment to the "wellness" of
their employees can pay sub-
stantial dividends.

The Metropolitan Life
Foundation, a nonprofit in-
© 1982 Metropolitan Lite Foundation, New York, N.Y.
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stitution, has taken a leader-
ship role through its active in-
volvement in the promotion of
effective health and safety
programs at the worksite.

The Foundation can help
you plan and implement these
programs in conjunction with
community-based health or-
ganizations such as local Y's,
Red Cross chapters, heart
associations, cancer societies,
lung associations, safety coun-
cils and community hospitals.

These programs are de-
signed to eliminate the causes
of most employee illness:
stress, smoking, alcoholism
and drug abuse, hypertension
and lack of proper nutrition.
Other programs include acci-
dent prevention and defen-
sive driving, exercise classes,

SICK TODAY.
First Aid and CPR training.

We have seen such pro-
grams help reduce health
care costs for all kinds of
companies.

But, most importantly
these programs can help
workers live happier,
healthier, longer lives.

And that's one bottom
line worth working for.

For more information on
how you can put these pro-
grams to work, contact the
Metropolitan Life Foundation,
Box E One Madison Avenue,
New York, New York 10010.

Metropolitan
Life Foundation



"Regis clobbered us."

could be customized, just like Burger
King's Whoppers). Nonetheless, the micro
took off. Robert Noyce, Intel's co-founder
and vice chairman, explains: "When all the
world was convinced our micro was the
way to go, they all wrote software for it, SQ
it became the way to go. It was a battle of
opinion, and Regis's Marketing ploys had
a lot to do with winning it."

According to L. J. Sevin, founder of Mos-
tek, an Intel competitor now owned by
United Technologies, McKenna did more
than that: "Regis clobbered us.by position-
ing Intel as the technology leader. Their
stock had a multiple of 30 or 40 and ours
went at 15, even though we were neck and
neck technologically. They had an easier
time hiring hotshot engineers and getting
through to their customers' executives,
not just the purchasing managers. I didn't
realize P.R. mattered so much until it was

too late." Sevin has no hard feelings: he's

now one of the Sevin Rosen partners and
grateful to McKenna for turning up attrac-
tive ventures.

The co-founder as boy wonder

McKenna's most famous client is Apple
Computer, which he turned down more
than once because the company had little
money and was hard to handle. In 1978 he
finally gave in, put together Apple's slick
advertising campaign, down to the logo,

and organized frequent press tours to the

East Coast. Typically, McKenna built up
Apple's credibility by including sessions
with financial analysts and market re-
searchers, even though the company was
still privately held. He gave the new com-
pany a personality by casting co-founder
Steve Jobs, then 23, as a boy wonder. But
Jobs was more impressed by McKenna's
skills as a marketing consultant: "He
forced us at first to concentrate on creating
a new product category, the 'home person-
al computer,' in order to distinguish our
product from expensive minicomputers."
The results have passed into folklore.

Within three years Apple rose to the top
of a brand-new market. The financial
P.R. paid off in 1980, when the company
went public at $22 a share, some 92

continued
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Lecturing Apple's European sales force
last month in Monte Carlo, McKenna, a
diabetic, wore a constant companion on
his belt—a $1,200 portable insulin pump
that administers the hormone through
a subcutaneous needle.
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times 1979 earnings. Monstrously over-
subscribed, the stock climbed to $36 and
later fell to a low of $11. It now hovers
around $30, more than enough to keep
Jobs in the ranks of centimillionaires and
to please McKenna, who picked up several
thousand shares at 50 cents apiece before
the initial offering.

Apple's success strengthened McKen-
na's long-standing resolution to abandon
advertising. A self-confessed bad manag-
er, he finds it hard to collect receivables,
charge for the extra hours his 55 staffers
spend on accounts, and delegate authority.
As Apple's ad budget rose from about
$670,000 in 1978 to $6 million in 1980,
McKenna feared he would end up spend-
ing little time with start-up accounts.

Besides, McKenna's appetite had been
whetted by his killing in Apple stock and
the wealth of investment opportunities at
his fingertips. In early' 1981 he sold the ad
agency for $1.5 million. He's been sinking
his share of the proceeds, about $700,000
after taxes, into two dozen start-ups.

He's positioned himself

The P.R. part of McKenna's business still
has problems. These are not in getting the
clients: 25 of his 33 accounts have come on
board since 1980. But he has trouble keep-
ing them. Nineteen have left in the last two
years, some because they went bankrupt,

but most because they didn't I lw llng
, 

outsiders haVe so much say in setting 1).R.
and marketing policies or felt they were
getting poor service. Newcomers envy the
job McKenna has done for Intel and Apple
and feel they don't get the same treatment
without his personal attention.
Two months ago McKenna reorganized

his firm to solve some of the problems.
He's splitting the business into three parts:
marketing services, to be run by Dave
Blecki, a former vice president at Gould, a
technology conglomerate; public rela-
tions, under Bruce LeBoss, a former editor
of Electronics magazine; and an invest-
ment company that McKenna will run
himself. McKenna will continue to advise
clients but says he'll leave all administra-
tion to Blecki.
Nobody's betting this arrangement will

be a panacea. McKenna has done such a
good job of positioning himself as a P.R.
guru that clients will always compete for
a share of his mind. But the breadth of his
interests inevitably is pulling McKenna
away from daily, operations. He gives free
advice to entrepreneurs he can't take on
as clients. Concerned with the threat Ja-
pan poses to the U.S. electronics indus-
tries, he's contributing his services to
the Semiconductor Industry Association,
a lobbying group. He's cultivated out-
going California Governor Jerry Brown
and Gary Hart, the Colorado Senator,
hoping to get tax concessions for high-
tech companies. Eventually, Apple's Steve
Jobs speculates, McKenna could become
a White House press secretary. Perhaps
phenomenology and existentialism could
position Presidents too. *1
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the world is
one big desk.

Now, getting a vital document
or small package across the world
is easy.

As easy, in fact, as handing
it across your desk into the hands
of DI-IL.

The world's most experienced
courier network.

We'll see that it gets there.
We'll see that it gets there safe

and sound.
And, we'll see that it gets there

fast, sometimes faster than you
have any reason to expect.

It will seem as if the world were
one big desk.

How do we do it?
By having more than 5,000 people

operating out of over300 fully-manned
offices the world over.

By having an intimate and

unrivalled knowledge of airline time-
tables and customs procedures.

Next time you need something off
your desk, fast, call DHL.

We'll hand-deliver it to any desk
in the world.

For more information, you can
telephone Toll-Free (800) 227 6177 
(In California call (800) 632 4774.)
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WHEN YOUR FORTUNES DEPEND ON SEEING THE FUTURE,
YOU'D BETTER KNOW HOW TO LISTEN.

Anyone can say what computer technology
can do today.

But it takes a good listener to envision what it
should be doing tomorrow.

Take Sperry's approach to office "automation."

0 Sperry Corporation, 1982

We refrained from the early rush to automate
routine mechanical office tasks.

To us, this was treating the "office of the future
like a factory of the past.
We were hearing something different.
A true office system shouldn't just help people

carry out decisions. It should help people make
them.
So Sperry developed a fully integrated systerr

the first of its kind.
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It goes beyond word and number processing,
electronic mail.

It helps connect people. Organize projects. Do
search. Test ideas.
Putting the full power of the computer to work,
last, doing the whole job an office does.
To succeed, you can't wait for the future to hap-

)en before you react.

You have to predict and prepare for it well in
advance.

And we've found nobody's a better seer than a
good listener.
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WE UNDERSTAND HOW IMPORTANT
IT IS TO LISTEN.



COMMUNICATIONS

 Lowering Skies for
by JOHN COONEY

The past few years have been heady
times for the commercial satellite busi-
ness, which has been transmitting an ever
growing volume of stock quotes, movies,
sports events, telephone calls, computer
data, and much more. When a new RCA
bird went up last year, demand was white
hot, and entrepreneurs who had reserved a
slot for nothing more than the price of a
15-cent stamp sold their rights for millions
(see box, page 154). Within a scant few
months, however, unbridled optimism
has given way to talk of a shakeout. Mar-
ketplace realities are suddenly limiting a
technology that quite literally saw the sky
as its only limit. In the near term at least,
the constellation of satellites probably
won't be anything like as vast as once
projected.
Reasons for a more cautious outlook

abound. Cable TV programmers, who had
voraciously gobbled up transponders,
now realize just how tough it is to make
money in their business. The long-awaited
boom in the corporate use of satellites—
for data-transmission networks linking
"offices of the future"—is still somewhere
in the future. New satellite users do appear
all the time; the U.S. Chamber of Com-
merce and the Roman Catholic Church, for
example, both use satellite networks to
distribute programs to their far-flung
members. But the new applications aren't
adding up to a big increase in demand. In-
deed, revenues for satellite services grew
by only 30% to a modest $250 million this
year, about half as fast as security analysts
had expected.

After the first successful launch by the
space shuttle two weeks ago, 14 commer-
cial satellites are servicing the U.S. All
were built by either RCA or Hughes Air-
craft and are owned and operated by four
big companies. RCA has four, as does

The satellite operators battling for space
business all buy their equipment from
either RCA, which makes the windmill
version, or Hughes Aircraft, whose satel-
lites look remarkably like garbage cans.
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Cable TV programmers are scaling back their plans
and their demand for orbiting antennas.

rthe Satellite Business
Western Union's Westar. Comsat and Sat-

ellite Business Systems each own three.

The 14 carry a total of 270 transponders—

packets of circuitry about the size of a ciga-
rette carton that receive radio signals from

earth, amplify them, and bounce them

back to receiving dishes scattered around

the country. That may be about enough
transponders for now. A once universal

pattern of shortage has fragmented into a

patchwork of overcapacity on some satel-

lites and the opposite on others. "By 1984

there could be an overabundance of tran-

sponders," says Don Gooding, a senior an-

alyst with the Yankee Group, a consulting

firm. "If there is, people may be scram-

bling to unload them."

Silent circuits

Pessimists point to the findings of a re-

cent check of satellites by the FCC's Field.

Operations Bureau. The monitoring, con-

ducted in the afternoon on four June days,

disclosed that 40% of the 216 transponders

surveyed were idle at the time.
Optimists counter that the numbers are

somewhat deceiving. The monitoring took

place during a low-use time of the day, es-

pecially for cable TV traffic, much as if

telephone usage were monitored at one

o'clock in the morning. Moreover, some
20% of transponders are reserves, in case

active ones should fail for any reason. The

satellite operators have to have backup

transponders to provide the service they

are paid for, and big users like AT&T have

backups too.
But some of those silent transponders

reflect the inefficiencies that result from
pell-mell expansion. In the rush to get
transponders, companies reserved them
years ahead of their planned use. Radio
networks, for example, which can blanket
the country for national advertisers, are a
newly promising old business. Before go-
ing on the air, Transtar, a 24-hour all-
music network, a subsidiary of Sunbelt
Communications Ltd., paid $20,000 a
month for two years to lock up transpon-
der time on Western Union's Westar 111.
"We wanted to make sure we had one

available when we needed it, so that's
what we had to do," says Terry Robinson,
Transtar's chief executive.

Phil Schneider, the vice president in
charge of Western Union's satellite sys-
tems, dismisses talk of a glut as nonsense.
All the Westar satellites have been fully
occupied for the past six months and 12 of
the 24 transponders on Westar VI, which
will be launched next year, are already
committed. "Our view is that there is not a
glut," Schneider says. "True, the frantic
rush to buy and lease transponders has
subsided. But there is still more demand
than capacity."
That judgment applies, however, only

to particular satellites. Transponders are
readily available on other satellites. Some
companies with more transponder capaci-
ty than they need are trying to recover
some of their costs by subleasing, and a
new industry of transponder brokers has
sprung up. A cable programmer with ex-
cess daytime capacity might turn to a bro-
ker to line up a corporation seeking cut
rates for a few hours of data transmission.
The price depends upon a number of vari-
ables, including the age of the satellite and
the number of earth stations with anten-
nas trained on that particular satellite.

Satellites have a life expectancy of only
seven to 12 years before their solar-pow-
ered batteries fail. Long-term customers
keep gravitating to the newer birds, and so
space on the old ones is relatively a bar-
gain. The first satellites launched by RCA
and Western Union in the mid-1970s can
be subleased for about $80,000 a month,
while AT&T is asking $96,000 a month for
one of Comsat's early birds. That com-
pares with about $200,000 a month on the
new Westar V. On the older birds, prices
are softening. Says Paul Bortz, a partner in
the consulting firm Browne Bortz & Cod-
dington: "Better deals are being made to-
day than six months ago."
But the main determinant of price is the

number of listeners back on earth. To re-
ceive the signal, the customer, say a cable

TV operator, must spend up to $25,000 to
install a dish, and he isn't going to build a

new ear for every talker in the starry skies.
He will tune in only if the new satellite is
beaming lots of stuff—pay-TV movies, for
example—that he can sell at a profit.

A hot cable bird

The most sought-after satellite is RCA's
Satcom III-R, known since its launch in
1981 as "the cable bird." Programming is
the engine that drives any cable TV satel-
lite. The stronger the programming lineup,
the more dishes are aimed at a satellite and
the more other programmers want to get
on board. Satcom III-R has attracted the
most popular cable programmers in the
business, including three movie chan-
nels—Home Box Office, Showtime, and
Spotlight—as well as Ted Turner's round-
the-clock Cable News Network and anoth-
er 24-hour service, the Entertainment and
Sport Network, backed by Getty Oil.
About 90% of the nation's 27 million ca-

ble TV households receive Satcom III-R
fare, which is why programmers want to
be there. Transponders on this satellite are
in such hot demand that if one came on the
market, the estimated price to acquire the
lease and have the privilege of paying the
$900,000-a-year tariff would be between
$15 million and $20 million. "As Zecken-
dorf said, the three most important things
about real estate are 'Location! Location!
Location!' That's the key to the satellite in-
dustry as well," says Karl R. Savatiel, mar-
keting manager for AT&T's Long Lines.
For the past two years, the people most

dismayed by the escalating prices pro-
grammers were paying for a slot on Sat-
corn III-R were at RCA itself. Along with
the other three players—Westar, Comsat,
and SBS—RCA had been licensed by the
FCC as a "common carrier," entitled only
to a regulated fee for its services, just like a
trucker or a railroad. Now the rules are
changing.
The outfit that freed up the sky for pri-

vate enterprise was Hughes Aircraft, one
of the satellite manufacturers. Its agent
was Clay Whitehead, once a special assis-

tant to President Nixon, later director of
the U.S. Office of Telecommunications
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Clay Whitehead, 44, president of Hughes
Communications, is flying high after
a marketing coup earlier this year. He
sold all 18 transponders on a new bird,
dubbed the Satellite Shopping Center,
for a record total of $200 million.

Philip Schneider, 54, satellite strategist
and a vice president at Western Union,
dismisses talk of a transponder glut. Still,
he has some slots available on his newest
satellite, called the Westar VI.

Policy, and a man savvy in the ways of
Washington. Whitehead, president of a
subsidiary called Hughes Communica-
tions, wanted to do something bold in
what he perceived as a "stodgy" industry.

After a good deal of brainstorming,
Whitehead came up with a concept that
startled the industry this year. He decided
that instead of leasing transponders, he
would sell them to customers of his own
choice, just as if the gadgets were condo-
miniums or retail space in a shopping
mall. To competitors like RCA, Hughes's
lawyers said in effect, well, if you were
dumb enough to get licensed by the FCC
as a common carrier, that's your tough
luck, but there's nothing in the law that
compels us to go that route.

After a careful study of its own regula-
tions, the FCC concluded Hughes was

right, whereupon Whitehead began look-
ing for the kind of classy customer—the
space equivalent of a Bloomingdale's—
that could get his enterprise off to a fast
start. Whitehead's quarry was Home Box
Office, the fat-cat movie channel. HBO
(a subsidiary of Time Inc., the publisher
of FORTUNE) liked VVhitehead's concept,
which he calls the Satellite Shopping Cen-
ter. It also liked the first-aboard price and
took six transponders, paying an undis-
closed sum that industry experts guess
was about $10 million each. Once HBO
signed, so did other desirable customers,
including Cable News Network and SIN
Television Network, a broad-range Span-
ish programming service. All told, the sale
of 18 transponders on Galaxy 1, as the
Hughes bird will be called when it is
launched next year, grossed some $200

Andrew F. Inglis, 62, president of RCA
American Communications Inc., has had
trouble unloading some of the transpon-
ders on his Satcom IV satellite. His
asking price: $13 million each.

million—more than twice the $75 million
that it will cost Hughes to make the satel-
lite and pay NASA to launch it.
RCA and Westar, the other two compet-

itors in the cable TV business, are still
classed as common carriers. But in the
wake of opening free skies to Hughes, the
FCC decreed that RCA and Westar could
sell their leases for whatever the traffic
would bear, provided that they did so in a
"nondiscriminatory" way.

Something new at Parke Bernet

That has proved to be easier said than
done. RCA's first attempt was an auction
at Sotheby Parke Bernet where transpon-
ders were offered to the highest bidder like
so much chinoiserie. Programmers were
asked to bid for a lifetime lease on what
was billed as the next hot cable satellite
Bid they did. When the dust settled, seven
transponders had fetched a total of $90
million. Shortly thereafter the FCC over-
ruled the auctioneers by declaring the pro-
cedure "unjustly discriminatory."
RCA then advertised that it would sell

leases on a first-come, first-served basis
for $13 million apiece. The price, the aver-
age bid at the auction, would serve as the
tariff for a lease that would expire at the
end of 1989. Three were quickly Sold to
Home Box Office, Warner Amex, and Na-
tional Broadcasting Co., an RCA unit. But
since then, none of the remaining five
transponders has moved.
In an effort to make the terms more at-

tractive, RCA next said that a nonrefund-
able deposit of $150,000 would reserve a
transponder for 30 days while the poten-
tial buyer mulled over the deal. Instead of
cash up front, terms were revised: a $1.5-

continued
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ELIEST VALUE
PROCESSING.

Based on a combination of price, performance and reliability, compare our

basic EXXON 510 word processor with entry-level processors from the leading
competitors, IBM and Wang.

VALUE IN PRICE/PERFORMANCE
First, the EXXON 510 word processor has function and performance features

the others charge extra for, if they have them.

VALUE IN RELIABILITY
Second, our word processors are reliable. In a recent, independent study, users

rated our processor as being more reliable.

VALUE IN TECHNOLOGY
Third, our word processors are, and will remain, the core of your office

automation.
Coming from our research and development is a whole new line of versatile

peripherals, like quiet image printers, that have plug-in compatibility with our
existing processors. And true systems, designed around these products, that can

be installed with little disruption at minimum cost, r 
which automate all your office needs: word and 

Exxon OfficeSystems
PO. Box 10184, Stamford. CT 06904 

FOR 12/13

data processing and communications. I'd like to know more about the EXXON 500
Series word processor. I'd like a demonstra-

CONSIDER US 

tion. Have your representative call.

But we're more than machines and systems.
All the research and development s -nding of
Exxon Office Systems goes into o automation.
And we have one of the largest sales and service
organizations in the country

We don't say you have to buy us. But you have j800-327-6666to consider us. Not to would be a major mistake.
For the office of tomorrow, call or write today.

Name Title

Company 

Address 

City State Zip 

Telephone 

IN CONNECTICUT, 800-942-2525.

THAT'S RIGHT! E3SCONOFFICE



If You Know the Rules, You're In like Flynn
The biggest role in shaping the domes-

tic satellite communications industry has
been played by the federal government.
Some of the effects of this heavy hand on
a booming growth business have been
passing strange.
The original idea, set forth in the Com-

munications Act of 1962, was that only
a government-protected monopoly—an-
other AT&T—would have the muscle
needed to exploit the boundless opportu-
nities of space. The 1962 act assigned that
role to the Communications Satellite
Corporation, or Comsat. Ten years later,
after Comsat had exploited only the most
obvious opportunities, such as providing
backup for AT&T's long-distance ser-
vice, Washington decided competition
might spur progress. But the Federal
Communications Commission treated
all satellite companies as so-called com-
mon carriers. They had to lease satellite
transponders on a first-come, first-
served basis at a cost-plus fee negotiated
with the FCC.
The new policy opened the way for

some spectacular coups by alert entrepre-
neurs. They sensed that cable TV was
about to take off and would need lots of
transponders—to which Joe Blow had as
much right as the richest corporation
around. First come, first served.
The legendary speculator in this group

was a young man named Timothy Flynn.
Back in 1978, he was working in Los An-
geles for one of the firms that had sprung
up to supply programs to the infant cable
TV business. The fee to reserve a tran-
sponder at the time was a 15-cent stamp
on a letter of application. The price was
right, so Flynn quit his job, became a
consultant, and applied for a transponder
of his very own.
He expected, and perhaps even de-

served, a handsome profit for his alert-
ness. The profit turned into a bonanza on
that memorable day in December of 1980
when an RCA satellite called Satcom III,

carrying 24 transponders, zoomed out of
orbit and into outer space. It is still out
there somewhere, perhaps checking out
how things are on Jupiter and Mars, but
it is not broadcasting pay-TV movies or
doing any of its other assigned chores. A
fairly tight market for transponders was
transformed overnight into a desperate
shortage.
Nine months later, Tim Flynn received

the happy news that he owned the rights
to a transponder on RCA's next satellite,
Satcom III-R. At 30, Flynn cashed in. He
sold the rights to his lease for $5.5 mil-
lion to Warner-Amex Satellite Entertain-
ment Corp., the cable TV programmer
jointly owned by Warner Communica-
tions Corp. and American Express Co.
Today president of Rainbow Communi-
cations, which among other things acts
as a transponder broker, Flynn doesn't
blush when talking about his coup. "I
view myself as a David in a world of cor-
porate Goliaths," he says.

Timothy Flynn

The satellite operators have now been
given more freedom to charge what the
market will bear (see accompanying sto-
ry), but a dominant government role
seems inevitable in the first stage of the
process, shoving the satellites into space.
NASA not only sets launch fees but con-
trols every aspect of the launch itself.

Columbia makes a buck

Thirteen of the 14 U.S. commercial sat-
ellites were sent up by expendable rock-
ets at a cost of about $30 million each.
The 14th, a Satellite Business Systems
bird, was part of the payload when the
space shuttle Columbia made its maiden
commercial trip into space two weeks
ago. While the shuttle will never begin to
amortize its billions in R&D costs from
profits on commercial business, NASA
says that it more than recovers its out-of-
pocket expenses for each commercial
launch. The shuttle's 60-foot-long cargo
bay can carry two payloads of the weight
and size boosted by Atlas-Centaur rock-
ets. NASA has announced, however, that
shuttle rates will increase to about $40
million in 1985.
Competing with NASA is, of course,

like going up against city hall. Some are
determined to try. The European Space
Agency's French-dominated private op-
erating arm, Arianespace, is marketing
its Ariane rocket as a practical alternative
to the shuttle. To date, the Ariane's
launch record isn't spectacular: Two of its
first five tries were failures. Nonetheless,
several U.S. satellite companies, includ-
ing Western Union and GTE, have
signed up, attracted by a reported 15%
discount from NASA's listed prices.
A group of Texas entrepreneurs, quot-

ing even lower prices, is putting together
rockets from leftover bits bought from
various suppliers. But since both NASA
and Ariane are subsidized symbols of na-
tional pride, neither is likely to allow it-
self to be priced out of the skies.

million down payment and the balance
spread over monthly payments. Even with
these inducements, RCA's sales efforts
have been fruitless to date. Nonetheless,
RCA remains optimistic that the logjam
will break, and rules out a price reduction.
Andrew Inglis, president of the satellite
subsidiary, RCA Americom, declares: "We
will hold out. The time will come when we
will get our asking price."
The other seller in what had become a

buyer's market was Western Union, which
weighed in with Westar V. This bird got
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off to a fast start. Ten transponders went to
Westinghouse Electric Co.'s Group W
broadcasting and cable unit. That deal
alone assured that a lot of receiving dishes
would be tuned in. Westinghouse owns
the big cable operator Teleprompter, and
Group W has launched a 24-hour news
service with ABC called Satellite News
Channel, which eats up six of the tran-
sponders.
Group W has many ambitious cable

plans, such as an advertising-supported
country and western music show. But

Group W's star attraction, a partnership
with Walt Disney, suddenly collapsed.
Disney canceled its agreement with Group
W two months ago and postponed plans
for Disney Channel, a pay-TV service for
young viewers. It now says it will launch
the program on its own next April. CBS,
however, which took two Westar tran-
sponders for its much-praised cultural
channel, recently canceled the program,
which was deep in the red. It is trying to
sublease one of the transponders.
As CBS's decision suggests, the cable

continued



For instance,
banks need it at the teller window.
When you're talking about customer contact, it comes right down to

the teller window. From simple balances to complex loan payments,

it's the teller who must provide up-to-the-minute accurate informa-

tion. And when there's no room for error, the teller needs NCR.

Because at NCR, we provide a complete line of innovative

teller terminal systems that ensure maximum efficiency for

the customer and the bank alike.

Other NCR financial systems offer banking convenience

to people around the clock, wherever they go. And still

other systems direct large volumes of transactions

among banks in extensive and complicated networks.

What's more, you too can bank on NCR to stand
behind you every step of the way. We offer the same

hardware and specialized software for many industries

and the broadest selection
of terminals that capture
information as transactions
occur. And it's all backed by a
force of 16,000 field engineers
to guarantee you a
smoothly running business.

98 Years Experience
in Business Systems
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THE CAR YOU
ONE TI11111

If you're about to go shopping for a new car,
get a grip on yourself. Prices are astronomical.

But if you buy a Volvo, you'll get more than
your money's worth.

Studies show Volvo's life expectancy is now g
one third longer than the average of all other car %1st,
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HOLD ON TO
• 1 LONGER.

ow 1)u get more car. All Volvos come with power
cal )sisted brakes and steering, fuel injection, radials,

Veli reclining front bucket seats with adjustable
ney Unbar supports.

So in addition to being the car you can
hold on to longer, you'll find Volvo is also the
car you won't want to VOLVO
let go of. A car you can believe in.



MANY HAPPIER
RETURNS.

Higher deductions. Safer shelters. Bigger loopholes. The way
MONEY sees it, you should pocket more of your money. So work
on giving less to the IRS. Call for a subscription today.. .and many
happier returns!
1-800-621-8200 toll-free, around the clock. (In Illinois, 1-800-

972-8302.) Or write to: MONEY Magazine/P.O. Box 2519/Boulder/
Colorado/80322

MoneyMAKE THE MOST OF IT.
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Only two
cable programmers

make money.

programmers are staring at intimidating
realities. An hour-long program can cost
as much as the $600,000 average that the
TV networks spend. Yet while the net-
works will gross about $5.9 billion in ad
revenues this year, cable advertising fell
well short of the $250 million industry ex-
ecutives had anticipated. The only two
programmers earning money are HBO,
which makes potfuls, and its movie rival
Showtime, which makes a little. The mon-
ey comes from viewers, not advertisers.
"There is money to be made in cable,

but it demands a long process of sitting
tight," says Herb Granath, president of
ABC Video, which has had its own finan-
cial headaches with ARTS, a cable pro-
gramming venture with Hearst Corp.
"The bloom is temporarily off cable for the
satellite business," adds Walter Morgan, a
consultant at a firm called Communica-
tions Center. "Now cable is winding down
and other demand is coming along."

The distant promise of DBS

One much-touted new industry hopes
to compete with cable by beaming pro-
grams to small rooftop dishes. The original
theory was that direct broadcast satellites,
or DBS, would serve the 35% of the nation
too remote to wire—a boondocks busi-
ness. Now there is talk that DBS could un-
derprice cable companies and lure custom-
ers in richer markets.
So far the FCC has approved eight appli-

cants to begin such services, including
units of Comsat, RCA, and Western
Union. Still to be determined are such is-
sues as the number of orbital slots to be al-
located to DBS and the power of their sig-
nal—for good rooftop reception it may
need to be anywhere from ten to 40 times
greater than that of existing satellites.
Comsat's Satellite Television Corp., the
first of such FCC-approved services,
would be ready by 1986.
United Satellite Television, bankrolled

by General Instrument Corp., plans to
jump the gun by getting aboard a medi-
um-powered Canadian satellite as early as
next year. General Instrument says it can
eventually make the rooftop dishes for less

continued



"Group insurance?
You must be kidding—he and I

99 Funny as it sounds, you just may be
able to get top quality group insur-
ance—even if your group is only two.

How? With a special plan that I,
your New York Life Agent, call
Employee Protection Insurance. Or
En, for short.

EPI is for firms with 2 to 29
employees. With it, you can get medi-
cal care protection—with an unlimited
maximum for most benefits—for your-
self, your dependents, your employ-
ees, and their dependents at low
group rates.

You can also get dental care
insurance, disability income insur-
ance and life insurance.

Want to keep cost down? You can
do it through a wide choice of deduct-
ible =bunts and cost-sharing benefit
provisions. Yet you still get the same
quality of coverage.

Now it has probably already
occurred to you that EPI is just the
thing to attract good people, reduce
turnover, and increase employee
morale and efficiency. And you're
right.

Why not see if your firm qualifies.
Ask me, your New York Life Agent.

are the group!

"Ask me:'
New York Lite Insurance Company, 51 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10010. In Canada: 1210-444 St. Mary Avenue, Winnipeg, Manitoba WIC 3T1. Lite, Group and Health Insurance, Annuities, Pension Plans.
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than $500 through mass production, and
UST plans to charge $35 a month for a
four-channel network.

Right now DBS is one of the wilder crap-
shoots around. The cost estimates are only
educated guesses. Oak Industries, a well-
heeled company, planned to go the Cana-
dian route too, but took a hard second look
and canceled. Someday somebody will
make money servicing those distant
homes. But by the time DBS can take on
the major markets in a serious way, they
will have been wired at tremendous costs
that were largely written off as the work
proceeded. Pricing wars can be fun for a
while, as Air Florida proved, but when the
competitor is a Delta the challenger may
get badly bruised. Dan Zinsser, an analyst
with Goldman Sachs, is a skeptic about
DBS. "A lot of companies that raced to get
in their DBS applications may be just try-
ing to protect their positions," he says.
"They may or may not proceed."

Back to earth

That would seem to bring this lofty in-
dustry back to its beginnings as a low-cost
supplier of mundane services to big com-
panies. This part of the business is large

and steadily growing but hasn't gone into
orbit the way it was supposed to.
AT&T and GTE Corp., the second big-

gest telephone company, have relied for
years now on a pair of Comsat "twins."
Known as Comstar D-1 and D-2, they, like
all commercial satellites, are in what is
called geostationary orbit; that is, they
whirl around through space at a speed
matching the earth's rotation—small balls
following the big ball—and so are always
where you want them. What makes this
pair different is that they are near each oth-
er and so can be reached, and heard, by the
same earth stations.
They will soon need help to handle

growing telephone traffic. GTE plans to
launch two satellites of its own in 1984.
Southern Pacific, which is selling its satel-
lite system and its cut-rate Sprint tele-
phone service to GTE, had scheduled two
satellite launches next year. At least 11 of
the transponders on the SP satellites will
carry Sprint traffic.
Yet this side of the business, too, is gov-

erned by hard economics that space enthu-
siasts tend to ignore. MCI, which gives
AT&T fits with cut-rate phone service,
uses satellites to relay only 5% to 10% of its

calls. The rest go by microwave stations
here on earth—or plain old wires. "For
very long haul transmission, satellites are
cost efficient," says Gary Tobin, MCI's di-
rector of public relations. "But the average
long-distance call, between 400 and 500
miles, is short of the point where we found
satellites began to pay off."
Many people in the industry blame the

slow growth of business traffic on what
promised to be the new giant of the indus-
try, Satellite Business Systems, a partner-
ship owned by#subsidiaries of Aetna Life
& Casualty, Comsat General Corp., and
IBM. It is generally described as a compa-
ny born with three silver spoons in its
mouth that immediately began to tarnish.
Part of the problem was timing. SBS was

supposed to usher in that office of the fu-
ture we have all heard so much about. My
secretary in New York can send your sec-
retary in San Francisco all the company's
latest planning memos—and God knows
what else—at the punch#of a button. But
American business has been putting itself
through a severe process of self-criticism.
One of the conclusions that has emerged is
that corporate, white-collar overhead is
bloated. Some of those planning memos

Canon copiers.
They follow inn natural order.

From a basic compact to
compact systems.

To clearly answer specific needs.
Now you can choose the exact copier

you need. The right speed, the right
features, the right price. From the full line
of Canon plain paper copiers.

All incorporate the exclusive Canon
Toner Projection System which allows the
use of dry monocomponent toner on plain
paper. The copying trend of the future.
They're all Canon micronics copiers too.
Which means simple operation and reliability.

Whatever your copying needs, there's
a Canon copier that's a natural.

Canon'
NP

PLAN PAPER COPIERS

d9 1962 Canon USA., Inc
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The Canon NP-I20 One Touch.
Basic simplicity and cost efficiency.

So simple there isn't even a
power switch. Just touch the
copy key and copying begins
instantly. Twelve copies a
minute. Shuts off automatically.
Perfect for offices that need a
few quick copies at a time.

The Canon NP-125 One Touch#20More.
Enlarges us well as reduces.

All the advantages of the basic
One Touch copier, plus a touch
more. Reduces oversize
documents to convenient letter
size. Enlarges maps, fine print,
detailed drawings. A first in its
class and for its price.

Canon NP-210. IH1on NP
The compad copier of a diffensat 'he Good
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More speed, even an optional
mini-sorter in a truly compact
copier. With space-saving fixed
copyboard. Twenty-one
letter-size copies a minui
Copies up to 11" x 17".
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The space shuttle Columbia takes on its
first payload, two commercial satellites.
Both are now in orbit.

shouldn't have been written in the first
place—much less transmitted at great cost
to all the local guys who should, in any
case, not be reading memos but stalking
the factory floor in pursuit of the new the-
ory, which is "hands-on" management
and quality control.
But with all those spoons in its mouth,

SBS never did much thinking about how
to develop the market and how to deliver
on its own promises. It insisted that com-
panies buy the whole service or nothing.
The package included one of the odder
new ideas, videoconferencing, which is
based on the premise that you can't really
know what's on the boss's mind unless he
appears on a screen at your home office,
where you can watch for facial twitches,
see whether he needs a haircut, or if the
boss is female make raucous sexist jokes.
SBS recently acknowledged its error by
splitting up the package. You can now buy
plain old data-transmission services from
SBS without contracting for the dubious
pleasures of seeing Big Brother on your of-
fice screen. But plain old business won't
support the kind of growth envisioned for
the satellites.
For the next few years at least this looks

like one of those grubby, cost-conscious
markets that new players enter at their
peril. Some 40 satellites are scheduled for
launch in the next five years, but consul-
tants like Yankee Group estimate that a
half-dozen of them will never fly.

Anxiety at Dow Jones

Some companies that recently paid big
money for transponders are having ner-
vous second thoughts. "There's a lot of un-
certainty right now," says William Dunn,
vice president and general manager of
Dow Jones & Co., which uses satellites to
transmit facsimiles of the Wall Street Jour-
nal as well as for numerous other services.
His company recently paid a total of $23
million for two transponders on Westar V.
"There was a great deal of corporate an-
guish over whether we should have
bought more, or any at all," he says.
"Some people will say we were smart; oth-
ers will say we were foolish."
So the next time you go into Parke Ber-

net, consider the chinoiserie or maybe the
18th-century furniture a good solid value.
Pass up the transponders. They are ugly
little devils at best, and you may well be
able to buy them cheaper next year. E
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!!inon NP-300 Series.
the Good Stuff. And nothing but.

Nothing less than 30 letter-size copies a minute. The
Xtra convenience of reduction. Document feeding,

1(30, standard on the NP-300F Even a choice of
lotional sorters. That's what's good about the
canon NP-300 Series copiers. They're full-featured,
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Canon NP-400 Series.
Speed, reduce, enlarge, feedAnd collate with
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IF YOU'RE ON
THE PHONE A LOT,
THE CALLING CARD

HELPS A LOT.

"When I'm not on the typewriter...

I'm on the phone." -Peter Benchley,Author of Jaws, The Deep,
The Girl of the Sea of Cortez.

"Writing keeps me running. I travel a lot for
my work, so I'm on the phone a lot. And I find the
Calling Card from Bell really helps. It's the
fastest, easiest, and cheapest way to make most
calls when you're away from your office or
home. There's no charge for the Card. And you
can use it from just about anywhere. Except
maybe underwater."

Bell System

HOW IT WORKS:
1. You get your own private Calling Card
number.
2. You won't have to wait anymore while an
operator verifies your billing to a third number
or collect.
3. After you dial your call, just enter your Calling
Card number if you're in an area that's auto-
mated-or, if not, just tell it to the operator.
4. When you have many calls to make, you can
do it even faster now. Just one extra touch
charges each call.
5. You'll pay less. On most interstate calls you're
charged a lower rate than billing them to a third
number, calling collect or even using coins.
6. You'll get all your Calling Card calls itemized
on one monthly statement.

HOW TO GET YOURS:

It's as simple as using it. To order, just call your
local Bell business office. There's no charge for
the Card. You can get Cards for other family
members, too.

Peter Benchley

Nantucket, MA

311 555 4742 
1111
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Two decisions.
One new world.

One decision created news. Both created promise.
Last August, we decided that the only way to

treat all constituents fairly, given current and pro-
jected legal claims relative to assets, was to file
for re-organization under the Bankruptcy Code's
Chapter 11.
The media made much of that decision, but it

had in fact no more impact on the company than
one taken months earlier, when we looked hard at
our markets and competition, decided the company's
world had changed forever, and set about making
the changes its new world required. They were drastic.

All operations streamlined.
Marginal plants were closed. Outmoded equipment
was scrapped. Staffing was pared to bone. And
break-even dropped from over 60% of capacity
to 50%.

Today, Manville can make money with housing
starts running under a million per year. It's one
of few companies in any business capable of pro-
ducing a profit with a primary market in a
depression.

New generation now in charge.
Personnel cuts opened career paths. Especially
talented people won big promotions. They're now
running plants and groups of plants, and they're
eager to repay their good fortune.

Assets tied to accountability.
Manville's asset base is its strongest suit. Natural

and human resources combine with efficient, up-
to-date facilities to create considerable potential.
And the company is now organized to fulfill it.

Managers' responsibilities are now tied directly
to asset groups, so their performance is now being
measured by the most precise yardstick there is:
Return-on-assets.

Product mix refined.
Today, Manville's portfolio includes large, stable
businesses where the company is a low cost pro-
ducer (e.g., fiber glass insulation) and specialty
businesses with profitable growth potential (e.g.,
clay-coated paperboard, fiber glass mat).
The combination promises steady cash flow and

good earnings growth.

What lies ahead.
We've made the changes Manville's new world
requires. We've set—and are navigating at speed—
a course that's full of promise, in great part because
it promises to benefit everyone.

If you do business with Manville, it promises
you more of what you've come to expect—top
quality products, dependable service, fair dealings.

If you work for Manville, it promises you more
of what you're working for—rewarding challenges.

If you're a Manville creditor—including one
who suffers from an asbestos-related disease—
it promises you the fairest treatment of your claim.

Manville's new world is full of promise.

Manville



The chemical company abandons
Park Avenue for a corporate commune. The

building's terrific, the timing terrible.
HEADQUARTERS 

Union Carbide Takes
to the Woods

by WALTER McQUADE

From the air Union Carbide's new head-
quarters in Danbury, Connecticut, looks
like an enormous displaced Aztec frog
sunning itself amid New England foliage.
Inside it is equally striking. Here is an of-
fice building that addresses the ancient
question of which executive deserves the
grander office, as compared with his or her
superiors, inferiors, and peers. Union Car-
bide's answer: no one; well, almost no one.
The orientally intricate architecture of the
building gives each of Union Carbide's
2,358 executives and specialists the same
size office-182 square feet, typically 131/2
feet by 131/2 feet—with two or more win-
dows looking out on the sylvan view. A
few executives are more equal than others,
however. The chairman, president, and 15
other senior managers have as many as 31/2
of these snug rooms.

Executive scramble

The building may well be a pivotal one
in design for corporations, which in recent
years have increasingly enclosed their
staffs within rooms made of movable par-
titions that are constantly reshuffled like
playing cards. Offices are expanded or
contracted, refurnished and repainted;
Research associate: Alison Rea
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executives scramble among them as their
fortunes change. But in Carbide's new
headquarters an executive can move up or
down the corporate ladder without leaving
his office.
As pleased as Carbide is to be on the cut-

ting edge of office innovation, the move
has been much more expensive than the
company anticipated. The final cost will be
more than $230 million, which includes
about $190 million for the building and
$40 million for relocation. According to
some reports, the total is well over twice
what Carbide, which managed the con-
struction, had budgeted for the job.

In retrospect, Carbide could not have
timed the sale of its previous home, a 52-
story skyscraper on New York's Park Ave-
nue, more poorly. In 1977, near the nadir
of the city's financial crisis and therefore a
trough in the real estate market, Carbide
agreed to sell the building to Manufactur-
ers Hanover Trust Co. for $110 million, or
$92 a square foot. Manufacturers Hanover
held on to its own Park Avenue headquar-
ters, a much smaller building, until 1981
and then sold it for $161 million, a whop-
ping $333 a square foot.
And the move, which has stretched out

over 21/2 years, is being completed when

Carbide, like the rest of the chemical in-
dustry, has been suffering from the reces-
sion. Earnings dropped 49% in the third
quarter, and several thousand workers
have been laid off at plants around the
country. Under the circumstances Carbide
has not felt much like celebrating its arrival
in Danbury. Few photographers have been
allowed on the premises. Union Carbide
explains that the visitors' entrance is not
quite finished nor is the landscaping com-
plete. This is the first time pictures of the
highly significant building have been pub-
lished in a national magazine.

Despite the problems, the structure is
likely to become a mecca for managers
who need big new headquarters and for ar-
chitects too. Typical of the building's deli-
cate design is the way the behemoth is
based on the earth. Its sinuous bend con-
forms to the shape of the open meadow on
which it was built, riding the slope of the
meadow rather than flattening it. At the
northwest end the offices sit on short con-
crete columns. As the building stretches
and the ground falls away, the columns get
longer, repeating the shapes of the tree
trunks. The windows are shaded by dark
glass canopies to soften the summer sun-
light; the aluminum walls are sandblasted

Carbide's 3,200 workers drive into the core of the new building on 19 lanes of roadway
and then take short walks to their offices, which are in the 15 pods radiating from the
center. When the building is finished, automobiles will not be allowed to park outside
and mar the rustic landscape like those cars at center left.

Photographs by Adam Bartos





The standard office is 131/2 by 131/2 feet, decorated to the occu-
pant's taste: traditional, transitional, Scandinavian, or modern.

to match the color of the concrete, a fastid-
ious touch rare in such a large building.

Carbide's former chairman, William S.
Sneath, decided to shift the company out
of the city in 1976. He gave the familiar
explanation that many companies offer
when they leave: it was becoming in-
creasingly difficult to persuade the prom-
ising young employees in the far-flung
Carbide empire to move to expensive,
congested, clamorous, crime-ridden New
York. Carbide settled on a forest in Dan-
bury, 70 miles north of the city. Once the
hat capital of the country, Danbury has
fallen on hard times in recent years.
American men have been wearing hats
less since the 1940s, and hat factories
have closed; Danbury's other renowned
institution, the Danbury Fair, folded its
tents for good this year, its 112th. Mayor
James Dyer was delighted to have Car-
bide come into the forest. The company
will pay $3.2 million in real estate taxes

166 FORTUNE December 13, 1982

Marshall C. Lewis (above), director of corporate communica-
tions, chose transitional, with an Oriental rug.

this year, close to 9% of the town's budget.
The move is also a tax boon for many of

Carbide's employees. Those who moved to
Connecticut no longer have to pay onerous
income taxes to New York State and New
York City. Because Connecticut has no
state income tax, Carbide's accountants
pointed out to employees when the move
was announced, someone making $20,000
a year in 1976 would have saved $922, one
making $80,000 would have saved $5,837,
and a $200,000-a-year earner would have
been $11,600 ahead. Sneath's own situa-
tion was more complicated. He lived in
Greenwich, Connecticut, and paid a non-
resident tax to New York State and a com-
muter tax to New York City on his income,
which last year came to $781,176. His
maximum tax liability to New York State
and City was $80,993, although whatever
he paid would have reduced his income for
federal tax reckoning. As it worked out,
Sneath didn't get a break on his New York

taxes because of the move. He took early
retirement on January 1, 1982, at the age of
55, before the transfer to Connecticut was
completed.
To help employees sell their homes,

Carbide engaged Merrill Lynch's real es-
tate arm. Carbide also underwrote em-
ployees' moving expenses and offered to
pay for five years the difference in rentals
up to $100 a month between their old
apartments in Manhattan and equivalent
accommodations around Danbury. If the
former tenants wanted to buy houses, they
were eligible for grants of as much as
$6,000 to help with down payments.
Most impressive, Union Carbide agreed

to pay closing costs and mortgage charges
above 81/2% for five years on new houses
bought by migrating employees; or, if
they held mortgages on old homes they
had to sell, to pay the difference between
those mortgages' interest charges and the
new ones they were to assume, also for
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In New York employees worked an eight-hour day with an hour for lunch in one of four cafeterias, like that above. Still, most
off for lunch. In Danbury the day is 81/2 hours with a half hour off workers spend more time at home because of shorter commutes.

five years. One reason the relocation costs
jumped high above budget was that Car-
bide had not anticipated the staggering
climb in interest rates. Carbide also volun-
teered to pay, driver-training tuition for
iransferring.employees who did not know
how to drive and to pay interest on the
first $6,000 of an auto loan. Severance pay-
ments, $1,200 at the minimum, were
made to those who did not transfer.
TO design the new headquarters, Sneath

went to Kevin Roche John Dinkeloo & As-
sociates. Roche is a renowned architect. In
1982 he won the $100,000 Pritzker Award,
architecture's equivalent of the Nobel
Prize. Born and educated in Ireland but a
U.S. citizen since 1964, he is a forceful in-
tellectual with a streak of Gaelic mirth be-
neath his gravity. Before Roche began de-
signing the building, he spent most of a
summer in the Union Carbide Building on
Park Avenue interviewing several hun-
dred employees about their needs and

wants. That building, by Skidmore, Ow-
ings & Merrill, was itself much admired in
the 1960s. It was the tallest building con-
structed in Manhattan since the 1930s and
was one of the early skyscrapers to incor-
porate the movable partition. The size of
an office could be adjusted to the needs
and, more important, to the authority of
the occupant. An employee's rank on the
organizational chart dictated not only the
size of his office, but also the furnishings,
down to what was provided on an execu-
tive's desktop. "I was interviewing one
middle manager," Roche says, "and he
told me nervously, 'They came yesterday
and took away my water carafe!'"
"Offices were a symbol of prestige, not

of function," Roche says. "Moreover, this
created a bit of a problem for the manag-
ers, because furniture, finishes, and offices
constantly had to be changed. They were
playing games with people who were try-
ing to get their jobs done."

The constant adjustments were costing
Carbide $1.5 million a year, even without
calculating lost time and efficiency during
moves and refurbishings. Roche also stud-
ied the clerical and secretarial areas and
decided they were uninhabitable. "Mod-
ern design is relentless on the lower
ranks," he says. "Secretaries, for example,
usually have to sit out in office traffic."
Convinced that all executives need ap-

proximately the same amount of space and
equipment regardless of their positions in
the pecking order, Roche began toying
with the possibility of a uniform office
size. Sneath liked the idea, and Roche put
it on the drawing board.
When it ordered furniture for the offices,

Union Carbide again diverged from com-
mon practice. In the 1960s and 1970s many
corporations thought it important to pre-
sent a monolithic image, and many an ex-
ecutive, when his or her company relo-
cated from one building to another, ended

continued
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Distributed data processing with a network of IBM small systems

Ace Hardware
nails down
information out
where it's needed.

It takes the right tools to build a
distributed data processing system
that provides up-to-date informa-
tion, when and where it's needed.
Ace Hardware Corporation found
the right answer in a network of
IBM small systems.

An IBM 8100 Information Sys-
tem in each of Ace's regional distri-
bution centers has compressed the
time it takes to process orders while
expanding productivity. The 8100s
are tied through phone lines to a
large IBM computer in Ace's head-
quarters in Oakbrook, Illinois. Ace

—the second largest chain of retail
hardware stores in the U.S.—is a co-
operative acting as a wholesaler to
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over 4,000 independent retailers.
Ace has a reputation for service

to its dealers, so the 8100 fits neatly
into the company's operations.
'With the 8100, we cut the time to
process a supplier shipment into our
inventory from four days to a mat-
ter of only four hours:' reports
Roger Peterson, National Distribu-
tion Manager for Ace. "With the
8100 and good people, we're not
working harder. Just a lot smarter."

Dramatic Gains

Peterson adds that productiv-
ity in Ace's distribution centers,
measured by the man-hours to
process 1,000 orders, has shown a

dramatic 30 percent improvement
over the past three years. Put an-
other way, it costs 9.8 percent less to
process each line item, despite a 30
percent increase in wages.

Easy to Use

Ace says that in the distribution
centers, people with little or no com-
puter training find the 8100 easy to
use. And dealers like it because Ace
has become an even more reliable
source of product at the lowest pos-
sible cost.

"We demand the same high de-
gree of service from the companies
we deal with as our dealers expect
from us," says Jim Van Wert, Aces

Director of Information Services.
"With IBM, we've always received it,
from the people who helped us de-
velop the applications to service rep-
resentatives across the country who
can get there fast if we need help.

"Distributed data processing
was waiting to happen at Ace. The
8100 made it happen:'

To learn how IBM small systems
can help put distributed processing
on your map. Write IBM, 7AG/522
Dept. 0A171, 400 Parson's Pond
Drive, Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417.
Or call, toll free, 1 800 631-5582,
Ext. 4. Alaska and
Hawaii 1 800 526-
2484. Ext. 4.
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FORTUNE HELPS YOU
DOUBLE THE IMPACT
OF YOUR CONSUMER
ADVERTISING DOLLAR.
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irs DIRECT-RESPONSE
MERCHANDISING
SUPPORT THAT
TAKES YOU TO AN
EXCLUSIVE LIST OF
FORTUNE FAMILIES.
• Distribute literature or catalogs
• Offer a special service
*Provide "where-to-buy-it"
information
• Introduce premium merchandise

•Spark direct sales

Just run qualifying ad space in FORTUNE
for your consumer product or service. Your
investment will earn additional space in
Select—FORTUNE'S direct-to-the-sub-
scriber mailing that features special con-
sumer offers on reply cards. Each year,
100,000 top-echelon families (average
income, $100,000+) receiye their copies
of Select, make their choices, and send
their cards directly to Select advertisers.
Since 1973, Select has generated out-
standing response for hundreds of
FORTUNE advertisers. Find out how you
can double the impact of your advertis-
ing dollar. Call Bob Wenzel, FORTUNE'S
Consumer Advertising Manager, at (212)
307-4810 or call your local FORTUNE repre-
sentative today. Faimm

How to succeed.
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up surrounded by a perhaps flawless, but
impersonal, arrangement of new desk, file
cabinets, and chairs, with artwork on the
walls preordained by a hired specialist. A
notorious example was New York's hand-
some granite CBS Building on the Avenue
of the Americas at 53rd Street, where the
employees were discouraged from hang-
ing photographs of their families, dogs, or
yachts so as not to impair the immaculate
look of the building. At CBS just one ex-
ception to the aesthetic discipline was per-
mitted, and his name was William S. Pa-
ley. Chairman Paley brought his sculpture,
paintings, and burnished antique furni-
ture over from his old office on Madison
Avenue. In the anteroom hangs a still life
painted by his mother.
Roche wanted Union Carbide's workers

to choose the furnishings for their offices
in Danbury. While the company was still
on Park Avenue, he requisitioned space
and had his assistants mock up, at full

Chairman Warren M. Anderson brought
along several pieces of well-used furni-
ture from his Park Avenue office. He de-
scribes his taste as "1939 modern."

scale, 15 offices furnished in arrangements
of four different styles described by the ar-
chitect as traditional, transitional, mod-
ern, and Scandinavian. Carbide executives
were invited to wander through and
choose their styles. "People didn't choose
what architects might choose—high-de-
sign desks and chairs," Roche observes.
"Those seemed to be the least appealing. I
found out that most people don't want
anything to do with chairs created by fam-
ous designers."

Down with tradition

Even with a mockup, many of them
were unable to visualize the finished of-
fice, Roche continues. "For example," he
says, "a glass table-desk was not a popular
choice, yet when they saw one later in the
finished building a lot of people said they
wished they had chosen it. It was also in-
teresting that the traditional style with
paneled wooden desks and imitation peri-
od chairs was not popular at all. We are re-
peating this process for another client and
have eliminated that style completely."
The most popular mode was transitional:
unadorned wooden desks and chairs.
"People also asked for a lot of storage
space," explains Roche.

In the Danbury offices no lighting fix-
tures are recessed into the ceiling. Instead
lamps are closer to a domestic scale. This
enabled the architect to use an eight-foot
four-inch ceiling. Low ceilings mean that
the building is smaller, a saving in both
construction and heating costs. Nor is
there any of the usual wall-to-wall carpet-
ing in the offices. An eight- by 12-foot rug
in the center of the room allows the border

..of the oak floor to show. Employees could
select artwork in styles from Currier and
Ives prints to exotic framed textiles. What-

ever style- office the occupant chose, the

budget for furnishing each office was ex-

actly the same, says Roche, except for
thok 17 executives at the top.
And wonder of wonders, the windows

actually open, or at least can open. Roche
installed windows that pivot, convinced

that fresh air would not seriously disrupt

the building's air-conditioning system.
continued



Sell low.
And come out ahead.

Interest rates are apt
to move in a fickle manner.
Catching you off guard.

But astute money
managers cover themselves.
With futures contracts on
financial instruments.

The principle is the same
as hedging commodities.
Except you buy contracts
when you think interest rates
will be going down. And
sell to cover rising rates.

Futures can help lock
in the interest cost of a loan
or the yield on an investment.

The end result of finan-
cial futures may be soothing
to the corporate finances.

But the process of get-
ting there can be wracking to
the nerves.

Financial futures require
constant monitoring. Intricate
computer models. And
advisors, like ours, who, even
amidst wild interest rate
gyrations, always seem to
know one thing.

Which way is really up.

CONTINENTAL BANK
Continental Illinois National Bank and Trust Company of
Chicago, 231 South LaSalle Street, Chicago, Illinois 69693
Financial Futures Advisory Services—(312) 828-3186

Atlanta • Boston • Chicago • Cleveland • Dallas • Denver • Detroit • Houston Los Angeles . Minneapolis • New York • St 011iS • San Francisco. Seattle • White Phony
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WE'RE ADDING NEW OPTIONS
TO FLEXIBLE FINANCING TO MEET YOUR
CASH FLOW NEEDS FOR THE FUTURE.

These days, maintaining a healthy cash flow is an increasingly important concern.
So Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans are now offering flexible arrangements to better
satisfy your risk management or cash flow objectives.

Today your options range from fully insured financing, which many companies still
prefer; to minimum premium agreements, and administrative services contracts. So when
you're looking for flexibility in financing, we can work out the options.

But flexible financing is only one dimension of our new approach to meeting
your specific needs—The Blue Cross and Blue Shield Metamatrix System. With increased
benefit flexibility, effective cost containment, paperless claims processing and uniquely
trained professional representatives,the Metamatrix System represents the latest innovation
in health care protection from the largest, most experienced source.

For more information on America's leader in health care coverage, contact your
local Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plan.

AMERICAS*1 GET WELL CARD.

Blue Cross.
Blue Shield.
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ALL SMALL COMPUTERS
LOOK ALIKE. BUT.

All desktop business and per-
sonal computers have a
keyboard-video terminal, a
processor and disk drives. Most
offer a single-tasking operating
system called CPIM? And now
we're all priced about the same!
Confused? You must be.
Soluble? Of course. How?
Read on.

The fact is, there are significant differences in
operating systems. It's what happens inside the
computer—how data is recorded, retrieved and
processed—that separates the men from the toys
and determines what the real cost of your computer
will be.

The surprising truth is that conventional
designs actually slow computer operations and
waste disk space.

STORING DATA

Head movement. Logically, files on the disk (or
diskette) should be organized to minimize head
travel. Yet most computers require at least two
movements: one to a central index, a second to
the data. Every time the head moves, the computer
loses time.

CADO does it differently. We combine the
index with the data on the same track, and use a
unique locating system to both file and find records
with a single head movement. Response time is
cut at least 50% and both disk and head wear
are reduced!
Space usage. Most computers assign equal

space for each field of a record, regardless of its
actual length. That means a ten-character entry
in a 25 character field wastes 15 characters of
expensive space.

CADO engineers had a better idea: variable
length records. Each record uses only the amount
required, eliminating senseless waste.

Others CADO

Sectoring. Disks are divided (much like a pie)
into slices called sectors. Records must fit within
a sector in conventional systems. Should a new
record exceed the area remaining in a sector,
the computer leaves that area blank and starts a

® A registered trademark of Digital Research.

new sector. CADO's "soft sectoring" ignores
these illogical boundaries, using every bit of
available space.
Storing numbers. Conventional wisdom

requires all numbers to be stored in decimal form
with each number requiring space equivalent to its
length. CADO chose to use computer logic to store
decimal values in binary form—saving 50% or
more of the space normally required!
And more data on disks eliminates clumsy

"diskette shuffle" common to most small systems.
In fact, CADO offers complete, interactive programs
for general ledger, accounts payable, accounts
receivable, payroll, and inventory, all on a diskette
based system.
The bottom line? CADO puts up to three

times the data on the same space as competi-
tors...including IBM...and delivers the fastest
response in the business. You can save up to
$8,000 in disk drive costs alone—more than
the total cost of a CADO computer!

MULTI-TASKING

Multi-tasking is computerese for the ability to per-
form more than one job at the same time. A simple
example of this is the ability to print a report while
entering another job. No personal computer and
few small desktop computers offer that capability.
CADO's unique base register addressing architec-
ture allows four different tasks to be performed
simultaneously with no noticeable degradation
in response.

And every CADO system is expandable in your
office to at least four workstations. Most small
computers can't expand at all. Even with IBM's
Datamaster, you have to buy a second computer
just to get one more terminal.
The bottom line? You only buy your

computer once. It grows as you grow, saving
thousands in obsolete hardware and more
thousands in software conversions.

WORD PROCESSING

Word processing on all personal computers and
most small business systems is something of a joke.
Screen handling and commands are designed
by programmers for computers, not people.
Features are limited, and often include only
elemental editing.
A professional system like CADO's includes

document (not page) orientation, paginating, cen-
tering, justifying, marginating, ghost-hyphenating,
super- and sub-scripting, footnoting, global
word changing, word finding, column handling,
multiplying...in along, long list

All CADO systems integrate word processing
capability with data tiles! There are only two fully
integrated desktop systems extant: CADO is one
of them.
The bottom line? Professional word process-

ing and data processing in a single system ata
fraction of the cost of stand alone products.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

• CADO isn't limited to floppy disks like most
systems. In fact, with CADO's optional desk top
storage devices you can have up to 15 million
characters of high-speed, compacted files. That's
equivalent to 45 million characters of conven-
tional files!
• CADO terminals operate at a speed of 19.2
Kbps—twice the industry norm.

• Only CADO offers Just AskTm ...the English lan-
guage inquiry method that lets you get reports
from your computer without expensive program-
mers! This feature alone will save thousands over
the life of your system.

'Only CADO has Computer-Aided-Tutorials that
teach basic accounting and word processing while
your people learn to use the software.
CADO professionals offer you sales, service, and

support in one location. And they can provide soft-
ware packages for hundreds of different businesses
and professions field-proven in over 10,000 offices
world-wide. Like it or not, attempting to install a
business system without professional help is akin to
do-it-yourself brain surgery.
The bottom bottom line? The purchase

price of most desktop systems is only a down
payment—an entry fee. Costs will continue to
mount for years. A CADO system is the lowest
cost, most responsive system available today.
Its unique design features make it possible for
Its micro logic to compete with systems as
large as IBMt System 34...and win! Want to
know more? Send in the coupon now.
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CADO SYSTEMS CORPORATION

2771 Toledo St., Torrance, CA 90503
(213) 320-9660
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The fiberglass wall at left allows in daylight to illuminate the hall.

At ramp level the building looks as though it sprouted from a superhighway.

Carbide, which has to pay the heating and
cooling bills, isn't so sure. It keeps the win-
dows locked.
A final egalitarian touch to this pains-

taking design is the employees' parking-
900,000 square feet for 2,850 cars, which
occupies all four levels of the building's
center and is entered by a formidable 19

lanes of roadway. All employees will be
about the same distance from their cars, an
average of 150 feet, under cover.
There are so many offices at Carbide that

if they were lined up on both sides of a
hallway, it would be 2.6 miles long. In-
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stead they were arranged in pods branch-
ing out from a central trunk of the im-
mense garage. One reason Carbide's new
headquarters has taken so long to com-
plete has been foundation problems for
these pods and the garage. The borings
that Carbide commissioned did not reveal
the true condition of the subsoil, which
turned out to be largely muck.
Not all employees were as enthusiastic

about the move as Sneath. Though most
were seasoned commuters used to strug-
gling from the suburbs into Manhattan
and back each day, many lived west of the

city in New Jersey, or east on Long Island,
a long way from Danbury. In the end, 800
of the staff of 3,200 chose not to make
the move and left the company. These
included 60% of the clerical and secre-
tarial people and 20% of the managers
and technicians.
And some who have moved are not es-

pecially happy with their new surround-
ings. They miss the excitement and the op-
portunities of Manhattan. Says one, "You
can't just go across the street and get
another job. The company has really
wrapped us up." Clinging to the city are
some 60 or 70 who still commute from
Manhattan to Danbury and back on two
company buses, a trip that takes almost
two hours each way.

A lingering skyline

One who refuses to liberate himself en-
tirely from New York's grasp is Sneath's
successor as chairman, Warren M. Ander-
son, 61, who was born and raised in
Brooklyn. Although he recently bought a
condominium in Greenwich, which is his
legal residence for tax purposes, Anderson
sometimes commutes to his Manhattan
apartment in a chauffeur-driven Cadillac.
Anderson says that he agreed all along

with Sneath that the move to Danbury was
right for the company, but he doesn't deny
that he misses at least some things about
the city, such as the walk to work in the
morning along Park Avenue. When he ar-
rived at the Danbury office his aides had
hung pictures of the New York skyline
in his windows. Governor William A.
O'Neill of Connecticut came to call one
day and out of politeness Anderson ripped
down the pictures beforehand. Just as he

suspected, there were trees outside.
Anderson has come to feel more at

home in his 674-acre forest. Carbide's
building occupies only 2% of the land
and is not likely to intrude further. The
building is constructed so tautly that
there is no way to add a wing. That's
okay, Anderson says cheerily. Consider-
ing the state of the chemical industry, he
would just as soon have a building that
could be shrunk a little.
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LOOK AT IT THIS WAY:
THE MEETING CAN'T START WITHOUT YOU.

ISN'T IT TIME YOU STOPPED DRINKING ORDINARY SCOTCH?

YOU DESERVE A PINCH MORE TASTE.
Pinch 12 uear Mb Scotch
Known os"Dimple"in some countries
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Now, with intense tasks related to
VDT keying and viewing, you can
push a button and lock ConCentrx
at just the right angle.
The result: better comfort and

support. For thinking, talking or
less intense work, lock ConCentrx

at any position throughout the full tilt range.
Combine this variable back lock with other con-

trols that fine-tune chair height, back and seat angles,

and you have seating that helps you feel better and
work better all day long.
What's more, ConCentrx works in perfect tandem

with Steelcase systems furniture to offer a completely
coordinated workstation, furthering productivity.
See ConCentrx at your Steelcase Dealer or

Regional Office. They're listed in the Yellow Pages.
For worldwide product and service information, write
P.O. Box 1967, Grand Rapids, MI 49501. Or, call
toll-free 800-447-4700.

New ConCentri puts you in complete
control of your comfort.



T°c1<siNall Street Yawns
Over a Big Oil Strike
A find off California
could double Phillips
Petroleum's U.S.
production. Why aren't
investors cheering?
by ALEXANDER STUART

Good news electrifies Wall Street. Or

that's what it's supposed to do. Yet when

Phillips Petroleum Co. announced a spec-

tacular offshore oil strike in late October,

potentially the biggest discovery in the

U.S. since Prudhoe Bay 14 years ago, the

voltage generated in the investment com-

munity was barely sufficient to light a 40-

watt bulb.
Phillips had been plodding along with-

out a major domestic discovery for over a

decade, feeding off the Greater Ekofisk De-

velopment, the tremendous fields it found

in the Norwegian North Sea in 1969. Its oil

and gas reserves were draining faster than
soda through a straw in the dog days of

summer. Then in the late Seventies it

joined with Standard Oil Co. of California,
better known by the name of its domestic

operating subsidiary, Chevron U.S.A., and

rolled the dice on a couple of lease sales off

the California coast. In 1981 Phillips and

its partner shelled out $333.6 million for a

5,000-acre tract—a record amount—and

wildcatted their way to a phenomenal find.

More good tidings have arrived from over-

seas, where Phillips seems to have turned

up an impressive oil field off the Ivory

Coast in West Africa.
The stock market has received all this

good news with half a cheer at most. The

stock has risen recently to the low 30s

from a summer low of $23.75 a share, but

only part of that rise can be attributed to

the big discoveries and the rest to the mar-

ket rally that has buoyed almost all stocks.

As it is, Phillips's shares have not run up as

far as those of most energy companies.

Even security analysts who like Phillips

are a little wary of it. Says Bernard Picchi of
Workmen anchor a drilling rig in a Phillips-Chevron tract in the Santa Maria Basin. The

grillwork keeps the anchor chain from banging against the hull.
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Salomon Brothers, the New York invest-
ment bank: "I'm recommending the stock
almost in spite of myself."
Such coolness might seem puzzling be-

cause the implications of the California
find for Phillips are profound. It will take
many more months of drilling to delineate
the size of the field, which is in the Santa
Maria Basin, about 60 miles west of Santa
Barbara. A reasonable guess at this point,
however, is that the reserves underlying
the Phillips-Chevron acreage probably
amount to something like 500 million to
one billion barrels of oil—well below the
6.7 billion barrels remaining at Prudhoe
Bay, but nonetheless possibly the largest
domestic oil discovery since that monster
hit. A group led by Texaco has also struck
oil nearby. William C. Douce, 63, Phillips's
chairman, predicts that the company's
44% to 50% stake in the field could double
its domestic oil output by the end of
the 1980s.

A stalled engine

A percentage increase that large would
be an astonishing feat for a company as big
as Phillips, the nation's ninth-largest oil
company, which earned $879 million last
year on sales of $16 billion. "Of the compa-
nies I follow of comparable size, not a one
has the potential to add so significantly to
domestic reserves," says Picchi, the reluc-
tant Phillips fan.
The importance of that assertion cannot

be overstated. In the decade ahead the abil-
ity of Phillips or any other oil company to
add to its oil and gas reserves will become
the single biggest factor in determining its
profitability. The reason, of course, is that
the engine which powered industry prof-
its to record levels—ever increasing oil
prices—has stalled. Adjusted for inflation,
prices could remain flat through the 1980s
and might actually decline. Thus higher
earnings from oil and gas production, still
.the source of over three-fourths of major-
oil-company profits, will be possible only
if a company has more hydrocarbons to
pump. It now appears that Phillips will,
Santa Maria be praised.
So why aren't investors loading up on
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A Stock Going Like 30
According to one story, the gasoline is
called Phillips 66 because an executive
boasted it would make a car go "better
than 60, more like 66." But Phillips is
sputtering on Wall Street. The company's
stock has underperformed other oils
since 1980, recently selling in the low 30s.

Phillips stock? The general disaffection
with the oils has something to do with it;
since the November 1980 peak, oil compa-
ny shares have skidded 48% in value. Yet
investors have displayed skepticism to-
ward Phillips whatever the direction of the
market. Since 1980 the company has con-
sistently limped behind the action in Stan-
dard & Poor's index of oil stocks (see
chart). Phillips's low price has led some
people to speculate that the company is
vulnerable to a takeover. Maybe, but it
would be very expensive. An acquisitor of-
fering a premium of 50% above the market
price for Phillips stock would have to pay
about $7.3 billion, roughly as much as Du
Pont spent on Conoco in the most expen-
sive takeover ever. Not many companies
can raise that kind of money.
For an explanation of investors' disen-

chantment with Phillips, one must first
turn to the company's lackluster record in
recent years. Like those of the rest of the
industry, the company's profits have
shriveled from "obscene" to downright
lean, due to a combination of the oil glut,
higher interest rates, and reduced demand.
In the first nine months of 1982, earnings
tumbled 34% from the same period last
year, to $460 million on sales of $12 bil-
lion, a greater profit slippage than that ex-
perienced by its peers.
In exploration Phillips has trailed far be-

hind the pack. A study of the 37 largest
U.S. energy companies conducted by Paine
Webber Mitchell Hutchins, the New York
investment firm, shows that from 1977
through 1981 Phillips's proved reserves of
crude oil worldwide declined at a com-
pounded annual rate of 14%. Its global
cache of natural gas eroded by almose10%
annually in those years. In stark contrast,

the group's average annual decline in oil
reserves during the same period was less
than 4%; in gas, only about 1.5%.
The market's frosty response to Phillips

has also been fueled by the bad luck that
has stalked the company over the years. In
1977, for example, a blowout in a Phillips
North Sea well spewed oil out of control
for eight days. Two years ago 123 people
perished when a floating "hotel" for Eko-
fisk workers capsized in a violent storm.
Forty-one people were injured that same
year following an explosion at Phillips's
Borger, Texas, refinery. The mishaps have
stirred whispers that Phillips is somehow
a second-rate operator.

Nasty surprises

That gossip is unfair and ignores the sol-
id reputation the company has established
for research and technical skill. Phillips
holds more than 8,500 patents worldwide,
perhaps more than any other oil company.
Royalties and licensing fees on those pat-
ents yielded $30 million to $40 million last
year. Moreover, in the late 1960s Phillips
pioneered techniques for completing and
producing wells in the hostile North Sea
that other companies have since copied.
Nevertheless, even security analysts fa-
vorably disposed to the company believe
that, as John J. Turo of the Houston invest-
ment firm Rotan Mosle puts it, "when
things go wrong with Phillips, they really
go wrong."
Some of the misgivings reflect problems

at least partly of Phillips's making. Those
who follow the company have been
burned by nasty surprises that the compa-
ny has sprung on Wall Street with dis-
tressing regularity. Phillips's earnings
have often come in lower than the mar-
ket's ace analysts were expecting, a loath-
some occurrence to a group that prides it-
self on pennies-per-share accuracy in its
forecasts. The most frequently cited exam-
ple of a Phillips surprise, however, is a se-
ries of downward revisions in the reserves
and production volumes from the Ekofisk
field. -It fell off faster than we'd hoped,"
Bill Douce concedes today. But Phillips has
not always been willing to face up to the

continued
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Grand Touring. What does it mean.
In the new 1983 Toyota

Cressida, Grand Touring means
Grand Performance. With an ama
ing new 2.8 liter Twin Cam engin
that does to smoothness and
quietness of ride, what Michelan
gelo did to a ceiling. Add that to
Cressida's new independent rear.

suspension, with coil springs and
stabilizer bar, and its new ele
tronically controlled 4-speed
automatic overdrive transmission
and you start to see how grand a

driving experience can be.
Cressida's Grand Touring als

means Grand Luxury. From the
ook of luxury outside — dashing,
legant, refined — to the feel of lu
ry inside — power windows an
oor locks. Automatic tempera-
ure control air conditioning. Varia
le assist power steering. Cruis
ontrol. AM/FM/MPX stereo re-
elver with four speakers. And a
river's seat that adjusts to you
ody in four distinct ways.

What else does Grand

Touring mean?
In the new Cressida, it rep-

resents a feeling you get, whil
touring town or country. A feeli
based on uncompromised pe
formance. And spirited drive. Its
the image of the car you've chosen
And of yourself.

Dashing.
BUCKLE UP—IT'S A GOOD FEELI

RESSIDA MOVES PROUDLY
INTO THE GRAND TOURING CLAS
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the Georgia
Space Line.

"With Phillips," says
one analyst, "you find
out after the fact."

Tell us your corporate space needs
and we'll tell you what's available.

AREA
CODE 404 656-3575

:11 I iIiIii iii

When you're moving to the fastest growing
region in the U.S.A., you can save time and
money by using the Georgia Space Line.
One call tells you about Georgia's inventory

of available manufacturing, distribution/ware-
house facilities and office buildings at rates
you'll find attractive. We'll match your require-
ments to the selection of available buildings
in urban, suburban or rural communities.
To get down to business immediately in the

Southeast, call Milt Folds, Commissioner;
Georgia Department of Industry and Trade at
(404) 656-3575. Or write us at PO. Box 1776,
Dept. FM-31; Atlanta, Georgia; 30301.

Gc
Nobody treats business better.

Ekofisk declines. Barry C. Good, the re-
spected oil analyst for the investment bank
of Morgan Stanley 8.E Co., remembers that
in the mid-Seventies a sharp-eyed analyst
at another firm noticed that the reserve es-
timates in a prospectus for a Kingdom of
Norway financing were much lower than
those given by Phillips. Good recalls that
Phillips dismissed the Norwegian figures
as overly conservative. Yet they subse-
quently proved close to the mark.

Big-bet thinking

Consequently, says a disenchanted ana-
lyst, the company's image on Wall Street
is "undoubtedly one of the worst in the in-
dustry." He adds, "If Shell had been the
discoverer of Ekofisk, it would have tele-
graphed those reserve declines in advance.
With Phillips, you find out after the fact."

Ekofisk both helped and hindered Phil-
lips. The company's 37% share of the 2.9-
billion-barrel discovery was the main rea-
son Phillips was able to report steadily
increasing crude production through the
mid-Seventies. Investors responded
warmly, bidding the stock up to a high of
$66.25 in 1976. But the Norwegian discov-
ery ultimately tarnished Phillips's reputa-
tion in the market because of the way it re-
directed the company's hydrocarbon hunt.

Phillips's approach, carried out enthu-
siastically after the Ekofisk find, was to
be a "big bet" company, as Picchi of Sal-
omon Brothers puts it. Phillips, founded
In Bartlesville, Oklahoma, 65 years ago
and still headquartered there, largely ig-
nored onshore prospects and picked-over
acreage offshore. Instead, it prowled the
world's remote offshore areas, usually in
deep waters untouched by man or drill
bit, such as the relatively unexplored off-
shore Philippines.
The high-risk, high-return strategy has

paid off so far only with the Ivory Coast
strike. Otherwise, Phillips's big bets in far-
away places have produced little. The
promise of tantalizing geologic structures
in the Philippines, for example, has yet to

be fulfilled after more than a dozen wells.
"They looked like the biggest structures in
the world," Chairman Douce says. "If we'd

cmitintred
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Two of the few things
you can count on.

In an age when there's so little to be sure
of, Chubb stands out as a rare exception.

Since 1882, we've earned our place as one
of America's most respected insurance
organizations.

Is this because of the special protection
we know how to write into a policy? Because
of such innovations as our progressive forms
of property valuation? Or because of our
reputation for responsive claims service?

It' s all of these things and more. The fact
is, we've spent years working with our inde-
pendent agents and brokers who truly
understand our customers' personal and com-
mercial insurance needs.
Ask about the extra measure of protection

available from Chubb. You'll see how it all
adds up.

HLJBfl

Group of Insurance Companies
too William Street, New York, N.Y. oo38
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Chevron warmed up,
maybe because

Phillips was gutsy.

hit, we would have been as big as Exxon
for a while. But the suckers were dry."

Phillips's onshore domestic program
dwindled as it gambled grandly abroad. At
home, the company let other players take
the exploratory risk: it granted drilling
rights on its acreage in return for a small
interest in any discoveries—a transaction
known in the industry as a farmout. The
low ebb was reached in 1978. Phillips fin-
ished the year with a net interest in only
six new wildcats and 94 lower-risk devel-
opment wells. Meanwhile the competition
was bringing in a string of impressive
finds in such areas as the Rocky Mountain
Overthrust Belt and Louisiana's Tuscaloo-
sa Trend. "We felt the opportunities were
overseas," says Leonard M. Rickards, 55,
senior vice president in charge of explora-
tion and production. "Maybe we overdid
it a bit."

Rank wildcats

With the reality of Ekofisk's de-
cline looming, Phillips belatedly changed
course. Indeed, the company launched an
almost frantic search for domestic oil. The
early returns were lousy. In 1977 Phillips
laid out $200 million for some offshore
lenses in Alaska's Lower Cook Inlet—and
came up dry in three costly wells. In 1980
the company bought into a sprawling
prospect assembled by Anschutz Corp., a
Denver-based independent oil producer:
eight million acres that stretched from
southern Idaho into southern Arizona. The
partners. drilled two "rank wildcats"—ex-
ploratory wells on acreage far from exist-
ing production—in an effort to test the
southern limits of the hydrocarbon-rich
Overthrust Belt. Oil had never been found
that far south in the state. Phillips didn't
find any either, after boring through thou-
sands of feet of solid granite.
But at last Phillips's luck began to turn.

In 1979 it had joined with Chevron to bid
on some tracts in California's Santa Barba-
ra Channel, next door to the Santa Maria
Basin. The partnership was surprising,
given Chevron's previous experience with
Phillips. In 1976 Phillips had suddenly
pulled out of an offshore lease sale in the

continued
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yur spe itc?
To err is humin.
To correct that error quickly and accurately, you

can count on the IBM Displaywriter, the best-selling
stand-alone text processor there is.

It does more than check the spelling of up to 1,000
words a minute. The Displaywriter also has a new spell-
ing aid. Here's how it works: After Spelling Check
locates an error, press the AID key and instantly a list of
likely choices to replace that misspelled word appears.
The results?
Speed and accuracy on the first try.
Without retyping.
And now the Displaywriter can function as a data

processor, too. By running computer programs using the
UCSD p-System'

It also helps speed up editing, revising, merging,
formatting, math, filing and footnotes.

In fact, the IBM Displaywriter can save time on
almost any office task you can think of.

Except, perhaps, a visit to the water cooler.
Nobody's perfict.
To arrange for afree demonstration of the Display-

write; call your local IBM representative or IBM's
toll-free number listed below. ==.—_= =
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BankLink
THE MOST MANAGEMENT FOR YOUR CASH

SECRET OF SUCCESS
15 LINKING

The BankLink System is a
network of over 50
banks pulling together to
form the world's leading
cash management and
information system.
Because of its size and
input capability, BankLink
banks can exchange
and deliver essential data
immediately, accurately
and securely in formats
that cash managers can
use easily and profitably.

BANKLINKYOU GET MORE PULL.
Independent studies

name the BankLink system
as the favored system.
Corporate and institutional
cash managers applaud
these features: flexibility,
reliability, accuracy, ease of
use and cost-effectiveness.

BankLink banks pool
ideas, technologies,
research and capital invest-
ment for new services.
Each bank has the
resources of the entire
chain. Each customer gets

the benefits of the com-
bined resources.

BankLink customers
benefit from association
with First Data Resources,
which gives them direct
voice input to the network
for review of deposits. In
addition, the BankLink
system utilizes Data
Exchange, a unique high-
speed transmission
capability. Information can
be gathered and trans-
mitted to and from many
sources with speed and

accuracy never before
possible.

All kinds of aggressive
companies are finding they
have more "pull" with the
BankLink system.They use
it to judge possibilities bet-
ter, and to help their money
make more money.
Regardless of size, they
rank as the country's best
informed companies.

Contact your local
BankLink bank and ask for
a demonstration.



Chairman Bill Douce in the Phillips map
room gives a hand to the company's fu-
ture, the Santa Maria Basin.

Gulf of Alaska, leaving Chevron high and
dry. "We were pretty upset," recalls Law-
rence W. Funkhouser, 61, who is in charge

of exploration and production for Chev-
ron's parent, Standard Oil of California.
But Chevron obviously warmed up to
Phillips over the next three years, perhaps
partly because of Phillips's gutsy—and
fruitless—foray into that Lower Cook Inlet

sale. "We spent $200 million, found noth-

ing, and I didn't get fired," says Rickards,
Phillips's exploration boss. "I guess Chev-

ron liked our style."
Chevron and Phillips each took 40% of

the deal, and two other companies the re-

maining 20%. Chevron assumed the role of

operating partner, making the day-to-day
decisions on the first wells to be drilled.

"We brought more to the sales than Phil-

lips did," Funkhouser says without undue
modesty. "We had been working around
that area for a long time." What Phillips
brought to the party was a willingness
to plunge.

Bidding to buy

And plunge it did, though not at the
1979 sale. There the two companies picked
up 83,000 acres for $295 million—relative-

ly cheap. Information gleaned from wells
drilled on those acreage blocks—the re-
sults of which were kept completely se-
cret—prompted Phillips and Chevron to
open their wallets at the next sale in May
1981. "We had knowledge no one else
had," Bill Douce says. Adds C. J. "Pete"
Silas, 50, Phillips's president: "We bid to
buy. It was the opportunity of a lifetime."
When the sealed bids were opened, Phil-
lips and Chevron had committed to spend
$600 million apiece. On a lease block ad-
joining an earlier Phillips-Chevron well,
the partners anted up a record $333.6 mil-
lion for just 5,000 acres, $172 million more
than the second-highest offer.

The hefty lease expenses are only the be-
ginning. Depending on how rich the basin
proves, Phillips will have to spend perhaps
$500 million and conceivably as much as
$1 billion for development wells, produc-
tion platforms, and the like.

All this comes when Phillips, like the
rest of the industry, is feeling the crunch
from one of the sharpest downturns in the
oil business in the past 25 years. Douce has
thus embarked on a rigorous austerity
program. He's cut capital spending by 20%
this year and foresees an additional 10%
reduction in 1983. Operations have been
sold, shuttered, or severely curtailed. But
with the meter ticking on its already huge
investment in the Santa Maria Basin, it's a
safe assumption that Phillips will keep
moving on that project.
Stock market palpitations, of course, are

governed by expectations for the future as
well as by past performance. The first pro-
duction, and revenue, from the Santa Ma-
ria Basin are not expected until 1986 at the
earliest. The belt tightening should help
keep profits from sagging too much until
then. Nevertheless, Picchi of Salomon
Brothers predicts "uninspiring earnings"
until the Santa Maria Basin begins pump-
ing. The biggest worry is that while wait-
ing for the California crude to start flow-
ing, Phillips will be unable to stem the
declines in production from its other prop-
erties—particularly at Ekofisk, the source
of roughly 41% of the company's total

1981 oil output of 246,000 barrels per day.
Phillips hopes to bridge the gap to 1986

with previous discoveries now under de-
velopment. The Ivory Coast find, currently
pumping 11,500 barrels daily for Phillips,
could provide a lot more help in the future
if it lives up to its billing. And the
company is contemplating a $2-billion
enhanced-recovery project at Ekofisk in an
effort to squeeze more crude out of that
tired reservoir. Wall Street's low-wattage

response to Phillips thus far seems to sug-
gest skepticism about the company's abili-

ty to pull all this off—as if to say that the
bridge to 1986 and the onrush of Santa

Maria's subsea blessings may be a bridge

too far.

BANKLINK" BANKS
PULLING TOGETHER MAKE
WORLD'S LARGEST SYSTEM.
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American Security Bank
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The First National Bank of Boston
First of Maryland
Florida National Bank
Harris Trust & Savings Bank
Lincoln First Bank, N.A.
Manufacturers National Bank of
Detroit

Marine National Exchange Bank
Maryland National Bank
North Carolina National Bank
Omaha National Bank
The Philadelphia National Bank
Pittsburgh National Bank
Rhode Island Hospital Trust
Southeast Bank, N.A.
Third National Bank in Nashville
Virginia National Bank
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Zions First National Bank
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Hewlett-Packard
on personal computing.

Why settle for a one-size-fits-all
have the right tool for the job.

There's a Series 10 Professional Calculator specialized for science. One for •
business. One for math and another for engineering. With up to 448-line
memory, these pocket-sized problem-solvers pack a lot of power!

Our Series 40 Hand-held Computers bridge the gap betweep calculators
and desktops. The astronauts used one to help navigate Columbia. But
there are 5,999 other programs you might find interesting.

Our Series 80 Personal Computers have so many solutions
you'll never outgrow them! Presentation graphics, spreadsheet analysis,
word processing and data communications are just the beginning.

Series 100 Personal Office Computers combine the power to
manage words, numbers and graphics ... the ability to access central
information files ...with the friendliness of a personal computer.



11 computer? Now you can

1h..

The Series 70 Portable Computers were made especially for the
professional on the move. Battery-driven, with expandable memory, they
can do just about anything a desktop can do ...just about anywhere.

Series 200 Personal Technical Computers give engineers and scientists
the 16-bit power they asked for... along with capabilities to handle
design, computation and testing, all in a lab-bench size package.

Until now, professionals didn't really choose a personal com-
puter. They settled on one. Because, in getting an all-purpose
computer, they rarely got what they really wanted.

But now you can make a choice without making a com-
promise.

You can choose from six different series of personal
computers. And thousands of software packages.

And they're all from Hewlett-Packard.
At Hewlett-Packard, we never tried to make one com-

puter right for everyone. Where other manufacturers general-
ized, we specialized. And focused our computer power so that
every professional could find the right tool for the job.

Small features make a big difference.
With six series there's a lot of variety in the HP line. But there
are also some qualities all of our machines share.

They're easy-to-learn. Our desktop models, for example,
have special screen-labeled function keys that help guide you
through programs. And it usually takes just one keystroke to
give commands.

They're easy-to-use. Don't worry about eyestrain when
you're using one of our personal office computers.They've got
easy-to-read, high-resolution screens. And our compact desk-
top designs will sit on your desk ... without taking it over.

They're easy-to-expand.
Hooking-up a printer, plotter or
instrument is as easy as connect-
ing a plug. Because HP-IL and
HP-IB peripheral interfaces are
available on all but our smallest
machines.

Add all those features to our
wide range of power, size and capa-
bility... and you get a computer
that's not only "personal" by our
definition ... but by yours.

For a closer look at HP's personal computers, and a copy
of our 20-page book Choosing the Right Tool for the Job, visit
your local Hewlett-Packard sales office or authorized HP com-
puter dealer. Call 800-547-3400 (in Alaska, Hawaii or Oregon
503-758-1010) for the location nearest you.

Ipa HEWLETTPACKARD

TCO2212
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Options on Futures Begin to Spread

by Mary Greenebaum

Until lately the only kinds of options—
puts and calls—that investors could trade
on an exchange were those on individual
stocks. That changed in October, when the
Chicago Board of Trade introduced op-
tions on Treasury bond futures. New
York's Coffee, Sugar & Cocoa Exchange
brought out options on sugar futures, and
the Comex, also in New York, began to
trade options on gold futures. These new
options, based on futures rather than on
actual T-bonds, gold, or sugar, are two
steps removed from the tangible world,
but options on the real things haven't been
far behind (see box on page 192).
Other kinds of options on futures are

likely to appear soon as part of a pilot pro-
gram started by the Commodity Futures
Trading Commission, the federal agency
that oversees commodity trading. The
CFTC already has received applications to

trade options on heating-oil futures as well
as on three stock index futures—S&P 500,
New York Stock Exchange Composite,

and Value Line Average.
The new options are a far cry from the

shady over-the-counter options that in-
vestors got burned on in the past. At-

NOW AN
OPTION CUTS A
COLD TRADER'S
RISK

Source: Comex

tempts by speculators to manipulate the
grain markets caused Congress to ban op-
tions on some agricultural futures in 1936.
The CFTC was created in 1974, partly in
response to scams by bucket shops that
were selling wildly overpriced or 'simply
nonexistent options on such commodities
as gold and sugar. Now the CFTC is gin-
gerly letting the exchanges move into the
business—closely watched.

Rights without obligations

Like all options, those on futures offer a
way to speculate on price swings with lim-
ited risk but the chance of big rewards. The
Comex has been promoting its options on
gold futures as "gold for the not so bold."
As the table below shows, the buyer of an
option can never lose more than he paid
for it. That's because a call represents the
right—but not the obligation—to buy the
underlying commodities or securities dur-

ing a stated period at a set price called the
strike price. Similarly a put establishes the
opportunity—but not the requirement—
to sell at the strike price.

If the market goes his way, the lucky
holder of a put or a call can sell it at a profit
or exercise it. But if the market should go
against him, the damage is limited; the
worst that can happen is that the option
expires and becomes worthless. By con-
trast, a trader who goes into the futures
market experiences the full effect of price
swings up or down. He can win big, but he
can also lose considerably more than he
put up initially.
There is, of course, no such thing as a

free safety net. A buyer of puts and calls
doesn't make money until the prices of
whatever lies behind them have moved
enough to offset the cost of the options. So
a trader who guesses right will always
make more money on a futures contract

continued

Three ways of trying to profit from an upswing in gold prices are
purchasing the metal, taking a long position in a gold futures contract
(the equivalent of purchase), and buying a call option on the contract.
The examples assume that at the outset both the futures and the
option have an April expiration date and that the price at which the call
can be exercised equals the market price of gold for April delivery. The
futures price won't rise as much as the cash price—futures prices
include carrying charges. Strictly speaking, the futures trader's return
on a price rise of $150 an ounce is infinity, not 350%, because he doesn't
actually invest anything and gets his collateral back intact.

METHOD iMOUNT GAIN
OF TRADING REQUIRED FOR IF PRICE RISES

100 OUNCES $150 AN OUNCE

LOSS
IF PRICE FALLS
$150 AN OUNCE

OUTRIGHT
PURCHASE

FUTURES
CONTRACT

OPTION
ON A FUTURES
CONTRACT

$42,500
CASH

$4,000
COLLATERAL

$4,000
CASH

$15,000/35% $15,000/35%

$14,000/350% $16,300/408%

$10,000/250% $4,000/100%

loan
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ASHLAND OIL, INC.
(ASH) ASHLAND, KY Ashland Oil, Inc. today
announced preliminary 1982 fiscal fourth quarter
net income of $75.8 million, $2.34 a share, up
54 percent from $49.3 million, $1.45 a share, in
the 1981 fiscal fourth quarter. Sales and operating
revenues were $2.3 billion for the quarter compared
to $2.6 billion in the 1981 fourth quarter.

Net income for fiscal 1982 of $180.9 million,
$5.29 a share, up 101 percent from 1981 net
income of $90.0 million, $2.22 a share, was also
announced. Sales and operating revenues for
fiscal 1982 were $9.1 billion compared to $9.5
billion in 1981. Ashland's fourth quarter and fiscal
year ends September 30.

Net income for the quarter includes approximately
$20.9 million resulting from the net effort of
unusual items.

Net income for the year includes a total of $47.1
million resulting from the net effect of the unusual
items mentioned above and those reported in
previous quarters.

In making the announcement, John R. Hall,
Ashland Board Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer, said, "Ashland Petroleum had favorable
results for the fourth quarter and for the year.
Excluding the effects of unusual items, fiscal
fourth quarter operating income in the petroleum
segment totalled $78.8 million. This strong showing
resulted from four principal factors:
• Ashland's crude oil position has been strength-
ened significantly through the change in supply
sources. Relatively stable, lower-priced, domestic
sources now account for about 70 percent of
our refinery needs, compared to 58 percent at
this time last year and 34 percent in 1980.

• The petroleum products market remained
relatively stable during the last half of our fiscal
year.

• Operational costs were significantly reduced
through force reduction and more efficient energy
utilization.

* Valvoline Oil Company had an outstanding
quarter and year, reporting record net income
for both periods and increasing market share
despite the lower demand for motor oil.
"Reflecting the severe impact of the economic

recession in demand for their products and
services, several of our other operating segments
reported a decline in operating income for the
year:' Hall said. "The performance of these divisions
follows closely that of the general economy. We
remain optimistic that each of these divisions
will report improved earnings as the national
economy improves.
"We are proud to report that Ashland produced

strong earnings in a difficult economic year:' Hall
said. "We anticipate that the turbulent conditions
that plagued the petroleum industry and the national
economy throughout 1982 will continue during
the next few years. Thus, management has
concentrated its efforts on positioning Ashland to
be able to compete successfully in this volatile
environment. We believe that flexibility and cost
control will be the keys to future progress, and we
will continue to emphasize both.
"Over its history, Ashland has demonstrated its

ability to adapt and succeed in difficult, changing
environments, and we are determined to carry
on that tradition;' Hall concluded.

(For Mini Annual Report Contact: William
Hartl, Director-Financial Communications,
Ashland Oil, Inc. 410 Park Avenue, New York,
NY 10022. Phone: (212) 421-1250.)

COLOR TILE, INC. 0
(TILE) FORT WORTH, TX, Color Tile, Inc. reported
earnings for the first quarter of fiscal 1983 of
$2,349,000, or $0.23 per share, versus $1,625,000,
or $0,15 per share for the same period a year ago.

Sales for the quarter were $57,375,000, as
compared to $52,114,000 last year, a 10.1 percent
increase. A total of 572 stores in 46 states were
in operation at Sept. 30, 1982, versus 539 stores
in 44 states last year.

First Quarter Ended September 30 1982 1981

Net Sales . ...... . ...... $57,375,000 $52,114,000
Income before Income Taxes . 4,382,000 2,954,000
Provision for Income Taxes. .. 2,033,000 1,329,000
Net Income 2,349,000 1,625,000

Average Common Shares
Outstanding .  10,414,000 10,820,000

Net Income per Average
Common Share $0.23 $0.15

"We attribute the continued turnaround to our
concentrated efforts for more effective advertising,
our new store vignette display program, and our
monitoring of operational expenses.
"Our gross margin improved 0.9 of 1 percent

and our selling, general, and administrative
expenses decreased 2.5 percent as a percent of
sales for the same comparative quarters. Net
earnings were up 53.3 percent and pretax earnings
from operations, exclusive of interest effects,
were up 82.4 percent:' stated John A. Wilson,
chairman of the board, president and chief
executive officer.

(Contact: Barry W. Witt, Vice-President and
Treasurer, Color Tile, Inc., 1820 Two Tandy
Center, Fort Worth, TX 76102. Phone:
(817) 870-9634.)

DELUXE CHECK PRINTERS, INC.
CDLX) ST PAUL, MN. Deluxe Check Printers,
Incorporated reports that sales for the first nine
months of 1982 reached $407,773,756, up 8.9
percent from $374,482,860 a year ago. Net
earnings for the period were $46,554,764 or $2.03
per share, up 15.9 percent from last year's
$40,182,546, or $1.75 per share.

Sales for the third quarter were $140,362,533,
up 9,2 percent from $128,527,692 last year,
while net earnings were $17,909,488 or $.78 per
share, up 14.5 percent compared to $15,638,064
or 68 cents per share a year ago.

(Contact: Peter R. Hinsch, Financial Vice
President, Deluxe Check Printers, Incorporated,
PO. Box 43399, St. Paul, MN 55164. Phone:
(612) 483-7111.)

WETTERAU INCORPORATED 0
(WETT) ST LOUIS, MO, Wetterau Incorporated
reported increased sales and earnings for the
second quarter and first six months of fiscal 1983,
it was announced today by Ted C. Wetterau,
Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer.

For the quarter ended October 2, 1982,
Wetterau achieved record sales of $554.3 million,
an increase of 17 percent compared with sales
of $473.9 million for the same period the prior
year. Net earnings for the second quarter reached
$3.6 million compared with a net loss of $3.3
million, primarily resulting from an unfriendly
takeover bid in the previous year. The incremental
gain in earnings is $6.9 million. Primary earnings
per common share for the second quarter were
47 cents, compared with a loss of 43 cents per

share the prior year. Fully diluted earnings per
common share for the second quarter were 45
cents, compared with a loss of 43 cents per share
the prior year.

For the first six months of fiscal 1983, Wetterau
reported record sales of $1.1 billion, an increase
of 14.6 percent compared with sales of $937.3
million for the same period the previous year.
Net earnings for the six months reached $6.4
million, compared with a net loss of $1.0 million
the prior year. This represents a positive turn-
around of $7.4 million. Primary earnings per
common share for the six months were 83 cents,
compared with a loss of 13 cents per share the
year before. Fully diluted earnings per common
share for the six months were 79 cents, compared
with a loss of 13 cents per share the previous year.

Net earnings and earnings per common share
for the second quarter and first six months of
fiscal 1982 have been restated as a result of a
subsequent change to the LIFO inventory valuation
method. Primary earnings per common share
have been computed based on the weighted average
number of shares outstanding during the quarter
and six months; fully diluted earnings per common
share additionally assume the exercise of out-
standing stock options and the full conversion of
the company's convertible subordinated notes.

In announcing the quarter and six month results,
Mr. Wetterau stated, "The company's management
and directors are pleased with the progress
evidenced in our year-to-date sales and earnings
results, and the very positive contribution to
growth from incremental business resulting from
our aggressive marketing strategy. Fiscal 1983
is unfolding as planned and we remain confident
that by year end the company will return to its
historic pattern of successful performance
and growth."

The company also announced that a registration
statement has been filed with the Securities
and Exchange Commission regarding the
acquisition of Laneco, Inc. That acquisition is
expected to be consummated in late November.
Prior to the acquisition, Laneco will distribute
to its shareholders all of the shares of its real
estate subsidiary. The acquisition of Laneco is
contingent on favorable ruling by the' IRS that
this exchange is tax-free.

(For further information contact: Dick N.
Dalton, First Vice President, Communications
& Strategic Planning, or Ronald S. Humiston,
Director, Public Relations & Communications
Services, Wetterau Incorporated, 8920
Pershall Road, Hazelwood, MO. Phone:
(314) 524-5000.)
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You don't support an
extraordinary personal computer

with ordinary software.

Go beyond the powerful performance
of the Olivetti M20 personal computer and
you find the powerful support of Olivetti
software. Software that enables the M20
to deliver all that's built into it.

Specifically: a true 16-bit processor.
High-resolution graphics. Monochrome
and color display that may be divided
into 16 windows. Memory capacity
expandable to 512K bytes. And external
disk storage up to 11MB.

The M20 is supported not only by
its own operating system, PCOS, but
also by CP/M 80, CP/M 86, and
MSDOS. Its programming languages
include Microsoft Basic, CBasic,
and Assembler. Extraordinary

First in electronic worksheets.

The only constant about
numbers is that they're sure to
change. That's why Olivetti's
Multiplan, a truly extraordinary
electronic worksheet, is a
must for cash flow and
pricing analysis, budget
planning, and forecasting

It also allows you to
link information between
different worksheets.
Sort entries alphabet-
ically or numerically.
And its unique format- .
ting capability lets you

I -...••••••• (,l1P46111 7 \
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Executive 
St.tcretary Pius

Wow) 
PROCESSING 

SySTEM
collwellttl M20 

PERSONAL. COMPUTER

isplay information and print hard copies to
your specifications. Extraordinary.

The last word in word processing.

Immediately after invention of the word
came invention of the deadline. That's why
Olivetti's Executive Secretary Plus is more
than just a sophisticated text editor. It en-

ables you to create, qualify and sort
mailing lists, merge information, and even

transmit documents long distance via
electronic mail. Extraordinary.

More solid software.

Database, project and
facilities management, general
accounting, statistical and nu-
merical analysis, C.A.I., com-

munications, and a host of
specialized applications.

Extraordinary, indeed.

Out front in backup.

Olivetti's nationwide
network of dealers is there
to meet your software and

service needs. For infor-
mation return the

coupon today.

CP/M, MSDOS, Multiplan,
and Executive Secretary Plus
are trademarks of, respec-

tively, Digital Research,
Microsoft, Microsoft,
and Sof/Sys.

MULTIPLAN"

Please send me information on your: 0 Extraordinary Olivetti M20. 0 Extraordinary M20 software. 0 Extraordinary Olivetti dealership opportunity.

FN-12/13
Name

Firm

Address

City State Zip

Mail to: Docutel/Oliyetti Corporation, 155 White Plains Road, Dept. M20, Tarrytown, NY 10591; 800-431-1366. In New York State, (914) 631-8100.

olivetti M20 Personal Computer
1982 Docute1/01ivetti Corporation Now Olivetti Financial Services, Inc. makes Olivetti personal computers even more affordable.
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than on an option. A futures player doesn't
make an actual investment; he merely puts
up collateral—usually amounting to 5% of
the value of the contract, and often in the
form of Treasury bills, which continue to
earn interest. If the market goes against
him, he can lose his deposit and then
some. But if he at least breaks even, his po-
sition has cost him nothing because he
gets his collateral back.
Hedgers like options because they can

buy puts to protect their holdings against a
drop in price. If the market value of his
portfolio should rise, the hedger profits if
the gain is greater than the cost of the put.
By contrast, someone who hedges with fu-
tures is in virtually the same position as
someone who has sold out his investment:
the gains on his portfolio are likely to be
offset by losses on the futures. The new op-
tions on futures offer ways to protect hold-
ings on which options weren't available
before, such as bonds or gold. If the CFTC
approves trading in options on stock index
futures, investors will also be able to
hedge large holdings of equities by buying
a single put on the market instead of a
number of puts on individual stocks.
Options on futures have no clear-cut ad-

vantage for either speculators or hedgers
over options on actual securities and com-
modities, but people who like to put up as
little cash as possible in trading will proba-
bly go for puts and calls on the futures. The
central difference between an option on
the actual bond and an option on a bond
future is that someone who wants to exer-
cise a T-bond call has to buy the bonds,
while the investor who exercises a call on
the future can take a position in the future
simply by putting up collateral.

Embedded interest

Calls on the futures of anything that
yields little or no income may be cheaper
than calls on the real thing. Robert Merton,
a professor of finance at MIT, explains that
an investor wanting to avoid tying up
money in a nonearning asset like gold
can't just buy a call on gold and invest in
Research associate: Louis S. RI. hmuu

Action in the Real Things
A couple of weeks al ter flu ),..t ober

debut of options on futures, the Cliicago
Board Options Exchange began to trade
options on an actual .bond: the 14% Trea-
suries due in 2011. Around the same
time, the American Stock Exchange in-
troduced puts and calls on a ten-year
Treasury note and on 13-week T-bills.

Besides appearing less mysterious
than options on futures to a lot of peo-
ple, the options on fixed-income securi-
ties have the advantage for individual
investors of trading in smaller units
than their counterparts in futures. The
options on the T-bond future, which
cover bonds with a face amount of
$100,000, have been going for around
$2,000 to $5,000. The CBOE also has an
option on actual bonds with a par value
of $100,000—but in addition it offers
puts and calls on securities with a par of
only $20,000. These smaller options,
available as well on the Amex, typically
cost a few hundred dollars.

Theoretically hedgers could buy puts
on either the bonds or their futures to
protect a bond portfolio. But since the

CBOE options are on high-c(}upon is-
sues, investors whose bonds are selling
around par may find these puts on the
real thing handier lor hedging than fu-
tures options. The T-bond futures con-
tract sells at a deep discount, since it is
based on bonds with an 8% coupon; that
means a hedger might need more than
one put to protect each $100,000 of face
value in his bonds.
The options on fixed-income securi-

ties are opening the way for other new
puts and calls. The New York Stock Ex-
change, the Amex, the National Associ-
ation of Securities Dealers, and the
CBOE all have plans to introduce op-
tions on stock indexes. The stock ex-
changes and the NASD would use their
own composites while the CBOE is pro-
posing to create a brand-new index of
100 stocks on which options are traded.
New gold options are also in the works.
The Pacific Stock Exchange has pro-
posed options on gold coins like Kruger-
rands, and the Amex, with an eye to its
retail clientele, wants to introduce puts
and calls on a mere ten ounces of gold.

T-bills the difference between the cost of
the call and the price of bullion; the market
will price the gold call high enough to off-
set his interest income. Calls on gold fu-
tures don't have the interest income em-
bedded in their price, because converting
the call to a futures position involves only
putting up T-bills as collateral.
As with all options, an option with a

long life will typically cost more than one
about to expire, since the longer option
provides more time for the market price to
reach the strike price. The gap between the
two prices is also a key variable. Unlike a
stock, which has only one market price, a
futures contract has a different market
price for each delivery date. So the strike
price of, say, an option on a T-bond future
with a March expiration date would have
to be compared with the price of T-bonds
for March delivery.

Volatility is another important factor.
Buyers of puts and calls make money on
price swings, and they will pay more for
an option on a stock that fluctuates wildly
than for one on a more stable stock. The
new options on futures promise plenty of
action. Thomas Rzepski, a vice president
at Paine Webber, calculates that over the
past couple of months T-bond futures
have been about as volatile as the stock

market (measured by the S&P 500), while
gold and sugar futures have jumped
around twice as much.
How profits in the new options will be

taxed is still a conundrum. The IRS has yet
to determine whether options on futures
are going to be treated like options or like
futures. Profits from options on stocks are
considered short-term capital gains—the
longest options go out only nine months—
and are taxed at the same rate as ordinary
income. In theory, some options on fu-
tures could produce long-term gains be-
cause the options run as long as 16
months—but so far there's virtually no
trading that far out.
The futures exchanges are lobbying to

have profits from the new options taxed
like gains on futures contracts: 60% of the
profit is considered long term regardless of
the holding period, and the balance is
short term. That works out to a maximum
tax rate of 32%. Even if that proposal isn't
adopted, traders in options on futures
could conceivably have the best of both
worlds. If the market went against them,
they could let their options expire or sell
them at a loss, but traders who were win-
ning could save taxes by exercising their
options to transform profitable positions
into futures contracts.
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Want to see a plastic that can help
save more than money?

Borg-Warner's Cycolacu ABS plastic is economical, tough, and resistant to stains and
chemicals—making it perfect for a wide variety of medical uses, from portable paramedic kits to
operating room equipment. That's Borg-Warner today. And there's more to come. In eight major
markets, Borg-Warner is a company to watch.

• Watch
Borg-Warner

For an annual report write: Borg-Warner, Dept. 85,200 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60604
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"The Sigmor acquisition will add marketing muscle
to Diamond Shamrock's oil and gas operations."

"And in one of America's top gasoline markets,
the Southwest."

Diamond Shamrock

The resourceful company.

Diamond Shamrock Corporation, Dallas, Texas 75201
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COMPUTER AND COMMUNICATIONS

TECHNOLOGY
How NEC helps curb rising costs

At NEC, we hai e always
believed that automation
effectively raises produc-
tivity and lowers business
costs.

Through "C&C," our
unique integrated
computer and communi-
cations technology, we're
proving this to be true.

The NEC digital EPBX
system, based on 80 years of
know-how in the telecommuni-
cations field, illustrates this
cost-cutting potential.
Utilizing the latest .fiber
optics transmission
techniques, it lets you
link voice and data
systems into a single
cost-effective
communications
network accessible
to all

Computers
incorporating
our own
advanced
semiconductors
plug nicely into
this network,
trimming profit-
eating expendi-
tures all along the
way. This applies
as much to our
large general-
purpose computers
and business

computers as it floes to our
small, personal ones like
the PC-8000—the best-

seller in Japan. The
NEC teleconference

system takes our
philosophy yet
another step.

Combining a variety qf
data processing systems
with communications

systems, it can save
businesses millions

of dollars annually—
and business

people thousands of
hours of needless
travel These are

only a Jew of over
15,000 different

industrial, business
and home elec-
tronics products
manufactured

by NEC
They spearhead our drive to

boost productivity and
curb costs by way of

"C&C"— a concern shared
by our customers

in over 140
countries.

NEC
Nippon Electric Coltd
PO Box 1 Takanawa Tokyo Japan
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Why give a collector's item that barely lights up the room,
when you can give one that brightens up the holidays.

Tanqueray Gin. A singular experience.



In Search of Mexican Meals

by Patricia A. Langan

Americans are putting away Mexican
food as never before—some $3 billion
worth in restaurants last year. Of course,
most of it isn't authentic. "Mexican food in
U.S. restaurants is now at the stage reached
by Chinese food 20 years ago—the chop
suey and chow mein stage," says Diana
Kennedy, a cookbook author and a critic of
Mexican food. It reflects little of the rich
cuisine, varying from region to region,
handed down by the Aztecs, the Spanish,
and even the French during their mid-
19th-century occupation.

Nonetheless, what passes for Mexican
food north of the border is earthy, hearty
food, festive and inexpensive, that offers
its own rewards. Mexican restaurants here
have adopted mainly the cuisine of Sonora
in northern Mexico, based on beef, mild
chile peppers, and wheat tortillas. There
are also domestic regional variations,
most notably fiery Tex-Mex with its chili
con came and nachos—corn chips covered
with beans, cheese, and jalapeno peppers
and then broiled. And here and there, like
sunken Spanish galleons, can be found
real treasures of authenticity.
The basic all-purpose American-Mexi-

can meal is most often found today in
Mexican dinner-house chains like Chi-
Chi's and W.R. Grace's El Torito. Sonora-
style dishes are served most commonly as
combination plates—tortillas in different
forms with beans and rice. Tortillas filled
with chicken, beef, or cheese become en-
chiladas; when deep-fried, chimichangas.
Usually the atmosphere is more exciting
than the food—you eat in a sparkling haci-
enda right out of ,postcard Mexico—and
the odds against indigestion are in your fa-
vor. What could be incendiary is probably
bland, although one chain, El Torito, var-
ies spiciness not only from region to re-
gion but even from one Texas city to an-
other. Chain executives like to say they are

continued

Tortillas are made in full view of patrons
at La Luz del Dia in Los Angeles.

the me Road
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You've got the Card that's welcomed
at hotels, restaurants, fine shops, airlines,
and car rentals—around town as well as
around the world. But there's more to it
than that. You've got the security of travel-
ing with the Card that's backed by all the
services and people of American Express.

Here's a brief description of some of
the special services currently available to
our American Express Cardmembers. If you
have questions on details or restrictions,
please don't hesitate: give us a call.

You've got no pre-set
spending limit.

Many other cards have a pre-set limit;
the American ExpreseCard doesn't. Pur-
chases are approved based on your ability
to pay as demonstrated by your past spend-
ing, your payment patterns, and your
personal resources. So you can take care of

unexpected emergencies or unexpected
pleasures. In short, if you can handle it,
the Card can handle it.

You've got
Assured Reservations?

You've got a way to make certain your
hotel will hold your room no matter how
late you arrive. And when you add Express
Service7you've got fast hotel check-in

and check-out. If for some reason they
can't hold your hotel room the hotel will
pay for a room in a comparable hotel, trans'
portation, and a phone call. If your plans
should change, just telephone the hotel
before 6 p.m. their time (4 p.m. at resorts);
ask for and keep a cancellation number
in case you are accidentally billed.

You've got emergency
Card replacement.

You've got a way to get a lost or stolen
Card replaced fast. Usually within 24 I-015
or by the end of the next business day. Just
go to the nearest Travel Service Office*

You've got nearly
1,000 Travel Service Offices:
American Express Travel Service

Offices* are world-famous for helping 10'
elers and especially Cardmembers. ExPert
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ExPelt

vel agents, they Can help when you plan,
range, and ticket your trip—business or
Ication. Their emergency financial and
vel help is legendary. In more than 120

13tintries, you're never alone.

You've got 24-hour
American Express'Travelers

Cheque Dispensers.
Once you enroll, you can get $100 to

ISO° in Travelers Cheques, 365 days a year,
480 automatic dispensers in U.S. airports,
Well as some American Express Travel
ervice Offices in the U.S. and Canada.

You've got $75,000
Travel Accident Insurance.

lie Every time your tickets are charged on
i Card, you, your spouse, and depen-t

it children under 23 are automatically
•Ivered. It's included in your Cardmem-

bership at no extra cost. Underwritten by
Fireman's Fund American Life Insurance
Company, San Rafael, California.

You've got signed receipts.
A copy of most of the receipts you

signed is enclosed with your monthly bill.
So you can double-check your expense
account or budget. There's even space to
record the purpose of the expense, which
is a great help at tax time.

You've got emergency
check cashing.

When you're out of town and out of
cash, you're not out of luck. You can get
funds at participating hotels, motels, air-
lines, car rental counters, and American
Express Travel Service Offices? It ranges
from $50 in emergency funds at many air-
line ticket counters to as much as $1,000

($200 in cash, the balance in American
Express®Travelers Cheques) at Travel
Service Offices, subject of course to local
regulations and cash availability.

You've got customer
service experts.

You've got human beings to talk to.
They're experts on all of these services plus
many we haven't listed here. They're also
expert troubleshooters if you have billing
problems or questions. The phone number
for your area is on your billing statement.

You've got to apply.
If you aren't already a Cardmember,

call 800-528-8000, and we'll send you an
application. You shouldn't have
to take on the world all by your-
self. The American Express Card.
Don't leave home without it!

*Travel Service Offices of American Express Company, its subsidiaries and Representatives.
C American Express Company, 1982,



On
mom 1 Road continued
developing new dishes to educate Ameri-
can palates to the subtleties and variety of
Mexican cuisine, but creations like Mexi-
can Pizza, Blue Margaritas, and Kahlua
Mousse are more likely innovations.
Finding an individually owned Mexican

restaurant does not necessarily assure in-
triguing food. Your chances of getting
something more than a basic combo plat-
ter improve, but the meals are just as likely
to be bland. Many long-established propri-
etors have grown to assume that their cus-
tomers prefer pabulum to poblano (a dark
green pepper), and they often don't use au-
thentic ingredients—like cilantro (corian-
der) in guacamole and salsas.
My search for Mexican food with char-

acter took me from New York to Washing-
ton, Houston, Los Angeles, Denver, Chi-
cago, and San Francisco. I had trouble
finding first-rate places even though I'd
gotten some tips from Mexicans living in
the U.S. External appearances and guide
listings that use words like "authentic"
and "best" are meaningless: too often it's
the Mexican antiques that are authentic
and the location that's best. In Chicago, a
good cross section of what's available in
major U.S. cities, I was disappointed by a
handsome canopied place on Michigan
Avenue called MesOn del Lago. Nachos
were covered with orange cheddar cheese,
although authentic white cheeses are easy
to find in Chicago. Two waiters went
blank when asked to recommend authen-
tic dishes. Flautas (tortillas filled with
chicken, then deep fried) seemed to be the

best bet until they arrived buried in sour
cream. When excavated, the salsa verde
(green sauce) was fairly zesty, but the tor-
tillas were cold.

I fared better at Su Casa, a tranquil spot
with Spanish colonial decor just a couple
of blocks away at 49 East Ontario Street
(312-943-4041). Su Casa's cuisine is main-
ly Tex-Mex; it has a combination plate, the
usual enchilada dishes, and a Texas chili,
all well spiced and interesting. But there's
also a fairly hot salsa picante on the table
for do-it-yourself seasoning and a smat-
tering •of well-prepared unusual dishes.
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Among these were a delicate trout with ci-
lantro and Camarones a la Veracruzana
(shrimp sautéed with tomatoes, peppers,
garlic, and spices).

Rewards for the adventurous

Food with genuine Mexican soul is usu-
ally available only to the truly adventur-
ous who are unafraid to stroll into Mexi-
can neighborhoods and sit down in places
whose atmosphere usually ranges from
American luncheonette to borderline
seamy. Liquor is rarely served, but most
places offer well-chilled Mexican beer.
Chicago's family-owned Ostioneria Pla-

ya Azul (1514 West 18th Street, 312-733-
9091), for example, is unprepossessing, to
put it charitably. But the Veracruz seafood
specialties are fresh and original. My
choice: Tostadas de Ceviche de Jaiba—a
crisp, thin tortilla covered with chopped
crab, green olives, white onions, tomatoes,
jalapeno peppers, and abundant chopped
cilantro. Among the other possibilities:
lobster in garlic sauce and Eternal Youth
Shrimp, a breaded and fried seafood corn-

bination. (Credit cards aren't accepted.)
In Denver, Taqueria Patzcuaro is a

cheerful, spotless place with a Mexican
jukebox (2616 West 32nd Street, 303-455-
4389). Caldo Pescado, a delicious spicy fish
stew, is the weekend specialty. Other finds
worth the short ride from downtown: tor-
tas (Mexican sandwiches made with
homemade bread), taquitos carbon (small
soft tacos filled with beef), and an icy
crushed melon drink. (No beer or credit
cards.) Los Panchos, a roadhouse off 1-70
not far from the airport, prepares a suc-
culent beef barbacoa—barbecued meat
steamed with a dark, rich, spicy sauce
called mole (4780 Tejon Street, 303-455-
1050. Credit cards).
The most accessible neighborhood spot

I visited was La Luz del Dia (1 Olvera
Street, Los Angeles, 213-628-7494), where
neighborhood folk, tourists, and business-
men mingle comfortably in a relaxed and
cheerful atmosphere. For 23 years Fran-
cisco Cazares has been turning out
homemade tortillas and hearty food. His

continued

At Ostioneria Playa Azul in Chicago, chef Hermilo Huasano's seafood specialties
include Veracruz-style shrimp and red snapper.
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EX44

EX55

The New Silver-Reed Standards
Silver-Reed elevates typewriting to a new level of style

and sophistication, with the electronic EX55 and EX44.
Both possess the essence of Silver-Reed's state-of-the-art

technology. And the capabilities to take you beyond
ordinary typing.

The extraordinary EX55 — with built-in microcomputer
— gives you a whole range of automatic functions, including
underlining, centering, decimal tabulation, correction, para-
graph indentation and carrier return. Perfect for the office,
it's a remarkably efficient, surprisingly quiet performer.

M44

The compact EX44 is as advanced in performance as it
is in appearance. Besides offering a wide range of
automatic features, it can be' teamed with its optional
Memorymatic M44 to provide the convenience of a
6,000-character memory.

In addition, Silver-Reed also offers the EX42, a popular
version of the EX44.

The Silver-Reed EX series. Not many other typewriters
can offer such sophisticated design, impressive features and
easy operation. But at Silver-Reed, that's our standard.

sill4E-R-REED
We're making typewriters smarter.

SILVER SEIKO LTD. Tokyo

SILVER-REED AMERICA,INC. SILVER SEIKO INTERNATIONAL GMBH SHYER-REED (U.K.) LTD. SILVER-REED INTERNATIONAL (HONG KONG) LTD.

8665 Hayden Place, Culver City, Calif. Langer Kornweg 40 Postfach 1112 D-6092 Silver Seiko House, 19-23, Exchange Rd., South China Bldg., 12F, 1-3 Wyndham St., Central,

90230, U.S.A. Tel: 213-837-6104 Kelsterbach,W,Germany Tel: 06107-5001 Watford, Herts. WD1 7EB, U.K. Tel: 0923-45976 Hong Kong Tel: 5-212376



Why is TWA
number one to Europe?
Have a seat and find out.

The extra inches on our 747
business class seat add extra
comfort on a long flight. That's
one of the reasons we're
number one to Europe.

Our Ambassador Classsm seat is the
most comfortable business class seat
to be had.

There are only six of them across
the Ambassador Class cabin on all our
747's. With more recline, and more
legroom, than ever before.

Fewer seats and wider aisles add up to
more spaciousness than any other
business class cabin.

But our seat is just one of a host of
reasons we're the number one host
across the Atlantic.

Take our Royal Ambassadorsm
Service. A First Class that sets the
standard. With free cocktails, assorted
vintage wines and brandies, and a
range of entrees presented with a style

of service that's warm and personal.
And after your meal, lie back in a

Sleeper-Seatrn available on every 747
and L-1011 to Europe. It stretches out
when you do. So put your feet up and
get a good flight's sleep.

Consider our aircraft. Only 747's
and L-1011's, the widebodies people
prefer. We fly them nonstop to more
cities in Europe than anyone.

We offer conveniences on the
ground too—like Airport Express,®

For First Class travel, our 747
Sleeper-Seat reclines more

than ever—a full
60 degrees.

which can give you all your boarding
passes in the U.S. So you'll get
through the airport faster in London,
Paris, and other European cities.

The only planes we fly to Europe are the
• widebodies people prefer most—

the L-1011 and 747.

Combine all these reasons with a
thirty-year tradition of service in inter-
national flight, and you've got TWA to
Europe.

We're the number one choice to
Europe for the seventh year in
a row. We just wanted you
to know why.

You're going to like us
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Houston's Merida Restaurant on Navigation Street telegraphs its Yucatan specialties
with a mural of Mayan monuments. Diners arrive at 8 A.M. for Mexican breakfasts.

cafeteria-style menu has dishes like pica-
dillo (Mexican beef stew) and carnitas
(crisp-fried pork). Ensalada de Nopalitos
turned out to be a rare Mexican delicacy:
cactus salad. Cactus eating may sound un-
appealing, but when the fleshy inner leaf is
chopped up and mixed with tomatoes, on-
ions, and cilantro, it's a tasty side dish. (No
credit cards.)
A small but growing number of fancier

places offer Mexican regional specialties
and will appeal to people who do not have
an explorer's fearlessness to back up their
adventurous palates.
Houston's three Merida restaurants of-

fer first-rate examples of Yucatan cooking,
a cuisine prized even in other parts of
Mexico for its singular blend of Mayan and
Moorish seasonings. Owner Rafael F.
Acosta, who opened the original Merida in
1972, imports spices from his native re-
gion and produces exceptional corn and
wheat tortillas. The menu at all three
places includes several dishes made with
marinated roast pork and robust black
beans. All three restaurants serve liquor
and accept credit cards; the original one, at
2509 Navigation Street (713-227-0260), is
a ten-minute drive from downtown.
Las MaiUnitas in San Francisco's finan-

cial district represents an ambitious effort
to offer authentic dishes from several Mex-
ican regions. Among the specialties are
such soups as Caldo Tlalpetlo, a spicy red
broth with chunks of chicken and avoca-
do, named after its district of origin south
of Mexico City, and tortilla soup from Oa-
xaca. From Puebla comes Chiles en No-
gada, a cold chile poblano pepper stuffed
with chopped beef, pork, pine nuts, rai-
sins, and acitr6n (a candied cactus), cov-
ered with a sweet cream sauce and
chopped walnuts. It was delicious. Las
MaiUnitas is a handsome place with a
gardenlike open patio, at 850 Montgomery
Street (415-434-2088).
The most elaborate array of Mexican re-

gional cooking I could find was at Anto-
nio's in West Los Angeles (7472 Melrose
Avenue, 213-655-0480). Antonio Gutier-
rez, a talented chef from Monterrey,
comes up with four different regional
dishes every day. Always on the menu is
jicima, a root with the crunchy consisten-
cy of a water chestnut. Sliced, sprinkled
with chili powder, and mixed with fresh
orange slices, it's a refreshing appetizer
that's new to an American palate though
it's a common snack in Mexico.

continued

re there any hotels
left in the world that

still practice the fine art
of attention to detail?
Precious few.

Canada • England
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MOTORCYCLE
COMPANY
WITH A PAST
WORTH

BUILDING ON.

Each year, for more years than
many motorcyclists now care to re-
member, another wave of revolution-
ary motorcycles rolls into America.

Machines whose advanced en-
gines, it is purported, will propel a
rider not merely down the road but
into a whole new era of motorcycling.

An era which, with increasing
predictability, lasts all of one model
year. When yet another wave of "new
era" machines rolls ashore.

There is one motorcycle com-
pany, however, whose technology is
not so transient. A company not so
anxious to scrap its last year's work.
Or even its last decade's.

The Bavarian Motor Works of
Munich, Germany.

AN ENGINEERING 
HERITAGE THAT DIDN'T

BEGIN THIS YEAR.
Before a motorcycle company

can have a heritage, it must first find
something worth building on.

While there are any number of
manufacturers still searching for this
elusive building block, BMW intro-
duced in 1923 what many aficionados
consider to be the perfect mechani-
cal foundation for a motorcycle.

The horizontally opposed twin-
cylinder engine.

A springboard which placed the
BMW engineers on a path of continu-
ous refinement—as opposed to
continuous revampment—ever since.

1

Einw R 100 RS
BMW R100

BMW R 100

swatawapOlie's to rnotorcsoele$ purchased from authorimdU,S dealers and BMW EuropeAn Delivery only. See your BMW dealer fur details. 4 1982 BMW of North America, Inc,
Thil31WWIractemark4Indlolto are registered.

BMW R 80 0/S
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TOP. BMW is the rage of the 1930 Pans Motor Show,
CENTER: In 1937 BMW again builds the fastest motorcycle in
the world, clocking 279.5 kph.
BOTTOM: BMW's set 9 world records in 1932

SIMPLICITY IN AN AGE
OF COMPLICATIONS.

"In typical BMW fashion," observed
Cycle Guide recently, "the BMW en-
gineers have brought their motor into
the Eighties without resorting to need-
less complexity."

Indeed, the design of the BMW
twin has grown not

increasingly corn-- ,

plex with the years but ingeniously sim-
ple—the hallmark of a brilliantly engi-
neered machine.

It is the simple genius of the op-
posed twin which makes a BMW sig-
nificantly less expensive to maintain
and repair than most motorcycles.

And for that matter, far less likely
to need repair in the first place.

With the cost of a motorcycle
mechanic now hovering at about $20
an hour; with the price of a mere tune-
up of certain multi-cylinder motors up-
ward of $100, the BMW twin is be-
coming more appreciated by the day.

The rewards of this remarkable en-
gine, however, are not purely financial.
THE JOYS OF BEING ONE OF THE
FEW MOVING PARTS ON A BMW.

Cycle Guide flatly states that "no
engine configuration known to man is
better at aiding the low 'cg' required
in a flick-left flick-right bike than the
opposed twin."

Small wonder then that BMW's
are renowned as extraordinary han-
dling machines.

For, in contrast to motorcycles en-
cumbered by the top-heaviness of
their own engines, the BMW's corner-
ing prowess is actually enhanced by
its motor design.

Providing its rider with a control
so exhilarating as to inspire the noted
motorcycle journalist, Michael Jordan,
to write of one BMW:

"Long after a clumsy Japanese
hyperbike would have wrestled

you into exhaustion, the R 100 RS urges
you to uncharted apexes; the only limit
to your enthusiasm is the amount of
gas in the bike's 5.8-gallon fuel tank."
A 3-YEAR WARRANTY FROM THE
ONLY MOTORCYCLE COMPANY
THAT WOULD DARE OFFER ONE.

There is a very reliable way to find
out how long a motorcycle company
truly expects its machines to stay in
„good working order.

Simply read their warranty.
In the case of BMW's limited war-

ranty, you'll discover that we protect
you against defects in workmanship
and materials longer than any other
motorcycle company in the world today.*

Three times longer than Honda
and Suzuki. And six times longer than
Harley-Davidson, Kawasaki or Yamaha.

You'll also discover that our war-
ranty covers you for an unlimited
number of miles. And applies not only
to 1983 BMW's but, retroactively, to
our 1982 models.

BMW motorcycles have not only
had a long and impressive past. We
expect them to enjoy a very secure
future as well.

THE LEGENDARY
MOTORCYCLES OF

GERMANY.

-

BMW R 65

BMW R 65 LS



Icarus might have
made it with

real time information.

As you get
closer to your goal,
conditions can change rapidly.
So success means having the
right information as it hap-
pens. That's why Sumitomo
Bank keeps you flying high in
all climates by exclusive
facilities such as on-line data
between our many overseas
offices and Tokyo.

Extensive information

networks and
computerized

services combined with our
specialized advisors and
sophisticated management are
powerful Sumitomo resources
we invite you to use. With an
eye on the future, Sumitomo's
creative banking services and
perspectives can do more for
you. At the start. And at the
bot tom line.

40P SUMITOMO BANK
3-2, Marunouchi 1-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan
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On
the Road continued

An LI ronito salad and melon margarita

A subtle pipian sauce of ground sun-
flower and pumpkin seeds, herbs, spices,
and chiles—its origin is Aztec—is served
with chicken on Sunday. Later in the week
cabbage leaves are stuffed with beef, cho-
rizo (a spicy sausage), and chipotle chiles,
which are dried jalapeilos with a deep,
smoky taste. A delicately flavored chayote,
the pale green Mexican squash, filled with
beef, cheese, and spices, appears on Fri-
day. White snapper Veracruz-style is
cooked with chiles, tomatoes, green ol-
ives, and herbs and served daily. The sub-
tlety of the food calls for wine rather than
beer, and Antonio has a large selection. My
table tried a Mexican wine: Santo To-
mas Special Reserve, a surprisingly rich,
smooth burgundy-style red from Baja.

Places like Antonio's are still culinary
outposts in a nation captivated by combo
platters. But just as the old chow mein pal-
ace prepared American palates for the
spicy regional Chinese cuisines that are
now commonplace, so may dishes of Yu-
catan, Jalisco, and Michoacan proliferate
in the years to come. Last month El Torito
opened a specialty restaurant in Orange
County, California, called Copa de Oro, to
introduce la gran cocina—the high cui-
sine—of Mexico. The authentic dishes are
to be "enlivened by the employment of re-
cent culinary innovations." Whether this
is a promise of excitement or an ominous
portent remains to be seen. The outcome
could be a bellwether of Americans' en-
thusiasm for Mexican authenticity.
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Meeting Japan's Challenge

Tenth in a Series

GIVE AMERICAN
WORKERS THE

RIGHT TOOLS AND
THEY CAN

OUTPERFORM
ANYBODY

IN THE WORLD.



At Motorola, that's a long-held belief. More than that, it's a long-term business principle.

We've been operating on this principle for at least fifteen years. And we've coined a

name for it. We call it Tool Management Culture (TMC).
TMC means supplying every employee with the best equipment to do the job.

From pencils to computers. TMC also means investing the resources to make it work. And

invest we do. Of 1981's capital expenditures of $317 million, nearly 70% was put

behind TMC.
But it also takes employee understanding and motivation to make TMC work.

Because employees are the prime movers in recommending new tools, methods and

techniques.
That's where our Participative Management Program has been a tremendous help.

Because this program not only makes
every employee a member of the man-
agement team, it allows them to make
recommendations to improve their own
productivity.

As participants in management,
Motorola people know that better tools
produce better quality, higher produc-
tivity, increased demand in the market-
place. And that helps reduce costs,
preserve jobs, and make the company's
products more competitive.

Take our Communications Sector
for example. With thousands of people
in the field servicing land mobile com-
munications products with dozens of
separate pieces of test equipment, our
people saw a need for something
better. So they invented the R2001, a single in-the-field test unit that could handle 12

functions in one test unit.
There isn't another piece of service equipment like it. Amazingly, it not only services

all Motorola's land mobile communications products, it can service anyone else's.

As a result, the R2001 has expanded the test equipment market for us, in addition to pro-

viding a better tool for our own people.
Clearly, it's for reasons like this we're a world leader in land mobile communications.

And it's also an example that proves our point.
Giving people the right tools can help a company work a lot smarter.

But to give them the right tools, you've also got to give them their heads.

And once you do that, they'll help you compete with anybody at home or abroad.

Motornla's R2001. .fr? one "in-the-held" test unit: a signal generator; a frequency

moclulabon, and RF power meter a spectrum analyzer; a duplex generator; RF memory

ta.bles, a code synthesizer; an audio frequency counter; a digital volftneter an osakscope,

and a sweep generator

MOTOROLA A World Leader in Electronics.

Quality and productivity through employee participation in management.

,O1982 Motorola Inc Motorola and(ii) are registered trademarks of Motorola, Inc
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Books
and

Ideas
Thunder on the Left

by Daniel Seligman

Three decades after Stalin's death (and a
few days after Brezhnev's), we have a new
book about Stalinism in America, and it

seems remarkably topical. William L.
O'Neill's A Better World (Simon & Schus-
ter, $17.95) is an absorbing account of the
wars fought years ago between our coun-
try's pro-Soviet "progressives" and its left-

liberal anti-Stalinists. Much of this warfare
was waged by intellectuals writing in jour-

nals of modest circulation but occasionally
great influence like the Nation, which was

rather consistently progressive; the New
Republic, also progressive but not so con-

sistent; and the New Leader, which was
consistently anti-Stalinist. Sometimes the

conflicts were expressed in straightfor-
ward electoral terms, as in the Progressive

party's disastrous efforts to gain presiden-

tial votes for Henry A. Wallace in 1948. (He

ended up with a popular vote of only a
million and no electoral votes.) Sometimes

the action swirled around organized intel-

lectual happenings—one bizarre instance

being the famous Waldorf Conference,

formally the Cultural and Scientific Con-

ference for World Peace, sponsored in

1949 by assorted progressive celebrities,

including Lillian Hellman, Paul Robeson,

and Thomas Mann, and ultimately featur-

ing a delegation billed as cultural luminar-

ies from the Soviet Union, who assured

the crowd at New York's Waldorf-Astoria

Hotel that the Russians wanted peace.

Most of the action described by O'Neill,

a historian based at Rutgers, took place be-

tween 1939 and the Fifties. What makes

his book seem topical in the Eighties is its

demonstration of several links between

the issues those distant wars were fought

over and certain themes that keep recur-

ring in our political life.

Rescued by the Germans

The progressives O'Neill is most inter-

ested in are "those Americans who were

pro-Soviet without being members of the
Communist party." They believed that

progress toward "a better world" depend-

ed on the Soviet Union, and so they were
powerfully predisposed to take its side in
virtually all controversies. The Nazi-Sovi-
et pact of August 1939—the event with
which O'Neill begins his story—threw the
progressives into terrible disarray, since
most of them had been passionately com-
mitted to a view of Stalin as the world's
preeminent antifascist. However, they
were rescued from cognitive dissonance
by the German invasion of the Soviet
Union in June 1941, which enabled them
more or less instantly to forgive Stalin and
revert to uncritical support of his regime.
In this they were now joined by millions

of Americans with no prior history of pro-
gressive attitudes, who rapidly persuaded
themselves that Stalin's regime was excep-
tionally free and democratic. It is under-
standable that Americans would feel grati-
tude for the Russian military performance
and perhaps natural that this would lead to
a certain reticence about dwelling on the
regime's murderous record. But the extent
to which educated Americans were sud-
denly embracing fantasies about Stalin
and the Soviet Union seems almost unbe-

O'Neill

lievable in retrospect. Indeed, education
seems to have been negatively correlated
with common sense in this area. Gallup
polls during the war showed consistently
that college-educated and upper-income
Americans were far more disposed than
others to trust the Russians as postwar
partners. O'Neill unkindly mentions a
1943 FORTUNE poll showing business exec-
utives to be the occupational group with
the most faith in Russia.

An easy boss

The exodus from reality produced some
memorable observations about the Rus-
sians. Eddie Rickenbacker, a superconser-
vative businessman then running Eastern
Air Lines, returned from a Soviet visit to
proclaim that the Soviets would soon
achieve democracy (while we were in dan-
ger of losing it). Monsignor Fulton Sheen
discovered that "the family is higher in
Russia than in the United States, and God,
looking from heaven, may be more pleased
with Russia than with us." In his best-
seller, Mission to Moscow, former Ambas-
sador Joseph E. Davies judged Stalin to be a

"clean-living, modest, retiring,
single-purposed man" and an
"easy boss"; Davies also reported
that the Old Bolsheviks and gen-
erals purged by Stalin during
1936-38 had been guilty as
charged and that the easy boss
had acted with great foresight in
eliminating the potential fifth col-
umnists. All these absurdities and
more were brought to the silver
screen by Warner Bros., which

THE OMIT SCHISM:
Sill 11111 S 111 fI II I
1011111M11111111M1CHRIS

A RIITTOR
WORLD
Bq CiriTro7=-1i I!!

hired a Soviet technical adviser in an
effort to ensure that the film was entirely
accurate.
On O'Neill's reckoning, Mission to Mos-

cow was a kind of turning point for the
anti-Stalinists, who lambasted the film
and went on to demand more critical stan-
dards in public discussion of the Soviet
Union. Among those playing major roles
in this counterattack: Sidney Hook, Max
Eastman, Norman Thomas, Edmund Wil-

continued
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Nature has made Brazil a major
producer of hydroelectric power.

Perhaps what is most
extraordinary about the
beautiful Iguacu Falls is not its
vertical drop of 250 feet, but
rather its ability to generate
9,500 MW of energy for Brazil's
120 million inhabitant's.
Today, scattered across Brazil's
8.5 million square kilometers,
are other natural attractions like
Iguacu, all helping to develop
the nation's industrial might.
Thanks in part to these natural
assets, the average yearly
increase in Brazil's Gross
National Product has been one of
the highest in the world. Per
capita income last year was in
the area of 1,990 U.S. dollars.

Between 1970 and 1980,
agricultural production
increased 66.7%. Now, Brazil is
close to becoming the second
largest food exporter in the
world. In addition, other key
exports include aircraft, ships,
automobiles, shoes, textiles,
household appliances, diverse
technology.., and other
products and services to markets
throughout the world.
Brazil needs a bank that can
keep pace with such dynamic
progress.
And Banco do Brasil has been
keeping pace, ever since it
opened its first foreign branch in
1941. Today, 70 Banco do Brasil
offices are in business to serve
you in virtually all of the
world's key financial centers.

In Brazil alone, there are more
than 2,000 Banco do Brasil
branches to accommodate your
every business need. In each, you
will find all of the support and
expertise required to help create
and close business dealings with
your Brazilian counterparts.
Banco do Brasil is the main
financial agent of the Brazilian
nation. Rely on its experience to
show you all that Brazil has to
offer in the way of business
transactions, investments, and
mutually profitable joint
ventures.

‘,4V BANCO DO BRASIL
Your gateway to business in Brazil.

OVER 2000, BRANCHES IN BRAZIL • BRANCHES AND OFFICES IN ABIDJAN • AMSTERDAM • ANTOFAGASTA • ASUNCIoN • ATLANTA • BARCELONA • BOGOTA • BRUSSELS
BUENOS AIRES • CAIRO • CARACAS • CASABLANCA • CHICAGO • COCHABAMBA • COLON • CONCEPCION • DAKAR • DALLAS • FRANKFURT • GENEVA • GRAND
CAYMAN • HAMBURG • HOUSTON • LAGOS • LA PAZ • LIBREVILLE • LIMA • LISBON • LONDON • LOS ANGELES • MACAO • MADRID • MANAMA • MENDOZA
MEXICO CITY • MIAMI • MILAN • MONTEVIDEO • MONTEVIDEO (OLD CITY) • NEW YORK • OPORTO • PANAMA • PARIS • PARIS (OPERA) • PAYSANDU • PUERTO PRESIDENTE
STROESSNER • QUITO • RIVERA • ROME • ROTTERDAM • SAN FRANCISCO • SAN JUAN • SANTA CRUZ DE LA SIERRA • SANTIAGO • SINGAPORE • STOCKHOLM • SYDNEY
TEHRAN • TOKYO • TORONTO • TUNIS • VALENCIA • VALPARAISO • VIENNA • WASHINGTON • ZURICH
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The Number One Name
In Dictation Presents
The "Dictaphone"
Of Word Processors.

The first word processor that
"understands" commands put to it
in simple English. And responds.

The Dictaphone System 6000 is everything
you could ask for in a word processor.
And some things you probably never con-
sidered possible.

Straight Talk. Not mumbo jumbo'
Computer language Greek to you?
Dictaphone lets you give your
word processor instructions in

plain simple English, through its exclusive Straight Talk program.
You can, for instance, agk for the names of all customers whose

balance is greater than $2,000 by simply typing, "Show me the
customers whose balances are greater than $2,000." The System
6000 will oblige. Other word processors would just stare at you.

It's a stand-alone word processor that's also part of the
Dictaphone Integrated Office System.

You start with the basic, extraordinary word processor,
move to a hard disk cluster system, even tie into
Dictaphone Omnineto°, a local area network that lets you
communicate and share information with other office equipment.
Even the leading brands of personal computers.

It doesn't forget its main purpose in life.

The Dictaphone System 6000 excels in the business of text editing,
formatting and documentation. (It's also a records processor powerful
enough to make you think it's a data processor, but that's gravy.)

Not only does it let you change words and sentences, its exclusive
Footnoter feature 'floats' footnotes over to their correct page. DictaSpell
checks and corrects spelling. And SideStep, another Dictaphone
exclusive, lets your more experienced people skip unnecessary
steps. The work never went so fast.

The final touch is the Dictaphone Personal Touch training.

Dictaphone Marketing Support Representatives give you hands-on
Instruction, expert installation and application-oriented follow-up.
We even do a 90-Day Productivity Audit to see that you're getting
all you can out of your System 6000.

It's all part of what has made the Dictaphone name first in the
office for so many years.

Dictaphone
A Pitney Bowes Company

Dictaphone, Straight Talk, Footnoter, DictaSpell. SideStep and Personal Much are trademarks of the
Dictaphone Corporation. Rye, N.Y. Omninet is a registered trademark of Corvus Systems. Inc.
This product contains software, portions of which Were developed under license from Symantec.

lb see the "Dictaphone" of word processors,
complete this coupon. Or call toll-free:

1-800-431-1052
(Except Hawaii and Alaska)

In New York call 1-914-967-6067

Name

Title Phone 

Company  

Address  

City   Stair  Zip  

Mail to: Dictaphone Corporation
120 Old Post Road,

L..  

Rye, New York 10580 WFM-1:

'd 1982, Dictaphone Corp.
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"Redding these cidries is
the next oest thins to
knowing \cid Covydr,

orth

"Unmistakable as genuine and lived
history. ..The 20th century would be-1
can only parody him—quite, quite
incomplete without him:'

—John Osborne,
New York Times Book Review

"What a joy and how elegantly written!
I was completely fascinated."

—Hermione Gingold

"A wicked, witty and refreshingly
sane volume of diaries... Coward, like
all great writers of comedy, was not just
a funny man. He was a supreme realist,
who saw the humor, or the absurdity, in
most human situations."

—Gerald Clarke, Time

))

"Famous names fall on the pages of
this book like tropical rain....lt will fasci-
nate not only people who still remember
Noel Coward and not merely readers
with a liking for gossip about show
business, it will interest everyone who
wishes to witness from within the pro-
cess of becoming famous:'

—Quentin Crisp,
Washington Post Book World

"He had me hooked. Indeed, the big
surprise in these diaries is finding what
a good critic and acute, skeptical
thinker Coward could be.... For wit,
Coward's dialogue is hardly surpassed
in the twentieth century:'

—Paul Fussell, New Republic

THC fl EL C•IPkD
DIPPES 

.cDTeDPYGraham Payn PHD Sherida
•

oriey,.

z

0

I

698 pages

LITTLE, BROWN and COMPANY
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son, and A. Philip Randolph. During the
last two years of the war, criticism of Sovi-
et behavior became increasingly accept-
able—in part because the Russians did not
look much like democrats when they be-
gan moving into Eastern Europe, in part,
perhaps, because the war now seemed to
be clearly won and so Americans felt less
obliged to make emotional commitments
to Soviet power. But it is hard to read
O'Neill's account of our country's wartime
detour into fantasy-land without wonder-
ing whether the will to believe the best
about the Russians mightn't resurface
again in other contexts and with similar
results. The peace movement, both here
and in Europe, occasionally acts as though
it has a powerful need to believe that Sovi-
et policy is benign.

On the defensive

The postwar years saw a steady shift in
the terms of the debate between progres-
sives and anti-Stalinists. Progressives in-
creasingly found themselves not explicitly
supporting Soviet policies so much as
warning against red-baiting. The poor
showing of the Wallace candidacy in 1948
left the progressives even more on the de-
fensive, and with the North Korean inva-
sion of the South in 1950, praise of Com-
munists abroad became still rarer. Most
progressive intellectuals denounced the
invasion and supported Truman's decision
to send in American troops. (I. F. Stone, a
progressive journalist who has become
something of a cult figure among young
reporters, was an interesting exception. He
wrote a book in 1952 offering up all sorts
of reasons for believing that the war was
really South Korea's fault.) By the early Fif-
ties the retreat of the progressives had tak-
en them to a position in which Soviet
shortcomings were often conceded; except
for a few holdouts, many of them writing
for the Nation, progressives had been re-
duced to nagging about our own failings
and those of our allies, and warning
against anti-Soviet policies as leading to
war—a• platform that has survived pretty

continued



1983 FORI1,%7M- CROWN VICTORIA

IT'S A COMFORT TO KNOW YOU CAN
STILL OWN THIS MUCH CAR.

4 4

Crown Victoria for 1983. Quiet. Smooth riding.

Full size. With comfort and luxury for six passen-

gers. Standard this year is a 5.0 liter Electronic

Fuel Injected engine with automatic overdrive

transmission. Rich velour fabrics, thick car-

peting and warm woodtones create a quiet

place for you to relax. While a solid steel frame

and remarkable sound insulation make it

clear you're riding in a truly fine automobile.

LTD Crown Victoria for 1983. In two- and four-

door models. It's so rewarding to own one. Isn't

it nice to know you still can?

HAVE YOU DRIVEN A FORD. .LATELY?
FORD DIVISION



GOLDEN

148 years.
Two lifetimes spent making films, and legends.
The way TIME told it, it's more than just the story of
two award-winning actors. It's a tale of American
values and American history.
Week after week, TIME gives you more than news
and information. It brings insight and understanding
to subjects that matter to you.

Read TIME and understand.
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much intact for the past 30 years.
O'Neill is consistently interesting, al-

though not always consistent, in his ac-
count of the wars on the left during the
McCarthy era. (One minor muddle: he
can't seem to make, up his mind about
whether academic intellectuals were gen-
erally cowed into silence by McCarthy or
were generally outspoken critics of the
Senator.) The anti-Stalinists were almost
unanimously opposed to McCarthy, al-
though they had different strategies for
fighting him and differences also about
how seriously to take his threat. Many of
the anti-Stalinists complained bitterly
that McCarthy was indirectly legitimizing
their enemies by making it appear that ev-
eryone identified as a Stalinist was an or-
dinary liberal being victimized by an un-
scrupulous demagogue. The charge plainly
-had some merit; years later anyone who's
accused of being pro-Soviet, or even of be-
ing naive about Communist methods, can
count on winning a fair amount of sympa-
thy by crying McCarthyism.

Controlled admiration

Are progressive's and anti-Stalinists
• still waging war in the Eighties? The an-
swer is plainly yes, although the c'hemis-
try of the event has changed somewhat.
Many who might be thought of as lineal
.descendants of the Forties progressives
identify themselves primarily with Third
World radicalism or the peace move-
ment; their admiration for the Soviet
Union seems to be under control and
centered on the proposition that the Rus-
sians do not threaten us.

O'Neill is cautiously optimistic that pro-
gressives have learned something from
history, and that many are forsaking the
double standard traditionally applied in
analyses of U.S. and Soviet behavior. How-
ever, he admits to being unsure about the
extent of this reform. If it proves minimal,

we can assume that there will be no short-
age of anti-Stalinists—some of them, like
Irving Kristol and Norman Podhoretz,
identify themselves as neoconservatives
nowadays—to pursue the argument. *1
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The Self-Absorbed Executive
_AM 111111•1111111111111111L AMON

by Walter Kiechel III

Goodness, a number of big-time exe-

cutives have certainly been behaving

strangely of late. There's John De Lorean,

of course. And, on a different plane, Bill

Agee—leaving aside the personal stuff,

what is this business of riding roughshod

over board members to consummate a

questionable deal, then going to every arm

of the national media to explain that, gosh,

we only did it for the shareholders?

Minor weirdness abounds. Ted Turner,

continuing to lose large sums on his

loudly trumpeted challenge to net-

work news, plunges again on a

noisy, unsuccessful venture to tele-

vise pickup professional football

games. David Mahoney, chairman of

Norton Simon, takes to the televi-

sion screen to hawk the services of

his troubled Avis subsidiary—an

okay thing, perhaps, for Lee Iacocca

(an old hand at carmaking, reassur-

ing the customers) or Frank Borman

(astronaut/celebrity in his own

right), but Norton Simon is a con-

glomerate, for heaven's sake.

Is it something they're putting in

the water in those executive carafes?

Not your everyday vanity

No. It seems to be, instead, the

manifestation of a new executive style, or

at least a style we're seeing more of these

days in the corporate world. To be specific,

call it the narcissistic style.

In the last ten years professional observ-

ers of the human animal—psychologists,

psychiatrists, sociologists—have become

intrigued with the notion that certain as-

pects of contemporary behavior can best

be understood by reference to a syndrome

that they label narcissism. This isn't just

your garden-variety vanity, or swelled-

headedness. It's a particular psychological

condition, with a distinct—if much debat-

ed—etiology, associated ways of acting,

problems, and benefits. Some experts have

even gone so far as to assert the existence

of a "narcissistic personality type," though

the details—like the whole proposition—
remain controversial.
While the clinical concept does seem to

have explanatory cogency beyond the ana-
lyst's couch—see, for example, Christo-
pher Lasch's best-selling jeremiad against
contemporary civilization, The Culture of

Narcissism—two considerations should be
borne in mind before applying it willy-
nilly to the goings-on in the executive

suite. First, most students of the phenome-
non would agree that this isn't a sort of

bug that you either have or you don't. Dif-

loyed, thoroughgoing corporate narcissist.

How did he get that way? Psychoana-

lysts generally believe that the condition

begins with a fierce inner struggle early in

childhood. Faced with an unbearable dis-

appointment—Mother doesn't love me

enough or at least not in the right way—

the child also finds that his sense of self-

esteem isn't sufficient to keep anxiety at

bay. As a result, he starts to indulge in fan-

tasies of grandiosity—"I'm not just all
right, I'm the greatest"—thereby setting in

motion the psychological motor that
drives the narcissist: grandiosity op-
posing, trying to keep submerged,
impaired self-esteem.
Drive him it will. Throughout his

youth he will strive mightily to mar-
shal support for his grandiose yet
fragile image of himself—this by
cultivating whatever good looks he
has, learning to charm, and often-
times just by working hard. All of
which isn't, of course, a bad recipe
for success.

ferent people affect the style to different

degrees. "Every successful manager must

have some element of healthy narcis-

sism," notes Manfred Kets de Vries, a

psychoanalyst and professor of manage-

ment at Montreal's McGill University.

Second, assessments that anyone is far

along on the narcissistic spectrum, much

less a narcissistic personality type, can

only be made by an expert with access to

the subject's inner life. What a layman

can do is to understand the drives and

behavior that go to make up the style,

then see whether this understanding helps

illuminate a puzzling managerial action.

Probably the best route to such under-

standing is to follow the career of that

creature who never was: the pure, unal-

Something electric

By the time he's ready to look for

his first job on the road to manage-

ment you'll be eager to hire him.

He's well groomed, nicely dressed,

articulate—indeed, he may talk a lit-

tle too much—and confident, even

cocky. Romantics around the office will

say that, aah, there's just something elec-

tric about the guy.
A year after bringing him on, you'll

probably congratulate yourself heartily.

He's such a worker, it seems. Yes—be-

cause he needs a succession of triumphs to

keep his idea of himself afloat and he di-

gests those triumphs quickly. "Not all

workaholics are narcissistic," observes

Roderick Gilkey, a professor at Dart-

mouth's Tuck School of business adminis-

tration, "but a lot of better-functioning

narcissists are workaholic." Moreover, the

man is creative. How better to set yourself

apart from, and above, those around you

than by doing things differently?
continued

Illustrations by Stuart Goldenberg
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Two years after you hired him you may
not be so pleased. He has trouble holding
on to good people. Predictable—it's in
dealing with others that the narcissistic
sort often first run into difficulty. They can
seem warm, ingratiating, but as the people
who work closely with them rapidly figure
out, it's a pseudo-warmth, operative only
as long as it serves the purpose of their
self-aggrandizement.
The narcissist, you see, is quite alone

mentally. A key aspect of the condition is
the inability to see others as anything but
part of the background, furniture on the
stage set of Numero Uno's success. Gilkey
tells the story of a young businessman
who had been in treatment for a narcissis-
tic disorder for two years. One day, in the
course of a session with his analyst, he
suddenly became agitated and began to
perspire. "My God," he blurted out, "there
are two of us in this room."
Such behavior can tend to alienate folks.

Another young hotshot, rising fast on the
financial side of the entertainment busi-
ness, went around announcing his engage-
ment and accepting the congratulations of
his colleagues. The only problem: he
hadn't bothered to pop the question. It
never occurred to him that his intended
might refuse or that she might be offended
by his trumpeting the marriage before she
knew of it. He's still single.
Corporate underlings who have the

boss's latest Fabulous Project popped on
them in a meeting with the big brass can
understand her reaction.

Building a cocoon

As he enters the middle passage of his
career—from age 30 on, say—the future
courses open to the narcissist become
more clearly defined. There are the indi-
viduals who have gotten away with it.
None of their dramatically risky ventures
bombed. They changed jobs, or compa-
nies, frequently enough to avoid being
exposed as Attila the Hun. ("Oh, he's arro-
gant, but . ..") The spouse was complai-
sant, or venal. Such men often persist,
climbing the corporate ladder, perhaps ex-

panding their arena—they're always on
stage—to include cafe society or money-
intensive sports. They may even, heaven
help them, begin to curry the press's favor.
Others aren't so lucky. Their employers,

valuing the creativity but deploring the in-
ability to play on the team, build a sort of
cocoon around them. They become "our
brilliant art director" in an advertising
agency or "our favorite mad scientist,"
heading up the company laboratories—
coddled, flattered, not trusted, unlikely to

rise any higher. "You know how those
guys are ..."

Still others end up finding their large
corporation too small a theater for them to
play out their grandiosity in. They leave,
sometimes to start their own company.
And what do they call it?. "Naming the
company after yourself is almost a pure
giveaway that there's narcissism at work,"
observes Theodore Millon, director of
clinical psychology at the University of
Miami. It was, you may remember, the De
Lorean Motor Co. The car was known
simply as "a De Lorean."
Whatever his career situation, for the

hard-core narcissist the progress through
middle age usually represents increasingly
tough sledding. Inclined from the begin-
ning to be what clinicians term "sexually
exhibitionistic"—no, not flashing in the
park; preening, and taking care to be seen
squiring beautiful women—he can be dev-
astated by any deterioration in his looks.

One narcissistic executive realized how
troubled he was—troubled enough to seek
treatment—when he mistook someone
else for himself in a group photograph.
The shock came because the other man
was considerably uglier than he.
By this time, too, the hollowness of the

narcissist's emotional ties begins to tell in
his personal life. His wife may leave—to
him, inexplicably—in search of warmth.
Or she may come to seem less than perfect
in his eyes—crow's-feet and all that—
prompting him to, as they say, trade one
40 for two 20s.
At work, even if he has attained a top

job, he's a prime candidate for feelings of
"Is that all there is?" Faced with midlife
wounds to his continually imperiled self-
esteem, his insatiable grandiosity seeks a I 1
the more urgently after confirmation, sup-
port. His deals become bigger and riskier.
Colleagues begin to question his business
judgment. "A problem with narcissists is
that they don't get anxious when they
ought to," suggests Professor Abraham
Zaleznik of the Harvard Business School.
"Civilization depends on people feeling
anxious."

High highs and low lows

In a sense, the narcissistic style is setting
him up for what might be called The Big
Mess. Something goes wrong—his latest
venture gets into financial trouble, his cur-
rent bold corporate stroke hits a snag.
Grandiosity fights all the more visibly
with dark feelings. His highs get higher,
his lows lower. People around him are buf-
feted by the flipping back and forth.
Because his grandiosity can't permit

him to seem a loser he embarks on a quest
for smashing victory to redeem the defeat.
By this time, however, his grandiose feel-
ings may have gotten so far out of hand
that his "reality testing"—the technical
term for being in touch with the real
world—becomes impaired. His never very
strong regard for others, their values,
laws, and sensitivities, slips even further.
"I'm the greatest," he tells himself. "I can

continued
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We are speaking here of business
support of the arts, and what it can
do for your company.

In a word, lots.
Because in addition to the

rewards that the arts have to offer
society, there are rewards that the arts
can and will offer business. Very real,
very tangible rewards. All very much
in your company's self-interest.

gallons of paint left over from custom
jobs to cultural institutions–saving
themselves a rather pretty penny in
warehousing costs.

At this point, you may well be
wondering what our selfish purpose
is in telling you this.

To be plain, it's to sell you a book.
One that not only suggests that
your company, your clients, your
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You should, of course, know
the best ways to get them. But more
about that in a moment.

Understand from the outset that
your business needn't be huge to ben-
efit. Nor need your support involve
large sums of money.

Consider Julius Blumberg Inc.
and Herman Cohen and Company
who together donate their window
space to young artists for month-
long exhibitions, giving the artists
some much-needed exposure and,
not coincidentally, reflecting very
nicely on both Julius Blumberg Inc.
and Herman Cohen and Company.

Or, to cite another example,
Marke Painting and Decorating
Company who donate thousands of

employees can get something in
return for supporting the arts–but
also shows you how to go about it.

Or, as the case may be, how to
go about it better.

It's Partners, the first practical
guide to corporate support of the
arts. And for anyone who has any-
thing at all to do with the arts–or
would like to–it's indispensable.

In it, you'll find dozens of exam-
ples of how business and the arts
have helped–and continue to help
–one another. Detailed information.
Practical, no-nonsense advice.
Sources to turn to for guidance.
Specifics.

You'll learn how to administer a
program. How to review grant pro-
posals. How to start an art collection.
Even how to give support without
giving money. All for a rather small
sum of money.

Partners: A Practical Guide to
Corporate Support of the Arts costs
only $8.95, plus $2.00 for shipping
and handling. Order in quantity, and
it's even less. So write us today at
the address below for your copy.
And see how much your business
can get from supporting the arts.

It's one of the few things in this
world that's selfish and selfless at
the same time.

Partners.
The first book on

supporting the arts that
doesn't leave everything

to the imagination.
Partners is published by the Cultural Assistance Center, Inc., a nonprofit service

organization established to promote and assist cultural institutions.
Write the Cultural Assistance Center, 330 West 42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10036.

Or call (212) 947-6340.
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Space for this message contributed by Newsweek inc.
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do whatever I want, things that other peo-
ple can't do." Bingo—he gets himself into
The Big Mess.

Is the narcissistic executive style actual-
ly on the increase these days, or does it
merely seem so? Years ago, it may be re-
called, insurance mogul W. Clement Stone
used to give out special silver coins that
bore his face on one side.

Clinical observers aren't certain whether
the incidence of narcissism is growing, or
whether, having developed the concept,
we simply find more of it about. Most do
suspect, however, that the style is, as they
put it, overrepresented these days in the
population of business executives. Not
necessarily at the very top, where sound
judgment and a capacity for team play are
still at a premium, but probably in the ech-
elons just below.

The danger of too little

If you go looking for examples of the
style in the chief executive's office, the ex-
perts think you're most likely to find
them—aside from companies where the
guy's name is on the building—in con-
glomerates. Dealmaking, takeovers, the
dramatic corporate coup are much more to
the narcissistic taste than building a career
in machine tools over 30 years.
The danger posed to American business,

if one is posed, may not be from too much
of the style, but from too little. "I don't
think corporations should overreact to De
Lorean, or the few instances like this,"
suggests James A. Wilson, a psychologist
and professor at the graduate school of
business of the University of Pittsburgh.
"Companies have been excessively seek-
ing after the stable, even dull, executive,
and haven't allowed themselves the flam-
boyant or expansive one." It's right to val-
ue the creativity and excitement that ac-
company the style.
At the same time, bear in mind the fate

of the original, mythological Narcissus.
Entranced by his reflection in a pool,
oblivious to everything else around him,
he fell into the water and drowned, still
clutching after his own image.
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56. TWA-Frequent Flight Bonus
Program

57. Tandem Computers
58. Toyota Motor Sales, USA-Industrial

Lift Truck Division

ANNUAL REPORTS
59, E.B.I.C.-European Banks

International
60. Grow Group, Inc.
61. Nippon Electric Co., Ltd.
62. Toshiba Corporation

AREA DEVELOPMENT
63. Burlington Northern Railroad
64. Georgia Department of Industry

& Trade
65. Oklahoma Department of

Economic Development
66. South Carolina State Development
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The Audi 4000's low price and high
technology restore dignity to the word value.

At a time when many automobiles
seem excessively priced, the Audi

4000 continues to be an outstanding value.
A high-technology Bavarian sedan, it offers

the old-world engineering and craftsmanship
that have made prestigious European sedans
prestigious. And, at a reasonable price.

This Audi is what one expects from every
Audi: an exemplary automobile. In every re-
spect, the 4000 is a driver's car.

( Audi

"Audi 4000 4E 5 Speed $10,055, 4000S 5 Speed $11,205, 4000 Diesel 5 Speed $10,855 01982 Porsche Audi

To wit, outstanding handling from our front-
wheel drive. Modern aerodynamics from low
drag coefficient styling. Brisk performance
from a four-cylinder, 1.7-liter, CIS fuel-
injected engine that delivers lively acceleration.

Luxury interior with plush seats and carpets.
Extraordinary economy. M EPA estimated
mpg and 42 estimated highway.* And with the
high-efficiency 4000 Diesel, E] EPA esti-
mated mpg and 52 estimated highway.*

The Audi 4000.
Precision German engineering that's worth

every Pfennig you pay for it.
*(Use "est. mpg" for comparison. Mileage

varies with speed, trip length, weather. Actual
hwy. mileage will probably be less.)

**Mfr's sugg. retail price. 'Title, taxes, trans.,
registration and dealer delivery charges addi-
tional.
F'DIRCHE +-AUDI

Audi: the art of engineering.
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